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ABSTRACT
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL INTERVIEW: EXPLORING AWARENESS OF SECOND
LANGUAGE LEARNING IN THE INTERNATIONAL ESL COLLEGE STUDENT
COMMUNITY
SEPTEMBER 2001
LEOR ALCALAY, A.B., HARVARD COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON (ESL)
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON (CCT)
Ed.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor John C. Carey

This dissertation argues for a novel methodological approach to the investigation
of phenomena of second language acquisition (SLA). The field of second language
acquisition arose in a historical academic context which traditionally linked it to
primarily quantitative research methodologies.

Introspective verbalized articulations

of learners had been devalued in favor of observational examination of behavioral
characteristics, an approach which, despite massive investments of research energies,
failed to yield a coherent theoretical understanding of the SLA process, especially in
adults.
An individually conducted, dialogically oriented, open-ended or phenomenological
interview enables the exploration of the concerns, interests, experiences, and meanings
developed by a second-language learner during the course of the process of secondlanguage acquisition. Approximately two dozen such interviews were carried out with
international speakers of English as a Second Language (ESL) studying in a community
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college in the United States. Analysis of these interviews permitted the demonstration of
distinctive interests and focuses of attention and awareness by learners both
individually, and collectively, as emergent themes came to be delineated from the group
data.

In sum, the argument is made that it is ultimately the recognition and the

revelation of the individual learner’s awareness, through the dialogically articulated
learner voice, that proves more significant to an understanding of the phenomenon of SLA
within learners from a theoretical research perspective, as well as to a potential
enabling of enhanced pedagogical efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM

“No two men think in precisely the same way.”
—Ezra Pound, ABC of Reading [in Singh, 1994]
This dissertation begins with the recognition that it is high time to reach out for
novel methodological approaches to investigating the phenomena of second language
acquisition (SLA), especially in light of the conclusion that the observation of behavioral
characteristics associated with traditionally utilized quantitative research methodologies
more appropriately applied in the natural sciences and somewhat unnaturally grafted
onto the social sciences—whence their infiltration into the human sciences and
education—has failed to yield a fully coherent theoretical understanding of SLA,
especially in adults, where it appears to differ more from first language acquisition
(FLA), than it does in children. In the past couple of decades, a new approach has arisen,
focusing on the social and cultural context of language learning, which uses ethnographic
methodologies incorporating observational and verbal data within particular cultural
contexts, such as school classrooms, and home and social life settings, to elucidate how
culture and society critically influences learning second languages. This approach
provides a crucial bridge to my own research approach, which goes a step further in
attributing the highest level of research data value to the joint, face-to-face,
linguistically and humanly facilitated, dialogic interviews.

In great part, therefore, this

project is founded on a reconstituted definition of second language acquisition as
distinctly humanistic—and therefore necessarily individual—enterprise, and therefore
one that, while it recognizes the existence of distinctly subconscious, biologically-based
processes, seeks to elucidate those more conscious aspects of second language learning
which are accessible to learners and researchers through the verbalization and
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articulation of initially untapped, perhaps inchoate thoughts, feelings, sensations, and
inklings.
This dissertation uses a novel methodological approach which values the
introspective and socially construed, verbalized articulations of learners over the
observation of behavioral characteristics to which the attention of researchers has
traditionally been drawn, which has failed to yield a comprehensive theoretical
understanding of SLA.
which have arisen.

This lack is reflected in the multiplicity of theoretical constructs

My approach is to use individually conducted, dialogically oriented,

open-ended, phenomenological interviews to enable the exploration of concerns,
interests, experiences, and meanings developed by second-language learners. Analysis
of about two dozen interviews done with international ESL community college students in
the US demonstrated distinctive interests and focuses of attention and awareness by
learners both individually and collectively, as delineable themes emerged from the
group data.

The recognition and revelation of the individual learners’ awareness(es),

through their dialogically articulated learner voices, may prove significant to
understanding the SLA phenomenon in theoretical terms. It may also enable potentially
enhanced pedagogical efficiency through a refocusing of instruction on individualized
dialogically contextualized verbalized articulation, progressive recycling and renewed
respect for learners’ intuitions, experiences, and interests.

Finally, it may facilitate an

integration of theoretical research, practical pedagogical, and socially communicative
functions within both institutional and extra-institutional contexts of language learning.

Phyloaenv Recapitulates Ontogeny:
The Marriage of Form and Function
As the dissertation transitions from chapter to chapter, from the definition of the
problem in chapter one, to the discussion of the existing research literature in chapter
two, to the description of the methodology and an elaboration of the techniques involved
in interviewing in chapter three, then on to the presentation and analysis of the results
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of the study in chapter four, and finally, in chapter five to the conclusions and open
questions the study has led to, key concepts of “voice,” “power,” “learning,”
“identity” and “communication” evolve and assume a variety of forms.

In chapter one,

the perspective is sociological and definitional; in chapter two, it is theoretical and
scientific; in chapter three, it is both technical and foundational; in chapter four, it is
productive and analytical, and in chapter five, it is again speculative and potential.

Polyphony As Leit-Motif for an Exploratory Individualized Methodology of SLA Research

The leit-motif of polyphony, or multiplicity of voice, on three levels—among
second language learners, among SLA researchers, and within both individual learners
and researchers—lends a unity and condensation to this entire research work. This
notion represents an evolution from
...an example of what Bakhtin, in discussing Dostoevsky’s style in the
story “The Double,” calls a “microdialogue”. A microdialogue is “not yet
polyphony, but no longer homophony. One and the same word, idea,
phenomenon is passed through three voices and in each voice sounds
differently" [1984{1929}:220]. A microdialogue is a kind of hybrid
construction in which more than one voice sounds through what appears to
be the mouth of a single speaker—and the voices address and respond to
one another. Bakhtin emphasizes the way in which Dostoevsky’s style in
the story highlights “the intraatomic counterpoint of voices, their
combination solely within the bounds of a single dismantled
consciousness” ([1984{1929}:220-21], cited in Schultz, 1990, 16)
Chapter 1 presents the second-language learning student population statistically
and demographically in sociological terms as a subset of the broader culture, and
topically and perspectivally in terms of critical views of schooling.

The notion of the

learner’s voice is introduced through the contextualizing perspective of dominant
majority and disempowered minority cultures.

Standard

mono-perspectival,

often

quantitatively-based studies examined the demographic statistics of international
students in terms of their perceived potential value to US society, while some more
interpretive, qualitative research studies present more critical perspectives on learner
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institutional access, learner voice and identity, the internalization of

majority cultural

icons, and others (Ward, 1998; cf. Altbach and Wong, 1989).
In chapter 2, the notion of internalized learner voice becomes intermingled with
the parallel polyphony of multiple research voice, as foundational theoretical
assumptions are challenged, disciplinary cross-fertilization injects novel perspectives,
and methodological evolution supplants construct-defined quantitative studies with
interpretive, qualitatively-grounded efforts and the diametrically opposed research
process of emergent themes.

The traditionally social-scientific external-observer

research mode, implemented in its correspondingly “objective” voice, is gradually
overtaken, initially in fits and starts, and then more systematically and
overwhelmingly, by the emergent, “subjective” voices of hermeneutically inspired
researchers who have rejected the assumptions of non-grounded social science as
philosophically suspect.

Some examples are presented.

Stevick (1989) extended

survey interviews to individualized portraits of model learners, breaking new ground in
presenting learners’ voices as definitively expert evidence,

Krashen (1983) self-

reports his own FL learning as the Din phenomenon, viewing it somewhat selfdeprecatorily as an idiosyncratically whimsical example of his own SLA theory,
seemingly oblivious to the methodological evolution it could represent.

Schliemann

(paralleling Burton [Howe, 1990], who took a somewhat different course to the same
culturally prestigious place) accepted the dominant cultural view of language learner as
cultural hero, creating an image of himself as linguistic genius, which, although selfserving and reified into a static image, clearly brought attention to the individual
learner as the ultimate arbiter of second language acquisition, proficiency and
competence (cf. Jahn, 1979). These theoretical, methodological, and topical strands
merge into Ogulnick’s (1998) apical (i.e., to this research project) self-researched,
interpreted, and contextualized exploration of her complex identity as woman, foreigner,
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language learner, and researcher, whose polyphony inheres at the multiple levels of
theory, method, and topic.
In chapter 3, polyphony emerges as grounded in both the phenomenological
emphasis in the overall methodological approach to research and the deliberately aware
corresponding selection of the interrogative, dialogic technical apparatus.

The

availability of comprehensive, typological taxonomies of questioning (Morgan and
Saxton, 1991; Briggs, 1986) permits the careful selection and sequencing of questions
particularly facilitative to open-ended, explorative, mutual interrogation, and learner¬
generated interpretation which always seeks to enter the area of as yet unformulated
feeling and thought that enable their verbal articulation.

Particular techniques

extrapolated and modified from the Dialogue Process (Isaacs, 1999; Dhority, 1993),
such as the “suspension of criticism when speaking and listening” and seeking the
emergent “group mind,” enable a further transcendence of limitations to the
collaborative, linguistically facilitative explorative generation of meaning.
in

By contrast,

Schumann’s (1975a, 1978a) classic study, his research subject Alberto’s potential

voice was submerged under a philosophically- and methodologically-based rejection of
the consideration of the value of linguistic facilitation and mutually transcendent
exploration of meaning.

Alberto thus remained a “limited, flawed” L2 learner because

any potential for articulating more deeply-held perceptive concepts was left in thrall to
the double bind of Alberto’s linguistic limitations and Schumann’s dichotomously posited
research construct which formulated language and culture acquisition in exclusive,
either/or, terms.

The obvious differences in literacy background between Alberto and

Ogulnick, who was her own research subject, emerge as less significant than those more
subtly obscured distinctions between Schumann and Ogulnick as researchers: Schumann,
while clearly sympathetic toward his research subject, nevertheless maintains a
fundamentally objectivist stance, whereas Ogulnick transcends the subjective-objective
dichotomy not only because she is technically the subject of her own research (as is also
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Krashen when he describes the “Din” phenomenon), but because she has attained a new
methodological-philosophical stance in which the subjective and objective meld into her
novel narrative-cum-analysis exploration of identity.

A case which decisively

punctures the argument of linguistic and cultural limitation is reported in the
remarkable book of the social researcher whose communicatively interactive facilitation
reveals the mind of a deaf-mute previously assumed to be without ANY language
(Schaller,

1991).

Chapter 4 reveals the richly polyphonous voices of the learners emerging
interactively in concert with my facilitative, dialogic research voice, over which I add
another layer of my own interpretative research voice as I compare and contextualize
the learners articulated expressions comprehensively within the emergent interview
topics, and finally in terms of the research literature.

The learners speak for

themselves as no researcher can; with all their hesitation, variety, presumed lack of
vocabulary and syntactical inconsistencies, they come across to the listener (and now the
reader) as sincere, enterprising, courageous, human, at times puzzled, but never
resigned to “filling the slot” of any research-created investiigatory “variable” or
“construct.”
Chapter 5 represents polyphony as a potentially useful operating technique for
further investigation, expanding the context to broader issues in the meaning and the
derivation of knowledge (Bohm, 1994; Peat 1997), as well as suggesting practical
implications of this project by recycling its approaches, methods, and findings back into
the pedagogical arena. This research enterprise is also re-viewed as a stepping-stone
for further investigation of second language acquisition within a longitudinally expanded
perspective informed by a reasoned reconsideration of the field within the context of its
significant foundational domains of knowledge (Gleick, 1987; Kauffman, 1995; LarsenFreeman,

1997b)
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Broad Research Questions Underlying the Phenomenological Interviewing
This research project responds to the questions:
(1) What experiences do adult learners of second languages find meaningful?
(2) What insights about the SLA processes they experience can second language learners
reveal through verbal articulation?
(3) How do the meanings which second-language learners make of their own experiences
compare with the understandings of SLA researchers about SLA processes? In other
words, how does the "naive," or untutored "awareness" of SLA processes that learners
reveal compare with the experimentally-driven "expert" knowledge SLA researchers
have formulated?

Further, if there is significant overlap, does this indicate that

learners themselves could provide a richer source of theoretical intuition than has
>

previously been generally recognized?
Why do some learners attain high levels of academic, literate fluency in a variety
of nonnative languages, whereas others are minimally functional academically in their
own native language?

What can we learn directly from the verbalized, articulated

thoughts of second language learners which can enable us to better understand the
underlying reasons behind such a spectrum of language behavior? What are the
implications of such information for the construction of theories about how humans
learn nonnative languages, and for how teachers might develop and implement
methodologies to foster second-language development? These are the broad questions
with which this research is concerned.

In coming to a better understanding, through

their narratives, of how learners construct the meaning of the processes they are
engaged in as they experience SLA, it would be additionally desirable—in the future—to
develop a taxonomy for coding human variability in how learners understand the SLA
process.
The initial primary concerns can be refined and concretized in the following
questions:
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•

How do learners construct themselves as speakers and learners of non-native
languages?

(In other words:

In general, what perspective do living, breathing

second-language learning students have on the meaning of their own experiences?)
•

How do learners—both as individuals and as groups—interpret SLA-based and
content-based curricula? In other words: What do SL (Second Language) learners
perceive as the goals and processes of attaining them of both self-declared SLA
curricula and content curricula, especially as regards the mix of explicit, languagestructured instruction in SLA curricula, and the way they cope with their absence in
content-based curricula?

•

How do ESL learners construct the roles of their native language and culture as they
engage in the SLA process? In other words: How do L2 learners view the role their
native language and culture plays as they interact with their new target language and
culture?

•

How do learners perceive and understand their interactions with their classmates
and instructors in SLA classrooms and extended socio-cultural spheres? In other
words:

What do the individual, particular impressions of SL learners contribute to

our understandings of how these students apprehend their learning experiences in US
colleges and cultures?
•

How do the interpretive perceptions of ESL students contribute to the elaboration of a
more flexible and rich perspective of SLA? In other words: How can the verbal
reports of SL learners be incorporated into the research knowledge of the SLA field to
round out and concretize the schematized understandings we have?

•

How can "outsiders" to the SLA process best appreciate the internalized "insider"
perspective of L2 learners which especially impact upon their functioning in
instructional settings?

How can the results of this research help faculty and

administrators who are unfamiliar with the SLA experience to better empathize with
the second-language learners on their campuses?
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•

How can underlying contradictions among teachers and learners in their internalized
constructions of learning and teaching in second language classrooms be brought into
collaborative, synergistic use, through their verbalized articulation and analytic
categorization?

In other words:

How can a deeper appreciation of learners'

perspectives foster closer and more efficient collaboration in implementing the
objectives of SLA curricula?

Second-Language Learners as Theorists
The potential value of L2 learners as direct sources of evidence for SLA
theorizing parallels the value of native-speaker intuitions for linguistic theorizing.
Linguists (e.g., Chomsky, 1957) have relied significantly upon the intuitions of native
speakers as privileged sources of primary data about the structural characteristics of
the linguistic systems they use, and have used from infancy. Such knowledge is
privileged because it derives from common daily usage, from the introjection of infants
into a linguistic/cultural system of communication which is acquired during early
childhood.

Yet second-language learners, as consciously articulate verbalizers of their

own existential situations, have traditionally not been regarded as valuable or privileged
sources of primary data about second-language acquisition processes. Generativist
grammarians have toggled between the naive intuitions of native speakers and the
sophisticated, axiomatically-based theoretical elaboration of the structural elements and
dynamic processes of the native language system. While there have been attempts (most
notably by Suzanne Flynn, 1983, 1987, 1991; Flynn and O’Neill, Eds., 1988) to
parlay the theoretical knowledge gained by the generative grammarians into an
equivalent theoretical framework applicable to second language acquisition, there have
traditionally been few attempts (most notably by Stevick, 1989, and in more recent
self-reports by Lvovich, 1998 and Ogulnick, 1998) to directly access second language
learners' own knowledge about second language acquisition as a dynamic, lengthy,
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complex, and personal process occurring at both conscious and subconscious levels of
awareness.

Definition of the Research Territory
The initial exploration of the research "landscape" began with the proposition
that adult ESL learners in the United States have interesting and valuable stories to tell
about their experience in acquiring a nonnative language.

I carried out a pilot study

using phenomenological interviewing with about a dozen individuals who had achieved a
modicum of expressive fluency in English; these were primarily former students in
(usually) advanced ESL classes taught by me.

The interviews originally were carried

out in the 3-interview format delineated by Seidman (1991), but evolved into a more
fluid format that included a somewhat wider range in both length and period of time.

The Mythological Underpinnings of SLA: The Origins of
Mutual Unintelligibilitv in the Tower of Babel
The dilemma of the lack of mutual intelligibility of the myriad languages spoken
on Earth has fascinated people throughout much of recorded history, as can be seen from
the enduring interest in the Biblical tale of Babel, in which humans are punished for
their lack of humility toward God by being forced to speak mutually incomprehensible
languages. The learning and teaching of non-native languages, such as the accounts by
Augustine (Saint Augustine, 1961) and Montaigne (cited in Howatt, 1984), has also
been of some interest. Quite early in recorded human history there has been an
awareness that the replication of the native language learning process was somehow
different when it occurred the second time around. As education became more accessible
to broader segments of the population, there was greater preoccupation with the teaching
of language, with a heavy emphasis on a competitive search for the best methodology.
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Modernity, The Methodological Influence of the Natural Sciences on the
Social Sciences, and their Indirect Influence on Language Research

The modern era has been characterized by the growth of the natural sciences, and
the diffusion of the social sciences, particularly through their appropriation of the
experimentally-based scientific method to investigate and analyze the inner workings of
the human being both as an autonomous organism (psychology) and as an interrelated
member of society (sociology).

In the nineteenth century, the foundational social

sciences of sociology, psychology, and anthropology led naturally to explanatory
formulations about the historical interrelationship of human languages (philology), and
in the second half of the twentieth century, to more radical formulations about the
biological roots of human language. The field of SLA emerged from a variety of eclectic
sources: Chomsky’s (1957) creation of generative linguistics, the growing need to teach
and learn second languages associated with US-dominant cultural globalization and
American post-war global influence, and the increasing interdisciplinary cross¬
fertilization of the major social scientific fields, as initially seemingly clear pathways
to knowledge became clouded by contravening evidence, thereby stimulating a search for
methods and information developed by neighboring disciplines.

The Distinction between First Language Acquisition (FLA) and Second Language
Acquisition (SLA)

All normal humans learn a first language, but not all learn a second.

First

language learning seems effortless, painless, and subconscious, while second language
iearning is associated with conscious, painful effort. A clear sign of this is that many
individuals, when asked how they learned their native language, may not be able to
respond quickly, or thoughtfully, and, in fact, will probably answer that they never gave
it much thought, whereas the same question asked of non-native languages would most
probably provoke some degrees of consternation, strenuous efforts at recollection, and

ultimately some degree of puzzlement. If asked whether they commanded a nonnative
language as well as their native language, a majority of individuals probably might say
no.

If asked why this should be so, people might answer in various ways. In fact, it is a

popularly held belief that the earlier a language is learned, the greater achievement in
fluency and competence can be achieved.

Contemporary Heterogeneity in L2 Learning Approaches and Outcomes
Noting that there are over 5000 spoken languages in the world at present,
Bialystock and Hakuta (1994) ask why it so difficult to learn a second language when
learning a first language is “virtually effortless for most of us;” they respond that this
is a mystery to be unraveled, a potential “odyssey of self-discovery.”

Declaring it rare

for anyone to be completely unfamiliar with learning another language, either as a
student, tourist, or immigrant, the authors suggest that language learners inevitably ask
such questions as: “What are the essential characteristics of learning a second
language?, “Why is it easier for some people than for others?” and “Are there times or
situations in which the process becomes easier?” Common sense, or folk theories of
language learning, attempt to answer these kinds of issues, as the authors explain:
This book is also about our efforts to understand second-language
learning and the methods we use to come to that knowledge. Scholars have
long puzzled over the mysteries of language learning, and researchers
have explored numerous aspects of its development. These academic
approaches to language learning have originated in a variety of
disciplines— linguistics, biology, psychology, anthropology, and
sociology; each of these lays some claim to understanding the process. But
what are the differences in the approaches taken by these disciplines?
How do their insights fit together to reveal something more general or
more essential about the process of second-language learning?
(Bialystock and Hakuta, 1994, vii)
Even a brief moment of reflection reveals that language learning
takes place in a complex ecology, not in a laboratory. The full repertoire
of our human nature, ranging from our cognitive machinery to our social
and communicative needs, is engaged in the activity. It would be
overwhelmingly difficult and ultimately unproductive even to attempt to
study a system of this complexity in its entirety Consequently, studies of
language learning have typically approached the problem through only one
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of its many channels. We will examine
believe jointly comprise the ecosystem
channels--brain, language, mind, self,
around which the book is organized."

five of these channels that we
of language learning. These five
and culture—are the structures
(Bialystock and Hakuta, 1994, viii)

...we expect that people who have attempted to learn a second language will
be interested in exploring their personal experiences and theories against
the accumulated wisdom of this field (Bialystock and Hakuta, 1994, viii).

The Beginnings of SLA as an Academic Research Field
Second language acquisition (SLA) began defining itself as a field beginning in the
nineteen fifties as, initially, an eclectic hodgepodge of methods, studies, and practical
applications. As a fledging field, it relied heavily on the methodologies of the more
established social sciences, such as psychology, a field in which the behaviorist
approach, which itself used experimentalistic studies, reigned.

However, the isolation

and operationalization of particular psychological constructs, such as motivation,
anxiety, ability, and the attempt to correlate them with second-language learning
processes proved deceptive, yielding ambiguous and inconclusive results.

Linguistic Approaches to SLA Research
Early theorizing sought to explain discrepancies between first and second
languages by looking at the structural differences between the native and the
“artificially” learned languages (which was termed “linguistic interference”), but
subsequent studies noted the appearance of error patterns unexplainable by these
structural comparisons.

During this period there was a great growth in interest in

methodologies of teaching second languages, a belief that if the right method were found,
it would somehow be a panacea for second language learning. However, the search for the
one ultimate method proved illusory.

This mix of initial observational findings (such as

Corder’s [1967] error patterns) and the almost deceptively melded conflation of
language teaching methodologies with language learning processes gave rise to the first
attempt at a “grand unified theory” of second
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language acquisition, Krashen’s (1977)

“Monitor Hypothesis.”

However, Krashen’s theory, despite stimulating great

enthusiasm among second language teachers and researchers alike for perhaps differing
reasons, itself came under scrutiny (by McLaughlin, 1978; 1987; cf. Barasch and
Vaughan for later critiques) for what was critically perceived as its solipsistic
definitional

circularity.

Sociocultural Approaches to SLA Research
As Chomskian-inspired generative linguistics came under increased criticism
from a more socially engaged form of linguistic analysis (Hymes, 1972), SLA
researchers moved away from the earlier psychologically-based constructs and toward a
more naturalistic approach which sought to observe language learners within their
social and cultural contexts, employing techniques such as discourse analysis (Gumperz,
1982), sociolinguistic approaches (Labov, 1969), and classroom ethnography
(Willett, 1995).

Other explanatory frameworks, such as that of Freire (1970),

incorporated elements of ideological (at times messianically activist) commitment,
regarding the learning potential of individuals as linked with their socioeconomic
awareness, and proposing the instrument of “conscientization” as the catalyst for the
release of learning potential. While such sociocultural and socioeconomically grounded
approaches provided rich compensatory balance for the reductionistic ambiguities of
operationalized psychological constructs, they perhaps obscured to some extent the
individual experiential background and the personally constructed meaning each learner
brings to the SLA enterprise.

The Importance of Local Context in Sociocultural Frameworks
As the sociocultural trend in SLA research strengthened, there was a growing
awareness among researchers of the variety of sociocultural and socioeconomic
contextual realities, and of how these could affect individuals. Just as the study of
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linguistic variety had given rise to a progressively evolving grand theory of language
(Chomsky, 1957; 1981; 1995), so too the awareness of the role of context in the
making of symbolic meaning superseded an earlier, more monolithic notion of literacy
and introduced a newly contemporary concept of “critical” literacies (Gee, 1992).
Similar developments in other intellectual traditions, including most notably literary
criticism, had led to more attention being paid to interpretive, or hermeneutic
possibilities which deconstructed the ordinarily more absolutely understood meaning.
This general trend was sometimes incorporated into a framework known as “post¬
modernism” (Sarup, 1993; Grenz, 1996)

Post-Modernist Skepticism of Global Explanations and
Respect for Contextual Multiplicity and Conditional Variability
One of the beneficial contributions of this general “post-modernist” trend was a
willingness to entertain a broader variety of methodological instruments in the service
of searching for knowledge, as well as to open often cumulatively established
disciplinary boundaries to research questions from other disciplines previously thought
of as being less relevant to the research questions of a particular discipline. Thus,
whereas the question—’’What meaning do I make of my life experience?”—was perhaps
thought of as pertaining more to the field of philosophy than to SLA or other associated
social sciences, in a post-modernist research context inhibitions against such links
could be relaxed.

An early study (Perry, 1970) looked at educational achievement

through the lens of the changing world-views, the Weltanschauungs, of progressing
college undergraduates, using a methodology of unstructured interviews (which had
initially not even been intentionally dedicated to this study) and an analytic approach of
aggregating emergent patterns.
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Value of this Research
The questions I ask parallel a representative interaction among significant more
traditionally constructed variables such as motivation, expectations, affective stance,
experience, perception, and socio-cultural exposure within individual ESL learners.
My research may prove valuable to SLA theorists, pedagogical methodologists,
practitioners, curriculum planners and administrators, and ultimately to L2 learners
themselves, who will benefit from the effects of a more enlightened understanding on the
part of researchers and their teachers of the processes they are undergoing, from
greater and more productive collective self-awareness among worldwide L2 learner
communities, and from the educative benefits of participating in an extended,
facilitative, open-ended, collaborative, exploratory dialogue.

Disciplinary Issues in SLA
First, it would be difficult to find disagreement that the field is in some state of
confusion, with as many as 60 theories (Lantolf, 1996) having been elaborated.

Second,

even, or perhaps in conjunction with, this plethora of theories, there is little or no
consensus as to what the significant questions are. Third, the field has gone through a
historical evolution, in which a variety of methodological approaches to both theory
formation and to the selection of evidence have been attempted. Fourth, there are
various perspectives from which the field may be viewed, including from (a) a
postmodernist perspective which opens up the research to a multiplicity of theoretical
perspectives and research methodologies (Lantolf, 1996), (b) a topical issues
perspective (Robinson, 1997), (c) a historical perspective (Larsen-Freeman, 1991b)
open to new approaches such as chaos and complexity theory (Larsen-Freeman,
1997b), or integrating the investigation of the learning process and the learner, and
(d) a phenomenological approach using in-depth interviews which helps reveal the
internal realities of the learners.
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Preview of the Literature Review
A general overview of the SLA field which seeks to establish a basis for research
questions and methodology reveals several striking facts.

First, it seems that there is a

great deal of doubt, controversy, and contradictory claims about many findings,
suggesting that much knowledge in the field is not clearly established. Second, the field
is striving to establish a common denominator for its methodological approaches and the
validational criteria of research findings. Third, the field is still relatively nascent,
“pre-paradigmatic” in the Kuhnian (1970) sense along with other social sciences (if
SLA can indeed be termed a social science; some researchers [Ochsner, 1979;
Schumann, 1983] argue whether it is more “art” or “science”).

Fourth, there are

significant differences in research approach and emphasis that are related to
geographically located intellectual traditions, as well as to particular academic
disciplinary perspectives.
I have investigated a subject population of adult community college ESL learners
in the process of acquiring advanced academic discourse fluency. Establishing a solid
foundation for research questions necessitates, at least initially, a rather broad and
eclectic coverage of the research literature, with a view to discovering those areas about
SLA which remain unknown, and methodologies which may prove fruitful to discovering
knowledge about such areas. The research I have reviewed is characteristic of the
various considerations mentioned above; they aim at an ultimate convergence upon the
research question and my subject population.

Rationale for a Phenomenological Research Methodology
The “Post-Modernist” metaphor can be extended as theoretical support for using
a phenomenologically-oriented methodology.

The call for more reverential regard for

the thoughts, feelings, intuitions and articulations of individual L2 learners coincides
with an intellectual mistrust of monolithic, "expert," systematic formulations, in favor
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of the local, the individual, and the expressive, a trend which can be metaphorically
conceptualized by the term "post-modernism." This term has been bandied about for
some decades now and has entered general cultural parlance. A standard dictionary
associates the term with the arts, architecture, and criticism, and states it "represents
a departure from modernism" which "has at its heart a general distrust of grand theories
and ideologies." (Pearson and Trumble, 1995, 1132).

Hirsch's (1993) Dictionary of

Cultural Literacy, in its revised 2nd edition, has no entries for either “postmodern” or
“postmodernism."

As my project concerns distinct issues in the domain of SLA, rather

than in the arts, cultural or literary criticism, communication studies, or a field where
the rigorous definition of this term might have significant argumentational implications,
it will be used only as an associative metaphor, a leitmotif to lend shape and color to the
thrust of the contention presented here:

that what matters more for a truer

understanding of the SLA process is insight into the human beings who experience,
interpret, and manage this process, rather than abstract, generalizable theoretical
formulations which bear the scrutiny of the rigor of experimental method but may
mislead when applied to a particular individual.

Dostoevsky felt that it was more

significant for an understanding of all mankind to first understand a single man. What
has been clear in literature has often been opaque to a social science dazzled by a
methodological edifice more appropriate to the inquiries of nineteenth century natural
science than to the speculative cogitations of end-of-the twentieth century social and
cognitive science.

Contemporary and future science could best help by illuminating the

physiological substrate of mental activity, through such imaging devices as dynamic
positron emission tomography (Zatorre et al, 1996), but should more humbly approach
its object of inquiry as the mirror image it is: a human being, with all a human being's
thoughts, feelings, reflections, decisions, anxieties, hopes, and abilities.
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Theoretical Modesty. Multiplicity. Locality, and Subjectivity
Borrowing the term "post-modernist" may serve several useful purposes.

First,

the search for an over-arching theory of SLA has been frustrated by an inability to
formulate a theory with sufficiently parsimonious explanatory rigor, falsifiability
according to positivist conceptions of scientific method, and general applicability to a
wide range of situated circumstances. This has led some SLA researchers to advocate
more modest attempts at the descriptions of local conditions, and advise a turn toward
hermeneutic (interpretive) rather than nomothetic (systematizing) approaches.

The

autonomous internal theoretical dynamics of the SLA field is reflective of analogous
shifts in the general cultural and intellectual climate to redefine the individual as an
interpretive "expert" equally privileged to understand reality:

“By replacing the

modern worldview with a multiplicity of views and worlds, the postmodern era has in
effect replaced knowledge with interpretation” (Grenz, 1996, 40).

In the post¬

modernist conception, absolute systematic and global understanding lies beyond
attainment; local meaning, constructed interpretively by its participants, however, does
not.
...the postmodern era has abandoned the notion of an objective world. This
abandonment of the concept of the objective world is a result of the
postmodern rejection of a realist understanding of knowledge and truth in
favor of a nonrealist understanding. This is to say, we have moved from
an objectivist to a constructionist outlook. (Grenz, 1996, 40).
Like postmodernists, SLA researchers may at present find it more productive to
discover the various learning theories held by individual L2 learners in particular
learning situations than to search for an overarching, parsimonious formula applicable
to all L2 learning, anywhere, anytime, and for any purpose. The lack of faith in
systemic knowledge leads directly back to the individual;

this, in turn, implies a

reliance on individual expression, and therefore narrative.

Elevating the role of

research subject narratives implies, in turn, a recognition of the existence of multiple
realities, and of the inevitability of subjective world views.
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This leads to the rhetorical

question: If it's good enough for the general culture, why can't it be good enough for SLA
research?
Our contemporary globalized, pluralistic world has subverted an older Europefocused Enlightenment vision. Postmodernists contend that we can no longer reasonably
hold out the prospect of discovering the one, universal symbolic world that unifies
humanity at a level deeper than that of our apparent differences. Instead, they say, we
must come to grips with the realization that we inhabit a globe consisting of “multiple
realities.

Different groups of people construct different “stories” about the world

they encounter.
experiencing life.

These different languages, in turn, facilitate different ways of
As a result, people do not merely espouse different political opinions

and religious beliefs; they actually live in different worlds with respect to basic matters
of personal identity, time, and space.

Samuel Huntington’s (1996) pessimistic

formulation of geographically-based battling civilizations, each with its own multifold
worldview, is but one recent example of such an intellectual turn.
The postmodern understanding of knowledge, therefore, is built on two
foundational assumptions: first, postmodernists view all explanations of reality as
constructions that are useful but not objectively true; and second, postmodernists deny
that we have the ability to step outside our constructions of reality.
As a result, the postmodern outlook constitutes an attack on realism in the name
of reason.

Because we cannot view the world apart from the structures we bring to it,

the argument goes, we cannot measure our theories and propositions in comparison with
an objective, external world. To the contrary, the theories we devise create the
different worlds we inhabit.
Postmoderns have adopted a pluralistic view of knowledge. Having
rejected the notion of a single objective world as such...they have
demonstrated a willingness to allow competing and seemingly conflicting
constructions to exist side by side. The point at issue...is not 'Is the
proposition or theory correct?' but rather 'What does it do?' or 'What is
its outcome?' (Grenz, 1996, 43)
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The post-modernist outlook has also altered the traditional modernist
relationship between human subject and human object in the need for understanding. As
the objects of our inquiry disappear from our horizon of understanding, we become more
and more our own subjects. This philosophical acceptance of subjectivity need not
represent a retreat; rather, it can open new possibilities for understanding by
effectuating a strategic, dialogic rapprochement between a reintegrated subjective object
and an objective subject.
No longer a coherent cognito, man now inhabits the interstices, "the
vacant interstellar spaces," not as an object, still less as a subject;
rather, man is the structure, the generality of relationships among those
words and ideas that we call the humanistic, as opposed to the pure, or
natural, sciences. (Said, 1975, 286; cited in Grenz, 1996, 120).
In addition to its broader ramifications, the post-modernist outlook, realized by
a group of innovative thinkers, is associated with a number of reconceptualizations of
classical areas of intellectual inquiry. A number of these ideas are relevant to this
present research project, for they may inform the thinking of researcher and learner
alike; the research, through direct knowledge of the primary or secondary sources, and
the learners, through diffusion through the popular culture.

Key Concepts and Definitions Associated
with the “Post-Modernist” Intellectual Climate
This research project assumes certain key concepts. One is "experience," the
notion that meaning doesn't exist in some transcendental essences, but rather emerges
from the interaction of human beings with the world. Another key concept is
Weltanschauung, the notion that a historical agglomeration of experiences which
produces in individuals a particular "worldview," or way of perceiving and
understanding the world (Tedder, 1986; Smart, 1983).

The “human” sciences are

assumed to be essentially different from the natural sciences, in that while the human
sciences cannot step outside the objects of their inquiry (at least, until the developments
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in physics related to quantum mechanics and relativity theory), the natural sciences
can. Meaning is assumed not to be private, but emerges from a local context in which
elements acquire significance in relation to the system in which they operate (as
suggested by Wittgenstein's notion of language games).

Saussure’s (cf. Harris, 1987)

idea of a systematic but arbitrary relationship between objects in the world and their
linguistic referents, a notion which was later extended by anthropologists to the cultural
systems of peoples, also plays a central role in this research.

Heidegger's (1971)

concept that language and thought are critically interrelated as the mirror images of
each other is also central to the notion of dialogue, by which thought searches through
language and time for its being.

Heidegger's notions of "presence" and "being-in-the-

world" also play an important role in the phenomenological interview process.
Husserl’s formative notions of phenomenology, and the later application of
phenomenology to sociological interactions developed by Schutz (1970) are also
relevant to this project.

These conceptualizations inform both the dialogic interviews

and their subsequent incorporation into the synthesis of emergent themes, as well as
potential analytical frameworks which might be developed in the future.

Theoretical Formulations Related to this Investigation:
Freire’s Conscientization and Empowerment. Vvaotskv’s
Inner Voice and Scaffolding. Bakhtin’s Polyphonic Meaning
Many studies reflect the international scope of the issues surrounding secondlanguage learners.

The issues presented here within primarily a sociological or

psychological framework—involving demographics, the institutional context of the ESL
population, or the psychological reactions of students in transitional situations—provide
the contextual background for the investigation of another aspect of second language
learning: the exploration, articulation, and manifestation of learner “voice.”

The

concept of voice is meaningfully related to several key notions: power, communication,
self, language, thought, and symbolic representation.
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In terms of power, Paolo Freire

(1970) and others have spoken about how social, economic, and political power have the
capability of either empowering or disempowering the voices of individuals within that
society; in his view, true education involves a collaborative, restorative process of
empowering those whose voices have not been heard—not by themselves and certainly not
by others

within the social hierarchy.

For Freire, this process involves what he calls

“conscientization,” which in the most concrete terms was exemplified in his teaching
the alphabet to illiterate Brazilian peasants through the letters of the word “amo”
(“master” In Portuguese), which was the symbolic representational vehicle through
which their disempowered voices were restored, first to themselves, and then as
potentially contributory members of a free society.
Another significant researcher who contributed two crucial interrelated
concepts—that of the distinction between “inner” and “social” language, and that of
“scaffolding” in the learning process—was Lev Vygotsky.

Vygotsky (1962; 1978)

noticed that children went through a stage where they seemed to be talking to themselves,
as if they were rehearsing a performance to themselves, a phenomenon perhaps akin to
what Krashen (1983) described as the “din” phenomenon undergone by second language
learners. This was different from using language directly to communicate messages to
others in social communication. The distinction between inner and social language was
related to the concept of “scaffolding,” which occurs when learners who are engaged in a
task perform at the best of their ability, but can attain higher levels of understanding
when the learning task is presented as a “gap” within appropriate scaffolding by a more
experienced learner. This concept assumes great significance especially for second
language learners, who must seek out situations in which scaffolding is enabled; such
situations require not only the presence of cognitively and emotionally challenging
situations, but also the learner’s own proactive engagement.

Learning thus is of

necessity social, but it is fluid, proleptic (i.e., “forward-reaching”), and collaborative.
This has implications not only for the identification of more efficient paths to successful
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language learning (i.e., a more successful learner may be more able and willing to
identify and seek out potentially scaffolded learning situations), but also to validate a
researcher’s facilitative approach toward a non-fully proficient speaker in a dialogic
interview.

The researcher thus is not obscuring the learner’s voice in the

phenomenological interviews, but works collaboratively with the learner to scaffold his
or her thinking and verbal expressiveness.
Bakhtin (1981) recognized voice as a significant and necessarily complex
category of human being and existence. For Bakhtin, human beings engaged in a variety
of actions and relationships which influenced and delineated their possibilities of
articulating thoughts and feelings in language. Human beings, both as individuals and as
social and cultural beings, were of necessity polyphonic, rather than monophonic.

It is

thus useless to search for absolute and uniform consistency of “voice” across a person’s
actions and interactions, but rather it is much more productive to search out how a
naturally polyphonous individual articulates his or her thoughts and feelings through the
course of the myriad situational interfaces and existential actions which arise in daily
life. This will become more vividly evident as the interviewees of this study engage in
an exploratory dialogue with myself, as a researcher.

It will also become evident as I, as

participant in the dialogic interviews, explore, facilitate, respond, and follow the voices
of the second-language learners, and later, as I explicate their verbal articulations.

The

results of the study will thus themselves be polyphonous, as the voices of previous
researchers, third person reports of exceptional learners, extended self-reports of
individual learners, the groping articulations of interviewees currently engaged in the
language-learning process, —and myself as former learner, current teacher,
participant, facilitator, explicator, summarizer, connector, and analyst—all find their
proper place.
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Phenomenological Interviewing as an Appropriate Methodology
for Directly Accessing the Intuitive Knowledge of L2 Learners
This project began with my great respect as researcher for the possibility that
learners bear knowledge which may not fall within the existing "expert" theoretical
formulations. It presupposes an investigative methodology as open-ended as possible,
which allows research subjects to articulate their own constructed meaning, rather than
formulating their responses in the terms and elements of an extant research framework.
To achieve this, the researcher must carefully use an interrogational lexicon and syntax
that does not suppress or limit exploration of the interviewee's personalized meaning
constructs, or suggest to the interviewee the articulated formulations of tutored, or
"expert" knowledge. At times the researcher may need to articulate some aspects of
"expert" knowledge to clarify to the interviewee some question, but the goal is always to
elicit the learner's pristinely constructed meaning.

Limitations of the Phenomenological
Approach to Data Collection with L2 Learners
Complicating factors may arise in the implementation of the research. Although
the selected interviewees have demonstrated some significant capacity for an ability to
reflect and articulate their SLA experiences, the learners will inevitably be more
limited than the researcher in their facility with English, the primary language of the
interviews.

The researcher will therefore seek to articulate questions to the

interviewees in as accessible a manner as possible, and to collaborate as unobtrusively
as possible in their articulation of their thoughts.

The aim is to collaboratively explore

with the interview partners the phenomena they pay attention to, the processes they are
aware of, the events and experiences that are memorable and significant for them, the
activities that engage them, the beliefs that enable them to manage their own approaches
to learning, and the explanations they create to better understand their patterns of
achievement in learning second languages.
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Personal Context of the Researcher
My own interest in seeking to better understand how learners of second languages
(specifically, of English, in the United States) perceptually construct the process of
their own language acquisition stems primarily from three research questions derived
from various sources. The validity of grounding research approaches in the experience
of the researcher is substantiated in several studies (Krashen, 1983; Tucker, 1995;
Lvovich, 1997; Ogulnick, 1998).

Paradoxically, it may be that there is an inevitable

reciprocity between the intimacy the researcher brings to the object (i.e., language) and
to the subject (i.e., the language learner) of the research, and the capacity of the
research to more profoundly explore how the object (the language) works within the
subject (the language learner).

This insight represents the rationale for a

methodological approach which views SLA research as a complex interrelationship of
factors; in my case, my perceptions are built upon the following inquiry stages and
processes:
First, my decade-long professional experience as an ESL teacher led me to ask:
“How can (I as) a teacher best facilitate the acquisition of second-language competency
by learners?
Second, incorporated within the first, my own personal experience as a learner
of English grafted upon an early childhood background experience of a different native
language, as well as an adult learner of other languages in both academic and social
contexts, led me to ask: “How can (I as) a learner best acquire fluency in nonnative
languages?”
Third, my more recent discovery of a methodological research tool—in-depth, or
phenomenological interviewing—enabling a deeper penetration into the areas of
awareness and intuition which inhabit the minds of adult ESL learners as they
participate in the process of acquiring advanced linguistic and pragmatic competence led
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me to ask: “How can (I as) a researcher best understand the process of second-language
acquisition from the perspective of a learner?”

The Interpreted Life Experience
of Learners and its Role in SLA Research
My research project seeks to regard the meanings and perspectives of an
individual's own life experiences as significant in the acquisition of a second language.
The in-depth, phenomenological interview methodology, which values the unique
integrity of each interview, is used to access both the learners' experiences and their
interpretation of them. This methodological approach extends some previous SLA
research along these lines which has attempted to open up and re-focus the research
landscape. Reaching out to second language learners and exploring together with them
how they construct and articulate their experiences may reveal new insights about SLA,
in particular how various key factors exist and converge idiosyncratically in individual
learners. The hypothesis is that each individual operates as a learner bearing a
particularly personal conception of language, that this concept has been formed most
probably in the past, in great part previous to current experience, and that through
mutual exploration learner and researcher can arrive at an articulated revelatory
insight involving a relation to the world, to learning, and to people, and that the
individual's insight into language in some way forms and informs the way that individual
experiences the process of learning a second language.
Existing SLA research, through the development of dichotomous explanatory
constructs, has provided some sense of what might potentially be learned from direct
access to second language learners' verbalized articulation of meaningful life
experiences related to acquiring new languages and cultures. The data I have accumulated
from the phenomenological interviews has introduced new information and provided
corroboration and illustration of factors significant to SLA as identified by some
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previous researchers, including language learning strategies, abilities, awareness,
motivation, resistance, the affective domain, the classroom learning culture, and
broader social factors. Thus, my research continues and extends already present foci of
investigatory attention, while seeking to integrate data-gathering and theoretical
perspectives within a more theoretically responsive framework.

Mechanics of the Interviews
Existing SLA research, previous instructional experience, and personal
curiosity has led me to ask certain questions of my interviewees. Other questions arose
in the natural course of the phenomenogical interviews with L2 learners. Themes which
had arisen in earlier interviews provided additional avenues for exploration in later
interviews.

The open-ended nature of phenomenological interviewing implied eschewing

topical pre-definition, yet certain themes obviously lent themselves to interrogation.
Theoretical considerations pointed logically to certain topics, however, and clustered or
patterned themes emerged consistently from the explorations in a significant number of
the interviews. Furthermore, the interviewer's previous acquaintance with the
interviewees as their classroom teacher provided a foundational knowledge of the
interviewees’ gestalt as learners, and thus subtly pointed toward avenues for further
exploration.

The Sociocultural Context of the Research Subject Population
I focused on a pool of research subjects who are young adults, non-native
speakers of English attending a community college in the United States. Community
colleges in the United States in the past few decades have experienced a marked increase
in non-native English speaking students, both international and domestic, aspiring to
complete associate degrees and often intending to transfer to 4-year colleges and to
continue on to graduate programs. Such students are often faced with financial pressures
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and other personal exigencies which move them to complete their education as quickly as
possible. However, although some of these students have had previous higher educational
experiences in their native countries and languages, and others have had secondary
school experiences in the United States (some in transitional bilingual programs), their
overall relative unfamiliarity with American English speech and nonverbal
communication, general academic discourse, and the culturally assumed knowledge
incorporated into standard curricula necessitates an initial educational intervention that
will have significant and successful long-term effects. The student population assembled
together in college preparatory ESL classes invariably exhibits an extraordinarily high
diversity of social, cultural, linguistic, and educational background, as well as of fields
of intended interest, preferred learning style, motivation, and personality
characteristics significant to second language and second culture acquisition, such as
openness or resistance. The development of successful curricula for such highly diverse
multicultural ESL classes requires pedagogical methodologies which can incorporate the
multivaried thoughts and feelings of this student population into opportunities for
efficient L2 learning.

This requires attention to cultural and linguistic features of SLA

in their cognitive and affective aspects. The verbal data collected and analyzed here, and
the conclusions derived therefrom, can contribute to the elaboration of curricula for
multicultural ESL classes at the community college level and higher; their efficiency
could ultimately be evaluated through observation, analysis, and comparison with other
programs and methodologies. These could be considered the indirect effects of this
research study.
This study will seek to better understand how adult ESL learners construct the
meaning of their SLA experience, and to gain insight into the processes they engage in on
the path to acquiring greater fluency in their new language. A primary methodology of
phenomenological, in-depth interviewing, was used to collect verbal data directly from
ESL learners, at times modified by (a) greater focus and directive questioning, (b)
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occasionally by involvement of another language by the interviewer, and (c) once in a
while by the involvement of a bilingual informant.

The dissertation provides the

grounding which might eventually lead to the elaboration of an analytical framework to
categorize verbal data according to criteria of levels of awareness regarding factors
potentially significant to the construction of the meaning and the efficiency of developing
fluency in a second language.

It also identifies the thematic patterns which emerge from

the interview data articulated by this interviewee cohort.

The classificatory schema and

the emergent themes may prove useful in opening areas of further research in SLA, in
improving communication between learners and teachers of second languages, and in
reorienting classroom instructional approaches, by focusing more attention on
individuals, idiosyncratic pathways to successful learning, particularistic motivations
for learning, and personalized ways of making meaning.

Interviewing as a Wav to Understand Successful Paths to Second Language Learning
Although much has been learned about the processes by which human beings learn
to speak and function with communicative fluency in a second language, less is
understood about why some individuals appear to be more successful than others in
acquiring communicative competence in a new language. Various investigative
approaches have been utilized in order to delve into these processes, but direct, in-depth
interviewing of the second-language learners themselves has barely ever been used.
Data obtained in this way has been regarded as scientifically suspect, due to the stance of
subjectivity necessarily assumed.

Perhaps the particular efforts involved in tailoring

research-gathering techniques to individual subjects imposes a subtle and novel strain
upon the interviewers. Where a focus on the individual has occurred in the existing
research, as in the study of a single child's linguistic development, the data has been
objectified and operationalized as a source of information for primarily linguistic
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phenomena, such as the chronological sequencing of syntactic and morphophonemic first
language acquisition development.

Awareness as a Kev to Understanding Second Language Learning
In broader terms, this research is concerned with coming to a better
understanding of the awarenesses of individual adult learners who have attained a
modicum of success in communicating their thoughts in a second language. The focus is
on the awareness of the individual learners regarding the process of language learning,
including the barriers and difficulties involved on both the linguistic and the sociopsychological levels, the language learners’ perceptions of the target language as a
system to be mastered different from their own native tongue, and sociological,
psychological, and cultural aspects of the learners’ perceptions.

SLA as an Individual Learner's Idiosyncratic Journey.
This research approach regards the path to fluency in a second language as a
journey, undertaken and experienced idiosyncratically by diverse individuals.

In

coming to a better understanding of the nature and necessary conditions of this process,
one of the most potentially productive (yet strangely overlooked) sources of information
is the direct verbalized articulation of the thoughts of the language learner him- or
herself. This study assumes that to a significant extent the meaning of this process, or
journey, is borne not in abstracted theoretical, axiomatic formulations applicable a
priori to any individual within the human species pool, and within human subgroups,
but rather living as knowledge revealed through the verbalized articulation—albeit
sometimes linguistically crude-of the living human subjects who are in the midst of
experiencing this transformative journey.
The theoretical rationale for refocusing on individual L2 learners as a source of
data for building SLA theories involves a reconsideration of both the sources and the
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scope of knowledge. Methodological issues involve how ways of gathering, analyzing, and
interpreting information from individual second language learners are valid to the
development of an improved theoretical understanding of SLA. The various frameworks—
ethnographic, phenomenological, and journalistic—for conducting and interpreting
interviews with human subjects imply different purposes, methods, and results.

Data

gathered from the in-depth interviews of selected adult ESL learners deemed
"communicatively competent," have been treated within the frameworks of the
theoretical approach and the methodological perspectives within which they are
grounded.
Approaching a deeper understanding of awareness in adult second language
learners may involve a reconceptualization of communicative competence, using indepth (phenomenological) interview data and focusing on the learners' abilities of selfawareness, their articulation of their thinking, and their construction of meaning.

A

sociolinguistically and cross-culturally informed phenomenological interviewing
methodology may provide a rationale and a means for improving understanding about
SLA.

Some previous research studies may serve to identify significant explanatory

constructs for SLA, providing an analysis of data-collection methods used in SLA
research and an introduction to what the phenomenological approach is and what it can
contribute to SLA research, including the focused thematic explorations revealed in the
phenomenological interviewing pilot study.

Subjectivity in SLA Research
In-depth, or phenomenological interviewing may prove a useful methodology,
because if the most productive responses to these questions reside within learners, they
may be most easily accessible through direct, conscious expression by the learners
themselves. This evident truth has been obscured by a trend in research which has
striven to develop “scientific” theories of SLA.
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However, another gradually developing

research orientation leads to an emphasis on understanding the individual learner, by
which insights are grounded within the learner’s experience and perspective. This turn
toward subjectivity in research has been paralleled by a corresponding reliance upon
personal interpretation among researchers themselves, as well as a move to ground
research approaches in the experience of the researcher (e.g., Tucker, 1995). There
may be a paradoxical dialectical reciprocity between the intimacy the researcher brings
to the research object (language) and the research subject (the language learner), and
the capacity of the research to more profoundly explore how the language functions
within the language learner. This insight provides a rationale for a methodological
approach which views SLA research as a complex interrelationship of factors and
utilizes diverse and heretofore not fully exploited data-gathering techniques.
SLA research needs to draw upon the insights of L2 learners, privileging them as
repositories of awareness of SLA processes much as Chomskyan linguistic research
privileges native speakers as repositories of expert judgments of grammaticality.
Existing theoretical constructs can be applied, extended, challenged, refined, or
reinforced in light of the additional evidence provided by such second language speakers.
And, although there may be a variety of indirect ways of accessing such awareness (just
as there are of getting at native speakers' notions of what is and what is not
grammatical), perhaps the most productive and heretofore least utilized is the direct
method of verbal articulation. This is perhaps most propitiously conducted in openended, phenomenologically oriented exploratory dialogic interviews with L2 learners.

From Nomothetic to Hermeneutic Approaches to SLA Research
SLA research has traditionally focused on the search for a nomothetic,
parsimonious theoretical explanation, and consequently on the similarities among,
rather than the differences between, SLA learners. This nomothetic, or lawformulating" tradition attempts to systematically explain natural phenomena by
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revealing a single, causal reality, while another hermeneutic, or "interpretational"
trend seeks to understand the multiplicity of organizing principles of such phenomena.
Nomothetic traditions have usually utilized quantitative methodologies, while the
hermeneutic tradition has most often been associated with naturalistic, qualitative
methodologies. Perhaps because language has in contemporary times largely been
thought of as a natural, biologically determined phenomenon, rather than a human,
mentally constructed one, the SLA field has been dominated by nomothetic approaches,
which has often hindered or even precluded free exploratory investigation by potentially
productive hermeneutic approaches. Researchers who have followed such paths have
even been described as "voices crying in the applied linguistic wilderness" who are
"valiantly.,.stem[ming] the nomothetic tide"

(Markee, 1994).

Some individuals seem to be more successful than others at acquiring
communicative competence in a nonnative language, yet it is difficult to understand
exactly why. Various factors have been postulated as having influence upon the SLA
process, but usually these have been investigated as individual effects upon groups, such
as in studies that look at the effects of motivation upon a large group of learners.
However, much less has been done to look at either how learners themselves construct
and interpret various factors in their own learning experience, or how such factors
interrelate sequentially and meaningfully within the developmental life course of an
individual's SLA process. This may suggest that a learner's awareness, both of the
learner's own processes and of the objects of the learner's attention, such as instruction,
the linguistic system, the culture, and the society, may be a vital notion in arriving at a
better understanding of SLA.

A review of the relevant literature reveals little effort

made to treat L2 learners as useful repositories of knowledge and insight about the
experiential processes they are involved in, although Stevick's (1989) interview-based
description of several successful learning types stands out as an exception, and there
have been several fascinating accounts, one by a former ESL student who became an ESL
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instructor (Lvovich, 1997) and another by an American ESL teacher who experienced
Japanese as SLA (Ogulnick, 1998). A radical turn to direct phenomenological
interviewing of learners may represent a sound approach to obtaining greater accuracy
and detail about the way successful second-language learners learn.
Two areas can be delineated for future expansion of the research, one with
respect to the research subject population, the other with respect to the means for
gathering data. While the pilot research focused on a very heterogeneous body of
individuals, an additional potential pool of research data subsequently arose, comprising
L2 learners in a community-based ESL program and, some staff members of an SLA
program not directly currently involved as ESL learners but who, through past or
current experience as or with L2 learners have been able to thoughtfully reflect on SLA
processes.

An initial attempt to test the waters with this expanded range of subjects was

made. This had the additional effect of narrowing the focus of the questions, as certain
issues seemed to be clustered within the programmatic confines of this more
homogeneous grouping.
An effort to find alternative sources of data was attempted by interviewing staff
members of a more culturally homogeneous immigrant language-learning program,
which yielded valuable information.

More highly focused questions, emerging from the

questions that evolved in the phenomenological interviews with the successful adult
ESL learners, were posed to these individuals. Such focused "spot" interviews could
indeed produce information to serve as corroboration of or contrast to the data gathered
directly from L2 learners.
There may be other reasonable means for reaching a broader, more
homogeneously characterized spectrum of learners, such as a written questionnaire
could be derived from the data gathered in the interviews and broadly administered to L2
students. Some way would then have to be found to incorporatively reconcile the findings
from the in-depth interviews and the survey questionnaires.
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Yet a third means—an

interim mode—of gathering data involved spontaneous conversation on relevant topics
with individual students before, after, or during class, which happened to be tape- or
video-recorded.
Although the data has been almost exclusively gathered from a highly diversified
ESL learner population, possibilities for extending this research include gathering data
and comparing images of learning, teaching, language, culture, etc., from more broadly
homogeneous learner populations. One model analogous to this potential expansion of my
research may be found in a research project conducted by a native Chinese-speaking
researcher in the United States on the evaluatory criteria for good writing (Li, 1996).
By selecting experienced writing teachers in both China and the United States, asking
them to select single exemplars of outstanding written work produced by their students
over the years, then asking them to explain their criteria for their positive evaluations
of the work, and finally exchanging the written work and asking the teachers from the
other country to similarly evaluate the essays, this researcher was able to show how the
criteria for evaluation of writing were grounded and embedded in the cultural values of
the broader culture within which the writing and the evaluation took place.

This

research was useful because it demonstrated that evaluatory criteria, particularly for
writing, are only partially universal.

The writers of the two cultures were able to

agree on some significant factors in their positive evaluation of the respective writing,
but they also parted ways on some other factors. Through the demonstration of this
distinction, and its dissemination into the discourse of teaching and learning writing in a
second language, teachers and learners alike will be better able to coordinate their
activities and achievement with the realities of acquiring and evaluating literacy in a
new language. Similarly, my own research has aimed at enabling ESL instructors to
strengthen and/or adjust their views of the ESL learners they teach, and consequently to
better contextualize the delivery of instruction and the assessment of learning within
individual learners.
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Delimitation of the Study via Exploratory Extension
For purposes of comparison and contrast, the scope of the study could thus be
extended to incorporate a focus on particular groups of individuals, namely learners and
teachers and others peripheral to the SLA enterprise, such as administrators,
counselors, and staff members, in two (or more) particular broadly-defined cultural
groups.

One example is a program run by a non-profit organization in conjunction with

a community college, the purpose of which is to provide re-training and English
language education to immigrants from two societies, Chinese and Russian. The Russianspeaking immigrants were primarily Jewish, usually fairly recent arrivals who have
received political asylum from the former Soviet Union, as well as some non-Jewish
Russian-speakers who have come on tourist, student, or other visas, while the Chinese¬
speaking immigrants may have resided locally for longer periods of time.

Certain

selected issues about learning and teaching English that arose in previous interviews
could be focused on in a comparative way with these two large populations of learners,
and their corresponding teachers, often native Chinese-, Russian-, and English speaking
ESL teachers.
During the course of conversations with learners, administrators, teachers, and
staff about the appropriateness of the textbooks and the placement and abilities of the
students, particular themes came to the fore:

bilingualism—whether and to what extent

the learner's native language should be used in the classroom; grammar-to what extent
should learners be instructed into the formal structures of English, as opposed to
fostering a communicative classroom in which language is used for meaningful
communication without much inculcation of fundamental grammatical structures; and
testing and evaluation of learners’ achievements. These issues usually came down to
opposing positions. Administrators often felt that only English should be used in the
classroom, and bilingually inclined teachers might jeopardize their positions by
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overusing the native language. However, learners naturally use the native language to
explain to themselves and amongst themselves what they are learning in English.
Learners often appeal to teachers who speak their native language for explanations in
that language. Teachers who speak the native language of the learners may also find it
easier to use that language for explanations.

Finally, non-native language speaking

teachers may find that the only way for them to establish communication with their
students is to use native language explanatory aids, such as bilingual dictionaries or
bilingual reference sheets.

Initial Exploratory Inferences about Linguistic Structure in the Awareness of Second
Language Learners
Some teachers and learners believe that it is crucial to learn the basic
grammatical structures independent from their use in pragmatic communication,
whereas others feel that it is more important to strive for meaningful communication
without paying that much attention to formal patterns, or that the formal patterns can be
learn in a way that is integrated or incorporated into meaningful communication.

Other

teachers feel that students must systematically learn the basic forms from a grammar
book, and many students would agree.
What are the various ways in which learning achievement can be assessed, and
how do the students construct their own experiences in this regard? Is there a
difference between good and poor learners of a second language? Many individuals
distinguish between inborn and learned abilities of L2 learners.

One person directly

attributed this difference to "genes," and another agreed. A teacher said she could
immediately recognize the differences in ability in her students, which she measured
primarily by the criterion of memory:

good students were immediately able to

remember a large amount of words, but poor students took many days, if they were able
to remember at all.

Further probing revealed this teacher's view that the capable
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students spoke another language in addition to their native language already, whereas the
poor students did not.
Other forms of data collection could serve to triangulate or validate the data
collected through the phenomenological approach. Uncovering the "secret" of SLA from
talking to L2 learners alone does not appear realistic. But perhaps some of the verbal
rhetoric and images floating around in the minds of learners can be clarified. Comparing
the verbal articulations of culturally homogeneous groups of learners and/or teachers
engaged in the SLA process is one way of elucidating the conscious mental and emotional
construction of this process.

Reconsolidation of the Research Focus
Following an initial series of in-depth interviews, several focused questions
were developed and posed consistently to the next interviewees. The questions
themselves represent one outcome of the phenomenological interview process, and thus a
valid result of the research study. These questions demonstrate a synthesis of the openended dialogue interaction of the researcher and the L2 learners.

.

Are some people better at learning languages than others? Who? Why?

.

Is grammar important in learning a new language? Why? In which ways?

•

What characterizes a good teacher (good teaching)?

•

What is your greatest obstacle to learning English fluently?

•

What has been your greatest achievement so far in learning English?

•

What role does culture play (for you) in learning English?
The responses to these questions comprise a large storehouse of verbal imagery

that can be sorted and grouped in ways that would illuminate the way learners of
nonnative languages construct the meaning of the SLA experience.
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Thft Advantages of Selecting "Successful" Adult ESL Learners in US Community Colleges
Investigating a population of adult community college ESL learners in the process
of acquiring advanced academic discourse fluency is valuable for several reasons. Such a
population is demographically significant, representing the cutting edge of the upwardly
mobile, international influx of newcomers to the United States aspiring to join the
world's middle class.

It is diverse in myriad ways, including culturally, educationally,

psychologically, and nationally.

It represents a self-directed group of individuals who

are making conscious decisions to succeed in an English-language academic and social
environment.

The population is readily accessible to those researchers who work

closely with them in their professional teaching activities, and is available and often
willing to interact collaboratively with teachers and teacher-researchers to participate
in research on SLA.

This particularly diversified population represents a highly

heterogeneous range of characteristics available for observation, description, analysis,
and evaluation as possible sources of information for better understanding not only
variability in SLA achievement, but perhaps more interestingly, how L2 learners
experience and construct the SLA process. As the aim of research is to better understand
what constitutes the learning progress of L2 learners by exploring the propitious
confluence of a variety of factors within single individuals, then a highly heterogeneous
population provides a rich mix of possibilities and a greater potential for the revelation
of synergistic factors through the mechanism of the articulation of internalized
understanding by the learners themselves.
The varying familiarity of such learners with American English speech and
nonverbal communication, general academic discourse, and the historical cultural
assumptions incorporated into standard curricula requires an initial educational
intervention that will have significantly successful long-term effects.

Such

intervention usually assumes the form of specialized classes in English as a Second
Language (ESL). These include general skills classes, but in more developed programs
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often include a focus on particular skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening, etc.),
and perhaps combined content-skills courses, sometimes called "sheltered English" or
"English for Academic/Special Purposes" (EAP/ESP).

Notwithstanding some popular

assumptions to the contrary, ESL learning continues throughout the student's college
career, as perhaps no one better than the learners themselves could attest. The student
population assembled in such ESL courses often exhibits an extraordinarily high degree
of diversity in terms of social, cultural, linguistic, and educational background, as well
as in terms of fields of intended interest, preferred learning style, motivation, and
personal characteristics (such as openness vs. resistance to new learning experiences),
all of which are significant to second-language and second-culture acquisition.

The Significance of the Research Subject Population
A number of educational, political, and institutional issues relevant to
international students in the United States can be regarded as strategic issues with
potential practical geopolitical (international) and sociocultural (domestic) benefits for
the United States:
(1) International students often have good academic backgrounds and stable
family lives; this follows from their successful academic achievement and required
family economic contributions prerequisite to their acceptance in US higher educational
institutions.
(2) Foreign students can facilitate the internationalization of US campuses
through contributing to their cultural enrichment and diversity.
(3) The United States can create a positive climate for its own image
internationally through returnees who are influenced by US culture and assume
significant leadership roles in their home countries.
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(4) US institutions often need to create additional modalities, such as ongoing
linguistic and cultural support centers, to help international students achieve their full
potential.
(5) US public educational institutions have an important role in making higher
education accessible to broad segments of the population, including the under-prepared.
International students can contribute to the academic remediation of their US colleagues
through peer tutoring and by sharing their knowledge and experiences informally as
positive role models.

Sources of Information about International Students in the US
It is important, for several reasons, to delineate the broader policy issues,
educational-institutional context, and existing academic research aimed at the
international student population in the US and throughout the world.

First, the

population represents a physical presence in the host country which has implications
for various infrastructures, including the bureaucratic, housing, transportation, social,
political, etc.

International students must be serviced both by the diplomatic corps in

foreign embassies and domestic INS offices, and by specially authorized and trained
foreign student advisors in educational institutions. The socioeconomic character of
many an urban center, especially one with myriad academic institutions, can be
radically reconfigured by the presence of tens of thousands of international students.
Second, the way information is gathered about such students has a secondary, indirect
affect on the way they are regarded, which perhaps has a tertiary affect on the way they
regard themselves.

For example, a feature article appearing in a local news organ may

portray an international student in a certain way, which then influences the perception
of local people toward not only that individual but to all foreign students, and creates a
reality with which the foreign student must respond on psychological, personal levels.
This can occur no matter whether the student is portrayed in a positive or negative light,
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in fact, the tendency might even be toward a positive portrayal. This could create an
image in the collective mind of the local population, an image to which the foreign
student inevitable does not exactly correspond. How the student deals with such images
can significantly impact his or her learning behavior.

Third, the internal perceptual

dynamics of US institutional student, faculty, and administrative sectors can influence
the degree and quality of communicative contact which occurs between the local
population and the visiting students.

When there is a tutoring center staffed with

significant numbers of foreign students competent in various subject matters, domestic
students have a different view and communicative interactional pattern with
international students than when opportunities for international students to make their
presence socially felt on campus is more restricted.

Fourth, geopolitical considerations,

such as the nature of particular relationships among nations at particular times, may
harbor factors which practically influence the communicative interactional patterns of
international students on campus, as is clear from anecdotal evidence of students from
nations which are controversial in international political terms.

Finally, domestic

cultural trends and their policy manifestations in the political, economic, and cultural
/

dimensions of the host country can affect the degree of acculturation and involvement of
international students at the institutional level.

Changing trends in the prestige and

practical use of foreign languages and cultures among a domestic population, nationally,
regionally, and locally, can influence the way in which nonnative speakers are regarded,
and even their employment, and therefore their visa options.

Research Studies on International ESL Students
The demographic and social-institutional context of SLA, while not able to
directly shed light on the SLA processes of individual learners, can significantly
illuminate the various opportunities, challenges, and choices presented to L2 learners.
The sociocultural context for learning and speaking English in the US and the world, in
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terms of number of speakers (Crystal, 1985), as well as how English has been
culturally perceived and imagined worldwide throughout its history (Bailey, 1991), is
thus important. Also of interest are the presence of foreign students in the United States
higher educational system (Donahue, 1970; Davis, 1971) which has continued to
increase, including the processes they use to select the institutions they plan to attend
(Zikopoulos, 1986), the international context of expatriate education (UNESCO, 1971,
1976, 1982);

assessment of their educational and personal needs (Zane, 1982), legal

issues involved in their stay in the US (Wernick, 1992);

their existence and linguistic

performance in the American classroom context (Tucker, 1995); their general
academic performance in US higher educational institutions (Spencer, 1967),
especially two-year colleges (Bloom, 1970); the adaptation in the US of a particular
national group of students (Sofola, 1967); and the use of TOEFL and GRE tests to predict
foreign students' success in graduate school (Sharon, 1971).

The Dual-Edged Sword of Assessment
One of the most significant, if not exclusive, modes of controlling access by
international students to institutions of higher learning abroad are professionally
prepared and administered linguistic proficiency instruments.

Elson (1992),

responding to a critical situation in the higher educational system of Canada, focused
especially on the responsibilities of testing as an indicator of potential success in
colleges and universities for foreign students from countries where English was not a
majority language or medium of instruction.

Elson argued that institutions may be using

tests irresponsibly to avoid creating conditions to facilitate meeting the educational
needs of students from diverse cultural, linguistic, and national backgrounds.

At that

time in Canada there was an unclear sense of an “ESL problem,” reflected in a spectrum
of institutional approaches that, at one end, sought to exclude all but the most fluent ESL
students, and at the other, was creating educational modalities such as courses, tutoring
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opportunities, counseling, and advising that accepts ESL students as legitimate and valued
members of the learning community (Elson, 1992, 111).

The situation was one of flux,

and Elson argued that a balanced and informed policy was required. “It is as
irresponsible to risk rejecting students who could be successful as it is to admit students
who have little chance for achieving their educational aspirations” (Elson, 1992, 115).
Because “demands on language facility can vary from institution to institution, from
faculty to faculty, from course to course, even from instructor to instructor” (Fletcher
& Stern, 1989; cited in Elson, 1992, 115), it is important to know more about the
levels and types of proficiency required for particular majors rather than to rely upon a
discrete-item language proficiency admission test and hope for the best, and “there is
little formal evidence to tell us just what these differences might realistically be,” even
though “we often make assumptions in this regard” (Elson, 1992, 115).

In fact,

ESL students in a psychology course taught by someone who is sensitive to
their cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and who has some sensitivity to
different approaches to learning, might require a different kind of
language proficiency in that class because of the supportive environment
than in a comparable class with a less informed or enlightened instructor.
In an extreme opposite case, an instructor might take the view that if the
ESL students have language “problems,” they shouldn’t be there.
Whatever we think of such possibilities, it has been frequently observed
that the students themselves find out very quickly which courses and
instructors are supportive and sympathetic, and make every effort to
enter those courses (Elson, 1992, 115).
Elson questions the validity and reliability of the potential connection between
such standardized assessment measures and the ability to succeed as a student within an
English-medium higher educational environment. The relevance of tests depends in
great part on their integration into the reality that the student will experience as a
learner;

using tests isolated from such learning situations accordingly decreases their

relevancy as assessment tools.
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General Student Qualifications for 21st Century Employment
The issues which affect international students, although particular to that
population, are shared by the domestic student population, regardless of which host
nation is involved.

In the United States, a national commission (SCANS, 1991)

determined that a concerted effort was required to bring students into line with the
preparatory requirements for employment in the 21st century.

Foreign teachers of

English in Japan, perhaps benefiting from their perspectives as outsiders in the
Japanese society, noted that similar issues impacted their own native Japanese EFL
(English as a Foreign Language) students. They expressed concern that their university
and college students were unprepared to function well in the working world.

Indeed,

according to one teacher (Leveille, 1999), Japanese students don’t have good work
habits, aren’t interested in world affairs, aren’t able to retrieve information
efficiently, and can’t collaborate well with culturally diverse groups.

This teacher

called for more intrapersonal development, exposure to different cultural systems,
opportunities for students to act in unfamiliar situations, to consider different
problem-solving options, discuss current social issues, collaborate on group projects,
and learn how to search for information and produce formal documents.

Cultural Shock of Repatriating Foreign Students
Return culture shock (W. Johnson, 1999) occurs when expatriates who have
resided outside their nation of origin for an extended period of time return to their home
country. Assuming as a point of departure the generally accepted definition of culture by
Kroeber and Kluckholn (1952, 47; in W. Johnson, 1999), as consisting of ‘“patterns,
explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted by symbols,
constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups,”’ return culture shock can
be said to occur (Hogan, 1996; cited in W. Johnson, 1999) when people who maintain
“idealized notions about their home country while away” return “only to find that it has
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undergone economic, social and political changes during their absence.” They may also
experience a weakening of their personal social bonds and friendships, or simply become
cognizant of a “gap between their memories and the changing realities of their societies”
(W. Johnson, 1999).

Thus it becomes crucial to examine the differing levels of

awareness necessary to function in one’s native culture (Cl) as compared with a non¬
native culture (C2).

In general, one can function more comfortably and with less

concerted effort and awareness in one’s native language and culture (Gattegno, 1972,
1985, but must may almost constant attention to many common things such as difference
in body language, living space, food, drink, dress, and smells when speaking a new
language and functioning in an unfamiliar culture. Thus an elevated awareness level is
required not only to speak a second language, but also to survive psychologically with an
intact personality in a second culture.

Intentional, dedicated focus on positively utilizing

the extra-cultural experience can contribute to ameliorative transformation in the
home nation, as demonstrated by the author’s call on returnees to “focus on the positive
aspects of your new cultural cognizance” by contributing their broadened perspectives
to their homeland, and to regard their reactions upon returning as “a natural and a
valuable aspect of the process of becoming an intercultural person” (W. Johnson,
1 999).

Remediation and ESL
ESL classes typically made their institutional way up from their beginnings at
the margins of academe, often attached to preparatory or remedial English courses, in
pre-college learning centers, or in association with student service programs.

Some

underlying contradictory factors suggesting discrepancies between remediation and ESL
have always been present, however. For example, although American students who
hadn’t learned sufficient English were often placed in remedial classes, these same
students were often given college credit for taking a first-level “foreign” (i.e., non-
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English) language class.

However, foreign students who may be highly literate in their

native languages, and who were taking ESL classes in which the mandate to acquire
academically competent communicative English may have been much higher than firstyear foreign language course stressing the memorization of grammatical patterns and not
mandating (nor facilitating) the acquisition of functional, communicative speech, may
have been denied college credit for courses which were often intellectually,
linguistically, and culturally richer, more challenging, and more productive.

A

comparison of the linguistic and cultural competence required by a foreign student in a
college ESL class, with that of a native US student in a “foreign” language college class,
would reveal significant differences, most often in favor of the former, who were
preparing and are soon achieving successfully in all English-medium college-level
subject courses, whereas the same could hardly be said for native-language US students
taking a “foreign” language course. The ESL students will have to function academically
as native US students do, for all intents and purposes, while the native English-speaking
students will most probably never have to prove their mettle by surviving academically
in a foreign (non-English) language academic institution and society. Yet it was most
often the Spanish and French classes which received full academic credit, while the ESL
classes were undervalued as “remedial” courses.

In fact, although perhaps it was the

large and increasing percentage of ESL students populating college remedial courses that
brought the issue to the fore in public and academic-institutional debates over
educational policies, it became remedial education as a whole that bore the brunt of
attacks by those who felt that higher educational institutions were being degraded, rather
than enriched, by the allocation of funding and curricular time to preparatory courses
(subsumed traditionally in classical learning as “propadeutics”).

Yet the attacks also

caused supportive voices to emerge.
A study commissioned by the Ford Foundation (Arenson, 1998) viewed remedial
college classes as a good investment for society and ‘“a core function of higher
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education,

due to the socioeconomic costs of not providing remedial education, the

potential for increased effectiveness when remedial education is systematically designed
and implemented, the ultimately relatively modest cost of remediation, and the lack of a
causal relationship to inferior secondary education. The study noted that remedial
education has existed in US culture since the early days of Harvard in the 1600s, but
that there has been little systematic research on it.

Complicating factors in carrying out

such research are the confused definition of remedial education (such as whether or not
immigrant and foreign ESL students should be considered as remedial), varying levels of
remediation (such as at elite undergraduate colleges vs. junior community colleges), and
especially the cultural and institutional stigma attached to remediation.

The study

advised the continuation of remedial courses in colleges and universities, due to their
significant positive correlation with educational retention and graduation (Arenson,
1 998).
Ward (1998) advocated the full acceptance of ESL students into the college
community, concluding that educational policy should be grounded in “the ways in which
educated adults actually function when they use a second language in the real world.
Nearly all of them have a foreign accent, and most, if not all, also have a ‘foreign
syntax,’ which persists for years.” Ward adduced the example of the Secretary General
of the U.N., Boutros Boutros Ghali, who “spoke with charm and wit about what he called
‘the United Nation’” [sic]. Ward describes the situation at the City University of New
York (CUNY) in 1997, when many ESL students failed the Writing Assessment Test,
thereby provoking a national debate over academic standards. Ward makes the point that
there is a great difference between today’s immigrant students and those of previous
generations: in the past, it was usually the children of immigrants who attended college,
having already learned English in their early schooling and socialization.

Now, however,

it is immigrants and newcomers themselves who must immediately enter the college
level in order to prepare themselves to acquire marketable job skills. The politicians
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and faculty who advocate strict adherence to standardized assessment criteria, such as a
writing test which requires students to write a persuasive essay in under an hour on a
specific topic, are being deceived by “unexamined assumptions about the way in which
adults learn a foreign language" (Ward, 1998, 1).

For example, although some students

are able to function amazingly well in English within a year or two, such as by
understanding a text, summarizing an argument, or expressing an opinion, this does not
necessarily mean their language will be idiomatically or grammatically perfect (as the
Ghali example proves).

The definition of proficiency, therefore, should be grounded in

the actual tasks that the student needs to perform, such as listening to lectures, taking
notes, reading textbooks, and writing term papers, skills which the Writing Assessment
Test does not necessarily measure. Research suggests that non-English speaking
children need from 5 to 10 years to achieve on a par with their native English-speaking
peers, yet college ESL students “often begin to cope academically within two years of
starting to learn English.” Ward explains that such students cannot hope to produce
grammatical English spontaneously, but must rely on using more time to form sentences
slowly and deliberately, doing more background reading, and using a dictionary in order
to write acceptable papers, all of which puts them at a significant disadvantage in a oneshot timed writing assessment.
That helps to explain why college ESL students can do as well as native speakers
of English in most academic subjects before they can achieve linguistic parity in
impromptu writing.

They may fail a writing test that favors students who can offer a

quick opinion in grammatical English, but do well when they write about books or
lectures they have studied or discussed. They may also do well in courses that do not
require them to write term papers, or when their professors give priority to the
content rather than the grammar of their writing (Ward, 1998, 2).

Another myth is

that
College ESL classes are remedial. As is the case with all students, those in
ESL classes are a diverse group, including some who need remedial help
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and many who do not. But even in the case of nonnative speakers of
English who are under-prepared, their proficiency in English tells us
little about their overall academic ability or preparation. In contrast,
native speakers in remedial English classes often must review material
that they should have learned in high school, and their weaker English
skills may predict problems in other areas (Ward, 1998).
The factors which lead to successful student achievement among native-language
learners studying in their own sociocultural environment also are the ones which seem
to impact L2 learners. This is added proof that the experience of L2 learners is perhaps
more of a nuanced variation than one totally different from native speakers, especially
with regard to academic achievement. This is an in fact hopeful sign, suggesting that
hard work and perseverance do play a significant role in academic achievement,
including mastering the new linguistic medium. Thus, SLA may turn out to be far less of
a biologically predetermined process than an idiosyncratic pathway as individual as is a
personal life story or a curriculum vitae.
Using a “bimethodological” approach of quantitative and qualitative datagathering instruments, Stoynoff (1997) examined the academic achievement of
freshman international students during their first 6 months at a university, looking
especially for correlations with language proficiency and selected learning and study
strategies. A larger group of subjects was used to quantitatively compare results on the
TOEFL and selected learning/study strategy test scores with standard academic
achievement criteria such as GPA, earned credits, and course withdrawals; interviews
were used with a selected subgroup of the students studied. It was revealed that higher
achievers more effectively integrated social assistance into their learning than did lower
achievers; in addition, they “also spent more time studying, remained up-to-date in
their courses, were better at test-taking skills, and were better able to select the main
ideas from spoken and written discourse” (Stoynoff, 1997, 63).

In other words, it

appears that the factors which logically should lead to more successful school
achievement in native speakers also applied to non-native speakers. Although it might
be expected that linguistic proficiency, as measured on a standardized discrete-item test
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such as the TOEFL, would correlate well with academic achievement for nonnative
speakers, in fact there were anomalies and less of a correlation than might have been
expected. The anomalies were highlighted through the interviews, which revealed some
reasonable explanations for a lack of such correlation.
Students were asked “to describe the specific ways they prepared for exams, the
methods and strategies they used to learn information from their texts and lectures, and
how they prepared research papers and compositions,” which enabled the researchers to
transcend earlier learning strategies research which had focused on isolated academic
tasks performed under experimental conditions and reach into the strategies “students
said they used across disciplines to perform a variety of everyday academic tasks under
natural conditions” (Stoynoff, 1997, 3).

Certainly the motivation to stay up-to-date

with assignments correlated well with academic achievement, and results suggested that
international students who received proximate training in learning strategies
successfully lowered their anxiety and processed information better, regardless of
previous such training.
The interviews yielded detailed profiles of highest- and lowest-achieving
students. The highest achievers had a strong support system and proactively engaged in
study and on-going preparation, whereas the lowest-achieving students forewent
opportunities to consolidate their learning, tended to seek help not from the teacher, but
either from course assistants or classmates, and also avoided doing reading assignments.
One of the better achieving students believed her linguistic proficiency was a major
problem, especially in terms of reading comprehension efficiency, and apparently for
this reason spent an average of one or two more hours per night reading, more than 30%
more than the poorly achieving students, and also more than American university
students (Delucchi, Rohwer, & Thomas, 1987; cited in Stoynoff, 1997, 56).
This study confirmed the suggestions of numerous other predictive TOEFL
studies, namely that there exists “a positive, statistically significant relationship
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between language proficiency and academic achievement...but that the relationship is
modest.

Since the range in incoming TOEFL scores is limited by the cutoff mark set by

the institution, this study concludes that “it is likely that other factors play an
important role in international students’ academic success.” These factors could include
motivation, effort, and learning strategy training.

Stoynoff (1997, 63) remarks:

The vast majority of international students, even those with lower
language proficiency, appear to succeed in the university. Therefore, it
is not as much a matter of whether international students will succeed but
rather how successful they will be and at what personal cost
In fact, in this particular study, TOEFL scores ranged from 503 to 660, yet fewer than
3% of the undergraduates failed to succeed at a level sufficient to remain in the
university, and this is consistent with other studies of international undergraduate
students (P. Johnson, 1988) and graduate students (Light, Xu, and Mossop, 1987).
In summary, while “the determinants of international students’ academic
achievement are complex and not completely understood” (Stoynoff, 1997, 63) language
proficiency and learning strategies are not the only factors positively affecting student
achievement. Other significant roles may exist for social assistance, and the extent to
which this leads to informal mentoring may also be significant in helping international
students “cope with academic demands of their courses and negotiate the educational
system despite limitations in language ability and differences in cultural background.”
Stoynoff (1997, 64) asks:
Does such a process make a difference in who does better in university
and who does not? Determining why some international students do better
than others in university has important implications for the students,
their teachers, and student services personnel.
Some remarks by earlier comprehensive reviewers and analyzers of research on
international students studying outside their nations are still valid today.

These include

a deceptive over-reliance on quantitative studies, an anxiety about producing research
results to satisfy short-term and proximately situated power interests, such as
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sponsors or administering agencies, and a lack of natural and normative disciplinary
focus.
One of the problems with the research on foreign students and
international study is that it is not in the mainstream of any field. It is
unusual for a sociologist or political scientist to take up, on his or her
own initiative, research on foreign students. In the field of educational
studies, there has been some interest in foreign students by scholars in
comparative education—indeed, a number of the key surveys of the field
have been by comparative educators. The fields of guidance and counseling
and educational psychology have also contributed to the literature. Both of
these areas have contributed to the literature...
It is, in a way, surprising that an enterprise that involves about
one million students worldwide, which spends significant amount of
money and which deals with important issues of knowledge transfer and
international educational relations has generated only a modest research
literature. When seen in its full context, foreign students and
international study is an important, complex, and significant
phenomenon. Too often, however, the field is seen through the lens of one
of its segments, such as the economic impact of foreign study or issues
relating to English language training. As a result, the full implications of
foreign study are not evident (Altbach and Wang, 1989, 3).
Altbach and Wang (1989) note that while there is a significant amount of research on
policy issues, there is little evidence of any impact upon policy makers, not only at the
governmental level but even in the interested individual academic institutions in the host
countries who need to provide services for foreign students.

Literature on foreign

students has been dominated (75%) by four English-speaking countries (US, UK,
Canada, Australia) and is therefore predominantly in English, but more material has
been appearing in German, Japanese, and French. There is a body of literature in the
Soviet Union, but this had been relatively inaccessible outside the USSR at the time of
Altbach and Wang’s publication (this has perhaps changed since then), but almost no
research published in the “Third World” countries where most of the world’s foreign
students originate.

Nevertheless, literature on foreign students has been expanding

dramatically.
Doctoral dissertations especially in counseling psychology, psychology, and ESL
have been a steady genre in terms of number, but are less significant because of the
growth of other genres as well as the derivative nature of many of the studies. Research
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sponsored primarily by several agencies (NAFSA & ME in the US, and parallel bodies in
the UK, Canada, and Germany) has increased greatly. Altbach and Wang described the
field of foreign student research as being “on the verge of ‘takeoff and call for
coordination of efforts, expansion of funding, and increased attention.

Efforts must also be made to ensure that research on foreign study move
into the mainstream of concern of the scholarly disciplines, particularly
the various subfields of educational studies, psychology, economics, and
sociology. A topic like foreign study is inevitably interdisciplinary, and
this is both a plus and a minus. It is an advantage in that it can involve
researchers from a variety of fields in pathbreaking work. It is a minus
because there are few established methodologies, and many scholars are
reluctant to stray far away from the confines of their disciplines (Altbach
and Wang, 1989, 7).
Writing about a quarter of a century ago, Spaulding and Flack (1976) noted that
f

in the previous quarter century several million young men and women had received
advanced academic education or training in countries other than their own, with
216,000 foreign students enrolled as regular undergraduate or graduate students in US
higher educational institutions. According to Spaulding and Flack,
Each [such student] represents a multiply selected and thus promising
individual. In the host country, these students pursue, as appropriate,
specialized courses intended to equip them for a professional, social, and
personal competence of their own choice, or that of their organization or
society. But at the same time, the individuals are involved in the daily life
and events of their temporary host society and thus, unavoidably, are
exposed to varyingly consonant and divergent conceptions of societal
values, of individual roles, rights, and responsibilities; of institutions
and their functioning; of equality and authority; of opportunity and
standards; and of differing modes of interpersonal action. This raises the
continuous question of how these cultural factors compare, and how
pertinently, to those at home, and how they relate to the goals that the
foreign student and others envisage for the period after return. As all
deep involvements, and particularly those of an intercultural nature,
both the multi-pronged learning and the biosocial maturation experienced
during the sojourn abroad require energy and can be taxing. Depending on
the person, the length of stay, and the cultural ‘distances’ involves, the
sojourn abroad can be exhilarating and liberating, disturbing and
exhausting, and/or, in complex combinations and varieties, both.
Every admission and/or assignment of a student to a course of
higher education in a foreign country, and thus to an extended sojourn and
exposure abroad, represents a major assumption of responsibility, a
considerable investment in funds, and a significant opportunity to
contribute both to the individual concerned and to articulated or implied
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broader common goals, national and international (Spaulding and Flack,
1976, 1-2).
The authors go on to indicate that it is therefore of great importance to gather as much
information about such students as possible, and that the “major instrument for
acquiring such...knowledge...is continuous, multi-faceted, and purposeful social science
research” and, moreover, that it logically often falls to the more developed host
countries to design and implement such research. To this end, they prepared a
comprehensive annotated bibliography of both published and unpublished research on
foreign students in the US, including that sponsored by international, US governmental,
and private auspices.

In addition, they made a critical analysis of the literature,

focusing especially on: (1) the personal adjustments of foreign students in the US; (2)
their professional goals and expectations; (3) the effects that living and studying in the
US have on their social and political orientations, and (4) their impact, if any, on US
society, especially colleges and universities (Spaulding and Flack, 1976, 3).
Earlier evaluative literature reviews had been done by Cormack (1962),
Cussler (1962), and Walton (1967).

Cormack noted that the existing research she

surveyed...
seems to be only partially adequate since it insufficiently focused on ‘what
really happens to people’ during the exchange process, that is, what
internal processes of culture conflict, change, accommodation, and
learning occur, and what effects these exert on the foreign student’s
personality and behavior.
Cormack found many studies which focused on foreign students’ attitudes toward the US
and on possible improvements to the exchange programs, but only a few which dealt
“with divergent cultural values and the impact of the surrounding American society on
these values” (Spaulding & Flack, 1976, 7).

Cormack found the majority of

governmentally-sponsored studies utilized direct public-opinion survey-type
questioning on attitudes, a methodology she viewed as “‘superficial’” and even
‘“harmful”’ because they offered “‘the illusion of knowledge based on empirical
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evidence,

relied on

verbal responses,’” didn’t consider social conditions, and

ignored the ‘“deeper aspects of psychological affect.’” Spaulding and Flack called for
more studies before and after the foreign students’ sojourn in the US. Most geographical
attention was allocated to students from India and Europe, while Cormack called for more
attention to the growing (at that time) African student presence. Cormack recommended
more attention to investigate four particular areas of concern: (1) evolve aims and
positions on exchanges; (2) develop functionally standard research methodologies and
terminologies; (3) implement more definite studies of culture and personality within a
universal reference frame; and (4) sound learning theories.
Cussler (1962) critically reviewed some earlier assumptions in exchange
programs, namely, “that understanding would lead to liking, that pre-departure
attitudes toward the United States would resemble later attitudes, and that adjustment to
American culture is extremely desirable.”

Cussler was especially skeptical about the

value of quantitative research, calling for a greater use of control groups, open-ended
interviews, and recommendations by the foreign students themselves.
Walton (1967) summarized two decades of research on foreign students, and
Altbach and Wang’s (1989) bibliography updated an earlier work (Altbach, Kelly, &
Lulat, 1985) and followed what these authors call Spaulding & Flack’s (1976)
“pioneering effort.”

It is international in scope, including items in Japanese, French,

German, Russian, and Spanish, although “English dominates the literature on foreign
students” and “the largest number of the world’s foreign students are studying in
English-speaking countries” (p. 1), focuses on comprehensiveness rather than analysis
(unlike Spaulding & Flack’s review), and covers material published only between 1984
and 1988.
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Bridging Expert Disciplinary Knowledge Domains and
Naive L2 Learner Intuitions: Topical Areas for Interview Elicitation
The dialogic, facilitative, phenomenological interviews with L2 learners allow
for a broad range of topics to be explored. Despite the need for open-endedness, there is
nevertheless some focus and background knowledge brought to the interviews by both the
researchers and the research subject. Some topics were identified as holding promise
for articulated expression by L2 learners. These topics arose from a variety of sources:
the researcher’s own personal experience as a second-language learner and as an
individual struggling to define his own cultural, linguistic, and personal identity in a
variety of circumstances, the results of a broad literature review in the field of secondlanguage acquisition and related subjects, and the researcher’s experiences from a
decade and a half of classroom ESL teaching, during which many extended conversations
took place with L2 learners in both in-class and out-of-class contexts.

Early Experience with Bilingualism or Multilingualism
The early cultural milieu in which learners develop is important, for it can
provide insight into their personalities and learning styles, perceptions of others,
aspirations, and likes and dislikes. Early awareness of language in general can relate to
contemporaneous or later bilingualism, which almost inevitably involves some degree of
heightened awareness of self and others, including of one s own native language, or in
some cases, earlier languages. The extent to which an ESL speaker uses English and
native or other languages, as well as the situations and people with whom the learner
speaks it, may affect the rate and success at which learning occurs. Because language is
intimately related with thought, and thoughts are intimately related with emotions, an
interesting question would be to find out whether a learner’s differential usage of native
as opposed to a nonnative language is related in some way to the level, form, or type, or
perception of emotion a learner may be experiencing.
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Initial Contacts with Foreigners
Understanding more about broad-based, nationally represented characteristics
and conditions can provide insight into the larger context within which a learner’s
personality is formed.

It is important to learn more about how such attitudes were

formed, especially in their initial stages, because learning new languages is often
intimately related to attitudes toward the cultures in which they are spoken.

Since

learners have come to the US specifically to learn American English and to study in
colleges and universities in the US, it would be helpful to know whether their current
knowledge and motivation has been acquired directly from individuals from the US, or
indirectly through media or other informational (media) means.

It might thus prove

useful to inquire as to the learners' first contacts with foreigners, English speakers, and
Americans in particular.

Zones of Comfort with Linguistic and Cultural Environments
The comfort level a learner experiences—both in the home and the target language
environments—with the new language may significantly affect acquisition rate, and so it
is significant to explore whether the learner has any fears associated with the new
language. This could be divided into two spheres: the first regarding the comfort level in
the home country, and the second regarding the comfort level in the US. Sometimes these
contexts can be understood better from considering broad socioeconomic and demographic
trends, such as the contrasts between rural and urban life styles.

It is important to

learn something about the home environment in which learners grew up, because
learners bring with them their own personalities and learning styles, their perceptions
of others, their aspirations, and their likes and dislikes. The United States transformed
itself from a primarily agricultural to a primarily metropolitan society during the past
century, but this change is still underway in many countries around the world. The
rural environment provides many different stimuli to growing children and young adults
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than does the urban environment, and some of these influences manifest themselves in
attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions in learners, which in turn may affect the way
learners relate to one another and to their learning tasks.

Parental influences during

childhood and adolescence are also significant, and insight into the formative conditions—
education, socioeconomic status, culture, and language—under which parents developed
in their own growth can be helpful in shedding light upon learners’ motivations,
attitudes, and capabilities.

Imaging a Future in a New Language and Culture
The human imagination may be a significant factor in establishing and
maintaining motivation for the acquisition of second language, and so it would be
interesting to inquire when the learners first planned, or even dreamt of, coming to the
US, and whether there was significant imaginative activity about future life in an
English-speaking environment, including perhaps dreaming in—or about—other
languages.

Deciding to Leave Home
The decision to leave home represents a crucial step in acquiring a new language.
How the learner conceives of and goes about implementing plans for travel could shed
light on a variety of personal characteristics such as planning and social risk-taking
behavior.

Cultural influences on Communicative Style
ESL learners often bring to the classrooms their own culturally-influenced
concepts, involving politeness and formality, as well as self-esteem, which influence the
way they perceive themselves vis a vis their classmates from other cultures.
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First Impressions and Images of New Language and Culture
First impressions are often lasting; even though they may fade under the
stimulus of newer ones, they are rarely forgotten and may reveal the innermost
workings of a heart and mind, and are relevant to how L2 learners understand their own
SLA processes. Human beings are constrained by the forward flow of time. Therefore,
we must balance our experiences against previous ones. Any encounter with the language
and culture of a new country, and with the individuals who speak and live them, will be
inevitably incorporated by the learner into the already formed images and experiences.
The initial images have an effect upon the spontaneous ability of the youth to process
their new experiences, and this should be no less true for longer-term factors
influencing SLA learners, such as motivation to learn the target language and to
culturally accommodate to the new society. The relationship between image and reality
is a crucial one in a variety of fields, from phonological production to political behavior.
I therefore ask learners about their memories and impressions of their first actual
interaction with US culture, its representatives and its images.

Encounters with Diverse Learners
Individuals from culturally homogenous environments react in different ways
when encountering individuals from a wide spectrum of cultures, such as exist in the
United States.

First impressions and stereotyping based on second-hand information

often grapple with deeper understandings based on personal exploration and association.
Attitudes related to racial and cultural prejudices, as well as to personal characteristics
and languages, might also well be explored with second-language learners.
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First Exposure to the New Language
First exposure to a new language often comes not as it occurred with a first
language, naturally, as meaningful communication in a social, home environment, but
rather artificially, divorced from its natural social context, regarded as symbolic forms
meant to be inculcated in schooling through unnatural, deductive methods such as
memorization. The first stages of learning a new language may assume overriding
importance vis a vis future successful acquisition of this language.

I explore the

processes of studying English as a Foreign Language (EFL), as well as perhaps the study
of the learner's native language, which may touch upon such topics as the cultural
milieu, instructional techniques, the learner's attitudes toward instruction, toward the
language of instruction, and toward the culture and people associated with the new
language.

Languages Spoken Now
The extent to which a speaker of ESL uses English, as well as the situations and
people with whom the learner speaks it, may affect the rate and success at which
learning occurs. It is interesting to ask ESL speakers about when, where, and with whom
they use English, and the same about their native and any other languages they speak.

Motivation
Any international student who has made a conscious and voluntary decision to
journey to a foreign country in order to study must logically exhibit some degree of
motivation. Often success depends on the ability of learners to balance short-term
frustration and long-term motivation.

ESL learners have already overcome significant

challenges and made adjustments in order to attain their current levels of proficiency in
English, and may normally perceive acquiring English as a means toward some further
objective. How an ESL learner regards the degree of challenge presented by particular
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tasks and inherent in particular experiences can be significant in either furthering or
retarding such motivation.

Awareness and the Construal of Meaning
The ability and proclivity for interpreting one’s life and the world in which one
lives is where, I believe, an individual’s personality manifests itself and transcends
cultural and experiential influences.

When it comes right down to it, individuals differ

from one another in ways which transcend analysis according to group-defined criteria.

Self-Perception.
Self-perception consists of more than self-esteem; it involves culturallyinfluenced structurally-defined concepts such as politeness and formality.

Learners in

the EFL classroom often bring with them their own culturally-influenced concepts,
which influences the way they perceived themselves vis a vis their classmates from
other cultures.

Classroom Dynamics
ESL classroom dynamics in the United States are often characterized by stylistic,
formal, and methodological differences vis a vis EFL classrooms in the learners’ home
countries. Such differences are often perceived according to criteria on a spectrum
ranging from freedom to restrictiveness.

In the multicultural ESL classroom, as well as

in the broader melting pot culture, ESL learners become aware perhaps as much of the
differences between their own accents in English and those of their colleagues who speak
other native languages, as between their accents and that of native American English
speakers.

In the broader society, members of the majority culture often make

judgments of non-native speakers based on accent. This may have repercussions on the
motivation of the non-native speaker's to continue learning the new language.
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One of the challenges to the efficiency of the learning environment in the
multicultural ESL classroom is the difficulty for learners to accept not only the
teacher’s methods and style, not only the subject material, but perhaps primarily each
other.

Often conflicts occurring in the classroom can provide opportunities to learn

more about how ESL students deal with the differences they perceive in each other.

Miscellaneous Topics
Other topics which were explored in the phenomenological interviewing with ESL
learners, and which have shed light on possible explanations for individual differences
in second language acquisition, include a learner's first EFL class, the nature of the
relations of an ESL learners with his or her classmates, the characteristics, mores,
traditions, etc., of US society as opposed to an L2 learner's native society, feelings upon
returning home, personal world view, thinking in English vs. translating from native
language, doubt, progress, mainstream classes, study techniques, skill transferability,
and perceptions of classmates in relation to study methods, ESL students, US students,
communication with classmates, and culture.

Autobiographical Evolution of the Researcher’s Interest
Because my dissertation focuses on the lives, experiences, perceptions, and
constructed meanings of adult ESL learners, it may be instructive to delineate my own
evolution as a researcher toward the problem I have identified, and to the methodology I
have selected to inform it.

I've come to this somewhat naturally, following upon my

"previous lives" as a youngster growing up within a multicultural, multilingual, and
often multi-reality world influenced by my extended family’s experiences as European
refugees, as a teenager and young adult in the individualistic American society, and as a
graduate student building a professional career as a teacher within the competitive
educational culture.

Within such worlds, language in the form of my languages became
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within my soul and body both an object of ever-impending cognitive and emotional
fossilization and equally an instrument for potential growth, liberation, and the
attainment of inner harmony. Squeezed within what I perceived as a vise of extremes, I
began upon a personal journey at once geographical and historical, cultural and
linguistic, that led me across additional continents and towns of relatives, dialects, and
personalities. Although I thought very much in language and about language and
languages, I never once gave a thought either to their instruction or their research.
Thus, before I was either teacher or researcher, I was a person swimming (and
sometimes seemingly drowning) in thought and language.
This all changed when, seeking a career, I happened into a classroom taught by a
Chomsky-inspired psycholinguist, and was thrust into my first teaching assignment,
suddenly becoming consumed with the problem of how to teach language in the language
being taught, to learners who have anywhere from none to imperfect knowledge of it and
performative capability in it.
At this time I entered into a new life as a teacher, in which I was motivated and
intrigued by a variety of factors. One was my somewhat uncritical acceptance of Stephen
Krashen's idea—very much in vogue at the time of my graduate training in TESL—that
implicit second-language learning (which he termed "acquisition") will occur in a
linguistic environment where input is mostly comprehensible, especially when the
affective filter (which, unless "lowered," may instigate the learner's resistance to
internalizing this input) is lowered.

Another was my own ethical drive to serve my

students as an enabler rather than disabler, facilitating their free growth into their new
linguistic and cultural-institutional environment.

This was in direct reaction against

the disabling process I had undergone in my own schooling experience, a process which
had begun with my socially induced self-identification—rapidly followed by a semi¬
official designation as such—as not only "different," which I then also internalized as
"worse." A first mini-teaching experience led me to a long and slow experimental
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evolution to develop a method for providing a maximally efficient SLA classroom
learning atmosphere and curriculum.

I documented my experiences in a work (Alcalay,

1996) which concluded by trying to delve into the thinking processes of college-level
ESL learners.
At some point in my studies, I made a transition away from my search for the
ideal teaching method and toward an interest in the learner and the learning process as
such, drawn by a vague but strong intuition that what goes on in the mind of the learner
is far more significant to the SLA process than what goes on in the mind of the teacher or
the curricular methodologist.

Whatever the curricular rationale, whatever the

underlying theoretical FLA or SLA construct, and whatever the relation between the two,
it is ultimately the individual learners who represent the bottom line of successful
second language acquisition.
There is a long tradition of battling SLA methodologies—ranging from the
grammar-translation, through the audiolingual, to the communicative methods—all of
which were fought on the background of debate of the relation between explicit and
implicit memory (Ellis, 1994, 4).

This debate ranged across the extreme "non¬

interface position," according to which explicit knowledge (Krashen's "learning") can be
learned and used for self-correction without directly aiding acquisition, which is
implicit, performative knowledge in Krashen's terms.

The opposite extreme, the

"interface" position, holds that explicit knowledge can lead to implicit understanding
when it guides practice, and/or that implicitly acquired knowledge can later become
explicit through reflective analysis and transformative reorganization to higher-level
representations (Ellis, 1994, 4).
In this third life, I was introduced to a research methodology—in-depth, or
phenomenological interviewing—which enabled and maximally attended to the individual
exploration and articulation of both implicit and explicit knowledge of a multiplicity of
factors potentially impacting learner SLA. Although some attention has been paid in the
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past to learners' direct and unhindered expostulations of their language learning
experiences (Stevick, 1989), to the written recollections of learners (Schumann and
Schumann, 1977; Bailey, 1983; Bailey and Nunan, 1996; Ogulnick, 1998), and to
explicit prescriptions training learners in how to learn better (Rubin and Thompson,
1994), to date strikingly few—if any—attempts seem to have been made using dialogic,
collaborative, extensive in-depth phenomenological interviewing to gather data.

Research Claims of this Dissertation
This thesis makes the following critical claims about the Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) process, SLA research methodologies, and Second Language (L2)
learners:
First, direct verbal access to L2 learners is a valid and significant source of data
about SLA.

Individual learners are potential repositories of valuable insights into their

own—and therefore into the whole—SLA process. These insights may well emerge
through collaborative, dialogic articulation.

The experimentally-oriented approaches

traditionally common in SLA research tended to isolate single or multiple variables as
operationalized constructs and thereby assumed a stance toward subjects which reduced
their ability to articulate their rich personal life experience and awareness, and
grouped the resulting data so as to revert back to the foundational, reductionistically
constructed variable(s).

Constructs can be used heuristically to begin looking at what

learners do and say they do, but ultimately the approach of constructs isn’t that useful in
developing an emergent picture of a learner that can stand independent of constructs.
Traditionally researchers created constructs and investigated individual subjects to see
how they fit into the constructs. My aim is to use the constructs as a point of departure,
a foil or mirror which serves as a scaffolding to be transcended by the articulated
expressions of my interviewees.
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Second, the meaning an L2 learner ascribes to his or her involvement with the
SLA process and all it entails culturally, linguistically, and personally—whether
explicitly articulated in a collaborative, facilitative phenomenologically oriented
dialogue or implicitly held and then hermeneutically explicated by the researcher—
crucially influences both the course and the outcomes of the process for that L2 learner.
In fact, much as it can be claimed that all humans have an LAD (or Language Acquisition
Device, in Chomsky’s parlance), each learner can be said to have an LAP, or Learning
Awareness Principle, which functions as an operational “goad” enabling L2 learners to
function linguistically, socially, culturally, interpersonally, and institutionally while
involved in the SLA process.

Collaborative, supportive, guided dialogic interviews may

also help learners develop confidence in their L2 proficiency, maximize the power of
their LAP to guide and organize their learning experiences, and raise new questions
which lead them on to further explorations.
Third, each SLA learner may be characterized in a unique way; this
characterization emerges from the learner’s own articulated experiences and thoughts
which emerge in an open-ended dialogue with a researcher who facilitates the learner’s
verbal articulation of his or her personally held themes by assisting in mutually
directed exploration along broad lines.
Fourth, and finally, phenomenological interviewing of SLA learners provides not
only a research approach, but also expands the research horizon.

It provides a real link

between the abstractly theorized and researched SLA “processes” and the real-life L2
learners, and by so doing explores the processes from the learners’ vantage points. This
has the effect of incorporating learners’ thinking into the research agenda, which has a
tendency to over-rely on researcher thinking and to exclude the learners as equally
respected collaborators in the research process.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Preliminary Considerations
This review of the historical evolution of SLA, especially in its theoretical
formulations, has been guided primarily by a twofold focus: on the one hand, I am
interested in exploring those primary ideas and concepts—the theories qua theories—
which serve to explain the various phenomena of SLA and, on the other, I am interested
in presenting aspects of those same concepts that may be readily compared with the
articulated expressions of the interviewees—adult second language learners with whom I
conducted my research study. Sometimes the links may appear tenuous or even
nonexistent, but nevertheless I shall explore them in the attempt to construct the
potential bridges and clarify the inevitable gaps between expert and common concepts
about SLA, to reveal how they are mutually intertwined, and to enable and facilitate the
deepening and broadening of a multivariate dialogue among researchers, pedagogues, and
learners.
First comes an examination of the historical origins of SLA, including its
contextualization within interdisciplinary fields, and thus a description of the
conceptual and terminological flux and confusion which characterizes its theoretical
development.

This distinctively non-linear theoretical research evolution is perhaps

typical of a pre-scientific paradigms, in the Kuhnian sense and, to a greater degree than
in the natural sciences, engenders (or reflects!) a certain parallel anxiety and confusion
among SLA pedagogues and learners as well. Thus, while the conceptual gaps between
common and scientific conceptualizations of physical phenomena (at least in the
Newtonian sense) can be explained as a contrast between Aristotelian-like intuition and
often counter-intuitive scientifically rigorous explanatory frameworks (e.g., a feather
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drops as fast as a stone in the absence of air resistance), the distance between SLA
learners and researchers may not be so far apart as either perhaps would tend to claim
or intuitively sense to be the case. Certainly there is perhaps more tension and
closeness between SLA theoretical researchers, practitioners, and students than there is
in other fields, due to the theoretical nature and practical import of the SLA enterprise.
In this light, several levels of individuals involved in the SLA field can be identified: (1)
formulators of purely SLA explanatory theories;

(2) theoreticians of philosophies of

research methodologies in the social sciences; (3) theoreticians and elaborators of
pedagogical methodologies; (4) classroom instructional practitioners; (5) student
learners in SLA classrooms; (6) informal SLA learners within society in general.

It is

for this very reason that it is worthwhile looking somewhat phenomenologically at both
the researchers’ thinking and the learners’ thinking.

Therefore, I will attempt to make

intermittent referential comments across this spectrum of various categories of theory,
philosophy, methodology, practice, and learning delineated above, using the technique of
attempting to reframe the discussion of one in terms of another. Through this reframing
mechanism, I will attempt to demonstrate that the perceptions, intuitions, and
conceptual formulations of SLA learners and researchers may not only be flip sides of
the same coin, but may often constitute features on the same face of that coin, or rather
that the distinction between the two faces of “expert” and “common” knowledge is as
putative as that between two sides of paper in a Moebius strip.

Definition of SLA
SLA as an academic field is regarded by many researchers as having arisen
several decades ago within a perspective that regards first language acquisition (FLA) as
“a normal, natural, automatic, and species-specific process” in which young children
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evolve into masterful speakers of their native language, whereas native-like speech in a
second language is an improbable achievement (Freed, 1991, 9). This has been
formulated by the Adult Language Learner (ALL) Paradox as follows:
Given the superior ability of adult humans in comparison to children to
generalize and extract rules from their experience [Inhelder and Piaget,
1958], and given that human language is rule-governed, it would follow
that adults should be better able to learn a second language than are
children. However, our observations of actual second language learning
contradict this inference (Sokolik, 1990, 690-1).
SLA research fundamentally involves attempts to systematically arrive at a
better understanding of why second language (L2) learners cannot, or can only with
great difficulty and only imperfectly, achieve what first language (LI) learners appear
to do without much trouble. This appears to be most true in phonology, for it is almost
impossible to lose one's native language accent if acquisition of the L2 begins after
puberty. In other words, there exist among native speakers of any language ranges of
proficiency and attentional focus upon particular subcategorical varieties of speech
(e.g., basilectal, mesolectal, acrolectal, professional jargon, etc.), and within each
native speaker a range of proficiencies (i.e., a poet speaks differently from lawyer or a
baseball player when speaking both in their own field of expertise and often in fields in
which they are not expert).

Nevertheless, the natural range of proficiency abilities in

any native-language population places into question the very definition of a native
speaker. In fact, adults may actually be more effective language learners than children
because they can apply to this learning process of acquiring particular aspects of the
new language and culture their cognitive knowledge of the world, their personal study
discipline and strategy, and their well-developed memory skills.

Standards for

evaluating linguistic competence may be inaccurately idealized to match a model
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articulate speaker, whereas observational data reveal that much speech is characterized
by features which render it far different from this ideal.
Definitions are clearly significant to any research project and their underlying
assumptions have implications for the research procedures and the evaluation of the
research findings.

SLA research is demarcated by physiologically-based natural

parameters modifiable to some extent by variability in experience and possibly genetic
heritage.

This natural delineation of the field is greatly complicated by the cultural-

intellectual aspects of theory formation and disciplinary definition which contextualize
the field of SLA. In the following discussion of the SLA enterprise, I do not pretend to an
exhaustive treatment, merely to demonstrate how the field can be analyzed both
diachronically and synchronically into primary and secondary questions, revealing
unresolved theoretical research issues underlying many investigations.

The very

identification, in descriptive terms, of issues represents a significant step forward out
of the interwoven theoretical, methodological, and practical haze which characterizes
SLA at its many levels and in its multivarious manifestations.

Biological Parameters of SLA
It has been observed that most great mathematical discoveries have been made by
younger individuals (Galois, Fermat) whereas age does not seem to place limits upon
artistic (Picasso), musical (Beethoven), or literary (Isaac Bashevis Singer) creation.
In language, however, on a physiological level, the decrease in plasticity with age,
especially after puberty, may naturally reflect "an expected reduction in the
modifiability of neuronal response characteristics as their synaptic connections are
strengthened as a result of experience" (Munro, 1986, 471; cited in Sokolik, 1990,
691). “The earlier one begins acquiring a second language, the greater the chance that
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this second language will become involved in plasticity of a formational/organizational
nature

(Jacobs, 1988, 324, cited in Sokolik, 1990, 693).

Genetics may even

determine "the degree to which connections are alterable, even in adults" (Sokolik,
1990, 693).

In other words, individuals may differ in their ability to learn in general,

and to acquire second languages in particular, and the earlier a second language is
introduced to a child, the greater chance that child may have to avoid or delay a natural
process of establishing set learning "pathways" that eventually subvert the plasticity
necessary for adult SLA.

This is known in the field as the critical period (Crystal,

1997; Flynn and Manual, 1991; Hakuta, 1999; Johnson and Newport, 1989), although
its existence has also been challenged.

Secondary Questions in SLA:
What is the Relation of FLA to SLA?
Just as Chomskian linguistics relies on the grammatical intuitions of idealized
native speakers, so too can SLA research use second-language speakers as a baseboard
against which to test the theoretical constructs created and operationalized as
independent SLA variables.
To account for human first language acquisition, Chomsky (cf. Cook, 1988, 56)
postulated the existence of a "Language Acquisition Device," or LAD, to represent the
functional, biologically endowed faculty which controls and enables the developmentally
regulated acquisition of a native language. Chomsky's notion implied a dichotomy
between this biological faculty, which he called "competence" and is universally uniform
across the human species except for abnormally pathological instances, and
"performance," the realization of this inherently endowed capability in human speech,
whatever particular human language form (e.g., English, Chinese, etc.) such speech
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takes as the result of normal socialization within an existing linguistic community. In
addition to the competence/performance dichotomy there was another distinction
between "deep" and "surface" structural linguistic form (in the early version of
transformation-generative grammar).

Chomsky later introduced the terms “I-

language”, (Internal) and “E-language” (External) to express this distinction (cf.
Cook, 1988, 12).
Competence exists linguistically and mentally in the human mind. Chomsky
regards it as the task of modern linguistic science to chart the linguistic competence
which unifies all normal, apathological human minds.

Another task of such a linguistic

science is to chart how the underlying structures of human linguistic competence map
onto the variously manifested human languages. In the Chomskyan view, native speakers
of various human languages are privileged, as bearers of the particularistic,
linguistically expressed performance of this underlying linguistic competence and, as
such, are consulted for their expert judgments as to the grammaticality of utterances
involved in the investigative mapping of such languages by linguistic researchers.

Many

such studies have already been completed (Bell, 1979; Engdahl, 1986; Booij, 1977,
Horvath, 1986; Bordelois, Contreras, and Zagona, Eds., 1986; Toman, Ed., 1985;
Hellan, 1988; de Urbina, 1989; Bok-Bennemma, 1991; Holmberg and Nikanne, Eds.,
1993; Dobrovie-Sorin, 1994; Muysken, Ed., 1994; Platzack, 1979; Rizzi, 1982;
Borer, 1984; Koopman, 1984; Rubach, 1994; Torrego, 1998)

Synopsis of Current Issues of SLA
Robinson (1997) identified the following 10 topically delineated issues as
significant for past, present, and future SLA research:
conditions and attentional allocation, (3) age, (4)
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(1) consciousness (2) learning

modules and mechanisms, (5)

interaction and the environment, (6) automaticity and control, (7) literacy and skill
development, (8) individual differences and cognitive variables, (9) motivation,
anxiety, personality and affective variables, (10) interlanguage pragmatics.

Consciousness
If it is assumed, following Chomsky, that first languages are acquired
unconsciously, SLA researchers seek to establish whether second languages are also
acquired in this same way.

Krashen, in his early theoretical formulations (1977,

1981, 1982, 1985, an update in 1991, and even a defense in 1994), known
collectively as the “Input Hypothesis,” argued that SLA, or the communicative use of
language, by definition, occurs mostly unconsciously, unaffected by conscious learning,
such as explicit classroom instruction of rules.

Krashen’s theoretical formulations,

though foundational and popular for the development of L2 pedagogical methodologies,
were critiqued from a number of perspectives (Gregg, 1984; McLaughlin (1978.
1987; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; R. Ellis, 1994).

Schmidt (1990, 1995,

1997) critically refined Krashen’s notion of “unconscious” learning by differentiating
it into learning (1) without intention, (2) without explicit metalinguistic knowledge,
and (3) without awareness, or “noticing.”

Occasions clearly do exist when learning

occurs independently of the intent or the metalinguistic knowledge of the learner.
Schmidt argued, however, that linguistic input to L2 learners must be noticed by them,
at least in the technical sense of a momentary subjective impression. Schmidt’s
critiques engendered “much theoretical discussion and classroom and experimental
research into the effect of awareness on instructed learning” (Robinson, 1997, 1-2),
with ambiguous findings.
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I earning Conditions and Attentional Allocation
The phenomenon of “noticing" can be used to develop SLA instructional
methodologies following three emergent possibilities: (a) in “instructed” learning,
“noticing can become the major emphasis of an instructional program by making
explicit instruction of lexical, syntactic, and pragmatic characteristic patterns initial
and significant; (b) in “enhanced" learning, it can be integrated into an instructional
approach where “un-noticed” meaning and form are contemporaneously emphasized; and
(c) in “incidental” learning, “noticing” should be completely subsumed by a learning
process focusing on the meaningful use of the target language. According to Robinson
(1997, 2), recent findings have invalidated the “incidental” approach for most
learners on most aspects of L2, suggested “enhanced” learning as most effective for
more complex L2 information, and admitted “instructed” learning as advantageous only
in terms of rate of learning of simple grammatical rules and pragmatic and lexical
explanations.

Age
Is there a chronological point in the learner’s life when the SLA process becomes
delimited as to “the rate, route, and level of ultimate attainment in the L2”?
(Robinson, 1997b, 2).

One view (Long, 1990c; Schumann, 1997b; Scovel, 1988;

cited in Robinson, 1997b) holds that a “critical period,” from as early as age 6 until
puberty, controls qualitative changes in the neurological mechanisms for language
acquisition, thus making “adult SLA fundamentally different from child LI and L2
acquisition,” while “others [Martohardjono & Gair, 1993; Schwartz, 1993] argue that
such changes do not qualitatively affect SLA,” and that adults can still learn just as
children do (Robinson, 1997b, 2).

There is some evidence that while adults initially
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learn faster than children do, their ultimate achievement in L2 is limited especially in
terms of phonology and complex syntax. Some researchers (Schumann, 1978c;
Selinker, 1972, 1992) found evidence of fossilization (defined as an apparently
permanent halt in language learning progress) in adults, but not in children who have
access to qualitatively and quantitatively similar L2 input (Robinson, 1997b, 2).

Modules and Mechanisms
To what degree are innately extant cognitive faculties available to L2 learners?
Chomsky and others argue that such faculties are present in the form of UG (Universal
Grammar), while others (N. Ellis, 1996, 1997; Harrington, 1997; McLaughlin,
1990; Wolfe Quintero, 1996) argue that “the mechanisms are domain-independent and
non-modular” (Robinson, 1997, 2).

This question is vital to determining a valid SLA

theory, but less helpful in considering Second Language Teaching (SLT) Pedagogy. This
indicates that one important question of SLA — “What is the effect of instruction?” — is
related a priori to the view of the human language faculty itself (Doughty, 1991).

Interaction and the Environment
Earlier (Pica, 1987a/b) research looked at the amount of meaningful negotiation
between native (NS) and nonnative (NNS) speakers and between NNS of differing
abilities, assuming that more is better because it increases input comprehensibility.
More recent research (Long, Inagaki, and Ortega, 1998) has demonstrated the efficacy
of teacher “recasting” of inappropriate or missing grammatical and semantic learner
production (“implicit” feedback) while maintaining meaningful communicative flow;
some ongoing research compares this to explicit feedback which interrupts the
meaningfulness of the communication flow. Another line of research looks at “pushed
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output, or the stimulation to learners to produce overly complex or rare speech with
the idea that learners might notice the gap between their production and the
interlocutors speech, leading to learning. "Recent research is now examining the effects
of increasing the cognitive complexity of L2 tasks on pushed output, noticing, and
learning” (Robinson, 1997b, 3).

My interviews both demonstrate the opportunities

for this mismatch to occur and be noticed by the interviewees, and permit, either
contemporaneously through an interjectory explanation, suggestion, or correction by
the researcher or in a subsequent review of the taped interview, for the learner to
achieve learning progress, explore a linguistic intuition, or practice or confirm a
previously encountered but not confidently assimilated form or pattern.

Individual Differences and Cognitive Variables
Do cognitive differences among learners affect their SLA? Early research used
traditional psychological instruments, such as the Modern Language Aptitude Test
(Carroll & Sapon, 1959), to measure general aptitude and intelligence for language
learning and suggest that differential L2 learning success could indeed be predicted.
More recent research (Sawyer, 1997) has advocated the design of a revised assessment
instrument to accommodate recent psycholinguist findings on the nature of attention,
memory, and learning. The shift in the very conceptualization of intelligence from a
global notion, known as “G,” to more variegated, localized, domain-specific, or multiple
intelligences (Gardner, 1993), suggests that it may be possible to tailor instruction
toward particular cognitive strengths, and therefore the learning style preferences, of
learners (Oxford and Green, 1996).
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Motivation, Anxiety, Personality, and other Affective Variables
These seem to differ from innately bound cognitive learner attributes in that they
can be influenced by both internal (e.g., mood and rationale) and external factors, such
as teacher approach and classroom ambiance. An early psychologically oriented research
approach (Gardner, 1985) distinguished between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation;
this model has been expanded by new approaches (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Tremblay
& Gardner, 1995) which have incorporated new concepts from psychology and learning
theory. Other recent research has looked at specific classroom variables such as task
type and grouping factors. “Personality factors, such as risk-taking and extroversion
have generally been shown to contribute to learners’ ability to engage in and maintain
negotiation, and so develop pragmatic abilities and fluency” (Robinson, 1997, 4).

The

instruments used to determine such categorical distinctions as extroversion and
introversion—which are, incidentally, culturally relative notions (Ehrman, 1996)—
have been successfully applied to non-Western populations (Carrell, Prince, & Astika,
1996) in linking personality to L2 achievement, but there is both need and potential in
developing more culturally appropriate instruments to explore both learning aptitude
and attitude.

Lnterlanauaae Pragmatics
What is the influence of culturally learned patterns of conversational interaction
on learning communicatively appropriate functional speech acts in a new culture and
language?

Research in the 1980s investigated the possibility of learner “access to

proposed universals of pragmatic behavior regulating politeness” (Robinson, 1997b,
4) and the relationship of L2 proficiency level on pragmatic ability transfer.
recent research has focused on learning and psycholinguistic issues such as...
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More

the role of attention and awareness in developing conversational
management and speech act production abilities [Schmidt, 1995] and the
nature of the psycholinguistic processes involved in understanding speech
acts [Takahashi & Roitblat, 1994], and gestural behavior [Jungheim,
1995] (all cited in Robinson, 1997b)
as well as attempting to identify “developmental sequences in the acquisition of
pragmatic abilities (Kasper and Schmidt, 1996; cited in Robinson, 1997b, 4). much as
had been identified earlier in linguistic spheres such as word order rules, verb
morphology, morphemes, and vocabulary

What is the Role of Instruction in SLA?
A key issue which emerged in SLA is the extent to which learning occurs
explicitly at a level of conscious awareness, and to what extent it occurs implicitly at a
level where the learner is apparently unaware of the existence of the ongoing learning
process.

How is this subtle distinction between explicit and implicit learning, between

conscious and unconscious process, between awareness of learning and lack thereof, to be
established?
The role (or non-role) of instruction in first language acquisition can help
determine this distinction.

Children clearly do not acquire their first language by

instruction, as can be derived from the following observations: (a) children are able to
distinguish meaningful sounds and sounds from their environment, although they are
seldom isolated or explicitly presented to them; (b) children can produce meaningful
patterns creatively, not by imitating something they have heard previously; and (c)
correction and instruction don’t significantly alter linguistic patterns children acquire.
The question as to what is and what should be the interface between SLA theory
and second-language pedagogy raises several questions. What features of the L2 can be
learned incidentally, or via enhancement, and which require explicit instruction?
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Where, when, and how should teachers intervene to draw learners’ attention to form?
What is the optimum age for learners to begin instruction in L2? What are the
consequences for older learners?

What are the programmatic, institutional policy

implications? How can teachers design and sequence communicative tasks to increase
stimulation and challenge for learners?

How can learners with different levels of

aptitude be best matched to appropriate learning conditions and environments? How can
personality differences among learners be assessed and used in decisions about grouping
arrangements to facilitate optimum levels of negotiation and interaction?

How can the

effects of classroom variables such as tasks, materials and techniques, on levels of
motivation—and the effects of these on learning—be measured?
A deep structural theory maps universal human competence through the analysis
and manipulation of minimal, idealized linguistic data derived from grammaticality
judgments in a particular language, originally almost purely from the linguistic data of
English alone (cf. Cook, 1997).

In originating and developing his theory, Chomsky

refocused thinking about language by asking a novel question: “What is a possible human
language?" (Searchinger, 1995). As the foundational theory was expanded and applied
to linguistic data from other languages, new insights were obtained which fed back into
the core theory and enabled its further refinement and reinforcement. Throughout these
developments, the thinking of researchers (as well as practitioners and others involved
in SLA) has been informed, guided, provoked, and stimulated by the generation,
formulation, and articulation of research questions.

In fact, the nature, role, origin,

sequencing, and formulation of questioning and questions can be seen as another leitmotif
in this dissertation research.
Historical “summarizers” (e.g. Robinson, 1997; Larsen-Freeman, 1991a)
have clarified and consolidated the SLA field by identifying its underlying research
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questions.

The grand

research questions have yielded “research-guiding” questions

through extrapolation and derivation—breaking them up and applying them to a
particular subfield (i.e., To what extent is SLA a conscious process?), which leads to the
development of questions about strategies (e.g., McDonough, 1995).
My own research evolved from my guiding research questions, to the specific
questions I m trying to address in this research, which become better formulated as the
interviews are concluded and the emergent themes have been identified. The specific
questions I ask my interviewees emerged out of a combination of my guiding research
questions and my operating methodological processes, approaches, and techniques (e.g.,
the “Dialogue Process” [Dhority, 1993; Isaacs, 1999], phenomenological inquiry
[Langellier & Hall, 1989; Seidman, 1991; Nagle, 1995; Alcalay, 1998a],
interrogative taxonomies [Briggs, 1986; Morgan and Saxton, 1991).
These theoretical frameworks created by SLA researchers have engendered some
significant questions. These general operational research questions may also prove
relevant as guides to interrogating second-language learners and interpreting their
responses, although certainly the underlying themes of these questions will have to be
posed directly to the learners in more particularistic and concrete language.

However,

once the learners have articulated their responses and expressed their own concerns and
thoughts, these questions—as posed here—will serve to analyze their verbal expressions.
These bridging questions were reformulated by myself after the interviewing process
was completed; they were based on similar questions which were raised as the
interviewing began, and which informed the generation of particular questions to the
individual interviewees:
•

Are individuals essentially similar or different in their approaches and processes of
SLA (i.e., the issue of genetic variability)?
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•

What is the relationship between culture and language in terms of SLA?

•

Is there an optimum language learning personality?

•

Are there optimal SLA learning strategies?

•

What is the relation between spoken and written language in SLA?

•

What is the influence of previous SLA on subsequent SLA?

•

Is there additional

•

What part of SLA is conscious or aware, and what part unconscious or unaware?

built-in

plasticity when SLA is introduced early on?

Other researchers have focused on more particular and concrete aspects of learner
awareness and strategies in classroom situations. Such questions can also be useful in
guiding both interviewing and the analysis of learner expression.

In focusing his

attention primarily on the conscious intentions of learners as a significant factors in the
SLA process, McDonough (1995, 16) asked the following research-guiding questions:

•

How do learners plan and monitor what they say in the classroom and in other
conversational situations?”

•

"How do learners manage when they sense they cannot express what they want to
say?”

•

'How do learners react to feedback?”

•

“What do learners pay attention to?”

•

“What do learners reveal about how they use the language they are learning?”

in addition, McDonough (1995, 6) found the following issues useful in directing
research toward the investigation of learner strategies. These questions emerge from
the previous research-guiding questions, but are more applicable toward the aim of
implementing actual research studies:
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•

“How can strategies be identified and verified?”

•

“Can they be isolated and empirically demonstrated?”

•

“Do communication strategies become learning strategies?”

•

"Can one distinguish between strategic and non-strategic behaviour?”

•

“Do strategies change during development?”

My research project has relied exclusively on interview information, and has
posed broad, general questions which may allow for the spontaneous self-revelation by
interview subjects of their thoughts pertaining to some of the issues of learner strategy
described above. Therefore, these more specific questions regarding learner strategies
will not be systematically answered by my research;

rather, the questions above will be

used to indicate areas of significant interest in the verbal data and its analysis. Stern's
original ten strategies (cf. section below, Optimizing SLA Learning Strategies) can serve
as a useful echo chamber, sounding board, or benchmark on which to reflect the
articulated verbal expression of the interviewees.

The Historical Context and Evolution of SLA
The various explanatory SLA theories which began to arise in mid-20th century
evolved, replaced one another, and developed offshoots, a situation of flux attributable to
several factors.

First, original developments in the associated disciplinary fields which

surrounded, permeated, and cross-fertilized SLA began to influence it. Second, existing
SLA models failed to thrive as fully viable frameworks for systematically and
comprehensively explaining the complex phenomena of SLA within individual learners
and across the human species, especially in the face of conflicting evidence. Third, the
energies of individuals—administrators, teachers, learners—interested in establishing
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systematically efficient second-language learning instructional methodologies converged
with the interests of scholars and theoreticians who were drawn by the theoretical
explanatory challenges of SLA, which often confused issues of practice with those of
research.
SLA arose as an academic interdisciplinary research field within the context of
more established disciplines, drawing upon the broader ideas of those disciplines and
applying them to its own particular research questions.

Although its specific origin may

be debatable, there is agreement that SLA research has always been fed by several
intellectual disciplinary traditions—anthropology, pedagogy, linguistics, psychology,
and sociology.

It grew out of a multi-disciplinary combination of approaches, new

developments in certain fields, such as the anthropological study of ethnic groups, which
brought about a focus on spoken languages, and developments in linguistics which
established the systematicity of linguistic subsystems such as phonology. The field also
drew upon the heightened needs for foreign language teaching methodologies, often in
connection with the need to rapidly and efficiently acculturate new immigrants to the
USA, and the increasing global prestige and use of the English language. A decade ago,
Diane Larsen-Freeman (1991a) identified both the nature of the acquisition process and
the factors influencing individual

learners as the two primary foci of the still rather

nascent SLA field, historically characterized by a transition from an initial emphasis on
description to the development of explanatory frameworks, with progressively and
alternately broadening and narrowing theoretical perspectives.
Behaviorist psychology provided the intellectual context for the early contrastive
analyses between the linguistic structures of the native and target languages. According
to Larsen-Freeman (1991a, 1) the SLA field “was born” when researchers began
ascribing an active role to L2 learners in forming and testing hypotheses as they
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inductively tried to figure out the rules of the target language from the speech they were
exposed to. In other words, SLA emerged from the discovery of typical
overgeneralization errors in the speech of L2 learners, thereby supporting Chomsky’s
cognitivist conjecture that it was creative rule formation, rather than imitative habit
formation, that underlay, FLA and by extension, SLA. These circumstances within which
SLA

arose were significant, for it was within the very “tectonic squeeze” between

behaviorism and cognitivism that SLA not only developed its own theoretical aspirations
and acquired what theoretical prestige it had, but also marked the moment at which the
academic field of SLA assumed an overtly activist role in promoting methodological
solutions to the practice of second language instruction.

It would not be surprising were

the notions held today by learners influenced by both behavioristic and cognitivist
notions.

Thus, the interpretation of articulated SL learner thoughts, concerns, worries,

and understandings about the roles of errors, of error correction, of idiosyncratic
"creative rule formation,” in the sense of their own perception of proper grammatical
(syntactic and morphophonemic) structure and form, could be contextualized within this
theoretical formulative contrast of behaviorist and cognitivist worldviews.

Evidence

from learners’ verbalized articulations of adherence to either behavioristically or
cognitivistically grounded views could be interpreted as a sign that either these views
have somehow permeated the common consciousness, perhaps through schooling, general
social education, or direct pedagogical methodological influence, or that there is a
natural parallel between the dichotomous formulations of high-level learning theories
and the natural, intuitive inclinations of untutored learners to make sense of their own
learning experiences.
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Beginnings, Doubts. Proliferation of SLA Theories
Numerous SLA theories have arisen over the past several decades; Lantolf
(1996) has identified as many as 60, which he claims are metaphors for personal
perspectives rather than fully elaborated theories.

The frequent cross-fertilization,

overlap, and evolutionary incorporation of structures and terminologies of older,
discredited theories by newer ones still does not invalidate their general categorization
into linguistic, sociocultural, and psychological-cognitive theories.

Sociolinguistics—

which evolved from Hymes’ (1972) critique of Chomsky—might be viewed as a
facilitative evolutionary link between the linguistic and the sociocultural theories of
SLA. The early linguistically based explanations also were not inspired by Chomskian
linguistics, but rather by a combination of behavioralist psychology and American
structural descriptive linguistics.

So, it is almost impossible to impose an orderly,

linearly sequential classificational terminology on the actual theories, explanations,
questions, practices, and concerns which comprise SLA. This is significant to keep in
mind when examining the interview responses of second-language learners, for this
theoretical situation may well have filtered down through SLA pedagogical practitioners
and their methodologies into the commonly held beliefs of the general population, and
thus of L2 learners as well. Once again, evidence from the verbal articulations of L2
learners could be interpreted in two ways: one, as an indirectly influenced parallel to
the confusing issues which complicate the clarity of theoretical positions, and two, as an
autonomously generated interpretation of phenomena which are confusing in their own
right.
The SLA research field got a big boost from the worldwide influence of English in
the second half of the twentieth century, which developed as the result of both earlier
English colonial power and American economic and political power and cultural prestige.
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English came to be the most prevalent language in the history of the world. This created
a need for learning and teaching English efficiently throughout the world. The increase
in opportunities for teaching jobs led to the development of university-based teacher¬
training institutes and departments for research of improved instructional
methodologies.

Publishing companies discovered a lucrative and growing market for L2

instructional materials.

These practical developments in turn led to an increased drive

by both practitioners and researchers to develop theories and methodologies that had
imports for pedagogical practice.

Traditional borderlines between theory, research, and

practice became clouded and these areas intermingled and cross-fertilized one another.
Such synergystically clouded energies also had parallels among learners who clamored,
often caucophonously, for SLA learning materials, methods, experiences, and
opportunities in ways that mirrored what was occurring in professional circles.

Yet

little effort has been made, at least as reflected in the research literature, to compare or
match the thinking of professionals and their “recipients.”

The research field has

become top-heavy. What if it could be demonstrated that the energies from “above” are
at least matched, if not in sophistication of expression at least in force of energy and
ambition, from the L2 learners “below?”

Certainly at least vestiges of various

theoretically inspired SLA methodologies are reflected in the active strategies and the
underlying understandings of L2 learners, but perhaps formalized SLA research has
given short shrift to the possibility that the kernels of such ideas may be spontaneously
generated from the L2 learners themselves. This dissertation project can thus be dubbed
an effort to analytically compare and productively bridge the “vestiges” of tutored
understanding with the “kernels” of untutored understanding.
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L

SLA Multi-Dimensionality: The Interrelationship of Explanatory Modeling.
Instructional Methodologies, Consumer Appeal. Publishing and Special Interests
The field of SLA encompasses several interrelated and dynamically interactive
dimensions.

The primary SLA research interest is to investigate why all normal humans

acquire a first language with relative ease, yet most humans acquire other languages
only with difficulty, if at all. A related issue which has often confounded attempts to
make sense of the first question has been the tremendous energy expended on trying to
foster SLA.

Learners, teachers, the public at large, social and political leaders,

teacher-trainers, as well as researchers have expended great energy in focusing on L2
learning classrooms, both as sources of research data, and as potential arenas for the
practical implementation of instructional solutions of the abstract question of why it is
so difficult to learn an L2. The primary abstract question has always been subtly and
inextricably intermingled with the secondary, practical question:

How can the

acquisition of second languages best be facilitated, especially given that it is much more
difficult and apparently unnatural to acquire a second than a native language.

Linauisticallv-Oriented Explanations
Four fundamental impetuses seem to account for the development of
linguistically-oriented explanations for SLA at mid-20th century.
(1) Very significant was the theoretical focus of American descriptiviststructuralist linguists, who believed in the primacy of oral language and thereby also in
the equivalent linguistic status of all languages and dialects independent of literary
tradition or political prestige; they went out into the field with tremendous energy to
learn and document a wide variety of human languages. Their theoretical orientation,
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practical experience, and scholarly publications had great indirect influence on SLA
research and pedagogical practice.
(2) The historical heritage of grammar-translation methods for learning foreign
languages deriving from the European dominance of Latin and the lack of an alternative
language teaching methodology; through the influence of the American descriptivist
structuralist linguists, the written grammar-translation method was essentially
transformed into the audiolingual method, which, with the added rationale provided by
the behavioralist psychologists, who believed that learning occurred as conditioned
responses to external stimuli. This led to a focus on especially the linguistic—rather
than the affective, cognitive, social, or cultural—behavior of learners.
(3) The needs of learners, teachers, administrators, particular organizations,
and the general public to become informed as rapidly as possible about a variety of
languages, because of the growing needs to acculturate immigrants within a context of
rapidly rising prestige of American political power and culture, including dissemination
of the English language. The most concrete and readily available source of knowledge was
information about the linguistic patterns of languages, which served as a locus for the
accumulated energies of these various constituent populations involved with language
learned.
(4) The replacement of the behavioralist model within theoretical psychology by
a cognitivist model, most clearly under the new proposals by Chomsky that a biologically
determined, universal human linguistic competence underlay the abilities of individuals
to speak particular languages. Because this model was elaborated at the level of
grammatical structures, there was soon an additional impetus to focus on the role of
linguistic structures in SLA as well as FLA.
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The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
The earliest SLA theories tended to be linguistically oriented and sought to
explain purely observable SLA phenomena. They were grounded in the assumptions of
American structuralist (also known as descriptivist/ anthropological) linguistics and
behaviorist psychology, which assumed that the linguistic structures of the native
language would cause interference with learning the structures of the second language.
In the 1940s and 1950s, the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis, or “CAH” (Fries, 1945;
Lado, 1957), emerged from a combination of structural linguistics, which focused on
analyzing an observable spoken corpus into a systematic description, and behaviorist
psychology, which regarded linguistic performative ability as a set of habits acquired by
linking language forms with meanings, by means of reinforcement and reward.

Within

the framework of the CAH, FLA was conceptualized as the formation of a particular set of
habits, whereas SLA comprised the process of modifying the first-language habit set into
a new, second-language habit set. During and as the result of the modification process,
some of the second-language habits were seen to overlap with the first-language ones,
some of the first-language ones were dropped, and some totally new second-language
ones were learned. However, some research studies revealed that not all syntactic
errors made by second language learners could be attributed to interference from the
structural characteristics of the native language.

Learners would make errors that were

not predicted by this theory, and also would not make errors that were predicted. The
finding of data which disproved the CAH led to the development of a new theory, called the
Interlanguage Hypothesis (Selinker, 1972; reconsidered, 1992).
In the 1970s, research broadened its perspective, as new analytical frameworks
subsumed, rather than replaced, their predecessors, and research awareness of the
growing complexity of the SLA phenomena increased. This later led to a recognition of
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the need for deeper investigation of particularly significant areas such as first-language
transfer, learner input, and interlanguage (IL) variation in the 1980s.

“Error

analysis" became a central focus of SLA research, and Selinker (1972) coined the term
interlanguage’ to describe learners' creative approximations, which followed the
rules of neither LI nor L2, of the target language system.
When it was discovered that learners could not only avoid making errors by
bypassing difficult locutions, but that they could use a variety of ways to succeed
performatively, a new research approach focusing on learners’ speech performance
emerged.

Dulay and Burt (1974) discovered what they thought was a typical morpheme

acquisition sequence in English by both Chinese and Spanish speakers, and then Dulay,
Burt, and Krashen (1982, 276), clearly under the indirect influence of Chomsky’s
linguistic program, coined the term “creative construction” to describe

“the

subconscious process by which language learners gradually organize the language they
hear, according to the rules they construct to understand and generate sentences.”

Chomskian-lnspired Approaches to SLA Theory Formulation
With the publication of Chomsky's Syntactic Structures in 1957, a new era
came to SLA theory formulation, although it took some time to filter down. Chomsky's
theory posited the existence of a biologically determined "Language Acquisition Device,"
or LAD.

Linguistically-oriented SLA theories which arose later assumed the existence of

such an innate human language faculty for first language acquisition, modifiable by
either biologically maturational changes or through the FLA (First Language
Acquisition) process.
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Influence of Generative Grammar on SLA Theories
Stimulated by the new theories formulated by Chomsky, influenced by other
theories in cognitive psychology, and often in the turbulent context of second language
teaching, SLA theorists attempted to elaborate new explanatory frameworks which
incorporated an accounting for such phenomena as (1) the (subconscious) transfer of
grammatical properties from the LI into the L2 mental grammar constructed by the
learner; (2) the staged development of SLA transitional stages, which would come to
approximate the target language to an ever-greater extent;

(3) the systematicity of the

transitional stages common to many L2 learners; (4) the variability in intuitions about
the L2 at its various stages, and (5) the incompleteness of SLA, or the fact that the
majority of L2 learners do not attain fully idiomatic fluency.

Nativist Universal Grammar (UG1
Chomsky’s (1981) Government and Binding Theory was based on the assumption
that first language acquisition cannot be explained only by the linguistic input children
receive in their native language, and certainly not by any negative evidence correcting
their ungrammatical utterances.

FLA must therefore be formed only by an innate

Universal Grammar (UG), consisting of “a number of fixed abstract principles which
predispose children to organize the language they hear in certain ways,” and which
“have parameters associated with them which differ from language to language”
(Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 6).

SLA was interested in whether the UG is still available to

L2 learners, and if so, to what degree, and does it differ with age. According to one
perspective, it was unlikely that UG remained active after puberty because the results of
SLA differed so much from those of FLA, although perhaps UG knowledge could be accessed
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indirectly through the native-language, or LI parameter settings could be initially used
and later selectively reset for the L2.

Language Transfer
The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) had been disproven when it was
demonstrated that similarities rather than differences between LI and L2 were the
greatest cause of learner difficulty and it was suggested that only when L2 was crucially
similar to LI did learners rely upon what they knew already, using LI to L2 transfer as
a cognitive strategy.

In the 1980s, the relative linguistic markedness of the LI and L2

was identified as a significant factor affecting when transfer would occur; learners
would experience difficulty with the L2 when the LI was more highly marked, but not
when they were equally marked.

(Linguistic “markedness” occurs when there is a

change in the form of a language element in association with a change in function, such
the distinction between “he” and “him.”)

Researchers also became interested in

discovering how transfer affected learners’ interlanguage (IL) production, identifying
several such linguistic effects.
But learners’ perceptions of the relative distance between LI and L2 could also
affect how much learners would transfer LI patterns to the L2. The notion of transfer as
a deliberate cognitive strategy became firmly established in SLA research during this
period. (Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 3).

The interviewees in my study revealed their

thinking about the role of their native language as they engage in the SLA process, such
as learners who recognized that the genetic typological proximity of their native
language with English played a significant factor (such as a native German-speaking
learner of English), or perhaps interfered in certain spheres (such as a native French
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speaker learning English who was confused by the overlap in the written languages) in
their process of its acquisition.

The Natural Order Hypothesis
The Natural Order Hypothesis (NOH) emerged out of the failure of the CAH to
predict certain observed SLA phenomena. The NOH also represented a shift in
perspective in the late 1960s and early 1970s away from the concept of linguistic
transfer and toward the notions of staged development and cross-learner systematicity.
Landmark papers included Corder's (1967) "The Significance of Learners' Errors," and
Selinker's (1972 [1969]) "Interlanguage," which focused on the autonomy of secondlanguage learners' mental grammar, or the so-called interlanguage—"a grammatical
system with its own internal organizing principles which may or may not be related to
the LI and the L2" (Towell, 1994, 23).

The theoretical construct of "Creative

Construction" (Dulay & Burt, 1974) regarded SLA as "a creative rule-governed
process," and was grounded in a generativist approach to language theory. However, the
L2 model within this paradigm was not precisely enough formulated for it be
empirically testable (Flynn 1985), and when empirical studies were conducted they
relied on outmoded structuralist methodologies (Flynn, 1988, 53).
This once again illustrates not only the convoluted modes of theoretical and
methodological cross-fertilization in SLA, but the lack of a primary integrated and
unified approach which would allow theory, research methodology, and research study to
be conducted in a philosophically and scientifically coherent, consistent, and productive
manner. So, a cognitivist model inspired by generativist grammar was used to explain
phenomena which arose out of the behavioralist-inspired practice of second-language
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learning and teaching and used methodologies associated with structuralist-descriptivist
traditions to test its theoretical hypothesis.

I anauaae Input
Corder (1967) had already found a distinction between linguistic input
(linguistic information in the physical environment of the learner which can potentially
be received by the learner) and intake (language which can actually be meaningfully
processed by the learner), establishing that not all of the former was transformed into
the latter.

Many researchers concluded that “learners who have the opportunity to use

the L2 regularly or to receive the most input will exhibit the greatest proficiency”
(Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 4).

Some studies looked more carefully at the quality and the

nature of the linguistic input to learners and sought to correlate it with the quality and
nature of the learner’s linguistic output.

It was found that native speakers (NSs) often

adapted their speech to nonnative speakers (NNSs) to facilitate communication (speaking
more slowly, loudly, and clearly, limiting vocabulary, pausing longer, using gestures
more, choosing more concrete words and simpler syntax, and often used other means
(comprehension and confirmation checks, expansions, requests for clarification, self¬
repetition, etc.) which seemed to enhance NNS’ comprehension even more than purely
linguistic modifications (Long, 1980).

In fact, Krashen (1982) had ascribed a

privileged role to input by proposing linguistically comprehensible input (or “I”), in
the presence of a low affective filter (emotional receptivity, or a lack of intentional
resistance, by the learner to processing the input), to be “the only causal variable in
SLA" (Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 4).

However, Swain (1985) soon noted that it was

insufficient for learners merely to comprehend linguistic input without analyzing it
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completely; they also needed to produce comprehensible output in order to truly become
linguistically proficient.
A series of longitudinal studies identified common structural developmental
stages L2 learners traversed, and the lack of resemblance of the intermediate stages to
either LI nor L2 structural patterns reinforced the validity of the “creative
construction” of first an Interlanguage (IL) and then the Target Language (TL). The
acquisition process appeared not to be linear, with more of a U-shaped than a smoothly
ascending curve with gaps where forms became fossilized. The use of formulaic
utterances by learners also suggested a role for formulaic speech in the SLA process.
However, just as error analysis alone had proved an inadequate description or
explanation of the SLA process, so too did the investigation of learner performance in
isolation yield to a renewed interest in the communicative context in which learners
operated. This produced a new research approach, “discourse analysis,” in which
interaction with other speakers was viewed as key to SLA. Learners were seen to acquire
command of syntactic structures as an indirect result of interacting verbally, rather
than first accumulating syntactic competence and then applying it out in social
communication. This led to increasing research on the acquisition of speech acts,
communicative strategies, and classroom discourse.

Language Variation
Variability is a feature of interlanguages (as it is of any natural language), but
this was not much investigated earlier when researchers focused on systematicity of
interlanguages.

In the 1980s, much research tried to establish that variability was

systematic, due to such factors as sociolinguistically constructed speech styles.
Paradoxically, vernacular styles were more systematically stable (Labov, 1969) than
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formally attended speech, because the attention to form enables more permeability in
terms of influence from other languages. What this means is that a second language
learner will reflect more stable use of idiomatic speech forms than when focusing
attention to producing meaningful language in a higher-level speech style.

Yet, it is

often higher-level style rather than vernacular speech which is taught and assessed in
classroom situations. This indicates the complex and paradoxical relationship between
SLA research findings and SLA instructional methodologies, which may often operate in
direct contradiction to one another. Thus, interviewees may reveal both what they have
learned and how they feel about what they have learned in both socially communicative
s'tuations where they pick up basilectal (i.e., colloquial) vernacular expressions, and
formal classroom learning, where they are at least exposed to more (i.e., formal,
literary) speech varieties
Variability has also been explained by performance monitoring (Krashen,
1977), sociolinguistic factors (Beebe, 1980), convergence on or divergence from
interlocutor’s speech (Beebe & Zuengler, 1983), usage based differentially on
linguistic or situational context factors (R. Ellis, 1985), discourse domains (Selinker
and Douglas, 1985), planning time (Crookes, 1989), combined factors of acquisitional
stage, linguistic environment, and communicative redundancy (Young, 1988), or use of
other-regulated or self-regulated speech (Lantolf & Ahmed, 1989).
By the mid 1980s, there was increasing interest toward theory construction and
explanation of the SLA process (cf. Long, 1985a), and less interest in descriptions of the
L2 learner’s linguistic behavior, although Larsen-Freeman (1991, 5) considers
explanation to be “a complementary extension of description,” because all primarily
descriptive efforts embed incipient explanations.

A similar pattern of an initial narrow

locus on theory construction occurred; theories fell into nativist (an innate capacity for
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language acquisition), behaviorist/environmentalist (the learner’s experience is more
significant than any innate capacity), and interactionist (both internal and external
processes account for SLA) explanations.

Interactionist: Variable Competence Model
Differences in learner output were discovered (Tarone, 1979), based on
whether learners paid much (superordinate style) or no (vernacular style) attention to
form. This perspective argued against Chomsky’s model of a “homogeneously
competent” ideal speaker-learner and in favor of a systematically heterogeneous
capability comprising a range of speech styles that is dependent upon the natural speech
environment.

Ellis (1985) developed a “variable competence” model in which

linguistic development is crucially driven by free variability of speech forms.

Linguistically Oriented Research of the 1990s
Flynn (1987) extended and applied Chomsky’s ideas to SLA by developing a model
in which L2 learners engaged in parameter-setting just as LI learners do.

Flynn’s

theoretical explorations had methodological implications as well, as she took into account
the relationship of theory-building with pedagogical practice (Flynn, 1990; 1991).

Psvcho-Coanitively-Oriented SLA Theories
Psychological-Cognitive theories are concerned primarily with two issues.

The

first issue is to understand the influence on SLA of the greater general cognitive
maturity of L2 learners, who have already acquired their knowledge of the world,
compared with the cognitive immaturity of LI learners, who are acquiring knowledge of
the world together with knowledge of the language. In other words, in FLA, knowledge of
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the world is acquired developmentally in concert with the LI, but in SLA, it is
previously acquired. How do the general cognitive differences between the two groups
lead to the observable acquisitional differences between the two groups? Second,
psychological-cognitive theories seek to account for the nature of the mental devices that
comprehend, store, and produce language. The very term “Psycho-Cognitive” may be
somewhat deceptive, though, because “psychological” is probably more associated with
behavioralist psychological tradition, while cognitivism developed in reaction to
behavioralism and occupies the other end of the philosophical spectrum. Thus, while
Chomsky is sometimes termed a psychologist, he is more often referred to as a
cognitivist, and mentioned as an intellectual opponent of behavioralism.

If cognitivism

is considered one philosophical trend within psychology, the term “psycho-cognitive” is
a sequentially superordinate redundancy: cognitivism is sufficient.

If psychology as used

to describe SLA theoretical approaches harkens back to its behavioralist roots (as it
seems to do for Gardner and Lambert), then the term “psychology” is an equi-ordinate
euphemism for behavioralism, and the “psychological-cognitivist” caique aims to
encompass opposite ends of the philosophical spectrum (including both Chomsky and
Gardner) (L.D. Smith, 1986).

^arly SLA Research Studies with Roots in Behavioristic Psychology
A group of SLA researchers (e.g. Lambert, Gardner, Schumann) had earlier
postulated that the emphasis on syntax was skewing the focus away from potentially
productive explanatory areas.

They formulated various psychologically and socially

oriented constructs and attempted to correlate them with L2 learner behavior.

Lambert

had looked at social prestige factors of L2 learners, Gardner had looked at their attitude
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and motivation, and Schumann had looked at their acculturation and social distance in
relation to the target language group.
However, although these researchers focused on the socio-cultural and
psychological factors for learning second languages, thereby expanding the research
landscape from its previous sole focus on the object of learning (i.e., on language as a
linguistic system), their work relied on methodological vestiges of the older
behavioristic approaches which were increasingly giving way to more cognitively
oriented explanations. These researchers were not very interested in seeking
mentalistic data by attempting to reconstruct the internal mental states and processes of
the learners; rather, the validity of the construct as posited was assumed, and survey
questionnaires and observation were used for statistical correlation.

This led

researchers such as Ochsner (1979) to critique existing methodologies and call for new
meta-theoretical approaches.

Social-Psvcholoaical Factors:

Attitude and Motivation

Lambert and Gardner (1959) had posited two indirectly causal factors for SLA:
aptitude and a set of attitudes toward the target language cultural group, such as
motivational intensity and integrative motivation.

As they investigated it, attitudes

affected motivation for learning, which in turn affected SLA. A variety of subsequent
studies considered learners’ parents’ attitudes toward TL speakers, peer attitudes,
learners’ attitudes toward their learning situation and their own ethnicity, and teachers
attitudes toward their students..

Studies of motivation investigated the relative effects of

instrumental (a utilitarian motive for SLA) vs. integrative (identification with the L2
cultural group) motivation.
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Psychologically Based Constructs Applied to SLA Research
Other studies applied essentially psychological constructs, such as motivation and
behavioral attitude, in an effort to further explore complex interactions among causal
factors in SLA;

these included Gardner's (1985) comparison of integratively and

instrumentally motivated learners, Crookes and Schmidt's (1991) contrast of internal,
attitudinal factors with external, behavioral ones, and new studies by Lambert (1995)
and Schumann (1990b, 1994).

Schmidt (1990, 150) focused on the agency and

intentionality of the learner, advocating the investigation of learner awareness and
concluding that researchers “have undervalued the role of consciousness in second
language learning."
McLaughlin (1987, 1990a/b) called for an integration of the representations of
classical linguistic theory into the processing perspective of cognitive, information¬
processing theories in order to arrive at a more explicit explanatory model.

In effect,

McLaughlin sought to meld the insights of cognitive linguistics with autonomous
developments in cognitive sciences which sought to establish networked informational
pathways as key representations of psychological functioning.

McLaughlin’s approach

thus bypassed both the intellectual assumptions of the outmoded traditions of American
structural descriptivist linguistics and the now mismatched research methodologies of
behavioralist psychology.

Personality
Attempts were made to investigate the possible correlation of various personality
traits, including self-esteem, reaction to anxiety, risk-taking, sensitivity to rejection,
empathy, inhibition, and tolerance of ambiguity, with SLA achievement, with some
positive and some inconclusive findings. These studies led to generalizations that
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whatever the trait, possessing it in moderate degrees facilitates achievement more than
having it in extreme degrees, as was demonstrated for anxiety (T. Scovel, 1978) and
risk-taking (Beebe, 1983), and that the measured traits cannot be very predictive of
individual situational behavior. Thus, the psychologically based studies put into doubt
perhaps not so much the results as the methods and assumptions of the research
approach of using preordained constructs as variables and of seeking to establish
causally interactive relationship with other such predetermined variables, as the
scientific rigor of the studies became submerged under a definitional cause-effect
circularity.

Cognitive Style
Cognitive style can be defined as “the preferred way in which individuals process
information or approach a task” (Willing, 1988).

Cognitive styles which have been

studied in an SLA context include ranges demarcated by polar contrasts between field
independence/dependence (Hansen and Stansfield, 1981; Chappelle and Roberts, 1986,
Chappelle and Green, 1992), with field independence revealing the most consistent
positive correlation with SLA success, although its polar opposite, field dependence, has
often been linked with empathy, which in turn has been correlated with SLA success.
Brown (1977) had earlier suggested that a distinction between classroom and untutored
SLA could be helpful, with field independence being more relevant to classroom learning,
and field dependence and empathy more important to informal language learning. Thus,
initial results of a contained study led to a search for more nuanced explanatory factors
and associations. This represents an intermediate stage on the path toward the
hermeneutic research approach.
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Learning Strategies
There was an early flurry of interest in language learning strategies, first
defined by Rubin as

the techniques or devices which a learner may use to acquire

knowledge” (Rubin, 1975, 43; in Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 11).

Rubin also identified

those strategies used by good language learners, including a willingness to guess when
unsure, simultaneous attention to both form and meaning, and monitoring of their own
and others speech. Subsequent research focused on the identification and classification
of learning strategies and on the effects of explicit strategy training, with some positive
effects in evidence, although dependent on the task, task difficulty, and level of support
for strategy transfer.

Optimizing SLA Learning Strategies
McDonough (1995, v), who had recognized the research potential of
investigating learner strategies, also perceived
interesting differences in the way students cope with problems
...of compensatory behaviour in talk situations, of teasing out the main
ideas of a reading passage, of rehearsing and revising written
compositions, and of perceiving what coherence they can find in the
many-faceted life of the classroom.
McDonough (1995, v-vi) noted "the remarkable amount of introspective or 'selfrevelatory' research now available” which he viewed as complementary to significant
bodies of experimental and instructional research.

He expressed an interest in what

learners "tell us, in all sorts of ways, about the processes of learning the language, and
of learning to use the language in various situations and skill areas" (p. 1). McDonough
divided the term "strategies" into four broad categories: (1) an organizing principle or
Policy, a long-term

"articulated plan for meeting particular types of problems";

an alternative to calculation by rule, perhaps best described as a stratagem for
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(2)

bypassing using alternative methods which might "entail penalties of cognitive overload,
memory, or knowledge"; (3) compensation, or ways of dealing with breakdowns in
communication; and (4) plans. The latter two have received most attention.

Bialystok

(1990, 12; cited in McDonough, 1995, 5) argued that existing criteria for categorizing
strategic behavior-problematicity, consciousness, and intentionality-were vague and
indefinable, and replaced them with characteristics she felt were more viable:
First, strategies are effective: they are related to solutions in specific
ways, and they are productive in solving the problem for reasons
which theorists can articulate. Second, strategies are systematic:
learners do not create or stumble upon the best strategy for solving a
problem but uncover the strategy from their knowledge of the problem
and employ it systematically. Third, strategies are finite: a limited
number of strategies can be identified. Strategies are not idiosyncratic
creations of learners. Larger structures, which some call executive
control structures, provide a context for organizing strategies into
more general skills that are applicable to a range of problems. This
systematicity of strategies should be kept as a guiding factor in the
search for descriptions and explanations of the strategies used by
second language learners.
Another useful way of conceiving of strategies is as “plans for action” used by
successful language learners.

Stern (1975, 31; cited in McDonough, 1995, 5)

regarded good language learning as characterized by:
1. A personal learning style or positive learning strategies;
2. An active approach to the learning task;
3. A tolerant and outgoing approach to the target language and empathy with
its speakers;
4. Technical know-how about how to tackle a language;
5. Strategies of experimentation and planning with the object of developing
the new language into an ordered system and of revising this system
progressively.
6. Constantly searching for meaning;
7. Willingness to practice;
8. Willingness to use the language in real communication;
9. Self-monitoring and critical sensitivity to language use;
Developing the target language more and more as a separate reference
system, and learning to think in it
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Stern hypothesized that good language learners are likely to exhibit four basic sets of
strategies, including an active planning strategy, an academic (explicit) learning
strategy, a social learning strategy, and an effective strategy (Stern, 1983; in
Dickinson, 1994.

Consciousness and Awareness and SLA
Palmer (1922) made an early distinction between what he termed "studial" and
spontaneous

learning, but it was Krashen's (1977) distinction between “learning”

and acquisition that had the greatest impact in the SLA field. Krashen argued that
some easily formulated rules are available to conscious learning through an editing
device, or Monitor,

subject to managed attention by L2 learners, whereas truly

natural language learning, as experienced by children acquiring a native language, was
not.

Krashen's theory was roundly critiqued by some theorists (McLaughlin, 1978,

1987; R. Ellis, 1986) for what was regarded as his lack of detail and restrictive
association of learning with formal classroom situations, and tautologically solipsistic
definitions (i.e., the learning/acquisition distinction was seen as a definitional
circularity).
Schmidt (1990) accepted the presence of both conscious and unconscious
processes in SLA, but sought to refine this fundamental distinction into the more
particular categories of awareness, noticing, understanding, insight, intention, and
articulate reporting.

According to McLaughlin (1990a, 626), Schmidt felt that

understanding and learning are in most cases tightly linked—most of
the time when we want to learn something we make ourselves conscious
of it, and the more there is to learn, the greater the need for sustained
conscious involvement.
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Language learners have to consciously notice input for it to become intake, although
"incidental learning"—"learning without consciously trying to learn"—could take place
only when information in the input forms was "critical to the task at hand."

Schmidt, in

McLaughlin’s (1990a, 626-627) analysis hypothesized that it is always useful and
may be necessary for learners to pay attention to form.
Much literature about language acquisition assumes that language learners
behave like sophisticated grammarians, evaluating data, testing hypotheses, and
constructing theories, but without ascribing consciousness to such behavior.

Theorists

therefore have commonly assumed that such unconscious reasoning is "similar to
conscious thought processes, except that they are not accessible to introspection and
awareness" (McLaughlin, 1990, 626).

However, this runs counter to psychological

literature concluding that awareness must be present in adult learning.

Experimental

psychology has demonstrated that attention and awareness are necessary for learning to
enter long-term memory; subliminal perception cannot lead to learning second
languages or anything else (cf. Pratkanis & Greenwald, 1988).

McLaughlin viewed

Schmidt's (1990) discussion of the role of consciousness as "an important contribution
to second language theory" and Schmidt’s view that "the role of unconscious second
language learning has been exaggerated" as correct; he also agreed with Schmidts
recommendation that SLA research "should focus on what learners notice and what they
think as they learn second languages."

In articulating the complexities involved in

defining and using the conscious/unconscious distinction, according to McLaughlin
(1990,

627)
Schmidt took the position that the notion of consciousness is
respectable because of an impressive body of research that deals with
its role in cognition and learning and because it ties together many
related concepts, including attention, short-term memory, controlled
versus automatic processing, and serial versus parallel processing.
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McLaughlin felt it best to avoid the ill-defined and meaning-laden terms "conscious" and
"unconscious, and thus rejected Krashen's distinction between learning and acquisition.
He also felt that it would be useful to investigate the underlying subjective experience to
which these umbrella terms have been applied, especially by empirically defining
contrasting terms. McLaughlin thus argues in favor of paying more attention and respect
to the rich experiences of learners, rather than imposing upon them predetermined
conceptual constructs, and can be seen to represent another discordant research voice in
the social-scientific methodological paradigm.

Contrasts Underlying Uses of the Terms “Conscious” and “Unconscious”
My own research project has therefore focused on the more commonly (i.e., #s
1-8 of the “Conscious” column in McLaughlin’s [1990, 628] delineation of varyingly
understood terms for the conscious/unconscious distinction; my own selection of
research areas to explore with my interviewee subjects corresponds to McLaughlin's
view that much research demonstrating learning without awareness was severely
limited in its possibilities.

A. Conscious

B. Unconscious

1.

Learning without awareness
Not noticing
No understanding and insight
Incidental learning
No such intention
No such ability
Implicit knowledge
Peripheral attention
Long-term memory
Automatic processing
Parallel processing

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Learning with awareness
Noticing
Understanding and insight
Intention to learn
Intention to use metacognitive strategies
Ability to report what is known
Explicit knowledge
Focai attention
Short-term memory
Controlled processing
Serial processing
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SI A Learner Metacoanitive Awareness and its Relation to SLA Achievement
If SLA is viewed as a combination of conscious and unconscious processes, an
efficient aid to integrating and managing the two levels and facilitating learning is
metacognition, the capacity to observe one’s own thinking while it takes place. This is a
type of “quality control” over one’s own learning processes, which enables the
correction of inefficient modes of learning, and the reinforcement

of more efficient

learning modes. Metacognition is a human capacity which appears to function
intermittently and innately in human beings, but perhaps may be incorporated into
directive training methodologies;

it allows for the correction of “bad” habits and for

self-deprecating humor or self-castigating remarks.

Psychologists have recognized

metacognition or “the ability of a human being to reflect on his or her own conscious
awareness of the world represents an evolved skill that serves important biological
functions” (Metcalfe and Shimamura, 1994, ix).
In the educational arena, however, these latent faculties must be teased out,
observed, reinforced, enhanced, and—once identified—applied to new domains of activity.
One obvious metacognitive capacity in language learners is the very ability to recognize
and become fully aware of the progress they are making: progress which often occurs
naturally (i.e., unconsciously), rather than forcedly (i.e., consciously)—if one accepts
the philosophical position that language acquisition is an innate human capacity—as the
result of the processes which the learner is experiencing. One way to render learners
metacognitively aware is to have them reflect on their own language acquisition
processes. This can be done in a variety of ways: asking them to compare their present
capacity in language with their capacities in the past or their projected capacities in the
future, or videotaping their linguistic performance at various stages and then having
them view and review themselves as language learners. This could possibly result in a
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heightened awareness, greater confidence, and increased capability in the learners for
SLA, a learning “gift” which they could carry with them out of the ESL and into other
classrooms, and one with more staying power than might be thought. On the other hand,
it might be thought that there is a potentially deceptive element in metacognition about
one’s own learning, just because by stepping outside the process one might form a view
which does not correspond to the reality of the learning.
However, according to Heubner (1991, 160), language practice and acquisition
always go hand-in-hand with epi- and metalinguistic activities which can shed light on
the process of acquiring linguistic and communicative competence.
The strategies that learners employ in doing this vary, not only among
individuals but also over developmental time and across discourse types...
From this perspective on SLA, evidence supports the view that
manifestations of linguistic awareness are not random and play an
important role in the acquisition process. Learners consciously wrestle
with the problem of matching linguistic input to their own existing
representations of the target language (Huebner, 1991, 161).
And other researchers, reflecting on the possible implications of European SLA research
for US foreign language pedagogy and research, emphasized learners’ self-perception of
the SLA process.
The focus on intent and interpretation, and on the linguistic and
extralinguistic cues signaling them, has inevitably led to an interest in
the metalinguistic activities involved in the acquisition process.
Studies of both guided and unguided second language acquisition suggest
that conscious conceptualization and metalinguistic activity on the part
of the learner is always present in one form or another in acquisition.
Furthermore, learners’ linguistic productions may differ considerably
from their metalinguistic verbalizations, even in untutored contexts.
[Berthoud, 1981; Giacobbe and Lucas, 1982]. Any attempt to
understand discrepancies between students’ linguistic and
metalinguistic productions must take into account both the sources of
the metalinguistic knowledge and the learners’ attitudes toward both
the target language norms and the social structure within which those
norms operate [Veronique and Faita, 1982; Mittner and Kahn, 1982]
(Heuber, 1991, 158-9).
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Studies of language learning for a particular purpose and in a particular social milieu
can be applied to research and practice in other environments on the basis of the common
factor, the ever-present "conscious conceptualization" by the learner.

Inquiring of

learners what they attend to overall may thus yield valuable information.

Precursor to a Phenomenological Research Methodology: A Case Study of Contrasting
Idiosyncratic Approaches
DeKeyser (1991) demonstrated through a case study the importance of an
individually centered research approach;

this may serve as an intermediary model for

the phenomenological approach I have used with ESL learners. Although this study did
not rely on direct verbal articulation by its subjects, it nevertheless incorporated
ethnographically framed observation into a kind of phenomenologically oriented
narrative.

It compared two American learners of Spanish in a study-abroad program

and noted some significant differences in approach: one learner used performance
strategies to fit into his sociolinguistic milieu and to appear to blend in with the native
speakers, while another clearly separated himself with his speech patterns from his
interlocutors. This study delineated a clear distinction between spontaneous and
“forced” learners, one which may prove a fruitful avenue for future research.

This

study concluded that
...the group differences were far less important than the individual
differences...There were clear differences...in monitoring style and in
preference for certain communication strategies. These differences had
a strong impact on the way the learners were perceived by the native
speakers, and were consequently sought out or avoided for informal
interaction (DeKeyser, 1991, 115).
Individual differences in perceiving and constructing the SLA process from the
learner's perspective—whether or not upheld to the rigor of scientific inquiry—could
prove significantly deterministic of SLA progress indirectly, that is, by influencing the
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degree and quality of spontaneous unrehearsed interaction and linguistic cultural input
made available to the L2 learners by the native language speaking environment. The
recognition of individual differences among learners—and its potential for further datagathering and theory-making—is made vivid by the following description, which of
course is based on objectified observational conclusions.
Tim’s speech was characterized by precision and meticulousness at the
four traditional levels of linguistic description... Paul’s speech was, in
many ways, the opposite of Tim’s. He spoke very fast and articulated
very indistinctly... These few aspects of Tim’s and Pail’s performance
in Spanish fit into a more general frame of language behavior. Tim
adopted a playful approach to the language, and treated it as an object,
almost as a toy. He loved puns and was amazingly good at them in a
language that, after all, he had not mastered very well yet. So big was
the disparity between his limited proficiency in the language and his
creative play on words that native speakers often did not get the joke,
assuming Tim was simply confused... Paul, on the other hand, did not
treat language as a toy, but more as a garment that was to make him
look more like the natives. During numerous interactions with the
researcher he always made two points: that whatever problem he
experienced in Spanish was a problem he also had in English
sometimes, and that he felt very comfortable interacting with
Spaniards, who often "did not realize he was a foreigner"... Tim’s and
Paul’s approaches to language were only part of a more general aspect
of their personalities. Tim often behaved like a clown (some people
called him el payaso), and he sometimes walked through the city
hopping up and down as if he were alone in the world...Paul was more
concerned about his image, and easily became irritated at little aspects
of daily life in Spain. The best way to summarize the difference in
personality may be to say that Tim was much more spontaneous overall
than Paul (DeKeyser, 1991, 113-115).
Thus, they exhibited particular attitudes—both cognitive and affective—toward the
“object” of their SLA, an object which could equally well be regarded as a subject,
inasmuch as it could now be seen as part and parcel of the learners’ personality,
incorporative of not only a Chomskian innatist view, but also a psychocultural view in
which the individual’s relationship to other individuals within the context of social
communication had become paramount. This demonstrates how SLA research had
matured to where the social scientific inferiority complex which had so often mandated a
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knee-jerk reliance on a priori reductionistically operationalized constructs could be
suspended, so that a more phenomenologically framed research focus and attention could
be dedicated to individual learners.

The Operationalized Psychological Construct Studies
One study (E. Klein, 1995) looked at the influence of earlier languages upon the
acquisition of a non-native language, English.

Although earlier research (Eisenstein,

1980; M. Thomas, 1990; discussed in E. Klein, 1995) yielded inconclusive results as to
whether earlier known languages facilitated the acquisition of a subsequent language,
there was some valuable speculation as to the role of metalinguistic awareness by
learners who are exposed to multiple linguistic systems.

Maybe more experienced

language learners develop greater awareness, sensitivity, and ability in considering
language systematically, which aids them in becoming more efficient learners of
multiple languages (J. Thomas [1988, 1992]; Nation & McLaughlin [1986], in: Klein,
1995, 424).

Several of my interviewees articulated how their earlier L2 experiences

had impacted their acquisition of subsequent languages

Socioculturallv-Oriented SLA Theories
Sociocultural theories focus on L2 learner attitudes toward the second language as
a system, toward its speakers, and toward the culture associated with it, the nature of all
of which could affect learning motivation and the SLA process. Sociocultural theories
also are concerned with the context in which the L2 is used, and its effects on the SLA
process and outcome.
The earliest socioculturally based theory was the Acculturation Hypothesis (also
known as the Pidginization Hypothesis) formulated by John Schumann (1974,
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1975a/b, 1976, 1978a/b/c; with subsequent discussion: 1982, 1986), as an
outgrowth of his research study of a single individual whose success was revealed to be
dependent on his interest in engaging himself with individuals in the target language
cultural group.

The Acculturation/Pidainization Model
Schumann observed Alberto, a 33-year-old working-class Costa Rican living in
the Boston area who lived in a Portuguese-speaking neighborhood and worked in a
factory staffed by non-native-English-speaking immigrants.

Alberto

acquired English

informally, and not very successfully, due in particular to his limited contact with
English speakers. Schumann explained Alberto’s lack of SLA success by his social and
psychological distance from the TL (target language). Schumann found an analogy
between the early stages of naturalistic SLA (as in Alberto’s case) and the processes
underlying pidginization, so that when there is social and psychological proximity (i.e.,
acculturation) with the target-language culture, the interlanguage can elaborate and
develop as it does in creolization (just as it did not in Alberto’s case). As Schumann saw
it, "SLA is one aspect of acculturation and thus the degree to which the learner
acculturates to the TL group will control the degree to which the learner acquires the
L2" (Larsen-Freeman,

1991,

12).

Schumann identified particular attitude clusters—language shock, culture shock,
language stress, and anxiety—as significant factors in second language learning.
Schumann elaborated a dichotomous notion of learners as being motivated either
integrally (i.e., for the sake of the meaningful communication through the language), or
instrumentally (i.e., using the language as a means to other goals, such as business or
commerce).
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As many dichotomously formulated notions, the Acculturation Hypothesis was an
interesting innovation whose staying power was due more to the powerful image it
proposed than to its practical use in understanding the reality of SLA processes. A closer
look at how the dichotomy was delineated from the perspectives of real learners and
learning processes might indicate, at first glance, that a learner might logically
demonstrate a mixture of motivational approaches, based on such ephemera as personal
mood, circumstance, the nature and novelty of the learning challenge, the use to which
the learned language is put, etc. Therefore, it will be interesting to explore, in the
context of a variety of individual learners reflecting upon their learning experiences,
the learning attitudes implied by Schumann's contrasting pair.

(One of my

interviewees, Deborah, is an example of a learner who seems to have “incorporated”
both instrumental and integrative approaches; perhaps this suggests a new
“incorporative” or “pragmatic” attitude.)
Abraham and Vann (1987) suggested that learners have, at some level of
consciousness, a philosophy of how language is learned which guides the approach they
take in language learning situations. This, in turn, is manifested in observable (and
unobservable) strategies used in learning and communication, which can directly
influence the degree of success learners achieve (Grotjahn, 1991, 204).
DeKeyser’s (1991) case study, which had compared two American learners of
Spanish in a study-abroad program, noted significant individual preferences for
communicative strategies which impacted on their interaction patterns with native
speakers: one "spontaneous" learner used performance strategies to blend in with his
sociolinguistic milieu, while the other "forced" learner clearly separated himself from
his interlocutors by his speech patterns.

Individual differences in perceiving and

constructing the SLA process from the learner's perspective could influence SLA
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progress indirectly by affecting the degree and quality of spontaneous unrehearsed
interaction and linguistic cultural input made available to the l_2 learner by the native
language speaking environment. The very recognition of individual differences among
learners also provided great potential for further data-gathering and theory-making.
Lambert (cited in Gardner and MacIntyre, 1993, 1).

speculated that "interest in

learning another language often developed because of emotional involvement with the
other language community or because of a direct interest in the language itself." In
describing two American university students who had developed high levels of French
competency, Lambert delineated a bifurcation into integrative and instrumental
motivations.

One language learner was primarily motivated by a highly “integrative”

identification with France and French culture, the other by a more “instrumental”
motivation to function as a teacher of French.
These particular selected studies represent not only an eclecticism of approach to
research ranging from general theory formulation to case study, but also a variety of
disciplinary foundations ranging from linguistics to composition studies, as well as
distinctions in methodological implementation and format, and a chronological
progression.

Further SLA research which investigates the interaction of significant

variables within individual learners, and which relies on more “learner-centered”
methodological instruments (such as verbalization of metalinguistic awareness, selfreported assessments, narrative interviews, etc.), would be helpful.

There is a need for

more theoretical modesty, for the research-then-theory approach advocated by Skehan
(1989) (following McLaughlin, 1987), and embodied in the study by Tucker (1995).
Each of several studies has certain advantages. Spolsky attempted to develop a
theoretical articulation of the necessary conditions for SLA while including all the local,
situational particularities which may have been obscured under the ambitious attempts
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at constructing a parsimonious theory (e.g., by Krashen).

Skehan returned to the

forefront of research a focus on the potential for understanding more about SLA from
investigating individual differences among learners. Freed assembled a compendium of
research studies which focused especially on differences between Europe and America in
both the experiences of language learning and the approaches to SLA research. Tucker
(1995) sought to provide a completely contextualized picture, a “two-way”
perspective of ESL learners in their interaction with the majority-culture teachers.
Yet each of these studies had its limitations as well. Although Spolsky valiantly
attempted to modify theory-making into a more descriptive compendium of relevant
situational conditions, he admitted a priori the impossibility at the time of attaining a
general, scientifically-grounded theory of SLA.

Freed was limited by relying on a

particular variety of studies, which are also contextualized in particular research
traditions, she was not striving for the generalizability characteristic of Spolsky’s
attempt at a general theory.

The differentiation of research programs into their local

cultural contexts (i.e., continental European vs. USA) suggests that all general
knowledge may be compromised, to some extent, by its lack of methodological
generalizability.

Skehan’s limitation was that while indicating the need for further

investigation of individual differences, he did not point to particularly fruitful
methodological avenues of further investigation. However, the door was opened for the
application of methodologies from other fields which highlight the investigation of
individual differences.

Tucker (1995) relied primarily on written academic discourse

within the institutional environment, and relied almost exclusively on the researcher’s
subjective interpretation of individual cases, with little opportunity for empirical
“objective” verification.

While this is what I myself am advocating, I recognize that
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this is one end of the spectrum of research approaches, on the opposite end from those
that attempt to isolate and test for a single variable.

Learner Factors: Explanation—The Socioeducational Model
Gardner (1985) paid great attention to learner factors such as attitude and
motivation, using the term “integrativeness” much as Schumann did “acculturation.”
He put the socially communicative motivation for acquiring languages in the forefront of
his research thinking, arguing that socially based emotional adjustment is necessarily
involved as learners communicate, either actively or passively, with members of a
cultural community.

Gardner’s socioeducational model was regarded by Larsen-Freeman

(1991) as useful particularly as it “purports to account for a significant and
meaningful proportion of the variance in second language achievement” without seeking
to explain all of SLA, and could, in her opinion, help broaden the research perspective of
learner factors, especially if it withstood the test of time.

The Learner’s Commitment to Engage in a Rich Language Environment
An important step for a learner in acquiring a foreign language is the decision to
fully engage him- or herself with the target language (TL) community.

How a learner

conceptualizes and engages him- or herself with members of this community could
illuminate potentially significant personal characteristics, such as the abilities to make
decisions, plan, and take social risks. Chavez (1995) investigated how demographic
variables of travel and other personal characteristics affected learners' beliefs about
their ability to learn languages. Chavez was interested in how each learner, considered
as a member of a particular demographic group defined by gender, age, and previous
foreign language learning experience, had distinct beliefs, behaviors, and motivation
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related to foreign language learning. The study focused on how different types of students
evaluated their own performance, their expectations in terms of teachers, peers and
their language program. Research results indicated that perceptions of the self and the
classroom are not universal but result from unique and individual experiences
corresponding to membership in a particular demographic pool, and that such
perceptions clearly impacted learners' ability to learn a second language (Chavez,
1995, 166).

My own interview subjects revealed a plethora of information about their

personal backgrounds, motivations, and experiences which clearly impacted (at least in
their own minds, because they incorporated this information in their responses to my
questions) their language learning outcomes. However, unlike as in Chavez’s study, I
made no attempt to reduce the articulated experiences of my research subjects to
constructs which could then be correlated with particular variables such as class
membership.

In fact, what is striking about the verbal data I obtained is how

particularistic it is to each individual interviewee.

The Notion of Social Investment: An Attempt to Contextualize the Individual within the
Social
By replacing the notion of motivation with one of "investment,"

Peirce (1995)

sought to reconceptualize the role of the individual in SLA theory within the broad trend
of replacing linguistic and psychologically based theories with socioculturally grounded
explanatory frameworks.

Peirce drew upon post-structuralist perspectives of

multiple, changing, and struggling social identities to view the language learner as a
historical, multidimensional agent with a complex social history and varied desires.
Peirce posited her melding of the individual and the social as a contrast to earlier
theoretical conceptualizations tending to view the individual and the social as
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oppositional, or at the very least, distinct, categories.

Peirce's work represents an

evolution of a psychologically based concept into a socioculturally oriented one, although
it could also be perceived as failing to achieve a true integration of the individual and the
social.

Naturalistic. Large-Scale, and Cross-Linguistic Studies
Cross-linguistic evidence from European studies of natural environments in
comparison with large-scale studies of language learning in classroom contexts
illuminated some relative factors in SLA. Two approaches (VanPatten, 1987; Eubank,
1987, 1990) which investigated the acquisition of specific syntactic features in formal
and informal learning contexts and foreign language learners in study-abroad
environments showed that there may not be significant advantages to learning languages
in social, as opposed to classroom, contexts.

The role of individual differences and learner strategies has assumed
greater importance in SLA research, and increasing knowledge of these
should shed greater light upon the differential effects of classroom and
real-world contexts (Freed, 1991, 10).

One research project which was conducted on migrant workers and their families
(Klein, 1973) sought connections between the results of linguistic analysis and external
socio-psychological factors, but found that individual clusters of external factors could
not be fully accounted for by the correlational tendencies; there was a need for "a much
finer descriptive instrument" (von Stutterheim, 1991, 138).

Such larger,

experimentally based studies yield conclusions consonant with a refocusing of attention
on idiosyncratically individual paths to SLA, and the called for descriptive instrument
might well be phenomenological interviewing.
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si A Research Methodologies
The general theoretical and methodological approaches taken toward investigating
the phenomena of SLA have, in the past, under the influence of the social sciences and
linguistics, tended to focus on species-specific characteristics, rather than the
idiosyncratic characteristics, or particular idiosyncratic agglomerations of speciesspecific characteristics in individuals within the human species.

Many research studies

conducted in this vein have been influenced by nomothetically-inspired theories and
associated methodological approaches (Markee, 1994), including the following:
•

the

identification of particular attitude clusters—language shock, culture shock,

language stress, and anxiety—as significant factors in second language learning
(Schumann,
•

1975);

the hypothesis that good language learners are most likely to exhibit active planning,
academic (explicit) learning, social learning, and effective strategies (Stern, 1983;
in: Dickinson, 1987);

•

the suggestion that learners have, at some level of consciousness, a philosophy which
guides their approach to language learning (Abraham and Vann, 1987);

•

a preference or aversion to communicative learning strategies influencing learners
interaction patterns with native speakers (Freed, 1991);

•

emotional attachment or lack thereof to the target language as represented by its
native-speaking community and influencing second-language learners motivation
(Lambert,

•

1995);

the influence of demographically determined personal characteristics on self¬
perceptions which in turn impacted second-language learning ability (Chavez,
1 995).
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Falsifiability and Hypothesis Formulation:_The Failure of the Extant Theory to Account
for New..Eyjdence Leads to its Discreditation and the Elaboration of New Hypotheses
The evolution of SLA explanatory constructs often reflected paradigmatic shifts in
grand intellectual cultural worldviews.

In the early days of structuralist linguistics and

behavioral psychology, the explanatory construct of first-language (LI) interference
prevailed. As described previously, the paradigm began to shift when this explanatory
construct was falsified by evidence which showed that (a) the LI could not predict all the
errors, and (b) that many predicted errors did not occur. This caused a return to the
drawing board and a search for new explanatory constructs.
At about the same time, autonomous developments in linguistics (i.e., a turn
toward nativist, cognitive-psychological explanations, and away from behaviorism) led
to a corresponding shift on the theoretical explanatory level beyond a focus on the
patterned responses of LI interference, to the creation of new explanations, such as that
of "interlanguage." The Interlanguage Hypothesis represented a combination of the
earlier theoretical grounding in the notion of native-language interference, derived
from observations of explicit verbal behavior.

Such a perspective was based in

philosophical assumptions valuing speech over thought, assumptions which had given
rise to the Whorf Hypothesis (Whorf, 1956), according to which linguistic structures
influenced thinking processes, and which also equated all languages as being equivalently
complex, which was the most prominent postulation of the American structuralist
linguists led by Bloomfield and Sapir. However, the Interlanguage Hypothesis also
incorporated the new ideas of nativist linguists, most prominently Noam Chomsky, who
assumed the presence of an innate, biologically determined linguistic competence, or
faculty, for human language that expressed itself in the various performative fora that
constituted the individual human languages.
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Selinker's interlanguage theory postulated that this innate human competence for
language led to some intermediate groping betwixt the performative poles of the native
and the target language, in a process by which the innate language faculty sought to
reconcile itself with the linguistic data in the surrounding environment.

Selinker's

interlanguage theory was later developed a step further by Suzanne Flynn, whose
theoretical explorations built upon evolutionary developments in Chomsky's Universal
Grammar (UG) theory, and were formulated in terms of (re-)setting the performative
parameters posited as the mechanism for mapping the innate capacity for language onto
particular human languages. Chomsky (1981) had amended and extended his earlier
theory of transformational syntax in order to account for real-world linguistic
phenomena, in his Government and Binding theory, and later consolidated and
reformulated his theories in a grand attempt at a fully parsimonious explanatory
framework known as the Minimalist Program (1995).

Further Theoretical Expansion
Larsen-Freeman (1985, 434) had much earlier called for an integrated
approach to SLA research in which learning and the learner were investigated as
mutually interrelated components of a complex framework, rather than according to the
existing trend of attempting first to understand the SLA process, then identifying learner
variables in isolation, and then trying to calculate the effect of those variables on the
process. She argued that a full understanding of influences upon the learner must come
in the context of the learner’s engagement with the learning process.

Larsen-Freeman

(1991, 13) predicted that “increasing numbers of researchers will accept the
challenge of integrating these two foci: learning and the learner,” and cited several
instances of integrated research insights into the interdependent learner and learning
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process.

First, Young (1988, cited by Scarcella, 1990, in Larsen-Freeman, 1991,

13) found a close relationship between social and linguistic factors: as L2 proficiency
increased, social variables associated with the learner became more significant than
linguistic ones associated with the learning process.

Lower-proficiency learners used

plural markers according to their phonological context, but higher proficiency learners
varied their speech performance in relation to their degree of speech adjustment and
cultural identification with their interlocutors.

Second, UG researchers had to integrate

the learning of individuals with learning in general, because they needed to account for
individual differences in speech despite their exclusive focus on purely linguistic
factors. Third, Krashen’s monitor model took into account both learning, in the form of
the acquisition/learning distinction, and the learner, in the form of the affective filter.
Fourth, Schumann (1990) made a renewed attempt to introduce a cognitive dimension
into his acculturation model.

Fifth, Sokolik (1990) appealed to PDP (Parallel Data

Processing) models (Munro, 1986) to explain learner differences due to age.
Another issue has been how to deal with the factor of instruction, “as
researchers have operated under the tacit assumption that instruction was a
variable...which could be factored in after we arrived at some understanding of the
natural process” (Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 13).

Because much research up to that time

had dealt with natural or untutored acquisition exclusively, tutored acquisition had often
been excluded as part of the SLA process; yet, tutored acquisition was now reasonably
demonstrated to be more similar to than different from naturalistic (untutored)
acquisition: common developmental sequences were attested (R. Ellis, 1989;
Pienemann, 1984; Wode, 1981) as were
Lightbown, 1983; and Pica, 1985).

common error types (Felix & Simmet, 1981;

Such research findings thus implied a revision of

the relationship between research and pedagogy.
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Thus, researchers should not limit their goals to specifying what is
minimally necessary for untutored SLA to occur, but rather, work with
teachers in a collaborative manner to help define what is maximally
effective in tutored acquisition (Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 13).
Larsen-Freeman took a broader meta-look at the explanatory theories which
arose in the SLA field in the decades of the 1970s and 1980s, arguing that a common
ground for the intellectual basis and goals of SLA needed to be established, especially in
light of the fact that the value of multiple perspectives could be compromised by the
inheritance of problems from their originating fields (e.g., UG), that competing theories
may be complementary, and that evaluative criteria for theories had not been clearly
established. Several suggestions arose.

Spolsky (1989) argued in favor of “a general

theory to encompass a wider area than our theories to date.

Lightbown & White (1987)

“suggested that we may have to accept that a theory of SLA will be modular, each module
explaining different domains of language” (cited in Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 8), while
Hatch, Shirai, and Fantuzzi (1990) “called for an integrated theory of acquisition.”
The research dilemma has been that researchers must functionally restrict their
investigations to a single domain, when in fact multiple domains are obviously
interrelated, such as when transfer in one subsystem of language affects transfer in
other subsystems (Odlin, 1989).

Hatch, Shirai and Fantuzzi (1990) proposed that a

theory must include a broad scope of research including syntax, phonology, semantics,
conversational structure, event scripts and rhetorical organization in a way that both
integrates the modules and allows them to be viewed separately (Larsen-Freeman,
1991, 9).

In fact, it is only logical that explanations for the complex phenomena of

language be equally complex (Larsen-Freeman, 1991), and it is equally reasonable
that an attempt to explain acquisition by recourse to a single factor (for example,
motivation, comprehensible input, or the workings of an innate LAD [language
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acquisition device]...lacks face validity” (Long, 1990, 661; cited in Larsen-Freeman,
1991,

9).
Larsen-Freeman had written in 1980 (in an editorial for Language Learning)

that SLA was in transition from infancy to adolescence, and in 1985 that “SLA had
arrived at older adolescence sure of itself as a separate discipline while still enjoying
the vigor of youth” (cited in Larsen-Freeman, 1991, 15).

In 1991, she wrote that

developmental^ SLA has entered young adulthood,” no longer concerned with identity
issues, but cognizant of the responsibility to balance the functional narrow constraints
of research studies with awareness of the limited perspectives such studies are
inevitably bound to. She ended with a call for researchers and teachers to balance a
detailed focus on the particular research domain with an interest in individual learners
while holding the whole (Larsen-Freeman, 1991).
Larsen-Freeman (1991, 14-15) concluded with 10 general characteristics,
several of which applied to the learning/acquisition process, which was characterized
for most learners as (1) complex, (2) gradual, (3) nonlinear, (4) dynamic, (5)
social, and (6) incomplete.

Some characteristics applied to the learners themselves,

who were viewed as (7) learning when they are ready to do so, and (8) relying on their
knowledge and experience, and being (9) generally unaffected by negative evidence (i.e.,
correction), and (10) varying greatly in their learning.

Regarding complexity, Spolsky

(1988, 383, cited by Larsen-Freeman 1991) had remarked:
Any intelligent and disinterested observer knows that there are many
ways to learn languages and many ways to teach them, and that some ways
work with some students in some circumstances and fail with others.

(This is why good language teachers are and always have been eclectic...)
[my emphasis—L.A.].
The gradual nature of the SLA process is evident by even the 12,000 to 15,000 figure
Lightbown (1985) cites as “a conservative estimate of the number of hours young first
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language learners spend acquiring’ their first language.”

The nonlinearity of the

process is evident because learners don’t master structural patterns sequentially, and do
so unstably. The dynamic nature of the process can be seen from the changes over time
in the factors that influence the learner and the cognitive strategies the learner adopts.
As Gleick (1987; cited in Diller, 1990, 238; in Larsen-Freeman, 1991) put it: “The
act of playing the game has a way of changing the rules” and teachers know that
techniques must be adapted as learners move along the proficiency ladder. That learners
learn when they are ready rather by when they are taught was demonstrated by
Pienemann (1985), who showed that developmental sequences arise from speech
processing constraints rather than as the result of instruction, so that teachers cannot
realistically expect students to master aspects of the language too far beyond their
current stage of development.

Learners participate actively in the SLA process by

relying on the real-world experience they have and the knowledge of their previous
language(s) and their partial knowledge of the TL to formulate hypotheses which they
then test against the input to which they are exposed or which they notice (Schmidt,
1990). Although the notion of learning language through negative evidence (i.e.,
correction) is intuitively appealing, its role isn’t clear;

“consciousness-raising” may

be helpful (Rutherford & Sharwood-Smith, 1988)
For most adult learners, complete mastery of the L2 may be impossible, even
though some can achieve very high fluency almost indistinguishable from native
speakers of the L2.

However, all learners will probably exhibit fossilization of some

aspects of their IL (interlanguage) along with clearly audible phonological influences of
the LI, which can be attributable to the apparently physiologically determined critical
period for sound production. The tremendous individual variation among language
learners is exactly what makes teaching an interpretive art, because these differences
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need to be accommodated in classroom instruction. Finally, learning a language is a
social phenomenon. Most learners intend to acquire the L2 in order to use it
communicatively with members of the TL group or participatively in the institutions of
the TL culture and society. The social needs of both teachers and students also heavily
influence classroom interaction (Breen, 1985; Prabhu, 1991, 1992).

We will see

more clearly from the in-depth interviews with college learners how many of these
characteristics of SLA appear.

The Confluence of SLA Theoretical and Instructional Issues: The Rising Star of Krashen's
Communicative Model
As more and more data from a plethora of research studies began accumulating,
there was an explosion of theoretical frameworks to explain the phenomenon of SLA. One
of the most ambitious, popular and long-lasting SLA theories soon became a framework
that capitalized on the intricate and sometimes confusing interrelationship between
"pure" researchers of SLA attempting to understand its processes, and the SLA
instructional practitioners, who excitedly brought together the theoretical constructs
with their own observations of learner behavior in the classroom in a continual and
frantic search for improved methods and methodologies for achieving successful SLA
outcomes. This was the persistent "Monitor Theory" formulated and vigorously
advocated and defended by Stephen Krashen, an SLA researcher who found himself with
the right idea at the right time and the right place.

Krashen's theory probably still has

the most mileage—measured in terms of popularity, notoriety, and instructional
applicability—of all the SLA theories ever created.

His ideas were enthusiastically

adopted by dynamic practitioner proponents around the globe, who connected his main
ideas with the new communicative methodologies for teaching ESL that were coming to
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the fore primarily in North American classrooms, and secondarily around the globe.
Because the older audiolingual SLA methodologies which had been influenced by
behavioristic psychology and structural linguistics had failed to answer the (perhaps for
now unanswerable) question of how second languages can be learned as (or almost as)
successfully as first ones, new methodologies were called for.

Building upon an interim

methodological base known as the notional-functional method, which had departed from
the structural features and turned toward the pragmatic uses of language in situational
discourse, the communicative method abandoned the teaching of explicit grammatical
patterns almost entirely, in favor of re-creating a naturalistic linguistic environment
in which L2 learning could take place under conditions which essentially sought to
reproduce those under which FLA occurs so successfully. The establishment of such a
naturalistic environment in which meaningful communication rather than
decontextualized pattern drills was the norm emerged consequentially from the concepts
introduced by Krashen.

These involved a distinction between “learning,” which occurs

explicitly and consciously, and “acquisition,” which takes place implicitly and
unconsciously, and which was responsible for true, long-term SLA, a lowering of the
“affective filter” which created a resistance in the learner to accepting
“comprehensible”

linguistic “input” from the human and symbolic local environment,

and a ratcheting up of the linguistic input to the student so that the learner was always
stretching a bit beyond those linguistic structures that he or she was able to understand
(expressed in Krashen's terminology as i + 1 ).
Krashen's theory was very popular among ESL teachers and provided the best
means of infusing some of the new ideas of linguistics into the applied teaching field. Its
influence was especially strong as it provided a counterweight to the traditional
grammar-translation methodologies which had been prevalent for generations around
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the globe, and the subsequent behaviorally-based oral-aural approaches developed in the
1940s and still in use through the 70s and 80s.

Krashen's theory informed an entire

generation of L2 pedagogues, maintaining its influence more through the practical (i.e.,
the production of instructional materials) than the theoretical aspect of SLA.

However,

despite the enthusiastic advocacy of Krashen's ideas both by himself and his disciples,
his ideas eventually came under severe criticism from some SLA researchers.
McLaughlin (1978, 1987) leveled a strong critique of the logical and scientific validity
of Krashen’s framework, declaring it essentially a tautologically based metaphor that
was unfalsifiable in any rigorously scientific sense.

Despite meta-theoretical

criticisms from other sources (Schumann, 1991) in the philosophy of science of
Popper's very notion of falsifiablity, McLaughlin's critique of Krashen’s theories as
unfalsifiable pretty much discredited Krashen's theory as a significant option among
researchers seriously searching for an explanatory framework corresponding to the
primary SLA question: How are second languages learned?

SLA Theoretical Eclectical Chaos and Idiosyncrasy
In introducing a colloquium on "The Scope and Form of a Theory of Second
Language Learning," Spolsky (1990) criticized what he considered the simplistic view
of the history of language teaching as a linear progression in which new theories annul
previous one and also provide new instructional methodologies.

In Spolsky’s (1990)

view, new theories tend to coexist "uncomfortably" with their predecessors, not
engendering new methods but rather having “more mundanely provided ideological
underpinnings, intellectual backing, or advertising slogans for some newly discovered
teaching panacea," and contributing new garnishes which combine with old habits in a
loosely eclectic amalgam" (Spolsky, 1990, 609).
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There had been a historical

progression of theoretically framed alliances focusing their attention on SLA issues.
Structural linguists had combined with Skinnerian psychologists to lend legitimacy to
the Audiolingual Method in the 1950s and 1960s, only to be replaced in the 1970's "by
the hegemony of transformational grammar and cognitive psychology" empowering much
SLA research. Linguists and psychologists had failed "to form the genuine
interdisciplinary team that, it was once hoped, would solve the outstanding problems" in
arriving at a theory of language and language learning, and this has been complicated by
the added factor of L2 pedagogy, which is no mere replication or extension of linguistic
theory. In fact, "the simple notion that linguistic theory was something to be applied to
language teaching has done much harm," and the "'century-old obsession' (Stern, 1985,
249; cited in Spolsky, 1990, 610) with the search for the perfect method" has both
fostered Polyannish new methods and confused efforts to translate theoretically suspect
proposals (such as the Monitor Model or the Notional/Functional syllabus) "into allencompassing and independent methods." This is because fundamental knowledge from
language teaching was not being systematically included into language learning theory. It
would therefore be helpful to remove from a theory of second language learning the
provision of a basis for language teaching methods, because "understanding the conditions
under which learning occurs does not directly say how to reproduce those conditions." As
Spolsky, 1988, 378; cited in Spolsky, 1990, 611) put it:
If one looks at the complexity of the circumstances under which second
languages are learned, or fail to be learned, one immediately sees that a
theory must not just be equally complex but must be able to account for
the successes and failures of the many different methods that have been
and are used throughout the language teaching world.
Alongside new theoretical creativity from other disciplines, such as the
information-processing approach becoming popular in the cognitive sciences (Anderson,
1983, 1985; Minsky, 1988), and new neurobiological knowledge of brain functioning
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being developed by more medically-oriented researchers (Geschwind and Galaburda,
1984, building on research by Penfield, 1950, and Penfield and Wilder, 1959), SLA
researchers continued searching for explanatory frameworks. There was such a
proliferation of theoretical explanations that several researchers commented on the
theoretical chaos in the field; it was even suggested that there appeared to be as many
theories as there were researchers. Although there was widespread recognition that the
SLA field was still in its infancy, there was a serious discussion as to what to do to enable
research to move on and progress.

On one side of the debate were those researchers who

felt the need for a single, over-arching theory that, while perhaps not able to account
for all the data, at least would bring some stability and reason to the field, so that
researchers could continue under the umbrella of a working theory with reasonable
premises and predictability.

Others argued that it would be useless to work with a

theory which was incomplete and only partially (if at all) correct;

this argument was

buttressed by the fairly clear-cut discreditation of some of the earlier theories (i.e.,
linguistic interference, Monitor theory) which had so decisively failed to establish
theoretical predictability for the evidence.

The Discrepancy between Theoretical Intentions
and the Nature and Value of Evidence
In other words, the earlier theories were in hindsight viewed as grandiose
failures, and researchers developed a marked reluctance to jump onto ground that was so
mined with deceptive evidentiary dangers.

Researchers were coming to realize that the

ever greater amounts of evidence being gathered under existing investigatory approaches
was leading to the conclusion that the establishment of a single, explanatory theoretical
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framework was, at least for the present, beyond the creative capabilities of any

individual or intellectual discipline.

Spolskv's Implications for Re-evaluatina the Role of the Individual in SLA Research
Spolsky (1989, 230-1) attempted to formulate a principled theoretical basis
for an "informed eclecticism" in L2 pedagogy which would also enable the existing state
of knowledge in SLA to be evaluated more positively. He recommended that the future
search for knowledge should try to connect the trends of (1) linguistically-based, or
"interlanguage" SLA theories, which increases “our understanding of the learning of
important parts of language” with (2) the social-psychological paradigm, which helps
“us understand the relevance of individual difference in motivation and other variables
to the development of language proficiency.” Spolsky optimistically concluded that his
model assumed the potential integration of various existing studies conducted through
differing theoretical and methodological approaches, so "that the sum or our knowledge of
second language learning is in fact greater than its parts.”
An important implication of Spolsky’s approach was to provide a rationale for
refocusing research on how these complex conditions evolve within individual learners.
He warned against falling into the trap of collectively derived information, which may
obscure the particular interplay of complex conditions within an individual, especially
when it is individualization which may ultimately reveal more about SLA and lead to
more efficient teaching and more precise assessment. He emphasized that "even if we
want...to look at groups, starting at the individual level should help allow for the
necessary attention to individual differences” (Spolsky, 1989, 221).
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Multidisciplinary, Learner-Centered, and Socioculturally Contextualized Research
Freed (1991) advocated the need for a multidisciplinary approach to SLA
research which would view the learning environment from the learner’s perspective.
She emphasized that the complex interrelationship of SLA methodology, theory, and
learning experiences might be influenced by the social context in which all coexist, so
that a particular research tradition might have been influenced by a combination of the
theoretical orientation and the historical, sociocultural conditions within which SLA—at
all levels: practical, methodological, and theoretical—has taken place. Freed noted that
much L2 learning in the United States occurs within academic institutions, where a
combination of socioeconomic affluence and the influence of cognitive psychological
theories leads to an emphasis on cognitive learning; in Europe, on the other hand, the
prevalence of migrant workers across linguistically highly diverse contiguous national
borders has led to an emphasis on social learning. These factors have influenced the
trends in designing and implementing research studies—large-scale studies of migrant
workers in Europe, contrasted with the focus on cognitive learning strategies in the US.
In other words, European migration and travel leads to experiential learning, whereas
the American experience leads to more cognitive learning.

Not only is this true for

learners, but the influence of sociocultural context filters upwards to researchers as
well.

Furthermore, from an academic intellectual and institutional perspective,

European research emerges from while remaining true to its interdisciplinary roots,
whereas American research disengages from such roots due to its privileging of
specialization.

Peirce’s (1995) notion of “investment” is thus considered radical

within a North American research context, but would probably be regarded more
matter-of-factly within a research perspective grounded in a European intellectual
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tradition.

I feel that there is a great need for SLA researchers to carefully attend to the

relationship between language learning and teaching experience and research tradition,
and to contextualize historical, cultural, and intellectual self-awareness (M. Thomas,
1997).
A consistent theoretical and methodological framework was used to gather much
cross-linguistic data in Europe on untutored adults learning European languages.
Huebner (1991, 164) suggested that applying this same research approach to
classroom contexts could provide insights into the acquisition process through the prism
of explicit instruction.

Thus, it may be self-defeating to critique a particular research

tradition if an outside perspective cannot be included. A Weltanschauung can be held not
only by an individual person, but also by collective research traditions.

In comparing

US and European contexts for both research and language learning, Freed noted
differences indicating the cognitive, rather than experiential, nature of most language
learning in the US, and the fact that most SLA/FLA research in Europe takes place within
(rather than outside) the social and disciplinary context which engendered it.

Valdman

(1991, discussed in Freed, 1991, 17) characterized foreign language instruction in the
US as focusing more on structural features than on underlying psycholinguistic
processes; he viewed American foreign language research as “product-oriented and
experimental” while European research was seen as more likely to focus on the
“process of learning.”

American researchers could benefit from a comparative

examination of the European experience, for by contextualizing their own research
efforts historically, socioculturally, and intellectually, they could arrive at more
insightful, reliable, and valid insights into SLA processes.
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Interdisciplinary Cross-Fertilization in SLA Research
As has been elaborated, SLA research theories have been deeply influenced by the
rich sources of their various founding disciplines.

Chomskian linguistic theory, which

in the early 1950s had created a revolution in the conceptualization of human language,
by axiomatically postulating its dynamic, structural characteristics as an abstract
system, biologically native in humans, was later subjected to a critique by Hymes
(1972), whose insistence that linguists needed to pay attention to language in social
usage virtually led to the founding of the subdiscipline of sociolinguistics. Schumann's
interest in the motivation and social contact of a second language learner, which led to
his formulation of the Acculturation Hypothesis, might well have been stimulated by this
sociolinguistic orientation.

Chomsky's subsequent evolution of his earlier theory of

transformation syntax into a system of learning parameters (Government & Binding
Theory) influenced Suzanne Flynn to construct an adaptation of this theory for second
language acquisition, as well as to re-examine the potentially closer links among
Universal Grammar (UG), SLA, and L2 pedagogy (a linkage which by the way had not
interested Chomsky). Stephen Krashen's elaboration of a model for second language
learning also obviously owed much to Chomsky's revolutionary framework.

Krashen's

model itself, despite its prevalent popularity was subjected to a significant critique by
McLaughlin who, under the influence of autonomous developments in cognitive
psychology, discredited Krashen's distinction between learning and acquisition.

The Complexity and Eclecticism of SLA Research
The current state of knowledge of SLA incorporates not only a historically
evolutionary perspective, but also wide-ranging and substantively differing theoretical
approaches, all of which influence the "objective" evaluation of what can be now
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considered to be known. The scale and nature of research is also influenced by
theoretical orientation, the methodological instruments, and above all the questions they
seek to investigate. A diachronically and synchronically comprehensive coverage might
well range over such disparate research studies as:
•

the investigation of a particular L2 learner subgroup, such as the characteristics
attributed to "successful" second language learners (Omaggio, 1978);

•

theoretical constructs for both first and second language acquisition (Bialystok and
Hakuta,

•

1994);

a purely abstract conceptualization of the origin, nature, and functioning of human
language, such as the supposition of a Language Acquisition Device, or "LAD"
(Chomsky,

•

1957);

theoretical models explaining SLA, such as the "Monitor Model," (Krashen, 1977,
1981) and the Input Hypothesis (1985, 1985);

•

an "expert systems" approach systematically accounting for SLA phenomena, such as
a hypothetical framework for the necessary conditions for SLA (Spolsky, 1989);

•

perceptual differences in how individual learners "construct" their experience of the
SLA process (Freed, 1991);

•

the application of a psychologically-based construct to investigate SLA, such as the
possible influence of learners' risk-taking proclivities on SLA efficiency (Beebe,
1 983);

•

an attempt to examine the cumulative historical experience of nonnative language
learning, such as the influence of first (Eisenstein, 1980; M. Thomas, 1990;
discussed by E. Klein, 1995;) and of other previously acquired non-native languages
(J. Thomas [1988, 1992]; Nation & McLaughlin [1986], in: E. Klein, 1995, 424)
on the acquisition of a subsequent non-native language;

•

exploring the accessibility of SLA to conscious, rather than unconscious, learning
(N. Ellis,

•

1994);

the influence of cultural, linguistic, and social experiential background upon the
selection of reading strategies adopted in L2 reading acquisition (Parry,1996);

•

the efficacy of L2 learner training and self-awareness (Rubin and Thompson, 1994;
Wenden, 1986, 1991;

Wenden and Rubin, 1987);
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•

self-instruction

(Dickinson,

1994)

•

learner autonomy (Dickinson, 1992);

•

the development of learning strategies (Willing, 1989)

•

an effort to rely on the personal construction and interpretation of meaning in the
form of a professional self-report of a multilingual "self" who articulates the
interaction of her own personality with the languages and cultures she has acquired
as both learner and teacher (Lvovich, 1997; Ogulnick, 1998);

•

achievement patterns in learning second languages at academic levels (Collier,
1987; 1989;

Early, 1992);

•

the highest potential levels of SLA (White and Genesee, 1996);

•

the relationship of methodological approach and research results (Crookes, 1991);

•

the above in light of SLA theory (Crookes, 1992);

•

the problematic and questionable role of instruction in SLA (Doughty, 1991).
Comparatively analyzing such seemingly eclectic works may lead to a more acute

understanding of the SLA field by revealing the varying goals and approaches that
motivate SLA researchers and the diverse virtues and limitations that characterize SLA
research. In other words, by getting a better sense of the questions posed by the
researchers and the ways they have gone about responding to them, we can better
understand the degree to which their particular research approaches result in knowledge
useful to fundamental SLA research.

SLA in Social-Scientific Experimentalism and Post-Modernism
The practices, issues, and findings of SLA reflect broader trends of social
scientific inquiry and intellectual developments in cultural history.

The notion of post¬

modernism can serve to contextualize autonomous developments in SLA theory within the
wider trends of philosophical, sociological, and aesthetic understanding in the general
culture (Gregg, 2000; Lantolf, 1996; and Larsen-Freeman, 1997b).
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The Issue of Scientific Rigor In SI.A Research
The field of SLA is vast, has complex origins in a variety of more established
research traditions (education, sociology, psychology, anthropology, and linguistics),
has dynamically varied approaches to coordinating use of theoretical and methodological
research approaches, has produced what could be termed "a mixed bag" of results, and
despite the various paradigms which inform the field, is still young enough to
objectively fall within what Thomas Kuhn described as a "pre-paradigmatic" state.

A

pre-paradigmatic state occurs when various competing theoretical models vie for
predominant acceptance in a field aspiring to scientific rigor, in which fundamental
questions appear not yet fully, or even substantially, understood.

The Persistent Lack of Unequivocal Theoretical Success in SI A
Although research has provided much valuable data to the ever-growing data base
of information regarding the results and processes of second language acquisition, it has
not provided a full theoretical account that answered the primary question of SLA: How
is it that first languages are so much more easily acquired than second languages?

Meta-Theoretical Stock-Taking:

"Non-Hubristic" SLA Models

Another research trend has been to turn toward more limited studies in a search
to develop "atheoretical" model, including the Good Language Learner (GLL) study which
!ed to Naiman et al's (1978) model of 5 causative and caused variables; Spolsky's
(1989) adaptation of an expert systems approach to identifying the accumulated
properties of SLA (formulated as 74 local conditions); and a more recent focus on
individual self-reported learner awareness case studies of SLA (Lvovich, 1997;
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Ogulnick, 1998) one of which, according to one critic, "properly understood...has the
potential to revolutionize the field" (Ogulnick, 1998).

Meta-Theoretical Approaches to SLA Research
The basic research question in the field of SLA has been formulated as: "All
normal children learn a first language; not all adults learn a second language—Why?" A
secondary question emerges from the first:

"Which factors, and in which combination,

sequence, and manifestation, account for the learning of non-native languages which does
occur?" However, although the questions are clear enough, the ways of proceeding to
obtain data relevant to responding to these questions can get very clouded, not only
because the processes are in great part occult (i.e., not fully and directly accessible to
observation), but because the framework within which the data collection is
conceptualized invariably affects its analysis and interpretation.

Therefore, it is

important not only to describe the implementation of data collection used in this study,
and the framework within which it was conceptualized, but also to comparatively
examine other methodological frameworks and their theoretical and meta-theoretical
underpinnings, in order to contextualize and better apprehend the methods used here.

Nomothetic and Hermeneutic Approaches in Social Science
The heady vortex of experimentally-based research studies, theoretical models,
and unexplainable evidence led some researchers to reach for a greater degree of
theoretical self-awareness for the field of SLA.

The self-limiting nature of

quantitatively-focused, experimentally based research methods and study results had
failed to provide a coherent explanatory theory for SLA, and so researchers such as
Ochsner (1979) called for a new approach, striving to respond to research challenges
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informed by a hermeneutic, rather than a nomothetic meta-methodological perspective.
Ochsner respected the gains produced by "nomothetically" based research, and advocated
an extended period during which researchers would "toggle" back and forth between the
hermeneutic and nomothetic approaches. This decision to seek the best that both
approaches had to offer represented a mature recognition that SLA as an intellectual
research discipline was still in a Kuhnian (1970) "pre-paradigmatic" state.

Nomothetic Inquiry of Language, Hermeneutic Inquiry of Learners, and the Research
Process
Ochsner (1979) proposed an equal division of SLA research into a focus on
anguage as an object of the physical world, on the one hand, and a focus on revealing
what he termed “the biases” of research, on the other. The former falls into what
Ochsner terms the "nomothetic" (the prefix "nomo" means lawful) tradition (in which
he places most SLA research), while the latter is best described as "hermeneutic"
(literally: “the art of interpretation”).

Following a distinction Hildebrand had made

between nomothetic and what he termed idiographic science, Ochsner traced the
hermeneutic (literally: "the art of interpretation") tradition back to the Sophists of
antiquity, associating it with a research perspective according to which reality varies
and human events must be interpreted teleologically. The nomothetic approach seeks a
predictive, parsimonious law of reality as a whole, and relies on the experimental
method, characterized by linearity of sequentially ordered methods progressing toward a
controlled experiment. It is the nomothetic approach which has dominated many areas of
the social sciences, including SLA research.

In that vein, it is somewhat ironic to note

that even an academic work such as this dissertation, which is informed by the
hermeneutic tradition, must accommodate itself to the procedural structures associated
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with the nomothetic tradition, although I have made an attempt to integrate the form and
content of the research by allowing the verbal data to speak for itself as much as
possible.

Introspective Research as a Transcendence of Hvpostasized Factors
The non-experimental method, on the other hand, provides a circularity or
reflexivity, in which "an introspective science focuses on self-examination" (Ochsner,
1979, 54), requiring a "depth of hermeneutics' (Bernstein, 1976; in Ochsner, 1979,
55), and in which "the act of understanding grows through self-reflection because 'it
releases the subject from dependence on hypostatized (i.e., static, objective,
nomological) powers" (Habermas, 1971; cited in Ochsner, 1979, 55).

Previous Bipolar Terminological Research Definitions
The divergent traditions of nomothetic and hermeneutic research approaches fall
within distinct, meta-theoretical, guiding, systematic, axiomatic principles.

Ochsner

(1979, 55) cited a variety of previous bipolar dichotomous terminologies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Wendelband (nomothetic/idiographic),
Pierce (empirical/rational),
Filstead (quantitative/ qualitative),
Maslow (scientific/humanistic),
Bruyn (experimental/observational),
Husserl (scientific/phenomenological),
Kant, Hegel and Dilthey (natural sciences/Geisteswissenschaften, or “ sciences of
the spirit”),
a group who opposed the classical sciences to, respectively, grounded/structural
approaches (Scheflen), ethnomethodology (Garfinkel), and ethnography/ethnology
(Wolcott),
de Bono (vertical/lateral thinking).
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The Failures of the Nomothetic Approach
Ochsner argued that psychologically-based researchers (Lambert, Gardner,
Schumann) from one of the founding fields of SLA research fell into an unending trap
because the categories they posited faded into one another and remain hypostatized, or at
best “operationalized,” never fully-understood, definitions.

Some of the terms Ochsner

identified included the lone constructs of: (1) "attitude," (2) "motivation," and (3)
"ability," as well as the oppositional constructions of:

(4) "acquisition vs. learning,"

(5) "cognitive style [Naiman, Frohlich, & Todesko, 1975] vs. biological trait
[Lenneberg, 1967],"

and

(6) "real vs. imagined" social context [Schumann, 1976).

In Ochsner’s (1979, 56)

words, "our experimental ideal forces us to operationalize these terms, but it gives us
no practical system of understanding them."

Ochnser’s Hybrid Transcendence of the Nomothetic/Hermeneutic Dichotomy
As a solution, Ochsner presciently proposed changing the meta-theory, the
guiding, axiomatic principles by which research is conducted.

He called for a new,

hybrid approach retaining the nomothetically-inspired experimental model for areas
where it is useful, and building upon a hermeneutically-inspired model elsewhere.

A

radically new, meta-theoretical approach was needed to counter both the complexity of
SLA variables which made even so-called "good" experimental studies factually trivial,
as well as the interpretative poverty caused by the operationalization of such variables
and the drive to eliminate subjective differences by assuming a neutral attitude. As
Ochsner put it: "As we manipulate larger and more complex areas of SLA, the
experimental studies become, to borrow Pirandello's phrase, characters in search of an
author" (Ochsner, 1979, 58).
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The disappointment in SLA research results is comparable to the lack of progress
in even the less eclectic, more traditional disciplines of the social sciences, which,
according to one researcher, can hardly "be put on a par with the physical sciences with
regard to definiteness and universal demonstrability" (Cohen, 1931, 250; cited by
Ochsner, 1979, 59).

In a review characterized by Ochsner as "devastating," the

psychologist Deese stated somewhat bitterly that psychological research had not led to
results that are concrete and substantive, even in the cross-validated and replicated
studies (to say nothing of uncorroborated, once-only experiments):

"In the study of the

higher mental processes, despite nearly a century of investigation, the results have been
little more than a long history of doubt, frustration, and trivial generalities" (Deese,
1968, 517; cited by Ochsner, 1979, 60).

Ochsner emphasized that the trend away

from experimental research methods and toward grounded hermeneutical approaches
(educational ethnography [Wolcott, 1975], ethnomethodology [Garfinkel, 1967], and
psychological humanism [Severin, 1965]) in the various “mother disciplines” of SLA
(education, linguistics, sociology, and psychology) suggested a widespread dissatisfaction
with methods and results in the social sciences. This trend has laid the groundwork for
alternative, more hermeneutically inspired approaches in SLA, but the speculative
exploratory areas opened up by these fields have not really been applied (except
sporadically) to direct SLA research, and thus much promise remains unfulfilled.

My

present research study represents an attempt to apply some of these explorations in a
more systematically grounded fashion.

Ihe-Qbsessive Search for a One-Model Theory
Ochsner noted that very little work in SLA had been done at that time exploring
these new research approaches. Rather, there had been a persistent search for a "one-
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model" theory of SLA, such as Selinker's interlanguage, Schumann's acculturation,
Krashen's monitor, Lamendella's (1977) neurofunctional variables, and numerous
others. This obsession with one-model theories was often, although not always,
associated with quantitatively gathered and treated data.

The Deceptive Lure of Statistically Correlated Results
In fact, Ochsner remarks that one of the most attractively deceptive lures toward
the experimentally-based nomothetic research approach is statistically correlative
evidence, about which the psychologist David Lykken noted:
the finding of statistical significance is perhaps the least important
attribute of a good experiment; it is never a sufficient condition for
concluding that a theory has been corroborated, that a useful empirical
fact has been established with reasonable confidence—or that an
experimental report ought to be published. The value of any research can
be determined, not from the statistical results, but only by skilled,
subjective evaluation (Lykken, 1967, 158; in Ochsner, 1979, 59).
What Ochsner wanted to see happening in the field was the development of "the means to
alternate between two kinds of equal research: one for objective, physical data and one
for subjective, unobservable facts." A “poetics of SLA [would teach] us to oscillate
between" (Ochsner, 1979, 61) the form, observed language, and the content, the motive
inferred, or why we speak. Ochsner provided examples of these two research
approaches: first, an experimental investigation [e.g., T. Scovel, 1977] of the language
object, and second, an introspective (diary) study [Bailey, 1980] revealing what he
views as the “biases of research.” He chose the term "poetics" for its power to upset the
traditional view of objective research, to introduce an element of self-conscious
subjectivity, and to lead to a discussion of the "inchoate" biases in SLA research.
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Npw Look at the Assumptions and Implications of Data-Collection Methods

Some researchers argued in favor of a turn toward new data-gathering methods.
The main point these researchers were making (whatever their methodological datagathering preferences were) was that it would be wiser for the field to continue
piecemeal the search for additional data before attempting any more grandiose
formulations of over-arching theories.

As one of these "fulcrum" researchers, Spolsky

(1989), called for a framework based on "necessary" conditions for language learning.
Such theoretical approaches permitted the identification of an amalgam of causative
factors for SLA, all interacting with one another, possibly (or probably) in
idiosyncratic ways in individual learners.

Rather than continuing the tradition of

searching for a parsimonious theory (such as Krashen's), Spolsky lowered the
falsifiability criteria for his framework, seeking—among a multiplicity of factors that
could interact in a large variety of ways—a way to delineate and link all the pieces of the
SLA puzzle. If we can speak of "top-down" and "bottom-up" approaches to theoretical
formulations, Spolsky's would be considered a bottom-up approach, and Krashen's more
of a top-down approach.
Ochsner (1979) had earlier called for a jockeying back and forth between the
experimental methods grafted first from the physical sciences to the social sciences, and
thence to SLA, and useful for an investigation of language as a system, on the one hand
and, on the other, hermeneutic methods which assumed an intersubjectivity between
human researcher and human research subject (the L2 learners).

He presented his

critique as a suggestion for the development of a "bilingual research attitude," what he
somewhat whimsically called "a poetics of research."

My own present research project

has arisen in the spirit of this call for more flexibility in research methods and
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approaches corresponding to the great variety of data inherent in SLA, and the dangers of
reductionism to theoretical constructs that ultimately may end up being solipsistically

self-referential (paradoxically, just as my own approach is subject to criticism for)

Dichotomies and Continua in SLA Theories. Research Methods, and Results
The field continued to grow fitfully, in jumps and starts. The research methods
associated with scientific investigation continued to be applied to SLA phenomena, but
growing doubts about their utility in rendering a deeper foundational knowledge of SLA
continued to fester.

Flvnn's Formulation of a Confluence of Theory. Practice, and Research
Krashen's almost casual, implicit connection of theory, practice, and research
seen in his comments on the playback phenomenon were elaborated on far more
systematically a few years later by Suzanne Flynn (1990), who attempted to apply the
theoretical formulations of Universal Grammar to the phenomena of second language
acquisition.

The Need for Triangulated. Qualitative Studies. Including Secondary Data Collection
Even researchers (e.g., Heubner, 1991, 159-160) who weren't prepared to go
so far as to advocate phenomenological, in-depth interviews of individual learners
sought ways of shifting the methodological focus to “a qualitative approach to data
collection and analysis as a first step for diachronic understanding of (NS-NSS)
interaction and second language development.” An ethnographic approach emphasizing
triangulation and the collection of secondary as well as primary data, such as taped
reactions to elicitation tasks in which learners make explicit their communicative
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intent, was considered as a way shed light on the mental awareness of L2 learners.

Such

“secondary” data would be significant to (1) help ensure mutual understanding; (2)
reveal the learner’s attitude toward the language being learned; (3) provide additional
text types for analysis, texts with perhaps greater attention to linguistic form; (4)
provide evidence for the relationship between metalinguistic and metacognitive
knowledge on one hand, and linguistic performance on the other.

Also identified were possible factors significant to FLA (Foreign Language Acquisition,
which, unlike SLA, occurs in the absence of the living target language community in the
immediate sociocultural environment), including the role of instruction in classroombased FLA, the effects of alternative learning environments (such as study-abroad
programs), the relationship of acquisition of cultural competence to FLA, the role of
literacy skills in FLA, research design in FLA research, and current research projects.

Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Theory Formulation: Spolskv's Expert Systems Approach—A
Theory of Local Conditions
How do SLA variables occur in particular clusters, and interact within individual
learners, over time?

Spolsky (1989) considered this question primary in his attempt

to formulate a theoretical basis for establishing minimal and probable conditions for
SLA. He was opposed to the trend in SLA theorizing which sought to formulate a neat and
(nominally) parsimonious theory, one implying a single “best” instructional method.
He argued that since language learning, and second language learning in particular, takes
place in all sorts of conditions and results in all sorts of varied outcomes, theorizing
might more wisely begin more modestly by seeking to describe conditions which can
account for the tremendous variety of second language learning which does take place.
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He reconstituted the primary question of SLA research into a more modest form:
“Who learns how much of what language under what conditions?”

Spolsky attempted to

combine in a single theory all aspects of second language learning, including an
explanation of the differences between second and foreign language learning, language
learning for general and specific purposes, the difference between formal and informal
learning, and the developing of knowledge about and skills for SLA.

Spolsky’s theory is

integrated and interactive, assuming that all or many parts apply to any specific kind of
learning, with interaction among various parts of model; in his words:

the theory will attempt to show not just how motivation affects learning,
but how a particular strength and kind of motivation, with a particular
kind of learning, leads to specific kinds of learning of certain parts of
language in certain circumstances (Spolsky, 1989, 12).
Spolsky's approach extends usefully towards theoretical authenticity.

It is a balanced

effort to rigorously account for existing phenomena, to leave space for future research
findings, and to withstand subversion by the discovery of countervailing facts.
A major innovation in Spolsky’s SLA theory was the inclusion of a formally
valued eclecticism which recognized that the various conditions for language learning are
not all necessary conditions without which learning will not take place; many of them
are graded conditions (the more something is true, the more its consequences are likely
to occur) and others are typicality conditions (that apply typically but not necessarily).
Spolsky posited 74 conditions which, if met, would result in specified linguistic
outcomes or, in the case of graded conditions, would “more likely” result in specified
outcomes to the extent that the specified condition is met; these conditions were also
translatable into empirically testable hypotheses.

Spolsky organized his interactive

model into groupings: the first cluster of conditions included the social context of SLA,
while the second cluster represented conditions of the learner, including “a number of
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capabilities—theoretically available in all learners—and a body of previous knowledge
and experience," including individually differentiated characteristics, such as previous

knowledge (of first or other languages), age, language learning aptitude, learning style
and strategies, and personality, including most relevantly—anxiety.

As Spolsky

summarized it, it is “the interplay between language learner and learning
opportunity...[that]...determines the learner’s success in achieving the linguistic [and
non-linguistic] outcomes that have been determined personally...or socially..."
(Spolsky,

1989)

Meta-Theoretical Advice for Realism and Exploration in SLA
Due to the theoretical confusion and lack of decisive results in the SLA fields,
various calls arose for a studied, thorough reconsideration of the entire field, with a
critical analysis and re-evaluation of existing theories in light of the methods used and
results obtained.

This level of thinking could be described as “meta-theoretical” in

nature, for it called for a broad operating research strategy in which theories where
regarded as elements within the whole, and were not privileged vis a vis the phenomena
under investigation nor the methodologies utilized for their investigation.

Calls for Toggling Back and Forth between Top-Down and Bottom-Up Theories
Just as Ochsner posited an opposition between nomothetic and hermeneutic
trends, so too did Skehan (1989) suggest toggling between an inductive research-thentheory approach and a deductive theory-then-research approach to investigating SLA.
This implied both a turn away from the rigidities of the experimental method and a shift
away from quantitatively formulated studies toward more qualitatively formulated ones,
with a correspondingly greater interest in individuals.
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Research began to be

reconceptualized as a search to establish the scope and form of the research problem,
rather than as a by now evidently somewhat futile attempt at formulating an over¬
arching, comprehensive theoretical model which would explain all SLA phenomena.

ThP Methodological and Theoretical Implications of the Search for Individual Differences
in SLA

Skehan (1989) focused on the significance of individual differences in SLA,
noting that “the main thrust of...[SLA],..research has been towards establishing how
learners are similar, and what processes of learning are universalwhereas other
fields, such as psychology, have robust traditions respecting the investigation of “the
contrast between the study of common processes and the study of individual differences
(IDs).”

Skehan reviewed and prioritized for their usefulness to ID research four extant

models of second-language learning: (1) the Dulay-Burt-Krashen “Monitor” model
(1982); (2) the “Good Language Learner (GLL) study (Naiman, Frohlich, & Todesco,
1975), leading to a model proposed by Naiman, Frohlich, Stern and Todesco (1978);
(3) J.B. Carroll’s (1962) interactional model of school learning, and (4) a
“Disjunctive” Model, which admits outcomes achievable in various ways.

Skehan made

short shrift of Krashen's “Monitor Model,” claiming that its attribution of causes for
individual differences in SLA was vague and circular. Krashen had proposed three
general areas where variation is important: (1) quantity of comprehensible input; (2)
the affective filter; and (3) monitor use. Skehan notes that these three potential sources
of ID do not affect what the Monitor Model claims is central, that is, the Natural
Sequences where
learning is irrelevant, there is only room for universal processes and
lack of individual difference. The assumption is being made that, given
comparable input, all learners will process the data in the same way and
at the same speed. Flow much input gets through to this part of the model
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may vary, but the processes that operate on the input will be the same
(Skehan, 1989, 3).
This view of the human species as essentially uniform across individual differences has
not and is not leading to the productive development of frameworks to explain SLA.
The “Good Language Learner” (GLL) study, leading to the model proposed by
Naiman, Frohlich, Tedesco, and Stern (1978), organized language-learning variables
into 5 classes—three independent, or causative (teaching, the learner, and the context),
and two dependent, or caused variables (learning, including both unconscious and
conscious process, and outcome). According to Skehan, this essentially atheoretical
model had the advantages of (1) allowing us “to see the range of potential influences on
language learning success,” which further “demonstrates what varied influences there
are: how difficult it is to study just one of them in isolation; how they may be classified;
and what range of variables need to be controlled in research studies;” (2) “encourages

quantification of the different influences,” and (3) “offers some scope for
conceptualizing interaction effects.” Skehan's argument supports the methodological
approach used in my research project:

For example, one could ask whether personality and methodology interact,
with (say) extrovert learners doing particularly well in
communicatively oriented classrooms, introverts doing well in teacherled classrooms, and each learner group doing poorly when exposed to the
inappropriate methodology. Since the model attempts to list the different
potential influences on language learning, one has a clearer idea of where
to look for interactions (Skehan, 1989)
Skehan (following McLoughlin) contrasted two primary models:

the hierarchical

Monitor modei based on a “theory-then-research” approach, and the concatenated GLL
model, based on a “research-then-theory” approach. The first approach elaborated a
theoretical model which makes predictions and has explanatory power, which is (or
should be) falsifiable (i.e., its predictions should be capable of being empirically
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tested). The second approach identifies and delimits a promising research area, and then
seeks “facts” in that area which may lead to subsequent hierarchical theorizing.
research study follows the latter research-then-theory approach.

My

The Monitor Model

seems closer to a deductive approach, whereas the GLL model is more inductive. Skehan

argued in favor of the GLL model as more potentially useful to ID investigation, for it
provides “a rudimentary categorization of relevant variables,” and then implies
a research programme which accumulates quantitative information on the
individual variables so categorized; enabling a ‘take-off’ point to be
attained from which more effective hierarchical theories can be feasibly
developed. This is because we will have a better sight of where we are
going; are less likely to ignore important data; and will have a better
understanding of the scale of the problem (Skehan, 1989).
Once the more traditional, social scientific methodological approach of operationalizing
constructs and exploring learners and learning in terms of interactive causal
relationship among such constructs alone has been exhausted or discredited, a new
research approach becomes crucial. At such a point, certainly ID research can be
conceived of more easily within the concatenated, or research-then-theory perspective,
and so the GLL model becomes more appropriate as a guiding framework.
The Disjunctive Model admits a non-linear relationship between variables, in
which it is
possible that particular outcomes may be achievable by different routes,
and that the different routes may be dependent on different configurations
of abilities. Focusing on cognitive abilities as an example, it could be that
one learner might achieve success via talent for auditory processing of
information; another might rely on well-developed visual memory
abilities. The end-point they achieve would be similar, but the means
they employ to reach that state could be very different (Skehan 1989
7-8).
Skehan indicated an area of considerable research interest—the in-depth study of
•ndividual, successful learners of second-languages—to better understand how the
Particular configuration of variables has interacted to produce each individual outcome.
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In fact, Skehan noted that while “there are hardly any developed models of this sort in
the second language acquisition field,” there is research, both in first and second
language acquisition, which is consistent with such a position.

Skehan continues: “It is

likely...that this class of model will become more common in the future, as the diversity
of language learners is more fully appreciated, and as interaction effects are properly
understood (Skehan, 1989).” It is in just such a vein that I have attempted to conduct
this research project, and I would place the recent informed self-reports (e.g., Lvovich,
1997; Ogulnick, 1998) in this context as models.
Skehan praised Spolsky’s model as “the use of an expert systems approach to
analyzing second language learning data” and as “promising in this regard” (Skehan,
1989, 8). However, Skehan emphasized at the time that “these are prospects for the
future, not present realities.” He used the GLL model as the organizing framework for
his review of research, positing as an interim goal “the identification of the variables
which influence language learning success, and the quantification of these influences”
(Skehan, 1989, 8).

In this framework, Skehan discussed language aptitude, suggesting

that it is an underrated but most consistently correlated variable for language learning
success; attitudes and motivation; learner strategies; a range of diverse ID variables,
such as intelligence and cognitive style; and miscellaneous personality variables such as
extroversion, sociability, and risk-taking.

He concluded by arguing that the extant

findings in ID research have been too-long neglected in SLA research, and “should be
brought back into greater prominence.”

Although they fall within the “concatenated,

research-then-theory tradition,” they “need to be an important element for future
hierarchical, or theory-then-research approaches,” enabling a “glimpse” at “the scale
°f the problem that future hierarchical theories will need to address” (Skehan, 1989,

9).
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Skehan (1989) concluded by revisiting the role of ID research within SLA
theory formation.

He admitted that the deductive, causal-process theories have certain

advantages: they represent the “best attempt” at explanation, are internally coherent,
are predictive, and falsifiable, and promote additional research toward cumulative
understanding. Yet there are dangers to such theories: they may “provide
oversimplified accounts of the world,” are susceptible to trivialization because their
logical rigor may restrict their applicability in the real world, may be vague about the
range of their applicability, may pre-empt alternative research trends because of their
monolithic influence, and may become fossilized in attempts to repair themselves in the
face of potentially contradictory findings.
The more inductive research-then-theory approaches have the advantage of
fewer preconceptions, and thus more reliance upon the experience of researchers in
formulating tentative generalizations (Skehan, 1989, 143); they also “encourage good
instrumentation, in that they force the development of observational, descriptive, and
testing instruments which are fairly close to the data and may therefore have general
applicability” (Skehan, 1989, 143).

Skehan admits that the

weaknesses of the concatenated approach are, unfortunately, all too
apparent. Foremost amongst these is the piecemeal, unsystematic way in
which knowledge is extended. This is dependent on the ‘laws’ that
investigators accumulate. The problem is that these laws need not, and in
practice usually do not, have any relationship to one another (Skehan
1989, 143).
It is also possible that “temperamental differences on the part of researchers may
influence which approach they take” (Skehan, 1989, 144).

I have discussed in this

regard my own personal background which led me to formulate and conduct this research
Project in the way I have done. Skehan also admits that “currently the consensus seems
be that the principled nature of the theory-then-research approach, coupled with the
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standards it proposes for theory evaluation, make it preferable whenever possible to the
unsystematic research-then-theory perspective” (Skehan, 1989, 144).

But most ID

research has been of the concatenated approach, and there are at least two reasons
Skehan feels why “ID research is very important and should be conducted on a greater
scale than it has been recently.” One of these involves “the need to establish the size of
the problem” (p.145).

If SLA research is regarded as a jigsaw puzzle, with the need to

both decide on the final picture and figure out which pieces are relevant, then the
research-then-theory approach can help the final scale of the jigsaw puzzle to be
understood. The other reason is “the need to make cumulative progress” (p.145)
Skehan presents a framework which, though rudimentary in explanatory terms, does
provide “a coherent framework for the investigation of quantitative relationships
between the variables,” thereby maximizing “the chances that systematic, cumulative
progress will be made” (Skehan, 1989, 145).
Skehan’s final point regards the direction future research should take. He sees
four pressing needs: (1) better research designs, (2) replication, (3) more
longitudinal studies, and (4) more interaction studies.

He makes a particular “plea for

more longitudinal research,” and for
more naturalistic, observational, more self-report and longer-term data
which would provide us with an insider’s perspective on learning, and
give a more dynamic picture which might be revealing about the patterns
of causation involved over time (Skehan, 1989, 148).
With respect to motivation in particular, Skehan argues for a long-term perspective,
such as can be seen in the historical vignette about the language-learning experiences of
the British explorer, Sir Richard Burton (Howe, 1990)

.

[A] longitudinal approach is needed, combining observational and
introspective data, which allows the investigator some access to the
fluctuating states of learner motivation that must surely operate. At
present- we are working with an approach similar to a series of still
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photographs, the connections between which have to be inferred. To
resolve the issue of causality, we need something which is more
continuous and dynamic, as well as more open in the categories that it
uses (Skehan, 1989, 148).
In conclusion, Skehan argues that ID research is urgently needed and is necessary
from a theory-building perspective since it is more likely to enable the
broad outlines of second and foreign language learning research to be
established, and consequently to provide an evaluative framework for
more small-scale and theory-driven work to be located. As such, ID
research is an important frontier area—capable of synthesizing and
integrating the more fine-grained research done elsewhere (Skehan,
1989, 150).
Researchers have long sought to understand the internal mental processes which occur as
human beings acquire non-native languages, and have developed various theoretical
constructs to explain them. Individual learners have been a source of information about
second language learning processes, and have been accessed by SLA researchers through a
variety of methods. In fact, professional language teachers and researchers have
themselves been a source of information about second language acquisition. However,
although the mental processes of individual learners have been approached both
individually and in group settings, only rarely, if at all, have the various methods used
included phenomenological interviewing, which can prove to be a source of valuable
insight into SLA experiences.
My research project, which involves the collaborative exploration of the rich
mental life of second language learners, is in a tradition which views the research
subject as an individual with human agency and intentionality, but an individual who
transcends earlier deterministically oriented associations with group membership, such
as the perspective reflected here:
Learner-centered research has come to acknowledge the language learner
as an individual [e.g., Fillmore, 1983]. It regards the learner as a
member of various larger demographic groups who possess certain
distinctive beliefs, behaviors and motivation with respect to foreign
ianguage learning. Such larger groups have been defined by variables
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such as gender...age, and previous foreign language learning experience
(Chavez, 1995, 165).
The increased diversity of learner characteristics present in classrooms today makes it
even more vital to understand how student motivation, behavior, and beliefs have been
influenced by their membership in various demographic groups, defined by such
variables as gender, age, previous foreign language learning experience. In order to
better serve such learners pedagogically, it is important to learn more about how such
learners
evaluate their own performance and what expectations they hold of their
teacher, their peers, the language program, and the study of [language] in
general. The reported findings will help teachers realize that perceptions
of the self and the classroom are not universal but result from unique and
individual experiences which correspond to membership in a particular
demographic pool (Chavez, 1995, 166).
The distinction I make here is that while such group affiliation is interesting, it is not so
significant because any individual learner can be influenced by membership in a
particular group in various ways, depending upon the particular idiosyncratically
present confluence of factors. As my interviews demonstrate, one learner from a
particular cultural, social, or demographic subgroup may be challenged to transcend a
negative classroom experience, while others from the same group were crushed and
stymied by it.
Learners greatly vary in how they view the roles of the self, the teacher,
peers and instructional materials in successful language learning. Males,
second-year students and students with no previous foreign language
learning experience appeared more emotionally detached from classroom
society than other groups. Older students were emotionally more peerindependent than their younger counterparts.
Students also differed in whether they looked to themselves or to
exterior influences to explain their level of success. The belief in an
innate language-learning talent increased from first to second year and
with the number of other foreign languages studied. Females more
strongly believed in this than males. Females and learners with extensive
travel abroad experience also attributed greater importance to interest
and attitude. By contrast, poor language learners sought explanations for
their lack of success outside of themselves, considering neither interest
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and attitude nor innate talent, but focusing on the teacher instead.
Moreover, they emphasized in-class over out-of-class learning.
...More experienced foreign-language learners, better students,
and students with extensive travel abroad experience were more likely to
see German as relevant to their lives...It was also found that, overall, the
awareness of specific reasons for studying [language] corresponds with
greater success (i.e., better grades) (Chavez, 1995).

The Research Implications of Individual vs Amalgams of Variables
The selected sample of primary research and reviews of research presented
indicate promising areas of future investigation, emerging from particular combinations
of research questions and methodological approaches which have yielded ambiguous
results or have proven to be arid areas.

For example, early attempts to isolate single

significant factors in SLA, such as in the large-scale studies of groups of untutored
European immigrant SLA learners, failed to take into account individual differences in
learning style which may come into prominence in more tutored settings, and also lacked
longitudinal depth. Skehan noted that earlier attention to a natural language aptitude
factor as an influence upon SLA fell by the wayside with the failure of researchers to
establish its significance. Time and again, earlier researchers had indicated the
desirability of a turn to more ethnographic, small-scale, individualized, and
longitudinal research which could consider a complexity of factors within individual
learners, in the context of their familial, societal, cultural, and institutional
environments. One prime lesson of the earlier research seems to be that (a) attempts at
a broadly valid general theory of SLA failed due to the multiplicity and diversity of
factors present within individual learners, and (b) attempts to base SLA research upon
fhe isolation of single postulated factors were also confounded by the variety and the
complexity of the human experience involved in individual learning, teaching, and SLA.
Tuckers (1995) work is a realization of the approach suggested by the earlier
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researchers, for it grounds the complexity of the human experience involving SLA
within the life of the learner.
A most productive type of research study in this vein is professional selfreporting, such as the recent example provided by an immigrant ESL teacher and
language learner who explored in prose her "multilingual self," articulating her own
intimate knowledge of how her personality interacted with the languages and cultures she
has acquired (Lvovich, 1997). Another such study is that of an American English
speaking language teacher's experience learning Japanese in Japan (Ogulnick, 1998),
which explored the interconnection of personality, culture, and SLA.
Qualitative SLA research studies have generally used a variety of data-collection
methods, including focused interviews, think-aloud protocols, retrospective accounts,
propriospective accounts, questionnaires, and mixed methods, each of which has much to
offer as a means of accessing information borne within the learners' minds.

Further,

the methods have their own advantages and disadvantages in terms of the rigor with
which they satisfy such criteria of qualitatively based research as validity and
reliability.
A variety of research studies carried out primarily under the influence of
nomothetically-inspired theories and associated methodological approaches (cf. Markee,
1994), has revealed insights into such significant aspects of second language learning as
motivation, linguistic development, and reading strategies.

These insights, however,

have mostly been posited in dichotomously framed constructs, implying an "either/or"
ciation of multiple research subjects with one pole of the binarily framed construct.
Vs*

1 many potentlal areas of investigation would be more amenable to a hermeneuticallyspired approach relying upon individually-based, initially less well-defined dataollection techniques, such as phenomenological interviewing. Such areas include
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teachers' and learners' concepts of themselves, personality traits and behavior (both
self- and other-perceived), subjective theories of instruction, concepts of their goals
and the effects of their actions, explanations of their performances, and mutually
perceived classroom situations, social climate, and institutional and organizational
environment (Grotjahn, 1991).

One example is the expanded model for L2 learning

motivation developed by Oxford and Shearin (1994).

Basing themselves in Gardner's

initial construct of integrative vs. instrumental motivation, and incorporating the
additional perspective of Crookes and Schmidt (1991) which posited a dichotomy
between internal, attitudinal and external, behavioral features, Oxford and Shearin drew
from general, social, industrial, and cognitive psychology to develop a new model which
allowed the inclusion of complicated motivational changes over time.

How Should Data be Gathpmd?
McDonough (1995) drew a distinction between hard and soft evidence, the
former usually quantitatively expressed in experimental studies, the latter from more
personal approaches such as questionnaires, case studies, self-reports, diaries, and
observations.

While there are potential difficulties interpreting both types of data, soft

evidence provides exciting possibilities, “not least because what people report they
believe happens to them affects their future actions, and what they attribute their
success or failure to strongly affects their attitudes and motivation in further learning
experiences

(McDonough, 1995, 1).

However, obtaining information directly from

research subjects is complicated by doubts about how reliably they can report on what
ey are doing as they learn. In other words, there may be a gap between what they think
6y are d°lng’ and what they are actually doing, which could be complicated even
rther by retrospective reporting once the task has been accomplished.
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If the

researcher interrupts the task periodically to request more direct reporting, the
“ecological validity” of the task could be compromised. Some attempts have been made to
improve the accuracy of introspective data, including requiring the subject to report to
another person what he/she is about to do, as in the socalled “yoked-subjects” technique
(Nayak, Hansen, Krueger, and McLaughlin, 1990), or training subjects in introspection
(Ericsson and Simon, 1984).

Several researchers have investigated the strategies L2

learners use (Faerch & Kasper, 1983; McGroarty, 1988; O'Malley & Chamot, 1989;

(all cited in McLaughlin, 1990).

How Should Data be Evaluated? A Meta-Theoretical Perspective of Krashen’s Approach
Krashen's description of the playback phenomenon is evidence of the
contradiction between the search for scientific rigor and the progressive pressures for
more qualitatively-based hermeneutically-grounded theorizing.

Krashen's model—

declared unfalsifiable by his critics—hinged on the issue of conscious vs. unconscious
acquisition, but it was formulated in the experimental mold, despite its many "poetical"
(in Ochsner's [1979] sense) aspects.

In fact, perhaps Krashen's theory could be

described as a meta-theoretical hybrid of conscious nomothetical formulations and
subconscious hermeneutical desires.

In fact, Lantolf (1996) has characterized each and

every theoretical formulation of SLA as a “personal metaphor.”

Survey Elicitation: Advantages and Disadvantages
The survey elicitation method can yield interesting results when administered to
large numbers of students, with both advantages and disadvantages. Because there is
strength in numbers, the multiple responses can be compared and some limited
conclusions can be drawn from them. However, although questions can be formed in
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ways which appear to provide enough psychological space for genuine responses, the
reality of the individual students to whom the survey is administered may be quite
different. If the researcher has a presumption about what may exist in the minds of the
informants, the questions may preclude access to that mentally borne information.
There is also no opportunity for the researcher to fine tune the questions through an
immediate follow-up (although a mixed method would allow for some moderate follow¬
up refinement).

Initial responses on surveys often reveal that wording is very

important; perhaps minimizing the verbiage on the questions might elicit more openended responses from respondents. The advantages of this method are that it can be used
to quickly obtain information from a broad spectrum of subjects.

However, taken from

the hermeneutical perspective, another unexpected advantage could be that it could re¬
orient the researcher by indicating broad discrepancies between the researcher’s
perspective and the subjects’ understanding. This could cause a re-thinking of the
objectives and questions asked in the research. The disadvantage is that the researcher
does not have the opportunity to individually tailor the questions, and to do follow-up
clarification questioning for each respondent which is both grounded in the experiential
memory of the subject and grounded temporally and communicatively in the experience
of an interview. The logical extension of the survey (just as of many other
methodological approaches) thus becomes the extended, in-depth, phenomenologically
inspired interview.

Ih-e_Effegts_oLData-Gatherinq and Modeling Approaches on Theory Formulation—
^^g-Exiepsions of Survey Flir.itatinn
One example of how these shortcomings in research method can lead to refined
iection on theory formation is the research by Oxford and Shearin (1994), who
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derived both insight and rationale for the expansion of the existing motivational model
from essay samples administered to American high school students asking them why they
were studying Japanese. The resulting information indicated that learners often
expressed a variety of motivations, often in idiosyncratic combinations, which did not
fully fit with the existing dichotomously constructed categories of integrative vs.
instrumental motivation. They sought to expand the motivation model by drawing from
other constructs available in the psychological literature, yet did not follow up with indepth exploration and data-gathering from the individual learners. The expanded model
represents a clear advance in understanding, yet phenomenological interviewing can be a
logical follow-through on the areas they discovered. This is an example of the "chickenand-egg" relationship of theory and methodology: the use of a new open-ended method
(focused essay writing) provides insight which leads to changes in the theoretical
construct, yet leaves open ground for further exploration on the methodological front.
Data can exist as learners' stories, presented dramatically as thematically coherent
personal accounts that can be viewed as representative of a broader population of second
language learners and that can be perused as practical embodiments of idealized
theoretical models of second language acquisition.

Mled^Self-Reportina Methods
Presumably highly aware language professionals—teachers and researchers—
have accessed their own experiences as a source of data about the processes and
'^plications of second language learning. One example of this professional selfreporting is that of an interesting phenomenon which might have implications in
nving at a better understanding of SLA processes in second language learners:
spontaneous playback," or "din," which "refers to involuntary, sometimes insistent
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'replay' in the mind of the second language being acquired." "Din" is thus a self-reported
phenomenon that some researchers (e.g., Krashen) presented as a demonstration of the
Input Hypothesis.

According to Bedford (1985):

Many second language acquirers report that they often experience
spontaneous playback of the language; that is, as they go about doing tasks
unrelated to the study of or conversation in the language, they find that
they are hearing bits and pieces of it insistently in their minds.
This phenomenon was first described in the SLA literature by Barber (cited in Bedford,
1985, 279), who
...tells of travels in Eastern Europe which included a period of work in the
Hermitage in Leningrad. The curators she worked with spoke only
Russian, a language which she had studied ten years earlier. All day long
they spoke in Russian, managing to exchange information and enjoy each
other's acquaintance. Barber did not attempt to employ correct grammar,
an impossible task under the circumstances. Her description is vivid:
By the third day the linguist in me noticed a rising din
of Russian in my head: words, sounds, intonations,
phrases, all swimming about in the voices of people I
talked with... The sounds in my head became so intense
after five days that I found myself chewing on them,
like so much linguistic cud... The constant rehearsal of
these phrases of course was making it easier and easier
to speak quickly and fluently; things popped out as
prefabricated chunks. But I had no control over what
my subconscious fed into my "chewer" each day
[Barber, 1980, 1, 29-30].
Professional self-reporting can provide a model for the elicitation of learner awareness
by a researcher using the phenomenological interview approach.

Limitations of Skilled Self-Reported Data
While self-reporting by skilled professional researchers obviously may be a
source of highly interesting data, it has the shortcoming of not being subject to
corroboration or collaborative investigation, such as might occur with phenomenological
interviewing, where another researcher could more fully probe the reported
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experience, or a single researcher could encounter manifestations of the similar
phenomenon.

Diary journals could also serve, through face-to-face follow-up

elucidation and refinement, as the basis for further investigation

The Great Potential of Dialogic. Phenomenological Interviewing
An individually and phenomenologically-based approach to data-collection
methodology in conjunction with a hermeneutic approach to data analysis and
interpretation can provide an exciting, fruitful, and valid avenue for the development of
further insights into SLA processes and their concrete realization in learners.

A dialogic

approach provides the potential for interrogation, clarification, reframing,
encouragement, and mutually meaningful construction.

The Logical Conclusion of Early Attempts at a Convergence of Theory. Research, and
Instruction
The development of an effective language pedagogy is a complex task requiring the
integration of interdisciplinary knowledge from theoretical linguistics and first and
second-language acquisition. Significant advances in these areas means that increased
dialogue among language pedagogues, linguists, and language acquisition researchers
could enable benefits to accrue from connecting language pedagogy, theory, and research
(cf. also Sharwood-Smith 1981; Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 1982; W. Klein, 1986;
Rutherford, 1987; Cook, 1988 for other attempts to relate these domains).
Flynn understood L2 learner "knowledge" to refer to a linguistic model of
grammatical competence, and effective L2 methodologies to be based in such a model and
associated SLA research. This model considers the LI experience (derived from the
structural-linguistically inspired Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis of Fries [1945] and
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Lado [1957]) and the independent acquisition principles (derived from the Generative
Grammar inspired Creative Construction of Dulay and Burt, 1974) to be significant
components of SLA.
Flynn also saw curricular implications for a UG-inspired confluence of SLA
theory, practice, and research.

It had become evident that corrective input is not an

efficient way to set the parameters of Universal Grammar in the first, or to re-set them
in the second language, but perhaps the timing of corrections might be a key factor,
overlooked in the past.

A curriculum inspired by the principles of Universal Grammar

(UG) could elaborate materials related more to fairly abstract deep-structural
relationships than to neat surface structure, and would be "organized around the
clustering of properties associated with parameters," reorganizing criteria for
simplicity and complexity in curricular sequencing.

Flynn also saw implications for the

development of UG theory in the assessment of SLA progress. Rather than continuing to
focus on the superficial (in senses of both surface structure and triviality) structural
features which ordinary second language testing checks for, new ways to determine the
development of linguistic competence (in the deep structural sense) would need to be
found, along with tests that could access and reveal a learner's knowledge of particular
parameters and their associated clusterings or properties, as well as the learner's
ability to integrate such linguistic competence with other language-learning related
domains.
Calling for a "blissful union" between pedagogy, research, and theory, Flynn
argued that "theory and research would be well served if they were grounded in and
calibrated with the very practical actualities of what language learners do" (Flynn,
1990, 121). The multiple use of phenomenological interviews with second language
learners as data gathering devices, exploratory learning mechanisms, and potential
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assessment artifacts, as demonstrated in my research study, seems to be in the spirit of
Flynn's suggestions to further explore, better understand, and more closely coordinate
both research and instruction with "what learners do."

And Ogulnick's self-report

seems to embody all of these characteristics of a "blissful union" in a single individual
investigation.

Verbal Articulation of Mentalistic Data
As this research project relies on the verbally articulated data disclosed by ESL
learner informants, it will be useful to examine the views of L2 researchers who feel
mentalistic data can potentially contribute to SLA research (Cohen and Hosenfeld, 1983;
Cohen, 1984; Cohen, 1985). Inasmuch as a researcher's access to data is interrelated
with his or her philosophical approach to theory formation, a theory holding that
individuals differ significantly in terms of their SLA processes may place greater value
on data-gathering methods focusing upon individual learners (Wong-Fillmore, 1979,
1983, 1985).

Some researchers (Wenden, 1986b, 1987) have already found

retrospective accounts of L2 learners to be of value in informing understanding about
SLA processes.

The Right Intent, the Wrong Method
Earlier studies which have spurred interest in researching such concepts as
psychological, social, and cultural distance, or integrative versus instrumental
motivation, were weakened...
by the fact that the instrument for measuring these social and
psychological factors was simply too global. As a result, correlations
were found between, for example, the amount of contact, the degree of
integrative motivation, and language proficiency. But these correlations
gave at best, an overall picture of which factors are relevant. They cannot
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account for the (non-) achievement of the individual learner, which is
always determined by a particular constellation of socio-psychological
factors, (my emphasis—L.A.) As a consequence, researchers moved into a
more detailed analysis of small groups of subjects (von Stutterheim; in
Freed, 1991, 148).
The conclusion was that the global correlations were misleading, and that the elaboration
of extremely fine-grained investigatory mechanisms and constructs would allow for "the
respective weight of the different factors [to] be teased out—given the fact that any one
learner will exhibit a different cluster of potentially relevant factors” (von
Stutterheim; in Freed, 1991, 149).

The most reasonable response to such critical

developments seems obvious: to go directly to the most logical source of information, the
second language learners themselves.

Krashen as an Early Monoloaical Phenomenological Hermeneuticist—The "Din"
Phenomenon
Some interesting data for self-reported awareness in a hermeneutical vein comes
from an unlikely source, the nomothetically oriented SLA theorist Krashen (1983), who
provided an anecdotal description of this phenomenon when he noticed the same "din" or
"playback" phenomenon "'exactly as Barber described it'" when he began confidently
chatting in German (without paying much attention to grammatical correctness)
following a conference partly conducted in German. The phenomenon disappeared a few
days after the conference. Krashen also related anecdotally that a fellow SLA researcher,
Tracy Terell (a self-described intermediate performer in French), experienced a
similar spontaneous playback phenomenon after visiting some French immersion
classes.

Bedford (1985, 279-280) also describes this phenomenon:

I, myself, recall insistent mental rehearsal of French. In high
school as a student in beginning and intermediate courses, my classes
were conducted solely in French according to the CREDIF method and were
oriented toward listening comprehension and conversation. I am
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currently studying Portuguese by listening to language laboratory audio
tapes and often hear playback as described by Barber. My wife, an
Argentine who moved to the US at age nineteen and acquired English by
going to college, reports experiencing the phenomenon also. Hers was so
intense that, while commuting alone to class, she would spontaneously
create imagined conversations and speak the “parts” of all the
participants out loud. Her English performance is now near native, and
she no longer experiences playback of English in any form. In every case,
the individuals reporting on this type of experience associate the
phenomenon with greater ease of speaking in the language.
This is an example of how anecdotally (i.e., unsystematically) self-reported data could
prove valuable for the elaboration of SLA theories. Krashen himself speculated how a
possible "Din" or "Playback" Hypothesis could fit it within the broader
conceptualizations of Chomskian generative grammar and his (Krashen's) own Monitor
Hypothesis, according to which “the Din is a result of stimulation of the Language
Acquisition Device.”
The hypothesis is accompanied by two corollaries: (1) The Din is set off
by comprehensible input; and (2) this input needs to contain significant
quantities of the acquirer's i + 1, structures which the acquirer has not
yet acquired but is 'ready' for [Krashen, 1983, 43]. The hypothesis and
its corollaries are closely related to the Input Hypothesis, the
cornerstone of the Monitor Theory of second language acquisition
[Krashen, 20-30]. According to this view, spontaneous playback is an
indication that natural language acquisition is taking place; it is an
integral part of the process. If the connection between playback and the
operation of the language acquisition device were to be established
empirically, the phenomenon would provide support for the Input
Hypothesis and improved insight into the process of second language
acquisition (Krashen, 1983, 44; cited in Bedford, 1985, 279-280).
Thus, early collection of anecdotal self-reports by theoretically aware learners was
placed into existing first-language (LAD) and second-language acquisition (Input
Hypothesis) frameworks.

However, although no systematic approach to data collection

was applied in this case, Krashen himself realized the potential practical value to
theory-building that the playback phenomenon could provide if the hypothesis could be
validated.

Krashen intimated an integral relationship between theorizing, instruction,
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learning, and data-gathering, positing this phenomenon as an instantiation of his own
SLA theories, according to which true second language acquisition is acquired
subconsciously.

Krashen further suggested that if reliable self-reports can be obtained

from learners both when playback occurs and when it does not, they would tell us when
acquisition is taking place and, by extension, whether our approach to teaching is
working (Krashen, 1983, 44; cited in Bedford, 1985, 279-280).

Applying Universal Grammar (UG1 to Analyze an Exceptional Language Learner
Tsimpli and Smith (1989, 171, 182) regarded a young polyglot "idiot-savant"
from the perspective of the Government and Binding (Chomsky, 1981) version of the
theory of Universal Grammar (UG), which holds that individual human languages are
acquired through the interaction of the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) with realworld linguistic experience in a parameter-setting process.

It was established that

Christopher "has a remarkable talent for acquiring and using foreign languages" and that
he "has some competence in about sixteen languages"; his native pragmatic and
linguistic abilities in English were shown to be within normal limits.

The researchers

tested "two hypotheses about Christopher's learning abilities: either that he is a talented
but 'normal' second-language learner" whose acquired L2 syntax could be accounted for
by a general SLA theory, or that he is "an exceptional case," for whom the L2 and LI
learning processes are identical...
in the sense that he learns a “first” language each time he is presented
with input data from a new language. In other words, there is a repeated
process of parameter-setting taking places which excludes any influence
from already constructed grammars.
By comparing "his performance on sentences involving properties of the pro-drop
parameter with results from other L2 learners tested on similar constructions,"
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the

researchers "concluded that Christopher is indeed a 'normal' second language learner."
The researchers were investigating the possibility that the UG parameters were
"transferred intact" from the LI to the L2, rather than "re-set" in the L2, indicating
that L2 learning comprises a mix of general learning mechanisms plus principles of UG.
With respect to the particular subject of the study, Christopher, it is "clear that he
presents a combination of stunning linguistic proficiency with general intellectual
disability," and that "his first language ability lies within normal limits, whereas his
language learning faculty is quantitatively different from other adult L2 learners."
In their methodology, the researchers presented Christopher with a variety of
both well- and ill-formed sentences in several languages (French, Greek, Italian) and
analyzed and speculated on the possible reasons for his responses. The researchers
ascribe Christopher's exceptional L2 abilities to a module independent of the one
responsible for LI acquisition, and suggest that further investigation may reveal more
about the structure of the human brain and the nature of central processing systems.
This is an excellent example of how a particular theory of SLA (UG, applied to second
language learning), involves a particular methodology (the presentation of well- and
ill-formed sentences to a subject who responds intuitively).

It is interesting to note

that the researchers did not probe Christopher's mind through follow-up questions
aimed at elucidating reasons upon which he based his judgments, but rather assumed that
processing was occurring at a subconscious level and thus would be inaccessible to even
the subject's own mental exploration and speculation. It is yet another example of how
complex and indistinct can be the lines between subject and researcher, theory and
method, first and second language, and criteria for success and those for failure in L2
competence, and thus yet another argument for the verbal exploration and articulation of
Earner intuitions about the learning process. Yet perhaps this same example could be
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viewed differently from various theoretical perspectives.

Christopher’s syntactic L2

judgments were highly regarded, but how would he perform in a more pragmatically or
socioculturally challenging situation?

Spolsky's Self-Assessed Elicitation Survey Case Study
One attempt to approach the learners directly was made by Spolsky (1989), who
obtained data through a self-assessed elicitation survey for his case-study of Hebrew
language learning in a Jewish school in an English-speaking Diaspora community. Yet
Spolsky's methodological argument, that the detailed specificity of the questions eliciting
self-assessment of linguistic proficiency, and the simplicity of the graded selfassessment criteria, leads to “little difficulty in deciding about face or content validity;
[and that] any reader can judge whether or not they constitute a reasonable description
of linguistic outcomes for learning Hebrew” (Spolsky, 1989, 233), is somewhat
suspect. How can one be certain that learners are aware enough to accurately assess
their own learning, or even that the learner will consistently interpret the researcher's
intended meaning as expressed in the questions?
Spolsky's case-study attempted to break down the linguistic tasks present in
communication and relate them to particular self-reported attitudes regarding the target
language and to self-reported proficiency levels.

However, the data represented by this

study, even regardless of its validity or reliability, could not begin to approximate the
richness of the complex interplay of factors available in an extensive, individual
narrative report of an individual learner, derived from personal interaction between
teamer and researcher.
This latter methodological approach is well represented in Tucker’s (1995)
study of international students in the American college classroom, and can be further
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enhanced by the series of in-depth interviews with second-language learners I have
conducted—in which the complex interplay of factors could be freely and individually
explored.
With the incredible diversity of human languages present not only today but
throughout human history, a diversity which has undoubtedly been created (theological
and Chomskian explanations notwithstanding) by human beings acting both individually
and as members of discernible linguistically patterned groups, it seems potentially
inauthentic that research should pay so much attention to the distant results of language
creation and acquisition (i.e., by seeking similarities of SLA method to presumably yield
similarity of linguistic competence result), rather than focusing upon the myriad
individuals and the much more haphazard processes leading to that more uniform result
(i.e, as Stevick does, and has been attempted in this study). Achievement in other fields,
whether humanly or naturally driven (e.g., biological life or artistic creation) has also
often coalesced into discernible patterns only following long periods of individually and
often apparently chaotically driven processes.

Artistic movements or cultural periods

hardly begin by declaring themselves formed; rather, there is a subtle dialectic between
chance creation and pattern recognition. Life was formed out of four basic elements
(hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen), and we can retrace the steps as to how it was
formed, but we could have hardly predicted its formation nor known that the particular
qualities of these elements would yield the most favorable propensity for the creation of
life (cf. S. Miller, 1996).
Similarly, we can observe a successful language learner, as we can observe an
accomplished artistic creator, but it makes far more sense productively, I believe, to
seek how particular elements combined, in what sequences and under what conditions, to
lead t0 that successful competence, then it does to seek similarities across a variety of
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individuals. The result of searching among individuals may indeed yield certain
characteristics which appear to be present in most, if not all, the learners or other
achievers, but I believe it more rational to search for generalities through individuals,
than vice versa. It is for no mean reason that some intellectual purists consider the
eleventh commandment to be: "Thou Shalt Not Commit a Social Science"!

The Potential Use of Existing Elicitation Instruments
Written questionnaires can be used as a point of departure to better understand
awareness in L2 learners.

Alosh (1994), following Oxford (1990), also developed a

survey elicitation questionnaire in an attempt to get at the processes learners engage in
during their learning. Alosh's goals were generally confluent with those of my research
study. Alosh generally attempted to understand how language learners go about the
process of learning new languages, what strategies or approaches seem to work best and
more frequently, and what distinguishes better from less successful learners.

Alosh

methodologically tried mixing both introspective, narratively focused accounts— for
which guided questions were provided (i.e., the journals)—as well as more "objective"
questionnaires. While appreciating Alosh’s intent, I question the accuracy and
authenticity of the potential insights that could be accessed by the questions provided to
the subjects. A comparison of Alosh’s questionnaire with the questions generated
spontaneously and individually in my own phenomenological interviews with successful
ESL leamers will reveal how each question and response in my project is grounded
within the experience, memory, and narrative of the participants. The disadvantages of
a questionnaire separated by time and place from the respondents’ physical and mental
Presence are that it does not allow for immediate feedback and consequent honing in on
the experience through follow-up questions. The regularity of applying the same
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questions to multiple respondents may also yield deceptive results, for the responses
will be heavily weighted toward the assumptions made by the researcher in formulating
the questions. In the case of the phenomenological interviews, the researcher can
balance his own question against the response of the subject. Nevertheless, the topical
areas Alosh investigated are of great interest, and suggest the potential domains within
which the answers to some of our most pressing research questions lie. The questions,
however, framed as they are in generalities, unfortunately have the effect of drawing the
thinking away from the learning experience.
Alosh also asked students to write language learning journals, which sought
access to learner strategies through a self-generated narrative.

It was clear that Alosh

was very interested in each student's unique learning experience. The journals were
meant to reflect the students' conscious and subconscious actions that had led or had
failed to lead to learning, and were meant to describe as well as possible the processes
they had undergone in learning a second language. The issues to be discussed included
whether the learners were aurally or visually oriented and the effect of this on their
ability to learn a language. There was to be some indication about their involvement
with the culture in which the second language is spoken. The students were also
encouraged to write down their language learning experiences as soon as they occurred.
Rubin and Thompson (1994) also created two questionnaires aimed directly at
students, to help them self-assess their own learning strategies and to improve their
ability to learn, or to learn how to learn.

The first questionnaire dealt with "executive

Control,' and involved goal-setting, or planning; monitoring; and problem-solving, or
evaluating and revising, which the second involved "strategies," and was divided into
sections on grammar, vocabulary, speaking, listening, reading, and writing.
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I believe that successful ESL learners engaged in the process of phenomenological
interviews exhibit a broad range of learning strategies which have brought them their
success, although they may not be conscious of having practiced them. The question then
becomes how and why some learners have acquired successful strategies and behaviors
for learning second languages, while others haven't. A further question may be whether
it is indeed possible to inculcate, at a conscious level, these strategies in students who
haven't yet acquired them unconsciously. Rubin and Thompson's questionnaire was
directed particularly at classroom learning, which is in fact where many of the
successful adult l_2 learners paradoxically may not have acquired their l_2 linguistic and
supralinguistic performative abilities.

Nevertheless,

Rubin and Thompson's

questionnaire questions are interesting for comparative purposes. The authors express
to the students their hope that the questionnaire will have helped them "take stock" of
their extant language learning strategies, and optimistically inform the learners that
they will be presented with "a systematic overview of many useful strategies that will
allow you to approach language learning in an effective way" (Rubin and Thompson,
1994,72-78).
This is all well and fine, but what does it really tell us? While I haven't yet tried
to administer this questionnaire to students, I venture to say that they might be
somewhat confounded by it. If this were a court of law, a defense attorney might object:
Your honor, this question calls for a conclusion on the part of the witness." In other
words, the forms of many of the questions presuppose a deeper understanding of
cognitive structure than the question itself purports to ask. So, if the question asks the
student —"Do you try to use the sentence patterns of the language you are studying?—,
the student must first understand the concept of a sentence pattern, then must be able to
consciously compare and contrast sentence patterns in native and new languages (which
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presupposes recognizing them in each language first), and then must examine his or her
own approach to what the question terms "studying." As a teacher who sometimes will
introduce a contrastive perspective of a students LI grammar with English as L2, I know
how long it takes for such awareness to take shape. It may have thus been somewhat
presumptuous to expect students to respond accurately to such a question, although this
would also depend on the experiential and academic sophistication of the student. In
addition, the term "studying" itself involves a variety of assumptions.

For example, is

one "studying" a language if one is listening to the radio in the new language while
playing a game with one's friends? Is one studying a language if one is reading a novel or
a newspaper in the new language? Or is one studying only if one is regarding or
manipulating grammatically patterned utterances on paper or in speech?
The problem with this type of questionnaire is that it may act at cross-purposes
with its stated intent.

If its intent is to make the learner more aware of his or her own

language learning behavior, and to suggest possibly more efficient ways of transforming
that behavior, then the questions often appear to be too broadly painted to be really
useful. However, it could be that in striving to understand the question, the language
learner may develop some new strategies which could prove useful. In other words, if
this questionnaire—as written in English—is directed at ESL learners, it could itself
serve to create a Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Wertsch, 1979; Vygotsky,
1962, 1978) within which the learner would evolve, linguistically, cognitively, and
metacognitively. The questionnaire could serve a valuable pedagogical purpose, but
further follow-up investigation with the learner would be advisable.

If it were used for

research purposes, a similar phenomenon would be at play. How could the researcher
trust the responses provided by learners to questions, both because there may be a great
divergence between what the learner thought he or she were doing, on the one hand, and
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what the learner actually is doing, on the other; and because the responses themselves
would be too global to be that useful? For example, in a question asking whether a
learner referred to context in order to understand a word, well, one might ask two
questions: "What could be considered the context?" and "How would we know?" In other
words, a reader might have been influenced by context, for he or she would have
obviously been in the process of reading before encountering the particular unknown
word. Stopping at a word designated in the reader’s mind as "unknown" might create a
distinction between the previous or following words and the now isolated "unknown"
word. But consciously toggling back and forth between the "unknown" and the "known"
words may not be the only way a learner could honestly state that he or she used context
in order to understand unknown vocabulary. Because language functions on a variety of
levels—syntactic, lexical, phonological, and pragmatic—it may be hard to so "cleanly"
distinguish between known and unknown, and a learner's perceived negative response to
the question may, upon further investigation, more probably yield a positive reply.
Some prescriptive approaches have been grounded in a belief in the value of
learner awareness as a potentializer of second language acquisition. Interesting
literature has arisen fairly recently regarding the metacognitive awareness of language
learning, with an emphasis on teaching "learning how to learn" skills.

This is reflective

of a broader trend in education (e.g., SCANS, 1991), but it would be interesting to
compare the instructional advice provided to second language learners, the data gathered
directly from learners, and the evidence gathered by researchers about the influence of
metacognitive awareness about how to learn, with the actual achievement of competency
ln the second language. The belief among language educators and sociopolitical leaders
that such learner training and awareness development is vital to success is reflected in
the following comments about a book on training learners of other languages:
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For many, the study of a foreign language is a satisfying and truly
rewarding experience. Others, however, consider it a frustrating,
nearly impossible undertaking. We believe that you can avoid a great deal
of frustration and disappointment if you take the time to learn some basic
facts about yourself, about language and communication, and about the
way in which languages are learned (Rubin and Thompson, 1994, vi).
In advocating this book, Senator Paul Simon states that:
Unfortunately, in the United States today we are not learning foreign
languages as we should, and there has developed even a fear of learning
foreign languages. There is a surprising attitude that Americans are
somehow less able to learn foreign languages than people in other
countries. This is, of course, a myth, but a widely held myth. And it is a
myth that this book helps to destroy. Any student who follows the advice
of this book will be a better language student (Simon, in Rubin and
Thompson 1994, vii).
Alatis argues that this book will "contribute to the solution of our pressing problems in
the teaching and learning of foreign languages, as well as in the teaching of English to
speakers of other languages" (Alatis, in Rubin and Thompson, 1994, viii).
However, it is perhaps the underlying theoretically derived assumptions about
the ability of a learner to control his or her own learning of a new language that is most
striking, as can be seen when the authors begin by making a bold statement to the
language learner:
You, the language learner, are the most important factor in the
language learning process. Success or failure will, in the end, be
determined by what you yourself contribute. Many learners tend to blame
teachers, circumstances, and teaching materials for their lack of success,
when the most important reason for their lack of success can ultimately
be found in themselves. There are several learner traits that are
relevant in learning a foreign language, and they usually appear in
combination. A positive combination of these traits is probably more
important than any single trait by itself.
It is important to realize that there is no stereotype of “the good
language learner.” There are, instead, many individual traits that
contribute to success, and there are also many individual ways of learning
a foreign language (Rubin and Thompson, 1994, 3).
Perhaps Rubin and Thompson's reverence for the potential ability of the learner to
control the SLA process is a necessary and salutary restoration of balance to a
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traditionally teacher-centered enterprise which has effectively disempowered learners.
Certainly the appeal for recognition of individual variation and the discreditation of the
stereotypical successful language learner is positive. The development of learning
strategies may or may not be coincidental and coterminous with the development of
learning awareness. In the case of Ogulnick (1998) the reader can see that sometimes
the implementation and experimentation with strategies preceded awareness, and
sometimes followed from awareness that came as the result of failures and frustrations.
But is the optimism of these knowledgeable language professionals and advocates
justified? Can awareness of their own processes of learning second languages affect the
outcomes of the process? That is one of the avenues along which my research attempts,
in its modest way, to answer.

Idealized Images of the Exceptional Language Learner in the
Dominant Culture: Profiles of Exceptional Language Learners

Matteo Ricci was a Jesuit priest who visited China and studied Chinese language
for 14 years, then requested more funds from his church in Italy because he had come to
the realization that he had to start all over again. He had developed mnemonic devices and
was said to be able to recite classical Chinese poetic texts backwards. Krashen and Kiss
(1996) discovered a prodigy who apparently had some idiosyncratically prodigious
capabilities for learning particular aspects of new languages, and Tsimpli and Smith
'1989) sought to study the competence of an idiot-savant from the perspective of
Universal Grammar (UG).

Other authors (Danticat, 1994; Labro, 1988). have

incorporated their language learning experiences implicitly into their narratives of
cultural growth and personal identity development. Such vignettes are contextualized in
the themes which can be inherently compared with the transcripts of my own research
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subjects. Thus, the data I have gathered through phenomenological interviewing assumes
a certain validity, through its triangulation with an existing body of literature, written
by authors who have passed through the full experience of second language and culture
acquisition.
Two particularly historically prominent portraits of language learning will
serve to demonstrate how European culture as a whole has chosen often to lionize those it
deems somewhat magically or mystically capable of great feats of second language
acquisition.

Heinrich Schliemann: A Classic European Language Learner
The famous archeologist of Troy, Heinrich Schliemann, is described as having
learned eighteen languages with relative ease and considerable speed" (Jahn, 1979,
273). As "a highly motivated and self-directed learner" Schliemann "wanted to proceed
quickly and thoroughly" and therefore "developed his own methodology of learning,”
which involved studying with a native speaker for an hour a day, reading out loud
extensively, and writing a nightly composition which would then be corrected by his
native informant the following day, after which Schliemann would commit it to memory.
He would use every possible moment of his waking hours to memorize or to recite
passages of the language he was learning, and would attend church services so that he
could improve his listening comprehension.

"This intensive mental training improved

his memory significantly and also accelerated his linguistic progress. Every waking
moment was utilized for language learning" (Jahn, 1979, 273).
In summarizing Schliemann's language learning approach and his results, Jahn
noted that he was from the outset "a highly self-motivated and self-directed learner" (p.
273), preferring native language informants over language teachers because the former
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would not interfere with his personal learning strategies." Schliemann’s approach to
learning is reflected not only by theoretical considerations about the nature and value to
SLA of linguistic input, but also can be seen in the comments of some of my own
interviewees. Jahn calculates that in his 6 months of learning English, Schliemann was
able to amass an estimated 1,350 hours of intensive study. He placed great emphasis on
mental training, memorizing his own compositions, which were meaningful and full of
associations for him. He would also get so hyperactive during the day that he spent the
time before bed going over what he had learned during the day, and this may have
facilitated the induction of dreaming directly in his target language when he entered the
REM state of sleep. He would hire native speakers to listen to him recite, and when he
couldn't find a native speaker, he would hire a person who didn't know the language, but
who would constitute a live audience. By moving about physically as he recited, he was
using ancient mnemonic techniques that helped fix the language in his memory.
Schliemann used positive language transfer of his knowledge across European languages,
especially grounded in Greek and Latin. He also used contextual learning, by reading a
modern Greek translation of a play he had read in the French original, claiming to have
mastered half of the vocabulary after one reading. The 1350 hours of intensive, selfinitiated, dedicated, and aware study by Schliemann, when contrasted with the 100 or so
hours each year a high school or college student studies a foreign language under very
differing circumstances, indicates how very difficult and work-intensive learning a
second language is.

This is reinforced by the 12,000-15,000-hour figure Lightbown

(1985) cited as “a conservative estimate of the number of hours young first language
learners spend ‘acquiring’ their first language.” Jahn concludes that language teachers
need to communicate to language learners both how difficult functional mastery of a
second language is, and also that a learner is responsible for his own learning. Jahn
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indicts several misleading notions which have been propagated, perhaps unintentionally,
by intellectual movements and academic institutions:
We should also communicate more clearly to the second language
learner that he is responsible for his own learning. This is obviously
more easily said than brought about. Students generally expect too much
from school and college. Often they perceive these institutions of
knowledge as mental filling stations where teachers and professors
equipped with "Nurnberg funnels" are replenishing empty heads. This
impression has also been fostered by the proponents of psychological
associationism who claim that learning is a process of habit formation.
From this point of view the learner is seen as a more or less willing but
essentially passive stimulus-response organism. This school of thought
would tend to believe in programmed instruction, utilizing the language
laboratory and even computer programs to expose students to carefully
structured learning experiences. While this model of instruction may be
useful for remedial work and some individualized programs, it does not
tap the inquisitive and creative impulses nor the insights of a selfdirected and self-motivated language learner.
If, on the other hand, we accept the postulate of modern linguistics
and cognitive psychology that language is a system of words and rules with
an infinite number of possible utterances, we must then realize that
teaching will never be enough, that it will never be able to prepare the
learner sufficiently for real life in the second language community. Only
self-motivated, self-directed and inquisitive learners can make the
dream of functional bilingualism come true.
The sooner we give students the opportunity to become selfdirected language learners who generate language according to their
communicative needs, the sooner we can expect personal fulfillment and
linguistic competence in the second language classroom (Jahn, 1979
275).
Jahn's discussion of Schliemann's language learning approach is interesting from
two perspectives.

First, it emphasizes the lagging and pernicious after-effects that

behaviorism has on language learners, so that even after language teachers have adopted
new methodologies inspired by contemporary notions of linguistics and cognitive
psychology based in meaningful communication, learners may still be inhibited from
assuming the desired active stance implied by Schliemann's success. Secondly, however,
't raises additional and more troubling questions regarding what constitutes success, and
how it is evaluated. Schliemann's archeological findings have been brought into question
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(Traill, 1996), and he has been portrayed as a self-serving promoter who often
embellished his own achievements. There is probably also a dual tendency in people to
both idealize and denigrate the achievements of others, so that sometimes we are willing
to accept the most facile explanations for behavior we ourselves aspire to and idealize
(sometimes monolinguals uncritically praise multilinguals for being so proficient,
when the truth is far more relative), as well as at other times jumping the gun in being
overly critical of those (such as students) whose attainments don't meet a perceived set
standard of proficiency. Thus, it appears that Schliemann's language learning prowess
may well be a vestige of the myth that he lived—it is hard to ascertain for certain
without finer measuring instruments applied from multiple perspectives.

Yet, his case

is certainly instructive, both for its inspirational and cautionary implications.

Another Historical Example of a Successful Language Learner: The British Explorer Sir
Richard Burton
A "thumbnail sketch" of a historical, extremely successful language learner
highlights the connections between the roles of personal motivation, especially the
importance of hard work, and the influence of life experiences on language learning
achievement and behavior.
A brief account of one outstanding person will serve to illustrate the sheer
importance, as well as the complexity, of the motivational factors that contribute to
exceptional human accomplishments.
Sir Richard Burton, who was born in 1821 and died in 1890, is best
known today as the scholar who translated The Arabian Nights into
English. But his other achievements were prodigious. If he is less famous
than some other intellectual giants of recent centuries, it is largely
because compared with, say, Darwin or Einstein, his interests were not
nearly so specialized. His attainments, unlike theirs, were not
concentrated in one particular area.
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Nevertheless, the sum total of Burton's accomplishments is
breathtaking. He was a distinguished explorer who led more than one
expedition searching for the origins of the Nile, and he was one of the first
Britons to enter the forbidden holy city of Mecca (having painstakingly
established a false identity as a Pathan physician). In addition to the 16
volumes of The Arabian Nights, he also translated into English a very
substantial amount of Portuguese, Persian, and Indian literature, Latin
poetry, and folklore from Europe and Africa: he was undoubtedly one of
the great linguists of his time. Burton also wrote poetry of his own, and
two volumes of it were published in his lifetime.
Early in his life he spent some time as a soldier, and wrote a short
book on sword exercises for infantrymen. Having an erudite knowledge of
swordsmanship (and he was an outstanding swordsman himself), he also
produced a scholarly history of the use and significance of that weapon,
entitled The Book of the Sword. And on top of all he accomplished as a
soldier, poet, explorer, and linguist, he made contributions to
archaeology and ethnology, was a distinguished early anthropologist, and
was sufficiently knowledgeable about botany, zoology, and geology to make
useful discoveries in those fields. In addition to the books I have
mentioned, Burton published no fewer that 43 other volumes describing
the insights he gained in the course of his exploration and travels in many
parts of the world. Many of his achievements were only possible because
he had a quite remarkable command of languages. In all, he mastered
about 30 separate foreign languages, as well as a substantial number of
related dialects.
How could any person accomplish so much in one lifetime? It is
not an easy question to answer, but as a brief sketch of his early life
reveals, the motives and interests that directed many of Burton's
activities played a big part in help him to acquire the exceptional skills
that made his most dazzling accomplishments possible. Burton was the
son of high-born but impecunious parents who left England in the year of
his birth and chose to live on the Continent. Consequently, most of his
childhood years were spent in France and Italy, with a short interlude in
England when he was nine. He was an outgoing child, lively and
gregarious, and from his earliest years he was frequently in the position
of wanting to mix with people who spoke different languages from his. He
soon discovered that the ability to communicate in other people's language
could be extremely useful. The particular circumstances of Burton's life
dictated that any efforts he made to acquire expertise in a foreign language
were quickly and amply rewarded.
So, by an early age, he was fluent in French and Italian. He had
also gained some knowledge of Spanish and German, some Greek (from
Greek-speaking inhabitants of Marseilles), Bearnais (a language spoken
in south-west France) and some Portuguese. By the time he reached
adulthood, learning new languages was a habitual activity for Burton, a
regular element of his way of life. His childhood experiences had proved
to him that all the effort was worthwhile. His early success demonstrated
to him that he could master the task of acquiring any new language. So he
had gained the confidence in himself to take on linguistic tasks that most
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people would have found too arduous, too daunting, and with insufficient
likelihood of eventual success to justify the huge effort they demanded.
It is important to realize that, so far as it is possible to tell,
Burton did not begin his career with any special facility for learning
languages. He never claimed that he found it easy to master a new
language; it was always a long, hard slog. By present-day standards,
there was nothing particularly unusual about the learning techniques he
followed. He complained that he would forget the most recently learned
language whenever he attacked a new one. What was most unusual about
Burton as a linguist was his sheer dedication to the task. He would
maintain a dogged determination to keep on struggling until he succeeded,
however long that required and however much effort it took. When he was
learning Hindustani, he complained of having to give
some twelve hours a day to a desperate struggle
[Brodie, 1971, 56].
But he persisted all the same, long after most people would have
succumbed to the temptation to give up. Burton would keep up such a
regime for many months at a time.
The self-confidence that came from past successes, buttressed by
the linguistic knowledge and skills gained from previous achievements of
language mastery, contributed to Burton's exceptional dedication to
learning foreign languages. So, too, did the fact that the particular
circumstances of Burton's life, interests, and personality made linguistic
achievements particularly rewarding for him. As an outgoing individual
for whom travel and exploration were ruling passions, Burton was well
placed to take advantage of his linguistic accomplishments, and to see the
rewards to be gained by extending them. When he was a young man in his
first post as an army officer in India, he quickly became aware of the
value of becoming competent at certain languages as a means of gaining
promotion to the kind of staff position he aspired to. At a later stage of his
career he wrote that in India there were three ways for a young officer to
get ahead. The first was by doing something sufficiently heroic,
eccentric, or outrageous to draw attention to oneself. The second was by
currying favour or exploiting the influence of social connections. But
Burton claimed to prefer a third route. As he put it,
The other path, study of languages, is a rugged and
tortuous one, still you have only to plod steadily
along its length, and, sooner or later, you must
come to a “staff appointment” [Brodie, 1971, 54],
As well as bringing these practical rewards, Burton's linguistic
feats nourished other appetites, including ones buried deep within his
psyche. He was exhilarated by the experience of mastering each new
language, and enjoyed the insights languages have him into exotic peoples
whose lives and thoughts seemed mysterious—and inexplicable—to most
Europeans. His relish of language mastery is apparent in the words he
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uses to describe his approach to learning. He
being delighted with the most difficult Chinese
striking visual appearance. Certain languages
for him. Arabic, which he loved best of all, he

writes, for instance, of
characters because of their
were especially seductive
called

a faithful wife following the mind and giving birth
to its offspring [Brodie, 1971, 57],
At Oxford University, where he was bitterly disappointed when he failed
to gain a fellowship which he felt that he clearly deserved, the act of
taking on yet another language was not only a new challenge to his
ambition, but also, according to his biographer Fawn Brodie, a way to heal
the wounds which his self-esteem had suffered. Brodie writes of him
dreaming that one day he would outshine the Oxford scholars who had
scorned him.
Despite the brevity of this description of Burton's early life, one
point keeps recurring. We are repeatedly made aware that the influences
that led to him achieving his phenomenal accomplishments were not, in
the main, specifically intellectual ones. Quite the reverse; again and
again we find his intellectual activities being dictated by drives,
aspirations, needs and motives that have much more to do with his career,
his temperament, his personality, and his emotional life than with his
intellectual powers as such [Howe, 1980; 1982; 1987]. Burton's needs
were constantly goading him into new achievements. Those needs were
varied. They included, at one time or another, his desire to communicate
with others, his wish to prove himself, to gain promotion, and to boost his
self-esteem
(Howe, 1990, 176-80).

Stevick s One-Hour Interview Precedent—Methodological Issues
One precedent for in-depth interviewing of individual language learners was
implemented a decade ago by Stevick (1989), who investigated the learning processes of
seven foreign language learners deemed successful. Each learner was viewed as having
achieved success through a distinct approach:

“intuitive,” “formal,” “informal,”

'^aginative,” “active,” “deliberate,” and “self-aware.”

Stevick accepted a

colleagues characterization of his interviewees as successful learners, which was
possibly over-simplified or based on particularly restricted aspects of SLA, such as
Performance on classroom-based cognitive learning tasks. Since the students were
studying foreign languages, there was no direct way to demonstrate their presumed
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proficiency, since Stevick's interviews were not conducted in the target language.

In my

study, the degree of proficiency is demonstrated directly in the interview procedure, as
the language the subjects are learning is English, and competency may be defined as the
(relative) capability for participating fully in the interview process and for
articulating their thoughts finely in English.

Readers of my research are of course free

to assess for themselves the proficiency levels of the subjects from the raw interview
transcript excerpts, and it is evident, from the lexical and syntactic production of the
interviews, as well as their overall ability or frustration in articulating their thoughts,
that there is a some range of performative ability reflected in the interview cohort.
Stevick is also alert to the methodological considerations of his research. He
cautions against the "possible self-deception" of the interviewees by their very selves,
but he is confident in the honesty and accuracy of their intentions: "I tried not to put
words into their mouths, but only to reflect what I thought they were telling me"
(Stevick, 1989, xii).

Stevick is following the narrative paradigm , according to which

he accepts, more or less at face value, the meaning borne by the words of his informants.
However, Stevick does accept the distinction made by Grotjahn (1991), according to
which short-term behaviors may be distinguished from the long-term cognitive
aggregates. This could be seen from his cautioning that the data reveals not what the
"people actually did, but only what they thought they did or what they claim they thought
they did."

Furthermore, Stevick warns that "although I tried very hard not to lead the

interviewees, they still may have been telling what they thought I thought they should be
saying" (Stevick, 1989, xii).

He is thus also aware of the possible influence of context

upon the interpretation of meaning, although he does not feel it to be such a danger as to
subvert the ultimate message of his informants. But he doesn't appear to take any
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measures to incorporate his concern within his methodology.

In my own interviews, I

explicitly raised such issues with my interviewees.
Stevick's concerns are in fact the primary concerns constraining data-gathering
of this type. However, there are also reasons why the data can be regarded as valid. One
reason is that the interviewees' statements are direct data in the sense of representing
what the subjects said that they did, even if they are only indirectly related to what the
subjects actually did do as learners. The verbal data Stevick obtained has several
practical uses: it can be used to confirm or challenge various theories of SLA; teachers
can easily identify with particular interviewees; students of theory can easily relate
theoretical formulations to the interviewees; and such insights into the minds of gifted
learners can open up the minds of teachers, researchers, and other learners to the
diversity of learning approaches among L2 learners (Stevick, 1989, xiii).
In exploring the particular learning styles of each of his research subject,
Stevick cites Omaggio's (1978) characterization of successful language learners as:

•

"having insight into their own learning styles and preferences,"

•

"taking an active approach to the learning task,"

•

being "willing to take risks,"

•

being "good guessers,"

•

being alert not only to "what words and sentences mean, but also how they are put
together,"

•

making "the new language into a separate system, and tryfing] to think in it as soon
as possible," and
being "tolerant and outgoing in their approach to the new language."
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This may be an example of a researcher using a more hermeneutically oriented approach
to incorporate insights gained through a more experimentally based method, as well as to
extend their validity by grounding them in the experiential context of individual
learners mentalistic data.
Stevick's book is directed toward in-service and in-training teachers, as well as
to language learners, rather than directly to SLA researchers. He makes us aware of the
myriad ways successful learning can be achieved. Indeed, although he set out to find what
was similar in the successful learners, he ended up focusing on the diversity of their
approaches.

Stevick does not provide the full interview transcript, nor does he tell us

about the situational context in which the interview takes place.

Further, he does not

focus much on analyzing the discourse of the interview, which would have indicated he
were regarding his own participation as a significant factor in the meaning-making
process and outcome. He recognizes these possible factors and approaches in his
prefatory remarks, but then bases most of his work on the topically-relevant remarks
of each of his respondents, weaving them into his own pedagogical framework, connecting
them with potential theoretical analogues, and stimulating the reader to think about the
import of the particular perspectives for language teaching practice. This is an
interesting attempt to develop a more individualized and authentic approach to SLA
research. By placing the burden upon the individual learners to express themselves in
regard to their own learning processes, Stevick affords great value to the intuitive
learning-style proclivities of individual language learners and to their ability to
articulate this subconsciously-driven approach in conscious expression.

He explicitly

states that he is motivated by the Krashen model which distinguishes between
unconscious acquisition and conscious learning, while simultaneously relating them to
one another (see McLaughlin’s [1978; 1987] critique of Krashen’s theory, mentioned
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earlier). There is no reason why Stevick’s data (as would the data from many other
studies), however, wouldn't fit other models of second language acquisition, such as
Spolsky's (1989).

Refining and Extending Stevick's Interview Approach
This comparison between the presumed linguistically sophisticated and those
untrained in this field could be modified in some way, as when Stevick (1991) asked a
group of his graduate students to identify with a prototypical group of successful secondlanguage learners.

Stevick had earlier (1989) developed personality profiles for seven

exceptionally successful language learners, on the basis of hour-long open-ended
interviews "long enough and full enough so that readers have the feeling that they have
come to know the seven gifted learners almost personally” (Stevick, 1991, 335).

Two

years later, he asked a group of 50 of his graduate students to self-identify with the
learner they felt was most like them, and also to dis-identify from the one who was most
unlike them. Stevick was motivated, among other things, by research (cf: Hartnett,
1985) which indicated that "students learn best from teachers whose styles are
consistent with their own" (Stevick, 1991, 335).

Conspicuous among the results were

the students' greatest degree of identification with Derek, who needed "to see structure in
what he was doing," and believed in "the value of mechanical drills" (p. 339). Many
respondents (94%) could not identify with Carla, who was unafraid to begin speaking
Portuguese and German spontaneously before she had any explicit notion of their
structures, and just '"threw herself into' the life of the country" (p. 340).

A large

percentage (80%) identified with Ann and Derek for valuing accuracy in pronunciation,
and disapproved of Bert for not caring about it. Stevick constructed, on the basis of this
informal exploration, a composite image of a person who might be thought to be fairly
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representative of public school FL and ESL teachers in the US. This idealized composite
person is greatly attracted to structure in language (including, notably, an emphasis on
accuracy in pronunciation, which has tended to be overlooked since the early
preoccupation with it in the heyday of the audiolingual methods) within the social
support of the classroom framework.

Stevick ends by noting that his findings call into

question some of the naturalistic assumptions of then-popular holistic language learning
methods which more-or-less exclude the explicit focus on the study of grammatical
structure, such as Terrell's “Natural Approach” (Krashen and Terrell, 1983) and
Asher's (1988) “Total Physical Response,” as well as other methods relying on
implicit learning, such as Gattegno's (1972) “Silent Way” and Curran's (1976)
“Counseling Learning” approach. Stevick does speculate that the reasons for the
respondents' reactions could be found in their probable previous language learning
exposure to audiolingual methods. My own selection of a pool of research subjects
deemed "successful" finds precedence in the process Stevick used in his research project
here, but extends his method by incorporating heightened awareness of the selection
process, the intercultural and pragmatic aspects of the interviewing process, and the
extent and depth of the interview through utilization of the phenomenological approach.
Stevick began his interest in the stories of successful language learners when a colleague
asked him if he wanted to talk to a student who was "doing amazingly well in Norwegian"
(Stevick, 1989, xi).

The conversation with this learner led him to conduct a series of

hour-long recorded interviews with seven "outstanding" adult language learners.

Later

he conducted similar interviews with learners about whose ability he knew nothing.
When he began the interviews, he was hoping to find out what the successful learners did
that was similar, in order to share these “secrets” with other language learners. (Even
here> his impulse was to break down the artificial barriers which have arisen, often
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institutionally- and socially-driven, among researchers, teachers, and learners.)
Nevertheless, he quickly discovered that the learners exhibited far more differences
than he had expected, and led him to the conclusion that success with foreign languages
"does not come by one simple formula" (Stevick, 1989, xi).

However, he did discover a

great deal of correspondence between many of the things described by the learners and
abstract theoretical concepts in SLA, without favoring any particular SLA model.
Stevick makes a rather bold assumption, however, that although these learners are
unusually successful, their diversity in terms of special abilities and individual
preferences could be assumed to be comparable to any group of language learners
(Stevick,

1989, xii).

In prefacing Stevick's work, editor Christopher Chandlin draws attention to a
particular aspect of Stevick's modus vivendi which bears directly on the validity of the
interviews carried out in my research:
[In this work]...we are introduced to a group of learners, on a
stage as it were. Gradually, with Stevick's prompting, Carla and her
friend tell their stories, each different yet each contributing to a coherent
theme. These stories can be read as they stand, as personal accounts. Yet
for the learner and for the teacher who sees them as representatives of a
broader population, they can usefully be examined in the light of
contemporary theories and models...Stevick...speaks with them and not
against them, highlighting what they say and drawing from their accounts
key issues for second language teaching and learning.
Here readers with interests and expertise in second language
acquisition can decide for themselves which elements from the history of
each learner speak to which theories from the experiments of
researchers. Matches and mismatches are equally revealing. Reflective
learners and reflective teachers...[are]... invited...to compare their own
experiences with those of the gifted learners, each set of observations
illuminating the other, and offering plans for action research into
learning and into teaching.
Stevick addresses]...learners—and to the learner within each
teacher. In so doing, he provides an example—seven living examples, in
fact—of how practice can contribute to theory and how theory can
illuminate practice (Stevick, 1989)
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The significance of this work by Stevick is not so much in the correlation of the
interview-based data to particular SLA theoretical models, nor in the utility and appeal
of his text to language teachers and learners, but rather in the attention paid to diversity
and individualization among learners.

Such attention grounds learning in individual

learners, ascribing to them the dignity of conscious learning autonomy in conjunction
with their biologically—or experientially—based predispositions to particular ways of
learning languages.

Furthermore, Stevick has reasonably, nobly, productively, and

surprisingly naturally almost entirely bypassed the often destructive artificial
compartmentalization between researchers, teachers, and learners that has built
artificial barriers to shared exploration and inexorably led the SLA research enterprise
down predetermined paths which preclude the revelation of significant new thinking, and
especially the attempt to reach such thinking through open-ended, in-depth, facilitative
dialogues with learners—the primary keepers of the SLA experience, after all!—
themselves.

Learners' Voicps
ESL learners' voices have often been overlooked as a source of information or as
predictors of their future potential academic achievement.

Early (1992) noted that the

large-scale statistical analysis of test scores on which much second-language learning
research is based failed to reveal much about factors influencing school achievement.
She recognized "that ESL students' perceptions of their educational experiences are an
enormously rich, untapped source of data," and that identifying themes critical to ESL
■earners' academic success will facilitate the incorporation of critical questions into the
research agenda regarding the role of self-esteem and self-confidence in the attainment
of second language competence. She argued that although "the more successful ESL
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students are different in some ways from those who are not, but not remarkably so," a
"better understanding of the ways in which they do differ can help...ESL students
overcome the obstacles which face them" (Early, 1992, 274).

The students Early

interviewed also reported that they all sought help when they didn’t understand
something, with the more successful students apparently tending to prefer primarily
asking teachers for help and less successful ones asking for help at home; many
successful students also reported being helped by high parental expectations (Early,
1992, 270).

Student comments also revealed that it was most significant to create

classroom environments where students could speak more freely, frequently, and
comfortably, including both learning how to interrupt and collaborate, and relate
academic learning to personal experience.

It is also interesting to note that Early

selected a case methodology approach according to criteria delineated by Yin (1984;
cited in Early, 1992), when causal links are too complex for experimental research,
there is a need to contextualize the investigated events in real life, and issues can be
explored where there is no clearly anticipated single outcome.
The awareness derived from a better and more grounded interpretive
understanding of learning experience can thus have beneficial motivational and
performative results for the learners as well.

If SLA theory is to be of value, it must

incorporate contributory data from both the teaching and learning perspectives, and thus
a new criterion for the validity of a theory may be its very efficacy for the learner's
further growth in SLA.

A striking example of this is Ogulnick's (1998) introspective

self-report, which not only describes a past pathway of growth in awareness coupled
with markedly successful outcomes in performative ability, but also firmly implies a
continuing future growth in both awareness and performance. A new twist in theoretical
evolution in SLA can thus become not only the ability of a construct to explain existing
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instances of SLA behavior, but rather to transcend this temporal reification by firmly
grounding the individual learning in a temporal continuity enabling future growth.

The

validity of a theoretical construct now becomes not only its "objective" ability to explain
existing facts, but also its "proleptic" (i.e., anticipatory) power to connect the future
development of individual learning in the past experiential development of that
particular learner.

While the choices for the future remain open and unknown, they

nevertheless will be reflective and incorporative in some way of past experience and the
existing memory of it.

Ogulnicks choices for future growth remain simultaneously

grounded and open-ended, transcending a putative temporal dichotomy between present
and future. A sequel to Ogulnick’s extant work is presently unknowable, but will be
recognizable once it occurs and is reported. This is the ultimate test of any theory, in
the sense of the common image of Einstein's theory having been proven by the observable
and predictable bending of solar light rays by the gravity of the physical body they
passed, in the famous experiment which awaited a particular confluence of physical
opportunities to occur:

it was a priori unknowable, but was recognizable once it

occurred (a type of future perfective tense). Although Einstein's theory differed in the
amount of its isolating variables, it was also grounded in past experience.
The knowledge gained by one learner (e.g. Ogulnick) can become of value to other
learners, not through imitative mimicry, but rather through reflective self-awareness
and the motivation to experiment which the modeling experience of another individual
contributes. Although the research paradigm can influence whether researchers focus
on individual subjects or look at large numbers of subjects (e.g., Chomskian-inspired
competence-based researchers seek the grammatical intuitions of large numbers of
subjects), it can be argued that "if universal principles...are available to secondlanguage learners, they should be available to all learners" (Gass, Cohen, and Tarone,
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1994, xiv-xv).

A second language learner, researcher, or instructor can come away

from studies such as those by Lvovich and Ogulnick with a heightened sense of purpose,
recognition of both self and other, and an increased ability to make the most use of
existing opportunities—both personal and environmental—for learning the new
language. The hermeneutically oriented study—so distinctive in its approach to
research—can turn out to be very useful in better understanding the mental processes of
learners, especially when it is compared with the survey elicitation method.

The Demarcation of Psvchocultural Awareness Stages of the SLA Process: A Self-Identity
Journey through Japanese Language and Culture
The recent diary of an American ESL teacher (Ogulnick, 1998) who spent
several years in Japan learning Japanese language and culture supports the notion of
temporally distinguished awareness stages in the SLA process. At the earliest stage,
Ogulnick was more or less oblivious to the challenges, possibilities, and process of SLA,
but then gradually began to change under the influence of both time and her growing
ability to make sense of daily events, experiences, and personal relationships.
I made no attempt to learn Japanese during my first three months
because I thought it would be impossible....! also resisted learning
Japanese since I did not consider myself a “good language learner,” after
several earlier, unsuccessful attempts to learn a foreign language.
However, after about three months of daily exposure to Japanese, I had
an experience that led me to begin to notice that, despite my resistance,
Japanese was somehow finding a way to slip into my consciousness....
(Ogulnick, 1991, 7).
Ogulnick "distinctly remembers" an incident in which an elderly Japanese woman sat
beside her in a bus and continued talking to her in a friendly manner, despite Ogulnick's
protestations that she didn't speak Japanese. Ogulnick says: "...that was the moment I
discovered to my amazement that it might actually be possible for me to learn Japanese"
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(Ogulnick, 1998, 8). After developing some degree of fluency, Ogulnick describes how
she
acquired new body language and increased awareness of levels of
politeness and formality required in certain social settings. Through
observations of Japanese people speaking, as well as their reactions to the
way I spoke, I realized that in Japanese there are different words, tones,
and parts of speech for women and men (Ogulnick, 1998, 9).
Looking back years later at her earlier experience, Ogulnick realized:
my desire to fit into the culture as much as possible not only produced in
me softer, more polite ways of speaking, but also created changes in my
movements, actions, feelings, and my perception of myself as a woman
(Ogulnick, 1998, 9).
Ogulnick focuses on her persona as a woman within the Japanese society, which also
made her see parallels of her persona as a woman within the American society.
This time by being there, and being aware of how I was learning Japanese,
I was also learning the many subtle and not-so-subtle ways I had been
taught to speak “like a woman” in my native language and culture
(Ogulnick, 1998, 10).
The experience of being a woman in a foreign culture had lifted a window of opacity from
her existence within social power relations within her own society.
Suddenly being aware of the role of power in my personal
relationships and learning was frightening: it was as if I were a
participant observer of my own passivity and restraint. While the
process was not as visible to me in my first language and culture, there
are similar assumptions about care in asymmetrical power
relationships...which are based on the idea that the person of lower status
must submit to the control of the person of higher status (Ogulnick,
1998, 30).
One of Ogulnick's most significant insights regards the relationship of the affective and
cognitive parts of her learning abilities, which she became aware of by reflecting on the
nature of her personal relationships with native Japanese speakers.

Her first continued

ianguage-learning relationship was with a man who served as a language exchange
partner. The issues significant to Ogulnick were those which impacted her feeling of
freedom, spontaneity, activity, and agency within the personal relationship with her
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native speaking informant. Her very strengths as he took charge of explaining the
language seemed to work against her ability to feel comfortable with expressing herself,
especially when he wanted to focus on form and she wanted to focus on meaning. The fact
that her growing ability in spoken language went ahead of her slower progress in written
language also caused her great consternation; she focused more on being aware of how
much she didn't know, than on what literacy she was actually absorbing from her
cultural environment. She developed a resistance to her Japanese partner's teaching
because of the didactic role he assumed, causing her to focus more on memorization and
repetition rather than engaging in a collaborative and interactive process.
Gradually, Ogulnick began becoming aware that learning another language
involved not only its technical linguistic aspects, but also the deeper issues of learning
the intricacies of social behavior.

One of these intricacies involved a familiarization

with the notion of public and private spheres, which were of course different in a new
culture and society.
There are certain contexts in which it feels safer to be open than in
others. I am often intuitively aware of where these lines are drawn.
Traveling in and out of these spaces, I am constantly shifting voices, each
of which is shaped by different external constraints (Ogulnick, 1998, ).
Ogulnick had had a previous notion of Japanese culture, both before her visit and during
an earlier residence, but she became aware that her notion was static, whereas in
reality Japanese culture was undergoing dynamic change. She came to understand that
she would need to develop an ability to adjust her own notions in order to develop an
appropriate feeling for her cultural context. Once she developed a perspective on her
cultural awareness, she was able to extrapolate backwards and understand that she had
had similarly static preconceptions about the nature of individuals, and that this had
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undoubtedly negatively colored the way she internalized her relationship with her first
native-language partner.
Later on Ogulnick developed a relationship with a woman language partner, one
that she perceived very differently from her first male-partner relationship.

She felt

more connected with her female partner through her "personal stories, vivid details,
imagery, and concreteness," as well as her nonverbal recognition of Ogulnick's
participation as a listener. As Ogulnick describes it: "As our dialogue became more
authentic and less contrived I felt there was a simultaneous easing up of role restraints."
This had a positive effect on her language-learning ability.
...feeling connected to another person helps to motivate a learner to want
to talk to him or her; whereas, experiencing no such connection often
makes communication (even among people who speak the same language)
strained and difficult (Ogulnick 1998, 61)
The lively aspect of her female partner's speech, her humor, and her concrete
references to familiar people and places contrasted greatly with what she had perceived
as her male partner's rigid, formal style that seemed to ignore meaningful conversation.
Ogulnick also seemed to be aware that Akemi, her female partner, who had lived
and studied in the US, was undergoing similar experiences and feelings regarding her
own role as a Japanese women,
Her description of self as “quiet” in English and “noisy” in
Japanese reveal she is aware of stepping in and out for different personas
in order to adjust to the changing cultural perceptions others had of her
in different contexts (Ogulnick, 1998, 73).
Later on Ogulnick got another Japanese woman friend, Satoko, with whom she engaged in
many social activities, and who helped her increase her language proficiency, leading to
an ever greater ease with natural daily communication and an ability to interpret
mdirect and implicit communication.

She attributes her increased comprehension and

satisfaction to
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the more equal structure of our relationship and the emphasis placed on
communicating, rather than language learning. In the diary entry below
we see how empathic, nonverbal communication was becoming so salient,
it sometimes seemed we were mind reading (Ogulnick, 1998, 91-2).
Yet as Ogulnick's language proficiency and awareness of extra-linguistic factors in SLA
increased, she also became wiser about the tremendous efforts and challenges, and

perhaps inevitable limitations, of participating fully in a new language and culture.
Despite our commonalities, our different world experiences made it
impossible ever really to reach into and stand in each other's place
completely. No matter how much we truly thought we understood each
other, the world was indeed a very different place for each of us
(Ogulnick, 1998, 102-3).
Ogulnick felt her communicative competence increasing, especially in supralinguistic
modes; she ascribes this to her relationship with a person who she felt was listening to
her inner feelings. Her later diary entries suggest that she herself had become a better
listener than a speaker of Japanese, becoming especially sensitive to the silences which
are so meaningful in Japanese communication. She ascribes this not to a process of
"transfer" but rather to "extension," which refers to "the use of a native speaker's
style, or conversational strategy, in the target language," thereby leading to "a greater
degree of indirect and nonvocal communication" (Yamada, 1992, 155; cited in Ogulnick,
1998,

145).
Tentative, unfinished, fragmented speech is often not esteemed in
English. In English, depending on who's listening, interrupted speech may
convey nervousness, passivity, inarticulateness, and perhaps even
insecurity. However, these spaces in between talk might also be
perceived as providing greater opportunities for collaboration. The gap
may be an opening into which a person can move, in order to follow or go
on with the conversation, reinforcing the practice of cooperative action
between speakers (Ogulnick, 1998, 104)
In both Japanese and English, the meaning of silence depends on the
dialogical interchange: the extent to which a person's speech or silence is
listened to and valued is determined by relational politics, or the larger
forces that overpower the voices of individuals or groups in society. Like
other forms of communication, silence is constructed through a give and
take between internal and external reality. In communication among
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people who perceive themselves as equals there is a stronger tradition of,
and greater respect for, listening. A person's silence in such an exchange
is more likely to be acknowledged than it would be in a hierarchical
exchange in which one person speaks and everyone else “listens”
(Ogulnick, 1998, 105).
Ogulnick found that reflecting critically about moments when she felt inhibited in
certain Japanese social contexts could create useful learning (Ogulnick, 1998, 106).

In

reflecting back over her previous learning experiences, Ogulnick notes that as her
conversational competency increased, she still was probably misinterpreting the
meaning of communicative messages because of her particular personal and cultural
assumptions. She discovered that she had to work harder to interpret meaning in natural
situations than when she was an interlocutor in an interpersonal conversation
(Ogulnick, 1998, 109).

By sharing cultural knowledge, she learned "how to use more

highly restricted codes to hear things that weren't being said and to say things without
saying them (Ogulnick, 1998, 109).

Her increased communicative comfort zone gave

her a greater ability to tolerate ambiguity and negotiate meaning in social situations.
She became more aware of the feelings of others through her increasing knowledge of the
pragmatic system: "'subtle' forms of communication-intonation, hesitations, silence,
facial expressions, ambiguous stock expressions..." (Ogulnick, 1998, 113).
Ogulnick was often involved—by virtue of her native English, and the fact that
many people in her social milieu were learning English—in situations where it became
important to negotiate the very decision to use one or the other language. She discovered
that Japanese women learning English would address her in a stronger voice both than
an they spoke Japanese to her, and than she would feel was appropriate when she
would address her Japanese friends in Japanese. In other words, the English language
and culture encouraged a more assertive tone for women than did the Japanese, and the
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negotiation over which language to use often would become entangled in this difference
(Ogulnick,

1998,

119).

....In this and many of the interactions described above we have seen that
communicating has less to do with the actual words and actions than with
how our different histories behind us shape the ways we interpret an
interaction (Ogulnick, 1998, 127).
Ogulnick was treated as an outsider originally; the Japanese referred to her in the
following way:

Kanajo wa yoko moji da kara... [She writes her name horizontally,
so...(she wouldn't understand “our” situation)] (Ogulnick, 1998, 1334).
But after spending a couple of years immersed in Japanese language and culture, she
became more aware of how her role as a woman affected the way she communicated in
society, especially because of the more explicit coding for social hierarchy in Japanese
speech. Her strong "desire to be accepted and recognized as a speaker of Japanese
overpowered any subconscious resistance" she had to fitting into a more gendered social
role, "by speaking in Japanese" (Ogulnick, 1998, 135-6).

The personal comfort she

felt about expressing herself was influenced by her interaction with various individuals,
which led her to feel at various times either "inside" or "outside" the culture she was in.
Her sense of gender connection with Japanese women enabled her to feel
communicatively closer, but sometimes broader cultural differences made her realize
that human beings cannot always transcend their particularities, even by finding
connections through such opportunities for mutuality of perspective as gender
solidarity. Ogulnick speculated that Japanese women similarly may have come to a
broader understanding of their own culture through their experiences learning English,
which may have provided them with a sense of liberation from gender-based restrictions
in their own society (Ogulnick, 1998, 139-40).
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Thus Ogulnick came to understand that learning a new language entailed not only
acquiring its necessary linguistic aspects such as the lexicon and syntax, but above all
also involves fitting into a social role, especially in the highly hierarchized Japanese
society. Coming to an awareness of "the full personal dimension of all the sociolinguistic
cues that comprise a persons role in learning" thus becomes a powerful means for selfmotivation.
Acknowledging our multiplicity—that we are different selves in different
contexts and that there are many different standpoints from which
people attempt to view the same reality helps lead to implicit
understandings of self in relation to others and can play a dynamic role in
the mutually reinforcing processes of language learning and identity
construction (Ogulnick, 1998, 142).
Ogulnick s culturally-grounded language-learning experiences led her to re-think the
role of student resistance in SLA as related to perhaps fear, insecurity, or a feeling of
endangered identity which can often arise from the implicitly embedded sociolinguistic
structures in the target language and culture. As a teacher, Ogulnick came to feel that
the language learning classroom should become a place where such exploration of
personal aspects of cultural identity can be encouraged as "a first step toward increasing
self-, cultural, and critical language awareness" which go "a long way toward liberating
a new spirit and self-esteem."
"As we talk about ourselves as learners, we come to acknowledge that
weakness and intimacy have an important role to play in education"
(Pradl, 1992, 17; cited in Ogulnick, 1998, 144)
But it is ultimately to undermine the idol of “objective” research that Pradl’s call
serves. And, perhaps precisely because of her lack of theoretical pretension, Ogulnick’s
methodical exploratory analysis lends greater credence to the hermeneutical trend in
research which is most appropriately supplanting the unconfortable fit between human
beings and the social scientific methods which are ultimately more productive in
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particular other areas, but apparently not so much in the teaching and learning of
languages.
We will also see a linkage between the “last” of the research studies and the
"first of my phenomenological interviews, as Sarah, a Korean woman who has come to
view English as her way into a lighter, brighter world, describes how she also feels
herself to be different when she speaks her native Korean, and now when she speaks her
newly acquired English.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Phenomenological Interviewing
Phenomenological interviewing allows for the transcendence of putatively
dichotomous explanatory constructs by situating the articulated mentalistic data within
each individual learner, so that there is more likelihood than not that evidence for both
antithetical parts of the dichotomous constructs will be found across the board in
individual learners.
If SLA is regarded primarily as the path to fluency in a second language, a
journey, undertaken and experienced idiosyncratically by diverse individuals, then one
of the most obvious and potentially productive (in terms of coming to a better
understanding of the nature and necessary conditions of this process) yet strangely
overlooked sources of information about this process—is the language learner him- or
herself. The meaning of this process, or journey, is borne not in abstracted theoretical,
axiomatic formulations applicable a priori to any individual within the human species
pool, and within human subgroups, but rather lives as knowledge revealed through the
verbalized articulation, albeit often linguistically crude, of the living human subjects
who are in the midst of experiencing this transformative journey.

Philosophical Contextual Background Leading up to the Use of the Phenomenological
Approach
The philosophical assumptions under which this interview research project was
conceptualized and implemented involve historical shifts in the leading intellectual
paradigms, as well as particular approaches which exist locally apart from the trends
which drive university-based research in the social sciences.

The shift from the

empiricist-inspired behaviorist approaches to language and learning to the new
cogmtivist approaches which occurred in the late 1950s and early 1960s represented a
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change to "the view of the mind as primed and ready for language learning" as opposed to
a now discredited vision of "dogged inductivism” (Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 165).
Yet, paradoxically, rather than liberating social scientists from the formalistic
procedures and checks of experimentally-oriented science, this paradigm shift had a
curious side-effect on the psychological characteristics of social scientists, who now
threw their observational and explanatory prowess into a new effort to construct
formalized, computationally explicit models, such as formal grammars, of mental
processes.
[This] served as a security blanket for behavioral scientists as they
moved away from the observation and explanation of concrete behaviors,
the safe haven of empiricism, to the murky world of abstract knowledge
and mental representations. At least, they felt, if these abstractions could
be described with a show of dazzling technical sophistication, then one
could retain some dignity as a scientist.
The study of language, though prototypical, was not the only field
to undergo the transformation from strict empiricism to a cognitivism
that relied on formal models....(Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 165)
So, although the intellectual conceptualization of learning shifted from a focus on
behaviorial habits to one of cognitive processes, the procedural aspects of research
which derived from the scientific method originally associated with the natural sciences
became reinforced and intensified, yielding a strange dance in which social scientists
ever more claimed to be delving into the true reaches of the human mind while they
maintained a rigidity and inflexibility vis a vis their methodological principles which
often subverted, precluded, and negated their lofty goals.
The cost of this debt, as Bruner [1990] has argued, was to skew
the entire enterprise in the direction of phenomena that can be formally
modeled, “a success whose technological virtuosity has cost dear” [p. 1],
for very early on, emphasis began shifting “from the construction of
meaning to the processing of information” [p. 5]. This results in a very
different view, for example, of a conversation (cited in Bialystok &
Hakuta, 1994, 166).
This emphasis on procedural techniques has, in turn, an effect on the direction of
conceptualization of the object of investigation, such as talk, conversation, or dialogue.
From an information-processing view, a conversation entails taking
turns in passing on mental representations from one speaker to the other.
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It might as well be the contiguous joining of two separate monologues.
Viewed as the construction of meaning, however, the conversation is seen
as a true dialogue—fluid and dynamic in its properties, sensitive to the
vagaries of context, and infinite in its range of possible variations.
Conversations, viewed in this way, are as idiosyncratic and
serendipitous as each of our individual lives. Even the same conversation,
if life were so kind as to offer the opportunity for a rerun, would likely
have a different outcome. Who has not lost sleep, reflecting on an event of
the day—an argument or a misunderstanding with a loved one—tormented
by the thought: If only I had said...” or “Had it only occurred to me at
that time that...”? (Bialystok & Hakuta, 1994, 165-6).

The Role of the Human Being within the Research Enterprise
Philosophically speaking, in the broader cultural scheme of things, the human
being is being restored to center stage as both subject and object of his own
investigation. This has been occuring not only due to failures in establishing
“objective” knowledge in a variety of disciplines (e.g., physics and philosophy are two
prime examples), but also due to the new trends in regarding humans as equals that
arose out of the developments in anthropological linguistics, which valued all language
systems—including those without orthographic traditions—as equivalently cognitively
complex. The developments served to drive some—though clearly not all— in the fields of
the investigation of linguistic phenomena, including second language acquisition, to
accept a more cognitively equitable relationship between researcher and research
subject, removing the researcher from the limitations of being the “knower” and the
subject” from being the “known.”

Ihe Mutual Benefits of Interviewing

Interviewing is beneficial not only to researchers, but to the interviewees
themselves, learners of English as a second language who are experiencing, perhaps for
the first time, the opportunity to explore and articulate their thoughts in a lengthy
conversation with the encouragement and facilitation of a native speaking interlocutor.
How do people benefit from being interviewed? They have a chance to say
things for which there had not previously been an appropriate audience.
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They can put into words some ideas and thoughts that had been only
vaguely formulated... (Sanford, 1982, 897; cited in: John-Steiner
1985, 4).

Contexts and Considerations of Interviewing
In any research project involving a communicative interrelationship between
researcher and research subject, it is important to consider various extra-contextual
and intra-contextual factors which influence both the verbal (and even non-verbal)
expression of thoughts and feelings, and their interpretation by both participants.
Communication between two individuals can occur in myriad ways; when this
communication occurs on a verbal level, the two participants are called interlocutors
and the communication is called conversation. When the conversation is framed both
temporally and intentionally, with a purpose of arriving at some informational goal, the
conversation can be termed an interview.

Interviews are conducted by a variety of

individuals in various circumstances and for various purposes, all of which may
influence its dynamics and its characteristics.

My research project utilizes the

phenomenological approach to interviewing, which assumes an exploratory, open-ended,
reciprocal, dialogic, and in-depth approach to articulation of the thoughts and feelings of
the interviewee. It may be useful to compare the phenomenological approach with
interviews intended for other purposes.

Other Interviewing Paradigms
There are many ways to regard and interpret interviews: phenomenological
(Seidman, 1991), journalistic (Sherwood, 1969), such as with prominent
Personalities (Playboy Enterprises, 1989;

East West Editors, 1989), informal,

survey-elicitation (Oxford, 1990; Alosh, 1994; Klee, 1994; Rubin and Thompson,
1994), focused research (Stevick, 1989), professional-vocational (Bermosk and
Mordan, 1964); problem-solving (Beveridge, 1968); research (Brenner, Brown, and
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Canter, Eds., 1985) closed- and open-ended;

prosecutorial/legalistic, such as in

fictionalized accounts (Dostoevsky, 1950), ethnographic (Spradley, 1979; Crapanzano,
1980;

Dwyer, 1982; Agar, 1980), dialogic (Mishler, 1975a/b, 1978; Puolshock,

1997); future oriented (Resilient Communities, n.d.); narrative (Withered and
Noddings, 1991)
1991),

victim-testimonial (Langer, 1991), oral history (Gluck and Patai,

and cross-cultural (Gumperz, 1992;

Belfiore and Heller, 1992), including

variations of ethnic style occurring during job interviews (Akinnaso and Ajirototu,
1982).

Particular Aspects of Interviewing
Interviewing can involve the formulation and sequencing of questioning (Briggs,
1986; Morgan and Saxton, 1991); understanding questioning within a multidisciplinary
context (Dillon, 1982); non-verbal communication, cross-cultural assumptions at
both the linguistic (phonological) and cultural thought levels (Twitchin et al, 1991),
including what happens in a conversation between native and non-native speakers
(Varonis and Gass, 1986); the effect of expectations on conversation (Tannen, 1978);
physiological-neurological collaborative interaction (Bell-Berti and Harris (1979);
the effects of physical surrounding and interpersonal proxemics on verbal and visual
interaction (Dumont, 1971);

the participants' motivation (Chaze, 1996), the effect of

being a non-native speaker in an interview situation (Belfiore and Heller, 1992); how
nonnative speakers construct discourse in the native language (Bardovi-Harlig and
Hartford, 1995); the respective power relationship between interviewer and
interviewee (Peirce, 1995); mutual responsibility for cross-cultural
^communication with respect to perception, status, and other factors (Tyler, 1995);
teacher-thinking and thought processes (Alcalay, 1996; Lems, 1996; Clark and
Peterson, 1986), including an in-depth interview study of high-school ESL teachers
(Young, 1990), narrativization of experience and thought (Chafe, 1979b), and how
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past experience is recalled and verbalized, which also affects how experience is accessed
through retrospective and prospective interviews (Chafe, 1979a).

Cross-cultural

communicative issues can also surface in letters of reference (Bouton, 1995), as well
as in the strategies which can be articulated for more effective cross-cultural
communication (Berry,

1992).

Facilitative Attributes of Interviewers
Glesne and Peshkin suggested several interviewer attributes that may contribute
to the success of interviews, such as “rapport,” or “paradoxical bilateralism”, as
"there is a decidedly one-sided character to the bilateralism of a good interview" (Glesne
and Peshkin, 1992, 79).

Also significant is anticipation,

which encompasses the truths

the interviewer must express in presenting the project to the interviewee, and how what
the interviewer says varies from situation to situation, and from interviewee to
interviewee.

Rapport is considered to be "tantamount to trust, and trust is the

foundation for acquiring the fullest, most accurate disclosure a respondent is able to
make" (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, 79).
I believe that the interviews conducted in this study have been characterized by
high degrees of rapport (in the sense Glesne and Peshkin suggest), judging both from the
implicit flow of information, and from selected explicit "check-ins" with interviewees
to ascertain and confirm their level of comfort with the interview procedure.

I posed

questions at the end of the interviews asking the interviewees to reflect upon the degree
of enjoyment experienced during the interview process, and these consistently brought
forth confirmative, positive responses, revealed both verbally and non-verbally.

Ihe_Potential Usefulness of Phenomenological Interviewing for SLA Research
A phenomenological interview seeks the revelation and emergence of phenomena
qua phenomena, and therefore the questioner must seek to incorporate his or her own
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experience and thinking into that of the interviewee.

Rapport may be a helpful mode that

may be achieved in different ways, with different interviewees, and for varying
objectives.
Phenomenological interviewing has been under-utilized as a method for accessing
the internal knowledge of second language learners. It has much to offer that transcends
the limitations of the more traditionally used interview methods.

Phenomenological

interviewing allows an expansion of the revelation of the meaning a second language
makes of his or her experience. Synchronically, this expansion goes beyond the
classroom and the immediately evident venues of second language learning, and
diachronically, it enables the learner to recollect and articulate past experiences as well
as to speculate on the meaning of past, present, and even future experiences.
Phenomenological interviewing helps concretize the relationship between the second
language learning experience and the interpretive proclivities by which human beings
make meaning of their past, present, and future experiences. Synchronic knowledge can
be deceptive, because it is blind to the sequential idiosyncrasies of personal experience.
For example, early exposure to a song in a foreign language may create in long-term
memory a positive image of a foreign language which will render exciting an otherwise
unpleasant classroom learning experience. Exposure to such a song after the same
classroom learning experience may not have the same effect upon the learner.
Researchers need to understand the vagaries and idiosyncratic combinations of the
factors which have been discovered through other means. Such an understanding can be
enabled by in-depth, phenomenological interviewing which allows learners to explore
collaboratively and open-endedly their relevant experiences.

^-^Micularities of the Methodological Processes Used in this Research Study
With a view to better understanding how SLA learners perceive and construct
their own learning, a series of in-depth, phenomenologically-based interviews with
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current and former ESL students was conducted. The intent of these interviews was to
provide an expanded framework which stretched both backward and forward in time.

The

interviews were intended to investigate both the beginnings of the learners' SLA
processes, and, when projected forward, speculatively and interpretationally, to seek
insights into the future continuation of the processes.

The interviews were at first

structured in a particular format of three 90-minute interview, and were framed
around the question: “What is it like as an -X-?”, first in the past, then currently, and
finally projecting into the future and attempting to interpret the experience (Seidman,
1991).

The investigatory framework was greatly expanded from the course’s duration

to the entire life of the learner, and extended from the classroom arena to the world-atlarge, thereby enriching the data collection and providing a different perspective to the
research questions.

Initial Phenomenological Interviews with ESL Learners
The phenomenological, in-depth interview methodology was first introduced and
applied in a graduate research methods course. Two students, one a Korean female, and
the other a Kenyan male, were interviewed using the format developed by Seidman
(1991).

The first interview was transcribed, written up, and presented to the class in

written form and oral summary as a final course presentation.

The initial response

from both student colleagues and instructor was positive and had the effect of
encouraging further use of this methodology.

The participation in the interview itself

appeared quite natural, although the treatment and analysis of the data were more
complicated and laborious. Some representative samples of positive feedback are
presented here, for the early feedback played an important role in encouraging the
continuing use and exploration of this methodology for my research purposes.

Critical

comments primarily involved the difficulty in treating the massive data within a limited
time format, a process with which a researcher becomes more adept with more practice.
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Another issue had to do with whether to include or exclude sensitive material in the

presentation, it was suggested that such material could be better resolved through
further exploration in the interview.

The effect of this early feedback, encouragement,

and critique was to foster a strong commitment to the use of the phenomenological
interview.

The seemingly limitless potential of this methodological approach for delving

into areas difficult to access was reinforced, and there was a dissipation of any fear or
reluctance to openness of thought and dialogue in the face-to-face interviews.

Had this

early feedback not been available to the researcher, it is more doubtful that this
methodology would have been embraced so enthusiastically. In the context of the
comprehensive examinations required in the doctoral process, a pilot study was
subsequently done using the in-depth interview methodology.

Several students, among

them speakers of Polish, Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, Cantonese Chinese, Korean,
Kenyan, Georgian, and Romanian, were interviewed using the above-mentioned 3mterview format (Seidman).

Although initially as a researcher I was still in the

process of acquiring expertise in interviewing and data-analysis techniques, the
responses from colleagues and instructor were positive.

Here are some representative

samples of positive written feedback I received:
Sarah has an important story to tell, and your organization of the story
illuminated her story. Your questioning technique is skilled and sensitive.
I would like to read more interviews you conduct.
I like the "complexity" of your paper as it goes far in putting forth the
depth and richness of the interview experience with Sarah. She paints
what sounds like an ‘accurate’ portrait of herself, perhaps without
knowing it, as a great human being who has done very well as
accomplishing a huge task.
You have a lot of really good material—it’s a big task to condense as I’m
sure we’re all finding out. You chose a creative way of dealing with the
material.
I thought there was much of worth and of significance in your material. I
was most compelled when you were able to present aspects of her inner
life... I think there is much potential in this work.
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Selection of the Research Problem and Methodology
In an earlier work (Alcalay, 1996) I presented a critical history of the secondlanguage field, combined with creative approaches to teaching college ESL. Although it
provided a wide-ranging review of the intellectual histories of theories of learning and
language, as well as of language teaching methodologies, its lack of a real evaluative
framework within which to assess the efficiency of the methodology it proposed indicated
its character as more of a speculative reflection than a research study.
The revelation of the in-depth or phenomenological methodology provided an
instrument with which to approach a more valid research stance.

Austin (1997a) had

remarked that sometimes identification of the problem helps to select the methodologies,
but sometimes engagement with the methodologies helps to define the problem. My
introduction to the phenomenological methodology in the graduate research methods
course opened up a new world of opportunity for me, leading to a natural convergence of
a newly discovered mode of exploration with my well-established interest in the secondlanguage learner population. The course made available a general strategy aimed at
researching the problem of

“What is it like to be ‘X’”, which immediately translated

into “What is it like to be an ESL learner”.
A second stage in the research process involved a shift from a focus on the
methodology to a focus on definition of the problem.

At this point, a critical perspective

of phenomenological methodology, from the perspective of other disciplines—
sociolinguistics, pragmatics, discourse analysis—engendered the following caveat about
interviews: What is said may not necessarily be what is meant, and what is meant is not
necessarily what is said (Austin, 1997b).

A second situation, contextualized in

administrative and substantive issues regarding a community college ESL program, also
contributed to a refocusing of the problem, towards the search for a definition of:
defines success for ESL students in a community college?”
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The literature review

“What

included both an initial focus on the methodological aspects and a further look at similar
or parallel case-studies.
In

a

previous work (Alcalay, 1996), I described what it is that I as a teacher do

as I teach ESL to community college learners. This was difficult to explore and
understand, even though I, as the person doing it, might be expected to understand what it
is I am doing. However, such knowledge is deceptive and accessible only with difficulty to
even

a

consciously planning and implementing teacher. How much more difficult then,

would it be to understand what it is that learners actually do as they learn a new
language, how the learners perceive what they do, and what they think or believe they
do, and how they feel about what they do. However, among other means such as the
artifacts

produced within a class, elicitation surveys which ask the learner to react or

express perceptions regarding his/her own learning process, the perceived object of
learning (i.e., the language and/or its particular sub- or meta-systems), and the
instructional

presentation or setting, the one most potentially fruitful is the dialogic,

phenomenological, in-depth interview, for it permits a mutual exploration of the
confluence of possible factors, without any restriction other than the discourse setting
ana the time factor. A possible objection could be raised as to the reliability and validity
of

this interview process—the limitations imposed by the language of the learner. One

way of controlling for this is to interview the learner in both his/her native language
and

in the second language. Another objection could be that the interview format inhibits

or somehow constricts or shapes the free or rather the naturalistic exchange and usage
of

linguistic information.

The dialogical, phenomenological nature of the interview

Process is meant purposely to ground the experience of the interview in its moment and
Place. A final objection could be made to the effect that past and future experience can
only be recollected and speculated upon from the vantage point of the present; a
esearcher, moreover, would have to follow the subject around all day to observe his or
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her language behavior, and would have to enter his or her head to observe and record his
or her thoughts.
If the goal is to obtain data as directly as possible from the mental processes of
learners, as mediated by language, several approaches may be taken: journals or diaries
may be kept in written format which more-or-less parallel the second-language
learning experiences (Bailey and Ochsner, 1983); these may reveal significant factors,
such as competitiveness and anxiety, which otherwise may have gone unnoticed (Bailey,
1983).

Post-Interview Elucidation Techniques
Nonnative participants in interviews can understand their own participation in
an interview by reviewing the videotaped interviews collaboratively with researchers.
Subjects could be given the instruction "to stop the tape at moments they thought were
important or where there was confusion or misunderstanding" (Belfiore and Heller,
1992, 226).

Incorporating the Post-Interview Reflections of Researcher and Subjects
It would be interesting to examine the subject’s speech for evidence of this
“cultural literacy,” and to then analyze it as a contributing factor to overall Englishlanguage fluency or literacy.

In other words, Hirsch’s contribution draws our attention

to something beyond the definition of linguistic fluency as syntactical, lexical, or even
pragmatic knowledge and propriety. These additional supralinguistic factors connect
with other issues relevant to the functioning of ESL students—their status as
marginalized or prestigious within the institutional context, their performance in the
mstitution-based evaluative measures vis a vis their own sense of self-confidence
regarding their cultural accommodation, social interaction, and linguistic fluency in
their new environment.
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In these remarks, expressed during in-depth, phenomenological interviews,

the

central life issues of these second language learners is revealed in ways which transcend
the artificial dichotomy between individual and sociocultural context.

The meanings

which the learners create are those which indicate the unique way they interpret the
relationship between their own personality and the circumstances of their lives.

This

revealed meaning assumes importance for the learners themselves and for their
teachers, and awareness of it can both provide facilitate and provide insight into the
processes of second language acquisition.

Alternative Preliminary Data-Gatherina Modalities
Occasional audio tapes of conversations with students were made informally over
the years. Other data had also been collected from other means such as written
retrospective accounts, tapes of instructional interaction with students, survey
questionnaires, and videotapes of class interaction. Such data, while not formally
entering the verbal data of this study, served to inform the mind of the researcher
through a process of familiarization with the communicative styles, interests, and
“openings” for exploration in the phenomenological interviews.

Thus, while not able to

serve for formal triangulation or validation, these wide-ranging exploratory venues did
serve a significant purpose in the research process.

Exploratory Contextualization of the Phenomenological Interviewing through
Ethnographic Interaction
Data triangulation may help corroborate the study's analytical results.

For

example, second-language learners may reveal through their own conversation their
feeling that knowing a second language facilitates their acquisition of a third language;
they may demonstrate, through their sophisticated use of English, their underlying
ability with their acquired non-native language; finally, more "objective" corroboration
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may come from "outsiders" to the second-language process, although they themselves
may or may not be successful learners of a second language. It seemed to be the students
who already knew one non-native language who demonstrated greater ability in learning
yet another language.

In a community-based ESL program, an administrative staff

member, who described himself as a poor learner of second languages and who claimed
not to speak any language other than English, focused on a comparison between inhibited
and uninhibited learners of non-native languages. He animatedly described a couple of
individuals who had drawn his attention because, in his estimation, they were not
hindered by an "awareness" of grammar. He expressed this immediately after hearing a
teacher say that she felt that grammar had to be the basis for learning. However, deeper
probing revealed a view about grammar that was divided into "conversational grammar"
and "theoretical grammar" (which were two subjects she had studied in her pedagogical
training).

I asked whether "grammar" meant something that was learned in isolation

from speech, and she replied that it wasn't, not at all. She described what she meant by
conversational grammar as being the initial structures that students learn in the new
language, and that such structures can be presented and inculcated in students through
active games and pictures, coordinating actions with speech. This seems to me to be
more concomitant with what would be known as the communicative method in American
circles.
What could be revealed through this give-and-take is that there is an entire level
of perception and of naming, that is, of constructing meaning, out of the process of
teaching and learning second languages, that may be equally or even more significant
than the actual de facto processes which take place. It may be that the definition of the
process by the process-participant plays a key role in the performance of that process
hy the participant.

While SLA researchers focus on searching for "hard-wired,"

deterministic factors in SLA developmental processes, it may be that it is the far more
malleable and arbitrary humanly intentional constructs which affect the process to a
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greater degree than is thought.

A multilingual teacher thinks that ability in SLA is

genetic and that there are differences in intelligence; she herself is fluent in several
languages. A monolingual administrative staff member also thinks that there exist
natural differences, but that these are more related to the presence or absence of
inhibitory factors.

The multilingual teacher also thinks that the linguistic family

relationship of the learners native language to the language to be learned is significant:
it is much easier to learn German if one speaks English. The monolingual staff member
thinks that one can survive and function in many ways in a new society with minimal
skills in English, and gives an example of Russian speakers who are successful in
various fields while speaking poor English.
The views of such informal respondents represent what might be thought of as
naive or laymen s views of SLA, but why should professional researcher's views be
privileged? One respondent herself protested that she was not a "scientist," and
therefore unable to provide definitive answers or explanations for some of the
impressions she presented as responses to by queries. However, so-called professional
research is itself burdened by a jargon not only of lexicon, but more importantly one of
methodological assumption and procedure. It sometimes seems almost passe to have an
intelligent conversation about language learning; it seems not to occur in the
professionalized workplace, perhaps because of an instinctive and excessive deference to
expertise" in the US culture, a fear which has the pernicious effect of inhibiting
dialogue and squelching the free exchange of ideas. In fact, in a deeper and broader more
philosophical and humanistic perspective, this research may contribute to the opening
up of the dialogue and the imagery about learning and teaching within the context of ESL
Programs in higher educational institutions.

This research may help to create (or

restore, if it ever existed) a more healthy equilibrium between the actual actions of
'earners and teachers, and the mental constructs they create about what they understand
f°r misunderstand!) they are doing.

Clarification and classification of the verbal
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imagery associated with the construction of the roles and activities of second language
learners may come into confluence with deeper and more accurate understanding of the
neurophysiological substrate underlying the mental activities of language learners
(Zatorre et al, 1996; Kolata, 1998; Morin, 1999).
This research has yielded, among other potential results:
(1) verbal data accessed from ESL students in dialogic interview and other lessstructured formats (such as classroom dialogue and informal conversation), which
provides not only a rich data base source of second language learners’ verbalized
thoughts, but which may also provide new ways for instructors to view their learners
and the second language acquisition process;
(2)

the formulation of an interrogative framework—with a plethora of concrete

exemplary questions—for the elicitation, articulation, and exploration of the personal
experiences and meanings attributed by second language learners to their own second
language acquisition processes. This interrogative framework emerged from a mixture
of prepared and spontaneous questions asked during the dialogic phenomenologicallybased interviews, which were then re-examined for use in subsequent interviews. The
framing (in terms of grammatical and lexical choices) and sequencing (in terms of
selecting which questions would be introduced earlier than others) of the questions is
profoundly interrelated with the nature of the interaction between the researcher and
the interviewees, the emergent topics, and all the multidisciplinary background
knowledge which the both researcher (especially) and research subject (perhaps with
varying degrees and different forms of access) bring to the interview.
(3) the foundational preparations for the elaboration of an analytical framework that
would serve to locate learners within a developmentally hierarchical grid along the
binary axes of learning awareness and linguistic proficiency.
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The Motivations of the Interview Participants
In the interviews I conducted, I was of course in the position of initiator, with a
particular purpose and intention for the interview.

However, it appears that my

interviewees were often driven by fairly readily understandable motives.

Some seemed

interested in the activity of conversation, others perhaps in helping me to achieve my
goals to completing my research project.

They may have come to the interview with the

intent of being responsive, without thinking more deeply about it.

Yet others may have

actually sought to understand the research questions, and wanted to participate in
approaching their investigation in a collaborative manner.

Interestingly enough, in

speaking with colleagues who have used the in-depth interview approach to data
gathering for their own research projects, I discovered that some researchers had
experienced difficulties in arranging interviews and in persuading their prospective
interviewees to commit themselves to participating in the interview process.
pleased to report that I did not experience any such problems.

I am

In fact, I had a surfeit of

willing interviewees, and it was my own busy schedule that precluded conducting more
interviews.

Perhaps the very fact that it was so easy for me to arrange participation of

interviewees indicates some of the underlying factors in the motivation and
understandings of the interviewees themselves, as well as in the developmental and
evolving nature of the experience they are undergoing. Thus, the interview can become
for them essentially a learning experience, representing a heightening of the classroom
ESL experience.

This might not be the case in other research projects, such as research

on past traumatic experiences, in which the interview itself represents a potentially
unpleasant and emotionally wrenching experience.

Hiocesses and Criteria for Selecting the Subjects.
Adult learners of ESL were interviewed using an in-depth, phenomenological
interview approach.

Selection of research subjects was based on their demonstration of
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thoughtfulness in their approach to language learning and their fluency of linguistic
expression in their communicative interaction with classmates and instructor in college
ESL classes. I selected my subjects based on my previous acquaintance with their
performance as learners in my own classroom, a learning community with a spirit of
inquiry. While I believe that most learners in my classes would be capable of
participating in the research interviews I conducted, some appeared more ready to do so,
and/or to do so more easily.

Learners had this ability to proactively “announce”

themselves as ready to participate.

There were tell-tale signs:

first, a facility with

oral speech, in classroom discussion, by raising questions in lectures, in private
conversations peripheral or related to classroom activities, and in social banter both in
and outside the classroom; second, some signs of impatience with classroom activities,
indicating a readiness to experience language and culture more deeply and broadly than
permitted by the inevitably somewhat circumscribed classroom learning atmosphere
(i.e., in-depth, open-ended, and extended individual conversations are not easily
conducted, due to the conflicting demands of other students for communicative attention).
Third, the learner exhibited some degree of self-reflectiveness in some way, usually
verbally, either in open remarks in the classroom, in written assignments, or in
private remarks to the instructor/researcher.

Processes and Criteria for Selection of Subject Population
The selection of informants represents an extension of the classroom community
of inquiry into the more private and individual sphere (i.e., individual, in-depth,
dialogic interviews), as well as from the instructional venue into the research venue.
There is a fundamental reciprocity in these relations.

The individual communication

between researcher (interviewer) and research subject (interviewee) quantitatively
(because of increased time availability) and qualitatively expands the communication
among learners and teacher in the ESL classroom. The pedagogical nature of the
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classroom stylistically mirrors the research mode in the ethnographic site.

As Vygotsky

(1962, 1978) has elucidated in more general terms, the reciprocity of private and
public domains of thought and language prescribes and informs not only a research
program, but a pedagogical one as well.

I approached my potential interview subjects directly and asked whether they
might be interested in participating in a series of dialogues about their experiences with
the second-language learning process.

Upon the initial agreement, subjects were

contacted and arrangements to meet were made, usually initially with two follow-up
interviews. The procedures were explained from the beginning, and the purpose was
generally explained as contributing to research on the doctoral level.

Consent forms

were presented to the subjects, and their agreement to the conditions of participation
was obtained verbally and by signature. The dialogues were tape-recorded, and
subsequently the tapes were transcribed, some by the researcher directly, and others by
contractual arrangement with transcribers.

The subjects were identified by

pseudonyms, which were maintained throughout the transcription process, the data
analysis and treatment phase, the pilot study, and this final presentation.

Reasons why Interviewees were not Selected.
Some learners were not selected (i.e., were “de-selected”) because they didn't
meet adequate levels of the particular criteria delineated above. Learners who were not
selected were not because they didn’t perform sufficiently well according to the
particular criteria mentioned above.

For example, some students were voluble, but

revealed insufficient proclivity for reflection;

others revealed a deep sense of reflection

through their written work, but were so shy or lacking in verbal facility that it
compromised their potential participation as interview subjects.

Learners who

appeared to be generally intellectually and communicatively uninteresting and
uninterested were deliberately not selected. Althrough the role of intelligence in SLA has
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long been considered (Genesee, 1976), I view the nature of SLA as so broad and varied
that any reference to a general intelligence quotient, or "G," is made reluctantly, both
because of evolving alternative conceptualizations of intelligence (H. Gardner, 1983;
Sternberg, 1999; Wagner and Sternberg, 1984), and because of the multiplicity of
known and potentially current obscured factors in achieving successful SLA (Walters,
1992).
Other means for reaching a broader spectrum of learners and varying the data
gathering methods were considered and could be used in future extensions of this
research for replication, corroboration, dissemination, or other purposes.

A

questionnaire derived from the verbal data generated in the interviews could be
administered in written form to students in classes.

Some way might then be found to

incorporatively reconcile the findings from the in-depth interviews and the survey
questionnaires. Yet a third means—an interim mode—of gathering data involves
spontaneous conversation involving relevant topics with individual students which is
tape- or video-recorded.
I selected my research subjects according to their ability to reflect and to
articulate their thoughts primarily in an oral, as opposed to a written, language mode.
view language as one commentator on contemporary trends in the philosophy of culture
(Sarup, 1993 [1988], 36-7) described how Derrida (1973, 1976, 1978) suggested
Husserl viewed what he calls "self-presence," evidence for which he finds in "the voice
(phone) — not the 'real' voice, but the principle of the voice in our interior soliloquy:
When I speak I hear myself.

I hear and understand at the same time that I speak.

Sarup (p. 36) noted that

Behind this bias is a particular view of human beings; it is assumed that
they can spontaneously express themselves and that they can use language
as if it were a transparent medium for an inner truth about their being.
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I

The Process of Establishing Contact with the Potential Interviewees
The potential representative pool of research subjects included interviewees who
are or have recently been college students and are speakers of ESL. The process which
final pool of interviewees began often through casual conversations with

yielded the
students

on campus, usually before or after classes. The following situation, which in

this case

did not end up in an interview, represents

a

typical example of how I would

the potential interviewees, strike up a conversation in which mutual interest

approach

and potential in an interview was established, and which might result in an interview.
Vietnamese

A

student who had arrived to the USA only ten months previously and had had

(according to her; perhaps she hadn’t understood the question!) no previous experience
English speakers was doing amazingly well in a class that semester, and was

u th native
able to

express her views quite fluently.

In an informal conversation with me after

class, she revealed that she had a special love for English, and regarded her own language
with a

sort of "disinterest," which she attributed to it being a matter-of-fact

phenomenon. I asked her a number of questions to get at what appeared to me to be her
remarkable
particular

ability with English as a second language, and was unable to discover any

factor which might explain it.

Her parents were both math teachers, and she

wished to major in computer science. I only could note that she was able to very quickly
pick up some discrepancies in phonological notation I used on the board, which indicated
to me

that she had both a good ear and a good eye for notational accuracy, and was able to

coordinate
format,
learning

the two. I suggested that I interview her in-depth according to my standard

but actually considered her as a potential subject to try out some of the detailed
questionnaires

(e.g., Alosh, 1994) which I had encountered in my reading.

This suggested that at that time I was trying to close in on particular, individual factors
to

which could be ascribed some of the abilities of successful ESL learners.
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Setting for Conducting the Interviews, and
Procedures for Transcribing and Treating the Data

Fxploring and Defining the Communicative Venues
Interviews were carried out approximately over a two-year period.

Interviews

took place in various settings; many of them took place in a comfortable and informal
home or office environment. In most of the cases, only the interviewee and I were
present; in a couple of cases, others were present, and in one case, the other person was
a bilingual informant, a native speaker of the interviewee's native language (Mandarin
Chinese), so that this interview was a bit different.

That interview was transcribed, and

the segments in Mandarin were translated into English.

However, this interview was not

included in the final cohort. Other data was gathered in even less structured settings; for
example, in one case, a Japanese-speaking colleague and a Japanese student met with me
at my home; conversation took place both in Japanese and English. Unfortunately,
although this appeared to be a valuable meeting, no taping was done, as I was concerned it
would impinge on the informality of the occasion.

However, retrospective written

accounts of the meeting were requested, and provided for by the student. Subsequent
conversation took place between myself and my bilingual colleague. All of these
variations away from the strictly one-to-one dialogues helped to form in my mind the
range of the conversational space, as well as exploring topics which seemed to be of
potential interest, and to do so in unstructured settings and sometimes with the aid of a
bilingual facilitator.

Treating the Verbal Data.
Two approaches to treating the data seemed possible. One was to maintain the
individual integrity of each interview as a whole. In this approach, the interview is
viewed as a means to come to know the language-learner as an individual, for the themes
and issues of the learner's life to be revealed as integrally as possible, within the
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context of the dialogic interview situation and all its constraints. A second approach
might be to seek common themes among the interviewees; again, these themes could be
viewed as arising spontaneously from the intrinsic motivation of the learner to disclose
information, or guided by the topical interests of the interviewer, or from some
interactional combination of the two.

Research Choices Regarding the Uses and Representation of the Verbal Data
Yet a third approach might focus on the "micro-elements" of the discourse
created by the interviewer and the interviewee. Such an approach would require a
thorough and detailed analysis of the pragmatic, sociolinguistic, and paralinguistic (i.e.,
phonological, intentional, etc. ) features of the conversation. I later decided not to take
this approach, valuing the broader construal of meaning, rather than the formal
communicative features, of the verbal data. Since such a decision was more-or-less
made a priori to the implementation of the study, I decided to transcribe the audio tracks
with sufficient detail to maintain the rhythms and patterns of participant involvement,
but

without sufficient detail to render a detailed discourse micro-analysis.

That is,

periodic responses of participants, such as "un-hunh" (to indicate general acquiescence
with the previous utterance of the interlocutor), or "mmn-hmmn" (to indicate the
same), or "ah" (to indicate hesitation), or "mmmn" (to indicate doubt or suspension of
acquiescence) were included, but micro-second overlaps in utterances by interlocutors
were disregarded in the transcription. This provided a sense of participation and general
reaction by the interlocutors sufficient for the broader thematic analysis I intended to
carry

out, but insufficient for the micro-analysis I decided not to attempt.
Afterwards I transcribed and treated several interviews by going through the

transcript, trying to recall the interview meeting, and filling in relevant information
regarding the setting, the speech characteristics of the interviewee, the background to
the conversation, and anything else that seemed important. However, given that
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interviews were very long (often taking place in two or three sessions of up to an hour
or an hour-and-a-half each), and that not all the information developed in the course of
an interview could be readily and immediately related to the previously identified
research themes, information from various interviews was combined thematically.

The

information from the interviews would thus correspond to the broader issues of SLA,
such as the variability among individual learners that could eventually inform the
construction of a generalized, more highly reliable theory of SLA.
Since it is important not only to pay attention to the individual second-language
learner, but also to the processes of gathering information and constructing meaning, the
narrative framework needs to be maintained to some extent in the presentation of the
data as well.

Several lengthy interview segments are presented in chapter 4, excerpted

and arranged into the topical categoies, along with some framing commentary, in order to
demonstrate the role of questioning and responding in the evolution of articulation of the
thoughts of the participants.

Organization and Analysis of the Interview Data
The interviews were first organized as they occurred in chronological order. The
intrinsic value of such an organization is the observation of the dynamics of the research
process itself, as it occurs through the interviews. The interviewer does not represent a
static entity, unchanging in time as the research evolves through stages of increased data
gathering and conceptual reformulations, but rather is a dynamic, historically grounded
individual who changes along with the growth in experiential knowledge garnered from
theoretical reconceptualization and data accumulation. This can be seen perhaps in the
structural "loss" as the interviews evolve; it appears that more of a free-form style
replaces the thematic focus of the earlier interviews. This also enables a comparative
eye to be cast on the interviews as they evolve, although it may be equally productive to
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look across the interviews in terms of specific categories related to the topical themes
delineated.

Limitations of the Phenomenological Interviewing Methodology
There are some inherent difficulties in an approach relying for its data collection
entirely on the direct verbal articulations of second language learners, and in relying
upon a phenomenological approach assuming the incorporation of the subjectivity of the
researcher and the subject alike.

First, all human interaction is situational.

How could

the interviewer determine objectively whether the research subject was revealing his
or her innermost thoughts and feelings, or was framing the message to correspond to
what he/she thought was expected of him or her?
Second, the research subject is being interviewed in English, a non-native
language for the interviewee, but not for the interviewer;

there is an obvious

discrepancy between the ability to express innermost thoughts and feelings in one's
native language and a non-native language. In order to compensate for this possible
distortion to objectivity (although this may be positive from the my philosophical
perspective), a couple of interviews were partially conducted in the native language(s)
of the research subjects.

However, this issue then overlaps with the situational issue

above, in that the research subject may be influenced by image and/or expectations of
speaking in the native language with a researcher who is speaking in a language which
isn't his native one.
A third issue has to do with the questions to be asked in the interview. How can
the researcher balance the general approach to covering comparatively similar areas
with all the research subjects, on the one hand, with tailoring particular questions
aimed at facilitating—through a collaborative, phenomenological approach—the
articulated revelation of the innermost thoughts and feelings of the individual language
learner?
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Another major issue has to do with the meaning of the information gathered from
the interviews.
responses?

What is the relationship between the form and the content of the

Is the form in which the information is formulated more, equally, or less

important than the content expressed?

Should the information be viewed purely as the

autonomous formulation of the research subject, or analyzed contextually as interactive
communication of researcher and research subject?
Finally, should this research project rely purely on the information gathered
directly from second-language learners, or should data be triangulated with data
gathered from other sources?

In fact, some contemporaneous exploration of larger

subject populations—culturally homogeneous immigrant ESL learner groups, and
instructional and administrative staff members—led to the potential development of
more focused research questions and more limited, multiple interview situations.

Questioning as both Process and Product of the Phenomenological Interviews
The interview process also yielded information and knowledge about the
questioning process itself, including the identification of elicitationally productive
questions, the nature and technique of the most efficient and sensitive sequencing of
questions, the optimal phrasing of questions, and the evolution of questioning within the
overall dialogic interview process, including such notions as the refinement of topics,
the opening of topics for further exploration, the “laying of seeds,” etc.

Pseudonyms

are maintained throughout the presentation of the interviews in all cases.

Questions Prepared in Advance of the First Series of Phenomenological Interviews
The purpose of the first interview, as understood from the in-depth interviewing
course perspective, was to establish a baseline personality profile of the language
Earner in terms of his/her awareness of such key areas as language, culture, and the
ambient world, as well as the initial contact with learning a second language.
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The original questions for the phenomenological interviews follow. In subsequent
interviews, slightly differing phrasings of the questions evolved, often out of a sense that
an alternate phrasing might put the question more clearly to the interviewee. In such
cases, the alternate phrasings of the essentially identical questions are placed next to one
another. A closer analysis of the actual details of the phrasing of questions in relation to
the concept which is being articulated would be an interesting research product of this
interview project.

Fj.rst..|.n.te,rview:_How Did You Come to ESL?

The first interview aimed at

establishing the background of the individual before coming to the SLA experience.
Is English your first language?
How did you first come to English?
Tell me about a dream you had before you knew English.
Tell me what you remember about your understanding of the world, in terms of thinking
and language, before you had any experience with English.
Tell me your understanding of the world, in terms of thinking and language, before you
had any experience with English.
Can you remember your first awareness of the existence of language? Please recall it.
Please recall your first awareness of the existence of language.
Can you remember anything you experienced before you experienced language? Please
describe it.

Second Interview:_What Is It Like Being an ESL Student?

The second interview

aimed at exploring the concurrent understanding of the learner's experience as a second
tanguage learner.

What is it like being an ESL student?

•

What are your difficulties because of being an ESL student?

•

Do you have any difficulties because you’re an ESL student?

•

Are some things easier because you are an ESL student?

•

What are things that are easier because you are an ESL student?

•

How do you go about overcoming the communicative difficulties in your daily life as a
student?

•

How do you feel socially and culturally in this institution?

•

How do you feel emotionally in the social and cultural context of this institution?

•

Are you in close communication with members of your family?...of your culture?

•

How much of the time do you speak English during the day?

•

How much and how often do you speak your native language?

•

How much of the time do you speak English during the day?

•

How much and how often do you speak your native language?

•

In which language do you dream now? Have you ever dreamt in English?

•

Do you speak any other languages during these days? If so, which? To whom?

•

Do you experience particular feelings or thoughts connected with a specific language? If
so, please describe them.

If so, what are they like?

Third Interview: What Does Being an ESL Student Mean to You?

The third

interview aimed at exploring the philosophical, speculative construals of the individual
within the context of the SLA experience.

What does being an ESL student mean to you?
Do you think that being an ESL student has made you a richer personality? If so, how?
Do you think that the experience of bilingualism has any significant lessons for
humankind?

If yes, in what way?
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What do you think you could teach monolinguals?
Do you think that your experience can be useful for teachers and students in other
fields?

In what way?

How will your ESL experience change you?
Will you be changed by your ESL experience? In what way?
Do you plan to return to your native country?
What do you expect when you return to your native land after the experience of studying
abroad?
What do you expect will be your experience when you return to your native land after
the experience of studying abroad?

Possible Approaches to Triangulating the Interview Data
One possible approach to extending the interview dialogue was to return to the
interlocutors with an artifact of the dialogue interview, such as the tape or a written
transcript, or even a transcript with preliminary analysis.

This would allow for

another perspective of the subjects, post-interview, which may also have the effect of
accessing and stimulating other knowledge or voices that reside within the subject but
were not evoked or did not make themselves present within the dialogue itself. I thought
' ^r'i9h, send each participant a written transcript and ask for further comments,
perhaps in writing or in conversation, and in fact did so in one of the last interviews.
One interviewee even informed me that he listens to his interview tapes periodically.
In my own study, the initial in-depth, phenomenological interviews could have
been supplemented and/or triangulated by other methods such as observation of in-class
and out-of-class language behavior, verbalization of thinking while reacting to tasks or
questionnaires, or reviewing the transcripts of the in-depth interviews and asking the
nterview subject to participate in an analytic reconstruction of the initial interview.
This second go-around could then also be taped, transcribed, and analyzed, with a view
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that the deepening awareness of the topics discussed might come into confluence with a
honed metacognitive insight into the language processes and behavior as they occur.
Perhaps this represents the distinction Heubner (1983, 1989, 1991)

delineated

between core and conceptual approaches to l_2 learning, with an opportunity to compare
them by intertwining them in this spiraling process.
It would have been useful and interesting for me to take these precepts, and to try
to correlate them with the data I have gathered in my in-depth interviews.

How this

could have been done, and to what extent it would have been problematical, are issues
that can be speculated on. One possibility would have to take the questionnaires
developed by Rubin and others (presented above), to administer them directly to
interviews, and then to triangulate among the data derived this way with the data
obtained in the phenomenological interviews. This might have proven to be a fruitful
avenue to getting another perspective on the learners' processes. It would have satisfied
the requirement of methodological rigor by triangulating the data, and would have also
taken into account the distinction between the short-term observable behaviors and the
long-term, internally present cognitive aggregates.

However, it was decided that the

interviews themselves were such rich sources of data that for the purposes of this
research study it was more viable to treat them autonomously.

Conclusions and Data Presentation
Phenomenological interviewing can suggest unexpected areas for investigation as
factors in SLA, as well as reveal concrete idiosyncratic examples of circumstances
leading to successful development of communicative competence in a second language.
Particular combinations and sequences of factors in "successful" individuals illustrate
creative combinatorial potential to guide less successful learners
However, one caution in using phenomenological interviewing with second
language learners in cross-cultural situations is the possible need for triangulation
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with other methods.

Discourse analysis and the cross-cultural self-awareness by the

interviewer could reveal ways in which the linguistic expressions of the participants
can be contextualized by psycho-social or cultural factors that might have been
overlooked by a face-value interpretation of the conveyed meaning
Collaborative review and further elicitation/expression by researcher and
interviewer jointly could help in further clarifying points where the linguistic
expression alone did not fully or accurately reveal the associated thoughts of the
participants, either to themselves or to each other.

Reflective examination and shared

interpretation of the raw interview data by other researchers could be helpful in
corroborating or elucidating the meaning of the articulated expressions of the
participants.
Interviews may serve both instructional and evaluative functions.

As creative

dialogue, phenomenological interviews can aid in building self-confidence in learners by
demonstrating to them their own ability to articulate their thoughts and communicate
them. They may reveal to the interviewer the extent of the second-language learner's
ability to articulate (cf. Moffett's [1992] categories) and thus suggest avenues for
further instructional venues.

Phenomenological interviews may also suggest an

extension and incorporation into the classroom of more dialogue, and introspective,
collaborative, open-ended, meaning-making modes.

Finally, each learner's path to

second language is idiosyncratic. Without a more profound understanding of each
individual learner's path to SLA, instructional efficiency and validity might be vitiated
by the unique interpretational processes of each learner.
Two primary potential paradigms underlie the assumptions behind this research.
The narrative paradigm assumes that a story simply exists to be told. Once the story is
told, the data can be treated, general thematic associations and connections can be
established, causal relationships can be posited, and deeper understanding gained of the
class of subjects studied. Another paradigm suggests that meaning is a socioculturally
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created phenomenon, by which human interaction in the interviews comprises locally
construed meaning which can be treated and analyzed only by understanding the
communicative cultural patterns of the participants.

A philosophical or psychological

paradigm might imply regarding individuals as bearing unique meaning-making
potential, in which universals or absolutes would be expressed in uniquely individually
intentional and volitional ways.
A potential area of confusion has already been identified in the initial interviews.
This involves the degree to which the interviewer should present information to the
interviewee; according to one perspective, such questions geared this way have the
danger of being “leading” and obscuring the meaning-making of the interviewee. Another
view—one in which meaning-making is perceived as a shared activity—might argue that
such information enables the interviewee to tell his/her story, and cannot obscure it,
but merely provide a contrast or context. My own tendency is to share the latter view,
which might take into account socio-culturally constructed or determined patterns of
behavior to a greater degree than the more purist narrative approach. I see no
irreconcilable conflict here. I feel that the additional knowledge of the interviewer
enhances the interviewing technique, and actually aids in the elicitation of the
interviewee’s fuller story.
The above-mentioned operational paradigms are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, and could be drawn upon in varying degrees as the interviews progress. For
example, an interviewer, to be competent, must be aware of such cross-cultural
linguistic and nonverbal communicative factors as those explored in Gumperz’s film,
Crosstalk" (Twitchin et al, 1991), yet the full meaning of the interview may go
beyond group-defined characteristics. In my initial two full interviews I disccovered
some degree of difference with a view to the willingness or interest of subjects to
introspect. I could only speculate at that time that the student with somewhat less
experience with and command of ESL appeared more interested and driven toward
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philosophical introspection, whereas the student with greater command of ESL was more
focused on outward observations of the behavioral learning environment. Thus, perhaps
the emotions, experiences, and perceptions engendered by a deep struggle in the middle
stages of the SLA process provoke a deeper degree of awareness. It would be interesting
to see whether this correlates over a broader group of interviewees, for example. Other
factors differentially present in even this initial sampling of two students were their
early developmental growth within a primarily homogenous as opposed to a
heterogeneous culture. A further question might be asked as to what, if any, influence
this had on their further development and consciousness. Other questions arose from the
interviews themselves, and were incorporated into further interviews.
Oxford and Shearin (1994) identified ways in which their expanded model of L2
'earning motivation could have positive effects for second language pedagogy, including
identification of motivational clusters in L2 learners leading to implementation of
more amenable instructional modes; (2) positive shaping of learners' beliefs about the
ultimate success of their SLA; (3) heightening the motivation of learners by
demonstrating the mental challenges of SLA; (4) improving classroom atmosphere by
better meeting learners' psychological needs; and (5) fostering development of intrinsic
motivational objectives in learners.

Similarly, by embodying and concretizing the

multivaried elements encompassed by Oxford and Shearin's expanded motivational
framework, phenomenological interviewing can have similar effects upon learners who
have been encouraged to collaboratively articulate verbally and explore meaningfully
their second language learning experiences.

Ifrg-Questjoninq Process: What has been Learned from the Interviewing Processes
The interviews took place over the course of a couple of years, and in a fairly
spontaneous fashion.

I would identify potential interviewees, who were usually former

students of mine. Except for the first two interviews conducted for the graduate course,
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none of the other interviewees were current students of mine.

Typically, the

interviewee had been my student in a previous semester, with a range of from one to
several semesters separating the time that that the individual had been by student. In the
graduate research methods course I had been alerted to potential conflicts of interest and
other influences which may impact upon the validity of the interview if the relationship
between interviewer and interviewee were subject to some sort of power balance.

I

suppose that it could be true that a student might want to please an interviewer who was
also contemporaneously his or her instructor;

however, I could not find any differences

among the interviews that were affected in this way. All the students I interviewed
seemed to have a friendly and cooperative attitude toward the interviews, and entered
them with the same open-mindedness. Because I really did not explain much to the
interviewees in advance, other than that this was part of my doctoral research, and that
we would have a free conversation that dealt in some way with their experiences as
language learners, I could not identify any particular apprehension or adaptation that
students made towards me. In fact, as I made efforts to put the interviewees at ease,
which involved not only providing a comfortable environment in a home or office,
usually with an offer of a beverage, and because I myself engaged spontaneously in
questioning with perhaps only occasional reference to any written materials.

In fact, as

the interviews evolved, I tended to abandon the initially formulated questions completely.
The other factors which seemed to mitigate against any sense of restriction or oppression
to the interview was the very freedom of the opportunity for ESL learners to speak to an
attentive listener who asked very open-ended questions and who helpfully facilitated,
with a participatory word or comment, the linguistic expression of what they were
Tying to articulate.

Interviewees seemed to relish the opportunity to explore areas in

which they had accumulated experiences, feelings, and thoughts, and all of these factors
seemed to definitively discount any possible negative influence of an existing teacherstudent relationship between interviewer and interviewee.
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Just because the interviews proceeded with great spontaneity, and the
interviewer sought to probe areas which surfaced during initial stages of an interview,
to “go with the topical flow," as it were, a number of questions arose. These questions
in and of themselves represent a result of this research study, as well as an instance that
can serve as a model for other interviewing projects or studies.

In other words, the aim

ib to divert from the sense that interviews need to be prepared in advance, a tendency
which has put a damper on the curiosity, free exploration, and mutual collaboration of

areas which, if they are truly to yield their potential treasures, cannot by definition be
known in advance.
The questions which emerged could be grouped into the following general areas,
which correspond in general to the topical areas defined in chapter 1 as being those
which emerge from SLA theory, but these were derived directly from the interview data

itself. I will comment on the significance of the groupings as a mediator between the
topical awareness of the L2 learners, and as reflective of areas that SLA researchers
deem significant for inherently theoretical reasons.

In other words, the learners have

things on their minds, and researchers have things on their minds. Can we find any
connections between the two which have been produced by the phenomenological
interviews? If such connections can be found, what do they indicate to researchers about
the validity of the internally coherent and theoretically justified areas which emerge
from their formulations? Do they provide a sort of evidence that the areas which SLA
theory has pointed to as significant are in fact also present and verifiable in the

learners’ minds?

From the learners’ perspective, can such correspondence, if found,

demonstrate that learners are in fact amateur theorists who are on the right track by
virtue of their intuition alone? Of course, if it is assumed, in accordance with some
theories, that SLA occurs completely and exclusively in ways that are not and cannot be
known to conscious awareness, then whatever the learners are found to focus on will be

regarded as irrelevant.
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The following categories and their corresponding questions are accompanied by an
elaboration of the reasons for asking the questions. The topical categories presented in
chapter one were developed in anticipation of the interviews, and were grounded both in
the theoretical formulations of the research literature and in my researcher’s
hypotheses and teacher’s intuitions about what areas it could be potentially productive to
engage the interviewees in. This is both because of what I derived from the research
literature as being of interest to researchers, as having provoked and left unanswered
questions, and what was “interstitial,” that is, both what I could proleptically envision
as filling in the spaces in the lives and consciousnesses of the real, individual learners,
on the one hand, and what remained disconnected, unexplored, and “neatly” abandoned in
the “social-scientific” quest for objectivity and theoretical consistency, on the other.
Thus, in chapter 1, the topical categories are expressed in a “proleptic,” or
anticipatory “middle voice,” derived from research but anticipating embodiment in the
live, diological interviews with the L2 learners.

We could thus perhaps term that voice

a mesolectal, research-derivatory, proleptic-embodied, dialogic-potential voice.
Once the interviews began, the voice became “dialogic-realized”, expressed in
nuanced questioning (whose form and sequencing and interrelationship with its
responses could to be analyzed in terms of the taxonomies of Morgan & Saxton [1991]
and Briggs [1986]), in language which is clear and simple enough to be understood by
ESL learners, and which may be enhanced through clarification, and amended through
follow-up questions that incorporate face-to-face, non-verbal or supralinguistic
feedback from the interviewer which is then interpreted and incorporated by the
interviewer.
In chapter 2, we see the primarily acrolectal variety of the “canonical”
research voice, along with my “personal” interpretive response voice. In chapter 4, we
can see the ESL, embodied voice of the learners as they explore freely their thoughts and
feelings and awarenesses. Here, in chapter 3, we see the questions, isolated from their
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context in terms both of surrounding dialogue language and experience, and dissociated
from the particular individual interviewee, accompanied by my “explanatory” and
“justificational” voice. The questions themselves can be described and analyzed
according to taxonomic categories delineated by Morgan and Saxton (1991) and Briggs
(1986), as to the type of question, the sequencing of questions, the intent of the question
(technically, in terms of its type, as opposed to topically, in terms of how it relates to
the SLA research categories)
Some research studies need to be clearly associated with each particular
category, so that the comparison of the expert and the common views can be presented.
My questioning then serves as the intermediary, the “voice" which corresponds to the
various levels of understanding (i.e., expert and common). Thus, what I’m
demonstrating is not so much the disparity between expert and common views, but
rather that they speak in different voices, and need to be mediated and brought into
contact by the questioning, dialogic voice.

Bridging Expert Disciplinary Knowledge Domains and
Naive L2 Learner lntuitions:Topical Areas for Interview Elicitation
Early experience with other languages (bilingualism or multilingualism)
•

First exposure to new language

•

Initial contacts with foreigners
Zones of comfort with linguistic and cultural environments
lmag(in)ing a future in a new language and culture

•

Deciding to leave home
Cultural influences on communicative style
First impressions and images of new language and culture
Encounters with diverse learners
Traditions (marriage, etc.)
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•

Languages spoken now

•

Dreaming in “languages”

•

Motivation

•

Awareness and the construal of meaning

•

Self-perception

•

Classroom dynamics

•

Personal world view

•

Thinking in English (vs. translating from native language)

•

Doubt

•

Progress

•

Mainstream classes

•

Study techniques

•

Skills transferability

•

Perceptions of classmates (study methods, ESL students, US students,
relations between ESL other students, communication with classmates,
culture

•

Relations with classmates

•

US society vs. native society (characteristics - safety, mores, traditions,
romance)

Questions Which Evolved During the Interviews
Grouped according to the Collective Emergent Themes
Accents
Although I did ask many specific questions about accents, some interviewees did
bring up the topic themselves, especially when commenting about their own accents in
English, or about the accents of their classmates—both native and non-native speaking.
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This is a rich topical area that could certainly give rise to the development of many
questions.

•

But she doesn t need to improve her accent, because she’s already accomplished
enough...? [in reference to a comment about a foreign medical doctor who retained
her strong native language accent in English]

•

Who speaks the best English, do you think?

•

Have you noticed differences in the areas, different parts of Boston, different
regions...?

•

Have you noticed differences in terms of ethnic background, educational background?

•

Have you ever trued to speak any Asian language?

•

But how about if you compare some...people who speak your native language
[Hungarian] with some others...Do you find some differences, I assume, also in
pronunciation ability..? ...some people are better or worse than you are in
pronunciation of English...?

Adults vs. Child SLA
Once again, although I can’t recall raising this topic myself with the
interviewees, many of them did bring this topic up, and it certainly connects with one of
the major SLA research questions, the issue of the existence of a critical period for
second language acquisition.
And what about your experience...? When was your first experience with English?
[Ans.. very young...3rd grade]... And can you describe that experience?
•

Did you ever [i.e., as a child or in high school] use English for meaningful
communication, to really communicate a message, not just for...practice from
textbooks?

Awareness

Questions about awareness try to get at areas that a learner has thought about in
some depth, but perhaps hasn’t had an opportunity to formulate verbally, either to him-

or herself- or to articulate in communication with others.
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Often the stimultus to

awareness is the recognition of some difference or discrepancy between two elements,
either external (e.g., languages, teachers, methods), or internalized (e.g., experiences,
states or conditions), so this is what I sought to explore in my questions.

•

So recognition of difference provides more confidence...?

•

As a child, did you pay attention at all to foreigners?

•

So it kind of helps them recognize to identify or describe themselves, whereas before
watching the film or thinking about that they just thought they have a problem, but
they couldn’t describe it, analyze it...?

•

Are our teachers well aware of the rest of the world?

•

Is it having to do with something that doesn’t belong to you [i.e., the new language]
that makes you think critically?

•

So recognition of difference provides more confidence...?

•

Observing individual differences in classroom makes you feel...?

•

Do you think that learning English has changed you in some way?

•

What’s your first memory of being alive?

•

And when you talk to yourself, do you know, are you aware if it’s in Czech or in
English?

•

Was there any particular words or phrases or sounds or anything that sticks in your
mind as you were going through these different stages that...Was there anything that
you enjoy hearing yourself say?

•

Do you remeber some details about the struggle to make that transition [between
studying English from books and using it in an all-English classroom communicative
environment]?

•

Were you trying to [translate from English into your native language]?

•

So you made a natural connection between the language and the objects or the
referents?

How far back do you remember?

Caieers/ProfesRion/Subject Area/Discourse Field
The identification of a defined area of academic or professional interest can often
help focus and mobilize a learner’s learning, because it can accelerate motivation,
concretize usage, faciliate social and cultural communication, and build self-esteem and
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confidence.

I therefore sought to discover specific interests within the learners, when

they began and how they evolved, and what meaning they held.

•

How old were you when you defined this ambition to be an economist?

•

Are you still interested in economics?

•

What do you feel you can contribute to your country (society) when you complete
your studies and gain some professional experience?

•

Are you interested in public service?

•

Will you have to change people's attitudes in order to improve the situation in vour
homeland?
3

.

Do you think you can educate people? Do you believe that people are basically
changeable?
7

•

Do you think psychology and communication are very important in this respect?

•

How do you think that people can be convinced on a large scale?

•

You still want to major in communications^

•

How does that connect with interpersonal^ strong desire to communicate., connect
with the professional aspect?
But how do you want to use your expertise that you will gain in your study? What's
the goal of that? How would you use that knowledge?

•

So, you'd like to produce shows...?

Coming to the 1JSA
The aim of questions in this area is to discover the exposure of the learner to the
majority culture and language, both in terms of chronological age and interpersonal
interaction. Learners may differ in the age at which they came into an English-language
cultural environment, the route by which they came, who they were received by, and the
opportunities they had to establish contact with English speakers. Learners who came to
reunite with family members may have been welcomed into an emotionally warm
environment, but may have been influenced in the direction of native-language use
mther than having to accommodate immediately to the new linguistic environment on
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their own. It is interesting to discover what level or combination of needs to be met and
opportunities to be challenged by leads to the most effective SLA. Of course, the
information derived from these questions should then be connected with information in
other categories, in order to develop a truer profile of the individual learners.

It may be

that the multiplicity of variables is so great that a new profile will have to be developed
for each particular learner.

•

When did you arrive in the States?

•

How did you meet the people you are now living with?

•

When did you come here, to the States?

•

How did you make the connection with the people with whom you first stayed in the
States?

•

How did you get to Hungary in the first place?

•

How long have you been here?

•

Did you have some family here when you came?

•

What was your friend doing here?

Comm unicativitv/-Ability
Into this category I have placed primarily the communicative interaction between
teacher and learner, and learner and learner, in the SLA classroom, posing the questions
in terms which aims at getting at how the learners conceive of the roles of the modes of
listening and speaking in the SLA process. Teachers often note that some students seem to
have more proclivity for initiating and maintaining communication through speaking,
while others tend to listen more.

Is this a function of their cultural-educational

background (i.e., some students have had most of their educational experience in
teacher-centered classrooms where they were trained not to initiate conversation)?
Some students may come from cultures which generally privilege speech over silence,
while others may come from those which privilege silence over speech. Some learners
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may have an understanding that the most efficient route to acquisition of the new
language is through initiating and maintaining speech, while others may feel that it’s
most efficient to listen for a considerable period of time before initiating speech.

In

some learners, the emotional level and the conscious awareness level may be at odds with
each other; in other words, a learner may understand that it’s better to speak (or to
listen), but may be affectively unsuited to do so. One theoretical formulation mentions
the existence of a “silent period,” which it considers normal in the early stages of SLA,
yet a learners circumstances may well dictate another route, one requiring an early
initiation of productive speech.

What particular learners think about these factors,

what range of possibilities a population of learners encompasses, and how all these come
together within individual learners are the bridge questions that these interview
questions attempt to raise.

•

What about in terms of the way we communicate in the classroom, between teacher
and student...?

•

Do you think there are different expectations as far as how much or when or how
important it is for the student to talk and for the teacher to talk..? Do you think
that's different among different students, what's right and expected?

•

Do you think that the tendency to imitate is stronger than the tendency to create
something new? (Following my comment: "You don't seem to give much credence to
the belief in the creativity of the younger generation")

•

Some students seem to expect the teacher to do all the talking, and they don't talk.
How do you think those students are planning to become confident in the lanquaqe if
they don't talk?
’
Did you feel that having some kind of ability or capability in math or something was a
help for you in terms of having contact with people and being able to get
communication with people?
Math—did that help create more positive communication with English speakers?
\A/h0ir9 t0 th'S t0p'C 0f Clarity of sPeaking-Where do you think that comes from'?
Why do you think some students are able to speak clearly, and others are not?
But you would discuss in Hungarian with your friends, but use the English [in
classroom and after-class discussion about the technical class subjects]
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Culture
Questions about culture can get at several aspects of awareness in the learners’
minds. Some questions can ask about overt factual knowledge about the learner’s home
culture or the new majority culture (of the USA), but such questions are interesting
only insofar as they relate to the perceptions learners have about culture, their
observations and the meaning they ascribe to what they choose to notice about their
cultural environment.

Questions about culture allow learners to reveal their exposure

to cultural and linguistic diversity, and, what is more important, the nature of their
awareness and of their attention to it. Questions about the current majority culture can
also reveal the sense learners have about interacting with their present human
environment.

Future-oriented questions can bring learners to speculate on their future

development.

•

Describe the ethnic backgrounds of the people you lived with, and in your general
area.

•

Could you communicate linguistically with the people of different ethnic groups in
your area?

•

How do you know this history of your country that you describe? Do you study it in
school? How do you know it, because this was before you were born?

•

How do you view the United States? In an optimistic way? As helpful?

•

How do explain that kind of behavior (power-grabbing and cruelty among the natives
of his country)?

•

Do you see yourself ever becoming like that?

•

Do you think that some peoples are more susceptible to that kind of behavior than
others?

•

Were any of your classmates potentially capable of that sort of behavior?

•

Do you think colonialism played a role in forming such behavior?

•

Is there some basic difference in the way people in the US and in Africa think or
behave?

•

When you go home, will people treat you differently because of your new fluency in
English?
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•

Where else have you visited or traveled?
Did (do) you pay attention to other things in Africa? Through the news?
What about personal contacts? Do you have contacts with other Africans?
How would you characterize Africa?

Is it a continent of many differences?

What role does culture play (for you) in learning English?
Did you grow up in cosmopolitan surroundings? Did you have people from manv
cultures, countries around you, speaking different languages?
Do you think you’re more a country girl or a city girl?
Are the people from Salamanca...mostly have been there for many centuries or do you
have people coming from other areas of Spain?
Did you feel socially more safe, more protected in Spain, more comfortable?
Did you live that kind of lifestyle... is the pace more frenetic?
Who are your best friends? How did you first get to know them? What kinds of
things did you do together? Where were you...Did you feel closer to girls than to boys
or did you have a mixed group? So you didn’t really have a kind of a close group tha^
included boys and girls?
y
p
When did you take your first trip abroad, out of Spain?
So did you start to form any kind of prejudices or either liking or disliking as far as
cultures or people? Did you connect, say, your feeling about the sound of the
language with the people themselves...?
What is culture shock to you? Are those feelings different from ones you had when
you were in Spain?

SLA Classroom

Questions about SLA classrooms can explore how learners feel in classrooms, how
the, understand, interpret, and react to the learning activities and instructional
approach, and how they perceive their classmates. In addition, such question investigate
"hat learners feel the role of classroom SLA learning to be in relation to real-world,
non-classroom SLA learning, and how they view their own level of proactivity.

Also,

such questions can reveal other, idiosyncratic factors which the learner has noticed and
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which possibly connect with information on other topics from the same interviewee, or
with similar or other information from other interviewees.

•

What were the most memorable activities we did in our ESL class?

•

What do you remember from my class?

•

What have been the high and low points of your experience in class this year....?

•

Was this the first time you have been in class with people from different
continents...? What was your reaction or impression? What did you think about
them?

•

Why do you say they didn't respect the class? (Do you think all the students display
equal respect for the class, the teacher, and the classmates, or are their varying
levels of respect?)

•

What do you remember (most) about our class?

•

What has been the difference (if any) between various ESL classes you have taken
(either at this institution or at others)?

•

How do you feel in the ESL classroom? What are your impressions through your
observations?

•

What were your first impressions of your classmates when you first began our
class?

•

What was the main thing you got from the ESL classes here at the college?

•

You mean, the realization that you have the same [problems as the other students]
helped you?

•

How would you describe my class, or your experience in my class? Tell me about...
What was the most important thing you got from my class?

•

What was the most important thing you got from my class?

Identity
Questions about identity can reveal how a person changes over time in relation to
him- or herself alone. Such questions can also get at an individual’s feelings vis a vis a
variety of circumstances, events, and relationships. Questions about identity can reveal
deep emotional stances such as confusion or clarity, self-confidence or lack of self-
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confidence, identification with or alienation from particular cultural environments.
Responses to these questions can be examined in relation to responses to other questions.

•

What were you like before English came into your life? Who were you? What were
you as a person? Can you describe yourself?

•

What is the relationship between your working experience and your college
experience?

•

What were you like before you came to the US and became involved in English?

•

How do you feel when you speak French?

•

Is that why you want to go back to English now?

•

You mentioned your father talking to you and opening your mind, and I asked you if
you think that the early influence is very important?

•

What made your father open to teach you this way?

•

Did your father relate in the same way to all the children in your family?

•

Did he have some special connection to some of you, or were there some special
circumstances that enabled you and he to connect, such as your age?

•

Do you find yourself confused sometimes about your relationship with the (former)
colonial power?
’

•

Do you think some of the drive to express power (which you've described as being
endemic among your country people) comes from a feeling of impotence or
powerlessness? Is a way for individual to compensate for this?
Could such people feel a sense of bad conscience for having accepted a qift from their
former masters?
Could such people have a split identity, or two identities, one of which reallv isn't
their own, in a way?

•

Are the early influences on a child very important?

•

Can you describe to me your early memories as a child?

•

Did you have a large family?
What about the role of personality-about the way people are raised?

•

Are you afraid of getting into trouble?
Did it scare you that you had to learn Hungarian?
What are your dreams for the future?
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•

How old were you when you first had contact with English?

•

Where did you grow up?

•

Who was in your family?

•

Have the people from your home town been there for many centuries, or have people
been immigrating there from other parts of your country?

•

Do you have students in your home town? Do you have a (famous) university?

The Interview Process
Questions about the interview process can reveal participants feelings about an
experience which they probably have never experienced before, and most probably not
in a foreign language, especially English.

I did not venture into very technical questions

in this area, but limited myself primarily to these types of questions: (1) how the
interviewee felt about the interview process, (2) what questions the interviewee would
suggest be asked in future or current interviews, and (3) in a couple of cases, how the
interview data could be interpreted and analyzed.

•

Did you enjoy the interview?

•

How was the interview today?

•

Have you found it surprising that we have already spent about 3-4 hours conversing
freely in English?

influence of LI Structure on L2 Learning
Some questions were asked to elicit from learners their sense of how their own
proficiency in their own native language affected their ability to acquire another
language, in this case English. Jasmina noted that the similarities between German and
English were a help, while Sophie noted that minute differences between the closely
related French and English hindered her acquisition of English and causing her confusion.
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Other learners revealed information about early exposure to dialects or third languages,
but mostly without drawing explicit connections to the acquisition of English.
•

What’s your feeling about your native language?

•

Looking at your own learning of English, how important do you think fisl beina
exposed to other languages like French...?
Do you think that [your previous experience with other languages] has helped you or
not in terms of learning English, say, compared with somebody else from [your
hometown] who never studied another language?
Or let me say, how has it affected you, not assuming it helped or didn’t help
made a difference with English? How?

Has it

L2 Learning
Questions about SLA investigated learners’ understandings of the process of SLA.
A foundational question asked simply about the difficulty of SLA, in one case drawing a
surprising response (i.e„ she viewed it as a natural process and was surprised that
anyone had even done research on it). Other questions asked learners to identify their
greatest achievement or frustration, the strategies they used, how they understood the
learning process to occur (i.e„ continuously or in stages), how learners deal with the
varying and sometimes conflicting attentional and participative demands of the various
communicate modes (e.g„ speaking, listening, reading, writing), and the nature of the
relationship of thinking and communicative expression in terms of native and second
languages.

*

whthdilCUM°r, a.S'U?ent t0 'eam ESL? Why or why not? What ar® the factors
hich contribute to the ease or difficulty of this enterprise?

•

Is (the field of/the subject of) ESL difficult to understand?
What has been your greatest achievement so far in learning English?
Is grammar important in learning a new language? Why?
does learning happed?)8 C°n,inU°USly or in c'uantum leaPs'
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In which way(s)?
both ways? (i.e„ How

How did people who are balanced in their [receptive and productive language
abilities]... come to that point, and how did it happen that some people seem to be
pretty balanced, and others not?
Do you learn more through your ears or your eyes, in other words, through
reading...?
What has been the most difficult things for you, in learning English?
What was your first contact with English?
What do you do when you “concentrate on grammar”? What does it mean for you?
So you’re not satisfied with your English right now?
You think there s an innate ability...some people are better...? What makes you say
that...
What’s your evidence that some people are better than others?
So you say that there are differences in ability, but also seem to say the
circumstances are different...
So what are the steps to learn a new language?
Do you think the process is different [i.e., from learning a first language] in
learning a second language, that you have gone through...?
Now, do you think that learners, such as yourself, understand something about the
process of learning a language that the teachers don’t know?
So, you used, you relied on translation a lot?
But do you think this [i.e., using English only] is a mistake, do you think that
actually we should try to bring in the native language more, or make more use of
translation, and things like that...?
So your first experience with another language was kind of light?...it was not heavy
or tragic?
What do you think of your English now?
What have been the best moments for you in terms of your own English?
How do you feel right now in terms of your English?
What are the characteristics of a good ESL learner?
Do you think you have special ability in language?
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Language
Questions about language try to get at a learner’s understanding of language as a
system, and can also include the sense a learner has of his or her relationship to the
language system as such. These questions differ a little from the questions placed under
the SLA’ category. They include such questions as how a learner feels about his or her
current language ability in English (or in a native language, for that matter), how a
learner uses native and second language in daily life, what a learner expects his or her
future relationship to the new language to be. how the learner views the role of language
with respect to other areas such as culture, education, family, life, etc., what emotional
associations the learner makes with the new language, how the learner perceives other
learners view language, and what exposure a learner has or has had to other languages.
How do you feel about your English now (that you have moved on from this college?
•

How's your English now, in your daily college life, in school?

•

Is English kind of a burden?

•

Do you speak English with them?
Did your father speak French to you as a child?

•

Do you know any other languages? Did you learn any other languages at home?
Whats the difference between speaking and writing?
What role will English play if your future dreams are realized?
Do you see language as a step to something else?
Can you imitate foreigners (such as Americans) speaking your native language?
Do you associate English with hope and optimism?
Couid English lead you into a broader world, a lighter world?
Are there some students who don’t like English, emotionally?
Hows your English doing?
So you speak "MacDonald's" English?
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•

You seem to have picked up some new words... "energetic," "enthusiast,"
"introspect," "compensate" ... How come you remember them now?

•

Did you use English at all in Hungary?

•

At that time, which languages did you have knowledge of?

•

Did you have any exposure to any other languages, European languages?

Literacy
Questions about literacy attempt to get at the writing habits, the frequency, the
persistence, the background, the native language literacy, the literary and other
information-gathering interests and activities, the mechanisms, procedures, and
processes, and the potential and perceived relationship of reading and writing with
speaking and listening in the new language? What is the relationship between literacy
level and oral communication acquisition in a new language. How does native language
literacy level and what role does literacy transfer play in SLA?

•

How's your writing in your native language?

•

Do you like to write?

•

Have your feelings toward writing ever changed? How and why?

•

Do you have a diary? Do you write a diary?

•

Did your father have a lot of books around the house?

•

What was your father's work?

•

Can you describe the physical environment where your father works at home? Does
he have a computer? Does he write reports? Does he have meetings? What's his
working life like?

•

Does he use a typewriter or a pencil?

•

Does he use a lot of books for reference?

•

Does he have a separate room... a study room?

•

When you see him writing on paper, does he have a lot of books open near him?
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•

In what language are his books?

•

Did your father study in France?

•

Do you like to read in Czech?

•

Did you develop some skills in written language? Did you write essays?

Instruction (Methodology^
Questions about instructional activities and methods attempt to explore how a
learner perceives, understands, and responds to instructions activities and
methodologies. Such questions will enable an interviewee to express thoughts, feelings,
and ideas which may not have found an appropriate venue in the classroom or even in
informal teacher-student conversations outside of class. Such questions also attempt to
get at how a learner perceives interpersonal dynamics and the general learning
atmosphere in the classroom, and how he or she connects it with the intentions of the
instructor and the expectation of the learners, both him- or herself, and classmates.
This area can also explore how the learner perceives SLA learning achievements and/or
frustrations to be contextualized within the SLA instructional process.

•

What are the students’ expectations of the teacher in an ESL class?

•

Do you think if the teacher puts the listeners and the talkers together, do you think
he listeners will start talking and the talkers will start listening, or do you think
iney will continue the same way and both will become frustrated?
Do students from different backgrounds have similar or different expectations?
student50?1°f ^ W3V W6 communicate in classroom, between teacher and
Do you think teachers need to help such students “fall down” quicker so that the
students can learn independently more quickly?
Do teachers need to give the students an opportunity to fail, as well as to succeed?

,about

watcwTnd.hl n'PS th.lm ,reC°9"ize ,0 identifV or describe themselves, whereas before
thevcnniHn> H
or'hlnkln9
,hat they iusl 'bought they have a problem, but

iney couldn t describe it, analyze...
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•

How would you teach an ESL class with students who come from many countries as
this one does and who have many different personalities and learning styles and
backgrounds?

•

So you think it s important to have a teacher with grammar before [speaking for
meaningful communication]...?

•

What about in terms of teaching in terms of teachers, and method the teachers
use...Do you ever discuss that with your classmates?

Motivation
This category seeks to get at the idiosyncratic reasons, expressions, and possibly
experiences which have led or driven learners to pursue the acquisition of a second
language. Unlike the constructed definitions which were set by the early psychological
research agenda, these questions aim at probing the personal understandings and
attributions learners lend to their motivational drives.

•

Do you want to speak English the same way you speak Korean?

•

What were you planning to study? Did you have any plan?

•

Have you always wanted to study "X" (economics)?

•

The result of the perception is not the same as the motivation...?

•

So motivation is important in learning languages?

•

I mean, when you talked about how some languages are [difficult to learn depending
on one’s native language]... Do you think that that could be overcome through
motivation?

Others Learning from Ynn
These questions aim at provoking the learner to view him- or herself not so
much as a learner, but more as a teacher, a role which may be new for them to think of
themselves in.
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Perceptions of Other Learners
These questions aim to get at an area which is not so often brought up explicitly
in classes, but may be very actual in the consciousness of second-language learners.
This is the impressions that learners have of other learners, how they interpret the
responses, actions, and abilities of other learners, and how learners interpret their own
abilities and responses in comparison with those of their classmates or other learners.
These comparisons may involve ESL students comparing themselves with non-ESL
students, the attitudes of students toward particular modes of communication (i.e.,
speaking, listening, reading, writing), and toward use of the native language (both
internally and in oral communication with others). The questions could also involve
speculation on the part of the interviewees about how other learners interpret the SLA
process and its various components.
•

?° L0U1th,nk !t>s [being more of a listener than a speaker] some kind of a mistake in
the thinking of the students? We want to develop a harmony between the different
parts of language.

•

Are some people better at learning languages than others? Who? Why?

•

Do students from different backgrounds have similar or different expectations?
Do you find that American students have the same kinds of problems as ESL students
in studying, or is there some difference?

•

Are there some students who don’t like English, emotionally?

•

What is the greatest misunderstanding Americans have about international students
in our college?
What should we know or understand about international students?
When you do have a communication problem with a customer, do you feel any
different if it’s an American native speaker, as compared to a non-native speaker?
!°u h!!Ve
dlfferent feelin9 towards them. And what about their reaction? Have vou
noticed a difference in the reactions?
y
So, do you think maybe the people who are more negative are people who are
monolingual and who don’t have much experience with [non-native speakers]?
Did you notice the effect [of frustration with the teacher’s approach] on other
students? Did you notice some of your classmates who internalized... that blame,
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blame themselves... Did you even discuss that or talk about those feelings among
yourselves?
•

Were you one of the few who had that attitude? Were you in the minority? What
about the others who had negative feelings? How many of them, do you think, ended
up speaking English, from the group of forty?

•

And those who went abroad, could you recognize even in that class...Did they have a
different attitude, kind of stronger attitude? Did they blame the teacher rather than
themselves?

•

What do you think the greatest mistake of people who are NOT successful in learning
languages?

Personality
This is a category which gets at the essence of an individual, especially outside
the context of SLA. Questions could seek to investigate experiences, feelings, moods, and
psychological tendencies of interviewees before they ever came into contact or began the
SLA process. Other questions could explore the current state of mind, feelings,
activities, likes and dislikes of learners.

Subsequent analysis could attempt to

contextualize the responses of a learner with responses in other topical categories from
the same learner, thereby establishing a more coherent profile for that individual
learner, or could compare and correlate responses with ones by other learners in the
same topical category, thereby expanding and describing the research landscape for this
category.

•

How are you feeling today?

•

Is your mind quite involved in the present, or do you find yourself homesick and
daydreaming?

•

What are the things you are nostalgic for?

•

What are your fondest memories from your childhood...your warmest memories, the
things that you remember most about your earlier years?

•

What kind of food was your favorite?

•

Can you tell me more about how you’re creative, or you’re “weird”...?
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•

What were you like before English came into your life? Who were you?
you as a person? Can you describe yourself?

What were

Political Aspects
Questions in this category aim to explore the understandings learners have of the
broader social, political, economic, and cultural context(s) within which the SLA
process often takes place. This may begin with how they understand the role of a foreign
language, within their own homeland environments which, in the case of a dominant
world language such as English, may be associated with social, political, economic, and
cultural prestige and power.

Similarly, while living abroad (in this case in the USA),

L2 learners might have encountered circumstances which have caused them to become
aware of social, political, economic, and/or cultural factors which may impact upon the
SLA experience (an impact which, incidentally, the learners may or may not be aware
of, or make explicit connections to; this would require further questioning to explore).
Such factors might be the communicative isolation, or the elevation (in terms of
prestige) or economic oppression a particular cultural community experiences, or
other aspects which potentially impact the nature of the opportunities for
communicating in the majority language, which of course can have an effect on SLA.

•

Would you say there's racism in Africa?

•

Is there ethnic discrimination... judging people by what they are born as...? ...
tribalism?

•

Do you think ethnic discrimination and racism exist in America, as compared with
Africa?

•

What is the motivation of the (former) colonial powers to give aid (scholarships) to
your country?
How do the people in your country who accept the aid (scholarships) from the
former colonial power feel about it?
If you had the opportunity, would you try to establish English-language education in
your country on a large scale?
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•

You said one of the weak points of Africa is the drive to power... What would you say
is the positive aspect?

•

Do you think that deeper social interaction with members of the English-speaking
community in the US is a function more of the economic life, or of the cultural life?

Questioning
Questions about questions can get at the linguistic understanding of learners at
the interface between thinking, language, face-to-face verbal and nonverbal interaction,
and informational topic.

Since questions serve as the inevitable bridge between the

thinking of the interviewer and of the interviewee, it is vital that some attempt be made
to understand how and what an interlocutor understands by a question. The accurate
mutual understanding of questions is crucial even among members of the same linguistic
and cultural group.

However, there is also huge potential for misunderstanding, as

language rarely achieves as complete an articulation of thought as might be desired even
within a single individual as a bridge between thought and social communication. This is
multiplied many times when the communication occurs between a native speaker and a
non-native speaker, and even more so when the topic is in the process of being explored,
and interlocutors are feeling one another out, unsure about what or how each
understands about the knowledge of the other.

•

What kind of questions, if you were doing this kind of research—which is
interviewing people who are learning—what kind of questions would you ask them?

•

Well... are there any questions off the top of your head that strike you as interesting?

Reading
Questions about reading emerge from a presumption that there may be some
relationship between a language learner’s literacy level and their acquisition of various
elements of a new language, including non-written modes of speech such as listening and
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speaking.

It should be noted that this relationship is not necessarily a positive one in the

sense of greater literacy being associated with higher effectiveness in acquiring
elements and other modes of a second language. It is possible that in some cases the very
degree of literacy might negatively influence general SLA, as high literacy may
undermine the confidence of a learner to initiate oral communication with native
speaking interlocutors, while low literacy may actually decrease such inhibitions.
high

Yet,

native language literacy, in correlation with particularly linguistically propitious

combinations of native and second languages, may enhance the acquisition of some aspects
of SLA.

Knowledge of Chinese writing will undoubtedly help in the acquisition of the

Chinese-derived characters in the Japanese alphabet, and vice versa, yet knowledge of
rrench may actually inhibit the acquisition of English, especially if the English
acquisition is orally driven or closely associated with oral realization, because the
sound-symbol correspondences in French are different than those in English, despite
their largely common lexical base.

Once again, the key is to explore the individual

understandings and experiences learners have. Parenthetically, it would be interesting
to also ask questions about “grammar,” because I have begun noticing that what learners
mean by “grammar” and what teachers or researchers mean may not be exactly the
same. In fact, it would be quite instructive to take a single term such as “grammar,” and
demonstrate how this term is interpreted, defined, and understood quite differently by
various individuals. This could perhaps be a practical example of how voice changes, or
polyphony.

You said that grammar is required for reading, but not for speaking.
your opinion. Why do you think so?

Please explain

Research
This area was one which I did not consider to be a central focus of my questioning,
although I did bring it up intermittently with some of the interviewees.
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In fact, in

retrospect, it seems that the topic came up more naturally with some interviewees than
others. I'm not certain why this appears to be so.

I can recall that with Deborah there

was so much to talk about (and listen to), that it didn’t seem viable to bring it up.

I

recall bringing it up with Amalia, when I showed her my Master’s thesis for some
reason, and her interest was drawn to the title, which we spent some time on. I believe I
might have asked her how she understood its meaning. Her response might have given me
an initial impetus to regard some of the interviewees thoughts about the research
process, and probably my own research in particular, as potentially interesting. I
believe I began asking deeper and wider ranging questions as the interviews progressed.
One of the interesting aspects of bringing this up with learners is to reverse the
conventional relationship between researcher and subject, as a way of opening up new
mental and emotional territory to exploration.

Another initial purpose for questioning

learners about this was to ask for their input about interesting questions to ask them or
future interviewees, because I was worried that I was leaving out exploring some areas
that could be fruitful but which I had overlooked or blocked out. I did this out of a
dialogic awareness that I was limited by my own mindset, despite or because of my fairly
extensive knowledge in this area. In other words, because my knowledge was linked to my
voice, I wanted to hear about that topic through another (and another’s) voice. This
demonstrates how vital voice is, as a link not only between individuals, but also within
individuals. Sometimes the linkage across individuals can evoke, or provoke, a new
voice within oneself. Thus, polyphony can leap across individuals to return to its source
in a different key.
In later interviews, when I was more involved with the writing of the
dissertation, in its analytical stages, after I had transcribed a number of interviews and
had reviewed much of the literature, and had begun being faced with the problem of how
to connect the interview data and the literature review, not to mention finding my own
voice as a researcher throughout all these “thickets,” and “bramble,” I turned,
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somewhat in desperation, to a learner, Joanna, asking her how she thought I could deal
with all this research problem. To my amazement, Joanna understood the research
issues very acutely and perceptively, and comprehensively, yet sympathetically, in
ways which I had struggled to articulate to my own colleagues.

Some initial critical

skepticism which I had encountered when I had first outlined it my project had
challenged me to justify its implementation in the context of the existing research
approaches in the field, as well as to overcome the temptation to succumb to
discouragement and select a more conventional approach. Yet here was a learner’s voice
who bore in it the authority of her own experience as a learner, adding to it now the
additional experience as a research subject, who was able to grasp, without knowing the
research literature per se, the essential problem of this research, namely, how to
emerge with some consistent and valid truths from the primary and secondary
investigations I was undertaking.

Her response really strengthened my own will to

continue the project, and appeared at a crucial juncture.

•

What can the field of ESL (teachers, researchers, other learners) learn from
students such as yourself?

•

What are the research questions which need to be addressed in the field of ESL
learning and teaching?
What does the title of my thesis (i.e. "Learning How to Teach How to Learn ESL(deflections from Experience, Practice, and Theory") mean to you?

•

What other areas would be interesting to explore in our conversation now about
teaching and learning English, or living in an English-speaking country? What
would be interesting for other people to research?

Schooling

This area of questioning seeks to get at how learners conceive of education as it
occurs within institutional settings, not only as pure learning.

Because educational

institutions bear their own internal cultures, with their own behavioral rationales,
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punishment-reward systems, underlying values and assumptions, and educational and
often socializing mission, it is important to understand how learners have responded to
what such an environment proffers, both explicitly in terms of instruction, and
culturally in terms of the social atmosphere.

Questions in this area sought to explore

the experiences of the learners as students, including the type and nature of the
institutions and courses they have been enrolled in, especially in terms of language
instruction and exposure to or membership in communicative subgroups (i.e., such as
international students, non-native speaking students, etc.) within the institutional
culture. They also include inquiries about the student’s vocational or academic areas of
interest or ambition, about the student’s awareness of or reactions to transitional
changes (e.g., such as from home country schooling to schooling in the new country)
which the student may have experienced.

•

What do you think about our college?

•

How does [the 2-year] college compare with the [4-year] college you are now in?

•

What's the best thing about this college?

•

What's the worst thing about this college?

•

What year are you in as a student in your college?

•

Do you find the tuition expensive?

•

How does the issue of receiving (or not) college graduation credit for ESL courses
affect you?

•

Have you found any teachers who are working as doormen or waitresses? (Are the
social prestige and station of teachers in the US different than those in your
homeland?)

•

Do you think we need to have more ESL classes in a college such as ours?

•

What do you think of the regular subject classes?
ways for ESL students?

Should they be taught in different

Do you think we should mix ESL and native-English-speaking students in the same
(ESL) classes?
Would you like to see a course on linguistics offered at this college?
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•

Describe your schooling.
What was the first course you took in the US?
Did your international classmate influence you to enter the nursing program?
Let's think a little bit about learning in school and learning in society, as far as
language. Can you tell me a little bit about what role each of them has played for

Where did your first learning in English occur, in school or outside of school? Can
you tell me what that was like?
'

Self as Learner
Questions in this category represent a focused confluence between the two
broader categories of “personality" and “the SLA process.”

It is wider than learning in

only the SLA sense, but more limiting than the broader sense of “personality.”

Questions in this group really explore the interviewee’s concept of him- or herself as a
learner, in ways which transcend the technical aspects of SLA process or SLA which
considers language as a system, such as whether a learner regards learning in general
from an egotistic or an altruistic perspective in terms of attention (i.e„ question #1),
or whether a learner’s identity undergoes “personality territoriality shift” (i.e., #2),
or how a learner’s achievement impacts on the personal sense of image (#3), or what a
learner identifies as learning (#4), or how a learner conceptualizes and perceives
learning as a short-term, temporally bound process within a longer-term potentially or
teleologically (i.e., the goals of learning) process (#5), or how the very learning
process is conceptualized in its general (#6) and specific (#7) realization.
1.

Are you more concerned about your own self or you are more concerned with the
impression you make on the other people?

2- Is the Sarah speaking English and the Sarah speaking Korean the same person?
So it is quite an achievement. You feel kind of proud in a way of yourself?
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4. What's the biggest jump you made in your English? Was there some time when you
just improved suddenly?
5. How much percentage of English have you completed? In another word, let's say, in
your life time you will come to this point in English language learning, and you
started from zero, where are you now?
6. Does learning take place continuously or in quantum leaps?
7. What have been the high and low points of your experience...?
8. What was your greatest mistake, as far as the way you went about learning?

Strategies
Questions in this category involve those processes, activities, and responses
which are subject to conscious control or, at the very least, conscious awareness, by the
learner. These can include an awareness of (dis)harmony within a learner among the
various receptive and productive oral and literate modes of communication
(speaking/listening, reading/writing), as well as extremely open-ended questions about
optimizing learning.

•

How did people who are balanced in their...come to the point, and how did it happen
that some people seem to be pretty balanced, and others not?

•

Did you find, from your experience, that speaking actually helps your listening?

•

What's the best way to learn English?

Teachers

This category of question seeks to explore how a learner ventures to understand
the process of SLA instruction from the perspective of the instructor, which in itself
harbors a deeper question about how the learner conceives of the potential
teachability” of SLA, in terms of the role of the teacher and learner—whether and how
't is pre-defined or open to ongoing exploratory definition, requesting that the learner
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evaluate a classroom teacher in general, impressionistic and intuitive terms, over the
length of the course. A philosophically oriented question sought to get at how learners
conceived of good teaching

Had they ever thoughtfully considered it...? Did they have an

image or expectation of what good teaching is or could be...?— A humanistically grounded
question inquired about the nature of the teacher-learner relationship, and how the
learner conceived of that could be gained by a learner from such a relationship, and
therefore, of what a teacher could give a learner; such knowledge on the part of the
interviewee could come either from a previous experience, or from imagination about
what such an experience could be, or even through hearing or observing such a
relationship from other learners. Another question explored how learners perceived ESL
teachers in particular, in comparison with teachers in other subjects, and in the context
of

the learners own needs and sense of what SLA teaching is capable of offering. A

comparative question requested students to describe and evaluate teachers in the US with
teachers in their own countries, or in other countries they had studied in. Another
question asked interviewees to comment indirectly on the influence of US teachers on US
students, based on their interactions and observations of their American classmates.

•

!lLdiffiCU!t!°r. a teacher t0 teach ESL? WhV or whV not? What are the factors
which contribute to the ease or difficulty of this enterprise?

•

How was the teacher in that class?

•

What is the most important thing a teacher can give to an ESL student?

•

Do you have any suggestions as to how a teacher could affect or positively influence
ose people who seem to be extreme listeners or extreme talkers to be more
languageV0 ^

S 3 balance between the production and the reception of a new

What characterizes a good teacher (good teaching)?
Do you have any suggestions for me the next time I teach this class?
What is the most important thing a teacher can give to an ESL student?
What are the students' expectations of the teacher in an ESL class?
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•

Do you have any suggestions as to how a teacher could affect or positively influence
those people who seem to be extreme listeners or extreme talkers to be more
moderate so that there's a balance between the production and the reception (intake)
of language?

•

What do you think of the teachers at this college?

•

What do you mean by "dumb"? What is a "dumb" professor?

•

How do your teachers here compare with your teachers in homeland?

.

Are we doing a good job in teaching American students about the rest of the world?

•

Do you think ESL teachers are doing a good job?

•

Who was the teacher? What made him strange? What was strange about him? What
was the method? How did... how did he expect you to... And actually, what was the
result?

•

What do you think the teachers were trying to accomplish? What do you think about
the teachers?

•

Do you think that was a different approach from the one, your teacher, the strange
guy in [your hometown]...?

•

Did you form an opinion about the teacher as far as being lazy or hard-working or
have a different reason or goal, or...

•

What do you think is the most important thing a teacher can give a student of a
language, of a second language?

•

What do you think the hardest thing about teaching ESL is?

•

What makes a good ESL teacher? What are the characteristics of a good ESL teacher?

•

Do you think its important for a teacher to have some kind of social contact...? Have
you felt ever in this country that there are teachers who do not want to know students
very well or who do not want to?
Have you ever met students who seem to have different ideas about what they need
from teachers?

•

So do you think that one of the things...that one of the challenges for teaching
multicultural classes is dealing with the backgrounds that people have?
Okay. And you want to be an ESL teacher yourself...not an ESL teacher...but you were
thinking of...teaching. What motivates you going into teaching?

•

What about teachers? DO you think teachers are important?

•

what separates a good teacher from a bad teacher?

•

What do you look for in a teacher in terms of language learning?
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
General Discussion and Thumbnail Sketches
General Data Treatment and Analysis
The presentation, discussion, and analysis of the data can be facilitated by a dual
approach:

first, a “thumbnail sketch” profile introducing each interviewee will reveal

a generally consistent articulation of thoughts and feelings; second, these articulated
verbalization are contextualized into broadly discernible categories which emerge from
the various individual interviewees.

Motivation and Self-Direction. How does the learner construe his or her own
I

i

i

conscious ability to affect the SLA process? How does the learner view him- or herself
i

as a learner and as to the purpose of learning a second language? What is the role of
language learning in the learner’s life?

Power. The social, political, cultural, and economic background context within
which learning English began in the interviewee’s home country is significant. How does
the learner construe the society within which language learning takes place? What are
the factors in the home culture vis a vis the learning of foreign languages in general, and
perhaps English in particular, which influenced this learner’s approach to SLA.

How

was English viewed in the social, political, cultural, and institutional context in the
learner’s home country?

Personality. How does the learner construe the fixed—the unconscious—
personality factors which impact upon the learner’s SLA experience? What is the
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learner’s personality, especially in aspects which influence language learning, such as
the proclivity for social and communicative risk-taking, extroversion, capacity for
acculturating to the majority culture?

The SLA Process. How does the learner construe the SLA process? What are the
learner’s beliefs about the language learning process? How does the learner conceive of
the process, and what role does the learner think the various factors mentioned
above-motivation, personality, social/cultural/political/institutional factors, and
perhaps also strategies, play vis a vis the SLA process? Along with my interpretation of
each learner based on my knowledge of them as my students and their explicitly verbally
articulated thoughts from the interviews, I present both a summary of the gist of their
verbal data, and a direct citation selected to exemplify the gist of their meaning.

Interpretation.

This is where, I believe, an individual’s personality manifests

itself and transcends cultural and experiential influences. When it comes right down to
it, individuals differ from one another in ways which cannot be analyzed according to
group-defined norms.

Self-perception.

This consists of more than self-esteem: it involves culturally

influenced, structurally defined concepts such as politeness and formality.

Learners in

an EFL classroom in their native cultures often bring with them their own culturally
influenced concepts which influence the way they perceive themselves vis a vis their
classmates from other cultures.
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Data results can be affected both by the selection of the method of treatment and
the means of organization and representation. Various presentations can enrich access to
the resources collected, while choice of data treatment (such as the elaboration of an
analytical framework) can subvert or facilitate the full potential of the data to reveal its
deepest meanings.
The specificity of the representations can affect the perspective of the data. For
example, the degree of transcriptional detail may involve the degree to which thought
processes are reflected linguistically by hesitations, fillers, repetition, and
collaborative interaction with the interlocutor.

The interview itself may be reproduced

to varying degrees of integrity, ranging through the presentation of an excerpt to
illustrate a particular point, of a larger section to illustrate the development of the
thinking, and of the entire interview in order to illustrate the progressive development
of topics and their relationships to previous conversational segments. The interviews
contain varying analytical possibilities extracted from segments which inherently
assume a linkage between the thinking and the linguistic expression of the interviewee.

Approaches Used to Treat the Verbal Data
In order to best accommodate these various considerations, respect the raw data
as much as possible, and not reduce it arbitrarily through formatting which might
obscure some of its potential for illuminating the phenomena under investigation, the
data has been presented and treated in various ways. First, each interviewee appears in
a thumbnail sketch comprised of pertinent personal, experiential, educational, cultural
and linguistic characteristics; a key element, a "nugget" which can reveal a particularly
insightful contribution to a more nuanced and profound understanding of how human
beings experience and interpret the SLA experience; and an illustrative excerpt of the
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interviewee's verbal expression which synthesizes and embodies the given insight and
interpretation.

The thumbnail profiles sketch how each particular mix of personality,

beliefs about and approaches to learning ESL, situational life circumstances, and
educational experiences could lead to the successful linguistic achievement evident in the
ability to participate collaboratively in the interviews.

I have cited several instances of

interesting language learners from the historical literature (Ricci, Burton and
Schliemann) and from the research literature.

These treatments originate in the

learner himself, in the perspective of the dominant culture as an idealized image (Sir
Richard Burton; cf. Howe, 1990), in a combination of self-promotion, perhaps in
collusion with and fostered by the ideals of the dominant culture (Schliemann; cf. Jahn,
1979), in the perspective of a researcher’s voice (Tsimpli and Smith, 1989), or in the
point of view of a researcher self-reporting and speculating on a particular personal
experience (Krashen’s [1983] “Din” phenomenon).

The voices of the second-language

learners themselves, intermingled with my own research voice, which seeks to
organize, explicate, summarize, compare, contrast, highlight, and contextualize the
verbal articulations of the interviewees, thus appear within this broader and deeper
background of the idiosyncratic learning accounts of individuals and the attempts at
systematic explanation by SLA researchers.
A few examples from my own interviewees illustrate this approach to treating
the data.

Thumbnail profile sketches of the interviewees reveal for each a particular

mix of personality, environmental circumstances, and educational experiences.

Emil is

a self-directed, socially-engaged politically and economically aware patriot, who views
language as the key to informing and educating his nation's people, so that they can work
together intelligently to improve their economic and political circumstances.
a 'transactionally" oriented personality seeking a meaningful pedagogy which
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Amalia is

incorporates a transactional mindset. She seeks successful acquisition of language in
concert with her desire to learn about and succeed in life.

Sarah is a self-motivated

learner who seeks to transcend the limiting social isolation of the homogeneity of her
native Korean culture.

She also seeks to emerge from stereotypic impressions.

Each

successful learner's path to acquiring a second language is idiosyncratically perceived,
constructed, and narrated.

Without a more profound understanding of each individual

learner's path to SLA, instructional efficiency and validity can be compromised by the
compellingly powerful, unique interpretational processes of each learner.
In these remarks, expressed in in-depth, phenomenological interviews, second
language learners reveal their central life issues in ways which transcend the artificial
dichotomy between individual and sociocultural context. The meanings which the
learners create are those which indicate the unique way they interpret the relationship
between their own personality and the circumstances of their lives.

This revealed

meaning assumes importance for the learners themselves and for their teachers; the
resulting awareness can facilitate and provide insight into the processes of second
language acquisition.
Second, the raw interview data has been treated systematically through my own
reading of the transcript, identifying critical points in the interviewees' running verbal
expression, and presenting descriptive summations of these key points in the form of
third-person commentary interspersed throughout the conversational transcript.

These

comments were then separated from the verbal transcript of the conversation and placed
together, maintaining the integrity of each individual interview subject. The summative
commentary was assembled for the entire group of interviewees. As the process of
reading and re-reading the transcripts, writing the summative comments, and
assembling them into an amalgam of all the comments continued, associations,
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repetitions, and contrasts began to emerge in a way which enabled the creation of a
superordinate descriptive category.

Interview subjects who spoke either about their

personal sense of confidence or their lack of it with respect to using language socially
could have segments of their verbal expression serve to illustrate contrastive aspects of
a "language learning personal confidence" factor, and so forth. The results of this
segment of the data treatment and analysis are a compendium of emergent themes culled
from the patterns, associations, and contrasts discovered within the verbal data. These
emergent themes are represented in the categorical descriptors, along with their
illustrative verbal segments.
This research has yielded, among other potential results, the elaboration of an
analytical framework for verbal data accessed from ESL students in dialogic interview
and other less-structured formats (such as classroom dialogue and informal
conversation), and provides new ways for instructors to view their learners and the
second language acquisition process. These vignettes of learners reveal a wide range of
awareness, experience, and achievement in terms of approach to social language
learning.

Building on the early work of Schumann (1978), who studied one learner and

attempted to superimpose a dichotomous construct of social involvement vs. social
resistance in a less proficient adult learner, these interviews reveal a more nuanced
conceptualization of the interrelated roles of past experience, personality structure,
conscious awareness of approach, instructional intervention, and SLA. The degree of
variability and the large possibility of permutations among the various variables within
each individual preclude the imposition of simplistic, mutually exclusive, and
dichotomous constructs, in favor of a descriptively richer narrative grounded in the
experience of single individuals.
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Thp. Thumbnail Sketches of the Interviewees
The thumbnail profile sketches of the interviewees, presented in the
chronological sequence in which they were interviewed, reveal their idiosyncratic
combinations of personality, environmental circumstances, and educational experiences.
(1) For Sarah, a Korean, English is a way to a brighter future.

Sarah is a self-

motivated learner seeking transcendence of the culturally homogenous society she was
raised in.

Her early social isolation led to an early exposure to imagistic, stereotypical

impressions, yet her personality drives her toward a realization of difference:
...the experience of bilingualism can make people more sophisticated...you
might have a lot of difficulty to get through the process...[bilingualism]
helps the brain work unconsciously...thinking critically...can have broad
knowledge of everything
(2) Daniel, a Kenyan, grew up in a

rural multilingual context in a nation with a

European colonial history, and his attitude and performance in English reflect the
ambivalent relationship of a colonized speaker with his language and culture.

Daniel’s

difficulties with the multi-level, linguistically and culturally heterogeneous culture
seem to reflect this aspect of his personality formation.
...being in this class is impossible, because I believe anything that is
integrated into the education system of any country is impossible. And the
class I had at the United States encompasses many many students from
different parts of the world... And the experience of learning in a situation
of people who come from diverse, maybe social, political, or
economic...experiences, people who have maybe...never had a chance to
come together...and here they are. They are speaking English language...
So, it kind of...created a common ground for these people from whatever
country to come together, start learning together, and then grow together.
When I entered the class, the first thing that I notice was... it looked like
Asian, a Japanese... or a Chinese class... that is the impression I got. And
then later on, I was able to see one or two people who look like me, maybe
in the physical appearance and... due to the fact that we come from the
same continent... And when we started to learn and I started to listen to the
contribution of these people in a classroom situation, I came to realize
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that...we had quite a number of differences... differences that are very
unique...And I came to that class with a mentality that...we are coming to
learn...very advanced sections in English language... I was probably
dreaming and coming and taking up... some work by people like
Shakespeare, or... Ngugi wa Thiongo from my country, or Chinua Achebe
from Nigeria... So I came to realize that that was not the direction we had
to take. Because we are supposed to familiarize ourselves with those
cultural differences.

(3) For Emil, a Zairean, English is a way to affect public policy and public
education.

Emil's early exposure to the social, political, and economic problems of his

country, as well as his early tutelage by his father, an economist, made him aware of the
need to ameliorate such conditions and be committed to the role of communication as a
means to improve the knowledge and behavior of the populace. Emil emerges from the
interviews as a self-directed, socially-engaged, politically and economically aware
patriot who is active in the oral and literate acquisition of his target language.
•tit!;]’
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I think [economics] is very interesting. It's something that we live
with...that's our life, you know...everything we do is related to the
economy...we have [enough economists] now but we don't have people who
are willing to work for the country, not work for themselves. You have to
change people's attitudes...! think people are changeable. People can get
the message. It's up to how you give them the message. [Psychology and
communication] are very, very, very important...it's the key...The
positive aspect of Africa is...in general...African people...they have a
heart.

(4) George is of Georgian descent, and also a fluent speaker of Russian. He comes
from a family of intellectuals, and was exposed to and engaged in musical and
mathematical training and activity from an early age.

At the time of the interview, he

was about to enter a doctoral program in political science and international relations, a
change from his previous college degree in mathematics. His manner of speaking was
careful, accurate, and thoughtful, with a total lack of grammatical error and a
sophisticated vocabulary. He is married to an American woman, and had been working
for a time as an assistant to a philosopher. He seemed to regard language as a tool for
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argumentation and presentational.

Although we didn't explore the topic, he indicated that

he aspired to contribute political service in his homeland, and it might be interesting in
this regard to compare his approach to language with that of Emil's.
George was fascinated by the actual and potential power of language in the public
sphere. He made a conscious effort to explore the performative use of language in public
discourse.

In overall terms, I think the most significant aspect of the meaning George

ascribes to the SLA process is that he contextualizes it within a view of language as a
sophisticated instrument of thought, that a person must control the mechanisms of
language in order to clarify thought, first perhaps for oneself, second, certainly in
connection with the topic or subject area that the thought is grounded in, and finally, in
conveying this thought to a broader audience, whether in scholarly or public forums.
Reinforcing his view of language as a companion and vehicle of higher thought,
f

>
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George remarks on the clear distinction he sees between the uninhibited, spontaneous,
socially directed and stimulated speech of young children and teenagers, and the more
ratiocinative, rhetorically framed language of academics, politicians, and professional
communicators.

Terming himself “not a true bilingual” due to the deliberate rather

than spontaneously gushy nature of his speech, although he is able to express himself in
three languages (Georgian, Russian, and English) in sophisticated ways, George decidedly
rejects the basilectal “teenage” version of social fluency in favor of an acrolectal highstyle variety.

Furthermore, he draws conclusions on the relationship of linguistic input

to his SLA process: he shies away from the multicultural, multilevel ESL classroom
dominated by various interlanguage varieties as much as he rejects the teenage idiom,
and records his observations that many immigrants experience stunting and fossilization
of their L2 speech despite functioning within an L2 culture for one or more decades.
views his own path to successful SLA as lengthy and gradual, but firmly grounded.
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In fact, George has political aspirations and plans to return to his Georgian
homeland to work for the benefit of his countrypeople, and he plans to establish secondlanguage teaching, specifically in English, on a sound methodological and practical
professional basis.

He views the learning of English by his country’s population as

extremely important for the advancement of his country.

He is very aware of the

geopolitical and socioeconomic power of language, and cites the awareness of Russian
leaders about this very point, as they instituted the Russian language throughout the
territories they came to control.

L: What.. Did you distinguish, in language, between spoken and written,
as far as what it meant for you?
G: I think I remember that I always like listening, I always liked to listen
to people who had really good skills, who were great orators, and once
again I had very few, but still some teachers who were like that, in the
university or in the school. I can remember just two or three people in
the high school, and maybe 4 in the university. I remember reading about
Romans and Greeks, this was subject how a person can manage his spoken
word, to influence the public. Since I was interested in history, I
remember being fascinated by the skills people had in ancient times.
Also, I remember that I felt that 20, 15 years ago not too many people
were able to speak well. I remember that I analyzed this pattern, family
members who make these comments all the time. You can see many people
on TV, just in public places, they cannot make good point, they cannot
make argument or persuade you based on some argumentation, or line of
argumentation. And we would explain this by, once again, their thoughts
were, their public gestures were somehow limited, because maybe they
lived with fear.
Another influential factor in George's developing awareness of the nuances of
performative language use was a mathematician who insisted on explanatory clarity in
language

It has been suggested (Benesch, 1988) that SLA occurs more efficiently when

it is grounded in a particular academic discourse. Although there is a common notion
that mathematics is a field open to students whose proficiency in the language medium is
weak, here is an example where higher mathematical thinking and academic performance
serves as a stimulus and model for SLA.
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L: So, you did pay attention to both written and spoken modes, in somewhat
different ways. You distinguished among them. And when you had spoken
about expertise of teachers, oral fluency would be one of the criteria.
G: I have to admit, since I spent my undergraduate years as a
mathematician, oral fluency was not really required. It's understandable,
because mathematicians use lots of formulas. Even when you interact
with your professor, you speak this international mathematics language.
But, first time I realized how important language skill is, even in
mathematics, and I was in my senior year, I was writing, my advisor was
my uncle, this was a man who had very good education, among other skills
he had some kind of demand, he demanded from himself and all other
people to write and speak in a way to present thoughts very clearly, even
in mathematics. He would say especially in mathematics. He himself was
the author of some Georgian terminology in mathematics. But still he was
very concerned about the form, not about the substance. I was very much
influenced by his attitude toward his specialty, and once again, this whole
thing of being an expert in his field. He was trying to combine his.,
maintaining this good level of experience, maybe interrupting this
expertise with the students, giving them this information using good
language skills in Georgian, and in Russian too, because once again, he
would make comments about just some writing style, about some article
or books written in Russian.
(5) Dominique, a young Romanian who was interested in a career in graphic
design, was bright, lively, communicative, and good-humored. The changes she had
experienced with the fall of communism in her country, along with a culturally varied
family background and some exposure both international music and to her American
relatives affected her in ways which seemed to stimulate language learning and cultural
openness. She experienced but transcended the translating stage and, found learning a
new language directly to be the best approach.
L: So where did you start your English talking, speaking?
D: From, I didn’t really have too much exercise in speaking, I didn’t talk
too much. But I started English in the 2nd, in the 6th grade. I was twelve.
I started English. And we had at least one hour, one class of English per
week. [L: Did you practice pronouncing...?] D: Not too much. I was more
in French than English. French I started at eleven. And because it’s the
first foreign language that you start in school, there’s more accent on that
one than the second one. And my grandmother was actually the teacher,
because at school you don’t really have too much time. You have 50
minutes a class, and you have 30, 30 students to 40 students in a class,
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and they didn’t know what to do first, so it’s pretty fast, and not too much.
But my grandmother was, every day, at least one hour a day, reading,
translating, exercising, reading, translating, exercising. [L: In French.]
D: In French. Then when I started English, she started English. But that
was for a few years. [L: She speaks English well?] D: She speaks
English, French, German, Italian, that’s it. [L: And she uses it...] D: Not
too much. She worked.... [L: ...with friends...] Her 3rd husband was
Austrian, and he had “evidentzbureau.” [L: ...for lawyers?]. No [L: ...for
detectives]... No. For all the companies, that there were contact between
Austria and Rumania. He was taking care of business interests here. .. had
a few companies. So there was a German staff. She traveled a lot. Every 3
years she was going United States, France, Germany, London... [L: She
was a teacher?] D: No. Actually, she didn’t care too much about
education, but she reads, she’s pretty educated. She didn’t go too much in
school. Actually, she was with the piano. She went more in sports.
Champion in shooting, champion in riding horses. And she was more in ...
speaks fluently all those language. She doesn’t have any problems. [L:
She’s a Rumanian...?] She’s a Rumanian, yeah. She’s Rumanian. [L: But
you told me you had some, you’re not completely Rumanian...] D: No. This
grandmother is my mother’s mother. She’s from Rumania. My
grandfather, that means my mother’s father, his grandmother came from
Armenia [L: Armenia!]. Yeah, yeah, Armenia. And from my father, I
have the Austrian stuff. His father was from Austria.
L: So you are part mix of Armenian, Austrian, Rumanian. Interesting.
And they were professionals? They were upper-class people...?
D: From my mother’s line, they were rich people... lawyers.../I;
...professionals...]. Yeah, with a lot of money, a lot of houses, and that
stuff. From my father, no. My father, his father was an engineer, I
think, he was preparing the, fixing the airplanes, German airplanes. [L:
And you grew up, where?] D: Bucharest... But I wasn’t living in big
houses, I wasn’t living with a lot of money. My mother had this life, I
didn’t.
L: So, you started English... Did you have any...Did you think about
English at all...did you have any emotions connected with English?
D: Oh, I loved ABBA. “ABBA!” was my childhood. Abba. If you’ve heard
about Abba. [L: What’s that?] Abba, the Swedish group. [L: I’ve heard
their name, I’ve seen their logo.] D: I really love ABBA. [L: Oh, and they
sing in very good English...]. In English, yeah. So, I wanted to understand
the words. So I tried to... I memorized them, I tried to translate them. [:”
But how old where you...?] I was pretty small, 6 years old. [L: Six!].
Six. I didn’t know too much English, I did know how to count to 20, and
there were always a few words, “hand,” “head,” and something like this,
not too much. And, then all the, because it was communist, and you didn’t
really have any connection with the music world outside... And all the
time when a tape was coming, or something like that, movies, movies, I
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translated movies, because once I got stopped with this kind of stuff. I
stayed there and tried to understand what they are saying in that movie.
L: So it looks like the best way to teach English is just to make it illegal.
Everybody's gonna learn it.
D: Probably, probably. Yeah, but I didn’t speak very well, but not
speaking. If you put me speak, I was like....ugh...
L: Did you have a chance to hear people, real people speaking English?
D: Yeah, like I said, the 3rd husband of my mother, he was from Austria,
and he has, his cousin was from Rumania, but he lives here in the United
States. He has 3 boys and a girl. They were born here in the United States,
and they speak English and French. Not Rumanian at all. Just one of them
knows some Rumanian. The little one came in Rumania. He started
making an advertising company, the branch in Rumania, because they
have another one in Texas, their company’s in Texas, and he had to learn
Rumanian. He’s married with a French girl. And I was baby-sitting for
them. So, I was all the time in that company, and speaking English in that
company. Everything is English, English, English. [L: How old were you
then?] I was like, after the Revolution, like 90, 1990, they started the
company, and I was hearing, and I had to answer the phone, at their home
[L: What age were you then?]. I was speaking in French actually, because
French was better than English. And my grandmother, when I was with
her, she wanted me to speak in French with her. So I had to speak in
French. But English not too much. I could understand, but I could not
speak. [L: That was like 6 years ago...] D: Yeah, when I was... because they
had computers, of course, and I wanted to learn computers. And the people
are Rumanian over there, but they all speak English. [L: This was in
Bucharest?] D: Yeah. So, I was all the time hearing, English, English,
English... it’s hard to correct yourself, plus, you’re very stressed, you’re
scared, so you cannot say the words... [L: Were you getting international
calls?] D: Yeah, so [L: So how old were you then...?] D: Six years ago,
was like 15, 14... [L: Now you are how old?] D: I’ll be 22 in October.
21. So, I had to. Then, the tapes, all the time, tapes, tapes, tapes. After
the Revolution, you could find a lot of movies. But translated. Even if, it
doesn’t matter. You hear the language, and then you hear the Rumanian
translated after that, and I hate it, because most of the time they don’t
translate everything... And I hate it. So, one of my mother’s friends had
tapes, untranslated, so all the time I was watching that, and get the
expressions, some of them. Not too much. But really talking... I started
talking here, when I came here. [L: ...which was how many years ago...] A
year ago. [L: A year ago!]. A year-and-a-half. March.
L: Did you ever have any... kind of anxiety connected with English?
D: Yeah, because if you know English, you’re somebody. Even if you know
another language. Normally, you KNOW some, but you don’t really speak
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fluently, you can’t speak fluently. In school, you learn the basics, you
know the words, the grammar, you know something, but you don’t really
have a big vocabulary. And you don’t, you don’t really speak.
L: So, you have a desire to learn?
D: Yeah. Actually, since I was a kid, since with ABBA I wanted to learn
English. Because French for me was Mireille Mathieu French. You heard
of Mireille Mathieu? [L: Who?] D: Mireille Mathieu. She’s a French
singer. [L: Oh.] I saw her all the time on TV. And she’s very “rrrrr”.
And I was like, “No!” I don’t want to learn French. And because I DIDN’T
want to learn French, I learned French. Because my grandmother said all
the time: “Shut up! Nothing about it! When you will know about it, you
can say you like it or not.” So, I was one hour a day, I had to translate.
L: You did a lot of translation? [D: Yeah]

L: Did you like translating?

D: Actually, it’s pretty hard for me to translate. I mean, it’s easier for
me to talk in my language than to start translating. I remember when I
was at the beach a few years ago, it was ‘93, and we met some British
guys from Liverpool. They were visiting Rumania. And I was the only one
who was understanding what they’re saying, so I had all the time, a whole
night, I remember, translating from English to Rumanian, from
Rumanian to English, and once I just said: “I can’t! I can’t do it any more,
please, if somebody understands, translate in Rumanian, I will talk only
English.” And then the second day I couldn’t talk Rumanian at all! I just
couldn’t talk Rumanian.
L: So you separate the languages in your mind? It’s all mixed up?
D: It’s hard for me to translate. And if I talk too much one of the
languages, it’s hard to change it, to speak the other language. I have to
translate in my mind, from English to French, or from English to
Rumanian, or from French to English, if I spoke too much French, a week,
for example, I have to translate in my mind from French to English.
L: What kind of dictionaries, do you use bilingual dictionaries, or do you
use monolingual...?
D: Yeah, I have an English-French one. I don’t have a Rumanian
dictionary. I had one, and I had a very good friend, and she said: “No,
you’re in America right now. You speak English!” No Rumanian. She took
my dictionaries.
L: Was that helpful?
D: Yeah, in a way it is, because I had Larousse, and I have another one, a
very old one, who doesn’t have all the words. French-English, EnglishFrench, and I have an English-English one. So I go all the time, French, if
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I know it in French, perfect, if I know it in English, perfect.

If not, I got

to find it.
L: Which would you say is generally your., which language are you MOST
comfortable in, if you can make that generalization...?
D: Now? [L: Yeah], Now it’s English, because I’m speaking more English.
Depends. [L: On what?]. If I’m Rumania, in Rumania, after a week, I
would say probably that Rumanian is the most comfortable one. But the
only one that I could really speak, very, very well, is Rumanian.

(6) Amalia, Hong Kong: Amalia's early experiences in a large family with
immigrant roots in the vibrant commercial center of Hong Kong has afforded her a
"transactionally" oriented personality seeking meaningful pedagogy which incorporates a
transactional mindset in the context of schooling. Amalia has been brought up to respect
education, but she perhaps is still in the process of emerging as a developing personality
from a traditional Chinese teacher-centered educational framework relying on rote
memorization. She seems to mix a growing respect for her own creative potential as an
autonomous learner with the vestiges of a more traditional perspective as an obedient
student whose directives she must follow blindly if she is to succeed. What has emerged
for her as a result of these opposing vectors is a mediating framework of “transactional
negotiation” of learning, in which she respects teachers who are “smart” enough to
anticipate that students would try to “cheat” them by getting away with as little as
possible and who as a result design assignments as obstacle courses which challenge
students and allow them to grow as learners, and in which she pointedly does not respect
teachers who less cynically trust students will spontaneously engage in self-directed
learning. Although Amalia does not draw any explicit parallels between her view of
schooling and her approach to SLA, perhaps her proclivity towards this “negotiational”
model has led her to engage herself more actively in communicating with both native and
non-native speakers in English, and to incorporate attention to form (she does
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demonstrate flexible adaptation to correction, both by others and through self¬
correction) within her focus on communicating meaning.
I met a teacher, I like him very much. I like the attitude and the way he
teach the students... He ask for every student attend the class on time, and
he always say, when he play the music, student cannot come in, because he
respect music! He said: "You don't need to respect me, just respect
music!" ...I need to write a report. I have to attend a concert, and then to
write the...concert review, because he need the...concert program, to show
him that I really attended the concert... He's so smart, in this way.
(7) Deborah, Poland.

Debora's early exposure to globe-trotting parents, and

her desire to leave the confines of her native Poland had led to experience second
language learning first in Hungary, and then the United States. She combined an
appreciation for culture and openness with a practical bent that led her to train as first
an engineer and then a nurse. Debora’s bright, communicative, and adventuresome
personality seems to be grounded in a life inherited from her professionally globe¬
trotting family, and perhaps also in the mixed rural/urban background of her parents.
* i*

She took advantage, through personal connections which arose out of spontaneous
experience, of opportunities to travel, work, and study. This seems to lend her a certain
open-mindedness, a beneficial lack of fixed resistance to new learning experiences and
methods, and a willingness to engage herself in the life of a new country on a variety of
levels: linguistically, culturally, emotionally, socially, and economically, all of which
seemed to enhance her ability to proceed through the SLA process. In this respect, I
would describe her as demonstrating a propitious melding of instrumental and
integrative motivation, and a moderate, flexible balance of acculturation with
simultaneous maintenance of her own cultural and individual personality.

The maturity

of her approach in this regard may be a reflection of her earlier experience in Hungary,
where she lived in a cocoon-like ex-patriate Polish community, and married a fellow
Polish student, although she learned Hungarian well enough to graduate from a
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university there. The difficulty of her earlier experience, and the coping methods she
developed in order to survive it, may have enabled her to view her next cultural and
linguistic transition (to the USA) in a new and freer light.

It should be noted that at

various times in her life, Debora has been able to communicate fluently in both social
and academic situations in four languages (Polish, Russian, Hungarian, and English).
She has a strong work ethic, as can be fathomed not only from her own full-time
schedule of combined work and study and her parents’ and sister’s achievements as
geodesists, but also from comments she intersperses in her narrative about fellow
students and her sponsor, whom she characterizes as hard-working. She is able to
compare life in the US with life in Europe, characterizing the former as economically
competitive and realistic, which creates a less communal and more superficial social
existence. She has experienced life as an individual in both communist and capitalist
societies, and has learned how to make the best of any cultural context.
L: So, how about, if you made a comparison between, in general, the
experience of the foreign students in a place like_, and in
Budapest. What kind of similarities or differences do you see. Just even
if it's superficial, I mean...
D: Similarities, I mean, it's definitely that they are all, these people,
they speak different languages, and they want to learn the same language,
like in Hungary it was Hungarian, and here was, here is English. And
these are usually people who has goals, they are usually, they have goals
in theirs life which they going straight, they know what they're going for,
and they usually have, because they are in foreign countries. I mean, in
Hungary, was much easier, because we were paid by the government,
which was, we had everything provided. There was no struggle. It was
very easy. So, the struggle was just language. You had to learn, then you
had to study, and then you had everything. Though here in America, most
of the students have to think about surviving, working, and besides this,
studying and learning, which is... You have to try to be organized if you
want to accomplish all these things. It's hard, and there's not too much
time for enjoyment, for the social life, because you are busy between
school, study, and work. So, I think it's pretty common for all these
people, and because if someone is American, you have usually home, it's
different. These people start from completely different place. [L:
Mmmnnhh.] So, I don't know. This is how I see it.
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L: Do you find there's more cameraderie, for example, among the students
in Budapest, than here. Do you think there's some...
D: Not really. You see, for me, in Hungary, I was with my two Polish
girlfriends, so all Polish people, we kind of kept together. We kept
closest relationship with the people who were with the Slav group of
languages, like Czech, Slav, because we could, we didn't speak Hungarian,
we could with broken speech understand each other. Though what I find
about Eastern Europe, that their relationships are much warmer, and I
think America is known from this, that this is very much realistic
country. The people are much more concerned about money, they are not
so open, everything is a little bit... though it depends from which
community you go, but like, I'm talking in general. You have to get into
this community, inside, if you want to be accepted and, and don't feel like
loner, like you are outsider, which takes usually very long time. At the
beginning you always alone...

L: Do you think that's a function of the economic life, or of the cultural
life ?
D: I think it's probably both, but I think it's mostly because economical,
and it's also because people who coming here, they are so concerned, they
want to build their life, that they are getting very concentrated on this.
And, you know, there's not really... The other, the ways... if you would be
too social, or too open, or too nice, it's in a certain way distraction from
what you are concentrating on. That's how I see it. Where[as] in Europe,
the people are kind, the life is much, you see, it's a little bit hard for me
to say, because when I lived in Eastern Europe, there was communism,
how you call, and the life was pretty easy, it was, the people were more
relaxed, they were... [L: Yeah.] Now, it's probably very different, it's
started competition, you're fighting for your life. So, for me, it's hard to
say how it is right now. I can just say from the perspective of, like, 15
years, when I was there, or 10 years. [L: Yeah.] Whatever. But, I,
definitely what I find about America, it's much, much cooler. There is,
there is, there is smile between the people, but it's mostly superficial...
[L: Yeah.] ...it's not real, they are not really caring for you. Everything
is much more superficial. There is no too much deepness in soul. Like in
Europe, we say that "Your guest is your King!" If you have guest, you're
putting everything on the table, whatever you have home, there is no
money question. And I notice in America, it's a big concern. I mean, my
husband, we have two completely different worlds. He's very, you know...
[L: Mmmnnh.] So, it's different.
Debora’s personality seemed to find its own in the haven of the ESL classroom, safe from
the tyranny of subject-dominated discourse and the vicissitudes of the broader
sociocultural and economic forces which she had nevertheless successfully negotiated.
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I remember from your class...that I loved it, it was a lot of fun. It was
freedom, and I love freedom. We had freedom of talking, of creating...it's
much better than, like in nursing classes, usually, it's very kind [of]
strict...everything is like do-do-do...I think it kills creativeness.

(8) Anabel, Spain. Anabel's uncomplicated development in a Spanish town and
her slight exposure to foreign languages through tourists and required school study
provided her with the curiosity and stimulation which seems to facilitate her current
progress in ESL.
I think that I was much more simple than now. Somehow I feel that
English made me more complete, but also my life more complicated. Like
I always have this feeling that I need to learn more... And I like better the
culture also...the people, the melting pot... I try also, because
unfortunately, I'm very homesick...[for] my family, the traditions...they
friends, the kind of relationships that I have over there. And the beauty of
the country, too.

(9) Schubert, Haiti;

he had worked for some years as a school bus driver, and
i

I

il

I :

had decided to take advantage of the opportunity for advancing himself at the community
college. His style of speaking was at once impassioned, cryptic, and insightful; as
Daniel, he seemed to have his own strong track of thought, and would react nominally to
my questions, but then would pursue his own line of reasoning and expression. He held a
striking view that linguistic minorities should not trumpet their differences by
speaking their native language loudly and in groups on the street, for example, but
simultaneously expressed a feeling of having encountered entrenched racism in the
community college; however, it was difficult for me to ascertain the extent to which his
feelings might have been at least partially based on an extrapolation of the general
anonymity, reticence, and lack of camaraderie among classroom students in a nonresidential, suburban community college.
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(10) Pepita, Taiwan; a young woman having her first college experience, she
was majoring in Travel & Tourism, and later went on for her Bachelor's degree in the
same field. She described herself as very independent, giving the example of how she
would ride a motorcycle wherever she wanted in her home country.

Pepita went on to

complete her BA and MBA in the US. Pepita began studying English in school due to
parental stimulus, an attitude which seems to have been affected by their view of
learning more as a socially-sanctioned mode of economic advancement than for its
inherent learning value.

L: When did you first start connecting with English, books in English, or
somebody said something in English.
J: First is my sister start to learn, and my parents say, just one year
difference between me and my sister. They didn't really push me, but they
pushed my sister a lot. At that time I didn't really want to study, even
other things. [L: How old were you?] J: I think 7, or probably 9 or 10.
And... [L: At that time, did you hear English words, or...] J: I saw books,
and listened to a tape, too.

L: Your family... Can you tell me something of your growing memories of
yourself... Can you make me a picture of yourself, maybe 5 years old.
Before English came to "ruin" your life.
J: Before, very happy. My sister has to wake up probably 6, study an
hour then eat breakfast, after that we can go to school. They didn't really
force me to do that, but my sister. She wakes up 6 every day. She's just
amazing. To me, I just playing, sleep, on the bed, so nice. Why she wants
to wake up. I think, after , the first two times or three times I wake up
with her, I study, she just keeps study until 7, she wakes me up. No, I'm
still, I want to sleep on the bed. And I think my parents, they just find
out, like my sister, we're different, because I think they think one of
their children study, as long as there's one, it's enough. So, I think they
give up on me. And my sister keeps studying and studying. [L: Was she
older?] A year older than me. Just two of us.

L: So, did you feel you were lucky?
J: Not I feel lucky. I feel his [her] English is really good, probably she is
here in America just half a year, but in her school a lot of people speak
Chinese. But her reading, her writing is really good. I think that's because
she studied at the time, my parents bought a tape, and the book come with
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tape. In American they have the book, readers, it's a small book, every
month they have one. Just book and tape, she just listen a whole set, she
just finished one and one and one. And she just, I don't know why she's
really interested. Now her English, reading, grammar, I think is better
than, very good. But I don't regret. I won't think, Oh, why I didn't study
hard, or I didn't study with her at that time. I don't know, I just...
L: In your family, was English considered important?
J: I don't know. At that time, when we're young, I think they think
English important because they all graduated from university. At that
time I think they have Spanish, some between America and Taiwan, and
they just, they study English in university too, so I think they think it's
important. I don't know where they got the view, the concept that English
is important, but they just want my sister to study English, and my
brother, not really, but when he was senior high, my father just push
him to study English, English is very important, and they just didn't do
anything. I think they just want... the older, it doesn't' matter, the older
is guy, boy or girl, the older have some achievement, to show, they can
proud of when they compare their kids with relative or friend, they won’t
think they feel embarrassed and my brother is [the] only boy, so I think
it’s also important. It seems both of them are all very good, so they told
me whatever you want, if you don't like study, you don't need to study, so
is okay. Probably if I got math have under grade like 50 or 60,
something it’s like too much far away from what they think should be, my
sister they expect she got 90, but they expect if get only 70, but if I
below that they get really really mad I know that's really bad if they
blame me, if I get under 90 I don't think it’s not me, I think I'm really
lower than my sister, but I don't think you should be that good on grades.
I just don't think study is that important. I know knowledge is important,
but not the grade you show on the report, or something like that. I think
brother, my sister, but not me.
L: Where did you get the idea that knowledge is important?
J: I don't know. I just doing, like, if there's... you can know a lot of things
if you read a book, or something.
L: Did you have a lot of books in your house?
J: Yeah, a lot, I think, probably, from my parents. They bought a book
like an encyclopedia, if you want, just take a look.
L: You were free about browsing books, looking.
J: Yeah, but probably I'm not, I wouldn't read a book just for, like, I can
proud of people, like, I read a lot, I read, I'm interesting.
L: What kind of things were you interested in?
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J: I don't really read when I was little, but my sister read a lot. She just
read, like Little Women, like worldwide good book. [L: Louisa May Alcott]
All men in see {i.e., The Old Man and the Sea} [L: Hemingway.] My
sister read all kinds of that book. It's not only Hemingway, it belong to
that kind of book they have set, whole set. I think she read most of them.
[L: In English?.] No, in Chinese, and she's really interesting [i.e.,
interested], and when I saw that, I was thinking, “What's so
interesting?”, and I was trying to read, but it just doesn't catch me, the
book. So probably more book, more story, is not like because I find I
cant' understand what the book says, like Hemingway, at that time. I
think she reads when she was 14 or 15, she was starting to read at that
time book, she just read all kind of book. I trying to read, too, but I can’t
finish whole book at that time. I don't like to, I like to more go outside,
like I think I got something she doesn't know, like I got things from
outside, I play with my friend, I go outside, I know those things not really
from the book. Sometimes I just find out. I think that's common sense,
but my sister doesn't know that she is better or I'm better, in school,
everything, her academic achievement better that I do, uh I think it we go
out if we go to work, I don't think I she can do better than I. [L:
...sociable...?] Not sociable. I get knowledge from experience, not really
from the book, still read, I would never give up. I believe knowledge of or
something more useful but I never give up.
i

L: Do you think you're different personalities just by nature?
J: Yeah, I think so. I can just study one page, and I falling asleep. I just
not, I don't know why, I don't know if I think it's too easy for me. Because
after I came here, I find out, I read a book, so I'm kind of nervous, I think
it's very hard, so I kind of concentrate, so I didn't really fall in sleep. But
I found out if I read Chinese, same type of things, topics, if read history in
English, probably I won't fall asleep, but if I read in Chinese. But if I
read in Chinese, I don't really put all my energy on the book...
L: Then you read more when you think it’s easy.
J: No when I read textbooks, for example, [?] like history, I just think,
for example, if geography, I just think, like America, probably one page,
I just read 3 lines, but I think that's important. I just read half hour, but
when I really go to texts, probably I can't really study, answer... I think
that's because I think it's too easy, but it's like I think I'm smart, but the
end... We have one sentence in Chinese [L: Okay say it in Chinese...] It’s
you [L: Say it in Chinese.] Tzou ming fan bei tzou ming ou. (“Be careful
if you think you’re smart, you might outsmart yourself.”) Like, I think,
that way, that's problem. When study I got really good grade, and two
times it’s happened, like, I really, because we have like 3 midterm final,
and I think I failed in midterm, and my mother angry and the teacher
knows my mother, and “How come your daughter got this grade?” and my
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mother forced me, and I kind of scared, too, cause I never thought I could
get that kind of grade, and the next time I studied hard.
L: You don't worry too much about your studies?
J: No, I know if I want I can get good grade. But my parents didn't think
that way. They just think if you get good grade, you are smarter and you
can success [i.e., succeed] in any things.
L: So school is kind of like a mirror of life, for them? So what is school
for you?
J: School for me, learn, I mean, still learn something from teacher. I
think the grade from the report, it doesn’t mean you learn or not. I mean
go to school is learning things, that's definitely no doubt, but if they want
to see if you get it from the grade or not, probably I think 50-50 know.
[Of] Course if you don't study you get bad grade. I get it, I know
everything, I can still get very very bad grade. I know myself, I know I
know, the grade just come out like this. I know I know everything. I
think to them grade is kind of mirror of your life. I think the school is
good, because of course you learn things from the school, a lot.
L: So can you give me some more, a picture of what was life like in
Taiwan, like as a little child?
J: You just go to school and go home. My childhood is kind of in suburbs,
really, really suburbs...[L: Suburbs? Like next to the city?] It’s not
really in Taipei. You have to take train, or take ship to get to whole
island, so we really lived kind of small [town] in Taiwan, not many
people probably total resident over 5000.
L: But you are part of Taiwan?
J: Yeah, we are part of Taiwan. Probably you can't, in Taiwan you have to
Gap Store, but we do have clothes, hotel, restaurant, we have everything.
Just we, is like, if you go ask City Hall, do you see cow, do you see pig, but
I know most of them. Just cow, like horse, probably you won't see in city.
If you go to Taipei, probably they didn't see that. Go to a zoo, they can see
that. But to me, my life is just involved with them. They have farm. It's
kind of different than you in the main island, in Taiwan. But in Taiwan,
the kids just, like, to me is like when I go to Taiwan, like go back, my
whole family move, when I go to senior or junior, and ask, sometime the
teachers talk about, go outside to see the horse, and they never see, they
don't know the cow shit, what it looks like. Like I can distinguish the cow
shit and the horse shit. But they just study and go home, and probably
right now, MacDonald, is something from overseas, but at that time, when
I was little, you go home, you do your homework, and at night, like 7 or 8
o'clock watch TV with parents until 9, just go to sleep, definitely by 9, to
me. 8 o'clock we sit together until 9, my parents go to bathroom pee, it
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doesn't matter you want to sleep or not. Just go wake up 6 o'clock in the
morning, go to school 7, afternoon go home, do your homework until
dinner, cartoon or something like that. If I done my homework early, so I
can see the cartoon.
L: Do you wake up with the sun or do you have alarm clock?
J: My parents, they have to go to school, like same schedule, so they wake
us up, so probably kids you won't sleep that long, you don't really realize
what's going on.
L: Do you walk to school [J:...?...] Your parents also? [J: No] They walk
[J: They bicycle. Oh, motorcycle.] So, what do you do for fun with your
friends?
J: I don't really go play with them. Like, I ride a bike. Just go
everywhere, talking, do homework, after that, go home. Or we feed the
silkworm, and we... we have to go out to pick up the leaves for them, and
wash the leaves, and clear the leave, because the silkworm can't eat the
leaves with water... For an hour do like this, and. sometimes we meet
somewhere and we talk, or just stay in school, or we go back to school,
because very close , and school has some activity, utility... Ah sorry!
....like that, just play there. Most of time I play with my sister. I don't
because we have same schedule, and we go home probably together... Just
like that. Most of time I spend with my sister, not with., because I fight
all the time with my classmates

(11) Fidele, from Italy, had first been my student about 10 years before the
interview took place, when she attended an evening ESL class. She returned for another
class a couple of years later, and she has since been to university in Italy and was
working on a dissertation in linguistic anthropology. She had attended the unique
language program at Central College. Fidele went on to doctoral studies in
anthropological linguistics in Italy.

Fidele grew up in a local dialect home environment

and began her schooling in a standard majority dialect. This gave her an acute awareness
of linguistic variety, especially in the phonological sphere, at a very early age.
L: So, where were you bom?
F: I was born in Italy. [L: Where?] F: In Foggia, in the south. [L: And in
the house, what language did you hear?] F: Mostly dialect, because my
parents left, and I was 9 months old when they left, and they couldn't
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bring me, they couldn’t bring me with them. And, so, I had to stay with my
grandparents, and my grandparents spoke only and exclusively dialect.
And I started with Italian when I went to the kindergarten, which I was 3
years old.
L: So, the dialect, is it near Napoli?
F: It’s quite close to Naples. It's very much similar to Neapolitan dialect.
And I of course acquired all the words, if somebody hears them today,
you'd go like —"What?"—, and I know them, I mean, I'm happy for this,
but it's quite... I think it's caused some problems with my learning the
real language—Italian. I had to make very big efforts on my, not
understanding, but of course acquiring a certain method in speaking,
and...it was not just the... I saw some friends of mine, that they really
spoke Italian since they were born, they had less problems that I did in
acquiring grammar skills and all this that concerns [i.e., concerning
that]. But then I've always had even the interest in other languages; I've
always loved to know, and I was so, I envied people who would speak
different language from mine.
L: And so who did you see or hear that spoke different languages?
F: In my...? Oh, and then I had apart [from] my parents who lived in
Switzerland so I had a chance to be in a different country, but my
grandmother had a lot of brothers and sisters who lived in England and in
America and come every year to see her, and they would speak English
because only the .. spoke Italian, the others spoke English, and I could
communicate with them. [L: How...? What age was that?] F: I was six.
Right before my parents came.
L: And when you were... the dialects that you learned... it was your
grandparents, they...was it older dialect...? [F: It was an older dialect,
yeah.] L: Yeah, and when you went to school, were there other kids who
spoke that dialect?
F: There were other kids, sure, who spoke that dialect, but there were
others who spoke Italian, and, and, and there was a very big difference in
acquiring... [L: Florentine, or what kind of Italian...?] F: No, the
Florentine, right now Florentine is as well a dialect in the sense of only
people in Florence speak it. [L: Standard Italian...] F: The standard
Italian is the Italian that comes from Florence, but it's the Dante one... it
doesn't have anything to do with the Florentine they speak now.
L: So, can you speak in dialect?
F: I can speak definitely in dialect, very well. It's my language. And there
are few fonemas (Do you say that?)... [L: Yeah, phones.]...phones, that are
pronounced differently in terms of the tongue, and all this... [L: Like,
which ones?] Like, gaggina. This one nobody's able to say it...[L: Gaggina.]
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No! See! You say "dz". It’s not. Gaggina. [L: Gaggina.] Gaggina. It means
"chicken." Italian it's gallina, or polio. Gaggina. It's a complete...
Everybody says "dz". When they say the word in dialect, they say
"gaggina." Gaggina. It's different. But, it's like many things that you
cannot pronounce them if you did learn them when you were young.

(12) Aisha, from Turkey, had graduated from a college in Turkey in geography,
and had been an elementary school teacher and had conducted research in Turkey. She
was lively and involved, and not hesitant at all about asking questions and participating
in class discussions. Aisha was able to make active use of the class activities, and found
herself engaged in a transformational process.

Her most prominent characteristic was

perhaps her ability to quickly adapt to the transformative experiences I tried to provide
in the classroom atmosphere. Aisha had been a university student and a teacher of
geography in Turkey.

She describes herself as “self-critical,” to which she ascribes

her ability to learn
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L: So, if I understand you, it seems like you started to appreciate your
own language a bit more, in one way, when you saw on the board that you
WERE using more complex... [A: That's right. Exactly.] L: ...sentences.
A: That's right. Because maybe from my education, maybe from my
profession job before I had it, I always, how, I always, I always make a
criticize about me. I'm not satisfied from my writing, or speaking, or
understanding...
L:

You're self-critical...

A: Yes, I'm self-critical about myself. And it's make, it makes me try
better. I always tried better. I try to find something more and more, and
I always have one step ahead. It's nice point for me. And you showed me
it's not about my thinking problem, it's not about my grammar problem,
that I don't know. Grammar is different in English, but it's not the point,
the point is not I don't know. I know the grammar, but I don't know how to
use it.

(13) Huong, from the People's Republic of China, had been a petroleum engineer
ln China, and had been interacting with native English speakers at his workplace. His
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enunciation was very poor, and it was difficult if not impossible initially for many of his
classmates to follow his conversation, and unusually difficult even for a trained listener
as well. He had a good technical background and made his classroom presentation on
technical aspects of the petroleum industry.

Huong seemed to be in a transitional stage,

in which he had come to a realization that his earlier approach to learning English in
what he called the “standard” or “normal” way was insufficient to develop really
functional fluency in all the communicative modes.

Huong was struggling mightily (and

mostly, to my mind, unsuccessfully!) to articulate his sense about his learning; he was
able to bring across at least his awareness of a need to change and of his efforts to do so.
Huong represents an educated second language learner who is having difficulty
interacting communicatively with his new linguistic environment, especially in terms
of harmonizing his thinking and his language into a functional whole.
Huong now feels that it is important to learn directly in English without the
mediation of Chinese, either through the thinking process, or through the use of
English-English dictionaries, although he feels that at the beginning of the process,
bilingual materials and mental translation are necessary and useful.

L: What do you think about the, what's the use of the native language in
learning a new language? How should the student use the native language?
You know, some people they try to use Japanese, or Chinese, or some
people they try NOT to use, I don't know. What do you think?
H: At the beginning, they have to use them to understand, but after that,
they gradually to use English-English, so that would be... If use the
Chinese to study English, you have four steps, because you heard the
English first, and then translate to Chinese, and then you understand
Chinese, and then change to English to get...

L: Yeah, that's what I told them: "You should be paid for this if you do
translation, you should charge money...
H: [laughing] But they have do that at the beginning, at beginning. Some,
though, they mentioned that part, and then they get improve fast; if don't
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mention it... [L: Imagine it?] No, mention it. [L: Mention?] You pay
attention to that, you have to change their way to study.

L: Oh, you mean, if the teacher tells them: "Don't use native language.",
they will change...?
H: Not...They don't know. They don't understand. They don't really
understand what is real meaning for that, to tell them the way. —"If you
think it, if you use the English to think it, you think in English, too, so
you get the direct way to study." [L: Yeah, right.] If you think it that way,
you have [?] around, get a double time for that.

(14) Sonia, Cote d'Ivoire; She was a young woman with previous college
experience in her homeland, and aspirations of a medical career.

It appeared to me that

she was expecting a more reserved, "academic" and lecture-type classroom situation at
first, but adjusted rapidly to the more learner-centered, communicative ESL classroom.
Sonia suggests a very interesting question to ask second language learner
interviewees, namely: "How has learning a new language changed you?" Also, Sonia notes
the informal social relationship that can allow students and teachers in the US to engage
in friendly conversation, whereas the formal French educational climate would preclude
such communicative opportunities.

In Sonia's view, some cultures, in particular Asian

ones, inculcate a silent respect for teachers which causes students to misinterpret, and
therefore miss out on, opportunities to communicate interpersonally with their
teachers, and improve their speech acquisition in this way.

L: And if you could do, let's say you are in my position, and doing a
research about this subject, what kind of questions would you ask to
different learners, if you could interview many learners, what...?
S: Ah, it's difficult to answer. I think you should give me some of your
questions and make me think about them before coming... [L: Okay!] S:
...but, I would ask... What's the question again? [laughs] [L: {laughs} S:
It's difficult!

L: Yeah, it's difficult. If you were me, and I interview you, you and Nanda
and many other people, what kind of questions should I ask of these
people?
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S: [laughing] Do you think learning makes you change?

L: Good question! I have that question, but I forgot.
S: Yes, of course. Of course. Of course, because, when thinking directly
in English, I have to forget everything in French, and feel like I am a
native speaker...? [L: Mmmh-hmmm.] S: ...or something like that. I
change, it make me change my behavior, and it's hard something on my
cultural background, and it's, my knowledge, so it's improved my
knowledge.

L: So you feel you are acquiring, you are getting something beneficial, so
it motivates you. You want to do it?
S: Yes.

L: And how about, do you feel differently when speaking with different
people, different individuals, speaking with myself, as a... I don't know if
you think of me, how you think of me, perhaps you know me as a teacher,
or speaking with a classmate, or a person from this country, or someone
with different kind of personality, or someone who is formal, or less
formal, or whatever... Does it create a difference in your mind and how
you are able to speak English?
S: Yes, because when you speak to somebody who doesn't really speak
English, who is learning also like you, you don't know how to ask the
question, because you want to make yourself understood, and you don't
know if the person in front of you is, will be able to understand your
question. And when you are talking to somebody who speaks this language
perfectly, you are not anxious, because you know he will try to
understand you.

L: So, do you feel less anxious in speaking with me now... [S: Mmh-hmm.
yes.] L: ...than, for example, some of the classmates?
S: Yes.
This is interesting. Sonia feels less anxious speaking with a native speaker, because she
is confident that the native speaker will be able to understand what she says. But there
was a Japanese study that indicated Japanese students felt more comfortable with non¬
native speaking teachers, because they could sense they were closer to them, perhaps
less performatively perfect and confident, and therefore more communicatively
approachable. But here Sophie is speaking more about how her output will be received
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than by how she receives the input of others. In other words, with native speakers she
feels her output will be received as “intake” by native speakers, but perhaps as
mutually incomprehensible input by fellow non-native speakers.

L: Very interesting. You don't feel perhaps more anxious? Some students
have told me, because they feel they are talking with a teacher, they have
a different...
S: But the difference is that in the United States I noticed that teachers are
more, they give more freedom to the students. In my country, for
example, in French...? [L: Oui...] S: ... in France... [L: Oh! In France.] S:
... in France, or in my country, you can't talk with teachers like your
friend. The teacher is, is your teacher, is here to teach you, is not your
friend. But here the teacher is your friend, is the teacher, you can ask
him all questions you want.

L: Mmh. How does that make you feel?
S: It makes me comfortable.

I like it.

I like it.

L: Would you like to change the French way?
S: No. I can change myself, but not the world!

(15) Terry, from Japan, reflected the influence of formative life experiences on
the language learning personality. She described how fearful and tentative she was in
entering conversations with English speakers (in contrast to a Japanese friend of hers
whom she envied for being bold enough to jump into conversations in English). She
revealed some powerfully traumatic experiences in her childhood.

After her father had

passed away when she was very young, she went to live with her mother at an older
relative’s home, where she interacted with other young children who would tease her.
When she once reacted, defending herself, her mother remonstrated with her, explaining
t0 her that this wasn't their home, and that they lived their at the goodwill of their
relatives. This made her always aware that her words could have powerful and negative
consequences, and so she became tentative in her speech acts. I believe this carried over
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to English, but she didn't make the connection until we spoke about it.

I told her of a

similar incident when I was very little, and an older girl (with a group of her friends)
took away my baseball, and I came home and cried desperately, but wouldn't reveal what
had happened to my concerned parents. Terry then exclaimed: "Now I understand why I
acted that way... I was ashamed!"... This is a clear example of the relationship of
personality formation to SLA.

Furthermore, the very elicitation of these underlying

feelings and their articulation in verbal form may provide that "Aha!" experience of
awareness which might possibly lay the foundation for future growth of second language.
Articulation, learning, confidence-building, and research insights come together in the
dialogic interview.

L: Can you just imagine you don't know any English. Like when you were
younger. And can you put yourself back in that time, when you didn't know
any English. [T: Mmmhh, yeah.] L: What age was that?
T: Six... or seven years old. [L: Mnnn] T: Any English? You mean, before
learning any English?

L: Before you knew English existed. Before you...no time like that?
T: Maybe five years old.

L: Aha!: And can you remember yourself at that time, how did you think
about the world, or how did you think about things?
T: No, Japanese... whole world...

L: And how did you... what things were important for you? What did you
look at? What did you notice about people? How did you... can you tell me a
little about yourself. If I wanted to make a film about your life, and I need
to see Terumi at age 5, Japan will be the first scene of the movie... What
will I see? How will I show the audience who is Terumi.
T: Hmmm... Okay, play with my friends... is the only thing what I used to
do...

L: You used to play?
T: Mmm.... what can I.... mmm... ahhh... I was very innocent [laughs]. I
loved my mom. I think I was very selfish... [L: Really?] T: I think so...
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L: Why do you think so?
T: No, just I did that I wanted to do. Hmm... Yeah, ah... but, when I was 4
years old, my father dead.

L: Your father died?
T: Ah, died, died...

L: ...when you were four?
T: and I have to ... with my cousin, and we grow up together... ??? I really
care the other person, from that time I think I couldn't ... myself...

L: couldn't yourself... tell me in Japanese... [T: Really?] L: ...because you
put the object first, so that means you want the verb in ...
T: I couldn't do what I want to...

L: You can use Japanese words, remember, you're allowed to use Japanese
words. If it's easier for you. I don't want you to lose your thinking, you
know. Just don't worry about it...
T: Japanese....

L: Okay. And you had brothers and sisters?
T: Yes, I have. Older brother.

L: How is your relation with him?
T: Very very good, very very close.

L: Mmmh. nice. How much difference in age? And he also went with your
cousins, with that family?
T: We lived together. My cousin has a kind of big house, and we shared the
room. My mom and my brother and I lived just one room together, my
cousin.

L: You used the word "innocent." Why did you think you were innocent?
T: Mmmm... to live other family when I was young, is not easy. Actually,
my cousin, there is two cousin, both of the women, the older was the same
as my brother's age, the younger is one year older than I. So we are very
close, and we always play together, but I always scared them. Sometimes
we have a very good relationship, but, you know, is easy to fight, because
we are children. I have to stand, because nobody's denounce, I knew it's
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not my home... [L: Mmmhhh...] T: Even though she was... that my mother
said: You have to stand.... is not good thing, so you shouldn't do that. But I
feel bad, when she ..

L: "Stand" means you should not fight? Because it's not your home, you
don't feel completely powerful, like...
T: Yeah... That was my mother's sister's house. My aunt is very nice, but I
don't feel comfortable...

L: So, interesting... Do you think this kind of affected you, in your
personality?
T: I think so. I really think so. Yeah. I was very influenced...

L: influence on me. How did it make you feel, later? Until what age did you
stay with that family?
T: Six to ten.

L: Six to ten. And did your feeling... do you know the word "tentative"?
Kind of like "cautious," "not sure." Tentative, it has different meanings.
Before we will confirm, we will make a tentative appointment.
T: Like substitute... contemporary...
L:

No,

no.

t-e-n-t-a-t-i-v-e.

T: Hesitate?

L: Hesitate and cautious
T: A little more serious.

L: Can you tell me what kind?
T: Usually in the classroom, there was one group that has a kind of
power, they are funny and they can control their class atmosphere...

L: Yeah, we call them the "in-group."
T: In-group? [L: Yeah.] T: There is men's in-group and women's in¬
group. I was in the women's in-group, but in [the] in-group... [L: Say it
in Japanese, just don't worry.] T: Okay... For example, there were 8

persons [she draws a ring of circles, indicating the 8 students, each of
whom apparently picked on the next one around the circle]. But I don't
like that way. I didn't do that. Actually, first I moved to the new school,
and I got a friend [I think she indicated a male friend in the boy's in¬
group] [in] their in-group, then I got this one, then they did like this,
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and I don't like that. And I was new person, and I could, I was... as close to
the boys' group. Then maybe kind of jealous...
L: The girls were jealous?
T: Mmmhh... Just, I was new...

L: Why were you close to the boys?
T: No, just classmates, but there is popular guys, and maybe they like
them, but as I don't care, just I talk to them friendly, so maybe they got
jealous, and they sometimes hide my stuff. And I took the subway to get to
school, so when I forget to bring [i.e., left] my pass in my desk, then I
came back from station to take it, and they knows I forgot the pass, and
they hide my pass, and while I was looking for, they are laughing. And
they just ignored, they don't talk to me, and sometimes we have to make
group to do activity, so they didn't want to join, they didn't want to make
[i.e., let] me join the group. There was during in the classroom, someone
throw me the cap...

L: You mean, of a pen?... the cover? [T: Yeah.] L: So that was very bad?
T: Yeah, I was very nervous. And I didn't know what should I do. What's
wrong with me. But other friend were very nice. They cared [about] me,
very much, so I could stand, and it's finished soon, and the leader, the
leader who tried to abuse me, was the next target [laughs]. They are so
stupid.

L: It was kind of strange, the whole experience... you were not used to that
kind of experience at home...?
T: Of course, I was a child, so I could do that. Sometimes I denounced [?]
one person. But I don't like mentally very bad. Just I was kidding.

L: When you say "denounced," you mean you told the teacher, or something
like that? What does "denounced" mean? You mean, you reacted to them?
You were not quiet, you just said something? [T: Ah, no...] L: Maybe you
can say "retort?" [T: {checking dictionary} retort... What was your
question?] L: I'm not sure how you use the word "denounce." Denounce
usually means you will, if the kids are doing something and the teacher
doesn't know, or the person in authority doesn't know, denounce, you will,
in front of everyone, you will say: "That one is the guilty one!"... you
will say to the authority. It's usually used in politics, like for a spy. If
somebody's a spy, you will say to the police, "That one is a spy!"
T: No, I didn't ... I was just [?].

I didn't talk to my mother, and I was...

L: So when you say "denounce," you mean—they do that pen [i.e., throw the
pen cap at you], you mean denounce, you will say—"Don't do that!"—or
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something like that? [T: Why...] L: I forgot... it's a good word. That's a
pretty serious word. I mean, the authority-person will punish that one
[T:Oh....] L: So, you want to know, when I was a kid, I had a horrible, my
most horrible... [T: Really?!] L: ...experience, I used to play sports a lot.
I loved baseball, and I would go to the park. But I was very small. And
some BIG girls, they took my ball. They bothered me and they took my
ball. And I was so ashamed. I came home, and I just cried, like... My
parents came to me, you know... "What's wrong? What's wrong?" But I
was so ashamed, I couldn't tell them, because that was a GIRL who took my
ball. I just couldn't say [both of us laugh]... [T: Oh...] L: That was
really...
T: Ah, I see. Ah, now I got it, why I couldn't tell my situation to my mom...
I was ashamed. Oh... I see. But when I lived with my cousin, I really loved
my mother, and I was always, I always wanted to talk to my mom, but she
has job, so she always came back home late at night, so sometimes I
couldn't meet her the night, cause I met her the morning. Now I have a
kind of book... I forgot... diary! ... I wrote the message for mom, and
sometimes she wrote to me. There is kind of sad word from me to my
mom, "How are you mom? Today I did ..da-da-da-, I made something...
When you come back to the station, call me, I will pick you up to [i.e.,
from] the station, or something. And then, I wrote same things almost
everyday. I know...uh...? [L: by heart...] T: Yeah, I know how much I
miss my mother. Then, but on the other hand, I understood how my
mother was busy. Then, one night, I couldn't sleep without my mother,
but she was not home, so I was crying, then walking around in the house.
Then the cousins' grandmother woke up, then she cared [for] me, then I
slept with her. But tomorrow morning, the grandmother said, like
preached to my mom—"You should stay!" Then my mom get angry to me —
"You shouldn't do that!" Then she said she understands how I feel, but
"You need to stand" [i.e., bear it, withstand]. Then I don't remember...

[Leor: I'm sorry, this word, when you say "stand," can you just say in
Japanese which...] T: gamanseru? [L: Okay, I will check later what
exactly meaning, 'cause I'm not sureJT: I see. Then, we moved to a new
place...ah... I was in the cousins' house, I was talkative, very talkative.
But moved to the new place, then I grow up [i.e., matured?], and I don't
talk to my mother. I don't know. Maybe, I learned automatically, how can
I say, when I talk to my mother or someone, I couldn't talk [it seems like
she became inhibited]. So, I... [L: Say it in Japanese....] T: hanashaitaino
kini katano de..hikoshita atonL.akira me... I gave up to talk mother. I
learned, maybe, I can talk to myself... [she sighs inwardly, but audibly on
the tape at slow speed]
L: Do you think this incident, where the grandmother... [i.e., the
incident] was important...? after this time you stopped to talk so much to
your mother... [T: {mulling it over}... not so... one of the...] L: But the
time also, because your mom was very busy, so you were writing... Was
the writing more important than talking, just because she was not there?
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T: No, I like to write, compared to talk...
L: Mmmh-hmmm. Because talking didn't give you much good result, right,
so why talk?
T: Mmmhh-hmmm [agreeing ironically]... yeah...Now she, my mother
wants me to talk to her, everything, what happened. I don't want to tell. I
don't want.

(16) Roberta, from Hungary, revealed the development of self-esteem and pride
through achievement in SLA. She was quite fluent in English, exhibiting a selfassurance and immediacy of response in her speech, along with a high degree of
idiomaticity. She had been exposed to English in an early special elementary school
experience in her homeland, and also had a previous stay in Texas as an exchange student
in high school. She was an excellent student in terms of academic performance, and
participated actively in student activities, such as a presidential advisory board.
Roberta is a highly motivated language learner who shared with Sarah some of the
feelings of entering through English into a larger, broader world from a closed universe
in her native locale.

But what most stands out in Roberta’s thinking is the firm link she

makes between language learning and experiential situations. For Roberta, language can
be learned only through use, in which particular words, expressions, and ways of saying
things are associated with particular events, locations, and situations.
L: Like, who, what kind of situations were you in when you had to
associate words from another language with things.

R: Because I'm absolutely positive that learning another language takes...
It's about being able to associate the terms with certain situations, and
that I think takes brain and in general they are usually smart people, they
do well in school, they are open to the world, they have things to say,
smart things to say about just about anything they are interested in, the
way to learn the language that fast, you have to be in so many situations
that you have to be interested in you have to open, and I think that takes
brain and intelligence. So, it's not just learning and, you know, I don't
know, it's kind of hard.
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L: So I ask people about their real experiences.... So you think
translating, making associations between the English word and the
Hungarian word that way is not useful?
R: No. No, you can't learn. I was always a good student, in general. But I
wasn't the best one in my English class.
What I would also ask is what were the situations where you had to defend
your opinion you had to talk about controversial things, not in your native
language. That's probably the biggest challenge, and that's where you have
to be very open-minded...

(17) Diana, from Brazil, could be characterized primarily as a good listener.
She was a young woman from Brazil who had been exposed to German since her early
childhood, both from a German-speaking caretaker and later in a German school
environment in Brazil. She had been trained and worked as a leather worker, and
attributed some of her good listening habits to having had to learn to pay good attention to
customer's demands. She notes that in comparison with her roommate, she now pays
relatively more attention to details that make her a better language learner.
L: Maybe this is an issue of "awareness." Maybe there's some awareness
that you have acquired, or you have developed it, maybe you had it
originally, I don't know, but that is now incorporated within you, it's just
part of you. It's natural. [D: Mmmh-hmmm.] L: It stays with you, and
you use it in your life, in learning, or whatever, and in comparison, this
roommate doesn't have that. D'you think there's some... You asked me
before: —awareness of what?— Well, awareness that, let's say there's a
process to learning language, or there is a part, there is a particular
[process-?]...
D: Maybe, uh, I pay much more attention on what's going on that him, in
general, I guess. Like, if I, I always try to catch something about
everything, if I see on TV, or hear on radio, and maybe there are people
that really don't care about that. They hear, but they don't listen. You
know that expression...?
L: Right. But my impression of you is, you talk, you like to participate,
but you also, you take time to observe. Like, you don't speak right away,
from the moment you meet somebody. You observe. Is that right? [D:
Mmh-hmmm.] L: You are conscious of that, or you are aware of that...
D: Yeah, first I listen, and I talk. But I wasn't that way, I can tell you. [L:
No?] D: I changed. I don't know how I changed, but I think it's for better,
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totally. [L: Mmmh-hmmm.] D: Maybe when I started working with
leather [D is a leather craftswoman], I used to, like, first of all, hear
about them, what they really wanted, and then pay attention, what the
clients wanted. Maybe then I started changing. 'Cause you know, you
making something for people, so you need to know what the people want.
You know, I pay attention what they say, you know, what they want... And
then you go putting this into your life, and all that stuff. Like with
friends, I used to be friends with everyone, like ingenuous, my sister
used to tell me that, like, you know, everyone is friend, and you tell
everything to everyone. That's not the right way.

(18) Ellen, Poland; Discovery of the Joys of Learning.

She was a student in her

thirties who had been in the US for about a decade, had married a Polish speaker and had
a son, who is bilingual in the US. This was her first college experience, and it was an
eye-opener for her.

She enjoyed reading literature in her own language, and although

she always stressed her lack of education, it seemed to me that her assessment was
perhaps made in European contextual terms which would not hold up well in a US
community college environment.
with a near-perfect GPA.

Ellen recently graduated from the community college
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Ellen has interesting remarks about whether learning is continuous or occurs in
discrete leaps, as well as the relationship between the actual learning and the awareness
or consciousness of that learning, which may not be identical.

L: Okay. I mean, many of these questions are from different students. Oh,
this is a good question, which I'd like to ask you... "Does learning take place
continually or in quantum leaps?"
E: It's very, very difficult to answer your question. First I must think in
quantum leaps. But on other hand, continuously... First I was thinking it's
in quantum leaps, but I'm thinking it's both way... Sometimes... Hmmm....
I can....

L: How about from your own experience... Can you try to remember some
case of one, and some case of the other.
E: I want to learn English a lot. But I can't do this, because of my life
circumstances stop me, because I can't talk with anybody. And I decided to
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go to college, just for reason to learn English and other things. I go to
college just for one reason. I want to learn English. Of course I want to
change my life, but the first reason was I wanna learn English from good,
good source, or what...

L: But my question is how about your progress. Like if you think about
yourself 1 year ago, 2 years ago, 3 years, whatever, however you want to
make it, or from the first class, the second class, whatever. There was
some change, some improvement, I guess, we will say. But HOW did this
improvement occur. Did you know: "Now I'm improving?", or...
E: I don't recognize that improvement. Maybe some people tell me about
my improvement. But I really don't thinking about this. How big this
improvement, I just enjoy. For example, the biggest achievement in my
learning, which I can never think, never was thinking about before, is
reading English books. I'm very impressed. I can't [i.e., couldn't] do this.
Because all my life I just reading Polish-language book. And now I start
doing this, and I really enjoy. And I think this is in quantum leaps...

L: This is from physics, the idea that the energy changes, it doesn't
happen, I guess in the difference, maybe you think about verb tenses, "I
am speaking." It's a process, there are some steps, maybe you can't see
exactly, if you would see maybe each step would be like this, but it seems
like movement. But if you say: "I will speak," you make a separation
between now to some other time. There's some empty space in between. [E:
Mmmh-hmmm.] So, in other words, does the learning, when you change,
when, for example, about the punishment: one day they say "punishment,"
and the next day they think before and they see there's some different way
to think about this situation, discipline, this word. So, they have learned
something. But how did this learning happen? Did it happen one day, they
were stupid and the next day they were smart [E laughs], or were they
stupid, and a little bit less stupid, and less stupid, less stupid, then
slowly... You know, there's this...
E: I understand! But, this is very difficult!

L: Yeah, of course difficult. Easy questions I know!
E: [laughs] Maybe some knowledge about something it's accumulated in
mind, and it's one day just like explosion. Maybe something like this,
maybe some things you add and add in your mind, don't use this, and if you
have just bunch of things, you can use them all. Maybe something like
this. You can connect.

L: So, for example, right now you say Nanda is better than you. But one
day you will be like Nanda.
E: I never, never be like her, because she is so unique!

L: But you will become more immediate, more fluent, let's say, we hope.
E: It's hard to tell this, but...

L: You think one day you will wake up and suddenly you will just be
different, or...
E: I think so.

L: ... then it's quantum; that's quantum.
E: Because I think human grow up to something, to decision[?], grow up to
be somebody, and one day, human decided this is this day: "I make this
decision today!" Something like this. Connecting...

(19) Joanna, Germany: "Language as a means of connecting with people." A
young woman in her early twenties who is very socially engaging and engaged. She has a
lively personality and her own way of looking at things, and she loves to communicate
with people, and doesn't like to sit silently.

She grew up in Germany, of Algerian

parents, and spoke German as a child. She visited relatives in Algeria and picked up
spoken Algerian there, so that English is her third language. Joanna went on to study for
her bachelor’s degree in a US college.
I know what's social. For me, it's the point to learn English-socialize.
That's it.

L: But do you have in your mind, like, like "My goal is to learn English,
and the way I'm gonna do it is socialize.", or do you have: "My goal is to
socialize, and by the way I'm gonna learn English." Which is the first
thing?
J: [thinking pause]. Socialize first, and then learn. [L: Okay.] Because,
yeah. Socialize first. You need to have friends, to socialize, to feel
comfortable, and then you feel relaxed to speak. And you learn through it.
In the time you socialize and learn English.

L: So you would socialize anyway, even if it turned out that you're
learning instead of English, maybe Dutch. You need to socialize?
J: Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah. I need it. It's a must.
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(20) Evita, Czech Republic.
children.

She is a bright, cheery person who works with

The most important insight derived from her interview was the distinction she

drew in her linguistic development between the limitations of her current environment,
and the need for a more intellectual, lexically sophisticated and challenging ambiance in
which she could acquire more vocabulary. Although she recognized that she had
successfully developed a good degree of fluency and immediacy in expressing her thoughts
directly in English, she also felt a lack of complexity in her vocabulary.

She felt that

this was a result of her lifestyle in the US, in which she toggled back and forth between
her child care responsibilities as an au pair in an American family, and her student life
at the non-residential community college.

I was curious as to whether this awareness of

a lack of intellectual or academic literacy was something which she began feeling acutely
as the result of some limitations in her SLA experience, or was a structural, personality
bound characteristic connected either with her natural proclivities and abilities, or
perhaps with this particular stage in her normal developmental maturity.

Evita went on

to baccalaureate studies at a US college.

L: Let me give you some questions to look over. If something interests
you... This is my original format. We covered some of these questions...
E: They're kind of like tricky, sometimes, hard time to answer them.

L: Mmh... Probing, you know probing? [E: Yeah.] L: I'm trying to go to
some deeper area. They're meant to be exploratory. I don't have in my
mind some preconceived notion. The basic idea is that your experience is
valuable in some way to researchers, and together we'll try to explore
this experience.. [E: Mmh-hmm, mmh-hmm. I understand] L: ...and
maybe part of what we'll find is some new question or some new area that
we didn't think about before.
E: In other words, any kind of questions about ESL, yeah, it's helpful.

L: Anything, try to find some new area.
E: So, what do you want me to do, answer them?
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L: Well, if something interests you, or if something leads you to another
thought.
E: [selecting a question which interests her from my list of questions]: —
“Tell me what you remember about your understanding of the world in
terms of thinking and language before you had any experience with
English.”—

L: Ah! That's like, as a child, when you were first becoming aware of the
world...
E: Oh! Different languages...? I will tell you. I had experiences, with
English [expressions [?]. We watched some Russian movies, I was like
5,6. When I was playing with my dolls, I was pretending I speak Russian.
So I was like, trying to copy the language. I knew they had some "sh, zh",
so I was like "sh, zh", trying you know, you know. I remember that. If
it's helpful for you...

L: It's very interesting. So that means that, sound, your first experience
was really through the ear, and you like to imitate, and you like to, you
don't really care about copying exactly, but you just like the feeling of
producing something...
E:

Yes, yes.

It's correct, it's correct.

L: So maybe actually, to try to put you in some standard form of teaching
or learning, that maybe quite painful to you, because actually you like to
just play and create with sounds.
E: Un-hunh, un-hunh. That's correct, yeah. And till now, I told you, still
[?] getting new knowledges and experiences.

L: I mean, maybe the way for you to develop is to go back to that first
feeling, and to create new ways of learning based on that, and to forget
about grammar or books or this or that, but just...
E: Do you think, but how? I don't know.

L: I don't know either, I'm just...
E: It's a good idea. Hmmm. So actually, I answered the question. "Can I
remember the first awareness of the existence of language?" I was like 5,
you know. Russian...

L: But how about, except for language, other things in life. What else did
you notice about...?
E: ...words...
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L: What's your first memory of being alive? How far back do you
remember?
E: I don't know... helpful, but... I remember, but... See, I have really bad
memory, I really cannot remember as much as my brother, twin brother.
He actually is my walking memory. Do you remember what we spent time
together, we went to the same classes in elementary, high school. So he
reminds me of what I did, what we did. But I remember some couple of
things. I was really little. I was really sensitive... I just falling asleep.
One day I will die. I will not see my mommy. All of a sudden, some kind of
fear, uncomfortable feeling, and it was really literal, strange for child to
think about that. Still here too.

L: Still thing about thing like that from time to time, [she speaks more
about memories, playing with friends, death, etc., ...] ... and was all this
happening in words, or in feelings?
E: I was maybe telling myself, yeah, maybe in language, but I didn't say it
loudly [i.e., aloud]. Even to my brother. In my mind. Yeah, I'm talking to
myself, very often. Now, too, in my mind. Even sometimes loudly [i.e.,
aloud], even [if] I'm NOT alone! Sometimes just, especially this year [?],
grew up, realize that life is about something else. I don't care about what
people thinking about me, because the life is MY life, you know, when I'm
talking to myself in the subway, so what, SO WHAT, you know. I don't
care, if I don't mind, so, you shouldn't mind, you know, it's none of your
business, ...life, I look stupid, not you, you know, I really don't care about
people. Before I took care of, Oh, I cannot do this, I cannot say this,
because people will think about me. Oh...

L: And when you talk to yourself, do you know, are you aware if it's in
Czech or in English?
E: I'm trying. This is also very interesting question. But the true is, the
best example is when I'm counting, for example, money, in Algiers, when
I was cashing out, sometimes I started in English, 'cause I felt like so
dis..., couldn't concentrate, and then I changed it to Czech, you know. So,
you know, it's also ideas, and with my thinking. Sometimes in English, and
sometimes in Czech. It's like this, like balance. Which is bad, because I
should probably think JUST in English, but still.

L: You have both of them in your head, so why not... ?
E: I know

L: ...it's natural...
E: But it's true, for example, when I'm thinking about some boy, and he's
American, yeah, so of course then I'll imagine our conversation, I'm
thinking in English, what I would tell him, or something. Yeah. And it's
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interesting. My best friend here is a Czech girl, but sometimes we are
actually using English. It's really interesting

(21) Rita, People's Republic of China: appropriate learning strategies for
specific stages of the SLA process. There were two most remarkable insights derived
from the interview with Rita:

one was her remarkable equanimity and acceptance of the

process of SLA, which she analyzed rationally as an experience that must be taken in
stages. She appeared to display no anxiety about the process of acquiring a second
language, nor was she disturbed by what she didn't yet know. The other was the energy
and strategies she applied to her study activities. Rita has completed her BA degree and
now works for a US company.
Rita assumes that the experience of learning a second language is first, a normal
process which occurs progressively in a series of stages, and, second, is similar and
unremarkable for all individuals who undergo this process.

Because the process is

logically progressive, from simple to more complex, according to Rita, it is senseless to
introduce complex aspects of the language system at an early stage; instructors who do
this are being inefficient and nonsensical. She relies a great deal on memorization of a
panoply of elements, from spelling to vocabulary to syntax to meaningful expressions;
she also unabashedly relied on a bilingual dictionary for the first two years of her stay
in the US, only feeling comfortable enough to use a monolingual English dictionary in her
third year of study in the US.

L: Okay, I'll do that in a second, but I want to get back to something, a
comment you made to me when we were talking... [R: Mmmh-hmmm...] /
think you said that, something to the effect that "learning a second
language, it was kind of obvious, or straightforward"... I think you were
surprised that I was, ah... [R: Right...] ...doing this research... [R:
Right...] ...Can you think...? [R: ...spend all this time and energy to doing
all this..] {both laugh} My professor will be glad to hear that.
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R: Well, I don't know. It's just how I feel. I think learning English as a
second language, I mean, learning ANY language is just ongoing process.
There's no such thing, the shortcut, you know. You have to learn it one
step after another. You can't jump, you can't take the short way. You just
learn one after another.

L: So, what are the steps, in your mind? Are they the same for
everybody, or different for different people, do you think?
R:

I think it's kind of similar to [i.e., for] everybody.

L: So, what's like, what are some of the first... steps. Can you give me
kind of an idea about the processes.
R: Well, it's like studying English, you need to start from 26
letters...right? And start learning the simple vocabularies, and write
them, memorize them, practice to pronounce them correctly, and try to
make sentence with each vocabulary you learn, and try to talk to people
with those word, the vocabulary you learn. I think those are the steps:
practice, practice, and practice. I don't see any other way to learn
[laughs]! [L: {joins in laughter}] Yeah, a lot of people... well, urn, even
like the entry level class, and the instructor tell you: --"Listen the news.
Read the book."--I don't think... They don't need to do that. It’s kind of too
much. If you only have, like, 2000 vocabularies, there’s no way you can
understand the news. Or if you only have...If you only in the entry level,
you can't read, you really can't read any novel or book, or get involved
[in] any difficult conversation. I think it's just a waste of time. I really
think so. Well, at first... first year, when I just came here, all I did is go
to school, and read, and memorize. I really memorized a lot of
vocabularies. So I don't make a lot of mistakes when I write. I make a lot
more mistakes now, ’cause I... you get used to use computer, so I run spell
checker.

L: Now, when you memorize, how do you do that?
R: I memorize the vocabularies [i.e., words].

L: How?
R: I memorize the sentence. I just read them, I read... Like I recall them. I
can write the one vocabulary for 20, 30 times. It’s just...

L: So, what is it exactly that you memorize... the spelling? ... the
meaning? [R: The spelling... Yeah, everything.] ...the usage...?
R: The spelling, the meaning, and I try to make a sentence with the
vocabulary ..[analyze?]

L: Now, do you also find the equivalent word in your, in Chinese?
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R: Yeah, I was... I was comfortable use Chinese and English dictionary at
the first two years, but after two years later, I start use both, Chin...
ah...English and English, or English, Chinese, and English. Like the
Longman Dictionary... It has English explanations and Chinese
explanations. It's very helpful.

L: Why did you change to that?
R: 'Cause I feel I was more comfortable to use English dictionary... English
TO English dictionary. Well, at the beginning, I remember, when I took
the first English ESL class with you, I was not comfortable to use English
to English dictionary... 'cause it create more confusion... 'cause I could
not... there's...For example, if I look up one vocabulary, and there's a
whole sentence in English to explain it, and there are a few more new
vocabularies in the sentence, so I just could not figure out what the real
meaning is.

The Collective Emergent Themes
A number of themes emerge, forming "big" ideas which encompass the main
themes into which the verbal data gathered from the interviews can be clustered. These
themes reveal what is commonly on the minds of second-language learners. Under each
thematic cluster heading we can find a variety of concerns, experiences, and
interpretations.
What is the significance of these thematic concerns?

It is interesting that second

language learners register these experiences, that they often separate out the elements
of the particular thematic domains, and that they make their own interpretation of the
meaning of this experience.
This research project has been based on two theoretical pillars.

One pillar is the

dichotomy—problematic though it may be—between so-called conscious and unconscious
Earning, also described by the terms explicit vs. implicit, or in philosophical terms,
perhaps the dichotomy between "knowing about" and "knowing how (to)." These
dichotomous formulations have exercised theoreticians at a variety of levels, from the
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"innatist" vs. the "empiricist" explanations for human language acquisition, to the
attempts at formulating a comprehensive theoretical explanation for SLA, such as
exhibited by Krashen.

Dichotomies by their very nature are based on certain

philosophical antinomial assumptions that things are either this way or that way, but
probably not a little of both.

Spolsky provided an anti-antinomial theory by positing a

locally bounded theory seeking to explain who learns how much of which language when
and in what circumstances.
Another pillar—related associatively to the first pillar—involves methodological
issues.

Logically and inevitably, or by quirk of historical association, the experimental

method has been associated with scientific inquiry. This method seeks to identify and
isolate limited variables and to demonstrate their causal relationship to processes
within a given natural phenomenon. This works quite well for some areas of the natural
world, but its seeming simplicity has proven deceptive and misleading in the face of
increasingly complex phenomena where linearly expressible causal relationship are
subsumed and thus rendered irrelevant.

This has occurred in physics in the earlier part

of this century, and more recently in the biological sciences (cf. Kauffmanl, 1995).
However, the social sciences, developed historically after the natural sciences were
firmly established, appropriated the experimental method used by the natural sciences.
The attempt to isolate individual variables and determine their causal relationship to
human phenomena was complicated on at least two levels, however. First, human beings
have emerged to their current point of development without much of a conscious
awareness of how we have done it. We are only now beginning to understand how the
human capacity for language manifests itself in the human mind and the human organism.
Second, the study of causal relationships among specific variables requires their
isolation out of whole phenomenon, an exercise which often turns out to be somewhat
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artificial and paradoxical when the object and the subject of study are the same. Thus,
the second pillar involves the issue of research methodology, and the relationship
between subjectivity and objectivity.

In order to apply the derivative experimental

methodology to human subjects, an operationalization of variables is often required.
Such an operationalization is necessarily reductionistic, and thus inevitably distorts the
relationship of the part to the whole, may produce a misleading picture of the
phenomenon, and often posits putative dichotomies which shed no light on the
phenomenon at question.

Thus, the distinction between "integrative" and "instrumental"

learning posited by psychologically trained researchers (e.g., Gardner), and
"rigourously" tested through the experimental method may lead to results which
nominally meet the criteria for validity and reliability, but are misleading, deceptive,
and thus ultimately not useful in arriving at a better understanding of second language
acquisition because they disregard the simple but fundamental notion that learning by
any individual can be both "instrumental" and "integrative" when considered in finer
gradations, at different times, in connection with various activities, in particular
circumstances, and at specific stages in the SLA process.
A more realistic attempt at research of human phenomena, therefore, accepts a
priori the problematic nature of assuming a putative objective stance based upon the
operationalization of isolated variables which obscures and distort the whole. The
utilization of a methodology of phenomenological interviewing is an attempt to bypass
these inherent false starts, and go right to the heart of the phenomenon. The question
then becomes—what is the phenomenon we are investigating? Is it the SLA process
itself?

Or is it rather the conscious awareness which learners bear of their own

involvement with this process.

If we set the phenomenon to be researched as the latter,

then we can indeed begin to say with more assuredness that open-ended interviewing
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provides a potentially useful way to get at the memories and internalized experiences,
and especially of the notions which learners use to manage their own behavior as
learners. If even at this initial attempt we do not delve as finely as we may have wished
into nuanced aspects of the thematic domains reflected in the articulated expression of
the interviewees, we may have at least arrived at a useful delineation of the "awareness
landscape" which seems to reside in the learners consciousness, or perhaps just below
it, having been stimulated into more linguistically articulable levels of expression
through the facilitative interview process.
Following the revelation of these themes, two directions—one backward, the other
forward—open up for analysis. Backward, a connection can be made to the original
research problem, demonstrating how the results of this research—the thematic
concerns which have emerged, and their finer details—provide a completion of the issues
raised in the problem statement.

This will involve the dichotomy of the explicit and the

implicit, the conscious and the subconscious.

However, it will not be possible to make
i

. |

|

overt connections between the explicit articulations that the interviews produced and
more implicit processes assumed to occur during the SLA process.

Rather, it may be

assumed that some components of SLA involve conscious awareness, and that is what this
research has explored. The connections between this conscious awareness and
subconscious processes are something that must be attempted at a future time, in
another venue, perhaps when a better understanding of such a general relationship has
been achieved.

For example, researchers at the Memory Lab at MIT (Tonegawa, 2001)

have confirmed that such connections may be indeed made in the future, linking the most
abstract conscious learning phenomena with the physiological substrate of emotional and
memory pathways.

Research findings point to exciting though limited connections

between cognitive and emotional phenomena, described popularly as "The JFK Effect"
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(because most people who were alive and old enough at the time of the assassination have
an “indelible” memory of where they were at the time they first heard the news)

It has

apparently been demonstrated, on the physiological-microbiological level, that the
opening of emotional pathways releases other pathways for cognitive learning in a
synergistic way. Most people who were beyond the age of very early childhood are
probably able to remember where they were and what they were doing at the time that
President Kennedy was assassinated.

By isolating individual genes coded for particular

learning behaviors in mice and using the scientific-experimental method to test for
causal relationships with other genes analogously coded, these researchers were able to
demonstrate the physiological basis for the "JFK effect" mentioned above. This is an area
where the scientific method still functions superbly, of course.
Looking forward, important uses of the results of this research become evident.
First, the procedures and results of this research have affirmed the potential for
dialogue between speakers with native language fluency and those with limited
competence in the second language. Second, this research has delineated, through
exploratory, open-ended interviewing, the concerns which appear to be most prevalent
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among a group of college level L2 learners. Third, it has emphasized to classroom
instructors and college administrators the idiosyncratic but well-developed capacity of
L2 learners for thoughtful interpretation of their own learning experience and their
capacity for developing theoretical notions about SLA which inform and help manage
their own learning behavior.

Fourth, it has proven that the lines between instruction,

learning, research, the fostering of acquisition, theoretical understanding at the various
levels of the learner, the instructor, the theorist of methodology and the theorist of SLA
are not clear-cut and are often synergistically interrelated.
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This might lead to more

collegial convergence between the various specialized activities of those involved in the
SLA enterprise.
Fifth, it suggests that a greater attention and respect needs to be paid to the
relationship between universal processes and phenomena and their idiosyncratic but
mature internalization within individual learners.

This might result in topical areas

available for dialogically based clarification, both to help negotiate an accommodational
understanding between participants in the SLA processes (various learners and their
instructors, amongst each other) so that they might function more smoothly and
efficiently in their collaborative efforts, and to serve as the basis for learning
conversation—collaboratively facilitative articulations of conscious or pre-conscious
thoughts. Either or both of these processes of course has the added potential of fostering
metacognitive thinking, which has been demonstrated to be a significant factor in
improving learning efficiency.
(1) The notion of “stages” in the SLA process—learners seem to have a sense that
they are somewhere in the middle of their SLA process. They have memories and ideas
about their earlier encounters with the language, whether in formal classroom
situations or through social or family contact.
(2) The notion of “language ability.”

Ability can be categorized into several

subcategories, as well as perhaps subsumed under a larger category. The notion of
language ability can be considered a subset of a larger category of general ability.
However, there is a question as to whether such a general ability can be described by
general intelligence, a "G" factor, or is a particularly manifested and developed
intelligence, comparable to other such intelligences (e.g., kinesthetic, musical,
mathematical, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and possibly ethical), as has been
delineated in the "Multiple Intelligence," or "Ml" theory of Howard Gardner. Be that as it
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may, this does not particularly concern this research project, although there was a
consideration to eliminate from the study individuals who would fall beneath a fairly
arbitrary cutoff point of so-called normal intelligence.

However, since I have selected

subjects based on my perception of their ability to thoughtfully consider and
expressively articulate their awareness of their SLA experiential processes, I can
assume that they are possessed of either sufficient general intelligence, "G", or have
sufficiently developed their linguistic intelligence (viewed as a particular component of
their "Ml") to have been able to learn a second language well enough to participate
intelligently in dialogic conversation exclusively through it.

The question of the supra-

category, while intellectually interesting, is thus of little practical import to this
current study.
The subcategories, on the other hand, are more interesting, for they serve to
indicate how L2 learners conceive of the notion and the role of ability in the SLA
experiential enterprise.

At least 3 subcategories of ability emerged from the verbal

interview data.
First, language ability can be viewed as a particularistic, trainable and learnable
performative skill used in public communication, especially to present information for
purposes such as political persuasion and logical mathematical argumentation. George
noted—both from his interest in history and from his mathematics professor uncle—that
only a few individuals in a given society have taken the time and made efforts to learn
how to use rhetorical elements of language for these purposes. This type of language
ability can be defined as argumentational or oratorical ability.
Second, language ability can be viewed as a technical manipulation of the human
articulatory mechanism to produce particular sounds and sound patterns, to produce and
understand these sounds and sound patterns to communicate intelligibly and meaningfully
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with members of the speech community who share this common language. Thus, Fidele
speaks proudly and energetically about her ability to communicate in her native
Napolitan-area dialect, as well as to communicate in the new languages she is acquiring.
This type of language ability we can define as socially communicative ability.
Third, language ability can be viewed as the ability to articulate one's thoughts
and feelings, and clearly provides a significant means to acquire a second language. The
notion of facilitating the articulation of existing or incipient thoughts in a new language,
as has been demonstrated to occur in the interviews conducted in this research, would fit
this category. This language ability can be defined as articulational ability.
Fourth, another ability for which evidence from the data can be found can be
described as learning ability,

or perhaps “learnability” ability.

A variety of factors

might be relevant to this ability, including an awareness of one's learning style, an
understanding of instructional intents and methods, a notion of productive effort, a
repertoire of learning strategies, a coordination of instructional methods, learning
strategies, and acquisitional goals into a comfort zone which provides high learning
efficiency, etc. Rita described her intuitive sense for knowing which methods work best
for her, and a feeling for knowing how and when to best apply herself using particular
strategies to achieve specific goals at various stages in her SLA process.
Fifth, language ability is sometimes connected with personality.

Outgoing,

uninhibited personalities are perceived as having more ability than shy, inhibited
personalities.

Terry compared herself as a language learner with her friend, who

enjoyed mimicking and doing takeoffs, had clear pronunciation in English, behaved
nonverbally in a forward (rather than a recessive) manner with her jaw, and was able
to easily engage strangers in public arenas such as restaurants. Terry, on the other
hand, was unable to strike up conversations with strangers because she hesitated and her
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pronunciation was difficult for strangers to understand. She seemed surprised at the
suggestion that experience and conscious learning-behavior management might play a
greater role than innate personality characteristics or instructional methodology and
implementation in SLA. We can term these aspects as a positive and negative language

learning personality.
The interviews also provide insights into the notion of cultural contact, as
manifested in campus relationships between international and American students,
attempts to communicate in the broader society with members of the majority culture,
personal family and societal experience and exposure to a variety of cultures.

Some

subjects described a rich and varied exposure to foreign cultures in their formative
years. Such exposure could have significant effects on both a learner's SLA capabilities
and on their abilities to achieve cultural accommodation and an openness to interpersonal
involvement with diverse individuals.

Other subjects, while not personally or closely

involved with individuals from other language and cultural backgrounds, had some
exposure to foreign sounds and sound patterns through such modalities as tourists
(Anabel in Spain) or the US army (Sarah in Korea).

Yet a third category would include

those individuals whose national territory, although autonomous, was under the strong
cultural influence of a more cultural powerful national tradition (George in Georgia with
Russian, Sonia in Cote D'Ivoire and Emil in Zaire, both with French, and Daniel in Kenya
with English).
Joanna described her early experiences as a young teenager visiting her extended
family in Algeria.

She became involved in the games and social activities within the

particular customs and rules of that culture, which were very different from the
German culture she had been accustomed to. She didn't understand any of the language at
the beginning, and would do everything through her mother's translations, but she
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gradually picked up the language without being very aware of it, as she become involved
with her peers on a daily basis.

Fidele described how her parents lived and worked in

Switzerland, and how she traveled a lot, and was accustomed to hearing a variety of
languages spoken by relatives or visitors to her home who were from other countries.
Anabel spoke about observing foreign tourists to her town (Salamanca) in Spain, and
having fun imitating their accents when they tried to speak Spanish. George spoke about
how Russian provided a great wealth of resources, such as excellent translations of
foreign classics, and also how German was also an established language and culture in his
Georgian homeland.
The interviews also revealed much about how L2 learners conceptualized the
notion of instruction and instructors.

Several conceptualizations contrasting competent

vs. incompetent instructors and instruction emerged: “dumb” vs. “smart,”
“philological” vs. “performative,” and “familiar with native culture” vs. “unfamiliar
with native culture.”

One student (Amalia) represented this as a contrast between

"dumb" vs. "smart" instructors: "dumb" instructors are those who merely take
attendance so that they can show the administration that their classes are popular.
According to this view, "dumb" instructors don't make instructional demands on their
students, so that students don't really need to do much to get by in the course. "Smart"
instructors, on the other hand, assume their students are going to be lazy or tricky, and
set up procedures which are difficult or impossible to get by without doing a real
activity. Amalia gave her grudging respect to a "smart" instructor who assigned students
to bring back an original program from a musical performance in order to prove their
actual attendance. Another contrast which emerged from the interviews was a contrast
between instruction for academic purposes versus instruction for skill-based,
performative learning.

Fidele provided an example of her "philologically" inclined
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professor who, to her mind, inappropriately taught her students the intricacies of
historical linguistics while completely failing to enable their practical acquisition of the
language. The contrastive conceptualization of competent versus incompetent
instructors emerged from George's discussion of the Georgian English-language teachers
who had learned English in Russia and through Russian, and thus had not acquired the
language in its appropriate sociocultural context and did not have that sociocultural
competence.
Another notion emerging from the interviews was the contrast between language
learning in the classroom and language learning in the social environment.

Fidele

recollected her initial experience with Russian in her Italian university classroom,
comparing it to her social use of Russian for meaningful communication when she
traveled
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The interviews also revealed the notion of personality, especially in terms of its
innately determined characteristics, the formative experiential events which have
influenced it, and the interrelated effects of language learning and personality.
Representative of this conceptualization of personality was Terry’s discussion about the
lack of confidence that was part of her personality makeup and which she attributed to
being a result of her early experience when she lived with relatives, in constant
insecurity after her father died and she had no place to call her own. Other factors
involved with the nature of language systems (Japanese vs. English) were added to her
basic lack of self-assuredness and functioned in a way as to reinforce her inability to
increase the quantity and quality of her communicative interaction with American
English native speakers.

Presenting interesting contrasts with Terry were Fidele,

driven by her interest in learning and using new languages and in talking with people
from other countries, and Joanna, who seemed to have an inherent need to interact with
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people, and thus to do so in other languages. Ellen spoke about how her husband would
constantly tell her she spoke terrible English, and how this notion began to "grow" in
her.

It appeared to be related to her personal background, coming from a smaller village

and not having had the opportunity to pursue education. She felt that she was
experiencing education in her adulthood with the enthusiasm a child would feel, and this
applied to language learning as well.
A final category, the linguistic competence and style in English of the
interviewees, emerged as more observational than phenomenologically derived.

Even a

cursory examination of the raw interview data revealed some differences in the
performative competence and speaking pattern styles of the interviewees. These
varieties can be grouped according to particular criteria.

A continuum characterized by

deliberateness of speech at one extreme and by immediacy of speech at the other extreme
•

•

i

can be descriptively estimated by certain technical, objective factors, including: the
amount of filler used, the degree of hesitation, syntactical range and accuracy, the
lexical sophistication, complexity, and the range of vocabulary variation, and the overall
degree of skill in articulating an underlying idea, thought, notion, or experience.

Accents
One of the interesting issues in language studies has been the question, first, of
what constitutes a native language. Chomskyian linguistics has paid much heed to the
“linguistic intuitions” of native speakers, but others have brought into question—
because of the huge variability in idiosyncrasies of speech both within individuals and
across individuals, according to communicative influences on language style and
register—just what constitutes a native speaker.
primacy of oral speech vis a vis written language.
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Furthermore, there is debate over the
Is “native speech” that speech which

has been influenced by the thinking patterns of rhetorical style and grammatical
“correctness” which reside inherently more in written than in spoken language, or is
native speech rather the wider range of language elements and patterns which occurs in
natural human face-to-face conversation?

Furthermore, what are the effects and

implications of this for a second-language learner?

Does SLA proceed more naturally

and efficiently when the input is the more idealized, “correct” type, or when it is the
halting, “adjusted in motion” type?

A further complicating factor is the wide

geographic dispersion of languages and the establishment of national or local cultural
association of particular speech patterns, often summarized, for the English language, in
the dichotomy between “World English” and “World Englishes.”

How does an L2 learner

sense, internalize, and construct meaning about these phenomena?
George saw both advantages and disadvantages of relying on work and social
conversations for his English language interaction. He noticed that routine work,
dissociated from the opportunity for voluntary intellectual conversation, can depress the
drive for SLA.

George had expressed his antipathy for the sort of rapid-fire, local

dialect, basilectal (i.e., street slang) teenage fluency, preferring to regard language as a
sophisticated instrument integrally interrelated with higher-order thinking.

From his

perspective, based on his view of language, routinized conversation patterns which
provide an opportunity for repetition and reinforcement without being linked to creative
exploratory thinking can have more deleterious than beneficial results.

G: You know, last two years, I worked in administrative offices, doing
administrative functions, and I noticed when I do kind of meaningless
things, or things that I don't like, it dehumanizes me, I feel angry, and my
language skills go down. Sometimes I feel that I have good conversations,
stimulating conversations, several days in a row, maybe I make mistakes,
but the general level of my English is better, much better, and I feel more
confident. So, once again, I see, I will need several more years of kind of
intense dealing with language, and graduate school must be very helpful in
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this way, to help me to kind of polish some things, and conduct my
conversations at a certain level. I think I also have to mention this fact
that my major conversations, I talk to my wife, and 90-95% of your
conversations... it's not always possible, unless this person is aware of
your needs, unless this person is an expert in linguistics, or in ESL, so I
always feel dissatisfied in what I do, or the level I perform, relative
performance, what I'm really capable of doing, or what I want to achieve,
or what I'm really able to do. At least now I'm really able to see the
difference. Or, you maybe feel tired. So it's a constant, I wouldn't call it
struggle, but it's work.

Roberta has been exposed to a variety of accents from early experience with English in
her high school in Hungary. She appears to be quite sensitive to difference in English
speakers’ accents, and also has developed significant confidence from having to work
through a number of accents in order to be able to understand them.

L: What about accents? I mean, you heard British English...[R: Yeah.] L:
...mixed with American English, when you were in bilingual school... [R:
Yes.] L: So did you also have a mixed accent, or how did you...?
I
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R: No. We... I don't know... we always made fun of it, made fun of the
teachers...'cause there was this other guy, he was from England, too, but
he was from Scotland, so he had this other weird accent. We didn't pick it
up, because it was so weird that we just made fun of it.

L: Could you understand it? [R: Yeah, yeah.] L: He's from Glasgow, from
Scotland [imitating Scottish accent]
R: Yeah, and there was one that said every word that ended with "er",
"cha", like "teacha"... [L: Oh, an American.] R: No, he was from England.
[L: He was British...] R: I'm not sure which part, but he described
himself, and that was...

L: "Teacha"... That...would be Boston...
R: But that was, he wasn't from Boston...

L: No, no, I understand, because the local accents in America were
influenced by the British.
R: So, it was a British accent, with this "teacha" thing... So that was
funny. And what else? Oh, the Irish guy. He said... that didn't make sense...
He said things like, words that had "u" in it, like, fucked up, he would say
"fooked oop." [L: "Fooked oop"] R: Yeah, and God!, we couldn't figure out at
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first what he was talking about. Oh, we made so much fun of him, poor
guy. So, we didn't pick up these things, they were just so weird.

L: But you could understand them. That's amazing! 'Cause we have trouble
understanding Irish.
R: Oh, we didn't understand at first. It took probably three weeks to
understand. That might be interesting... I don't know about other
countries, but in Hungarian, in our alphabet, we have...we don't have any
word with "w" in it..., and "w" is "v." At least that's how we consider it.
So, that's why, if you hear Hungarians speak English, you can sometimes
hear, like "I vant" and "I vill."

L: "Vorried" and "verried." My friend told me there are two Hungarian
accents, one pronounced "vorried" and one pronounced "verried."
R: I usually picture the words, when I speak, and, because they made us
concentrate on spelling so much, that I got used to picturing the word. And
it doesn't stop you, to me that's a "v", at least that's why I, because I
sometimes say "I vant," and like... But then on the other hand, but the big
thing, now I'm so careful, about this "w" and "v," instead of "victim" I'll
say "wictim"...

L: "Wictim"... My father does the exact same thing. He [speaks]
Serbian... "Vinshield vipers."
R: Yes! "I vant to buy some vindshield vipers.." And the "r" is different;
like, we don't have "r," we have "er." So, you know, that's why... what I
discovered is the people, those Hungarians who started English when they
are older, they are the ones you hear say "vant" and "vinshield viping" the
most. 'Cause they have the hardest time...

L: So we are well-trained in Hungarian accents...
R: Oh, yeah. So I can recognize Hungarian accents. I can pretty much
recognize European accents, and especially Hungarian, because Hungarian
is so much different from the other accents.

Communicating with the Cultural Environment
Sonia (similarly to other interviewees) emphasized the importance of living and
communicating within a majority native-language environment.

She commented on her

first impression that the class atmosphere was more informal than she had expected, but
also recognized that the teacher was trying to create an environment comfortable for
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free and spontaneous communication. She valued the freedom and confidence that came
from it and with it especially because in her home country there was a great tendency to
make fun of anyone who spoke differently in any way.
L: And how about the classmates? What kind of reactions or feelings, did
you make friends?
S: Yeah! I made lot of friends. I made lot of friends. The class was kind of,
like, freedom. We were not, the teacher was making people very free to do
what they want, and make them to say what they want, in English, so I
made lot of, we were not impressed by the other student who knew how to
speak English...[??] other student...
L: You were not intimidated? [S: No.] L: Yeah. And do you think, do you
think freedom, is there a relation between freedom and language, for you?
S: Yeah! Mmmh-hmmm. I think to speak a language, people should be free,
because in Frank, when you make a mistake, in my country, for example,
when speaking in Frank[L: French] in French, and we make a mistake,
people just laugh and try to make you funny? [L: To make fun of you.] ...to
make fun of you, and you always, it's not easy to learn in this way. But
[laughing]
L: Le pouvoir de I'academie francaise, eh?
S: Yes. So you always, you are always trying to not make mistakes. But in
this class, we could make a mistake, and the teacher was always ready to
correct a mistake. So we were not afraid, except myself, me, concerning
me, I wasn't afraid of making a mistake. And it simplified everything.
L: And how do you see the other students, as far as their learning, their
progress?
S: Yeah, they improved. They improved their English, especially some
students, I can name Nada. [L: Who is Nada? From which country?] She is
from Nepal. [L: Nandal] Nanda! Nanda! And I don't remember some of the
names. Everybody improved his [sic] language.
L: And how do you measure improvement? How do you know they
improved? What gives the key?
S: By making sentences. For example, at the first time, people just make
words, table, like this. But as we worked, we tried to make a correct
sentence, and tried to listen to the other people.
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Homing to the USA
Students leave their countries to study abroad for a variety of reasons.

Sarah’s

first awareness of language, offered retrospectively, provides a context against which to
compare her later heightened awareness which seems to inevitably comes with
functional bilingualism.
Well, I was not interested about languages. Since I was born in Korea, I
was speaking Korean and I didn’t even realize I was speaking Korean. I
was speaking the same language as my mother.
Evita came to the US through the confluence of a chance meeting, her experiences
working with children, and her own desire to come.
L: Tell me how you came to the United States, how you came in the
first place, to Boston?
E: Did I tell you the story, it's kind of a long story, but my teacher,
teacher from the college, where I was studying after high school. Her
cousin lives here, and he was looking for a Czeck girl to work for him,
...his children... so she told me, "Would you like to come here?" So, I told
him, "I would love to." So I went for two interview in Prague, so we talk,
and he hired me, and it was very quick, interview in June, and July 9 I
was here. They used to live in Boston, but not any more, that's why I
came here.
L: And did you have any, you had studied teaching, right, but did you have
any experience teaching then?
E: A little bit, you know. I was studying for kindergarten teacher, and we
had to do like internship during our studies. And my other experience is
with the children, a kind of teaching, was like, every summer, I went to
camp, so I had group of children... [L: you were taking care of...] E: yeah,
always with the children, some activities, I was the leader of hiking
course, I took the children to hiking. Because I was, I went to the camp,
here in the summer, from when I was 14, so the last time was like for
..6? years...

Confidence.

By revealing her level of comfort or discomfort she experiences

when learning or using English, both in her homeland and in the US, Sarah illuminates
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other potential influences upon the efficiency with which she is acquiring fluency in
English.
[In Korea] Maybe I had chance to talk, but I was afraid to talk to them.
Like I couldn’t even say “Thank you.” Someone gave me a candy. I think
it’s very big, like pop, very big candy. But someone was staying in hotel.
They were a couple, had one baby. I think the wife was pushing the
stroller. And the husband gave me a candy but—I knew how to say “Thank
you,” but I couldn’t. I was shy. I was just running after that. I was 15
years old. I had chance something like that couple of times but I didn’t say
any word. I was shy. [In USA],..gonna be very embarrassed if I make
mistake. If I say something, even if I say something, if they don’t
understand, what am I gonna do?

Dreaming of Coming to the USA.

In recollecting her early decision-making and

planning about traveling to the US, Sarah reveals a crucial step in the SLA process.

I was 19 years old [when I came to the States the first time]. Was two
years ago...l felt both way. I was so excited to...see a lot of people from
different countries, to speak English. And the other way I was afraid to
meet people from different countries, different races and speak English

Sarah’s analysis of the derivation of her country’s name in its original meaning
illuminates the contrast between its cultural characteristics and those of the USA, and
provides insight into the larger cultural and national context within which her
personality as a learner is formed.
[The name of my country in my language is] Hangook [which means] “one
country,” [i.e.,] “homogenous.” We are not like States, not many, not
multicultural. Unicultural. One people and one country means Hangook.

In sharing her first, but lasting, immediate impressions upon her arrival to the US,
Sarah is revealing the innermost workings of her heart and mind.
I came to Boston in 1993, January. When I arrived to JFK airport in
New York I was, I couldn’t even shut my mouth. Wow! It’s a huge place.
The time when I was waiting for other plane to Boston, and I had a couple
of hours until I transferred to other place. When I was waiting that time I
was just looking out the window and saw many Black people. Can I say
Black people?...! see many Black people. Every single taxi driver was
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Black. Almost someone working in the airport was Black. So I felt, I
think in the United States Black people are majority of population or
something like that. But after I came to Boston I think maybe just
someone working in the airport are Black. I had kind of racism. I was
afraid of talking to someone has black skin.

L: Did you hear stories? Did people warn you or something from when
you were in Korea?
Uh hum. Most of them, most of my friends told me you’ve got to be
careful. Everyone, especially Black people—I don’t know why Korean
are—I can see most of Asian are afraid of Black. Maybe difference of skin
color. Even if you don’t know them. It is true if you ask any other Asian
students, they are afraid of talking to Blacks. Other friends from other
countries Japan, Taiwan, and some countries, Asian, India. They seem
like afraid of Black people, yes. ‘Cause we seldom see Black in our
country. We have some white people. They have business and they’re in
the embassy. And they’re involved with our government. But not many
Black people. So I think that’s the reason why.

In reflecting upon her upon opinions and speculating upon their possible formative
influences, Sarah is enabling a transcendence of instinctive reaction which may occur
when individuals from a wide spectrum of culture, and revealing how her first
impressions and stereotyping based on second-hand information may grapple with
deeper understanding based on personal exploration and association.
In Seoul. Yes, I saw them [Black soldiers with the US Army]. But they
don’t have good reputation at all. Sometimes they rape the woman.
Sometimes they hit somebody. They are very hot-tempered, I think.
They like to fight each other. Some, some of them, not all of them, yeah.
That’s why maybe I was afraid of talking, even talking to them. But now I
have good friend of mine is Black. He’s a policeman, [laughs] Now I don’t
have any racism at all.

By telling us whether her knowledge of the USA, and its people and culture, has been
acquired first-hand directly from individuals or from media and other informational
means, Sarah helps us understand the basis of her affective and cognitive relations with
the broader culture, society, and language of the US.
In school [I had personal contact with someone who spoke English]...there
was the time I spent here. I spent in Boston for nine month. After that I
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went back to Korea. I got in other tourism college and I spend one
semester there. When I was staying there in ‘94 I was freshman. I met
the English teacher. He’s from San Jose. And his name is Daniel. I
learned English in his class. But after class we, some students and Daniel
met each other for beers, for socializing, yeah. And we were talking a lot
of things like class, a lot of things about life.
Sarah s description of her hometown and the mentality of its people enlighten our
understanding of her as a language learner, of possible influences on her personality
formation, her learning style, her perception of others, her likes and dislikes, and her
aspirations and motivation.
People from my hometown, they’re too, actually don’t care about politics
so much as people from Kwangju. People from my hometown want some
money. They want to make more business, make more nice area so we can
have—if we can have more tourists, we can make more money. That what
my mother do. My mother has business of hotel.

Sarah’s recounting of her first contact with foreigners reveals early influences on her
attitude toward the culture of English speakers, thereby providing important insights
into her affective stance toward learning English.
When I have free time I help my Mom during vacation We got a lot of
international people coming through my mother’s hotel]. People from
usually States and Japan, yeah. Someone from France but I didn’t speak
French. I was very interested to see them ‘cause when I was young I can
see no foreigners around my hometown, only Koreans. Koreans, that’s it.
So when I saw them first time they looked similar to the one I saw on TV,
like movie stars, yes someone has blond hair, not the black hair and
brown eyes and blue eyes, green eyes, white skin. Someone has very dark
skin, different from us. That was the first impression. Someone looks
different.
Sarah’s early opportunities to compare experiences of village and city life may have
affected the way she later related to her peers and to learning, by enabling her to value
and maintain close, communicatively based interpersonal relationships while fending off
the irritants of urban interactions.
I think people from hometown is moving to big city for education, for
another business. Because not many businesses in my hometown, only for
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tourists, like restaurant and hotels and some resort business. I was
staying in my hometown until I graduate my high school. And a lot of
tourists came during summer vacation. So we can see the difference,
difference from Seoul which is our capital. People from big town, big
city are different. They are wearing different stuff and so we have
different accent. ‘Cause people, people from my hometown has very
strong accent, same as some from North Korea, ‘cause we have very
strong accents. If someone doesn’t know I’m from South Korea, if I speak
Korea they’re gonna think I’m from North. I remember exactly. My
family moved to countryside when I was six years old because my father
was sick so she need, he need to live in the countryside with a lot of fresh
air, things like that. And also he would have, like, farm, some animals,
pigs, cows. Like, he, we wanted to be a farmer. That’s why our whole
family moved to countryside when I was six years old, before I went to
elementary school. But it was not far from my hometown, thirty minutes
by bus. There’s not many transportation between the city and where I
live. When I don’t have school I just played with my friends.
Everybody—I remember everybody in town was very kind, nice. I think
same as here. People from, you can see the difference, people from...?
and New Hampshire, Maine, they’re kind, pretty much. But they have
very strong...between them. For a time when you move to small, small
town they don’t like someone from big city. They’re like afraid,
suspicious. You don’t know who they are. And after that you’re—when
you’re close to them they became so nice, so kind and so until—but we
didn’t stay there long. We stayed there for one year.

The experiences of Debora, who went through the SLA process not once, but
twice, is interesting from multiple personal, cultural, and linguistic perspectives.

Her

narrative exemplifies the distinction between instrumental and integrative motivation
as delineated in Gardner’s construct of motivation and attitudes, as well as sociocultural
factors suggested by Schumann’s notion of acculturation.

Previous experience of

acculturation and foreign status may of itself represent a significant variable which
affects the SLA experience when it happens the second time; alternatively, perhaps the
nature of each experience is so unique that previous experience does not significantly
affect it. Debora's journey to the US was the culmination of many peregrinations, some
with her globe-trotting geographer parents, and another to Hungary as a foreign
engineering student.

Through a fortuitous family connection after completing her
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electronic engineering degree in Hungary, she came to the US (four years before the
interview) to serve as a nanny to a Polish-American couple seeking to expand their
computer business into the Polish market, and needed someone to stay with their
children when they went abroad.

Right after completing her degree in Hungary she got a

job as a Polish-Hungarian technical translator for the leader of a technical organization
involved in improving scientific and technical collaboration between Poland and
Hungary, with a particular focus on materials science. As she was about to embark on
what she saw as an exciting career, flying in private planes, and staying in country
palaces, her employer suddenly succumbed to a heart attack; she remained in Hungary,
working as a translator for Polish people there, and married a Pole who later joined the
Polish army, leading to their divorce.
\

Yes, I'm just talking about my diploma, and then I dealt with material
science, and then I brought back to university in Hungary, and then
they want me, I supposed to be personal interpreter of the, I don't
know how to call this person who is on the top of society of Hungarian
engineers. I started very exciting life, because we went to Poland to
meet with Polish society of engineers, and I had to translate big
papers, I had to take, I had a speeches, I was 24, and I was very excited
about this, and it seemed like my life will, just from school, and I will
become, I will have very interesting life, because we went to Poland,
and we stayed in the beautiful palaces, some in the country, we flew
private planes, it was very exciting. And we came back, and we
supposed to start work, between Poland and Hungary, and... he died! He
had heart attack in the elevator, so it was very sad, and this is how my
exciting life ended up. [L: {laughs}]. So, after this, I just became
interpreter for the Polish people working in Hungary. For two years I
did it, and then I came back to Poland. In the middle of the time I got
married, but after, we got married when I was in Hungary, my
husband was in Poland, we met in Hungary, and we were studying
electronics, and we got married in Hungary, then my husband went to
army in Poland, I stayed in Hungary, and, and, after I came back to
Poland, because my husband said that we supposed to start our life
together, everything was gone. So, we got divorced.

L: And how did you get to Hungary in the first place?
D: Oh, my sister's, my family's very energetic. [L: I can see that!] D:
My family has very hot blood, so, and they have all big temper, you
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know, so when it's find[?] at my home, the glasses are falling, my
mom is going to the hospital, we had a lot of accidents, so, so my father
travels all over the world. So, my mother is smart[?] to nature, she
loves hiking, she loves to be outside, she grow up in the country, and
my father is from capital of Poland, which is Warsaw, so he is city
boy, and my mom is country girl. But they somehow they work it out,
that my father loves right now country, and my mom loves the city, so
it's... So, this is how everything started. We never stayed in one place
for too long, because both of my parents are, how do you call the person
who measures the ground before you put the building together...? [L:
Surveyor] Surveyors! They both surveyors, so my sister used to
move every year to different school. I was by then baby, so I didn't
care, so we were just flopping around Poland, in different places, and
my sister lived with grandmother 'till she was 7, 'till my parents
made enough money to buy their own apartment, and then we moved to
Warsaw, and we lived in Warsaw. But 'till now my parents going
away, they have like 6 weeks vacation every year, at least, they going
for 3 weeks to [?] in winter skiing, and in summer they going to
mountains, hiking, and to the ocean. And my father travels all over the
world. He signs the contracts, he fights for the contracts with other
countries, for surveyor contracts. So probably this is... So my sister
went to Moscow study. She study surveyor, too, to be surveyor, and
she finished aerophotogeodesia, which is making the pictures from the
planes, and drawing maps. And my mother was working in Germany,
because it was the time in Poland when it was very hard time, when we
didn't have food, when we had to buy for tickets sugar, meat, butter,
and my mom decided that she will go to work in Germany, to bring food
to Poland, that because I was finishing exams, I always was kind, very
fragile, so my mom want to feed me well, so she was bringing all the
food home, and she was feeding all the family. And when she was in
Germany, she found a newspaper, there in Germany, in which one day
they were talking about study, international study, that the Polish
students, if they don't want, that they have opportunity to study abroad.
Like my sister did. My sister studied in Russia. And we [?] the choice.
I exactly remember when was it. It was on beautiful fields in
Germany. My mom brought the newspaper, and we talked about this,
what should I do, where I should go study. I knew one thing, that I can't
study in Polish university in Warsaw, because I went to high school
for 4 years, and university was very close to the high school, and
whenever I drove the bus I felt, —"Oh, my God, I can't go another 5
years to the same place. I mean, I would be bored to death."— So I
knew that I can't go anymore to the same place. I have to change
something. So, when we were in Germany, on these fields, we read this
newspaper, and we read to which countries I could go. And I could go to
Czechoslovakia, to Albania, to Bulgaria, to Rumania, to Russia, and
Hungary. So then we start eliminating, where should I go, I mean, to
which country. I mean, in Russia was my sister, so there's no point to
go, I mean, it’s kind of poor, and there's a lot of cockroaches, and all
this stuff. So, Czechoslovakia, Romania is poor, Czechoslovakia is not
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too interesting, I mean, we can go hiking there anyway. In Bulgaria, I
was, because when I was high school student I used to run in the
competitions, so I used to go for the camps, like sport camps, so I was
in Bulgaria and Rumania, so there was nothing exciting, and the only
country which was really exciting [?] was Hungary. It was the closest
to West, which was a different system, which always we saw as a rich
world, where you have everything, and we knew that the Hungary is
closest to West, and it must be very exciting, and my sister's friend,
where they studied together in Moscow, she was her friend, she was
her roommate. So, what my all family decided, because I'm going to
different country, Hungarian language, like you know, it's completely,
it's Ugro-Finn group of languages, and it doesn't fit to any languages...

L: Did that scare you, or...
D: It's scary.

I couldn't imagine. Before I went, I bought this book,
How to Learn Hungarian, and I looked at the alphabet, at A-B-C, and I
said, —"Am I ever...?" I will ever learn this? "Am I able...?"—
because they have 4 o's., 4 u's, you know, all this kind, and I said, —"I
can't never do it."— So we decided Hungary will be the most exciting,
and also I will have someone to go there, because my sister roommate
finished studying in Moscow, so she will be in Budapest, so if I will
feel lonely, I will always have someone there to go, especially not
knowing language. So, then I pass exams for, to the university, and I
met two girlfriends, with which one I supposed to go Budapest, and we
had meetings with the people who study already in Budapest, who
encourage us very much, who said the life is so exciting, it's beautiful,
there's the best place to be. So, it was very exciting. And my two
girlfriends, we were planning where we will live, because we knew
that we will be in the same room, what we take, cooking stuff, clothes,
you know. So, it was very exciting. Then I went to Budapest, and I
studied for one year language, Hungarian. It was international
university, where only foreigners live. And, so we studied there for
one year, language, and for half-a-year we studied just language. We
had to learn everything, A-B-C, and the words from the beginning. So,
it was from September to December, and from January to June we
learn math, physics, chemistry, and still we continue with Hungarian
language, for another half year. But we had to, because we had to start
university next year, with Hungarian students, we had to knew math,
physics, how to say the words, and how to start study. So after one
year of studying language, we went, we start study with Hungarian
students.

L: How was that?
D: It was awful! I mean, we didn't have any contact with Hungarian
people. We lived in the international university, where everyone is
foreigner. You know, so we can't, we speak between each other, there
were Czech girls with which one we can speak Polish, they speak
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Czech, you know. There were a lot of Arab guys, which I always [?] I
see them....and then, and this was this.

L: [laughs] Did you use English at all? [D: Hunh?] Did you use
English?
D: No! Not at all. My exams for university, when I had to pass high
school, I passed in Russian, and I did very good. I got 95%, I think,
score. But I haven't been speaking in Russian for so many years, that
by now it's very hard.

L: So, at that time, which languages did you have some knowledge...
D: When I went to Hungary I knew Russian, pretty well, very good, I
would say, for the international person, for the foreigner, and I had the
basis of English. You know, I took a little bit at school English, so I
knew how to say the simple things, so I had already basis.

L: Did you have exposure to any other languages, European languages,
French, or German?
D: Ah, not by them, not then yet. So this first year at the university
was very hard. Math was very easy, I was very good in math, so for
me, math was like nothing, and you don't really need the knowledge of
the language to math, so it was very easy, and Polish students were
very good in math, so we are known by this, that we are good in math,
physics, chemistry, which we had from back home, from our country,
where they teach us very well. Though, we started the computer, like
digitalisch tehnika and programming, and it was for me, it was like, I
couldn't find myself. I called my mom, I remember, I went to school at
8 o'clock, I finished at 6 o'clock at night. I was exhausted, I was
miserable, I was crying, I used to call my mom at night, right after I
finished school, and I used to cry, and I said: "I will never do it. It's
awful, it's disgusting, I don't understand anything, what's the point of
doing this!?" You know, so I had a lot of problems. But THEN, it
started very exciting, because I met few people, which they helped me
a lot with the programs, sometimes they wrote for me. When I didn't
pass my first exam I didn't pass, so they want to ski with me, to
Poland, they want to go with me to ski in Poland. So they helped me
kind of pass everything, because we were in a hurry to go, because
then it will be vacation will be over, you know, so it worked. And it
was the most wonderful years of my life, was in Hungary. Study was
extremely hard. So, the parts which were hard, by then my husband
helped me a lot, with all electronic, and programming. He helped me a
lot. I mean, we just start dating, I mean, this is how it started,
because I had to look for some help. [L: He was Hungarian?] He was
Polish,... [L: Polish.] ...but he was studying there, too. So everything
started from this, that I looked for someone who will help me, because
I had some problems with programming, and so they sent me from one
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person to the other, and it was funny, because first guy they sent me,
he was like wild, he just run away from me, he was like [?], just
leave me alone, and then I asked, so who else could help me, and they
sent me to my future husband, that he's very patient, he's very smart,
he will, you know, so this time we started [i.e., dating]. So, and, so,
our school was very excited [i.e., -ing], I used to go, I met wonderful
people, Hungarian people are very nice, very, very generous, very
open, very, very nice people. And, after 6 years, being at the
university, then I start working as interpreter, for 2 years, and then I
got married, and my husband said that he want me to come home,
because we will never have marriage, and I came home, and it never
worked, so we got divorced. I was miserable, I couldn't find my place, I
know that it was like I lived in somewhere. My life was miserable. My
head was bumping. I couldn't study anything. I remember I went to
English course, I didn't get anything from it. My head was...

L: That was in Poland, right?
D: Yes. After we got divorced. I mean, I couldn't get anything. My mind
was locked, because everything I went through. First of all, I loved
Hungary, and I always want to stay there. I felt there like at home. My
husband hated. He didn't want to get there back. My parents gave us
land and...ahh... fff...ffff...fundaments of the house, that we can build it.
And so I felt that we should go together with my husband. They begged
him to work with me as interpreters. We could make a lot of money.
Build a house, have own house, live in Poland. My husband didn't agree
with it. He want to work for the company, exactly. He couldn't make
money working for the company which belongs to the mmm, mmm.
government. So the only reason he want to do it, he want to do it
because he would get apartment. So, my father helped him to get a job,
then we got apartment, but by then, everything was gone. So, I think it
was main reason. But after I came from Hungary, after two days, I
remember I went somewhere with my husband, and I looked
everywhere, and I said, "Oh, my God, I can't live here! I hate this
place! There's nothing that I'm connected to here." I mean, my soul and
my heart was in Hungary. So, it was like, my, everything was fighting
[?], I have husband here, who I love, but I know that I can't live here.
I just can't. This place is not for me. So, so I couldn't find a job, it was
very hard, so I start working for hostess agency. I went through a
special course, where they tape video on you, and then the people from
the different computer companies, cigarette companies, from all over
the world, they coming, and they choosing the people who will
advertise their products, and on these huge exhibitions, and things like
this. And, so, I start doing this. I start working, I worked for all
different companies, but one of the companies was Sun Microsystems,
and they were the people who started their life, they came to America,
the boss of Sun Microsystems who had, the boss, in Poland, who, you
know, I don't know how to say this, like the Sun Microsystem, it
started here, in America, does it? [L: I don't know.] Whatever. But
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there's part of it which is in Poland, and he was the most important
person in Poland. So... [L: Right, I understand.] So, he came to
America 15 years before, and start without having nothing, and then
after 15 years he was very successful, he had, he was so, you know,
after, so this showing [i.e., demonstration, evidence, exposure] that a
lot of people think about this, that they come to America without having
nothing, and they can have so much after working hard and often being
lucky, too. But hard work can really help you with your life, where in
Eastern Europe, you can work 'till you're exhausted and you will get
nowhere. So, it was the difference. And once I asked him... I used to
work on different exhibitions, and I mentioned that I really would like
to study English, so if they would ever heard about the opportunity
going to England, I would really, I would really like to do it, to study
English. So, then I never heard from them, for probably half a year.
And once at night I got a call, and they asked me: —"Would you like to
come to dinner?"— And I said, —"Oh, sure, of course,"— and so I went
to dinner, and there was this Bob, who came from Boston, and this is
when they said to me that if you want to learn language, I mean, it
wouldn't be in England, but you can do this in America. You can come
here, and... So, for me, it was, I didn't know what to do, because I was
going to start my own, ah, ah, like selling company, I was going to sell
the clothes, so I had my name-cards, I made my name-cards, I had
stamp, I got a car, so I was kind of starting my own business, and I was
certain way excited about this, a little bit. But I didn't really start it,
I just got ready myself, my name-cards, my, you know, so I was... But
then I knew that the market in Poland is not too good, the people they
didn't have money, so it was hard to sell the things, so I after they
proposed me this opportunity to go to America, I thought for a little
bit, I talked to my dad, I talked to my friends, certain way I was very
excited of going away somewhere, because after my divorce I couldn't
find my place, and I really didn't want to stay there, so in the end I
decided to come, just forget everything what I started there, just I
want to have some new experience, to see the other country, so I
decided to come. So, when I came here, it was very hard. It was very
hard. I had to do shopping. For me, when I came to the stores, and so
much things in the stores, I remember on Boylston Street, to Star
Market, I used to go shopping. First time, when I went shopping, I got
this huge list for one week. They used to buy for one week, once a
week, for four people, and with me five people, all the food, and all the
necessary supplies. So first time I spent between two-and-a-half
hours, just walking around these piles, asking the people who work
there where I can find this, where I can find this... It was miserable.
But, every week it was better and better, I was very proud when I
went, I found my way on the subway, I start to know more and more, so
after half-a-year, I was looking probably after like 4 month being
here, I started looking for opportunity going to school, and I remember
first my school I was going to go it was Baker's Hill??.../L; Bunker
Hill] Bunker Hill College. And, but I really looked for the cheapest
college, because I couldn't afford anything. I mean, I was making $100
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dollars a week, $125, which was my salary, and I mean, I had
everything, I had room, I had food, I was live-in, but from $125, I
couldn't spend really anything, if I want to put away for my school. So,
I put away. I had probably $600 on my account, and I didn't have
account exactly, in my drawer, in my room. And, my family went away
to Europe. I stayed with the children and the dog. And we went to the
beach. We went to the beach with the boys. And I did the plane [?] to
the youngest boy, you know, I was, and I didn't see the stone, and I hit
with my big toe the stone, and I think I broke it. It was, there was no
one at home, I was in charge of everything, two young children, the boy
is two years old, the other is four year old, and what I can do? I can't
walk, and I'm alone, in a foreign country. I had one friend. Exactly,
one was... two friends. One was the nanny which was working in
neighborhood. So I asked her, look, I have to go to the hospital, I think
I have broken toe, I have to do something about this. Could you help me
taking care of the kids. I can't leave them. So, she came, and I went to
the hospital, they put, they couldn't do really nothing, it was broken,
but it was straight, there was not dislocation, they asked me to do
compresses and keep stiff, so it wasn't nothing serious, but then, next
day, and I planned to go from September to school. And next day I'm
looking, there is no money. All my money, which I was putting away,
every day. You know, for me it was so hard. There's nothing left. For
me, it was tragedy! I mean, my school, all my plans, everything is
gone.
.
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D: I don't know. I couldn't suspect anyone. Maybe this girl took it.
Maybe the boys were playing. I don't know. Till today I don't know
what's happened to all the money. So then, I couldn't go to school from
Fall, I decided to go from January. And this is how I met Louisa, the
Italian woman in Weston. And she was very nice, and we really had
great friendship, and she really helped me to feel myself much more
comfortable, because I started as a nanny, and I always felt, like, you
know, my status is really, you know, it doesn't feel good, certain way,
you need some encouragement. I mean, I didn't really know how to find
myself. I mean, I'm electronic engineer, I'm someone in my..., and I'm
coming here, and I'm just no one, I mean. So, she started me [As she

gets emotional, she appears to revert to Polish syntax with object
pronoun preceding transitive verb, but then repeats English syntax
with post-verbal object pronoun] treating me like a friend, we were
going like the best friends do, everywhere. Ah, ah, and it helped me a
lot in self-confidence, and then in January I went to school, and I think
this is when I took your course, in January.

L: That was the first course you took?
D: Yes, the first course. And I decided to go for travel management.
This is what I always wanted to do very much. But then, I talked to a
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lot of people, and my first goal also was to have a visa, my visa, I didn't
have visa. So, I tried to pick up the course which will be the longest
and also which will give me some good profession here, you know, if I
ever want to stay in this country... [L: Yeah.] And, you remember this,
this, what was his name, who end up in... [L: Um] But you know about
whom I'm talking? [L: Yeah.] He was in nursing program, and he
convinced me, I never believed that I can go to nursing program I was
convinced that this is only for American, that me, as a foreigner, with
my language, I mean, I got to school, the minimum was 63 points, I got
65, on the first, that I can go to... [L: ...language test...?] Yeah. So, I
said, I have no chance, I don't even want to start. But he convinced me,
he said: "Look, I'm foreigner, I’m doing great, you just have to do it,
you just have to start it, you have to believe it, and everything will be,
you know, fine. So, I decided to do it, and, mmm, I passed the test, and I
got into the nursing program. And, when I was going to nursing
program, in the middle of the time, I looked for someone that I could
date, so Mariangela tried to help me. It was, first I used to go to the
bars and clubs, of course, after a while you realize that there's very
hard, it's not the way to meeting people, and, and then Mariangela's
sister had a lot of friends, so they start finding me, you know, people,
kind of fixing me up. The first was a doctor, he was medical doctor, he
was studying too, and, I, somehow, somehow I didn't like him. Then
Fred was second. And, we started, and I would say it was very stormy,
very stormy relationship. And I don't know what will happen.

Emil, a Zairian, had a particular appreciation for the diversity of African
cultures, but he was most impressed with what he perceived as the Africans' special
ability for collaboration.

Emil had never visited other countries in Africa, but was

aware of current affairs throughout the continent through newspapers.

Although he

didn’t have many personal friends from other African nations, he would meet his
father’s colleagues at his home.

Emil saw both similarities and differences among

African peoples: thousands of languages and dialects, diversity of cultures (especially
between central and west Africa), and religions (Christianity and Islam).

Emil

attributed to the African people some special characteristics, what he called “to have
heart,” a quality by which Africans take care of one another; he gave as an example the
case of a 48-year old uncle who was still being taken care of, along with his wife and 8
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children, by Emil’s father.

However, according to Emil, despite this positive side,

Africans often tend to get bogged down in asserting their power over others.

The positive aspect of Africa is, ya, in general... African people... they
have a heart ...O.K. they have... I meant by heart, I think they have
...hmmm... what can I say, they see, they see the other, just like, you
know, your brother, we still have that in my country.... So, there is this
affinity, it’s very strong, very strong in Africa, very strong, you know,
and, urn... sometimes, like, it’s... everywhere young people see you just
as a brother, a sister, ya, it’s very strong, and its still there, but we
gotta use it, we not gonna just say we have it... We have this, we have
that, hey, we gotta use it in a positive way to give something, to give
something, but that’s what we don’t do.
However, as Emil sees it, Africans are susceptible to exercising their power over others
when they have the opportunity, and he feels that this is a very bad quality that is at the
root of many social and economic ills, and he agreed that this may be in part a legacy of
colonial exploitation.

Early Schooling in Second Language Learning
Students in US college ESL classes are not starting afresh to experience English
instruction; they must have already achieved some level of English proficiency in order
to be admitted to colleges.

However, instruction in their home countries, in a cultural

and linguistic environment in which English is a foreign language, may be a very
different experience from that where English is the majority language of both
instruction and the immediate cultural environment.

It is only natural that early

instructional situations affect in some way learners’ perceptions, behavioral responses,
attitudes, and approaches to learning ESL. Because students may not have opportunities
to experience oral English in communicative situations outside the classroom, they have
no chance to test and reinforce what is learned in the classroom. Also, communicative
methods may not have permeated the curricula of many countries where English is not
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spoken as a majority language.

More traditional grammar-translation or teacher-

centered pedagogy have differing effects on learners.
Sarah: I [studied English] a lot...from junior high school. That’s a
required course...Almost two hours every day from Monday to Friday I
learn English. Little by little. One day is vocabulary. One day is
grammar. But we never have had a chance to speak in class until high
school...first of all the classroom is very quiet. You cannot hear anything
from students. Or if you come to class you will hear every single thing
exactly what the teacher is talking about, but nothing from
students...That’s the difference [from my current class]...And if you want,
if you want to ask something to the teacher, you cannot just talk. You have
to wait until the teacher give us a chance to ask question. “If you have any
question you can ask me now.” But if you ask something before that he’s
gonna ignore it or she’s gonna ignore it. [We have to] raise a hand first
and...if the teacher point me I can stand up and I can ask some
questions...first time you feel a little bit embarrassed and you are also
afraid. If you make mistake then other students going to laugh at me.
So...what I don’t like about it. But I was not so shy student in the class. So
if I have any question, I mean of course after the teacher asks us “If you
have any question you can ask me now.” And I was almost forced to ask
question. Even if you have question they don’t want to ask something to
the teacher in the classroom.

For Evita, a Czech student, English came early through fun activities such as songs,
while her early schooling was in another language, Russian.

L: When was your first contact with English?
E: Maybe like songs, but I really didn't understand...

L: In school, songs?
E: On the radio, cassettes. And then, I wanted to learn English, so I signed
up for after-school activity English, already in elementary school, so I
was like, maybe 11, 12. And I really didn't like it, it was such hard for
me, the teacher, she had higher expectations, she was very quick, so I
dropped it. I wanted to...

L: What kind of way was the teacher teaching?
E: A list of words, memorize them, then test, and she was trying to speak
English all the time, and I didn't really know any English before, so I was
kind of disappointed. And she was trying to teach us English songs, it was
good, but again. I remember the song that she taught us, it was "My
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Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean," I remember, interesting. That time I didn't
really understand the words, I was, like, copying her, and I liked the
music...

L: And the tune, you still remember the tune...?
E: And when I came here, I heard the song, and actually I learned it, and
I'm singing sometime to the childrens, you know, I know the song, what is
it about now. Finally! Yeah, so. And then in high school, I took a class,
English, 4 years, but I really didn't like it, I was such a bad girl, because
the teacher, in the beginning of our studies, he asked us, you know, —
"Who'd like to take the final exam from English?"— And some, couple of
people raised their hands, and he was actually concentrating for them, so
they was always in front and we who would interesting to graduate in
English, in high school, in Czechoslovakia, to graduate, at least 4 classes
you can choose, the mandarity?? [L: Mandatory] E: ... mandatory, Czech
language, and some language, other language, and at that time I choose
Russian, because I learned Russian for 8 years, or 4 years in elementary
school, and then in high school, so I felt more comfortable in Russian.

L: You speak Russian now?
i

E: I learn for 8 years, but it's true, I really forgot. I have a good friend
from Russia here, at [our] college, and I was trying to communicate with
her Russian, and I couldn't, I couldn’t remember... [L: Who's that?] E:
Irina. [L: Oh, Irina? She's my student.] E: Is she? [L: Yeah.] E: So, we
always end up with English...

L: That's good practice for you, though.
E: Yeah, but, if I hear Russian language, like in the subway, I can
understand them, so I believe, if I go to Russia, and stay there for a couple
of days, it will come back.

L: And when you first went to this elementary program, why were you
interested in English?
E: Oh, no, it wasn't...

L: The FIRST program you were...
E: English, most English in high school.

L: No, I understand, but you said when you were very little you heard
songs, and you wanted to go...
E: Oh, yeah, yeah

L: Was it the songs, because of the songs that you wanted to go to the...?
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E: Not in my case. Some other friends, yeah. They learned English because
they wanted to understand the words. I didn't care, you know. But, it was,
like, everybody was talking, of course, it was better than Russian,
because we were forced to learn Russian. English, American English,
connected with ...

L: A better life...
E: ...international language, Russian, how many states speak Russian, you
know, so maybe this is the ... for me to learn.

L: Even when you were 10 or 11?
E: Yeah! Plus, I have an aunt and uncle, in Atlanta, cousins, and at that
time, I never seen them, they were living here, and one day I wanted to
communicate with them, so I was thinking about them, too.

Roberta's early childhood experiences with English, though not successful from her
present-day perspective, may have primed her linguistic acquisition device
subconsciously to accept English sound and meaning patterns.

L: And what about your experience...? When was your first experience
with English?
R: In third grade. So I was very young.

L: And can you describe that experience...
R: Actually, you know, at that time, Hungary was a communist country, so
there were hardly any schools where they taught English, because that
was considered a Western language, and that wasn't popular, wasn't
supposed to be popular. So, my parents found a school in my home town,
and my mother thought that eventually Communism will be over, and then
it will come handy to know another language. So that's why she put me in
this school. I don't think I learned much in elementary school. It was very
basic, I mean, even the teachers themselves didn't speak very good
English. So I think that was the problem, really. And then, so I don't
remember much from 3rd grade. I mean, I know we had these cute books
with pictures, and some dialogues in it, and, but they, the only thing I
remember is they weren't good in teaching the pronunciation, the
teachers, so I think our pronunciation was pretty bad then. And then I
think I was in high school when I really started learning English,
vocabulary, and pronunciation, everything.
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Her adolescent experience with English was in a whole-language environment, where
English was used as the educational medium, and forced her into meaningful
communication with her non-Hungarian speaking teachers.

Thus, she learned fairly

early in life that learning a new language consists not only of decontextualized patterns,
but rather of situationally meaningful interpersonal communication.

L: Did you ever use English for meaningful communication, to really
communicate a message, not just for, like, practice from textbooks?
R: Actually yes, because in high school I went to a bilingual high school, so
we had teachers from England and from the States who came over to
Hungary to teach in schools, so they didn't speak a word in Hungarian, so I
had math, physics, biology, and whatever, English, and some other classes
in English, because they didn't speak Hungarian. So that was so tough, to
learn how to communicate with somebody who doesn't speak a word of
Hungarian, and especially, they had these accents, like, my math teacher
was from San Diego, and he spoke very fast, and we weren't used to it. We
were used to these bad Hungarian accents, you know, the Hungarian
English teachers, and we didn't understand a word, the first couple of
weeks, so it took some time to get used to it. But that was probably the
first experience when I really had to communicate.
Two key points emerge here: first, that the new language must be learned IN the new
language; that is, English must be used to learn English, if it is to be done efficiently, or
perhaps even at all. For some reason, Roberta and her classmates understood this.
Second, this first process may have been facilitated and supported by the fact that the
students were simultaneously learning new subject information that they had not
previously known in their native language; therefore, the technical vocabulary which
was incorporated into the English explanation and interactive conversation had no native
language equivalents known to the students upon which they could easily rely. They were
thus forced into learning the new technical terms in English along with the general
English they were acquiring.

The two processes probably synergistically supported one

another, especially as repetition and rehearsal occurred in the student study groups—
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conducted jointly in Hungarian and English by the students themselves—which were
interspersed with the teachers' English-medium explanations.

Furthermore, because

there was constant reference to the physical (i.e., in laboratory science procedures) or
symbolic (i.e., in subjects such as mathematics, physics) concomitant referents of the
new technical vocabulary the students were acquiring, they were also learning direct and
immediate association of words with their referents, without the mediated linguistic
translation from and to their native language.

L: Do you remember some details about the struggle to make that
transition?
R: Hmmm.Well... At first... I know we were afraid to tell him that we
don't understand what he's saying, so we told our Hungarian teachers that
we don't understand what he's saying, and he was actually very helpful,
so, you know, we may have done [?] slow, and if there were words that we
didn't understand, especially it was a math teacher, so there were math
terms, and then he, you know, we... It was hard for them to explain it to
us so [that] we understood what they meant, so I remember that most of
the time I probably couldn't have translated those words into Hungarian,
but still I knew what they meant. 'Cause he taught us how to associate the
word or the term with a certain thing. So, I don't think, I was hardly ever
able to translate those terms into Hungarian.

L: Were you trying to?
R: The things is, we didn't even have to, because, you know, he was the
teacher, and he didn't speak Hungarian, so...

L: So, you made a natural connection between the language and the objects
or the referents...
R: Yes. And even when we talked to each other, and we, like, get together in
groups sometimes, study with my classmates, and we referred to those
things, you know, we went over those problems that he taught us in class,
we referred to certain things by using the word for it, because we didn't,
we never used the Hungarian, so...

L: Right. But you would discuss in Hungarian with your friends, but use
the English.
R: Right.
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L: So the more technical terms, the terms that referred to the subject
were in English.
R: Yes.

i i—L2 Structure and Speech Differences
The role of the influence of the first language structural characteristics on the
acquisition of the second language has always been considered with great seriousness in
SLA research.

According to early explanations of SLA, such as “linguistic interference”

and the “Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis,” the nature of the first language played a
significant role in the developmental acquisition of the second language, but subsequent
evidence (i.e., the attestation of errors in L2 speech not explainable through L1-L2
contrastive analysis) brought into question the viability of earlier such claims.

With

the development of Chomskyian linguistics, especially in its more mature theory of
government and binding, the issue of parameter-setting in the framework of SLA
assumed significance.
A secondary question, one which I did not have the opportunity to explore fully,
but which may be of interest to subsequent researchers, is to what extent the informal
concerns of L2 learners about the relationship of their first to their second language has
been influenced by the indirect reception of ideas of contrastive linguistic analysis as the
result of teacher instruction, popular notions, reading exposure to formal theories of
SLA, or others, and to what extent it is a natural outgrowth of the natural
interrelationship between words, thoughts, and emotions within an individual who grew
up in one linguistic and cultural tradition, and is now being asked to exist, behave,
perform, think, and speak in an entirely different one.
In addition to the two major themes of the possible influences of direct linguistic
interference on the acquisition of the new language, and the indirect influence of these

notions through their permeation via researchers, teachers, students, etc.,

the

untutored impressions of the learners themselves on a variety of related aspects run
throughout the interviews.

•

These included:

the influences on SLA learners of an atonal, vocalically poor, regularly alternating
(C-V-C-V) language (Terry’s Japanese)

•

of a significantly tonal, vocalically rich, grammatically complex language (Roberta’s
Hungarian)

•

of a genetic-typologically related language (Joanna’s German)

•

a closely but not identically lexically related language (Sonia’s French)

•

using an English word in a real-world, face-to-face situation in the USA which is
commonly used in the student’s home country but with a different pronunciation
(Sarah’s

•

“banilla/vanilla”

incident)

experiencing various world English accents in a home-country EFL classroom

(Roberta in Hungary with various British, Scottish, and American-English speaking
teachers)
a nonnative speaker’s desire to blend in seamlessly into the American sociolinguistic
environment and be accentually indistinguishable from any native speaker (George
expressing annoyance at being asked where he was from)
the conscious choice of careful, deliberate, academic speech over spontaneous,
filler-fnled”

(i.e.,

liberally

sprinkled

with

“uh-s,”

“um-s,”

“like-s”,

etc.)

and

slang-filled, informal speech of teenagers (George)

Terry offered her own impression that the structural morphophonemic
ifferences between Japanese and English are extremely significant for communicative
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interactions between native speakers (NSs) nonnative speakers (NNSs).

It is the

smaller, English words, in which vocalic nuances lead to differences in meaning, which
are so unlike the longer Japanese words with their regular consonantal-vocalic
alterations, and their lack of significant variations in stress and intonation patterns that
make it easier for foreigners to be understood by Japanese NSs than for Japanese
speakers of English to be understood by English native speakers.
T: You know, there is many foreigners in Japan; they try to speak
Japanese. I can understand what they want to say, because, for example,
even though their pronunciation is not right, we can understand. But in
English, it's impossible. For example, if I wrong pronounce, they don't
understand, only one or two letter, you know what I mean. When I tried to
get catalog, I went to store. When I said: "Could I get catalog?" — they
don't understand. I said: "catalog." For us same [i.e., the Japanese use the
same word in the Japanese language, but with Japanese pronunciation].
But they don't understand. I went to several stores. But in Japan, if they
ask me same thing, in Japanese, if they don't speak right, we can
understand. So, if I mistake one or two words, they don't understand in
America. Especially "r" and "I."

L: mmmhmnn... Why do you think there's such a big difference between
Japan and America?
T: Maybe just a language difference... [L: You think so?] T: Yeah, I think
so. Not personality. [L: No. What about... Where's your home... Tokyo?]
T: Tokyo

L: Do you think that the Tokyo people are accustomed to hearing different.,
the big city people are smarter, in dealing with different kind of people,
than local, when you go to a store, even Boston is a big city, but sales
people are not people who have traveled, or who are used to... I don't
know....
T: Yeah, it's... this is not the reason. Just language.

L: So you think English language is by itself difficult, or more difficult
for foreigners to learn than Japanese language, to speak, or all the
Japanese are better to accept other pronunciations?
T: Yah, yah. Our pronounce... our grammar is difficult, Japanese
grammar is difficult, but sounds, they’re easy to hear.
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L: Yeah, right. I also have this feeling. When I try to pronounce
Japanese, it seems not difficult, compared with Chinese, for example,
which is very difficult.
T: You know, we don't have any accent [L: ...tone]tone. You know...da-dada-da-da....It's one of the reasons
Roberta also spoke about her feelings and thoughts about the influence of her native
language on her ability to learn other languages, especially English, and her perception
of other languages.

It is interesting to note the contrast between Terry, whose (in great

part) atonal and vocalically restricted native Japanese perhaps leaves her with a weak
background to understand the nuances of spoken English, and Roberta, whose
significantly tonal and vocalically rich Hungarian enables her not only to master the
morphophonemics of English, but also to opinionatedly distinguish idiosyncratic
differences among native speakers.
*

•.

.

h-'l*

e.

L: How does it make you... I mean, Hungarian, as far as I know, has some of
the major differences, as far as I know, in the grammar, the amount of
declensions, the cases, on the table under the table... A lot of different
changes... [R: Oh, yeah... at school, or in school, or in town...] L: The noun
will change, right, according to the composition... [R: In Hungarian? Oh,
yeah, yeah.] L: The tone, you have also tone, which most of the other
European languages don't have..
R: Yes, and, see, we have, I think, 42 letters in the alphabet, 'cause we
have "o," we have "o" with two dots-umlauts--we have "o" with two
slashes [?], and same with the "u" and "i" and "e," and those dots... it only
changes the sound of "o" to "eu"—it's like a short "eu," and if there are
two slashes on top of the "o" then it "euu," it's long. So that's why it's
very hard to learn Hungarian, because it's very hard to hear those things,
especially when I talk fast.

L: But, I mean, how do you, as a Hungarian speaker, look at the other
languages that don't have those changes. How do you perceive Italian or
German, or languages that don't have such vowel differences?
R: I don't know. I don't know, because I don't know any other languages
other than English and Hungarian and SOME German, just like a few
words, a couple of sentences. So, to me, I either like the sound of it, or I
do not. I can't really, I can't separate words in those language, 'cause I
don't...
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L: Which ones do you like the sound of?
R: I like the sound of Italian. I kind of like German, I don't know why,
maybe because I learned some German. It's more familiar. I don't like the
Slavic languages. [L: You don't? How do they...?] I don't know, I don't like
the sound. It's not soft enough, the way it sounds, like Russian-1 don't
like that. I like Rumanian, though, that sounds kind of like French, for
some reason. But of course, I had like 3 years of Russian, and I maybe
know two words, but I don't like the sound of it. Almost violent.

L: How about English, as far as sounds go?
R: I like... there are accents...Americans, even Americans have very
different accents. And there are some that I really don't like. I don't like...
like on the radio I hear people talk sometimes, and for some reason it just
bothers me so much, I can't even listen to certain people, because the
accent is just...

L: Can you, like, imitate how they are...?
R: No, but, like on KISS 108, in the morning, that's what I listen to
usually when I drive to school. And, there's this lady on the show, and the
way she is, it's like "rrrrrr".... She just sounds so... I just can't listen to
her... And this other, on Channel_, the weather girl, M_, or
whatever her name is, she... I can't even look at her, I can't listen to her.
I don't know, But I wish I could explain why... But I think that I either
like the sound of it, or not.

L: Who do you like?
R: Who do I like? I like, you know whose accent I really really like...? I
don't know if your familiar with the singer Lisa Loev. She's kind of an
alternative kind of musician. [L: I think so.] R: She has a nice voice, and I
LOVE that accent. To me that's the perfect English. [L: Lisa Loev.] Mmmhmmm. [L: How do you spell it?] L-O-E-V. Yes. She always wears these
big-framed glasses. She's kind of pretty. But I've heard her sing, and I
don't know...to me that's a perfect sound. But that's, I think that
that's...this is, like, personal. I think everybody has different tastes. And
I don't like the accent that Clinton has. [L: Unh-hunh... Well, he has a
voice., because of his tones...] Yeah, I don't like his...
In the multicultural ESL classroom, as well as in the multicultural society, ESL
learners become aware as much of the differences between their own accents in English
and those of their colleagues who speak other native languages, as between their accents
and that of native American English speakers. Although most ESL teachers are familiar
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with the common learner attitude that it is important for them to listen to a “perfect”
native accent, this interviewee recognized that it was as much the activity of interactive
listening in a multi-accent environment that led to improvement of her discriminative
listening comprehension ability.
Sarah: Not really [have difficulty understanding the accents of the
different international students]. I can understand most, especially
“D’s,”. But “Y” told me many times she cannot get a word from his
speech. But one or two words when he’s, when he talk to the class, one or
two words I cannot understand but most of the words I can
understand.Oh, it’s a big difference between “C” has different
accent and the other guy from Morocco, “Y,” his name is “Y,” has
different accent, if they’re from pretty much same area. And Japanese
have different accent according to their region. And also Chinese has
different accent and the girl from Estonia has different accent. Of course I
have different accent, and Haitian girls have different accent...
L: Do you think it’s kind of a good training, that you’ll be accustomed to
many different accents?
Yes, because everybody in, actually I have to say US citizen is not only
from one country, not homogeneous people. The US is made of various
nationality and various accent, various languages. So if you don’t really
catch the word from someone’s different accent, you can’t really
communicate. But, so it’s good to...understand different accent.
Joanna recognized the linguistic affiliation of German with English, and the advantage
this provides a German speaker in learning English. This is an interesting contrast to
Sonia’s perception that the slight differences in spelling between French and English
cognate words caused her significant confusion.
L: Do you think that having knowledge of German helps you, or what effect
does it have on going to English, because German and English are kind of in
the same language family...?
J: It's not much difference. [L: It's NOT much...? between German and
English...?] Like what is “Was [Ger.]”... you know. It’s like not that far
apart, like Chinese and English. It's really close, actually. Like, yeah, I
think its good to have. I mean, I think it's always good to know more
language than one, or two. Have always more.
L: So you think that knowing German helps you with English a lot.
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J: Mmn-hmm. Yeah, I think so. And the vocabulary's the same, actually.
You know, it's not that different. [L: Oh, yeah.] And not like Chinese, when
I see their vocabulary, and then try to put that in an "a" or in the "w"...
Sort of complicated.
L: They don't have long words. D'you notice they have a lot trouble with
longer words, but German, you have longer words than even in English, or
the same... [J: Yeah, it's pretty close.]
Sarah was also aware of accentual differences among distinct speech communities in the
United States.
Sarah: [...difference in the language of]...White and Black people... Yes.
They have, Black people have accent. They don’t say something exactly in
the dictionary. They like to contract every word and they have their own
accent. I don’t know how to say it but I can tell. If you watch movies you
can see the difference between White speakers and Black speakers.
A broad question about her overall experience with SLA evoked the following
phonologically particular narrative in response from Sarah.
L: What have been the high and low points of your experience?
Could be, lack of lexicon, I think, because I need more vocabularies, and
like, pragmatics things...That’s the best point, I can say high experience
[that I came in contact with these concepts]...! don’t see any low point...
American culture, low point...I have to think... When I, I think I had an
experience in the ice cream shop. If I tell you right now what happened,
you will laugh, but anyway, that could be kind of, not exactly lowest
point, but part of the low point. I went to, it was two years ago, summer,
it was very hot, I went to the shopping mall with my friends, and among
us I was the best speaker, among us, and I asked them “Do you want some
ice cream?” They said “Yes, I want strawberry flavor, and chocolate.”
Until that, I had no problem. I told the girl in the ice cream shop. She
asked me: “What can I do for you?” And I told her I want one strawberry
sundae and chocolate with [?] and vanilla... And then her face just changed:
“I’m sorry. Can you please tell me again?” I told: “Vanilla.” And, I
don’t know, I still have problem with “V,” with Ni sound, and I told her
many times, more than five times...vanilla-vanilla-vanilla...whatever,
because in Korea we do use that word, English word, v-a-n-i-l-l-a, but
we say /banilla/, and I know something wrong with my pronunciation. I
told her many times, but she couldn’t get it, what I’m talking about, so I,
finally I wrote, I spelled it for her, and she said: “Oh, vanilla!”
Whatever, I don’t know. That really made me depressed of my
pronunciation... Can you correct me? ...[X]...Yes, oh, no, she was pretty,
young, perfect American girl, under 20. I think she was not patient.
Actually there were long line after me, so she need to take order fast, but
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she couldn’t really get it. It was kind of crowded place in the shopping
mall. Anyway, actually that kind of, when I had to say “v-a-n-i-l-l-a”
I just, sometimes I just point that word, like “third one from the top” or
I show, I spelled it, I showed the letters, something like that... Yeah, it’s
funny... Oh, no, because that was the one I want to eat... I don’t think so. I
thought that was my fault, because of my funny pronunciation. And
finally she asked me “Where are you from?” I told her: “I’m from
Korea.
Oh, Wow! After that she told me: “How long have you been
here?” even if there were a long line after me, she was, maybe she felt
like sorry, cause she couldnt really get it. I was trying to get her. We
couldn’t really communicate because of that word...

Roberta was exposed to a variety of accents from early experience with English
in her high school in Hungary. She appeared to be quite sensitive to difference in English
speakers accents, and also developed significant confidence from having to work through
a number of accents in order to be able to understand them. She heard both British and
American-accented English from her high school teachers, and they got into the habit of
making fun of them, especially if they had trouble understanding them at first. She
provides an example of a British teacher who’d pronounce “teacha” instead of
"teacher,” and another who’d say “fooked oop” instead of “fucked up.”
R: Yeah, and God!, we couldn't figure out at first what he was talking
about. Oh, we made so much fun of him, poor guy. So, we didn't pick up
these things, they were just so weird.
L: But y°u could understand them. That's amazing! 'Cause we have
trouble understanding Irish...
R: Oh, we didn’t understand at first. It took probably three weeks to
understand. That might be interesting... I don't know about other
countries, but in Hungarian, in our alphabet, we have...we don't have
any word with "w" in it..., and "w" is "v." At least that's how we
consider it. So, that's why, if you hear Hungarians speak English, you
can sometimes hear, like "I vant" and "I vill."
L: "Vorried" and "verried." My friend told me there are two Hungarian
accents, one pronounced "vorried" and one pronounced "verried."

R: 1 usual|y P'cture ,he words, when I speak, and, because they made us
concentrate on spelling so much, that I got used to picturing the word
And it doesn't stop you, to me that's a "v", at least that's why I, because
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I sometimes say "I vant," and like... But then on the other hand, but the
big thing, now I'm so careful, about this "w" and "v," instead of
"victim" I'll say "wictim"...
L: "Wictim"... My father does the exact same thing...."Vinshield
vipers."
R: Yes! "I vant to buy some vindshield vipers.." And the "r" is
different; like, we don't have "r," we have "er." So, you know, that's
why... what I discovered is the people, those Hungarians who started
English when they are older, they are the ones you hear say "vant" and
"vinshield viping" the most. 'Cause they have the hardest time. [L:
{?}] Yes.
L: So we are welI-trained in Hungarian accents...

George distinguished between the “native” or “native-like” accent and fluency marked
by the speed and harmony of thought and expression he saw among teenagers, and a type
of fluency characteristic of an educated speaker who could articulate sophisticated
1
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thoughts. He favored for himself the latter as a goal of SLA.
L: Can you describe what youd like to be able to do and what you can do
right now in terms of the English language?
G: Well, the ideal, a person who has a light foreign accent, I don't think
it's possible to even lose, and who doesn't make any mistakes. And it's not
even about mistakes After you spend several years, I see native speakers
making mistakes all the time. I guess it's a level of well-educated person,
a person who you could feel had received a very good education, and can
use this education to be as functional as any other languages, his native
language.
L: If you were a language specialist assessing your own, say your graduate
school asked you to provide a self-assessment of your own language...
G: This self-assessment doesn't have absolute standing. I've been assessed
by several professors. I know that they were trying to assess me from
their point of view, because they viewed me as foreigner. I don't view
myself as a foreigner, or maybe want to view. I don't want to assess from
future. I know that in 5 years or 10 years, my English will be better.

George expressed the annoyance of a foreigner at being questioned about his
or|gin, but this is a complex question, for isn’t it normal to ask people where
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they are from? Thus, the foreigner either seems to harbor a secret desire—one
which can be a highly motivating force—to be accepted “seamlessly” as part of
the native-speaking population, or conversely and simultaneously, experiences a
discomfort with his own national origin while in a foreign land.

This implies that

George does see the possibility of acquiring native- or near-native fluency as
real and within reach.
L: What about specifics., how would you describe your accent?
G: It's hard for me to describe, because I don't usually listen to myself.
My reaction toward this is based on the reaction of other people. Not
everyone., but when I speak with foreigners, they ask me where I am
from. And I should say I feel increasingly somewhat annoyed when I hear
this question, because it implies that I am coming from somewhere else. I
guess I have this urgency or maybe need to reach certain point when no
one would ask you where you are from. Not that I'm either ashamed or
even, I always considered my ethnicity or my nationality, it's something
I'm proud of...
L: What about specifics., how would you describe your accent?
G: It's hard for me to describe, because I don't usually listen to myself.
My reaction toward this is based toward this is based on the reaction of
other people. Not everyone., but when I speak with foreigners, they ask
me where I am from. And I should say I feel increasingly somewhat
annoyed when I hear this question, because it implies that I am coming
from somewhere else. I guess I have this urgency or maybe need to reach
certain point when no one would ask you where you are from. Not that I'm
either ashamed or even, I always considered my ethnicity or my
nationality, it's something I'm proud of...
L: Isn't everyone from somewhere else?
G: That's a good point. Last night, I was getting gas, and this guy who was
Egyptian, he asked me: What are you? I said "Cosmopolitan." Then he said:
"Tell me where you're from." Then obviously that's Georgian from the
Soviet Union. Then he asked me: "Are you a Jew?" Probably I said:
Don't worry, I'm not.” I think he worried that he violated some
customer thing.
L. No, he was hoping to find a cousin, that's all...So, accent. So it's
important for you to feel as if you are not from somewhere else, as if vou
&re from here.
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G: I think it's important for me. When I hear when someone praises my
English, and says, “Oh, you speak well!”, I don't like it any more, because
it assumes that I speak English, and that I learned English, but it doesn't
match the reality any more, and maybe in 5 years I will have been here
long enough to speak close to a native speaker. And I kind of..., that could
be my linguistic goal, to achieve next to almost complete fluency.

George consciously chooses the deliberate, accented, but thoughtful speech of
intellectuals over spontaneous, fluent, unaccented speech of children and teenagers. In
fact, what George is describing, perhaps in slightly more discriminating terms because
it is a comparison of native and non-native speech, is the distinction Cummins (1979)
made between the acquisition of abstract academic language and face-to-face social
speech.
L: I didn't say that., the point is, because I speak in a deliberate way...
■ *
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G: No, no, I didn't really say that, but I'm quite aware of what you... I
remember telling my Georgian friend, he's thinking of transferring, and
we were discussing this whole language issue. Do you want to reach this
kind of fluency, too, as these high school kids, because they know fewer
words than you do? Do you want to reach this kind of fluency?
Personally, I prefer to stay with a heavy accent all my life, than reach
this kind of fluency. This kind of fluency comes just to native speakers.
I've seen actually —I don't know how multiple intelligence describes
this—It's like these birds, speaking birds, it doesn't imply intelligence
or anything like this.
Terry also brought up her impression that the morphophonemics of Japanese are
structurally significantly different than those of English. It is probably the smaller,
English based words, in which vocalic nuances lead to differences in meaning, that she
means, or it could be stress and intonation patterns that are difficult for native speakers
to understand.
T: You know, there is many foreigners in Japan; they try to speak
Japanese. I can understand what they want to say, because, for example,
even though their pronunciation is not right, we can understand. But in
English, it's impossible. For example, if I wrong pronounce, they don't
understand, only one or two letter, you know what I mean. When I tried to
get catalog, I went to store. When I said: "Could I get catalog?" - they don't
understand. I said: "catalog." For us same. But they don't understand. I
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went to several stores. But in Japan, if they ask me same thing, in
Japanese, if they don't speak right, we can understand. So, if I mistake one
or two words, they don't understand in America. Especially "r" and "I."
L: Mmmhmnn Why do you think there's such a big difference between
Japan and America?
T: Maybe just a language difference... [L: You think so?] T: Yeah, I think
so. Not personality.
L: No. What about... Where's your home... Tokyo? [T: Tokyo] L: Do you
think that the Tokyo people are accustomed to hearing different., the big
city people are smarter, in dealing with different kind of people, than
local, when you go to a store, even Boston is a big city, but sales people
are not people who have traveled, or who are used to... I don't know....
T: Yeah, it's... this is not the reason. Just language.
L: So you think English language is by itself difficult, or more difficult
for foreigners to learn than Japanese language, to speak, or all the
Japanese are better to accept other pronunciations?
T. Yah, yah. Our pronounce... our grammar is difficult, Japanese grammar
is difficult, but sounds, their easy to hear.
L. Yeah, right. I also have this feeling. When I try to pronounce Japanese,
it seems not difficult, compared with Chinese, for example, which is verv
difficult.
y
T: You know, we don't have any accent[L: tone] T: tone. You know...da-dada-da-da....It's one of the reasons...

Language
George was fascinated by the actual and potential power of language in the public
sphere. He made a conscious effort to explore the performative use of language in public
discourse.
L: What.. Did you distinguish, in language, between spoken and written,
as far as what it meant for you?
I think I remember that I always like listening, I always liked to listen to
people who had really good skills, who were great orators, and once again
had very few, but still some teachers who were like that, in the
university or in the school. I can remember just two or three people in
the high school, and maybe 4 in the university. I remember reading about
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Romans and Greeks, this was subject how a person can manage his spoken
word, to influence the public. Since I was interested in history, I
remember being fascinated by the skills people had in ancient times.
Also, I remember that I felt that 20, 15 years ago not too many people
were able to speak well. I remember that I analyzed this pattern, family
members who make these comments all the time. You can see many people
on TV, just in public places, they cannot make good point, they cannot
make argument or persuade you based on some argumentation, or line of
argumentation. And we would explain this by, once again, their thoughts
were their public gestures were somehow limited, because maybe they
lived with fear.
Another influential factor in George's developing awareness of the nuances of
performative language use was a mathematician who insisted on explanatory clarity in
language. There has been work (Benesch, 1988) which suggests that SLA occurs more
efficiently when it is grounded in a particular academic discourse. Although there is a
common notion that mathematics is a field open to students whose proficiency in the
language medium is weak, here is an example where higher mathematical thinking and
| ;j
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academic performance serves as a stimulus and model for SLA.
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L: So, you did pay attention to both written and spoken modes, in somewhat
different ways. You distinguished among them. And when you had spoken
about expertise of teachers, oral fluency would be one of the criteria.
G: I have to admit, since I spent my undergraduate years as a
mathematician, oral fluency was not really required. It's understandable,
because mathematicians use lots of formulas. Even when you interact
with your professor, you speak this international mathematics language.
But, first time I realized how important language skill is, even in
mathematics, and I was in my senior year, I was writing, my advisor was
my uncle, this was a man who had very good education, among other skills
he had some kind of demand, he demanded from himself and all other
people to write and speak in a way to present thoughts very clearly, even
in mathematics. He would say especially in mathematics. He himself was
the author of some Georgian terminology in mathematics. But still he was
very concerned about the form, not about the substance. I was very much
influenced by his attitude toward his specialty, and once again, this whole
thing of being an expert in his field. He was trying to combine his...
maintaining this good level of experience, maybe interrupting this
expertise with the students, giving them this information using good
language skills in Georgian, and in Russian too, because once again, he
would make comments about just some writing style, about some article
or books written in Russian.
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Fidele obviously displays a high level of phonological awareness, which is a natural
outgrowth of the fact that she grew up in a very linguistically diverse environment, as
her parents lived and worked in Switzerland, itself a very linguistically diverse
environment, and she had relatives who lived and worked in English-speaking countries.
L: Okay. So you went to Switzerland when you were...
F: No, since... I went in Switzerland every couple of months. Like, my
daddy came to pick me up... to stay with my Momma.

L: Was he working there? [F: Yeah, they both worked.] L: What kind of
work?
F: My dad is a plumber. He's also got a company for heating systems. And
my mom, she worked in a factory where they made shoes. Yeah, and they
lived there for 7 years.

L: Did they live in an area where mostly Italians speak...?
i
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F: No, no, no. They lived in an area where mostly there were Germans.
Actually, not even Germans, they were like Spanish, and people like them,
immigrants, who went to work.

L: And so what languages did they speak?
F: My parents speak German. I mean right now not that quite well,
because of course a long time has passed, but my parents, my father spoke
German pretty well, and my mom too. They had friends that actually were
not Swiss, most of them were not Swiss, they were like, Turkish, yeah,
Spanish, like that.

L: So you remember... [F: Yeah, I remember.] ...in the home, and... What
languages did they use?
F: They used, of course they used Italian to communicate with people who
spoke Italian, but they spoke German, like with the others... [L: Regular,
standard German?] It's the Swiss-German, which is quite different from
the regular, standard dialect. It is quite different. I have, like when my
cousins, because my father has a Swiss...[?] who lives in Switzerland,
still now, and her kids, when they come, like my cousins, when they come
in Italy, and we speak German, I always make fun of them. It's actually
great, because I can understand anything, I mean I understand because my
B.S.A [?], or something like this, but really, really the grammar it's
completely different. Verbs, and expressions, and...[?] [L: Your B.S.A....
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Your degree? What's B.S.A.? You understand because of your...?] F:
Because I understand from the context, what they mean to say, but it's
completely different from literature.

Emil has a strong interest in language, and would welcome the opportunity to
learn more about language from a scientific/academic perspective, and would thus
support a new course in the fundamentals of linguistics.

L: Would you like to see a class on linguistics? Linguistic
science...science of language.
E: Science of language. Ya.. I remember like...[X] Ya. It’s hard.

Isn’t it?

L: It depends on what you’re trying to teach. There’s some parts that are
very technical, and there are some parts that are social, or philosophical.
E: I remember that in my class, I did some kind of thing like that. Some
time ago. It was very hard, but ya, people really want to learn about
language. You know! Go for it! That’s an idea. You’re gonna find people
that go to that class. You’ll find people definitely. You know, especially
when people realize that language is the key. The key thing to success. You
start there if you want success in this country. You know, if you don’t
speak English you not gonna get a good job. No way!

L: A linguistics class would be more studying about language like you
study about economics or ..it’s like looking at language as a subject like
business, economics or chemistry or anything else. That kind of a .. you
would learn rules you would study grammar not to learn rules you would
study like what is grammar where does it, you know, for example you
would try to understand how does the brain work? How does the brain
produce language or look at different language families, what’s the
difference between language families what’s the relationship among
different languages you look at how do people learn a first language?
E: That’s very interesting.
Ya I think that’s very interesting I’ll go for
that too I will take that class

L: Yeah. I would like to do a class like that in the Liberal Arts department
E: I would take that class, personally.

Because, yeah, you get you learn a lot from that.
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L: It will develop your awareness in language so you would know for
example when you speak with a Japanese speaker you would understand
the concepts so that you would have a deeper appreciation [E: of language]

Fidele's interest in Russian developed in a very interesting, natural, and long-standing
way. Her first exposure was through a communist relative, who exposed her to original
speeches by early communist leaders in Russian.

L: Where did you first hear Russian...interested in Russian?
F: I got involved]... you know, I was thinking about that when we met, and
you told me that your first, you graduated in Russian, I think that Mr.
Alcalay was one of the first persons [from whom] I knew about Russian, I
heard about speaking about Russian...

L: I mentioned that before, in class?
F: Yeah, I'm pretty sure that you did.

L: Did you actually hear it, I mean, for your own ears?
! . * i * V- -/".Y
i jFF: I heard it in TV. Actually it's a weird story, but I have an uncle of
mine, he's a communist, he's a radical communist, one of those... I'm sure
that he doesn't know anything about communism... [L:] Yeah. I'm sure he
doesn't know anything about communism. And I was always with them,
like I lived next door. And he would tell me, like, I know about political
personages of Italy of 50 years ago. Like, that has taught me more than
now, like Togliatti, Gramsci, all my life, all these persons that I would
have never thought about. Like, right now, that's so weird, he's taught me
a lot. And I was a Communist myself. I had a card of the Young Italians,
Young Communist Italians, and all this. And he had old tapes, they were
not even videotapes. They were tapes of congress... [L: Audio.] Yeah,
audiotapes, of Trotsky, of these old... Now, I think that's so weird, it was
so stupid, what he was doing with that, but he was so interested into it. He
was the secretary of the Party of my town, it was like, and that's like, for
me. I always said: "My God! It sounds so ugly!", listening, it's not... [L: It's
not poetry.] F: Yeah, it's not poetry, it's not like French. And I don't like
French, for example! I like Russian better than French.
t.

L: But, I mean, the Communists are not using poetry, when they do
political...
F: I know. And even that, yeah, it was
than just the hardness of the Russian.
steps with Russian. And I always had
knowing what's Russia really like, the

something very hard. It was more
And that's how I, like the very first
like this very deep interest in
politics, and the social life. It's
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always been something remaining a mystery. It was something that I had
never seen, really, like seeing a German, or knowing a little bit about an
English, a British... [L: Yeah, yeah, yeah.] Russians, they've always
remained this obscure, sort of... And I knew... He would always tell me:
"We do not know anything about what goes on there. It's everything", he
would always tell me: "It's everything covered, it's everything [shared?], and, you know, since I was very young, I was, like, “Oh my God,
what's going on?”... [L: Curious...] Curious, yeah. Curiosity. And I was,
I never had, I never hesitated, when I entered the university, never once.
I was always gonna study Russian, and that was it.

Motivation
Roberta would like to work as a producer of public television programs. She has
critical views on existing programs, and feels that she will able capable of contributing
to the general welfare by these means. Moreover, she believes that she will find it
interesting and engaging.
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L: You still want to major in communications>?
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R: In broadcasting and TV.
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L: How does that connect with interpersonally strong desire to
communicate., connect with the professional aspect?
R: That's something that really interests me. I'm a very creative person...
the way television works behind the scenes, that's a very creative and
competitive field you really have to love to succeed in that the more I,
that's actually a good field. What really matters is who you know. That's
why it's important for me to establish relationships with people to figure
out who you can trust, who you can go back to later.

L: But how do you want to use your expertise that you will gain in your
study? What's the goal of that? How would you use that knowledge?
R: I watch it because it helps me in the language, and I also watch it
because I learned a lot about television, and it really amazed me, and I
watch television with a different eye. There are things that I really don't
like about television here. On the other hand, why it attracts people, I
don't think it's healthy for them to watch. How to attract people... what
would sell... what shows they would watch... the psychological part of it...
why that, why not another show..., why that show got canceled when
everybody thought it wouldn’t, I don't think it should aid, I don't think it's
newsworthy, I don't think it's healthy to watch.
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L: So you'd like to produce shows.
R: Even though most of it I don't like, it's very interesting to me ...
Roberta focuses on the issue of motivation in language learning. She feels that the
achievement of learning a new language has strengthened and deepened her personality.
It has also improved her image in the eyes of her countryfolk, who would view her as
more intelligent and worldy for her bilingual abilities.

L: Well... Are there any questions off the top of your head that strike you
as interesting?
R: What do you mean by: —"Do you associate English with hope and
optimism?"—

L: She came from a small village in Korea, and she had just heard English
from some, certain sources, I think there were American soldiers there,
and somehow she developed the sense that was a doorway to a new future
for her. She made a contract between her old world, which she found to be
limited and restricted and backward, and everything that English brought
seemed to be...
R: The only thing I know is that speaking another language has made me
look or makes people look smarter, and you must be a smart and
intelligent person. And that's, I think, a general perception, at least it is
in Hungary. I know I've met people, and when they found out I speak
English: —“You must be really smart!”— and —’’Good for you!”— That's
a very good feeling, and it's very important to me to sound smart and to
sound intelligent, and those things, and that's why I'm very happy for the
fact that I speak English. Hungarians don't really know the difference
between Harvard and [our community] college. Just the fact that I go to
an American school, I’ve had a lot of benefits.

L: So for you, it's a social., ah, recognition, or....?
R: Because, yes, and for myself, I wanna, I wanna think about myself as
somebody who has accomplished something. I wanna, this is a challenge to
me, this was a great achievement for me, to learn this language, to get
this job at the army, they paid very well, to go to college, to be an A
student, to know that these are MY accomplishments, and to be able to do
this, I need to make my English, as I need to let them know that I know
what I'm talking about, and that I learned as much as I could in their
classes. So, it's very complex.

L: So, motivation is important in learning languages?
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R: Definitely! Yes.
L: I mean, when you talked about how some languages are... Do you think
that that could be overcome through motivation? The doctor, for example,
if she...
R: See, it's a personal motivation. To her, to be a doctor here in the
United States, I mean, that's got to boost her self-esteem, she must feel
that —”1 have accomplished enough,” or “so much,”— she had to be
motivated.
L: But she doesn't need to improve her accent, because she's already
accomplished enough...
R: Exactly! She has a good career, solid career, there had to be a
motivation behind that. To me, I just can't go to med school, I’m not good
in business, I'm just... I'm not good in math. That just not my thing. I'm
creative in other things. So, you know, I need different motivation.

Aisha is quite clear abut the aims of her learning process.

L: Really? Gee! Okay, quickly, about your aim... What is your aim?
>
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A: My aim, my aim, actually, I know what am I gonna do. But, I have one
master's degree. I came over here to learn English, the first aim—to
speak, to learn, to understand, and to write good English. Good speaker,
good writer, good reader. I cannot be perfect as an American people, but I
want to do my best in another language. Not half English, half French,
half German, but only one completely. My first aim is learn another
language. When I go back home, when I go back my home, I like, I got one
job before, and they asked me: —"Do you know English?"— And I said:
"Just a little bit." It's always makes me shame, feel uncomfortable.
When I speak to the foreign people, I don't want to get difficulty. I feel
comfortable, because when you know another language, especially the
third part of world [i.e,. in a third-world country], you know, my
country is not the first part of world, you have respect from your friends
from your job, from your boss. Everybody... —"Oh, she knows how to
speak.", or —"He knows how to treat to the people."., —"She has good
relationship." This is important for me. And another point. I, not that
point, I'm not good enough right now. Another point, I try to, I'm gonna
try to make, graduate a doctorate, this is important for me, too. And when
I do these two things, I am gonna feel I'm done.
Roberta focuses on the issue of motivation in language learning. She feels that the
achievement of learning a new language has strengthened and deepened her personality.
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It has also improved her image in the eyes of her countryfolk, who would view her as
more intelligent and worldly for her bilingual abilities.
L: Well... Are there any questions off the top of your head that strike you
as interesting?
R: What do you mean by: —"Do you associate English with hope and
optimism?"—
L: She came from a small village in Korea, and she had just heard English
from some, certain sources, I think there were American soldiers there,
and somehow she developed the sense that was a doorway to a new future
for her. She made a comparison between her old world, which she found to
be limited and restricted and backward, and everything that English
brought seemed to be...
R: The only thing I know is that speaking another language has made me
look or makes people look smarter, and you must be a smart and
intelligent person. And that's, I think, a general perception, at least it is
in Hungary. I know I've met people and when they found out I speak
English —’’You must be really smart, and good for you!”— that's a very
good feeling, and it's very important to me to sound smart and to sound
intelligent, and those things, and that's why I'm very happy for the fact
that I speak English Hungarians don't really know the difference between
Harvard and [a community college like this]. Just the fact that I go to an
American school, I’ve had a lot of benefits.
L: So for you it's a social., ah, recognition, or ...
R: Because, yes, and for myself, I wanna, I wanna think about myself as
somebody who has accomplished something. I wanna, this is a challenge to
me, this was a great achievement for me, to learn this language, to get
this job at the army, they paid very well, to go to college, to be an A
student, to know that these are MY accomplishments, and to be able to do
this, I need to make my English as I need to let them know that I know
what I'm talking about, and that I learned as much as I could in their
classes. So, it's very complex.
L: So, motivation is important in learning languages?
R: Definitely. Yes.
L: I mean, when you talked about how some languages are... Do you think
that that could be overcome through motivation? The doctor, for example,
if she
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R: See, it's a personal motivation. To her, to be a doctor here in the United
States, I mean, that's got to boost her self-esteem, she must feel that, —
”1 have accomplished enough!”—, or so much, she had to be motivated.
L: But she doesn't need to improve her accent, because she's already
accomplished enough... ?
R: Exactly! She has a good career, solid career, there had to be a
motivation behind that. To me, I just can't go to med school, I’m not good
in business, I'm just I'm not good in math. That just not my thing. I'm
creative in other things, so, you know, I need different motivation.

Literacy

Cummins developed the concepts of BICS and CALP to differentiate the type of SLA
that is associated with face-to-face oral interactions (Basic Interpersonal
Communicative Skill, which takes 1-2 years to acquire) from the type that is associated
with functioning in academic institutions (Cognitive Academic Linguistic Proficiency,
1
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which can take up to 6-8 years to acquire).
Emil developed an awareness of and a respect for literacy and its instruments by
observing his father working on scholarly and analytical policy pursuits in his home,
surrounded by books, research papers, and reference works. The value of growing up in
surroundings where literacy and books are valued is obvious. As Emil’s comments
demonstrate, the value may be not so much in the technical capacities in reading and
writing that have been acquired, as in the familiarity and modeling which are
internalized.
L: So, did he have a lot of books around the house?
E: Yeah, books and like, uh, his work, you know, so that’s...
L: What... what was his work?
E: That’s what he’s still doing, anyway. He’s ah... he work for... ah... it’s
an agency... how can I say that... public debt management office... so he’s
the director of the debt exterior. Foreign debt. So, that’s his job...
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L: So, when you saw him did... can you describe, like, the physical
conditions, like does he have a computer? Does he write reports? Does
he have meetings, or what’s his working life like?
E: Ah., he writes a lot. He writes a lot... I ... I... I... but I doubt he has any
computer. I don’t know if he got one now. You know, it’s Africa, you
don’t find people with computers, like, you know maybe in his office...
L: Does he use a typewriter or pencil...?
E: No, pencil. That’s what he use. He doesn’t type. He write with just a
pencil and a piece of paper, you know. He writes a lot. He stays late, you
know, very often. He stays very late at night just writing, writing.
L: Does he use a lot of books to have references?
E: Yeah, he uses books. He still using... Actually, he use books and, uh,
brings stuff from work at home, you know, work from there, stuff like
that.
L: So, does he have, like, a separate room... a study room?
E: Yeah, he got a small office in the house, a small room, you know.
L: So, when you see him, like, writing on a paper, does he, like, have a
lot of books open near him?
E: Yeah. That’s true. That’s true. References. Yeah., ah., so some of the
book, he use them like part, like when he was in university, like in the
sixties, you know, yeah.
L: Most of them are in French?
E: Yeah. French. They’re all in French. I mean, sometimes in English,
but, you know, sometimes he has to use a dictionary, you know, for
English You know, it’s a French country, you speak French.
L: Did he study in France?
E: No, no, he studied in Zaire, at the university, and when he graduated,
he went to Italy. He took some extra classes, and he went to Belgium...
took some others and then he came back.
L: So, like, how old were you when you defined this ambition to be an
economist?
E: I think when I turned seventeen or eighteen.
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L: How old are you now?
E: Twenty five.
L: And you still are interested in economics?
E: Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah, because I think it’s very interesting. It’s
something that we live with. It, you know, it’s, that’s our life, you know,
it’s there, it’s there now, and everything we do is related to the economy,
you know, and that’s what I think, plus... plus the reason that made me
choose that still is because the country is not doing well, not at all, and
everyday it’s just getting, you know, worse and ...Oh, my God! ... I don’t
know.

Personality
Ellen discusses the role of personality in learning a new language. She feels that
it is difficult for her to open up quickly to a wide range of interlocutors, and to converse
on superficial topics, and that this limits her efficiency in acquiring English.
E: Yeah, the biggest problem for me is, I am not easygoing person. I can't
speak with person which I met 5 minutes ago. I can't do this. And, make a
contact with somebody is... for me it's very difficult, because I don't like
speak about weather, or something like this. I don't like it. And I think
the person which likes speak, like speak a lot, it's easy to learn other
language. For me it's difficult, because I'm here 9 years, and I ashamed
talking about this, because I'm 9 years here, and I don't have an
experience with spoken English, because during the day, I don't speak that
language, because in home, in my home are just Polish people... in work
also. When I come to school I just listen the lecture. Don't speak. And it's
hard, hard to me make a contact with people. And I can't do this exercise.
L: So if you think of somebody... You say YOU're not the right personality...
WHO is the right... who is a "right" personality, if you compare...?
E: Who likes speak a lot about small things, not important things, I think.
L: Na-na-na-na-NA-NDA! [referring to a Nepali student in class who is
an incredible “motormouth”] [both laugh]. Do you think Nanda is a
better learner, language learner than you?
E: I think so. She is here just 2 years? [L: Mm-hmm.] I think she speak
MUCH better than me!
L: You do... And, in which ways better than you? How...Why is she better?
I mean...
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E: Why? Because she don't afraid to speak what she thinking about. I
afraid. I just can tell my friend what I think about this. I can't open to
everybody, 'cause... [L: KGB!] This? You think so?
L: I don't know. I just have some students, you know, Russian student,
very intelligent, but she keeps her mouth like this [demonstrates being
tight-lipped, Ellen laughs], and I was making a joke, you know, there are
some politicians, like this guy... have you seen [him] on television... talks
to one side [L demonstrates]. And, you know, some kids, I grew up with
kids, you know, they talk like this, because they don't want the people on
this side of the room to hear what they're saying [E laughs: "Okay"]. So I
said, maybe this Russian lady, she doesn't want ANYONE in the room to
hear, like this... [both laugh]. Well, but, what I mean is, from your
feeling, you feel Nanda is better, but if somebody is just observing you
speaking, and is observing Nanda speaking, like a judge, you're in a
competition, who is the better speaker. Do you think the judge will
choose her?
E: Of course! Because she speak a lot of words, fastly.
L: Okay. So, quantity and speed.
E: Yeah. And don't make a pause, and thinking. Just speaking. [L: So this
is good.] And she's funny, of course, this is...
L: Well, but I think she doesn't even have to speak, to be funny! [E:
What?] She's funny before she starts to talk, not... You don't have to wait
for her speaking. [E laughs]
E: But her talking, speaking are [?].

Her idea, her subject.

L: So the criteria that you use to evaluate, it seems that the amount of
speech... quantity..., the speed, the immediacy, the relation between
thinking and speaking, and also the range of topics...
E: And no confuse, just speaking. [L: She's not confused? [I thought she
was!}] I don't think so. [L: Really?!] Is she?
L: I don't know. I don't know. I'M confused about whether she's confused or
not [E laughs]. I don't know. That's interesting. Do you think she KNOWS
what she's talking about?
E: I think so. [L: Okay.] You must took [ask] the same question for her,
for sure, because she's so unique.
L: She is. I asked her. Actually, she told me she went to Hong Kong and she
learned Chinese pretty quickly, which is quite amazing. And I ask her:
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"What's the secret?" And she said: "Listening. Listening carefully." This
is her secret of learning
E: Yeah. Maybe she's good listener. I'm very bad listener. Very, very
bad.
L: How do you know that?
E: Because, for example, when we're watching TV at home, I can't hear
the words, and I make over every time in English [?]
L: In English, but not in Polish...
E: Hmmm.... I have to say, but in English all the time I make lot of, for
better understanding. [I take this to mean she listens to TV in English to
improve her listening comprehension skills in English.]
L: You don't have any kind of hearing problem? [E: Mmm-nnnn {No}] L:
Do you like to... When you were growing up, did you like to listen... Or, at
any time in your life, did you like to listen to other people, observe, or
listen, on the street, or in the subway... [E: Hmmm. I'm trying to
understand... {i.e., what you mean}...] L: When I go in the subway, I'm
always looking, listening... [E: Mmmh-hmmm...] L: ... I'm very
interested in some conversation, some people, I'm just this kind of
person. I don't know. When I lived in Israel, there are people from all
over the world, so l...it was just fascinating for me. But some people don't
pay attention at all, don't look around, and not interested in, like, social...
E. Hmmm... Its hard to say. Yes and no. It hard to give you definite
answer. But if I compare my listen ability with other people, I am
positive it's, I am bad listener.
L: You're quite sure about a lot of things about yourself [E laughs: “I'm
sure?”] L: Bad listener, bad speaker, not too good writer.
E: Yeah!
Personality proclivities have an affect on a learner’s patterns of acquiring a new
'anguage, but perhaps even more so do the implicit and explicit contrasts a learner
perceives between her own personality as a language learner and that of a person close to
her, as in the case of Ellen and her husband, according to her an outgoing, talkative
Person they both view as a more successful language learner than she is.
L: I mean, is it possible that your feelings about your ability are just
some feelings, but they're not related to your real ability?
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E: Mmmh... You try to tell me about something from psychology?
L: Yeah. I mean, there are some people who think their English is
wonderful, but they only speak a few words
E: [laughs] That’s worse! Maybe people which around me influence me,
because my husband all the time thinking is my English, —"Your English
is terrible!"— He tell all the time: "You are bad in English!" and all the
time keep this. And maybe this grow in me...
L: Ah! You believe him!
E: [laughs] I don't believe him. But if, you know, somebody tell you
hundred times this.../I: Right.] ...maybe something in this.
L: And I have some students who, somebody told them: —"Your English is
wonderful!"—, but it's really not true at all [both laugh]
E: Yeah, in other hand, he's thinking about my English, it's reason why I
go to college. Because I am not good enough to something. This is on other
hand good thing.
L: Yeah. Motivation, so it gives you... [E: Yeah. Mmh-hmm...] And how
does he measure English? According to which criteria...
E: To HIS level.
L: And what is his level? How does it compare? How would you describe
his level?
E: First at all, he's very smart in English. He can come in a room and
start talking with every person. And what is surprise me, that person
looks like waiting on his question, you understand me? Is all the time
like this. He's coming, start talking, a person immediately talking with
him. And he can find a right topic to right person. I can't do this. I don't
have that talent.
L: What are his interests? Does he read in different areas, or how does
he get this information?
E: From mostly television, and talking with people. He don't reading
anything. Maybe sometimes book about sport and fishing, something like
this, but mostly from television. He watch television a lot, watch
television a lot, specially that educated....educational... [L: ...educational
programs, yeah.] ...educational programs. And he catch many many
interesting information from that programs.
L: And you don't? Do you try, or...?
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E: I don't, because I don't watching television, first, because usually I'm
doing different things. And I like more reading, than watching. And he all
day talking with other people, in English, of course.
Roberta’s interest in entering the internal discourse of the US is related to her
personality needs for self-esteem, for interactive communication, and for intellectual
competitiveness through argumentation, which she also relishes improving through
practice, rehearsal, and experimentation.

L: Why is it so important for you to communicate? Some people might
say —"Oh, I don't like it.”— You feel an importance to communicate.
Where does that come from?
R: It's important to my self-esteem, to know I want to communicate about
it. I want to say what I think about it, to get a reaction, and to compare, so
I don't just have my view about, but I have something else to compare it
to.

L: ...to check against the views of other people, somebody else can give a
reaction.
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R: Yes, I can get a reaction, and I can piss off somebody or I get a response
that surprises me because I wouldn't have thought...

L: But it seems that you are open to learning... there's still a chance that
you didn't see it
R: Yes, because being open-minded is very important to me. I...I want to
see different point of views, and at the same time, I want to develop my
own points of view, based on comparing things., or, what I felt, maybe I
should look at it from a different point of view. That's probably why it's
important for me to communicate. And the other thing is, if l..j I have...
want to learn how to defend my point of view... to be able to do that, so I
can argue about it.

L: It s a kind of practice [so] your argument is stronger.
R: Yes.
Roberta seems to be in a period of life, young adulthood, in which she is formulating
deeper conceptions of the meaning of her existence, and searching for her life’s
professional activity and purpose.
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L: Do you mind if I ask how old you are?
R: 23.

I just turned 23 two months ago.

L: And how do you feel being 23?
R: I don't know. It's not too bad. It's good, because I'm considered just by
my age, an adult, more than I was 2 years ago. But still, I'm not really an
adult in the way, I don't know, I'm still young, but I'm still not a kid.

L: Do you feel old at all?
R: It's been about a year when I feel.. .You know, I know who I am., that
actually took a lot of communicating, and being indifferent places and
different situations, and a lot of success and failure, a lot of things. It's a
year that I feel, I've been through, not everything, but a lot of things that
helped me figure out who I am and what my goals are.

The SLA Experience as a Factor in Personal Identity Change. Sonia suggests a
very interesting question to ask SLA learner interviewees, namely: —"How has learning
a new language changed you?"— Also, Sonia has noted with interest the informal social
relationship that can allow students and teachers in the US to engage in friendly
conversation, whereas the formal French educational climate would preclude such
communicative opportunities.

In Sonia's view, some cultures, in particular Asian ones,

inculcate a silent respect for teachers which causes students to misinterpret, and
therefore miss out on, opportunities to communicate interpersonally with their
teachers, and improve their speech acquisition in this way.

I ask Sonia what questions

she would ask interviewees if she were in my place, researching ESL learners:
S: [laughing], —“Do you think learning makes you change?”— Of course,
because, when thinking directly in English, I have to forget everything in
French, and feel like I am a native speaker... or something like that. I
change, it make me change my behavior, and it's hard something on my
cultural background, and it's, my knowledge, so it's improved my
knowledge.

L: So, you feel you are acquiring, you are getting something beneficial, so
it motivates you. You want to do it?
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S: Yes.

L: And how about, do you feel differently when speaking with different
people, different individuals, speaking with myself, as a... I don't know if
you think of me, how you think of me, perhaps you know me as a teacher,
or speaking with a classmate, or a person from this country, or someone
with different kind of personality, or someone who is formal, or less
formal, or whatever... Does it create a difference in your mind and how
you are able to speak English?
S: Yes, because when you speak to somebody who doesn't really speak
English, who is learning also like you, you don't know how to ask the
question, because you want to make yourself understood, and you don't
know if the person in front of you is, will be able to understand your
question. And when you are talking to somebody who speaks this language
perfectly, you are not anxious, because you know he will try to
understand you.

L: So, do you feel less anxious in speaking with me now...[S: Mmh-hmm.
yes.]...than, for example, some of the classmates?
S: Yes.

This is indeed interesting. Sonia feels less anxious speaking with a native speaker,
because she is confident that the native speaker will be able to understand what she says.
I

But there was a Japanese study that indicated Japanese students felt more comfortable
with non-native-English-speaking teachers, because they could sense they were closer
to them, perhaps less performatively perfect and confident, and therefore more
communicatively approachable.
will

But here Sonia is speaking more about how her output

be received than by how she receives the input of others.

In other words, with

native speakers she feels her output will be received as “intake” by native speakers,
but perhaps as mutually incomprehensible input by fellow non-native speakers.

L: Very interesting. You don't feel perhaps more anxious? Some students
have told me, because they feel they are talking with a teacher, they have
a different...
S: But the difference is that in the United States, I noticed that teachers
are more, they give more freedom to the students. In my country, for
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example, in French...? [L: Oui...the following segment takes place in
French] ... in France... [L: Oh! In France.] ... in France, or in my country,
you can't talk with teachers like your friend. The teacher is, is your
teacher, is here to teach you, is not your friend. But here the teacher is
your friend, is the teacher, you can ask him all questions you want.

L: Mmh. How does that make you feel?
S:

It makes me comfortable.

I like it.

I like it.

L: Would you like to change the French way?
S: No. I can change myself, but not the world!

L: I saw there's a French movie called "Zero de Conduite." Do you know
this film?... Gauche ou droite? So the student says: "Gauche!" So the
teacher hits him with it! [laughs] And I never saw that before, you know,
because I didn't anticipate, why is he asking him this question. He looks at
him and says: "Gauche ou droite?" and the student says: "Gauche!" and the
teacher... And, have you noticed, for example, that some of the other
students, students from other cultures have a different relation to the
teacher? Just as an example of what I'm thinking. Sometime the Asian
students, they have a very, very formal relation, for you it's easy to
accept the informality [S: Mmmh-hmmm] ...of the student-teacher
relation... [S: Mmmh-hmmm.] ...-ship in the United States... [S: Mmhhmmm.] L: ...but do you think it's equally easy for students from all
cultures, or they react in different ways.
S: It's not easy, especially Asian people. I think it's not easy for them.
Because Asian people, they are, it's difficult for them to change their
culture. So...

L: And what is their culture, in this respect? Can you be more specific?
What aspects... [S: Mmmh-hmmm.] ...are relevant for this topic in their
culture?
S: Respect. Is it respect?

L: Mmh-hmm. But you don't respect me less because you speak
informally?
S:

Yes, but, if we were in Asia, people will think that, I think.

L: Mmh-hmmm. ...[that] it's disrespectful? [S: Mmmh-hmmm.] So the
teacher is faced with a kind of problem with some of the students, because
our job is to make people talk, and if a student thinks it's disrespectful to
talk,... [S: Yeah.]...how can we... [S: ...learn?] Yeah. What should we do?
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S: We have to understand that this is one of the way to learn—talking to
the teacher as a friend.
L: Did you notice some people have difficulty with this?
S: Not specially, no.
L: [lt[ may be my perception. The teacher has some things in the mind,
sometimes, that are not true. What other things...? Actually, I have
many... I have a lot of prepared questions, and so forth...urn...I didn't...
Different students have different things on their mind, so sometime when
I got away a little bit from my prepared questions, because I found that,
you know, each student has their own experience, and takes you in a
different direction. For example, I spoke with Huong, I interviewed him,
and he had a technical background, in oil, and he was talking a lot about
how he learned English, from this perspective, you know, so... I'm trying
to think. I don't have my prepared my questions with me.
S: I was thinking about meeting you this morning. [L: Oh, yeah.] I was
asking myself, as you didn t call to ask if I really wanted to take the exam,
the Michigan exam, how could I meet you.
L: You told me... [S: Yes, I told you...] ...you were taking the exam...Oh,
yeah. [S: I thought you will forgot, or you will... okay.] / was waiting
outside, not to interrupt. I didn't want to interrupt. I thought if you see
me before, it will take your concentration away, so... [S: I didn't saw you.]
/ didn t WANT you to see me, because I was afraid to interrupt your
thinking. [S: Ah! Okay!]
Self-Confidence. In contrast to Rita, Terry described her general and marked
lack of confidence in speaking English, which she feels hasn't really improved over the
past two years. Terry expressed envy of her Japanese friends who seemed to have
learned how to blend into the American communicative mainstream, whereas she
remained tentative, unsure, and withdrawn in social communication.

Unlike Rita, Terry

focused on grammatical correctness, viewing this as the criterion, the lens, through
which communicative proficiency should be evaluated. Rather than taking a strongly
aware stance vis a vis her interlocutors, Terry seems to “submerge” herself into her
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own personality. As the interview progressed, it was revealed that her lack of pragmatic
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awareness in interpersonal communication could well have been born in early childhood
experiences.
L: So you tell me your confidence is not so good, about English [T: No, not
at all. Yeah, I don't have any] How did that happen?
T: I came here almost two years ago, but I have still a big big problem,
compared to my friends, they can speak very well, only I cannot speak
like them. Actually they studied hard before coming to America; their
major was English in college, so my friends, I don't compare to them, not
only, compared to other people. I... sometimes I feel I don't have any'
ability to study language. After I came, I lost my confidence, any
confidence, not only English, but this problem influenced me really much.
Every single time, every day, every day I'm thinking,
L: I don't have confidence in my tape-recording, research ability...
[laughter] So, why do you think your friends, they don't have this
problem? What's the difference between you and them?
T: ...and their grammar is correct, their pronunciation is good, and I
know, when they talk to Americans, I am hesitate, I am afraid’if they
could understand what I say or not, and I'm worried [if] I could
understand what they think, but my friends is talking to them like they
talk to Japanese. For them, talking English is no problem.

The contrast between Rita’s unabashedly and forthrightly pragmatic stance and
Terry’s more tentatively withdrawn and hesitant approach may be the result of a
combination of earlier personality-formative experiences, a mental awareness or
consciousness about how languages are learned and how socially communicative
proficiency is attained, and the presence or absence of fortuitously beneficial and
reinforcing encounters with native speakers, language teachers, classmates, and others
10 ’he n8W cultural environment.

How this exact combination of factors is sequentially

and substantively interrelated may be subject to further investigation and debate, but
these interviews have revealed that learners with apparently high degrees of similarity
'n k6y arSaS si9ni*icant to SLA (e.g., cultural background and instructional experiences,
9ender, age, motivation, etc.) may, upon a closer look, be revealed as significantly
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different. It remains a challenge for the SLA field as an academic research discipline to
incorporate these differences into research study design goals and implementation.
For Evita, personality change represented an evolutionary link between early
awareness of the world and childhood interest in language sounds, on the one hand, and
her current adult experiences seeking to bridge the communicative worlds of her
concrete daily work as a nanny to small American-English speaking children, with the
abstract concepts and academic vocabulary of her college life.
L: Do you think that learning English has changed you in some way?
E: This is interesting question [laughs]. This is interesting question. I
think so, a little bit. I felt more comfortable, more confident, 'cause I
feel like I'm now finally speaking, like, international language. 'Cause
really, the true is, English is mostly internatonal language. Wherever
you go, to Europe, to other countries, you always find somebody who
speaks English there. So, now, I can go to Japan!— and I can, you know,
communicate with somebody. I can go to Spain, and I can go to France, you
know. So this makes me that, first of all, I'm something like special now,
and so they, all my friends, in Czechoslovakia, because not everybody
speaks English there. And they are trying, but for them it's really hard,
to attend some class, how I told you... Better, you know, really go to that
country, listen to people, you know, around you, TV, radio [?]
sometimes wasting time. You learn something, but you forgot everything,
so. Okay, in that way, yeah.
L: Did you grow up in cosmopolitan surroundings? [E: You mean...]
L: When you were growing up... [E: ...yeah...] L: ...did you have people
from many cultures, countries around you, speaking different languages?
E: Oh! No. Not really. In Czechoslovakia, this is the disadvantage. Probably
lf 1 9rew UP. -I would probably be forcing [i.e., -have been forced] to
learn a different language sooner, or something. But Czech people...
L: You grew up in the city.
E: In town, let’s say town. It's like 3000 people, like Newton or
Cambridge.
L: But near the city, or more near the country? Do you think you're more
a city girl, or country girl?
E: In fact, definitely like city girl. But you know, I spent every summer
y village, my grandparents' village, in the mountain. I had the best
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experiences in my childhood. But I feel sometime when I'm getting sick of
the city, when I'm thinking, when I'm getting old [i.e., when I get old],
now, just thinking. Maybe I will just end up in some cottage, house in the
village, and going to the city once in a while when I feel like meeting
somebody. I really don't know how I will end up. But before, when I was
18 year, until now...[?j
L: I have a sense of you more as a country person.
E: Do I? Yeah, I grew up mostly like country family. My father is
gardener, farmer, and always field working, and then in my grandparents'
house, cleaning, helping them, all summer, in the village. But ... so was in
my hometown [?] going out, traveling. ... country girl...
L: Yeah, because, although I grew up in the city, my family always went
for summers to the country, and I feel very comfortable in the country. I
actually don't feel that comfortable in the city. Although I grew up hearing
many languages, and I have family all around the world, so people would
come, and I'm familiar with a lot of different cultures, but actually I'm
quite comfortable seeing the sun come up in the morning and go [down] at
eight, you know. I feel comfortable around animals.
I
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E: You see, the problem, is how I was forced to work in the fields, and I
really didn't want to, ...probably...hate... feel ... working on the field... but
otherwise I went hiking...nature., the best, I was thinking, for me, my
future, will be, during the week, have some small apartment, and then
just really have a cottage somewhere, and get out of the city on weekends.
Because anyway, if you have a big house in the city, and you work, you
really come there just sleep. You really don't need a big house.
L: [speaks about Amherst]
E: It's lovely.
L: I don't like the city, I mean the subway, I really don't like it. [E: No,
no.] L: And city people, you know, they meet you for one second, and they
say "Hello," you can see from the eyes. I hate in the subway, I don't know
if you've noticed...
E: Empty, empty looks. Exactly.
L: You can see right away somebody from another country, because they
ave something in their eyes. I don't know if you've noticed, on the
subway. [E: Right.] L: I don't know, to me, look like dead people on the
subway, I don't know. At one point, I left America for this reason. The
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subways. I couldn t stand the look. And I remember a Russian woman I met
a couple of years ago. She said: You're the first American who looks at
me." You know, I don't know, I'm used to looking at people. But here, you
look at somebody, they look ...
E: I know, you know, in subway, probably it's kind of relaxation zone.
Now, I try to do everything in subway. [L: I saw you, reading...] E:
Reading, or organizing my stuff, or writing, whatever. Listening to
music, and also, kind of like empty, and just relax. Otherwise my house is
hectic, so, at least I have half an hour in subway, to be relaxed. Yeah, but
you're right...

Political Aspects. Language and language teaching inevitably have a political
aspect, especially as implemented in social policies.
L: Do you think language teachers are needed?
G: Of course they are needed. I, as a politician, what I would encourage
Georgian government is have as many well-educated English teachers in
Georgia as you can. By making English as a second language, you can, it’s
a huge political step in the direction. I don't know if people realize that,
but it’s like an Orwellian paradigm, who controls the past controls the
future, and you can paraphrase. Who controls the language controls the
future. When you learn Russian in the school, what else do you read, you
read Russian. These are selections, and your choice is limited. If you
know language which is international, it's better to have a second language
which is international, because once again, not everyone is inclined It
requires time, money, skills or interests. I'd say what happened in Hong
Kong, they just deliberately made this decision to have English as a second
language, English as a language of education. 40 years ago... they are not..
This comes from the realization, the fact that whatever their country's
kind of position is, English is absolutely essential for that.
L: Language has a fundamentally political aspect...
G: Absolutely. And Russians were aware of this. We had some party
functionaries coming to Georgia basically pressing our Politburo to
advance Russian. So, it was very politicized. The current example from
American reality. Just listen to what Buchanon or some right wing people
are saying. Even this multicultural country, where you can maintain
Me was saying, you've been receiving this large amount of Hispanic
People, there are millions of people who speak Spanish and English we
h®®l° re®llz®- we have created one single culture, and this culture is
ased on this language. I'm not AS familiar with... It sounded like
umpean attitude, I've heard these things all the time. Unusual, and at
ne same time characteristics. Language is political issue. Because if you
P on your language, if you allow, in Soviet Central Asia, their elites
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are all Russified. People in the cities speak Russian among themselves.
Even [i.e., though] their culture is as far from Russian as anything could
be. Still, because they speak the same language as Russians, it creates
such a closeness, at least elites are, it's easy to control in many ways. I
know I'm getting...
L: It brings me to ask you what's your perception of the, eh, American
scene of language policy, of attitudes toward minorities.
G: Well, normal attitude, certain places where immigrants can go and
study language in order to become fluent and function in this society, but
there is a, it's kind of contradiction. Now you have this tendency of
developing some resentment toward immigrants, and at the same time you
have this [?] to assimilate them... If you resent these immigrants, if you
want to exclude them from your society, it creates conditions where these
people don't want to learn, even your language. Even if they do, they feel
they are not adequately prepared, and they feel disadvantaged. Denmark
and Sweden, they have two years of very intensive [?] For two years
government pays for your studies, just in this native language. These are
democratic countries where religion or ethnicity... you are not persecuted
because of this. Obviously, any state has an understanding of what it
could be potential danger, if you remember what happened in the Soviet
Union, in 1978, in 1977, adopted so-called Brezhnev Constitution.
Republics started ratifying this constitution. Everything was controlled,
but language question created enormous clashes, and we had a huge
demonstration in Georgia, because I guess the Communist leadership
wanted to put this Russian language as official language, created kind of
resentment in the public, kind of protection if you have your own
language...

Roberta is upset about the Clinton scandal, finding it undemocratic and unfair
that Clinton was able to “get away with it,” whereas an ordinary individual would have
immediately lost his job. Furthermore, she finds that the affair has caused damage and
disgrace to America’s political image abroad. She is quite emotional and involved in her
reaction, description, and analysis of this event. I use her involvement as a means to
mquire mto her awareness and her feelings about having been able to become so involved
ln the political discourse of a foreign country, in a new language. She reports that
°Vera'i, '* ls thls vefy abili'y t0 become engaged “as an insider” in such discourse that
ls one of the joys and benefits of learning a new language.
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L: By the way, I just read in Newsweek. I just heard a very funny
comment... Hillary had a very successful week. Maybe Bill should
consider dating her. [R: That's right.] L: Oh, it's so funny.
R: I just hope he's gonna be impeached. It probably won't happen, but I
wish.
L: Why do you feel so strongly?
R: Because he is an absolute disgrace to this country. You know, if he
could put his family — his daughter and his wife — through all this
embarrassment in front of the whole world, put them in a situation like
this... you know, then, if the family's not sacred to him, then why would
anybody think he gives a shit about this country? He's not... He's
absolutely unqualified for that job. He's the worst person to represent
this country... You can't... You know, there are certain expectations when
you get to be the President of the United States, you know, at least for
these few years. “Can't you watch what you do?” And, you know, he was
willing to risk everything
and he knew exactly what can happen if
anybody finds out — and he was willing to risk everything, first and
foremost his family, and his office then. God! I don't even understand why
he's still there. He should have been gone a long time ago. If this
happened in Hungary, for example, that...our Prince Minister would have
probably resigned immediately, this whole thing turned out, because this
is such an embarrassment, such a... I don't know. We're just amazed in
Europe that this actually happening, and still there, this country is still
talking about this, instead of getting rid of him. I don't know.
L: What do you think of the reaction of the American people?
R: Well, when I hear people say that: —"It doesn't matter. He's still a
good president."
That pisses me off. You can not separate the two things.
his is not doing good because of him. And if this country was doing BAD
economically, that wouldn't be because of him. This country is not doing
good because of him, and if this country was doing bad economically, that
wouldn't be because of him. They, of course, automatically give the credit
to the president of the country, and if the country's doing bad, that's the
president's fault. That's very conservative. But, you know, he's supposed
o represent this country, and this business should come first, should be
first and foremost for him. And if he's not able to do it, then he's not the
ng t person.... And then, you know... What is it going to say to the next
person in a company who gets caught...? What is that going to say,
morally? if our own president didn't get fired for it, why would I?
ere's just a lot more to this story than whether he's doing a good job.
L How do you feel about being able to read the papers, ... Do you have any
Z*'T reaCti°n t0 the fact that y°u are able t0 Participate in this even
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R: Yes, sometimes I'm so grateful that I’m able to read the newspaper,
I'm able to read books, without thinking, really, and it doesn't amaze me
as much as it amazes my parents. Well, my mother was 40 years old.
Now since I have an American boyfriend... My mother takes English
lessons twice a week. Because they're probably amazed more, since they
don't speak English For them to see that I can communicate in English
almost as well as I can in Hungarian. They are probably the ones who see
how great it is. To me, I'm used to it.
L: So, in other words, with this Clinton thing, you don't have any negative
reaction...In other words, you accept the negative and the positive
R: There are certain things in the American culture that I will never feel
part of, that I don t want to feel part of. I will never blame, I never
associate... I dont feel sorry for learning English. Learning the language
opened the door to learning about the culture. One can't exist about the
other. It wouldn't make sense saying it wasn't worth learning
English...There are a lot of things I don't like here. I don't know. I try to
speak my mind, I try to say what I think, as much as I can. I argue with
hours with my boyfriend. He sees things differently because he grew up
here. I see things differently because I grew up in another culture. But
I'm definitely grateful for speaking the language. And I want to learn to
speak the language even better. And there are so many things I have an
opinion about, and I want to be able to say it... That's what I want to
communicate

There was great enthusiasm in Ellen’s country, Poland, for the learning of
English. America became the epitome of everything good for the Poles, as they tried to
escape from the oppressive communist system imposed by the Russian-led Soviet
system.

E: I don't know the people who live in the United States know something
about people who living in Poland, because when I was in school in Poland
everyone have a dream: —’’Go to America!”— Everybody! And
everything which we can connect with American culture was all the time
Perfect, fabulous things, they were very nice, beautiful things from this
country, music, clothes, very important, very beautiful for us. And also
language. People in my country dream about speaking in English, and be
in this country and speak in English, this is for many people from my
country the top which other people can achieve in life. And this is not
just few people, almost all. Do you know about this?
L:J knew that there's some idea like this, but I didn't know it's so
widespread.
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E: That's right. That's right.
L: When did this begin, in America? Is it old?
E: When? After the communists coming.
L: So after World War II. From 1945. [E: That's right.] I know we,
America had a traditional relationship with Poland, I think Pilsudski, he
came here and he was fighting for the Americans... [E: No, no it was
Kosciusczko.] And who is Pilsudski?
E: Pilsudski is last Polish general who was independent Poland, before
War. Very famous.
L. Oh, yeah, Kosciusczko. He was fighting with the Americans again the
British, in the Revolutionary War, right? And, I know also, JeanJacques Rousseau made a constitution for Poland, the French philosopher,
which was very important in the American ideas... democracy.
E: This is famous constitution.
L: Yeah> r'9ht. So do you think it's just a reaction to Russians, antiRussian feeling, which, or it's really some attraction for America?
E. This is a reaction on every worst thing which communists tried to...
[L. impose... to put on to...] Yeah. Because this is connected with
economic situation, which is very bad, which was very bad, and
everybody was thinking in America is good level, good status to live [?]
was terrible. I remember I wrote [i.e., read?] it in newspaper, about
exposition, maybe, which was maybe 20 years ago, in Warsaw, about
America, of course in bad view [i.e., light], about CIA, something like
t is. And they made exposition about documents, photographs, when KGB
catch agents, something like this. And was not, about gum, bubble gum
who, which chew American agents. And after this, every people in Poland
try to catch [i.e.] this gum.
L: They started chewing gum?
E: Yeah! [laughs] Something like this. The reaction all the time was
opposite that they want.
L: So [n a way it>s just saying "No" to Russia, more than "Yes" to
mean, "Yes" to America is a way to say "No" to Russia.

I

E: That's right. Same thing with religion.

speMno^nn!- ST WeK 9r0Wing up? Did have this als° d">am about
P akmg English? When did you remember... I mean, how old were you?
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E: Songs. Songs. [L: From songs?] Mmmh-hmmm. I listened songs, and
put on paper what I listened. Just how I listened. Of course, spelling was
terrible.
L: From which age, like when did you start...
E: Maybe 15, 14.
L: Did you study any English in school?
E: Little bit. But study language in small village or city, and living in
Poland, this is very difficult. This is almost, I can't, I couldn't do this.
It's difficult.
L: But you knew Russian? You could speak Russian pretty well?
E: I think so. I can tell you a joke. [L: Sure.] A Russian joke. Odnazhdi
priehala v shtati grupa russkih ohotchikov na sorevnovanie po ohotche. I
oni ushli v les, cherez neskolko chasov oni vernulis s ubitim mishkom,
medvedem, i podoshol k nim, tozhe russki baleischik i sprashivaet:
"Shto, grizli?" Oni posmotreli na mishku. "Net. Strelyali!" [L: {laughs}]
Okay. You got it. I hear that joke in Poland.
,
L: And did you study any other language? French, or German.
E: No. I don't know, you know about this, during the Communist
occupation in Poland, everybody’s supposed to learn Russian language, and
everybody hate this, of course. [L: Yeah, I know.] But, by mistake, I have
family in Russia, and every summer vacation I go to them, and this is why
maybe I interesting, was my interesting for that language.
L: By chance, not by mistake, unless maybe by mistake too [clarifying
her use of the expression] .
E. But my friend, almost, from Poland, almost nobody can speak fluently
Russian. [L: Yeah.] Because everybody hate this.
L. Yeah, because I tried, sometime to speak in Russian, with some people
from East Europe, Czechoslovakia or Poland, but maybe they don't like it.
E: Yeah, that's right. [L: Hmmm.] The question: —"Could English lead
you..."— | don't understand "broader"...
L: Broader. Wider, bigger world. This was a question which came up
. a student from Korea, who had a very similar, also from small place
and had some dream connected with English, and so forth. She was my
"rst interview, actually. And, so, this question just came up in the
interview. I ,ust thought of this question. Somehow, what she was saving
lea me to ask this question. By "lighter" meaning "brighter"
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E: I understand. But after I wrote [read] that question, I recognized
myself how important is re-[?]-learning English to achieve my goals.

Strategies

I asked Rita to describe to me in real time the procedures she uses to study. She
has spoken before about how methodical she is in her approach to learning, spending a lot
of time and energy, using particular strategies and procedures, and repeating and
reinforcing her learning in many ways.
L: Can you give me just an example exactly of how you would... [R:
...memorize stuff...] ...memorize something.
R: For example, one, like one-page article, I'll assume is interesting
article, interesting story. Usually I like to memorize at least 10
vocabularies out of that article. Otherwise, I don't know what I learned.
L: And exactly how do you do it? Do you look at the word, you sound in
your mind, you write it down?
R: I write it down, I write several time. I write ten, twenty times. And I
read this article several times, make sure how this vocabulary [i.e.,
word] is used in this story, and I just try to memorize.
■
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L: Do you, can you... Let's really make a "movie" as you're doing.... [R:
Mmmh-hmmm.]... You get the page, you get the article... What do you do
first...? ...you decide if it's interesting for you? [R: Yeah.] L: Okay.
R: And I decide the vocabulary I'm gonna choose are useful, are common,
you know. I'm not gonna learn the technical words, it's just a waste of
time. I decide those words are very useful, and sounds...makes sense, and
professional, you know, those vocabularies...
L: So, how do you choose an article? ...by title, by....?
R: No, I don't choose the article by myself. Those texts, from textbook,
those articles I HAVE to read. 'Cause I have, since I came here, since I
enrolled in school, I have been catching up with the textbook, the classes.
[L: So by article...] R: I don't really have time to... [L: ... you don't mean
newspaper article?] R: No, no.
L: You mean parts of textbooks...
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R: Part of textbook... all the newspaper article that I have to read and hand
it in. I don't want to just read it through and understand what story is and
write out the summary. I don't feel I learn anything if I do that. So I, I
don't know what I learn if I just read the article. Of course, probably
there is some ten percent of new vocabulary in it, but I still can
understand what the story is, and I can write the summary, one-page
summary. After the assignment's done, I don't feel I learned anything.
L: So, give me an idea... You get the article... [R: Mmmh-hmmm.] Let's say
just it's a newspaper article of, I don't know, 500 words, or some couple
of pages, something like that, page... [R: Yup.] Tell me exactly, if I were to
see you do it... Where does you eye go?, ...what is your mouth doing?,
...what is your hand doing?, ...where's your dictionary? Try to describe
to me... [R: Okay.] ...very detailed what you're doing.
R: So, I will. Okay, the article will be here. [L: Okay.] There's a scratch
paper will be here. [L: To the right, okay.] And a pencil. Usually I use
pencil. [L: Not pen...] Not pen. I use pencil.
L: Why?
R: 'Cause. I don't know. I usually don't, I don't erase them, I just usually
use pencil, I feel more comfortable use pencil.
: ii.;.
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L: Okay, and do you have a dictionary somewhere?
R: I have a dictionary right here. [L: Okay, all right.] I have marker.
Marker and pencil. [L: Like, highlighter...] Highlighter, yeah. I need, at
least I need a pencil and a highlighter, a scratch paper, a book, and
dictionary. That will be the perfect situation to start learning.
L: Okay, all right. And what about environment? Do you have any music,
or... [R: I don't want any music, no.] ...people bother you with their
talking... You need a quiet place, or...?
R: I would prefer in a place just by myself, 'cause I like to read out. [L:
Aloud.] R: Oh, not really aloud. I mean, not really loud. [L: No, but aloud
means reading, you don't have to read at high volume, you mean using
voice.] R: Right, right. Using voice. I like to hear myself, a little bit.
Make sure I'm pronounce this vocabulary right.
L: I see. Okay. And then, now, the first time, how do you start, where do
you...?
R: I start from first... I make sure this is a short story, I will be able to
finish within two hours, or something. I like to start from beginning to
the end. And while I'm reading and look up [i.e., "in"] the dictionary,
usually I have a piece of paper here. This is scratch paper, then another
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piece of paper. I write the vocabulary [i.e., the word which] I think is
worth to memorize it.
L: So, just going back to your text. You're reading along...[R: Mmmhhmmm.] Do you read aloud the first time, or do you first read... Do you
scan it?
R: I scan it first. [L: ...silently...] ...scan it first. [L: Okay. And then, you
would go back...?] R: I would go back from beginning again, start from
beginning.
L: Okay. After you scan it the first time, do you get an idea of the meaning,
in general, or do you get an idea of which words you want to go back [i.e.
to]? What happens in your mind after the first few moments, or
minutes?
R: Well, the first couple of minutes, I just... I don’t try to memorize
anything. I just want to learn what this article [i.e., is] about. [L: Okay.]
That's all.
L: Okay, good. And the second... then you go back...
R: From the beginning. [L: Okay.] I start reading. If the... even the
sentences is good, if it's very good sentence, that I realize I may use it,
and I should know about it, and I write it down on a piece of paper.
L: What kind of thing would give you the feeling you might use it? How
would you decide?
,
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R: How would I decide? [L: Yeah.] Well, I can tell, this sentence, someone
else use it, and I could not catch it, or this is very useful sentence, that I
may use this in my conversation.
L: So, it's something you might have heard before, or something you could
use...
R: Something I believe I could use it.
L: And are you thinking mostly conversationally?
R: Yeah, yeah. I think so, I think so.
L: But in articles, do you find... So, you like articles that have
conversation in them, or you can... [R: Mmmhh... ]...adapt
R: ...does not matter, does not matter. Or some sentences that are very
good, written by the real good writer, I like to memorize it, and I just
think it will be great if I can talk this way, you know.
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L: So, what... How do you decide something is good? What are your
criteria for evaluating...
R: It depends how I feel about this sentence, if I think this is useful. It's
just based on my learning experience. If I think this is useful, or this is
important, or this great, beautiful sentence.
L: So, beauty con...[i.e., "consists"] con... is what, by sound, or the way
the words are put together...
R: Yeah...the words put together. [L: The grammar...] The grammar, and
the way use it. Like that.
L: Okay... And, you said three things: one was the beauty, one was the use.
[R: The use, yeah.] Now, suppose you're reading, I don't know... Do you
read some article, I suppose, about economics, or business, or different
topics....? [R: Yeah, mmh-hmm, mmh-hmmm.] Now, let's say they're
talking about, I don't know, the banking industry, or something, or... [R:
Okay.] ...some, some general topic. [R: Right, mmmh-hmmm.] For me, if
I'm thinking of conversation, I would find it hard to find some connection
between some textbook and something I could use. I wouldn't know how do
you make that... Where do you see the usefulness in?
R: Where do I see the usefulness? [L: Yeah.] It really depends on my
learning experience, and like, for example, I'm reading a junk letter,
from bank, it tell me... it tells... I like to read junk letter, I read every
one of them [laughs]. It tells me: —"We learned that you changed your
address”— and um... and, ah..., well, —“Please let us know”—...
whatever, all the time. And I like to read it several times, 'cause I think
it's great to know what is professional way to communicate regarding this
issue.
L: So, in that letter, you're looking at some of the phrases, the ways
they'll address the client, the way they'll... [R: Right.] What other kind
of...? Can you go into some details?
R: Yeah, like a computer class, I read a first chapter of computer, of
introduction to computers, and, I think especially the first chapter, it
tells a lot of knowledge about computers, and I like to learn those
computer language, 'cause I believe this is very useful. What I'm gonna
use when I talk about computers with people? I would be speechless. I
don't have the vocabulary to talk about it.
L: So you're looking for technical words, like hard drive, RAM, ROM,
individual words...?
R: Not really the computer slang... [L: Computerese?] Not really that
technic... The sentences, the words you probably need it when you talk
about computer with people.
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L: Like, could you give me some example, like, maybe in connection with I
was describing the software for speech... [NB: I seem to be adopting
Chinese syntax here!]... [R: Right, right.] What kind of, just to get an
idea how you would use something that you have seen and apply it to some
real conversation that we would have...
R: Well, for example, it tells you what computer IS. The textbook's is
more professional: "The computer is just like human body, with your
brain to operate the body." Like, the "operates" in this sentence is very
important, very professional way. [L: "Operates"?]. R: Operates. Yeah.
To explain this situation.
L: So, you're interested in the use of the word "operates."
R: Right, right. I can show you a couple of my letters...can help you...
L: This is very interesting. Yeah! I didn't even think about... this part,
but this is extremely interesting... [R: Yeah, I have a perfect example.] L:
...because this is the first time, in all my interviews... [R: I have tons and
tons of...] L: Why don't you just tell what....
R: ....what this is.... Okay. This a piece of paper what I use when I read
something. Usually I have a piece of paper with me, so I can write the
sent... the words, or the sentences that is, I think it is important, it is
useful to me. For example, I like the words "tragedies." Is that how to
pronounce it? [L: Yeah, sure.] I like this words. I think this is SO
professional, and SO great, I... I...
L: Okay. So, let me just mention, this is in some study notes that you have
made in reference to a... [R: Probably one of...]... textbook about business,
organizational behavior, it says "Chapter One: Overview of Organizational
Behavior..." [R: Yes, correct.] And this is a case study called "Gambling..."
[R: "Gambling on People"]... on People." And these are some... So you have
taken...
R: Oh, not all of them... Probably a couple of them from this. This I have
been having for, like, a few weeks already.
L: So, what you have done here is..., you have put together... Now these
four words were put in the same sequence in the story, is that the idea.
You take, when you copy a group of words, you take the whole group, this
is like a chunk of...
R: Yes- 1 fake a whole group. I take, the reason I take the whole sentence,
'cause the whole sentence is good, is great. If there's only one word, one
vocabulary is good, I believe is good, and the rest of the sentence tells me
nothing, I just pick up one sentence, and then write down the English
explanation from dictionary.
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L: So, here, let me just give an example, here, number thirteen, you say
"delegating responsibility, allocating resources"
R: Right. And I understand it exactly what these two words mean, so I
don't need the longer sentence to help me to understand this. So I don't
need the environment [i.e., context] for these two vocabularies.
L: Yeah. So, do you know what this is called? Do you know that this has a
special name in grammar? It's called a "collocation."
R: Oh, I don’t. Collocation.
L: Yeah, and actually, I'm going to give you a nice surprise, which is to
show you a special collocational dictionary, 'cause what a collocation is, is
at least two words, and usually they're different parts of speech, so here
you have a gerund, or a verb, plus a noun. And the same here. [R: Okay.]
L: And these are the words that go together, so whenever we think of
responsibility, a native speaker would immediately know that there is a
group, a selected group of words, of verbs, that would go with... [R: ...go
with responsibility.] L: Right.

L2 Learning.

Aisha has a number of subtle and complex points to make about the

relationship between confidence and criticism, about using oral language as a basis for
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correction, about the comparison of native and target language syntaxes.
L: So let's go back to those three first points that you made. And let me
ask you what's the best method for you, and later, the aim, and later, what
advice.
A: Last time we talked to you, I told some points about your class. I
believe I'm gonna defense the same points, because, for example, when we
talk in your class, this is very important for me, nobody corrects my
mistake until now. Just accept my fault, and they understand, and they
didn't correct me until now. And during your class, classes, you just
correct us when we talk, when we say something, or when we write
something. Writing is everybody's job, all the teachers correct writing
mistake. But the important point, when you talk something, you don't
realize, because the souf [stuff?] doesn't make sense to you. You don't
know better than that! How can you correct yourself? And you correct
us, you correct me, and I try to be more clear, I believe so.
L: What type of corrections help you?
A: For me, the important point, how to make a correct sentence. I use, I
usually use my Turkish pattern in the sentence. I sometimes use,
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actually, I try to use an English pattern, I mix together Turkish and
English, doesn't make sense, even [i.e., neither] in Turkish, even [i.e.,
nor] in English, [laughter] It's very silly things. And you correct
article, you correct sentence of the pattern, you should say this one, first
this one later, or you give the correct sentence from your mouth, and we
just repeat it.
L: Was it helpful when I would write on the board?
A: It's very helpful. Another point you're gonna remember, I'm sure.
One time I asked you, I cannot make a complex sentences, I cannot make
the sentences that it's gonna satisfy me. I'm always regret my writing.
You just catch me one sentence from my mouth...
L: ...probably when you're complaining!
A: Yes! About my complaining. You just remember whole sentence. You
wrote on the board. And you just criticized to my, about my sentence. And
you said, I believe it was dependent clause sentence...
L: Probably. I suppose, independent and dependent.
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A: Yeah, you just criticize about grammar. We just saw altogether, we
just saw grammar is okay, because in plain sentence, dependent and
independent clause together. And after that, you just, you just said the
words of the place in the sentence, place of the words, in the sentence,
which one should be this part, which one should be this part, you just
made some correction. And after that, we start to, we start to, what do
you say... [L: Use?] A: We start to, not use, we start to research about
the words, which part of sentence, and for example, adjective, adverb,
subject, or whatever, what's the place of this word in the sentence, and
you just correct it. And after that we came above my words. Should I, or
can I use another words when I try to tell my sentence the same way, the
same meaning, but I change the words, when I change the words. This
works better. We just open the, what was the book's name? [L:
Activator?] ...Activator. We found the words that are used, synonyms, or
the same meaning, and we tried to list under the sentence. And the same
pattern, the same grammar, and we used different words. And after all
these things, I saw that my sentence is like one of the columnist's in
Newsweek sentence. At least for me. I don't know, maybe I'm wrong. I
was very satisfied from my sentence, but I'm not satisfied from my
words. I cannot use, when I read, these are different volume. When I read
something, I can understand more words; when I use something, when I
speak something, I cannot use all the words that I know. These are almost
halfway different. Speak half less than understanding. And that's the
iaiBortant point for mn Because even my friend, that I told you before,
right now, my friend, he is a columnist. I expected he should write more
complicated sentences than me, because he is columnist, should be better
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than me, at least for idea. He can make a mistake, he can be, he can be,
how can I say, the opposite to understandable?
L:

incomprehensible?

A: Yeah, he can be incomprehensible, but he should write something
more, more educated, idea, at least it was my opinion. I didn't see from
him, and at this point, I thought that, I tried to make something, by
making a lot of mistakes, that I shouldn't make that kind of mistake. I saw
my classmates' paper, they don't have a lot of mistake. I don't know. And
even I make a lot of mistake, I'm satisfied that I write. I write something.
And you showed me it's not about the grammar, it's about get used to. and
it's about vocabulary, and in that point. Of course it's important, I
already make mistake about the grammar, about the sentence of the,
actually, about structure of the sentence. The structure is very
important. Even punctuation is different from my language.
L: So if I understand you, it seems like you started to appreciate your own
language a bit more, in one way, when you saw on the board that you
WERE using more complex...[A: That's right. Exactly.] ...sentences.
A: That's right. Because maybe from my education, maybe from my
profession job before I had it, I always, how, I always, I always make a
criticize about me. I'm not satisfied from my writing, or speaking, or
understanding...
L:

You're self-critical.

A: Yes, I'm self-critical about myself. And it's make, it makes me try
better. I always tried better. I try to find something more and more, and
I always have one step ahead. It's nice point for me. And you showed me
it's not about my thinking problem, it's not about my grammar problem,
that I don't know. Grammar is different in English, but it's not the point,
the point is not I don't know. I know the grammar, but I don't know how to
use it.
L: Did you find yourself as we had these kind of experience, like taking
your spoken sentence and then putting it on the board, and then using the
Activator, and so on, did you find yourself thinking more in English and
less in Turkish? Was there some transition?
A: The beginning of the class, your class, I was thinking more in Turkish
than English. I was thinking more Turkish, less English. Now I try to
make sentence in just English. I always like to read, but I'm reading more
than before, because reading gives me vocabulary, and the pattern of the
sentence. I sometimes see a sentence: "Oh, this is very nice pattern! I
should use this!" Then I write something. And now, you are right at that
Point, I am thinking more English than Turkish, but I sometimes make the
same mistake too. I sometimes, because 28 years in the back, I don't have
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another language, and I just start, actually I can say 22 years, because I
start to learn when I was 22. When I get used to in English, I have to
forget Turkish pattern of the word. But it's not easy to get out in your
mind all this pattern, all this get used to when you speaking, when you
understanding, because maybe if my origin could be Latin origin, like
from Europe...
L: ...like Gabriel la or Daniella, you mean?
A: Gabriella, Diana, or German language or French language, maybe they
are difficult, more difficult than English, but if I have this kind of origin,
it's could be easier than that. Because my language, my ORIGIN language,
doesn't come the same origin. Everything completely different. I cannot
even compare these two languages. Another point, I don't know do you
agree with me?, another point about me, I HAVE some pronunciation
problem, but I don't have very strong accent. I try to speak clear,
understandable, and I try to pronounce the words right. Maybe I cannot
pronounce exactly, in American people is very difficult, it comes from
your childhood, when you start to learn language, your native language. I
cannot make it right pronunciation, but I try to be understandable, be
clear. I believe I'm more clear [than] some person, some people, because
Asian-origin language, the people who has, who have Asian origin
language, they cannot speak clear, because they just use in front of their
mouth, they don't use back place Voice in place of mouth. That’s why,
when I listen to the people, Asian people, I just hear voice; i I cannot hear
word, I cannot hear the sentence just start and just finish. I cannot
separate. But my language is different too. My language is different from
Asian language too. When I speak something, or when they speak in my
language, you can understand this sentence start over here (if they are a
good speaker; I'm not talking about a bad speaker), this sentence start
over here. This is another word; you can separate this. This is
important. Because when I listen English, or another language, the
important point, the first time I start to learn English, the important
point, the sentences, when start the sentence, and when finish; the point
you have to separate the sentences [from] each others. And after that, I
don't know, it's education, in gestalt education...[?] you should go from the
whole to the details, not from the details to the whole. It's from education
psychology.
L: Yeah, I understand.
A: I did the same way, when I learn English, but I say, I'm self-criticize, I
am not satisfied with my understanding, because when I watched TV, I
cannot understand everything, right now, even now, it's almost one and a
alf year I have been here. I cannot understand all the news, all the
documentaries, even [if] I read from closed-captioned, I cannot even
understand right now.
L: Is it because of vocabulary, or because of sound?
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A: Vocabulary. Sometimes sound. Just a small part of sound. Because
when I read the sentence, I heard the sentence, I read under the closedcaptioned, I understand different voice, but when I read it all, this is not
my understanding, this is different word. But it happened very rarely,
not very often. But words, it's very often, I don't understand the words.
Rita does not think it's unusual that little research has been done in which ESL learners
are asked directly about their experiences, but she is generalizing from her belief that
SLA is an insignificant activity to which little attention has naturally been paid, rather
than from an informed perspective based on a comprehensive knowledge of SLA research.
I found her view interesting and refreshing nevertheless, or perhaps despite her lack of
knowledge, because it corresponds well with her other views about learning a new
language.

R: Right, right. Because you're trying to find out the meaning of
learning English as a second language, not what Mistake [NB: she stress
the first syllable idiosyncratically] international student make... they
make grammar...
L: No, no, no... I'm not interested in that at all! We know that, already.
[R: Okay.] L: We know that. That's not interesting to me.
R: Okay. So you want to know what I think about learning English as a
second language, and what I feel about it, what I [i.e., my] experiences
are...
L: Right. The whole idea is, by approaching the learners directly, it's like
you go and ask a sports star, —"What is it...?"— Like, the soccer
players... —"How do you play?"-"What's in your mind?"— So the idea
is, we can learn something more from speaking to those people who are
experienced in that. [R: Okay. Yup.] And this is actually quite... uh... has
not been done very much. Do you think that's strange [I'm referring to
the fact that direct interview research of ESL learners has not been done
much.]
R: No, no.
L: It's not strange to DO it, or it's not strange that it has not been done.
R- I think it's not strange it haven't been done.
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L: Can you tell me why? Because to me it's a little strange...
R: Nobody have DONE the research like this...?
L: Almost nobody, yeah. A couple of people have interviewed, briefly,
some people, but not compared with the amount of those other kind of
things, like observing learners, looking at their mistakes, trying to look
at what teachers do and what students do—mostly observation—...[R:
Okay.] ...and especially using statistics and looking at groups of people,
but not really thinking: —Hey, you're the one who knows more about this
than anybody.—
R: Well, I don't think it's strange, because a lot of people's English is
their second language in this country; it's just too common. Nobody think
it's a big deal. Probably, so nobody really interesting in doing any
research on this.

Rita designates three levels of learning. She feels that students at which she terms the
"entry" stage should not try to rush ahead of a normal pace of learning, that trying to do
more than they are able is a serious mistake. Students at what she terms the entry level
■ )
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will know about 2000 vocabulary items, will make grammatical errors, and will have
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. /
difficulty engaging in conversations with native speakers. Foreigners who have lived in
the US for many years but have not learned to speak properly in schools, through
correction of their mistakes, will still speak with errors, indicating that they have
gotten ahead of themselves" and have not really completed the first stage of SLA. There
are such ESL speakers in colleges as well, which can be attributed either to the fact that
they never paid attention to details, assuming that they were already at a “middle'' level
when in fact they were still at the "entry" level, or that no one corrected their errors
when they spoke. Again, the primary misconception such learners were under is that
tlvy were really still in the entry stage but assumed or imagined that they were already
a' the middle level. Rita herself now feels that she is at the middle level, which she
defines by an increased feeling of comfort conversing with native speakers, more
specifically a self-confidence about initiating and participating in conversations.
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Rita

places herself along a culturally-defined continuum of speakers, ranging from Japanese
to general Chinese, identifying herself as a Beijinger who, as an urban person from a
cosmopolitan city, feels comfortable conversing with a range of people in various

situations.

L: So this [is] what you would consider the first the first stage...?
R: The student, the learners have to have some kind of foundation, I don't
know whether this is the... the BASIC knowledge about English. And I
think the learner should be patient. They should be able to learn stepby-step, you know. 'Cause I know a lot students, I can tell, easily, their
English level, what level they are, but they, they're trying to speak fast,
you know, and trying to speak fluently. I think that's ridiculous. I really
don't like that, [laughs]
L: And how, when you think, what words do you use to describe levels, or
how do you... How many levels do you categorize people in?... Or... What's
your thinking?
•
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R: Well, I know what entry level is. Entry level, at least they have about
2000 vocabularies, and they need to know the basic knowledge—grammar,
and the tense, the sentence. I can tell from the mistakes they make, by
talking to them. Lots of people, they live here, they live in this country
for many years, but they still make very basic mistakes, so I can't tell
they probably never went to school for formal education. They just
learned by talking to people, listen to people [NB: She seems to
undervalue oral vs.literate learning modes.]
L: Mmhh... Do you find people who have, who are in school and college and
still making mistakes?
R: Yes. 'Cause they never really paid attention to the details. They still
make very basic mistakes. They're even, even they graduated from
school. 'Cause they never, they probably start...; they believe, when they
were in entry level, they believe they were in middle level, and they did
not really pay attention to the basic knowledges, to the basic ... did not
develop the basic skill.
L: So, do you feel that a lot of learners, do you feel one of the problems
with learners is they don't understand what their own level is?
R: A lot of them, yeah. A lot of them. And nobody tells them. Most people
don't correct when they hear the mistakes.
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L: We have... Let me go back to an earlier question. Um... So, how do you
know when you have..., when you are leaving the entry level, and you are
going to... What's the next, what do you call the next... middle level, or...?
R: Yeah, I can say middle level. Well, I feel more comfortable talk to
people, and I more likely want to start a conversation, and I like to get
involved in a conversation, and I feel more comfortable to repre... to
present myself. Yeah, that's how I feel.
L: What else... What happens in the middle stage?
R: In the middle stage... I think I'm still in the middle stage right now. I
don't... it's just a personal opinion. It's just me. I just don't have enough
confidence. When I..., in the group, that I realize somebody else...
everybody is better that me, or when I in group everybody else is
Americans except me [NB: These appear to be relative adjectival clauses,
spoken without the connector as typical in Chinese ESL speech], so I don't
feel very comfortable to present myself, to start a conversation. But, if I
know the whole group are international students, I would feel very
comfortable to talk.
L: So, what exactly makes you feel not comfortable?
R: 'Cause I afraid I'm going to make some stupid mistakes, or my topic,
they're not interested in, something like that.
I
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L: Isn't that something that anybody could do, or... even if you made some
grammatical mistakes, or using the wrong word, or...
v, . !'-
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R: You mean the other international student [could?]...
L: No, with, well, with Americans, when you DO feel uncomfortable, what
would happen, if you...
R: If I did... If I did make mistakes...? [L: Yeah.] Well, it's not a big deal,
everybody can tell from the accent I make English is not my native
language. They should, nobody would have a problem with that, but it's
just personal, I don't feel comfortable to talk a lot in the group that, you
know, I'm the only international student.
L: So, it's not because you think people would laugh at you, or...
R: No, no, no.

I think it's just the personality.

L: Do you think it's a cultural thing, that maybe you don't know what
topic is interesting for both of you...?
R: Well, it is..., like Japanese students less likely to talk. Like, Chinese
students, too. It's kind of depends where they come from. Like, where I
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come from, Beijing, it's like open city, like open international city, so I
feel more comfortable to talk in public than a lot of Chinese students, but
still, compared to American students, they can talk anywhere.

L: So you think that it's, okay, and with the international students, why
do you feel comfortable?
R: 'Cause I have more confidence [i.e., "when I'm"] in that group. I think
I'm, I'm, I'm better...

L: Better in terms of performance, linguistic performance? [R: Yeah.]
So, the linguistic performance concerns you, in a way. It's like, if I go to
play soccer, and I see some people who are not that good, maybe I will feel
more comfortable to play with them, but if everybody's really good I
would a little bit scared...
R: Right. Maybe nervous.

L: But what if the people who are really good are very friendly to me, and
just say, —"Come on, let's play!"-...
R: Right. If they show understanding,.../-/.; Un-hunh.] ... if they show
acceptance... [L: Right.] ... that will help a lot. So that's why, as I said, if
I'm the entry level, I probably won't bother to talk to, listen the news,
listen the radio. If I want to have a conversation with American, to
practice English, I want to make sure that person know, and I want to
make sure that person talks slowly and clearly and professionally. So,
that's how I learn.

Rita has a lingering feeling that she didn't have full control over her language learning,
that she was just thrust willy-nilly into a new speech environment, and that this
somehow detracted from her ability to master the basic elements of language. In other
words, she has the feeling that language is something linear, that can be approached and
assimilated methodically, not that it is an amorphous mess that one must deal with as
best one can.
R: That's something I want to learn, because I feel something missing is
the basic way, this basic skills to learn English. I don't think I really
studied with entry level, 'cause I just dropped into this environment, and
I had to, you know, talk. That was not a good start [NB!]. If I learned, if I
learned start from high school, and taking lot of classes to learn the basic
grammar, and I would do much better than what I'm doing now [laughs]

[NB!]
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L: Well, this is really something, because this is really a good way to
study.
Now once again we go into a protocol of Rita’s studying and learning procedures,
primarily centered around reading. Reading seems to be a mode of learning which is
very productive for her, perhaps because she is in fact able to exercise control over it,
through her use of time, rehearsal, repetition, strategy, etc.

Live speech is less

controllable, and perhaps therefore Rita feels that it is a less efficient way for her to
learn. There may be a cultural element at play here as well, and it might be interesting
to contrast Rita's approach to learners from other cultural backgrounds.

R: Right, when some class is so boring, I just tired of listen to the
lectures, I just start reading one page, I just one page, something like
interesting subject, I just start reading one sentence after another, and
pick the interesting one and I write them down.
L: Now, tell me how, I understood your first scan, skimming or scanning
phase, and then the second phase, I understand, is, you're kind of reading
it and looking for words and phrases and sentences that you like, and
copying them, or finding the definition in English, or here I see also see
some Chinese... [referring to a handwritten note next to one of the phrases
she had noted down]
R: Also some Chinese, right.
L: And what about your voice... Where does the... Where do you use...
Where does the.... How do you use your voice in this process, of sounding
the words, or reading the article, or whatever?
R: I like to read it out a little bit, but not very loudly. [L: Un-hunh....]
...but when [it] comes to the important part, I like to read a couple more
times, make sure I understand, and the pronunciation I feel comfortable
with it.
L: So, can you give me just an example of... just a single example of how
you would use your voice in this case?
R: Okay. I can use one of... You want me to use example...
L: I want to... I don't want to...It's not because I want to hear your sound...
[R: Okay.] I want to know in the overall process... [R: Okay, how I....]
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...where you bring your voice IN. You know, how do you... because you're
balancing many different parts of you. You have your eyes, you have your
hand, you have your mouth, you have your kind of sound in your head,
which is, which maybe doesn't come out your mouth sometimes... [R:
Okay. ]...do you know what I mean? Like, you have an IMAGE of your sound,
sometimes. [R: Right, right. Mmmh-hmmm.] L: I would like to know how
all those work together, kind of.

R: Okay, so I can just read the first...
L: Yeah, whatever way you do it. And if you read silently, then, you
know, I want to know if you're reading... maybe just say: --"Now I'm
reading silently... Now I find a word... Now I read the word aloud... Now I
write it down..."- Whatever it is that you do, and the different parts of
your mechanism, how do they work together.

R: Okay. You mean, how I, I just assume I start from the beginning...
L: Right. Assume you start from the beginning. [R: Okay.] Step number
one. You got your article.

R: I got my article, I get everything ready. Well, this is going to be the
perfect learning environment for me, but usually I don't have
highlighter, scratch pad paper...
L: But let's say you DO have them.

R: Right. Let's say I have everything. I have this piece of paper here to,
and I start reading. Usually I have my pencil with me. [L: Okay.] ...and my
hiliter right here. I like to use a hi-liter. I like to use a hi-liter to
highlight a little bit. After I read... After the whole article's done, it just
look like more colorful, much more colorful than this, if I really did a
good job. That makes me feel I LEARNED. If the whole page is blank...
rr.i

L: Okay, let me just mention I see some underlining, I see some notes, I
see some Chinese writing... [R: Right.] ...and so forth. Numbers...

R: Numbers. And this is the way to pronounce....
L: What about questions? Do you ever right questions to yourself, or...

R: No. I don't write, I don't ask no questions.
L: But do you ask a question to the text?

R: Oh, I do. Yes, I do. Okay. That's another piece of paper I used to need
two years ago. I have this piece of paper to write down the good sentences
that I understand, and I have another piece of paper to write the questions.
The sentences... I don't...[know]... why the words used in this sentence, and
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can I use it this way, and also I don't understand what this... it looks like a
great sentence, but I don't understand what this means. [L: So you...] I
right it down on another piece of paper and bring it to the tutor, that's
what I used to do.
L: So your questions are to help you understand. There are questions
about understanding... Do you ever right questions about agreeing or
disagreeing with the text. Do you ever say, like: -"You idiot! How could
you say such a thing!?"-, like you're talking to the author...
R: Mmh-hmmm, mmhh-hmmm [registering understanding, not
expressing affirmative agreement]
L: ...or, -"How can you support this position?"- Do you ever talk to the
author?
R: No. Mmmhh.... Not really. 'Cause my main primary purpose is to
learn language, learn the words. If I don't like it, [i.e., I] just ignore it,
escape it, and go on something else.
L: Okay, all right. So, get back to the process. Then you were...
R: ...the page, and dictionary right there. Start reading... [she begins
reading aloud, softly]... ‘‘Gambling on people. People who frequently
gamble in casinos usually do so because they find wagering to be a
pleasurable activity.” I'm gonna highlight "pleasurable activity." These
people often forget...effectively... —"effectively"—managed if its owners
are to remain in operation... -"remain in operation"—... just as many
business relies on people to carry its work...—"carry out its work"...it's a
good phrase"— ...casinos need employees to manage and work in hotel
operations, entertainment venues...gaming areas themselves. Moreover...
— "moreover"... is a good transition word"—... they rely on managers to
oversee their marketing, financial and human resource functions. People
may debate the morality...—''morALity"..."morALity"--...of legalized
gambling...—"morALity of leg..." ...people may debate the morALity of
legalized gambling, but there is no question as to its profitability.
L: Now, why did you go over this two or three times?
R: 'Cause I don't really understand what the last sentence means. "But,
there's no question AS to its profitability." I don't understand what this
word, I don't understand what "as" means here in this sentence. So that's
why I go over it a couple more times, try to understand it. If I have the
time, that's what I used to do, two years ago. I write this sentence down,
on a piece of paper, and bring it to her, and ask why "as" in this sentence,
what that mean here.
L: And how about the first, when you wonder why ahh... [R: "pleasurable
activity"?] L: Yes.
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R: Well, I think it's very nice way to say it. Most people say, probably
just use "it's very nice things to do", right? Most people would say that.
I think this is a very professional expression.
L: So you recognize that there is another way to say this, a more common
way.
R: Yeah, I know the more common way, and I don't...
what leads you... You make a connection with the common way, then
you say this an uncommon way, —"Let me use this one; this one's
better. "■— [IMB: She selects a higher lexical register on the basis of a
lower one she clearly knows, and makes the connection semantically
between them]
R: Yeah. I probably say to myself, in my mind: -"Hey! This is a nice way
to say, to explain this situation."—
L: But you know what the situation is.
R: Yeah. I completely understand. But this, the last sentence, I don't
really understand [ISIB: She makes a clear distinction between what she
knows she understands and what she knows she doesn't understand] what
that means here.
'
L: Riqht. Okay. And why did you... "effectively"...why did you underline
"effectively"?
R: "Effectively". Ummh... it's not a very important words for me now,
'cause I understand it, and I able to use it in MY personal conversation,
but it's still a nice word, so I just like to highlight it.
L: What's nice about it?
R: [Reads again, softly]... must be effectively managed... What nice about
it is? [NB: She uses unusual syntax following reading aloud.]
L: Yeah... Why do you say it's "nice"?
R: It's very umhh...useful. You use "effective" in a lot of situations.
Effective and efficient. I like to use "efficient" because I consider myself
as efficient person [laugh]. So I think effective and efficient. [L:
Efficient...?] Efficient. [L: Or SUFficient?] Efficient. Yeah, efficient.
L: All right. And how about "moreover" you said is a good transitional
word.

R: Yeah. —"Moreover"—. Well, sometimes, I just think the transition
words are too important; I need it in my writing. I need the transition
words to write, but I don’t really know a lot.
L: Now, how would you go about... Would you just... the "as", the last
sentence there... Would you just take it to the tutor, or would you have
some other way of looking for that? Suppose you didn't have a tutor?
R: I used to go to tutors a lot at [the college]. That was...it's very nice for
the school have that. No, I don't really have the other... 'cause nobody
really have this patience, to explain this. And not everybody knows!
[Note: She is distinguishing between knowledge and non-knowledgeable
native speakers.]
L: But suppose you have to try to figure it out by yourself. Is there a way
to figure that. [Note: At the time I asked the question, I was assuming that
she didn't understand the entire clause or phrase because she didn't
understand the role of the "as"... As it soon turns out, she was a lot more
sophisticated than that. She did understand the meaning of the sentence,
but she questioned the presence of the "as", which actually turns out to be
a minor stylistic variation. It took me a while to catch up with her on
this, as I think becomes evident from the immediately following dialogue]
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R: [reads aloud to herself again] —"People could., no question as to its
profitability..." No, I don't think so.
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L: You wouldn't be able to figure it out.
R: I'd probably just forget it. Yeah. No.
L: And "morality"..., you, you... I notice you put a stress mark. And you
said it a few times. [R: Yeah, mmh-hmmm.] Is that 'cause you weren't
sure where the stress.?
R: I'm sure about the stress, 'cause I looked up the dictionary, and put the
stress there, make sure I pronounce it correctly.
L: So you're just reinforcing... [Reinforcing, exactly.] ...at this point.
[R: Exactly.] Now, would you think that the "as" may be... You might not
be able to understand "as" if you look at only "as", but would you think
that maybe the context...?
R: I don't think... I understand what the sentence means. I just don't
understand what function "as" has in this sentence. [L: I see.] I probably
won't... I probably will understand without "as". "There's just no
question about the business will make a profit," right? But I don't know
why they put an "as" here.

L: In other words, you would understand without "as". [R: Without "as"...]
You would understand the sentence. [R: Mmmh-hmmm] / see...
R: I probably won't bother to ask this question, because this is not that
important. I can understand anyway. Or this sentence probably should be
okay without "as", in this case.
L: Yeah... We could "no question OF its profitability." "As to" probably is
equivalent to "of."
R: "Of"... okay... "no question of its profitab...
L: Okay, I see. Okay. Because I wasn't sure, I thought you didn't
understand the WHOLE meaning.
R: Right, I understand the whole meaning, but the "as"...
L: Oh, very good. So, this would be kind of the SECOND time around your
reading in this kind of low voice, what we call a little bit "sotto voce"...
You want me to teach a new word...? [R: Sotto voce {laughs}] That's
Italian. "Sotto voce" means... [R: Sotto voce...] ...kind of "under voice". [R:
Okay.] It's not a very... It's like you're using your voice mechanism.
R: So you NOTICE that I, sometimes I raise my voice, sometimes lower,
sometimes I just read silently. [L: Right.] ...'cause...
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L: Yeah, like people when they pray, or something, that's sotto voce,
that's... [R: Sotto...] ...it's kind of like whispering... It's not a full voice.
[R: Okay.] Yeah. So you learned a new word.
R: And this is the second round. [L: Okay.] And the third, I usually read
those underlined, the highlighted sentences a couple more times. That's
all. If I have enough time, this is what I would do. [L: Read aloud.] Read
aloud. Yeah, read loud, and read a few times until I comfortable with it,
and write several times until I think I can remember it. I don't really
memorize it, you know, 'cause... If I have the time, I would love to, I
would love to read it tomorrow morning again, and read it again, and let
somebody else test me. [L: Yeah.] That's going to be the perfect learning
process, you know. But, in my case, I just don't have that time.
L: You think testing is important?
R: Yeah, yeah. It help you to memorize it. Well, at the beginning, you
HAVE to memorize some vocabularies. You have to have the foundation to
help you develop based on what you have. If you don't have the foundation,
there's no way you jump to listen the news and figure out how to
understand that.
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L: By the way, just to, for your future, to know, that these different
phrases: "read aloud" [R: Read aloud... okay.] This means "using your
voice." Now it doesn't specify at which level... [R: Okay.] ...your voice is.
[R: Okay.] "Read aloud" is different from "reading loudly." [R:
Okay.]...which sometime people, instead of "loudly" they'll say "loud".
But "loud" here is still an adverb.
R: I don't know why I say "read out." That's no such words, right? [L: Not
really.] Right.
L: There are many people...I've heard other people say that...I think it's a
translation
R: I think it's a translation from Chinese, right. 'Cause I think, sometime
when I talk, nobody can understand, and I can realize that's Chinese
thinking, caused by Chinese thinking. 'Cause I don't have this vocabulary
to use, so I just, you know...
L: You don't have the right collocation... that's a coll...
R: I don't have the right collocation. Right. Right.

Rita's awareness of the stages of acquiring a second language did not grow
”
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contemporaneously with her actual progress in language, but came later. She felt that at
her beginning stage of ESL in the United States, she had so much busy work, so many
assignments, exercises, and homework to do, that it was impossible for her to memorize
anything. For Rita, memorization is a crucial aid in learning a new language.
L. Have you always been aware of this since the beginning of your
language [i.e., SLA]
R:^ No, no. I came to the awareness one step after another. No, definitely

L: Can you describe in more detail that process of [creating?]
awareness?
R: Well, you know, no matter what class you go, everybody...most
instructor tell you kind of the same thing: the way you learn English you
need practice, talk to people, read more, and listen the radio. Everybody
tell you the same way, to learn English. And I don't think it works it
really depends on who you are.
L: So, did you realize who you were at some point?
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R: Well, at the beginning, I tried, you know. I tried, and I had a lot of
homework when I was at NYU. That was a very heavy class. And it did not
work very well, I believe. 'Cause all I did was to catch up the homework,
the assignment, and I could not memorize anything. I think that
memorizing in learning English as a Second Language is a very important
step.

I explain to Rita a bit about my research aim, and she finds it interesting. She seems to
connect naturally with the aspect of awareness as closely related to language learning.

L: ... Now, my idea is, well, awareness is quite important. If I talk to a lot
of people, what I'm going to find, in the ones who are able, who have
reached this stage-there's going to be something they're aware of. [R:
Okay.] And I can say, with Rita, she's aware of, you know, those language
patterns, or ways of... there's something that's useful and something not
useful. She's made some strategies and decisions about how to go about
studying and learning, and that seems to work for her, and that's
controlled by her mind... [R: Mmmh-hmmm {affirmative}] So that, to me
is the significance of what I'm finding.
R: So you think learning a second language is also process of you aware of
what's going on...?
L: Right. And the awareness plays an important role. The people who are
aware are going to be more successful than the people who are not aware.
As you said...
R: That makes a lot of sense, yeah. Now I aware about, you know, what I,
actually the word I used—feeling—as a matter of fact, it is awareness, but
I just don't recognize it as awareness... I just, it's just the way I felt. [L:
Right.] As a matter of fact, that was awareness. I aware that that, at that
level, or time, my English, how I SHOULD learn English, the tools I'm
going to use, because I aware of that...
L: I WAS aware.
R: I was aware that those tools, or those means to learn English is most
suitable to me.
L: Now, the question is, when did the awareness come up, looking at it
from now, today, July 1999, is different than if I was talking to you in
July 1996 [R: seven] or, seven, or five, and suppose we go back, and look
at your first language, because what's interesting is, appar... you can
learn a second language because you can learn a first language. If you
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couldn't learn a first language, I think there's no way you could a second
language. That's kind of obvious.
R: Right, right. And I also realized that the better your first language is,
the harder you learn the second language, at the beginning.

Awareness through Recognition of Difference Leads to Development of SelfConfidence
Sarah’s inner journey reflects the complexity and the details of the SLA
experience. Growing up in a homogeneous culture inevitably influenced her
reactions to the highly multicultural society of the USA, yet her early exposure
to the contrasts between rural and urban life, the foreigners visiting her region,
and her parental influences may have afforded her a resiliency which enabled her
i
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to transcend facile and superficial interpretations of others and of her own self.
Her early experiences with decontextualized rote language learning in the Korean
.
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classroom might have stilted her progress and motivation to acquire English, yet
optimistically viewing her added capacity for English as a window to the broader
world and to a better life, as well as her personal experiences conversing
informally with her English teacher carried her forward to truly acquiring
communicative English. Her growing awareness of herself, of other ESL
learners, and of native speakers of English and their cultures parallel her
technical acquisition of English, and furnished her with a long-term perspective
and a certain equanimity in accepting the length and complexity of the task. (In
this way she seems akin to Rita.) Sarah, I believe, is not that unusual among ESL
learneis; what may be remarkable is the willingness, desire and ability she
seems to have to capture her experience in words.
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L: So recognition of difference provides more confidence...?
Sarah: I don’t think that way... I do think will help the students’ critical
thinking. I don’t think they will be confident of ability in English... So,
students will maybe, after watching the videotapes comparing with,
maybe it could be cultural stuff, about language, about learning English,
after the material, the students will think or will discuss in the
classroom about what do you think, and teacher can give the students this
kind of subject, you watched the videotapes, the problem, someone from
Japan, so do you think you don’t have any problem. And students will
think, oh, yes, I have some problem, but they have different way to
express themselves, so the teacher can divide some subgroups, and in
small group each student can express what kind of problem I have and
what’s the problems from Japanese and different cultural groups...
L: So it kind of helps them recognize to identify or describe themselves,
whereas before watching the film or thinking about that they just thought
they have a problem, but they couldn’t describe it, analyze ...
Sarah: They couldn’t analyze... I think so. Analysis is one of the first
steps to jump to much more farther place.
L: Does learning take place continuously or in quantum leaps?
Sarah: ...Actually, quantum leaps is the continuous process is the
collection of quantum leaps. So, we can draw a graph of learning English
and improving themselves. So, a continuous process is little, little, point
of collection, which is, the quantum leaps, a small point is quantum leaps.
So, from 1 to 6 you cannot just jump. Among 1 to 6 you need 2, 3, 4, 5,
so you need 4 points, but 5 spaces. We can divide by two times, one could
be short-term and one could be long-term. Long-term would be
continuous process. If we analyze ourselves. If we look at only short¬
term, we can see quantum leaps.
L: How much percentage of English have you completed? In another word,
let’s say, in your life time you will come to this point in English language
learning, and you started from zero, where are you now?
Sarah: I am speaking English now, but I want to speak English with good
quality, not just throwing words, a lot of words. I also want to mention
time, it took me long long time to be now from junior high school. Three
years in junior high, three years in high school, up to now, almost ten
years.
L: So ten years for 50%
Sarah: I think I can finish up to 70% in two years because I have already
had the foundation of English in my mind. It is still working. If I put in
some oil, I can move faster and in a better movement.
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L: Do you want to speak English the same way you speak Korean?
Sarah: Not exactly the same with Korean. They are different. But at least
I would like to speak with confidence, without having trouble with words
or having dictionary around you.
L: Are you more concerned about your own self or you are more concerned
with the impression you make on other people?
Sarah: Maybe both, because I think about what other people think about
me when I speak English, so maybe both.
L: Is the Sarah speaking English and the Sarah speaking Korean the same
person?
Sarah: I want to deny I will become a different person. I act differently.
When I speak English, I become more optimistic, or more freely. When I
speak Korean, I am more quiet. I don’t know where that comes from.
Everyone says I am different when I speak English. Two different
behaviors. For example, I say “hello” in Korean, “Anniosal”, I speak
softly, slowly, when I speak “How are you doing?” in English, I speak
fast, two different behaviors.
L: Do you associate English with hope and optimism?
r ’ .
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Sarah: Probably, maybe that is my character, in my mind deeply,
something that exists in my mind, so I just find an exit for that
expression, that feeling.
L: Could English lead you into a broader world, a lighter world?
Sarah: Kind of American dreams, but not something gold, like to to mines,
just to recognize myself better, also to feel better, because I know how to
express myself both in English and Korean. So that is, I can be more
confident that not knowing any other language.
L: So it is quite an achievement. You feel kind of proud in a way of
yourself?
Sarah: Little bit. I have said I am half way in English, to the perfect
achievement, I need more time.
I
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L: Did you enjoy the interview?
Sarah: A lot, my pleasure. It is good feedback of myself. I forgot my past,
what I am now, where I am going in future.
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I anquaae Errors. Fidele actively accepts, even welcomes, the errors she makes.
L: Yeah. Are you afraid to make mistakes... shy?
F: I mean, I surely feel embarrassed, or more than embarrassed. I feel
like, angry that I made a mistake, if somebody points out that mistake.
But if I know that I'm doing the mistake, I don't care [NB: It seems that
there is a different in the emotional reaction which she experiences,
depending upon whether the source of awareness about the mistake is
from herself or from another. This is perhaps culturally bound to her
need to maintain a sense of competence in front of others in a social
setting]. If I'm, until [i.e., as long as] I am able to communicate, that's
fine.
L: When someone points it out, you feel angry at who...?
F: At myself. It's like, something like I should have done this, or should
have been more careful.
L: So, how do you react? What do you do next?
F: The next step is, one or two days, or five minutes, I don't know how
long, it depends on what I'm doing, but I go and check out what's... which
is...
L: Do you eliminate the mistake from your speaking?
F: I always do it. I can't... Or, if I don't, because something has happened
that I couldn't do it, or I didn't have the book right then, or the person
didn't explain to me exactly why the mistake was done, or if I don't have,
like, right then I don't feel like asking the person: — "Would you please
explain to me why this is a mistake." — I always have the thing in back of
my mind, like, — Oh, I got to find out what's this. — 'Cause then it's so
weird, but then, if I don't find out right away, or if I don't somehow know
what I'm doing, it's always like this mistake comes back, and I do it a
thousand times.
L: But you try to eradicate it...[?]..?
F: Otherwise it's always... I know, I'm sure, and I'm aware, but a lot of
pieces are not there yet, in the sense that I’m missing a lot of pieces from
the mosaic. I know it, but when you point out, like: —"You missed this red
part!" — It's like you've got to know what's this red part is, otherwise,
you know what I mean, otherwise it's like MORE than all the other little
pieces that you miss.
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Awareness of Interpersonal Communication (Pragmatics)—Learning from
p.onversations:
Recognition of “Foreian-Ness”
Rita has quite a developed sense of awareness of interpersonal communication.
Her discussion is characterized by a similar sense of strategy, purpose, and direction in
knowing what she wants and needs from her interactions with the linguistic and cultural
environment. She appears to view language from more of a pragmatic and stylistic
perspective than from a syntactic and lexical one. She is very aware of the purpose,
intention, and implementation of interpersonal communication, and views every
conversation as an opportunity for an interrelated process of learning and evaluation.
She is also very aware that native English speakers will recognize her as a non-native,
both culturally and linguistically, so she makes no effort and has no pretensions to be
viewed as such. This is in direct contrast with some others (e.g., George) who seem to
pay a lot of heed to and be quite exercised by such perceptions of themselves. This lack of
I
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attention to “passing” as a native may indeed have a quite liberatory effect on the
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effortful activity of SLA. She is more interested in the substance of the information
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exchanged. This is already reflected in her assessment of her interlocutors: she can
learn only from people who have some specialized knowledge in particular domains, or
who speak at a stylistically “higher” level (i.e., acrolectally).

L: Can you give me a more detailed... This is very interesting to me,
because, again, my topic is really "Awareness," and here's... [R: Oh,
okay!]...a moment of awareness, so if you can describe it, either an
example, or talk more about... [R: ...my awareness.] ...how you learned
that... Yeah, you say,...the awareness of your change... when you started
noticing that you're more cautious, or... [R: Okay.] ...talk more about the
positive things that you've learned from... [R: ...other people...] ...being
more cautious, or whatever.
R: Okay... example... I can give you interview example. [L: Sure.] For
example, I went to a job interview, and I don't know what question I would
be asked. There's no way to prepare for the interview. You don't know
who's interviewing you, and what expectations they have from you, and I,
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so I can be more cautious at the beginning, and try to answer the questions
and by observing the interview...interviewer, and figure out how, what is
the appropriate way to respond.

L: So, can you give me an example of that case, more detailed...[R: ...more
details.what did you actually figure out...?
R: Well, um, well I went to a job interview. It was accounting job in a
finance company in Chinatown. So the person who interviewed me is
Asian, I don't know, I think it's Japanese, maybe, I still don't know. And,
um, at the beginning we just asked a few more question about my school,
my background, the work experience, and, and I realized he was not
familiar with school things. He does not know anything how the school
system works, and he's very interesting [sic] in listening, he's very
interesting [sic] in knowing more about, um, what you learn from this
class, what classes are you taking now, and why you take this classes. And
I just, he, from the way he asked the question, and the way he react,
responds to you, I kind of figure out he's not familiar with this area, and
this [is] supposed my strength, so I can present better[?] in this area,
and, um, what other... So I tried to speak more, I tried to explain more
about my school, my academic performance, etcetera.

L: And what about in terms of language? Like, just the way you learn
from texts... Do you also learn from people?
R: Yes, I do. But not much, I believe. I learned a lot from instructors,
'cause I believe they speak good English. They have to, because they're
standing there. I'm not interesting in talking to the general people. I
don't think I learn a lot from them. They make a lot of Mistakes [sic:
erroneous first-syllable stress], and they don't really pay attention to
respond to you.

L: So you're looking for the same types of things from human speakers as
you are from the texts... [R: Right, right.] Nice words, groups of words...
[R: Right.] ...phrasing. [R: Right. Professional expression {?} that...]
You're not looking for things like how to change your voice, style, or how
to change... [R: No, no...] ...your facial expression... [R: No...]...or when to
interrupt, or...
R: No. I don't pay attention to those things. I think it's that not are
necessary. [L: ...not necessary...?] It is not necessary. As soon as you
open your mouth, everybody can tell you have accent, you know. You don't
need to pretend you speak English fluently...//.; Yeah.../...and you don't
have to pretend that you are American

A retrospectively higher degree of awareness comes from another interviewee,
who

“nostalgically” recognizes the importance of making use of social learning
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opportunities and realizes that had her approach initially encompassed a more
exploratory, social form of learning from interlocutors rather than the isolation she
succumbed (or subjected herself) to, her learning curve might have assumed a much
sharper positive slope. The questions for research then become:
•

To what degree does such isolation and social reticence occur naturally, or as the
result of either implicit or explicit instructional messages or experiences?

•

To what degree is the learner’s approach to communication subject to “awareness¬
raising” intervention on the part of peers, educators, or role models?
In response to my question to Roberta to consider in retrospect what was her

greatest mistake in her approach to learning a new language, she said that it was not
availing herself of opportunities to speak conversationally in public, due to a lack of
confidence.
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L: What do you think the greatest mistake of people who are NOT
successful in learning languages? [R: Whew! I don't know.] L: Well, what
was your greatest mistake, as far as the way you went about learning?
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R: My greatest mistake definitely was not being confident enough to speak
in public. Where was I? [L: You were talking about the lack of
confidence.] R: I was so afraid of making grammatical mistakes, of not
having a big vocabulary, I looked at those as barriers, that was a mistake,
because that kept me back. When I discovered that if I start talking, you
know, I’m gonna get a reaction to what I saw, and that's gonna require me
to speak even more, and conversation, that I'm gonna develop my
knowledge in English, I have to associate things find terms to get my point
across say what I wanna say That was the mistake backed off, so scared and
I didn't say anything. So, but I got over that but I think the problem is
with the people who don't want that challenge, or they are afraid of it, or
it doesn't interest them, or its' actually not a challenge that's not for me.
It's not just learning the... [?]

L: Or maybe they feel so certain that they can't do it
R: Yes. I was actually surprised when I started getting better in English.
That was the difference between my ability now and my ability before is
so big, I never would have imagined. I was actually proud of myself. I’m
pretty good. I go to a bilingual high school were I was actually in
situations where I had an opinion, I had to get my point across. But I
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think you have to go to the States, or you have to go to England. You have
to be forced, if you have an opinion you gotta find a way to do it.

I then introduced the term “awareness,” and inquire into her understanding of its role
in the SLA process.

Roberta replies that she finds the concept of “interest” extremely

significant in language learning.

This apparently is connected with her earlier

comments on how language is learned through association.

I think that this is quite an

insightful remark, because it deals with an essential question of second language teaching
methodology and its relation to SLA, namely:

—What are the relative roles of implicit

and explicit knowledge about language in the SLA process? That is, Roberta seems to be
saying that implicit knowledge is much more significant than explicit knowledge, that
language learning occurs more through use and association (i.e., implicitly) than it does
i .
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through study of its structural characteristics (i.e., explicitly). In other words, by
guiding the second language learner to focus on the goal of language use, rather than on
the characteristics of language itself, SLA can be significantly facilitated.

L: What I'm trying to understand is why awareness is extremely
important...
R: Awareness of what?

L: Of oneself as a learner, it could be a million of things, awareness of the
fact that you need to participate in order to learn.
R: You have to be aware of your, of a goal that you have. You have to find
something that really interests you. It doesn't necessarily have to be an
absolutely American thing that exists only here. Maybe it would be easier
if it’s an international thing, like international, exists everywhere, but
different in every culture, like television for me, the concept of
television here, and what is television used for in the United States, or in
Hungary. I, for example, found that to be an extremely interesting
challenge, to compare it, and to find out why, money comes first and
foremost in the television business here in the United States, as long as it
brings you money.

L: Some of the best humor is not on TV
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R: As opposed to Hungary, it has to serve every segment of the population
in Hungary...

L: You know what Mark Twain: "Nobody ever went broke underestimating
the taste of the American public.
R: To me, I found this extremely interesting to explore it more, it makes
me talk to people more, communicate more, makes me wanna get my point
across, it's something I find interesting to compare. So, maybe it's
important for a student to find something like this, so then that's, —
Wow!—, I'm interested in this, I want to find out more, I can relate to
this, it has a side that's new to me. That's the motivation one needs to
wanna explore the language more, and wanna learn more, and wanna
communicate more in that language.

Critical Age Affects in Pronunciation Acquisition
Sonia recognizes that teachers need to have a lot of patience to teach a
multicultural ESL class, and believes that students should be corrected when they make
speaking errors.

She feels the next step for her is to work on her pronunciation, to

reduce her non-native accent in English.

In her study of anatomy, Sonia can rely to a

fairly significant degree on her knowledge of French terminology, due to the large
amount of Latinate cognate vocabulary present in this lexical domain. This leads her to
use a bilingual dictionary and to consciously translate to and from French.
this interview, she is able to think and speak directly in English.
English, she is able to think directly in English.

However, in

When she writes in

But it is when she reads difficult

sentences in English that she resorts to her knowledge of French and uses the translation
method. She is confident that with time, her English language skills will become more
integrated, immediate, and direct, and her use of translation will be reduced.

L: What kind of advice would you give to teachers in general, who teach
such kind of a class?
S: I would say, teacher has to be patient, and correct people when they
make mistakes when speaking. Mmh-hmm.
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L: What do you anticipate in your next step, your future? What kind of
difficulties do you see or, maybe not difficulties, successes? What's the
next step in your education? I mean, especially with the, related to the
language, using the language.
S: Spelling, the spelling. Because I can't pronounce as if I was a native
speaker. I would like to be, because it's more comfortable, and people
doesn't, they don't see your accent, and you feel more comfortable. I think
this is my problem.
L: Mmh-hmm. What about academic language? You're planning to go into a
difficult field, of science, medicine, I don't know, public health, or
whatever. And you will have a lot of technical material to read. How do you
think you will do with this?
S: How? What makes me easy in this field, because I was taking it last
semester [but I thought she had said this was her first semester at a US
college?], human body, anatomy, because I was taking it last semester, I
was taking human body, anatomy and physiology. We have in science,
English and French has many similar words, so I could read the book and
understand, but I have to make an effort.
L: Do you find yourself translating when you read?
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S: Yes. I often use my [bilingual] dictionary.
L: But when you speak now, you don't feel like you translate?
S: No.
L: But you still translate when you read...technical information?
S: Yes.
L: How could you change to use more direct thinking in English when you
read technical information?
S: I don't know... Maybe, by the time... Time will change, I don't know.
L: How about writing, or speaking, or discussing, you know... Maybe it's
very important, you know, there are discussion groups.
S: When speaking, I just think in English. [L: Right.] And when writing,
myself, I just think in English. But when reading some difficult
sentences, I try to translate in French, and then coming back in English.
L: Perhaps you didn't have that social experience with the technical... [S:
Maybe.] I would suggest [to] you, for example, we have a discussion group
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for anatomy and physiology class, there's a nurse teaching. You know, in
the future, you should always try to look for such a group, because you
will look at the technical information, and discuss it, and refer to it, so it
will become more a social process, so you will speak and listen and read. I
think this might be helpful.
S: Well, this is only my first semester. I think the next semester will be
better.../'/.; Mmh-hmm./..than the last one.
Roberta ascribes the difficulties in pronunciation to the phonological dissimilarity of the
Asian students' native languages from English, and views age differences as significant
while individual differences are insignificant in determining ease and degree of
acquisition of a new phonology.

L: So, she's interesting student. Do you think that... Where do you think.,
going to this topic of clarity of speaking... Where do you think that comes
from? Why do you think some students are able to speak clearly, and
others are not?
i
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R: From the way I see it, it's probably because of their first language, the
first language that they speak. 'Cause if you listen to Asians speak, you
know, Chinese, Japanese, any of those languages, they sound different, you
know, the way they stress the words. They talk the same... [L: ...tone,
pitch...] R: The same tone, like ahhhhhhh... .That is SO different, even
just the sound of it is SO different from the way Americans, or Englishspeaking people pronounce words, that, you know, probably that's why
it's so hard. It's not only learning another language, but it's, like,
physically the way they are used to moving their tongue and making the
sounds, they are so different. That's probably why it's so hard for them.

L: Have you ever tried to speak any Asian language?
R: No. I've never been interested in Asian languages. I studied German for
a couple of years, but that was, I don’t know... That's a lot more difficult
than English.

L: But how about if you compare some, say, people who speak your native
language, with some others... Do you find some differences, I assume, also
in pronunciation ability. Some people are better or worse than you are in
pronunciation of English...
R: In my country, for example?

L: ...in a foreign language...? Yeah. Or, Hungarians who go to another
country.
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R: You know, the difference, the only difference I've seen is the age
difference, when you... at what age you start learning the language. 'Cause
I know people who started learning English when they were 20-something
or 30 or even older than that, and they sound bad. They have lots and lots
of problems, and they, you know, you can tell, you can tell if that's a
strong European accent. If it's very strong, then the person was probably
over 20 when he or she started learning the language.

Finally, an interesting discussion took place over what appeared to be a minor
technical point of translation, but actually may be revelatory of major issues not only in
ESL teaching and learning, but also in research. When I had asked him what was the best
way to study, he had answered with a phrase like "the normal way." This is reminiscent
of remarks made by Rita, also a Chinese speaker, who called SLA a normal experience.
My bilingual consultant attempted to explain, along with Huong, that this expression
apparently had a somewhat different connotation within a Chinese context than in an
it

English context.
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H: [laughs] Well, first of all, you have to, you might ask me, what's my
way to study English. [L: Ah! Okay, good!] That's you asked me couple
minutes ago... [L: Did I ask you?] Yeah, and then I say I get the normal
way. But the normal way, that means, that’s common saying, everybody
have their own way to study, special Chinese, they not really [judge-?]
something.

L: Oh, I asked him, before the tape went on, what's your secret to
learning, and he said "I just have a normal way." But that's a Chinese
expression? Can you say, just repeat, I want to get on tape, in Chinese, in
original... [Y: You mean...] His question, "I want to find your secret..." Can
you...? And he will say that in Chinese, or something. [SPEAKING
MANDARIN]
H: I speak, my native is Cantonese.

L: So, "normal way" means that you have your own way.
Y: Yeah, but in Chinese it means [H & Y, the bilingual consultant, speaking

Mandarin together]...
H: That means at the beginning I got the common way to study, but after
that I find...
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L: Oh, what's suitable for YOU!
H: ...yeah, suitable for me.

Y: So, it's a little, because first I thought, well, Chinese like to say "the
normal way," but there are a lot of, you know, indications behind that.
What do you mean, "normal way." Usually you study, as he has said, you
study to a certain extent. You will find out basically what's your way, then
you go, basically you will go YOUR way. Not the normal way any more,
[general laughter]
H: ...[?]...to come out deeply...
L: I see. So can you describe that a little bit more...[Y: Yeah! Yeah!]
H: Normal way is how everybody know how to study, just like talk more,
read more, read more, and write more, that's the normal way. Everybody
know that. But that's too hard to do.

L: Okay. And then what's YOUR way?
Y: You will write less, read less, ... [laughing]

This last remark seems paradoxically ridiculous.

I’m not quote clear what he’s getting

at, unless it’s some sort of “gallows humor” about the overwhelming challenging of
learning English as a second language that has emerged from his frustrated realization
that the road to English is far from being a paved one.

Students’ Thinking about How to Learn
Evita intuitively felt similarities between the way children learn languages and
the way she herself learns a new language as an adult. According to her initial thoughts,
both children and adults learn through imitation and correction.
L: Do you think the steps... you worked with kids, with American kids, and
I guess you see them learning English... [E: Mmmh-hmmm.] L: Do you
think the process is different in learning a second language, that you have
gone through...?
E: I don't think so. It's probably the same, almost. I was also kind of
thinking about it, about this issue, because [?] I really can compare now,
because they are the age. Now she's 9, 7, 4, and 1, so that time, three
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years ago, she was like 6 and they were like 4. So these age, you know,
around 2-3, can learn, words in English, so I can really say that...
listening, like me, and then trying to repeat it, like me. Yeah. I really feel
like them.
L: They don't go to classes.
E: They DON'T go, but their parents, they correct them, you know... [L:
Mmh-hmmm.] E: ...which is good.
L: And you see [that] the correct has an effect on them.
E: Yeah, the parents made them to say that until they say that correctly.
In the next segment, Evita takes us through a series of associated links that
reveal significant aspects of her thinking and her approach to language in general and
second-language learning in particular.

Recognizing her primary tendency toward the

social use of language as speech (as opposed to what for her is a less direct use of
language academically in written form), she feels that there are individual differences
• ill

in innate ability in language.
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She came to this realization primarily through her own

subjective comparison of her own English with that of her friends and colleagues, who
speak not only better English (she feels) than she does, but even can speak other
languages such as Spanish or French. But she appears very aware of colleagues opinions
about language learning; when she expressed a desire to tackle another language, they
dissuaded her by telling her that she should first master English. Another link in this
chain is her sense of creativity when she speaks her own native Czech, as she formulates
sentences which she feels others haven’t or wouldn’t. She attributes this both to her
comparatively limited vocabulary in her own native language, as well as to the
idiosyncratic way she feels she puts words together; she cites her example in English of
Funny Birthday,” and concludes that her way of learning is social, through hearing
expressions and connecting them in her own way.
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L: Do you learn more through your ears or your eyes, in other words,
through reading...?
E: I think through ears, listening to radio, still, when I listen to radio,
and I'm, if this is some word which I couldn't pronounce, pronounce it,
I'm, like, repeating it, you know, repeating, repeating... [L:
...silently...?] E: Yeah, silently, yeah. 'Cause I really would love to learn
the right pronunciation.
L: So you're not satisfied with your English right now?
E: Not really. I'm glad that I can finally communicate, and sometimes
speak fluently, which I couldn't before. I was looking for, all the time,
words. But I think, after really four years, I should be, like, better,
much better. Because I was thinking actually, I didn't use English too
much. You know, the two kids, sometimes don't talk at all. This is a baby,
and I kept repeating: "This is ball, this is hand." And at school, I was
always passive, you know, just listening.
L: Why?
E: You know, because it was the way the class went, you know. Teacher
was talking, we were just making notes, and listening. And we, I didn't
have enough time to talk to my classmates, so I didn't really use English,
you know. Now, a little bit, yeah, because I'm meeting people now, I have
more time, so mostly we talk in English.
L: You think there's an innate ability... some people are better...?
E: Yes! [L: ...at language than others?] E: Yes! Oh my gosh, yes. Of course.
Definitely. [?] I realized that I'm hard to learn, really it's hard for me to
learn new languages, [noise, shifting around, closing window, etc.]. Oh,
yeah. I wanted to learn more languages, but now I started to learn English,
I realized, I'm not the type, you know. For me, it was really the best way
to learn a second language to come to the country, which I did. Otherwise,
if I learned English in Czechoslovakia, to attend some classes, one class
per week, I wouldn't really learn too much.
L: What makes you say that... What's your evidence that some people are
better than others?
E: Oh, because they maybe have been here for 4 years like me, and then
speak much better, you know, and they even like speak other languages,
like Spanish, or they learn, like French, or other languages. I would like
to, but I'm tired, you know. I really, I could maybe take, like, Spanish,
basic Spanish, but I really didn't want it, because I said I'd probably
[?] my mind, you know.
L: You'd probably what...your mind?
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E: Messed up...
L: Oh, mess up!
E: Sorry, mess up. Because I believe, this is my opinion, I can learn other
language, when I'm really comfortable with the first language, you know,
if I really know English very well, so then I can move on different
language, another language. And I didn't have the feeling. I said: "My Gosh!
You want to learn another language, even you don't know English well." So,
"Don't do that!"
L: What's your feeling about your native language?
E: Urn, I was actually kind of... when I am talking Czech, when I was
talking Czech, even [?], I was kind of creating my own language, you
know. I wasn't really following the rules in Czech [ ?] language. I'm kind
of like, really, weirdo, in native language, really funny, even in writing,
I'm very creative, and I also felt that I have less vocabulary than others...
[L: In Czech...?] E: In Czech, too, you know.
L: Can you tell me more about how you're creative, or you're weird in...?
E: Oh, it's like, you know, I'm sometime using kind of sentences which
other people wouldn't use, or in writing, I'm using a lot of describing
words, which people don't use it a lot.
L: Like, can you give me an example? I can understand something maybe [I
mean in Czech, because I know Serbian and Russian, but it seems Evita
didn't think I could understand Czech, and so she translates an example
into English, or it may be in English originally, I'm not sure].
E: Okay. [?] for example, [?] his birthday or her birthday, yeah. So if
some people would just write "Happy Birthday!" And I'm trying to find, to
make it bigger, like: "Have a great, wonderful, eternal happiness in your
life [?] birthday!" you know. People don't usually use it, but I don't care.
Just feel it, you know.
L: Oh, I had a friend like that, in high school.
E: Yeah?
L: Yeah. Oh, if I had my yearbook, I would show you, she would write
exactly this kind of stuff.
E: For example, and now I remember an ENGLISH example. I wrote: "[?]
my host father... I wrote, like: "Funny birthday!" Because I wanted to be
creative. Everybody uses "Happy Birthday!" So I wrote, like: "Funny,
happy birthday!" And he actually told me: "Eva, you use 'Happy
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Birthday!"1 [L: {laughs}] E: He, like, made a comment. He thought I didn't
know. But I knew, but it's just, you know, I just wanted something
different.

L: Maybe "fun." Because, you know the difference between "fun" and
"funny". "Funny" means "you laugh at it," but "fun" means "you enjoy
it." [E: Un-hunh.] L: Because I got many notes from my students,
something, "Your class was funny." But I think they mean "Your class was
fun." ...interesting, enjoyable. But "funny" means just like a clown, you
know, "Ha, ha!"
E: I know. But this is actually what I meant. [L: You intended that!] E:
Yeah, like funny, like very happy, be happy that day, laugh [or love?] and
be crazy, you know. Funny. It's a birthday. [I'm still not sure whether
Eva understands the distinction between "fun" and "funny", both used as
adjectives]... corrected me. [L: {laughs}] E: See. This is what I mean, for
example.

L: And do you like to read in Czech, for example? [E: Yeah.]
read quite a lot? Novels, fiction...?

L: Do you

E: Probably I would love to, or I wanted to read more, but I just, I never
had time. But I was trying to read the high school, you know, the classics,
which we learn abut the books, so I was trying, for my final graduation,
but otherwise, I don't think that I read too much. I know some [?] every
week...library, rented some books, and I wasn't like that, every week, so,
compared with them. But if I have time, I like to read. But everybody, you
know...
L; So you say that there are differences in ability, but also seem to say the
circumstances are different... [E: Oh, yeah. Oh yeah.] L: Which one is, do

you think, more important, in determining who will learn? Like, another
person, with more ability, let's just say, in your situation, would they
learn more...? [E: Oh, yeah] L: ...or you, in another situation, would you
learn more?
E: Okay, now I think I get, got it. Yeah, I think [it] also depends on the
situation. Because I believe if I have more time, I'm maybe among, let's
say now, in dormitory, with other English-speaking people, adults, I have
to communicate somehow, everyday, right? So, definitely, now I feel, last
two weeks, I'm meeting, 'cause I'm meeting a lot of English-speaking
people in the afternoon. So my English, I thought?] it was better, but at
least it's fluent, you know. And kind of fast, too. I just realized actually
yesterday, I was thinking about it. So maybe it's because I have a practice
now every day. [?] circumstances, too. You know, if I have time, for
example, I really have to work, yeah, if somebody pays for me, I can
watch TV. It helps you too, you know. I don't have time for TV these days. If
I'd a been watching TV one hour per week it's too much, you know. TV
helps me. Actually, I think that I went kind of through good steps to learn
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English, you know. First, you know, when I was baby-sitting in Czech
family, so I really didn't learn English, you know, first year. But then at
night, I was attending like, high school, ESL classes. So, I really didn't
commun... talk, but at least we were learning the grammar, and
everything. And the next [year?], I started a little to understand on radio,
TV, step-by-step, so then I actually, "Oh, they used this sentence! Oh, the
teacher told us!" That way, I was connecting everything. "Oh, yeah, she
told us that they use: 'If I were...'" you know, because otherwise I would
say: "If I was there..." right, you know, and I was, like, you know: "They
used on radio, they used the expression. She told us about it." And then I
was like...

L: So what are the steps to learn a new language?
E: Definitely, you need to, first of all, you need to learn the basic words. I
came here.. When I came here, I really couldn't make like sentence. At
least I knew like mother, father, kitchen, you know, to name some things
around you. Then you can understand, you go to Boston by subway, at least
you can read something, right? And you can ask people, like "Where is
something?" So, it's good to learn first, like, basic words. Then, attend
the classes, then learn the grammar, you know, you probably, the first
time, you probably don't understand too much, the grammar, but then
really I [just chose ?] people that don't give up, and really listen to the
radio, TV, and in couple months, you can actually get it, you know, ..[?]
remember how I said, you know: "Oh, yeah, the teacher told us, yeah, it's
like this, you know."

L: So you think it's important to have a teacher with grammar before... [E:
Yeah.] L: ...you go to...
E: I think so, to really work [?], to know, by book. I had like an old book
for your self-studying, you know. I was trying to do that, like if I have
time during the day. I didn't have the motivation, you know. It was better
for me to go, to see people, be among people, the same problems, teacher
who made us do something-talk, answer [?], do homework...

L: Do you learn grammar in those ways, too?
E: Yeah. Like also, of course, I learned some grammar in high school,
yeah. The Czech teacher taught us something, so when I came here, I knew
a little bit, so actually here I actually was repeating everything. But I
also learned something knew, yeah. I told you. Because actually were
actually mostly British English in Czechoslovakia. So, when I came here,
the like, the connection "I have to", I never KNEW about it. We just
learned "must." Just one: "must," that's all. So, something was very new
for me, some words.
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Sarah articulates her insights in how students internal motivation and modus operandi
relates with their reticence as communicators in their classroom behavior.
L: Do you think it’s some kind of mistake in the thinking of the students?
We want to develop a harmony between the different parts of language.

Sarah: Maybe they figured their own way to learn English... I think so,
that’s why they’re keeping their own way, someone’s talking too much,
and someone’s keeping quiet, maybe THEY think that’s the best way to
learn, but I don’t agree with them. There’s harmony between speaking
and listening.
L: How did people who are balanced in their...come to the point, and how
did it happen that some people seem to be pretty balanced, and others not?

Sarah: ...Maybe not only learning English, it could be their own
personality, it can response to their characters, someone is free, has
very strong personality, like donkey, someone doesn’t want to go to the
right direction, can go to the wrong direction. But when they fail, they
will feel, oh, they came to the wrong direction, but until they fall down,
they won’t feel in the wrong direction, so, I think it [corresponds to
their own personality. Even if they speak in their own native
language....Because if the students see the difference between two
backgrounds, especially one country has most difficult problem to learn
English, can reflect in each student which is from different countries and
they can, when they’re watching the videotape or some material, even the
article will be no problem. And, in their mind, they’re thinking, oh,
students from let’s say, Japan, has that kind of syntax problems, or, like
pronunciation problems, or also, the students, let’s say from Mexico has
the same problem, but in little different way, so could help their thinking
of their speaking ability...

For Evita, a preoccupation with grammatical structure is a constant factor in her
ongoing efforts to learn to communicate well in English.

L: What has been the most difficult thing for you, in learning English?

E: I still have problems with grammar. A lot of things. Also, vocabulary,
too. Because I have such a bad memory. I cannot remember. I'm using all
the time the same words, it's like everything, crazy. I feel like I'm all the
time on children's level, and I cannot communicate with people my age, or
something. But the first thing is, now I'm concentrating for grammar, and
I would like to at least get rid of my accent, which will not happen, but I
would like to, you know, try to at least lose the accent, a bit. But I cannot
do that now, because still I'm concentrating for grammar, you know, when
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I'm speaking, and then concentrate for like the pronunciation, at the same
time.
L: What do you do when you "concentrate on grammar."? What does it
mean for you...
E: I'm thinking... "Did I use the right... the sentence should be... you
know... [L: ...subject...] E: ... subject, verb, you know, yeah, so, and then
I'm thinking...
L: In writing, or in speaking?
E: Even speaking, too. Writing and speaking, still. Because I know that I
have the rules in my head, like, okay, first subject, and then verb, and
then the others. So, still, I'm thinking, so... grammar, see, because, for
example, I just ... used to using the "has, has been..." You should like get
it... still, hard time, always, "I did," or "was"...
Renata thinks that there may be differences in individual natural ability for learning
languages, but later she remarks insightfully that language learning is all about
i
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associating words and situations.
L: Do you think you have special ability in language?
R: I might, but on the other hand I have a friend we are the same age. She
speaks perfect Hungarian Serbian, Croatian, English, and Italian. So, she
must be gifted. It was hard enough for me to I don't think I could do this
again. Because it took me so long, that I could not imagine [L: That1 s how
I feel with my doctorate. I worked so hard with my master’s] R:
Comparing myself with her
L: Did she have some advantages, like a younger age.
R. Shes not a Hungarian citizen. She speaks perfect Hungarian, perfect
Serbian perfect Croatian, and she speak s English as good as I speak
English, so that's got to be pretty good, a and she speaks Italian as well as
she speaks English. And she picked those up in school, so she must be
gifted to be able to do that.

Btlitjgnshjp. between Speaking and Listening
Sarah—unlike Roberta, who has a definite antipathy toward other non-native
speakers as useful sources for acquiring a new language—recognizes that the very
StrU9g'e t0 comPrehend and communicate with a variety of ESL speakers of other native
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language can be a useful training mechanism for improving her own listening
comprehension.
L: Did you find, from your experience, that speaking actually helps your
listening?
Sarah: Oh, yes, a lot. Speaking also speaking with people from different
backgrounds. Someone has different accent, helped my listening ability.

Com municativitv/-Ability
The question of whether there exist actual stages in the SLA process may be
interrelated with the issue of how learners perceive stages (if they do perceive them at
all), and all this together may in turn depend on what the interface between SLA and SL
instruction is. If a learner has a distinct vision of SLA stages, does this indicate a
learners intuition about the reality of SLA (and thereby the accurate insights of SLA
theory), or rather does it validate the value of a strong organizing perspective on the
part of the learner (i.e., indicating that cognitive intentionality may be a crucial factor
in SLA)?
Rita had studied English in high school in China, and also had worked for a
company in China which trained her in English. She had also taken one ESL course in
another community college in the US before she came to our college. In this class, she
seemed to do a variety of language-building activities and exercises, all of which she
feels were important.

However, in her opinion, what is of primary importance is the

appropriate awareness that a learner has of the stage he or she is at in the SLA process,
for this awareness suggests the use of particular strategies which are efficient at certain
s but useless (in her opinion) at others. An intelligent learner with common sense
W'" understand which SLA stage he/she is at, and will use the appropriate strategies for
'f without wasting time by trying inappropriate ones.
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L: And, how much English had you studied before you came to our college?
R: Well, I studied... I learned English in high school in China, and I was
trained by the company for a year, but not only English, but some other
things too, but I was, like, enhanced on the English study a little bit more.
Before [this college], you mean? I studied half year in NYU in New York,
that's all.
L: Was it an ESL class? [Here I might have asked a more direct question,
such as "What was it like?" Or "Tell me about it."]
R: Yeah, that was ESL class. [L: That was your first ESL class in the United
States?] Well, that class was kind of interesting. The book, the book we
were using [was] written by the instructor... [L: Oh...] ... so most of, urn...
We did a lot of exercise, the class exercise, and the vocabulary, learning
more vocabularies, and grammar, and lots of conversation practice.
L: What do you think is more important—grammar or vocabulary?
R: [without any hesitation] Everything. Everything's important. Every
step is important. It's just, I think... important part is—you have to
realize what level you are, and what tools you need to improve your
English. I won't bother, if I'm in the entry level, I won't bother to listen
the news to practice my English, and I won't bother to read novel or book,
or listen the radio. I would just sit down and memorize the sentences,
vocabularies, and have little bit of conversation with friends, and make
sure they would talk slowly, clearly, and patiently talk to me. Otherwise,
that will frustrate me. I won't bother to talk to strangers, 'cause I
probably won't learn anything from them. [NB: Remarkable!]

Even though Rita has so far indicated that reading is a prime source of linguistic input
and learning opportunities for her, she is also quite aware of the subtleties of face-toface interpersonal communicative interaction.

L: Now, how do you recognize that people cannot...aren't understanding
you.
R: Well, they ask me to repeat, or they look at me without, you know, or I
notice their head, without any response, you know [laughs]. And when, I
can realize, I can feel they're lost, and I start to slow down, make sure I
explain myself well.
L: How do you know they're not surprised at WHAT you're saying, rather
than not understanding what you're saying, or...?
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R: How can I know?
L: Yeah. How can you distinguish. Suppose they're just sleepy, or... I
mean, people talk, and... [R: Mmh-hmmm]f/7ey have different
expressions...
R: Well, I can. I can tell by whether they're interested in talking to me,
and ask more questions, and listen patiently. If I figure they're not
interested in talking, I just stop [laughs],
L: But you pay attention to... ah... I mean, there is some kind of signal that
you get, that let's you know if you have used one of those Chinese phrases,
or... [R: Yeah.] Is it from the face, usually? The eyes..., the... Do they say
something, or...?
R: Usually don't, they don't say anything. As long as they understand what
you're talking about, they won't stop you and correct you. [L: Mmhhmmm] They do that[?] I just kind of feel...
L: You get a feeling...? [R: Yeah, a feeling.] Is it different with people from
different cultures who are not native speakers of English, than from
Americans? Do you notice any differences between Haitians, or Japanese,
or Africans, or Europeans, or...?
R: So, you mean, they react differently?
L: Mmhh... when you have conversations, face to face.
R: Yeah, mmh-hmm. The foreigners... I don't how to say... the foreigners,
I mean, the people with English as a second language pay more attention to
your conversation, 'cause I believe they have the same problem. They['d]
better pay attention. 'Cause usually, when I talk to people, I give my full
attention. Make sure I understand, you know, I don't miss anything.
L: You think they're paying more attention because they feel this out of
empathy, they feel the way you feel, or from a technical reason, they need
to pay more attention, because you have a different accent from them...?
R: No, it's all kinds of reasons. They pay more attention because they are,
you know, they are not Americans, English is not their native language,
and it depends what you're talking about, if they're interested in the
subject they'll pay more attention.
C Or maybe they just are more interested. Maybe people culturally have
different ways of paying attention, and become more involved in a faceto-face conversation. [R: Yeah...] D'you feel that's true?
R: Sometimes, sometimes. Yeah, I feel that way too. Yeah, I think so.
Some students, sometimes they're, some students in [my new college] too,
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when I talk to certain students, they look at me, pay lots of attention, try
to get involved [in] the conversation. Some students don't.
L: Can you find any reason, any group, any way to know... Just
individual...? [R: Just individual, yeah, right.] Now, one of the things that
people talk about when you learn a new language is that the cultural
signaling system is kind of different, like, I guess you know Japanese
people, you can usually recognize them by body movement, or head
movement, and maybe Southern European people you might recognize
hand, a lot of hand movement, or Indian people you might recognize, and,
it seems that different cultures have different patterns, or rhythms. I'm
sure even in China, you will, people from different parts of China have
different rhythms and speeds at which they, or from different social
classes, or economic class, have different customs when they, what we
call "turn-taking." Urn, one person might wait until the other one
finishes talking, and then some other groups may interrupt; it might be
considered actually more normal to interrupt and have a higher level of
interaction, and there's lots of differences. And, in the American culture,
because people come from so many different backgrounds, we have many
different patterns about that. There is no real standard way. Have you
found this to be a confusing thing? ...or has this been important for you?
Have you noticed at all, this kind of thing, that you're not sure WHEN to
take your turn, or when to let the other person take their turn when you
have a conversation?
R: No, not really. I did not pay attention to that. Well, I don't like to
interrupt people. I just wait until I think I can speak, or until I feel
comfortable to express my ideas. That's the way I react.
L: And do you think it's basically the same way you've always reacted,
even in your home situation in China? You don't notice any change in your
style of reacting?
R: Well, I, of course, a lot of my behaviors, the way I respond or react
changed a lot, 'cause I'm in the different environment, and different
people around me, so I should be more careful when I present myself,
because I don't know who I'm presenting to [laughs lightly, perhaps
slightly nervously].
L: So, you might say you're a little more cautious?
R: Yeah, I think so. I think so. Like...
L: Have you found that to have some positive and negative sides, or...?
R: 1 dorVt think they're any negative sides, but definitely a lot of positive
side. You... [it] make[s] me more aware of myself, and learn to analyze
myself by observing the other people's react to me. If I, if I learn the
positive signal from someone else's] reaction, I kind of figure out this is a
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good presentation, I guess. Like that! [laughs] [NB: I think she means
positive feedback gives her an indication that she has presented herself
successfully in that particular situation]

Joanna’s decisive expression of acquiring the ability to retort and argue verbally is her
greatest achievement in learning English.

L: What has been your greatest achievement so far in learning English?
J: To talk back.
L: Meaning... What does that mean for you, to talk back?
J: On the beginning, you ... yelled something, you like Okay, or like you
are not agree with the idea, you have like, maybe, I didn't understand what
he said, but NOW you can like fight for it. My favorite thing.
L: You like that? [J: Unh-hunh {laughs}] Is that part of your personality,
I mean, that you enjoy... in any language?
J: Yeah, to argue, of course.

/

L: Is it especially sweet to do it in English? [J: {agrees non¬
verbally}] Why ?
J: I think on the beginning when there was just this host family, you
couldn't say much. Like you were in the situation you didn't understand
really well. They tell you what to do, and they give you the ideas, but
you're always just nodding your head, like okay, mmh-hmmm. But then
after a while, you say like: Wait a minute, I can talk, I can express what I
want, I..., to say, so you can fight, you can argue about your point. This is
the best thing.

Joanna sees as important the role of friends and social communication, and being openminded and creative in generating ideas, in learning to communicate in a new language.

L: What I'm doing is, you know, this field that I'm in, this research field,
is trying to understand more about how people learn, acquire second
languages. [J: Mmmh-hmmm.] So, my idea was to ask people who are
doing that...
J: I can you give a simple thing [NB: German syntax as she gets
excited].../!; Yeah.]...because when you told me that with the interview, I
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was already making ideas, like "How did I do that?" It is simple. You
have to be open-minded. [L: Mmmh-hmmm.] You have to be not scared,
and you need friends to learn. That's it. This is how I learned. I
remember when I got the first time, I didn't talk much to family because
I was scared. But as soon as I made friends, I just started blurring [i.e.,
‘‘blurting’] out, and I started to learn. And I started to learn.
L: The same thing happened to Arabic for you?
J: Yeah. Like with my cousins. On the beginning I was standing there,
like, "Oh, I don't know, I don't know", and I didn't talk to the adults,
because I didn't understand them anyway, I just know that they always
kissed me and hugged me and smooched me. [L: {laughs}] But when my
cousins were coming, like I had a ton, a ton, and they come and we started
playing, and that's how it starts, like you starting playing,
communicating, like you starting playing, conversations, starting
contact. And you start trying to understand. That's the only thing what
works, I think. And the same is in school. You HAVE to communicate.

George critically assessed the language learning opportunities available to him
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institutionally and socioculturally, and made a conscious decision that the odds would be
stacked against him in a multicultural, multilevel ESL class, due to the quantitative and
qualitative lack of opportunity. He is by inference declaring that he is in agreement with
the idea that the quantity and quality of linguistic input is a significant determinant of
the path and efficiency of SLA.

L: Well, what I'm getting at, the next question would be how do you
characterize yourself as a language learner. I was coming really from
two theoretical constructs: one is the idea of multiple intelligence, which
you are familiar with, which suggests that there may be various
intelligences, and then the question is, are those components of a single
intelligence, or how do they interact with one another. The other thing is,
in second language acquisition theory, there's a notion, or especially since
Chomsky, there's a notion that language—as opposed to maybe math or
music (although we still have some incipient basic or natural skills)—is
something that will develop whether you want it to or not; every normal
human being learns how to speak; not everyone learns how to do math or
music. And, one of the distinctions which is made is between the natural
acquisition of language, and learning language, studying language,
conscious learning, or just natural acquisition, so, then that gets to the
idea, well you mentioned that these other things were kind of means to
communicate with people. Math, or reasoning, and music, in a way
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communicating, and the one components you need to acquire language
naturally is other people, if you're isolated on an island somewhere you
wouldn't acquire the language. So that was behind the other thing. So what
I'd like to ask you now is about yourself—how would you characterize
yourself as a language learner—these are kind of several questions, but I
just give you a preview. One is sort of how do you consider yourself, how
do you go about learning language, how efficient are you, how successful
are you, what have been difficulties, what have been easy for you—that
might be one part. The other part, when you spoke about the emphasis,
you said when you were growing up that language wasn't considered
important, now it is considered important. What practical effect does that
have in terms of this distinction between conscious learning versus
natural acquisition. Does in fact conscious learning—or perhaps not—aid
the development of language? So those are perhaps maybe two areas, I
don't know if you have any thoughts along those lines.
G: Yeah. Okay, let me go to these lines, and maybe you can ask some
additional questions, direct me. Okay, let me start with the way I deal
with language. My first conscious decision to study English came to me
shortly before I decided to come to the US. I learned, I realized I was
coming, I was going to spend 6 months, and I knew I was going to be
enrolled in a kind of graduate school. Not formally, but still. So I knew
that I needed some skills to communicate. Well, what I did for this
preparation, I was reading some materials, I was listening some tapes,
and what I found when I came to this country was that this preparation
was obviously not enough. What I found, I decided, I made this conscious
decision almost 4 years ago, when I carrte to this country, to become
involved, in this English language environment, to try to hot communicate
using other language or Russian language, and learn English as maybe any
native language speaker learns, as a child, through interacting with the
environment. Why I made this decision—because I think it's a kind of
combination of what I really wanted to, how I really wanted to interact
with my peers, or my classmates, or any other people. I didn't really
want to be isolated, and I didn't want to be seen as someone who came to
this country with the single decision of someone who wanted to learn
language. When I first came to this country, I had a friend who was an
ESL teacher, and he would ask me, he asked me a couple of times to speak,
and to be present at the ESL classes, and I remember, after seeing what
was happening there, and after even speaking there, I told myself: "No",
that's not the way I want to learn English. First of all, I told myself, "You
are not going to learn English well, if you're going to do this." Because
what I saw is a number of people, 20, 30, 40 people, most of them with
poor language skills, and just one person, a teacher, who was trying to
somehow communicate somehow his idea of learning the language with
these different cultures and different personalities. What was difficult
then, what seemed to me difficult, was that these people had to listen to
each other. Even that they were interacting with a person, they had no
interaction with native speakers, even their teachers really encouraged
them to do that. As everyone knows, encouraging them and telling them:
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"Oh, you should go and speak, you shouldn't have this complex..." It isn't
easy. You are a foreigner, and you are coming to this country, and it's not
easy to stop someone and say, "Look, I'm going to speak to you now, and
please listen to me." Very few individuals are capable of doing this. So, I
realized that all I needed to do, maybe, is somehow drop this formal
luggage behind me, and go with a kind of somewhat informal interaction. I
knew that I was going to make mistakes, and maybe I was going to miss
some important points, maybe some basics which I think you need to
learn. Because I think there is a very good combination, a kind of golden
maybe root where you need to have some basic skills, and then you need to
build your language skills based on interaction. But if you miss this
point, if you don't have these skills, let's say some basic grammar, your
speech patterns can become very intelligible... your English could become
quite good, but unless eventually someone tries to help you, and you try to
polish them, you develop, you speak but you make these minor mistakes.
Well, for some people this is enough. I know that many immigrants come
to this country and they become quite fluent. They been 20, 25 years in
this country, their speech is as fast as anyone else's and their
understanding is just beautiful, and still you can catch not kind of
differences with accents, but they make certain mistakes. So, once again, I
think it depends on the person, what kind of level of fluency you want to
reach.
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I probe Terry’s attitude towards meaningful social communication in general, in order to
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get at how she feels and behaves as a person attempting to communicate in a non-native
L. i ■

,

language. For her, linguistic communication ends up being grounded in a deeper form of
interaction, a heart-to-heart or soul-to-soul communion with another human being,
and she struggles to articulate the complex relationship between herself as a person, as a
non-native speaker, and as a human being among other human beings. For Terry,
empathetic understanding based in sincere friendship holds the key to the openness she
needs in order to stimulate growth in her language development.
L: Yeah, yeah. This is very common, because I just had very
similar, even some small problem about my schedule in my department,
and I wanted to change, so I wanted to change, so I talked to some other
teacher, but seems I made a mistake, I should not have talked to that other
teacher, because some problem came with the boss, so the boss got very
mad at me. Actually, I don't think I did something wrong. I don't know,
but my now [end of side #1; I went on to say that as a result of this, I
clammed up for a couple of days, in general]...the talk can bring troubles
[T: {laughing in knowing agreement} sometimes...!] L: ...right? A lot of
trouble. My father taught me, he used the sentence which is by some
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famous British leader, I don't know who it is, but he said: "I'm never
sorry for the things that I did NOT say" [T: Ah {laughing}...] L: ... that
is, if you don't say, you don't need to apologize, you know...[laughing]
T: But if l[‘m] talkative, it's good thing to master English. It's gonna
force... my Japanese friend who can speak very well, she is talkative,
really talkative. It's same in English, in Japanese. I can't talk a lot...
L: Mmmh-hmm. But you think your friend..., what is your friend's
feeling about talking? In other words, you told me a little bit your feeling
about talking is, you have a specific feeling about talking in general, not
just... Imagine two dogs, one of them likes to ruff-ruff a lot, and the other
one's very quiet, so, you know, they meet, and they talk: "How is your life
with your ruff-ruff-ruff?" and the other one says: "How is your life with
you not...[i.e., barking]...? They have a different, people are different...
Some people express right away, some people don't. This is a problem
about philosophy, language, what is language? Can we really communicate
with language? I mean, there are some people cannot talk, they use signs,
or some people, you can communicate by vision, by object, I mean non¬
verbal, if I do this, or this, you know what I mean...? And some people
believe humans cannot communicate anyway... We only, we try, but really
we are like, I'm one television set, your another television set, like two
TV sets, talking, can they really talk, can they really communicate, or
just kind of pretend...? Do you see what I mean?
T: Mmmhh...what? [takes her time]. It's very great distinction... [L: Oh,
yeah.] T: Ohhh, okay... [taking time] I like to talk, but it's, I'm talking
about maybe heart, you know, inside. I can talk, just, you know, people,
do that [?] not so talkative, I can talk, keep continue, but sometimes I
couldn't open my heart. So, but, then I like to, I prefer to listen,
receiver, to be receiver, [rather than] to sender. But I was, lately, I has
been changing, because I got very good friend. She open my heart... [L:
Mmmhhh!] T: ...so .. I think I was lucky to meet her.
L: You speak with her in English or Japanese?
T: Japanese. She was, she's very good English speaker, she's very talker...
L: Now, do you feel WE are really communicating, or...?
T: We?
L: Yeah!
T: mmh.. because you're trying to understand me, so I guess we can
communicate. Mhh.
L: How about from your side? Are you trying to understand me?
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At this point, I recall considering whether to ask her if she was able to express herself,
but I made a conscious decision to ask whether she felt she could understand me, for
three reasons: (1) it would have been too conventional, and therefore not provocative
enough to the conversation, to ask about her expression; (2) she had said she preferred
listening to sending messages, so I wanted to ask about something that was meaningful to
her and provided her with an opportunity for empowered agency, and (3) I wanted to
lead the dialogue in the direction of reciprocity and equality, so that I opened myself up
as a vulnerable individual, rather than being the more-powerful questioner.

T: [enthusiastically!] Yeah! Sure!
L: So, two-way...!
T: Sure!
L: How about understanding yourself?
T: Myself?
L: Yeah. Do you feel, through the talk, do you feel you can understand
yourself more, also...
T: Mmmhh... sometimes, I do. [L: Mmmh] T: Mmnnh... [promptly,
readily] when I talk to other persons, through the conversation I
understand who I am.
L: Mh-hmm. And what about your friend? If I ask you, what does "talk" or
"speech", "talking" mean for you...
T: communication...
L: It means communication? What about for your friend? Did you ever
discuss with her this topic?
T: No...
L: What do you imagine you might say, if you asked the same question...
Im trying to explore the degree to which Terumi has flexible, well-rounded, and
alternative perspective on human language (i.e., does she see it could be solipsistic?).
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T: To know each other well brings good relationship. She's talkative, and
good listener, very good listener. Then she gave me the good suggestion.
She remember what I said [NB: this seems to be important for Terry].
She got my background, and she's always trying to understand me.
L: So if someone remembers what you said in the past, you feel good? This
means a lot to you?
T: Yeah. Good, or I mean, I don't need to say, explain [L: Again?] T:
...again [i.e., she seems to see it as convenient as well as, if not more so
than, respectful], then maybe it's easy to understand myself... [now I
understand she may be trying to say that it helps build the relationship,
its continuous and cumulative, rather than interrupted and fragmentary,
and falling down, like a house of cards]
L: So you kind of build, you're building your communication? It's
growing.
T: Yeah. I can't, I don't want say my background to every my friend. I
want she to know about me, so I talk to her.
L: Would you like to be like her in some way? [T: Mmmhh...] L: Which
way?
T: Sometimes, I want to be like her, but mmmhh... I don't think strongly.
Sometimes I want...
L: Which times, in which ways?
T: Mmhh...[thinking],..ah, for example, I met, we took a travel together,
then we met many people in the train or in the restaurant. American
person talk to us, and just I answer Yes or No, but she said something,
Yes, welllll... da-da-da-da-.. I'll da-da-da-a... I wanna be like her. It
will be good for English practice, and also to get good communication. I
can't do that to every person. When especially I get the good feeling from
another person, I want to talk more and more and more. I can't do this all
the people.
L: Mrr>mhh.... And does it bring a different result, from the other person?
I mean, do you see, does she make friends more quickly, or does she go
into deeper conversation, more easily, or.. Why is it good? She can
practice her sounds [i.e., only for mechanical verbal practice], or it
helps in the relationship?
T: To practice English. In this aspect, I want to be like her. Because we
have a different way... I can also make friends, not so hard. I think I have
many friends, so just I care who is the right person to talk my
background, or something.
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L: But I mean, when she talks, like in this case with the airplane, or
whatever, so the other person talks more to her than to you, so you feel
she has more practice than you?
T: Yeah. That's why she can master English very fast.
L: So if you can talk quickly, and a little bit more deeply, or more at
length, you can have more people to talk to, so you'll have more practice,
so your English would improve more quickly?
T: I think so.
L: So what's the key? Why do you just stop at "Yes," "No," Un-hunh"?
T: I hesitate, you know. Maybe, I afraid, I'm afraid, if the person cannot
understand what I say.
L: Does that happen with your friend at all, that the people cannot
understand her?
T: No.
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L: No. That happens with you...
T: Mmhh...Sometimes they said "Excuse me?" "Pardon?" It's a shame,
it's embarrassing me, and maybe they, I feel they, I bother them, so I
don't like that.
L:

Is her pronunciation better than yours?

T: Yeah, it's very good.
L: How about her physical movement?
T: Ahh! Her chin is up...
L: Strong...
T: ... a little bit. American people has the ...jaw...
L: Strong...
T: strong? I don't know.
L: prominent, forward, you mean?
T: The Japanese is....
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L: receding?
T: Mmhh. receding... So she has this jaw.
L: Is that because just her body's like that, or because of English way of
speaking English, do you think?
T: Both. And... she...uh...[pauses to look something up in the dictionary,
and comes up with "takeoff"]...takeoff...?
L: mimics...
T: mimics...to
L: other people...
T: to be like other people. She can do very well.
L: Ah! Does she do it at home, like playing? Practice? No?
T: Maybe, just, she can, she's very funny [laughs]
L: So her personality is different?
■
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T: Mmhh... Very different. Actually, she doesn't have any brother or
sister, so maybe she talks to her parents all the time. How do you say this
kind of person, she doesn't have any brothers or sisters?
L. Only-child. You will say she's an only child, or you can say she has no
siblings.
T: The first one, doesn't have no siblings, is usually talkative.
L: I don't know, I'm trying to think, my mother's an only child.
T: Does she talk?
L: Yes and no. Sometimes she's just like a storm, I mean like a
thunderstorm, you know, but sometimes not. I think she was kind of
isolated or something as a child. I'm not sure. I think it had some effect
on her personality. She's different from my father; my father has a
sister. [T: I see.] L: If I think about myself and my brother, we too,
we re different. My brother's a writer, but sometimes when I talk, he,
for many years, almost didn't talk. Mh-hm-hm. Then I saw his book, ’
actually from the newspaper, I didn't even know he wrote a book, but he's
very successful with his writing. This is the same person who wrote this
book? I couldn't believe it. I had no idea. Kept everything inside. I was,
when I was, I went through many different periods, though. Sometimes I
felt also as an outsider, especially I had an accent, when I spoke in
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English. [T: Mmh...] L: Strong, pretty strong, until I was about 13.
Although, I don't think they made fun of me, but I felt something, you
know, I felt very much, so I was very quiet. And I had a different problem,
which is, when I would go home, because my first language, you know, I
didn't have anywhere outside the home to speak my language. So when I
went outside into the schools I felt very shy. So I didn't speak English and
I didn't speak my native language. So when I went home I also was
reacting to the school, so I felt very strange. So I didn't speak, I became
very, kept my feelings inside very much, and I really had to kind of
develop myself, almost, kind of almost with a plan, to try to overcome,
you know, by talking to people, also I talked to psychologist, to make it
easier to express my feelings. It was very hard for me to express my
feelings. So, I'm envious, you know "envious"? Envy... jealous... [T:
Envy.] L: When I was supervising the teachers in the bilingual programs,
I used to supervise the bilingual teachers, and I was so envious when I see
the kids, they can speak in their own language to the teacher and the
classmates in school. But when I was growing up there was no program
like that. Nobody else in my town would speak, from that language. So
that was very very difficult. And I think this is one reason why I became
a teacher is I'm very very aware, you know "aware"? conscious... think...
I care a lot about this, because I experienced very deeply. So in the
classroom I, that's why I want to help people learn to speak. [T:
Mmmhhhh!] L: ...because I suffered a lot from that. [T: Ahhhh! I see.] L:
Even now, like this thing that happened just now, one-two days, I don't
talk. So sometime I envy people who are able... I'm much better. You
know, it's a kind of a work, almost work, because you have to, like a
training, you train yourself in a way. I guess with dance [Terumi is a
champion dancer], if you are lazy or tired, you need to force yourself to
go and dance, if you want to be good, I guess. You need a training. Same
thing, I think, with talking. It's real...Want to take a little break?
L: So, how do you feel about the interview so far? [T: So far?] L: I didn't
ask about langu.... the way we originally did 3 interviews. The first one is
talking about the previous experience. The second one is your experience
kind of in the daily life, now. And the third one is more reflecting,
thinking about the whole thing. Because the main idea of my research is
that... Do you want me to explain a little more? [T: Mmh-hmm...] L: The
main idea is the most important thing for the language development is the
personality. [T: Mmmh.j L: ...the individual personality. It's not the
method or way of teaching. Probably it's not some kind of basic ability
difference in the individual. [T: Mmhh?! {with some surprise}] L: But
it's probably experience, and the thinking of the individual person, so
that in the schools, almost what the teacher does, is not SO important... [T:
Mhhh?! {again seems somewhat surprised}] L: ...compared to the
knowing. If we really KNOW the student, the learner, then maybe we can
help in some other ways... [T: mmm-hhmmhmm {agreeing}] L: ...with the
language. But we cannot even begin to do that until we know the learners
more deeply. [T: Mmh-hmmm] L: And when I look at all the research,
almost nobody talks to the learners directly. [T: Mmhh-hmmm] L:
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Nobody. Most of the research is, you know: "Please write an essay!", look
at the essay, what kind of mistakes do you make, maybe compare to your
native language. Okay.... [T: Mmm-hhmm] L: ...we can see something
there, you know, and, but, yeah, this is what I'm doing. And I think every
person is very different. [T: Mmhh.] L: I never heard a story like your
story, for example, about your personal experience, in the childhood. It's
quite interesting. Now we can connect, maybe, to the second part. [T: Mhh,
yeah, it's very interesting.] L: I find it very interesting, because really I
love doing the interviews. Everybody is a story, a separate story, and you
can't know in the classroom, it's not possible.
T: Yeah, it's help us...mmhh... So, if I got private teacher, I will tell the
person of my... past [???] experience... But they need to have to...mmhh...
[L: Say Japanese...] T: Sensei ga seito shiro ... to ... nanda... [L: The
teacher needs....] T: The teacher needs...encourage to know who student is.
Its not easy. They dont need to do that. So, if they have this courage[?],
it's very nice for us.
L: Because the teacher training, we are never taught that it is important
to know the student, the background of the student. We learn a lot about
language as a system, we learn a lot about maybe relation of one language
to another language. We have a lot of idea, you know, how to teach. Make
the student talk, let the... first write, first listen, then write.; Do this, do
grammar, first writing, then grammar. You know what I mean? A lot'of
talking about that kind of method. And when I was, my first thesis, I wrote
already a big thesis, I wrote already/ what's in my brain. But at the end of
this thesis, the last chapter, it's what is in the student's brain, the
learner's brain. So now I have to do another thesis to find out, what's in
the learner's brain. [T: Mmmhh.. Wow!] L: Mostly, in all these books I
read, I don't find what's in the learner's brain. I find what's in the
teacher's brain, what's in the researcher's brain. But I don't find too
much what's in the learner's brain. [T: Mmm-hmmm... I see.] L: So, how
could the teacher plan to think about that, you know? For example, the
teacher, tor the teacher, it's not important if the student wears makeup,
or doesn't wear makeup. But I see many students, it's quite important, if
they wear makeup, or don't wear, you know, how they dress. But the
teacher NEVER thinks about this kind of thing. So, what's the relation
between what's in the mind of the student, and what's in the mind of the
teacher... How can we help each other if we think completely of different
things.
T: Mmhh... I see. I have an American friend, he's handicapped. Then, he
has many international friends, and he's always trying to help us. But
actually we are very good friends. I talked him about today's interview
and if you want to meet to him, he want to tell you how he talk to us, how
e teach, not teach, but how to communicate. Actually he has many friend
and also he said he can talk to everybody.
L: Does he work?
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T: Yes, he has
L: What kind of work?
T: Some kind of geography. His major was geography. [L: Oh, really.] T:
He sits in wheelchair...if you can understand other people's weakness...
L: You feel he has some special ability to communicate, or to talk, when he
talks with you?
T: mmnNnnmm ... He can, basically he's always trying to understand what
I want to say, like you. Also, he has not so special, I guess, but it's
comfortable. I don't need to embarrass.
L: to feel embarrassed. You kind of have a feeling when you're not sure
about a word, right? [I detected that she asks non-verbally for
reassurance or correction when she utters a word she's unsure of, and I
ask her about it; there's an article about native speaker intuitions
somewhere]. Sometimes you say some word, like about the construction of
the word, like embarrassed, like when you were talking about your
classmates you said "to make me join them..." Sometime I see in your
eyes; I don't know if it's true or not, if sometimes you don't use the
structure exactly correctly, but you feel it... Do you feel it?
T: Mmmhh. I don't understand.
L: When you make a mistake, not a big mistake, but it's not exactly the
way we say, like half the expression, or you miss a preposition, or
something of that nature. Do you think you have a FEELING about it? You
are not sure?
T: Maybe I know it's not right.
L: You kind of know, right? But you just don't know what's the right one;
you're not sure? {my tone is more like statements, than questions] [T:
Mmmhh..] L: You show in your eyes. [T: {bursts out laughing}] L: Yeah!
T: I don't know how can I say, so, even though it's not right, I have only
[that] way to say it.
L: So what happens [now I'm becoming suddenly Socratically didactic]? Is
some problem if you say it that way?
T: I don't know. Yeah. No. You can understand the sense. [L: Yeah.] T: But
basically I want to say correct.
L: Are you hoping somebody will correct you? [T: Mmhhy L: You like it
when I correct you? [T: Mmhh.] L: You know, I would like to take a little
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break. I want to continue. I have a lot more questions. My time is free. I
don't know about your schedule. I kind of feel I'd like a coffee or
something. Excuse me? [raucous laughter... I don't know about what]
T: I see you like to study so hard.
L. And the other sentence? [T: Hunh?] L: And then the other part of the
sentence?
T: What is it?
L: I want to be
T: I want to be like you! [laughter] [??]
L: Yeah, and I want to be...
T: How can I be like you?!
L: Yeah, and I want to be... I always envied the people who DIDN'T study,
cause I thought they had a much easier life than mine is, so complicated.
T: But you always want to know everything.
•
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Variability in Languages, in Speakers, in I anquaqe Styles in One Sneaker Sonia seems
to believe that learners are individual, at least she states this explicitly, but when she
gives examples, she seems to demonstrate that there are a great many differences among
individuals.

L: Yeah, I'm trying to think... studying... I cannot think. What things do
you think... We are working in research, the subject is called second
language acquisition. Basically, we are trying to understand how people
learn new languages, and why it's different from children. I mean we
study children to see how children learn, and we recognize some kinds of
things. But among adults, as you say, it's different from children. And
™?re trying to identify, you know, certain factors. But my idea is that
its really different for each individual. Do you think it's different for
each individual, or basically the same for people?
S. No, its different, because each individual has the capacity to learn, and
to listen and follow what is taught. Yes.
a J^af '* dlfferent about you, unique, for example, as a learner? [S: As
er...] ...of a second, of another, language. Different from other
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people, for example. How would you describe yourself as a learner? What
is...? What do you need? What works for you?
S: [decisively] I need to be, I need to be, I need to live with people who
speak this language, because I'm living with my cousin—he speaks French.
And when I'm speaking French I'm more comfortable than when I speak
English. So, after class, when I go home I speak English [doesn't she mean
French?]. Doesn't make things easy. So I think for me, I need to live with
people who speaks only English.

L: Is this the secret of learning language?
S: Yeah. It's one of the secrets of learning...

L: What are the some of the other secrets?
S: Uh, watching TV, spending time in front of a TV, and, because the first
time I came, I couldn't understand words when people speaking on the TV.
I was just like... I couldn't distinct...? [L: ...distinguish...] ...distinguish
words.

L: And now you can? [S: Yes.] And do you think everybody has an equal
capability to learn another language, or just some people are naturally
better than others?
Ip
It
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S: I think, we have all equal capability to learn language, but it's depend
on individual. If this individual want to REALLY to learn, and if this
person focused really on what he's learning, he can.

L: Do you see some big differences, maybe not individual countries, but
broader areas, like continents, for example, Africans versus Europeans
versus Asians. Do you see some general differences, or you think it's just
individual, if you think about our class—the Chinese, the Korean, the
Japanese students, do they have a different way?
S. Yes, this is what I said. We have different way of learning a language,
because as, as an adult there is a different way of learning a language, but
if we are taking account all children, I think children have only, they
have the same capability to learn. But talking about adult, there is many
things we have to take account, for example, the culture, the background.

L: So you're noticing different students. We have students from all over
the world, here. [S: Mmh-hmm.] L: Can you see any broad, I mean, can
you categorize in any way, for whom is easier, for whom is it more
difficult; I mean, any way, older, younger, male, female... [S: Mmhhmm.] ...European, African, Spanish. Any..., do you see any patterns?
S: Patterns? I don't see. I don't see.
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L: Good! Wonderful! Who's the best learner in our class?
S: ...the best learner? The best learner is the Chinese. [L: Huong?] Yes,
because he couldn't say anything the first time. The other people was
talking, and they were, even if the sentences wasn't correct, they was just
talking, but Huong...? [L: Huong, yeah.] ...Huong couldn't say anything. He
has many problems to say even to call the teacher, it was like... But by the
end, because of his presentations, he did well.
L: And who was the worst?
S: Nobody! [laughs]
L: [laughs] ...You don't want to get in trouble!
S: Nobody! Because it's difficult to learn by [i.e., “in”] the time we
learn. It's not easy to learn a language because we keep learning every
day. So I can't say this one is the best, or this one is the...
A qualitative leap in Joanna’s communicative ability and zone of comfort with
speaking English seems to have occurred, and this is clearly accessible to her awareness.
L And, what was... Did you feel that you made a JUMP at some point in
your English? [J: Yeah.] When did that happen?
.

. i

J: I cannot say the right point was on that day, at that time, but it was
just like over the weeks. Just I Kelt like, you start talking more open,
hen you start talking to the whole class, then you do the presentation' All
of a sudden it just comes, like, the flow.

L: Thai happened specifically in THAT class?
J: Yeah! Before I didn't talk AT ALL! Like, once in a while.
The transition(s) from thinking in her native language to thinking in English (and vice
versa) also appears to be present in Joanna’s conscious awareness.
b

L

Were you thinking in English...? ...trying to think in English?

ir!TtimeS- N0t a" the time’ sometimes I tried it, German, what I
wanted to say, and after I put it in English.
L' S°’ after this haPPened, you found you were not... Were vou still
translating like that in your mind?

LWwlifeTdS' y°U '0ld US that We should 9et also ,he dictionary
would explain everything in English, that you get it right away in
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English, so I tried to accombulatef? i.e., “do,” “realize”] this in my
language, too.
L: Did you find that was useful?
J: Yeah! It was.
L: And did you notice that, like when you were looking in the dictionary...
So, now, how did... Can you try to be more specific with the dictionary...
Before that, you used a bilingual dictionary?
J: Yeah, yeah I did.
L: And when I presented this new dictionary, how did you...? What was
your first impression, like when I just presented it in class?
J: I was thinking: "I never could do it, to understand it. Never!" But it
worked. After a while I did start looking, and it explains it in really
simple English, and so you got it in English. To understand what they try
to explain you.

Her receptivity to interactive instructional methods and her willingness to take
communicative risks are evident both from her observed behavior and from her own
verbally articulated awareness.
L: So do you think you were quick to accept the ways I was trying
introduce into the class, the communication with the classmates, the
dictionaries... Do you think you are different from other students, in
other words, in ability to accept the new ways more quickly, or do you
think you are just average?
J: Well, like, I have classes right now, with people, and I see[m-?] like,
they didn't risk[?] class or something. I don't know what they did, but,
yeah, I would say so, I'm more "talk-open", like, I like to have
conversation, communications.
L: You mean in classes you are in now, where you see other ESL students,
you think you are more active...? [J: Yeah.] ...more loose...? [J: Yeah.
Mmmh-hmmm.] And you think it has to do with this class?
J: Yeah. Definitely. Because you make friends. I mean, you do the ESL
class, and you coming from totally different country, and then you sit
there with these totally strange people from different countries, so you
start accepting that, and start a conversation. You just start like to open
your mind.
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Evaluation
Evaluation and assessment of SLA is a complex area, with many considerations.
One system (CATESOL) presents four linguistic modes (reading, writing, listening,
speaking) with 10 scales (ranging from novice to professional), using phrasal
descriptions of actual behavior. These descriptive scales can be used in classroom
learning discussions with learners, as they go through the process of understanding the
descriptors and matching them with their own perceptions of their learning. This could
be called internally-driven assessment. Another form of evaluation could be called
externally-driven, including instruments developed and assessed by the instructor.

I

was interested in exploring with learners their own awareness and use of (internallydriven) evaluation in the context of their general second language acquisition. Such
awareness could include the role, the means, and the gradations of evaluations learners
applied to their own SLA, as well as to other language learners, and to themselves in
comparison with other learners. Another area of interest was the attribution of reasons
for a learners abilities and achievement in SLA.
Joanna’s own evaluation of her abilities as a language learner, and her
assessment of the differences between learners who vary in their language learning
abilities and proclivities, relied on generally broad gradations and a strongly modest
sense of her own abilities.

L: So where do you place yourself as a language learner, in terms of
abilities?
J- Medium. Not really good. Medium.
L: What kind of... how do you recognize somebody who's really good?
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J: They have, like this, the language itself, perfectly. Writing perfectly.
Umm...vocabulary, perfectly. They pick it up really good.
L: Is it the speed, they're quick to pick it up, or it takes them... They
work harder, or...?
J: I have no idea. I think they work harder, prob... I'm lazy, so, I don't
know. They work... I don't know. My own roommate, he's from Germany
too, and you can dictate him, like with weird vocabularies. But he just got
it, like to write it down. Like, exactly.
L: Does he read more?
J: No, not really. But then, another thing is, he got problems like with
performance, like when he speaks. So, I don't know...
L: What kind of problems?
J: He takes the wrong vocabularies, he starts to step like uh-uh-uh-uh...
you know, like this, to find the right vocabulary. He doesn't can [sic]
shoot, or convince people, like in one sentence, like: "because of...", and
then you start, he can't. In writing, he's perfect, perfect.
1
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L: Do you think some people are better in writing than in speaking, is
that one difference?
-I
■
■
J: I would say so, because some people are better in visual learning, than
people in practice learning. I don't know, I'm better in visual learning.
So, I think it's the same. He's better in writing.
L: Hard to figure out.

That's what I'm trying to figure out myself.

J: Yeah. I think it's something with the brain, or how they got raised. I
think... What I think got to do a lot is how the kids got raised. I think it's a
lot, a lot, a lot, a lot.

Perceptions (bv Interviewee^ of other Learners. Perceptions of self as a learner
is often inextricably connected with perceptions of others as learners.

Roberta is

speaking with another international student, making some remarks about how
international students who cannot speak English competently are nevertheless able to get
good grades and even to become doctors in the US.
Roberta [to Aisha]: I have to do a speech class, some of them they stand up
and talk for 10 minutes, and the teacher is afraid to tell them: "I don't

have a clue what you're talking about it...”, and they get A’s. [A: They get
"A"s?J Yeah, because the teacher is afraid to hurt their feelings, 'cause
how can someone... "You don't speak Engish, I don't understand what you're
saying?”...?
A: Especially Asian people... I can't understand a word that they're saying.
It sounds like they're speaking Japanese. Do you remember what was that
guy name, the Petroleum... The whole semester... He was quite nice
person, but the whole semester I couldn't even understand what he was
talking about. I'm not saying my English is perfect...
R: At least you make sense. [A: at least understandable... It's not perfect...]
And I don't understand how they go through college, and they... Like, you
know, I went to a doctor... I think she was from India... I swear to God, I
hardly understood what she was telling me. She had a pronunciation, I
could not understand what she was talking about. I had to ask her 3 or 4
times... How do you get through medical school without speaking English.
A: I believe she didn't go through medical school. You just get the USMFLA
[foreign medical equivalency exam].
R: I don't think they accept anything here.
. , I. s
.
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A: If they study medical school... at least they can speak the clear English,
understandable. Five years in the school... I don't think they study in this
country..
R: But, you know, the problem is, you don't really have to speak in class.
But even then, apparently the teacher is afraid... so, you can pretty much
go through school without ever saying a word. That's right. You don't
have to.
[Note: after "A" had just spoken about her difficulty in beginning to write
a college application essay]
R: Just, whatever you come up with, be confident about it... You know
what you're talking about, and you want to do it so bad that you would sell
your soul to the devil.
Terumi described her general but marked lack of confidence in speaking English, a
situation which she felt hadn't really improved over the past two years.
L: So you tell me your confidence is not so good, about English
T: No, not at all. Yeah, I don't have any
L: How did that happen?
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T: I came here almost two years ago, but I have still a big big problem,
compared to my friends, they can speak very well, only I cannot speak
like them. Actually they studied hard before coming to America; their
major was English in college, so my friends, I don't compare to them, not
only, compared to other people. I.. sometimes I feel I don't have any
ability to study language. After I came, I lost my confidence, any
confidence, not only English, but this problem influenced me really much.
Every single time, every day, every day I'm thinking,
L: I don't have confidence in my tape-recording, research ability...
[laughter] So, why do you think your friends, they don't have this
problem? What's the difference between you and them?

T: ... and their grammar is correct, their pronunciation is good, and I
know, when they talk to Americans, I am hesitate, I am afraid if they
could understand what I say or not, and I'm worried [if] I could
understand what they think, but my friends is talking to them like they
talk to Japanese. For them, talking English is no problem.
The Cultural Environment
A language learner needs to acquire language not only in the classroom, not only
through individual work with instructional materials, but also through human
interaction and sensory input from the local cultural environment. The emotional
attitudes a learner harbors vis a vis the cultural environment can therefore be crucial
j ,
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determinants of the efficiency and ultimate success a language learner experiences.
Joanna was able to separate her own personality out selectively from the ambient
cultures. She has a critical view of the German culture in which she grew up, she was
able to adapt to the Arabic culture where she spent time with her extended family, and
she was able to comfortably pick and choose those aspects of United States culture that
she felt were positive, while rejecting the negative. Although born and acculturated in
Germany, as a teenager she began to notices ethnic and cultural differences between
herself and her social peers. This would occur when department store clerks would
presume she were a foreigner and would be surprised when she spoke native German.
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Now she enjoys toying with such stereotypically minded Germans by first pretending to
be a foreigner and then bursting out with some remarks in native German.

L: ... Did you feel something different from the other kids when you were
little? Did you notice [?]
J: No, not when I was little, but now in my age, NOW, yeah. I would say. I
mean, you know, some Germans, when I meet those strange Germans,
they're like so surprised. Like I get through Germany sometimes, to my
vacation time, as American. Because they don't think that I'm German, but
when I, but when they really come really mean, not mean, but really
disappointing, then I start, like, shooting, in perfect German out, you
know, in German, and they just look at me: "Oh, you speak so well
German." Duh, I was born here, I lived here for 18 years, so what do you
want? Sometimes I just got aggravated with them, like, ooohhh...
L: Can you just say for me in German, what you would say.. Give me an
example, when you get mad...
J: When I get mad... Okay, one example. You going into the... here in
America you going into the department store, say Filene's. The sales
people, most of them anyway they're international, Spanish, or
whatever... They're so friendly. In Germany [whispering], if you go
there, and they don't understand you, or something, they are like so
aggravated. Like, they say like, you coming over, they say: "Excuse me,
can you help me, I looking for this." It is a different, if you are
American... I think the German people are really excited about Americans,
because America, the country, you know... But say you're Turkish, or say
you whatever, from whatever country, and it's not English. They are so
rude, like: —"Yah, Was kann ich tun fur Sie."— And you are like, —"Ich
suhe die shoe department,”— or whatever, and they are so rude, you
know, like [whispering]. And then I start to get mad, like...
L: Give me an example... [J: I said like, ....] L: Say it in German.
J: It's so hard now, to switch. Okay they say like, Okay, I say like,
"Konnen Sie mir helfen, ich suche die shoe department [sic]. and then —
sagen sie: Ja, die Shoe Department [sic] ist in der vorletzten Ecke."— And
sage ich, —‘‘Entschuldigen Sie, bitte, ich mdchte...genau..."— Like, I just
get aggressive, with my voice and my tone, and I start then like to, you
know...
"

L: So when did you first notice it? Like what age did you feel you're not a
real... [J: Sixteen] L: ... "folk." [J: Sixteen. Sixteen.] L: Was there some
incident, or some...
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J: No. I mean, I had my close-up friends, like they knew me since we
were in kindergarten. But, you know, with the age of 16, you start to go
out of your home town, you go start to go out, to start traveling, like to
the different cities in Germany, you know, go, whatever, camping, and
notice, like —Aghh!— [everything-?]. You just notice. I don't know. You
meet people, like, Oh!. First of all, the German ask: "Where you from?" —
"From Germany." — "Well, you don't look German." "Yah, well, my
mom's Algerian." So, and then they ask, "So, and your father?" "Yeah, he's
German. Kind of." "Okay, I have a German passport, if you want to know
that." And the second question the German asks, and also in America, is:
"What is your parents doing for work?" I think is like, a thing. [L: Yeah.]
So, you know, and most of the people figure, "Hah, your parents probably
just immigrants, whatever, they do whatever, working in what do you
call it, factory." But then, when I tell them, like, — Okay, well, my
father DID his engineering's degree, so it's a different thing then, you
know what I mean. Same in America. I don't know. But, you know, with
sixteen, I noticed.
L: So YOU just started noticing. Nothing particular happened to you?
J: No.

When Joanna visited her parents homeland, Algeria, she felt that she was not Algerian.
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Her family was accepted, but her parents’ were not able to speak the language with
100% fluency. She didn’t get used to the culture over there, especially the limited
freedom of movement and the conservative dress for girls and women, and experienced,
by her own definition, culture shock. Relations among members of her extended family
were very warm and close, and there was no malicious competitiveness among siblings,
as she had observed in her German or American friends.

Culturally, it was difficult for

her to move freely about in society; at the beach, she could not have much fun because
she would always have to be guarded by an older, male-relative protector. There was a
real difference between the comfortable and warm atmosphere at home and the dangers of
being approached by aggressive men in the world outside her home.
L:

What things in particular?

J: Like sometimes they had this thing like, at 8 o'clock, you couldn't go,
like, wherever you want, just go out at 8 o'clock at night, or 9 o'clock it
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was. Then, like, with the dress thing, the dress rule... I was a little kid,
like I had shorts on...
L: With the girls, you mean...
J: Yeah, like a long dress, like here. And then all the, I don't know, all
the things.
L: Were the relations different than you expect... were tight, warmer,
closer than you see in Germany... [J: Closer...]...the family, I mean, you
said they were kissing, and visiting, and you know...
J: Mmh-hmm. Yeah, closer. Also from the Algerian family, my parents
are Algerian, so I know our family's really tight. Like my brothers, my
sisters, we all really tight, except some another people, you know, like
my German friends. Or even here, I have some American friends, how
brother and sister hate each other and try to do bad to each other, you
know... would never happen in our family, never. Everybody really tight.
Everybody does what they do, but they tight.
L: So, in other words, when you came to Algeria, in terms of the relations
of family, you were accustomed to it, it was more the going outside the
family that you had the culture shock, or from the language, or what...?
[J: In Algeria?] Yeah.
J: No, I had my parents with me, so I was, I felt safe, but just still, like,
you go out of the door, and it's all DIFFERENT, like not really roads was
there, and then, you have, like when we went on the beach, this was the
thing. Like, when I go to the beach in Germany, or here, you have a bikini
on, you have fun, but THERE, you have to watch what you wear. And the
guys over there, like hungry do-a-gs [i.e., “dogs”], you know. I didn't
get used to it. Ummh, I don't know, so, was different. Like, yeah, all the
culture, when you go to the beach, you have to stay at least always with
one man on the side, like that. You could not go out, like just the cousins,
like I and my three cousins, all females, run and go in the water... No, no,
no, no! Had either to be my father around, or my, or one of the brothers
from them, always one guy at least.
L: So, did that help you to..., with learning language, because those guys
always spoke Arabic, or you don't mix with outside people, or...? How did
it affect your learning language, or...?
J: The Algerian language, or the German?
L: The Algerian.
The background discussion about her experiences and reactions to life leads into a
discussion about language learning and its relationship to sociocultural contact. Both
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within her extended and in performing everyday tasks such as shopping, she had to
engage in much communicative interaction in the local language. The architectural
organization of the housing, with its open central courtyard, as well as the social
relationship among the members of the incredibly large extended family, with older
siblings caring for younger ones, all encouraged cooperation and communication. This
was a marked contrast to life in the United States, where the emphasis on individualism
in all aspects of life

economic, social, and cultural—leads away from opportunities to

collaborate and communicate.

Furthermore, there are distinct differences in the nature

of cultural communities in US cities; in the case of Joanna, there was no evident
German-speaking community into which she could naturally enter, but some of her
friends of different ethnic backgrounds

(Asian, in particular) often would submerge
:
:
..) pii
themselves into their own communities and never learn to speak English even though
they d go to school as full-time students. This perhaps also represented a reproduction of
the lifestyle in their own countries, where they would spend all day in school, and often
go to additional cram schools, and do little socializing. Finally, for Joanna, language
follows the activity of socializing, a deep need of hers, rather than vice versa.
J: When I went, you know, when you do the everyday things, first I had
my cousins, but then, you know, I went, like, you have to get every
morning fresh bread and all that stuff, or milk and all that stuff. That's
how you learn. I went with my grandma. She grabbed on my arm, and
said: "Okay, let's go." So I listened always what they said to each other,
and then, afterwards, I even started to do it myself, getting bread, and
getting milk, getting sugar, all that stuff.
L: But over in that society you cannot be as independent as in America,
right? [J: Mmmh {affirmative}] Do you think it has an effect?
J: I didn't have much contact with some strange people, just with my
family. And my family's big, I mean, it's huge. [L: Yeah, I know.] So, it's
like everyday I'm... [L: Hamula. You know "hamula"?] No. But that's how
you meet... my family's huge, so everyday somebody NEW comes. It's like
you don't really have much contact outside.
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L: But inside you're using language a lot. Everybody's talking all the time.
[J: Mmmh-hmmm {affirmative}]. So it's very lively.
J: Oh, yeah! Yeah! Like sometimes in one household, it’s a big huge house.
In [?] we don't have a roof, like the inside, how you say...? [L: ... the
courtyard...] Yeah. It's open, so like... and my grandmother's house there
were like, how many kids? Nine kids, at least 5 or 6 adults, like there
was my uncle with his wife, then was from my mom's side the 2 sisters,
and my grandmother and one older uncle which died later on, and then,
like 9 kids. So there's always [acting-?]. Oooffhh!
L: So you don't have time to be shy, or opportunity. Actually, if you want
to be alone, it's difficult, right? [J: Yeah.] Maybe this is important,
here. When people come to America, you can be alone as much as you
want.
J: Yeah, and then there's the thing, also, like, you come here to learn
English, and the community should... already so big. Like not for me, I
don't know any Germans, here, luckily. But like the Asian is so big, so, I
mean. Sometimes you go to Boston, you feel like you be in China, or
something. Because so many... you know they can... For me, it's just like, I
don't know any Germans here. All people I know are international, so I
HAVE to speak English. That's it.
L: The others can hide in their own communities. [J: Yeah.] So some
people come here to learn English, they actually never use one word of
English in the whole day.
i....
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J: I met a guy, he been here 3 years, he doesn't speak any word English.
L: [laughing] Is he going to school, or just...?
J: Now. To learn English. After 3 years he doesn't speak any word.
L: Yeah. So, I'm just thinking, I have kind of a theory, is that, okay, you
went to Algeria, you had this situation... It's almost like "cocoon"...? [J:
Mmmh-hmmm.] You know what cocoon is, like for butterfly? [J: Mmmhhmmm.] It's almost like a cocoon, right? A social cocoon. Actually, you're
kind of... you feel safe, you're kind of protected...
J: But see, see what it comes down to, always to the point — social.
i: Yeah, that's exactly. I'm following your point. And so, you have this
kind of very warm social thing, and you pick up Arabic, I mean, you don't
think about grammar, you don't think about an... even language. You're
just, somebody's coming here, you gotta react, where you gonna go?
You're gonna come to the store, you're gonna go to the beach, Who's gonna
take care of...? You always gotta use language, right? [J: Yeah.] So then
when you come here, you're already kind of like programmed, you
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personally, to look for that. Actually, you try to create this kind of
environment for you-that's why you collect your friends... [J: Mmmh
{affirmative}] ...and you use language. You are looking for this kind of
situation. [J. Yeah.] But those people who don't have that experience
before, they just come to the class, and look at [your teacher], and go
home... [J: Exactly. Exactly.] ...and go to Chinatown.
J: Exactly. Yeah. I dont know. But then you have to the point again the
culture difference now. I saw this reportage, like how the schools
working there, like in China and all that stuff, like the [private-?]
schools. Like they go in the morning, come home at 4 o'clock, do a little
whatever, homework until 9 o'clock, go to bed. And this is how their day
works, everyday.
L: Yeah. So they have a boring life, from the beginning.
J: Yeah. Not much socially. Like in school they sit there all quiet and
listen to the teacher, and...
L:

They just re-create their own school.

J. And some break out, like Taka. He's like one... Heee! You have the best
conversations with him, we go to Northeastern, go on the Internet, you
know.
1
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L: Do I know him? Taka? Takahiro?
J: Nah. His name.. I call him always Takahiro, but this is not his name.
His name's just Taka. You should talk to him, too about the Asian thing.
L: Yeah, let me interview him. Ask him to call me. [J: Yeah. I have your
number.] III call him back. [J: If you want, I can give him your number,
too.] Sure.
J: You should tell you know, I know what's social. For me, it's the point
to learn English... socialize. That's it.
L: But do you have in your mind, like, like "My goal is to learn English,
and the way I’m gonna do it is socialize.", or do you have: "My goal is to ’
socialize, and by the way I'm gonna learn English." Which is the first
thing?
J: [pausing to think]. Socialize first, and then learn. [L: Okay.] Because,
yeah. Socialize first. You need to have friends, to socialize, to feel
comfortable, and then you feel relaxed to speak. And you learn through it.
In the time you socialize and learn English.
L: So y°u would socialize anyway, even if it turned out that you're
learning instead of English, maybe Dutch. You need to socialize?
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J: Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah. I need it. It's a must.
L: This is what we call "integrative".. There are two... There's some
research that they [?] call "instrumental" learning. It means, I, I...
you're thinking: "I have to learn English. Which way can I use to learn
English?"
J: Socialize.
L: But you’re the other way.
J: I would say socialize first, and then get down on the books. 'Cause when
you just do book... It's the same thing, you just vocabularies, but you
never get to use them... So first use them... Try to use them, and then, you
know, get the rest through books, and say, "Okay, how I do that?" Or
when it gets down to paper work, or something.

L: So, one more thing I want to say is... So, did you...? Okay, when you
first came here, did you notice, like, the life is different here than Arabic
society, for example, or you weren't thinking...?
J: Oh, of course! If you just look at the religion, over there, in the Arabic
countries, it's like, of COURSE it's different. [L: Mmh-hmmm.] But if
you say German and America, no, yeah, also. I was, I think sometimes,
America is, like, you know [????] all the electricity things like above
the ground, [whispering] Like, what is this!? You know, it's so... And
sometimes you have still this electrical stove thing, like with this
metal...//.; ...coils.] Ahh! It's weird. And the culture! Superficial! It’s
sad, but it's, you know... But if you learn it now, like, I took sociology
class, and I knew... Now I understand, like, America is individual
thinking. Everybody does just their own stuff. They don't really care
about another people. Except you get married, then they care about the
husband and the children, but then it's again like closed-captioned[or
close capture?] thing. Like in my family, it's not just family, just us.
My mother and my father, and then we’re open to invite people into it. At
least we give it a try, but here the people lot's of times they don't even
give it a try. Like they just already so individual thing. Success.

Diaiect and Standard Language in Early Upbringing. As a child, Sonia experienced
sudden changes in her social milieu as she moves from her local tribal environment to a
school where there were children from a variety of tribal backgrounds. The need to
interact with children who were very different from her caused changes in her
personality, as she went from being open to being more closed. Initially, she perceived
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Americans as being less polite than French people, but after being here for some time,
she now feels that there aren't any significant differences in politeness.
L: Yeah. And what about, let's think a little bit about your early life, as a
child. When was the first time you became aware of culture, or language?
When did you first notice that there is such a thing as language, or
culture, or both. In other words, maybe as a child... I mean, okay, why
don't I just ask you to describe... Tell me a little bit about your early life.
As a very young child. When's your first memory of life?
S: Mmmhh. It was easy. Easy. I wasn't thinking about problems, and I
didn't know anything about world, I was like free, to do everything I want.
And I wasn't worrying about the future.
L: What about who you were, your identity? Did you...?
S: I was a frank child...//.; Frank?] Frank? [L: Open?] Yeah. And as
time passed, I become [L: Closed.] ...closed. [L: inhibited...] Yeah.
L: What happened? What was the change?
S: It's because of the people I was living with. When I started going to
school, my parents sent me, I was sleeping in the school I was going to...
[L: Yeah, right, a residential school.] ...and there was many educational...
children who were different, who were coming from a different part of
the country. And each child has his own education...//.; Tribal, tribal
education.] Tribal. And some children, some peoples were kind, and some
people were rough, and because of this mixture...
L: It was kind of a shock for you, a change.
S: Yes, I changed. I became a skeptic...//.; Skeptical, closed...] [NB: From
this point on the conversation takes place in French, which is here
presented in English translation] [L: Tell me in French, I’d like to speak
in French, because that’s better for you, you know, to explain yourself.]
I became more rebellious. [L: Un-hunh. Yes. At what age?] At what age?
At what age? I don’t know. I really don’t know. But with time I became
more aware and rebellious.
L. But that was at which stage in your education? High school?
S: At which stage? In high school. But, the “internat”, and in the
“inernat,” each student got an education, and there were some students
who were stronger than others, mentally, and; well, I don’t know.
L: And “lycee” corresponds to what age, approximately, because I don’t
know.
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S: Lycee? From 16 to 18 years of age.
L: 16 to 18? [S: Mmnnh-hmm]. And was the language issue a significant
problem? Did you speak other languages that they spoke?
S: No, no, no. Never. [L: Never.]
wasn’t forbidden.

We only spoke French. Anything else

L: Forbidden? [S: Yes]. By the government?
S: Yes. It was forbidden to speak at school. Those who could speak their
own language, it was forbidden for them to speak their language in school,
in order to enable the children to learn French easily. [L: French! Oh,
boy!] S: Because there were some who wanted to spend all their time
speaking their own language...to learn. During our parents’ time.
L: Oh! That was a policy to improve the education of the population. But
your father and your mother, they spoke their languages?
S: Yes, they spoke, a little.
L: But with your family, you didn’t use to speak?
S: No, not really [with emotion]. I know some phrases, but not deeply.
L: Ah. Tell me something... some expressions. [S: Akedi.] L: Akedi?[S:
Mmmnh]. What does that mean? [S: Come eat!] L: And what’s the name
of that language? [S: Lebet.] L: Oh, yes, you said so. But, in the context
of that educational institution, what was the attitude of the other
students? Did they want to speak their languages, or were they...
S: No, no... That depends. Some students spoke their languages, just
because there are some phrases that you can’t...There are some jokes,
well, some expressions, that you want to say in your native language, that
you can’t translate literally, exactly into French, or any other language.
And to tease, or to laugh, or argue, some spoke their language just to
tease, or argue, because they couldn’t say the same expression in French,
that wouldn’t be funny.
L: But was it a question of convenience, or was it a political act to speak
in their native languages? A student speaking in his or her language, in
that institution, was he performing a political act, was it forbidden to
speak, or wasn’t that too serious?
S: No, it wasn’t too serious, it wasn’t too serious.
L: Oh. And how do you feel when you speak French?
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S: More at ease [L: ...more at ease...] than when speaking English. When I
speak French, I’m more at ease.
L: Yes. That's a question of[S: getting accustomedy...gett/'ng accustomed?
Because you don’t have to search for words?
S: That’s it exactly! That’s all there is to it.
L: Or is it also a question of culture, psychology, in the sense that it’s
closer, the language, the allusions, everything that goes along with the
language, that’s to say, the culture, the referents, objects. You, I’m
trying to say, you regard the world as a French person...? Oh, that’s a
question, perhaps, you think that English people look at the world in a
different way than the French do?
S: No. That’s not it? When I speak French, I’m more at ease, because,
since my birth I have always spoken this language, and I feel more at ease.
And I understand all the proverbs, all the...mockings... in French more
than in English. [L: Yes], Someone can insult me in English, and that
won’t have any effect on me, non at all. However, if someone insults me in
French...on a train, for example, in New York, I was seated next to a
woman, a Black woman, and well, I, I had something [NB: The
conversation now reverts to English from this point on.] I have
something in my coat..., I wanted to take something in my coat, and I was
disturbing her with my... [L: ...arm...] Yes, and she was, she keep telling
me, two times, "Would you mind...?", but I wasn't focused on what she was
saying, and she tried to repeat, and I didn't answer, and the third time she
almost screamed: "Would you mind?!"/7_; {laughs}] And I was surprised,
and I said: "What?", and she said: "You are kick..., you kicked me." Tu es
en train de me cogner [?]" You are kicking me. [L: Oui, oui, oui, je
comprends.] And I said, "I'm sorry, but you could tell me, you could be
more... gentille, gentle.
L: Do you think the people in the United States are less polite than French
people?
S: Yes, I think. The first time I came here, this is what I noticed in the
United States. But avec le temps, done, with the time, through times... [L:
Yeah, with time...] ...with time, I don't see it anymore. It's like I was in
my country, or...
Rita demonstrates her thoughtfulness and the conviction of her own opinions in
the way in which she regards the American obeisance to professionalism in spheres in
which people from another culture might apply common sense. I comment, using
superlatives (methodical, incredible, amazing) about how impressed I am with her as a
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student, and in response to my remark that I paid a significant amount of money to an
editor to help me with my master’s thesis, Rita expresses her surprise at the aspect of
American culture that seems to over-value specialization and expertise at the expense of
practical common sense. She can’t understand why Americans don’t have more
confidence in their ability to deal with areas in which they could reasonably feel they
have more expertise (because of greater familiarity) than outsiders.
R: Jesus. But you have been teaching ESL, and you have... Chinese
[friends] who's, who [speak] English is a second language... I think you
are supposed to be the expert...Nobody should be know better than you do.
L.Well. Something... okay... this is something I don't understand
Americans. This is something, I think, a stupid part of... I don't want to ...
L: Go ahead. Just say whatever you want. [R: You know, the part, the
ignorant part...] L: It's your opinion, so don't worry. Just say whatever
you want. R: Right, it's my personal opinion. They believe
professionals! Do you see what I mean? [L: Yeah.] Everybody's
professionals. Like, a couple, they're educated, father and mother. They
have only boy has behavior problems, and they bring him to the
professional, and give the professional a hundred fifty dollars an hour,
just let the person talk to the boy. [L: Right.] I don't understand that part.
I don't. You know, they are supposed the people understand their child
best. If they don't know what to do with the child, who else can help? And
a lot of people do this... behavior therapists, and those things. I don't
understand. [L: Yeah, I agree with you on that point.] R: And a lot of
people say they consult the financial analysis [i.e., analysts] about their
personal finance things. What's know better than your own personal, I
mean, your own finance situation. You know, they spend, at least, every
professional at least charge a hundred dollars an hour, as long as they're
expert, they think they're expert. D'you know... They don't really know.
You should know best than everybody else. All they give you [is] the
advices from books, but people just trust them.

Rita’s self-reliance is reflected in her perceptions of the new culture she finds herself
in; just as she views language as a natural process which she should be fully capable of
accomplishing if she allows the appropriate stages to occur, so too does she believe that
individuals should be able to manage their own private lives without constant, and, in
her view, “neurotic” recourse to specialists.
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Interviewees’ Perceptions as a Minority in a Majority Culture. Just as
interviewees have a perception and approach toward their use of their social
communicative environment for their purposes of SLA, so too are L2 learners in a
majority culture aware of how that culture perceives them.

Sonia has perceived that

color is an issue in the United States environment:
L: Have you experienced any perceptions about race, in the United States,
vis a vis, either, for example, Black Americans, or how other people
perceive you, as a Black, what kind of experiences have you had?
S: Ah [sighing], I have this experience every day. It's like, [NB: here the
language of the conversation switches to French again] for me, I was at
school [L: Yes]. I went to university... [L: Yes]...and I studied ...and I
know that that’s all in people’s souls. There was slavery in this country,
and the Black Americans don’t have, in fact, according to everything that
happened here, they have adopted a behavior which is difficult for them to
arracher, it’s difficult for them to change... And thus, for me, that doesn’t
shock me. ...Someone says something to me, for example, someone insults
me, a Black or even a White American insults me, that makes me feel bad,
but afterwards, I tell myself that that’s because that person, due to the
education that that person received in this country; that’s due to
everything that happened in this country. And also someone in another
country, if you will, would have another reaction. [L: Yes.] So, after all,
I let it go.
L: You know that there are many Black Americans who have gone to France
to feel [S: better....?].... free, better. Yes. [Oh, I didn’t know that.]. Those
are the greats, the great stars. [The stars?]. Yes, the stars like Billie
Holiday, or the others, yes, that’s it, because here, in the US, there was
slavery or discrimination, it was incredible. l...but..,you also spent some
time in France?
S: Yes, I spent some time in France. Only I went there during vacations. I
wasn’t really on vacation, I was on vacation, and I return... But my
country is in close collaboration with France. Therefore, this puts us in a
ciose daily relationship...That’s like, in my country, it’s like a little
France. [Yes, I understand]. S: And so, from my country to France, it’s
as if I were leaving Boston to go to New York.
L; I remember once, when I, the first time that I got acquainted with
Benno, he wrote me something in Italian, because I understand, I also
speak Italian, and he told me that he had some problems with his
professor, and at the same time his professor told me that he had some
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problems with Bruno, because he told me Bruno didn’t know, that Benno
didn't understand, that perhaps he wasn’t that intelligent [S:
laughs]...and that when I spoke with Bruno, I immediately saw that he was
very educated, and I was really...
Roberta has experienced a significant degree of discomfort and friction in her
social interactions with Americans. She is puzzled by what she views as Americans’
strangeness and awkwardness in communicating. Once this led to a really unpleasant
situation in which a minor point of miscommunication ended up being interpreted as a
deliberate lie on her part and led to her being viewed as deceptive and uncooperative.
There was some suspicion on Roberta’s part that this might have had to do with regional
differences in mentality and communicative style.

She also notices that her “foreign¬

ness” seems to evoke a dichotomous response in Americans: some apparently view her
as a foreign body and ask about her accent and origins, which seems to irritate her;
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others view her as an exotic creature, display excessive and inappropriate (to her)
interest in her, and fawn over her, in a way she also finds irritating. It is a small
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minority of individuals who interact naturally with her, she feels.
L: Is this your first academic experience at the college level in the United
States? [R: Yes.] L: First semester?
R: No, oh, no, no. Actually, no, no, this is my third semester at this
college...[?]. But, what I really hate is, some people, when they hear my
accent, the first word I say and they hear the accent, or they do it, they
come really close, because they think, they assume automatically that I'm
not gonna make sense, whatever I say, because of the accent...
L: Or what else... ? You said they do another thing...
R: Or, yeah, they either come really close, or... what else they do?... Oh,
yes, that's what else... When I say something, hmmm, -"Oh, that's
wonderful!" Oh, come on!...
L: But do you think this is a particular reaction to you as a foreigner, or
do you think this is part of the culture, to behave like this.
A

R: I don't know. It depends. Because here... I don't know which one.
Because some people do it, some people are very, act very natural, you
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know, when they talk to me, but in Texas, for example, they wouldn't even
talk to me. They just didn't want to mess with the, anything that was
different. So, I don't know what it is.
L: Texans! They're a separate country!
R: I know. It was awful. Absolutely awful. And they're so racist, and so
narrow-minded. Unbelievable! It's like, it's not even the twentieth
century there....And I know like the first host family I lived with them, I
actually had to move out after 3 months, because we didn't get along. They
did things like, the biggest problem was, and what made me even MORE
shy was, they wouldn't communicate. If they had a problem, for some
reason it was totally... they would never come to me and talk about it and
say, you know, —"You shouldn't leave your shoes there, because, you
know, that's not where we leave our shoes."-, you know, or even everyday
stupid little things. They only talked to me if it was absolutely necessary.
What they did was, they called this, um, there was a person, she was
called the Local Coordinator, she was supposed to take care of our
problems, and watch if I was doing okay, and come over every now and
then [for an interview-?]. Well, what they would do, they would call
her, and tell her they can't get along with me, they have all these
problems with me, I don't do things the way they are used to it. And that
was awful, because that always left me in a situation where, you know, I
was shy enough about talking and speaking in English, and actually
communicating, socializing, and then, what I always ended up with was
this lady coming to me and telling me that: —"What did you do again?"They keep coming to me with all this problems, but they would never
communicate, so it's also important, you know, making people feel
comfortable, and giving them a chance to try to express themselves, and
be confident, and, you know. And I did things like, there was this, like,
my father had a car dealership, he actually was the president of like, its
“Triple A” [i.e., AAA] here, and in that town, that compete, whatever,
owned this Suzuki dealership, and my father was the boss there, too, it
was in the same town. But anyway, I didn't know the word "dealership,"
and when they asked what my father was doing, I said, because in
Hungarian we call dealerships salons, car salons, but I'd never heard this
word spoken in English, I only heard "saloon." And I thought that was the
same thing. So, I said, my dad owned a saloon. So they looked at me like
this. But they wouldn't say a word to me. Even though, some other times,
I mentioned that my dad, you know, sells these cars, and whatever, but,
like, two weeks before I said he owns a saloon. So what they did was, they
told this lady that I keep lying about my parents' jobs, instead of telling
me, you know, clarifying what I'm talking about. [L: Wow!] R: So that,
that was awful, that was absolutely awful, and that made me even less
confident about everything. So that was tough.
L: I guess that's why you didn't pick up a Texas accent.
R: I guess so.
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others Learning From You
Perhaps the most crucial question that can be asked of a learner is: “What can a
learner’s experience about learning a new language teach a new learner?” This question

is especially significant because it is double-folded and thereby transcends a subjectiveobjective dichotomy.

It not only reveals what the learner’s experience is, but also how

the learner regards his or her own experience, especially vis a vis the first, more
experienced learner’s conceptualization of his or her experience compared to a more
novice learner.

Although it was initially difficult to get the real intent of my question

across to Roberta, I kept on trying. My impression is that she at first regarded the
question in more literal, concrete terms, whereas I was looking at it from a more
theoretical perspective of the SLA process. However, the give-and-take between us in
attempting to establish the meaning of my question is instructive as well, for it revealed
what is in Roberta’s mind with regard to the meaning of her SLA experience. In other
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words, she seems to think that learning a new language is in some way equivalent to
learning a new culture, for it is the cultural knowledge that she feels she can convey to a
novice learner who has not experienced what she has.
L: What do you think you could teach monolinguals in a human sense..
R: Definitely things that I have experienced and learned about the
culture, about the American culture, because I speak the language. That
they have no idea...
L: But I mean what could you teach a local student who speaks only
English and knows only American culture. In other words, because you
are, let's say, bicultural and bilingual... are you a subspecies by teaching
or giving insights, to other subspecies.
R: Well, definitely cultural things. Because now I know how a
monolingual American sees different things. Now I know the difference
between somebody from another country...

L: I think that I should ask you first, do you think that people who are...
R: Again, Americans are very self-centered, anyway. Americans have a
reason for it. America came up. This is the country of opportunity. They
have the best army in the world. Americans can be proud of. Therefore, I
understand where this self-centered comes from. Americans are not
exposed to the rest of the world, unless they travel, go to Europe, which
most of them don't do. There's no need for them to learn another language.
The only ones who have... I have seen how different it is, so, for an
American not speaking another language usually means that they have no
clue whatsoever.
L: Is a monolingual American equivalent to a monolingual Hungarian or
Italian?
R: No. Because... you have to go to a History Channel unless there is
something extraordinary happening, it's not gonna be on the news. That's
about local news, maybe national news, maybe about the President's sex
life, and your sitcoms, that's what people are exposed to on television.
Students are not forced to read. There's no medium that exposes them to
the rest of the world, as opposed to Hungary, we are a very small country,
we are not the best. Since America is so great in so many things. It's not
just Hungarian news, we are forced to read so much in school, literature
from other countries in the world, even because of that we are exposed to
different countries, different languages, and the news is usually about,
world news, if something very interesting is happening in Hun otherwise
its about the rest of the world we are still exposed to the rest of the world.
The American movies are extremely popular, but we translate them, we
dub them
L: So, as a Hungarian, you have a much broader conception of things than
as a monolingual, when you became fully bilingual.
R: It gave me the opportunity to come to the United States and go to school.
If you don't speak English, you can be a nanny, you can be a tourist, but
you cannot get a firsthand experience about the culture.
L. Yeah, I can understand, obviously you have firsthand experience about
the culture, more general than just e my parents experienced war, I
didnt experience war. I have some image, when people come from war
zones, just by instinct, I grew up that war was behind us, somehow, but I
could never have that experience that my parents, so it's almost
impossible. What is it that you have experience that...?
R: Yeah, the people who don't speak English in Hungary, it is selected for
them. They cannot really pick what they want to find out about that
culture, exactly. They get the picture that they are given. As opposed to
me, that I have the language, even within I have the opportunity to
iscover different., and when I was monolingual, I didn't speak English, I
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was given the things, the movies were translated for me, I couldn't read
the actual newspaper, I had gatekeepers in everything.
L: Now that you have this genuine experience, can this be useful for other
people?
R: The only way I could use it, I could explain it to them, why it is good
and useful.
L: Without having gone through the experience themselves, is your
experienced accessible to them...? Is it possible to communicate an
experience to...?
R: There are things that it's possible, and there are things that it's not.
Because I had to be here, I had to have the ability to understand things, to,
so therefore it will be impossible for me to describe things, because they
don't know what I'm talking about, because you have to live through those
experiences, and not only lie through them, but understand what was
going on.
L: Are you able to communicate... Could I take you and talk to a whole lot
of language learners, and would this have a big effect, and suddenly they
would become more efficient.
R: I think it depends on the motivation, and the personal need and sense
for challenges, those experiences might not be a challenge for somebody
I'm talking to, so I think I have to talk to the right person.
L: Your message might be interpreted in the wrong ways.
R: ...to them, to somebody else, he or she might not, you know, he or she
could live without it.
L: Say you came to my class, and you talked about your experiences, this
is really great, and another person might say, oh, she already speaks
English, and she just came here to show off.
R: One on one, what is that that they would really like to see, or learn
about, from somebody who's been in the States, or lived here, or about the
United States, or about American movies...

Reflections on Bilingualism. It was quite amazing to me to hear Sarah describe,
with depth and perspicacity remarkable for a 21-year-old student, the nature of the
experience of bilingualism and its effects upon the personality. Sarah grasped the
process of engaging in the acquisition of another language as being as, if not more,
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significant than the actual attainment of linguistic proficiency in a new language.

It is

the effortful activity of struggling with a new language and all that comes with it that
actually brings the benefits to the learner.

Her valuing of bilingualism is all the more

remarkable in that she views its ultimate attainment as impossible or illusory.
S: Yes, the experience of bilingualism can make people ...more
sophisticated...maybe more critical thinking, thinking critically, and can
have broad knowledge of everything...When you are learning another
language which is not your native language, you might have a lot of
difficulty to get through the process. During that time you have to think
more...that kind of process can make you think critically. Also you are
comparing with other students who are in same situation as you. Yes, but
not just all of a sudden. The process of thinking takes times, takes a lot of
time, until you feel you are mastering another language. But I don’t think
anybody can feel “I’m a master of a second language which is not your
native language.” You know, when you speak to people with second
language, you can feel you’re mastering the language, but when you face
something very professional, and dealing with some emotional things, you
can feel there’s a wall in front of your eyes between you and others who is
speaking their native language.

Furthermore, Sarah articulateness her awareness of the possible relationship between
the conscious and subconscious aspects of bilingualism and SLA. She seems to be saying
that conscious effort has correlative effects upon the unconscious working of the brain,
and that this emerges especially in face-to-face oral communication. When she notes
that “critical thinking” may more present in writing than speaking, she may be
suggesting that the conscious component of bilingualism has more opportunity to emerge
in the situational context of writing, with its expanded framework of time and thought.
S: “Richer.” Right. I think that the experience of bilingualism is
helping the brain working unconsciously. But some way if you think
deeply you can find consciously, but usually when you do behave, when
you do to speak, it comes unconsciously. I’m not always showing my
thinking. Sometimes it depends on occasion. In some case you cannot, you
have to be careful of showing your thinking, even between very flexible
occasion. But usually, when I talk to my friend, I do express my thinking
and my feelings...I don’t think I’m always expressing my critical
thinking. But when I write, especially in English, I do show my critical
thinking.
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The necessary component of individualism in the activity of writing in isolation from the
social conventions and exigencies imposed in face-to-face conversation enables the deep
searching, the “wracking” of the brain, to extract truths that might remain otherwise
hidden; critical thinking has thus essentially more affinity to writing than to dialogue.
S: For me [critical thinking] means being more truthful...Saying the
truth. And being frank, and can find something deep in your mind, can
take out. When you talk to somebody you might hide something, on
purpose or not, but when you do write, you can be frank. So, I think
that’s critical thinking, and being logical. When I say “critical
thinking,” it’s being more logical than emotional.

Becoming a Critical Thinker.

From her experience of journal writing, Sarah

came to know a depth of expression of inner thoughts, and was able to notice qualitative
differences between her native and her new language in this respect. As experience with
English grew, she seems to feel more unity between her thoughts and her linguistic
expression of them in her second language in a way that paralleled her native-language
writing.
S: ...Even when I didn’t speak English, when I was in Korea, I wrote a
journal, and usually I wrote something what happened that day. But after
I came here, speaking English, communicating with Americans, I started
writing my journals, but not regularly. Sometimes, if I really want to be
frank of myself, I wrote journal, and I think I saw difference between
journal when I wrote in Korean and English. So, I don’t know exactly
when it came to my mind being more critically, but when I wrote a
journal in English, now I feel close, I’m going closer [check word] to
critical thinking, than regular, just normal thinking.
Ihinking and Language. An important question in SLA—both on the theoretical
level

and on the level of its practical import for the individual learner—is how a learner

relates

emotionally to using a native as opposed to a nonnative language. For Sarah (as

Perhaps

for other learners), native language usage can be more naturally expressive of

emotions than can use of her second language, English.
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S: It belongs to me, but the way express myself...my idea, has different
way to show in different language. For example, when I write in Korean,
when I write a journal in Korean, right now, I’m gonna be very emotional
things of what I’m thinking, of what I’m gonna do, just for today, for
tonight. But if I write about the same subject in English, I think I cannot,
not I cannot be, I’m going to choose a word, something is not too emotional,
and not too, something’s not melancholy, has...What’s the opposite of
emotional...[X]...yeah, logical...[X]...thought-out...[X]...Yes, that’s what I
believe. And I can see the difference right now, if I write in two different
languages.

Knowledge of non-native languages inevitably brings with it changes to one's awareness,
even though there are sometimes value judgments made as to the relative values of
particular languages, within this perspective.

L: Do you think that the experience of bilingualism has made you a richer
personality?
G: Yes, I do, I certainly do. There’s this anecdote, we have several
regions, Eastern Georgians, Southeast of Georgia, they are relaxed, kind of
phlegmatic, very different from Western Georgians, who are quick,
there's this Kahedian, who's relaxed. His friends are begging him... He
always rejects their requests. Finally a foreigner comes who speaks all
languages but Georgian, and he tries to ask him the same questions...
Finally, frustrated, this person leaves, and then this Miho, he’s kind of
satisfied with himself
::
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L: There's the same joke in [the Balkans].
G: Is it? So, I remember in the 80s, we would make this joke, not
necessarily to make this point, but to say, we Soviets, we don't really
need these languages. That's why I consider... it's not just the language
that I'm learning; history comes with language. I feel in my
understanding, in my, I know, horizon, maybe, more languages you learn,
it's almost a natural course, you're becoming more and more aware, it's
hard to be narrow-minded if you speak many languages.

i: Are there any drawbacks to NOT being narrow-minded?
G. Yeah, maybe... I think when you... I think someone who is narrow¬
minded and has kind of narrow understanding of events, ignorant, could
have simpler, or easier time in the life. Sometimes I feel that more
education or exposure to different cultures can confuse you. Once again
this example comes to my mind. There was this person, a speech writer
to president Reagan, and she was very good... Actually, I mixed... A speech
writer to Jimmy Carter. Carter had difficulties coming to a very simple
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solution, and then Reagan, he was at ease with himself. When... Maybe he
was narrow-minded, but he felt at ease with himself. It's almost like
being a slave, it's probably a bad example, but when you have a slave or a
serf, kind of basics of Christianity, you need to, if you accept these
things, it's easy to deal with the difficulties of life. If your mind goes
beyond your capabilities...
L: Maybe we need to develop a self-help group for overdeveloped
personalities. Do you think the experience of bilingualism...
George has a concept of bilingualism linked to biculturalism, and recognizes that his own
bilingualism has been more of a functional learned one than a natural culture-embedded
development.

G: I am not really a bilingual, in the sense that bilingual for me in the
sense who has been exposed to these cultures in the same way, who is
completely and equally exposed to these cultures. In my case, when I was
in high school, my Russian was still bad, and I'm on my third language, I
plan to continue this search, maybe I will go to Germany. I guess as
multilingual you are, it kind of makes you get more and more, I don't want
to stop. I really want to continue this thing.
;
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L: Do you have particular areas of your life, or particular emotions, that
you express in...
G: This question could refer to someone who has a chance to speak
different languages. I don't. Tomorrow my sister is coming. I'll have a
chance to speak Georgian. But for the last 2 years, I've been speaking
English with my wife. So, whatever thoughts I've had to communicate in
English.
L: Has there been a reservoir of some activity in your internally...
G: I don't know if this is a result of my inability to express myself, or my
personality which prefers to hide certain things. I'm not consistent, but I
have a journal. I started this journal 4 years ago, when I came the first
time. Initially I was very consistent, because it was directly related to
my language skills. But it became some channels for I don't use any
psychotherapeutical kind of help, I don't believe in that, so I always deal
with any problems I have alone. I never speak to myself. I think. I
remember do you think in ... I think its not even a language, it's hard to, I
guess that's something related to my mathematical training. I'm not sure
my thing is as eloquent... Because my way of think is affect by some of...its
more discrete, it's more [effectual-?], it's not as coherent. I can think
about many different things at the same time...this new technique of
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presenting information in some e kind of circular way, do you remember,
you showed me this paper...
L: To record lectures or readings...
G: No, no, no you attended this workshop, some kind of software...
L: Hypertext, like a web, or network of information..
G: Its a different technique. Maybe, this what you were telling me are
just reflections or thought of someone else who founded... certain pattern,
that you need to open with introduction, develop with a point...
L: In other words in order to communicate with someone else...sometimes
the web is not an available path...
G: When you do writing, writing is somewhat easier, maybe, because one
thing which distinguishes writing from verbal communication, because
when you can go back...spoken word it's done, you missed it, then you need
to ask once again. You are not in control.
L: ...and progressive.
G: Any topics left?
The following question seems to have been taken literally by many interviewees,
whereas what I'm trying to get at is whether non-monolinguals have different
consciousness or awareness than monolinguals, and if so, are they aware of it, and if so,
what is their thinking regarding the distinction between their own awareness and what
they perceive the awareness of monolinguals to be. Such awareness could be gained from
a retrospective reflection on their own evolutionary growth in awareness, if they had
also progressed from mono- to bi- or multilingualism, as well as of course a
comparison of their own awareness with what they now perceived the awareness of
monolinguals to be. In other words, have they been permanently changed (i.e., “You
can t go home again") by their experience, and how are they able to be aware and
articulate their new selves vis a vis their old selves, and vis a vis other people who are
still where they once had been.
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L: Um... What do you think you could teach monolinguals..
G: About language?
L: About anything.
G: Well, I can certainly, my personal example, my personal opinion,
Georgian monolinguals, these are kids, who haven't learned Russian or
any other language... I would tell them to learn English, or any — all our
information about outside world was coming to us through Russian, and
not just through Russian, because Russian is very rich...— first of all its
just one culture, in conflict with us, and secondly its not international
culture. English is becoming international. People, Chinese, Japanese,
they all prefer English as a second language. If anyone wants to know
anything about the world, this person needs to know this language. In
other words, I would encourage them to learn this language, because it
would be a perfect tool if eventually...
L: What about some more abstract... that emerged from your
experience...not specific advice.
G: Uh, it's the same. I think major advance, not major, but maybe the
best thing I learned is that it makes you, it makes you more interested,
you feel more confident, you feel more equipped in dealing with different
people, if that's what your interest is. If you have very narrow interests
in your life, you may not need. It's an interconnected issue; you learn one
more language, and thus you have a very good tool, dealing with when you
know, and when you can present certain knowledge to other people,
something you don't know, and you're able to communicate with them.. I'm
trying to generalize, that's what makes you kind of presentable or likable,
or maybe capable...
L: So are you saying that knowing several languages gives you a general
capacity that...
G: I think what it is, yeah, it gives you this capacity, although I've seen
some people who have certain language skills, I've met some Americans
who speak Russian, because they're intelligent people who've spent some
considerable time in learning language. I didn't feel that these people
really didn't [sic: i.e., “did”] understand what Russian culture was, and
in most cases they really thought they were... I was kind of amused and
sort of disturbed at the same time... There was some ignorance.. There are
e some Soviet things that I resent, in some cases because Russian was a
major carrier of the Soviet, it could influence my... At the same time,
when I this combination of arrogance and ignorance...
!
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L: Which I call irrogance...
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G: Irrogance... When I see this combination, I resent this too.
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L: It makes you almost a Russian nationalist.
G: Yeah, exactly.

Reading

Although I did not focus on reading in my interviews, I did discover from one
interviewee that reading a whole book in a new language is an incredibly energizing and
motivating experience.

E: Okay. I'll tell you something. Before, nobody tell me: "You can read a
book in English" so I didn't start. But somebody tell: "You SUPPOSED to
start to read a book in English.
L: Who told you?
E: WHO? ME? I CAN'T READ! "Yes, you can try!" And this is very
important step. [L: Right, right.] And I take a book now, and I can't do
this, I can't do this, I can't do this. And I start.

Rita also described some specific techniques she used to improve her reading
comprehension.

Schooling

Schooling, as contrasted with learning, refers to that part of education which is
associated with institutions. Schooling involves the social and personal attitudes of
families (both parents and children) toward their schools in their own native cultures,
as well as the perceptions and opinions of individual SL learners toward their own
programmatically defined roles within majority (i.e., US) academic institutions
Emil has a number of impressions about the ESL classes, teachers, students, and
Programs at the community college. He feels that instruction plays a positive and
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apparently causative role in SLA. Emil also has a quite optimistic sense about the
possibility for completion of the SLA process and for a hopeful time frame for this to
occur. He clearly believe that segregating ESL students in dedicated SLA classes serves a

useful purpose, and that it would not be useful to mix ESL students with native English
speakers. In other words, Emil seems to take an opposing position here to that of George,
who found ESL classes not useful because of reduced and unnatural input. For Emil, it

seems that input is not so important.

Emil also wonders why there are no “lower” level

ESL classes, which implies that he believes himself to be in upper level classes.
Extrapolating further from his remarks, it seems that he views the SLA process as
attainable within a relatively limited time frame, probably significantly less that the
research literature feels to be true.

L: Do you think what we’re doing as ESL teachers, do we do a good job?
E: A good job. Oh, yeah. Definitely. I’ve seen people, you know, just
when they come here they can’t speak English, but you see them today...
Oh, my God. What an improvement. They really do talk in... you really
talk with them, you know. You even learn from them. Like a couple of
years ago they couldn’t speak English.
L: Do you think that we need to have more ESL classes in a college like
this or do our classes....?
E: I’m surprised, I’m surprised in, like, [this college] they have only
two levels. That’s it. You know. They don’t have anything for... for
lower level. I don’t know why. But I think that they need to have lower
levels, too...
L: What do you think of the so-called subject classes? Should they be
taught in different ways for ESL students or should teachers be....?
E: No. No. No. That doesn’t help. I don’t think so. Everybody should qet
the same urn... teaching.
L. Do you think we should mix ESL and American students in the same
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E: That’s for ESL classes? [L: Ya.] No. Do they need ESL? They don’t
need it. They don’t even want to be there

Teachers
American teachers and students need to be more aware and understanding of the
multicultural and multilingual characteristics of international students.

L: What is there eh... the largest... ah., let’s say misunderstanding that
Americans have about international students. Especially in this
environment right here? College environment. [E: hmm..] L: What
should we know or understand about international students.
E: I think there is a problem. Usually when ah.like international
students when they get along together and they start talking their native
language. I think American students really don’t like that. They don’t like
that. I don’t know. I think they don’t like it. You know. It’s a problem.
You know. I think these people have been talking that language [] since
they were born, you know. It’s not that when they came over here they
were going to forget about it just like this. So then sometimes, somebody
who you’d been talking to in French for twenty years. It’s easier. You
feel more comfortable speaking to that person in French than English, and
American students need to understand that.

L: So you think we should be doing a better job in teaching American
students about the rest of the world. [E: Ya that’s true.] L: What about
the teachers? Do you think that teachers are aware..[] to generalize.
E: I think teachers they ...they try to .. like I say try to know a lot about
the rest of the world. This is very important. You’re dealing with
foreigners, you know. People coming from everywhere, from all over the
world. So, I think that they do know a lot. Most of the teachers that I had.
The one that I used to have before, I mean she know a lot about ah.... the
rest of the world, you know, she did. And that ... that’s a good point. And
uh... they need to, like, you know., like the class we had was, like, a six
hour and need more time.

L: Do you think it was good to have six hours?
E: Yes. Very good. You know, very good. You don’t do the same class for
an hour. Economics, math.

George had clear views, both conceptually and experientially based, of the profile of a
qualified language teacher, involving personal characteristics and pedagogical training,
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personality, and the historical circumstances influencing the prestige and institutional
grounding of the language taught. There have been suggestions that native language
speakers either do facilitate the learning of a second language because they provide for

more accurate and rich input, or conversely that they do not facilitate learning, because
EsI learners feel intimidated and overwhelmed by native speakers and are more
comfortable conversing with the colleagues at their own level of proficiency. The
relative value of English vis a vis local varieties of English (“World English” vs.
“World Englishes”)—which may affect how learners are inclined to receive instruction
in English—as well as about the relative value of “expertise” in teaching a second
language, whether this be methodological, linguistic, or personality-based—are frequent
topics of discussion among language teachers and researchers.
G: I was describing my understanding that when I finished university, the
level of my English was even worse. And major, major contributing
factor to this was, there was no need or external pressure for studying
English. Actually, late 80s, when foreigners started coming to Soviet
Union, Georgian
particular. German, also, I think we have very good German teachers in
Georgia, because German was in early 20th century, I guess German was
somehow becoming more popular in Georgia. People who taught Georgian,
they were fluent in German. As I remember now, my English teachers
were not really good, because they learned this English in Moscow, and at
that time it was not the best place to learn English.

L: ...some evaluation of teaching, who is good or not good... What are you
your criteria...?
G: First criterion in any case should be expertise this person has,
regardless of human qualities. First thing which comes is how person is
in what he or she is doing. And my impression was that these people were
not good. The second thing, in terms of human interaction, they were not
the best. Our system was not the best in terms of advancing the free flow
of thoughts, maybe emotions even among students. So we, as students, we
felt alienated, and we didn't like our teachers. We had very few good ’
teachers, and I remember all of them. Unfortunately, English lanquaae
teacher was not among them.

L: What effect did that have on your feelings about English.
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G: I don't remember having any either positive or negative feelings
toward English. It was something which I felt was not necessary. I made
some effort to read some English books, which I had very few, and I felt it
was something which was not going well, at least independently, and also I
had many interests, and the study of language was not one them.

Pedaaoaical/Methodoloaical Eclecticism. Huong recognizes the value of an
/

experienced teacher's attempts to reach each student individually, and that this requires
an exploratory approach with a variety of methods.

L: ...What is the most important skill or knowledge of a language teacher?
H: Oh, that, the culture, the cultures is very important for culture... [L:
You mean, to know the other cultures? Like ME, what...] H: Well, you got
a lot of, enough culture for to teach us. [L: Okay. Do you think I'm a good
teacher?] H: Yeah. [L: Why? 7 H: 'Cause you have a lot of knowledge
for that already. And you try different way to teach the students, I mean,
you think individual student ability, so, you try to find the way for each
another student, good for that.
<
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L: So it's important to look at each individual student... [H: Yeah.] ...each
individual has different ways of learning, you mean?
H: Un-hunh. That's for the beginning. Special for the one like ESLs; they
should take it the science, that would be different. [L: Okay.] But special
[learn-?] the English, that's, you have to know each... Like before, we
take a big class, like 40 students, that's nothing...
L: Did you have some bad teachers, in language? [H: Right here?] L:
Anywhere. [H: Not really. But I have it before, in China.] L: Okay, why
is the teacher bad? What's wrong.
H. They just, if you follow the book, no [?], I mean, just one way, just
teach you, don't understand, if the student understand you, teacher have to
know two way, always two way, important...
L. Another method, or another technique, or another approach... [it seems
I may have misunderstood Huong here; he's talking about two-way
communication with students, not about multiple teaching methods]
H: Communicate. Communicate.
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Roberta feels good teachers can play a very significant role in encouraging students to
activate their natural language learning abilities; conversely, bad teachers can have the
negative power to shut down learners’ language learning.

L: What separates a good teacher from a bad teacher? What do you look
for in a teacher in terms of language learning?
R: I think a good teacher is, he is open-minded as a person, who is
interested in you as a person, and therefore that creates you know, basis
for communications between the two of you, and expressing ideas, you
know, that draws attention and reaction from the other person. That's the
most important. It’s not really the language. But again, the person who
wants to hear your point of view.
L: Bad teachers? [R: Bad? Oh God!] L: You had bad teachers?
R: Oh, yeah. Bad teachers, and again, it's personal. A teacher is bad if a
teacher is not interested in you as a person, because then you don’t have
that intellectual connection, you don't have that challenge, nobody is
interested in what you think. I've had a teacher in elementary school in
Hungary, he was a religious guy. I think he was a Nazi, he was, he liked to
think of himself as a very religious guy, that was the old system, when it
wasn't popular to go to church, you not because of that just because my
mother she thought, when I'm old enough, you know, to decide what I like,
which one I like, which one I don't, then I can decide, which religion I
choose, if I chose any. That wasn't because of the way things were back
then. I think it was just her, being pen-minded bout it. He got very
ticked off, and started treating me very badly verbally abusing me in
school he made comments in front of the other kids, if the teacher doesn't
like then the he put me in very tough situations where he made me feel
like shit and he said that they were communists and he my mother had to
go to school and almost kick him in the nuts and report him abusing me.
But anyway, that was the perfect example of him putting me in a role and
absolutely not being interested in what I had to say, and when I had
something to say, making fun of it turning my words around, so the
bottom line is not being open toward what the student has to say. He made
me feel embarrassed and humiliated. I think the bad teachers are who are
not open toward.. I don't know.
L: How about narrowing it to language teachers.
R. Again, the only thing I can say, if a teacher doesn't have a good
relationship and is not open toward a student who is trying to express
•mself, it doesn't matter if the grammar give him the opportunity to
make him feel confident enough. I think that's what important. So that's
why l can't really narrow it down to language.
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For Diana, a great deal of language learning takes place in the context of a warm, friendly
classroom where the tone is set by a friendly teacher, and informal conversations among
the students flourish.

L: Let me see. What about teaching... What characterizes good teaching?
What is important from the perspective of learning language? What do
you look for in a teacher, a language teacher?
D: ...just talk about friendship... friendly teacher... good mood...you know,
if you have a teacher that [imitates grouchy teacher], what you gonna...?
...don't smile, and, you know...
L: Have you had such teachers?
D: Here, no, I haven’t, but...'cause I took economics in Brazil twice.
'Cause I didn't like the teacher at all [vigorously]. And I'm taking here in
another language, you know, and I really like the class, you know, so the
teacher makes a huge difference. 'Cause when the teacher catch... and find
the easiest way to show you... and being nice...
L: What kind of things do you remember from our class, as far as what
you learned, or the methods, or the materials we used, or the activities
we did, or...
D: The reading about magazine... That we used to talk a lot to each other,
remember, like groups...
L: Was that organized groups, or informal?
D: Informal. About also the presentations, you know, I was like, -What
am I gonna talk about?- and I got something interesting, but you know, I
wasn't prepared for that...
Ellen also speaks about the qualities desirable in a language teacher: the creation of a
comfortable learning climate, implementation of a variety of teaching methods and
activities so as to increase the opportunities for reaching a diversity of learners;
application of pressure on students—who have a tendency to be lazy—to complete
homework assignments, and making these assignments creative opportunities for growth
rather than mere busywork; having fun with, rather than laughing at, students; and
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personalizing attention through personal, face-to-face interaction with individual
students, which can play an especially beneficial and vitalizing role to increase full
participation in class activities.
L: ...what characterizes a good teacher, or good teaching? What have you,
has been your experience with different, various teachers, and what do
you find is important in teaching?
E: Feeling of safety in class. This is very important. So that example
with change your place in class, for me was terrible, because this broken
my feel about safeness...? [L: Safety.] Oh, safety.
L: Did it...? I understand this, there's always a risk when I do that, but
what about some benefit, was there any benefit from that experience,
from that experience of changing? [i.e., seats-l ask the students at one
point after midway in the semester to get up and sit in a different seat, to
experience a different physical and therefore psychological perspective in
the classroom]
E: Not in the first few classes. I remember that day, we changed place we
sat circle, I can't speak! [L: {laughs} Really!] I can't speak [?] people,
Oh, my God! The faces that I can speak [i.e., to], because the class before,
Nanda sit here, the Japanese girls sit there, and I felt safety, because I
know everything about others, where they are. In new position,
everybody look at me, and it was shock. I remember that class, I don't
open, didn't open my mouth.
i

L: Do you think later on it had positive effects, it created some dynamic?
E. Yeah, its maybe true, but just one semester, it was not enough. If we
s ay right now in same class... [L: ...for another semester...] ...it will be
very...//.; ...useful...] ...useful, yeah, for us...
L: Yeah, I also feel that. One semester is torture, this feeling tortures
b,eCaL!Se, 0!hGn 'tGaCh’ 'always know that one tester is not enough
and I rush, I do this, I do that...
y ’
E: Because we achieve a very good contact, and semester end...
lou ZTr ends'" Right That's■ Bu* what about the teacher? What do
Okay, you sZ\lfety
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studenTh„hTm";aT °ne more ,hin9- The las< thing is do fun with
Brookline L l ." I W'™ students' For example, when I was on
bad answer ?oh
n J 3" ,he ,ime 'aU9h Wi,h answers ^dents, with
answer. Oh, my God, What is that, ah-ha-ha!” Was terrible fee ing
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[L: Oh. really?] Oh, my God! For me, maybe somebody don't care about
this, but for me was very painful. But she laughed not with [i.e., at]
me...from other. But it was bad experience.
L: What about the one: "What has been your greatest achievement so far?
E: Maybe about teacher... I have 2 notes.../!: Oh, sure, sure.] Personal
attention. This is very, very good thing. Personal, couple sentences, in
personal, in English expression, "in four eyes"? [i.e., face-to-face]. E:
This is very good, because it's a very big step between a teacher and
student in contact.
L: What happens, actually, in that? Why is it such a big step?
E: Personalification... [L: Personalization]... Personalization! Is very
important. I am important person for him. He see me. This is important.
Because on other courses, I am nobody, because nobody pay attention on
me.
L: What about some of the other things, the technical ability. I mean,
what should be the knowledge, and the methods of a teacher. [E: About
homework.] ...or style...! mean, BEYOND the personal contact.
E: I think teacher is supposed to try many techniques, many different
techniques, because hard to say which student prefer which one...[L:...].
Variety. This is important. Because you have be sure to find the way to
somebody. You can have more chance to find the way. [L: Right. To reach
everybody.] Because people are different. [L: Yeah, I try to do that.] E:
And I make a note about homework. [L:...] Teacher is supposed to be, to
make a pressure, element of pressure, is very important, because, of
course, I don't like do homework, but if I didn't, I nothing learn. Different
sorts of homework, maybe, but homework is very important in this
process. Exequation [?] homework... Teacher is supposed to receive every
homeworks, no forgot about something. You supposed to do this, on next
class, and that's it. I think this is important, because usually students
are lazy. [L: Tell me about it! Tell me about it!] E: Don't wanna do,
because everybody thinking, —"That teacher's okay. He don't wanna,
maybe he don't receive the homework on next class."— But if students
know he collect homework, and will be grade "F", everybody will... [L:
Really?] That kind of pressure is important. Hard to say this, because
I m a student, but I think it's important.
L. Yeah, I guess I have to do that, but I'm going to do it now, but very
quietly. They will be shocked.
E. Or maybe different sorts of homework.
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L: Yeah, I remember you made a comment about that last year, which I
think was a very good comment. To create a thinking, the homework
should not be just what we call busywork, it should be creative.
E: Just to thinking, yeah, create something. Common to, approach to
issue other side, something like this.
The personal attention of a teacher toward a student has the potential of vitalizing that
student's learning.
E: But what I observed in our class, when you, after class, speaking with
students, eye to eye, it was something. The students approach to the
learning would change. I observed this.
L: Hmmm. Now that's interesting. Can you say more about it. I didn't
think about that at all.
E: I remember about, I remember that girl from Japan, that skinny one,
Yoshi. She didn't come in class, and didn't do homework, and after couple
times she didn't [do] anything, you was speaking with her, and one time
and another, and she was much better after this. I observed this, and I
remember this. [L: Some attention...] ...and feeling "I am important for
him, my work is important. He recognize me. Something like this.
Maybe students don't know about this, but that feelings exist and doing
well.
: ,, i. . : , .1
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L: Yeah, I agree with you. I think this is very important, but I think this
is general teaching, not only language. But maybe with language it's [?]
E: But I never saw this before. I hadn't contact with any teachers.
Because I never tend to this. I do opposite thing. Because I'm scared... I
don't know. [L: Well, your teaching system in Poland... ] E: No, no, no. I
thinking about... [United States...?] Yeah. [L: But it's pretty... it's
common here for teachers to approach students individually, to help...]
Okay, but when in the class is 40 students it's too hard to do this. And
student, all the type, go on simple way, for grade to course, and that's it.
If circumstances is very easy, students never go too deeply in subject,
when no pressure.
George criticizes language teachers who are not experienced in the culture of the country
the langua9e of whlch they are teaching. In his opinion, language proficiency divorced
from culturally bound knowledge and familiarity is symptomatic of incompetence in a
9

ge teacher. The fact that for George, Russian as a second language was inevitably
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bound with cultural and political import has colored his understanding of pedagogical
competence.

L: What advice would you have for English language teachers.
G: Well, I would be very reluctant to recommend anyone, if I don't know
that this person lived in a certain country, in this case England or the
United States, you missed a lot. Once again, I don't know if it's possible to
explain everything. At the same time, I've seen some Americans who are
good in Russian, they were much better and better skilled in explaining
English to their fellow students than their fellow students, because they
needed to translate this in Russian and back in English to explain to this
[sic?] people. Of course, the best thing to advise [sic?] any is just to be
as fluent as you can. What else can you say. That's being an expert.
L: if I understand your concept of language teaching and learning
accurately, it seem that being fluent in the language is the main
prerequisite for a teacher, and then somehow the student will pick this up
in the educational process. Is that accurate? How does that transmission
occur?
G: Well, when you asked me to make any recommendation for someone
who is a linguist, I'm a person who didn't approach English from purely
linguistical terms, and my advice to someone who is supposedly... would
increase his or her understanding in a specific area or some field. Maybe
I can give this person some kind of experience if this person hasn't had
the same experience I've had, coming to this country, from understanding
to better understanding, and going deeper and deeper in this language...

SLA Classroom Environment
Debora found in the class environment I created not chaos and lack of direction,
but rather freedom of expression and spontaneous fun, which she regarded as enabling
and facilitating of SLA.
L: So, what do you remember from my class?
D. [energetically] From YOUR class, I remember that you always, I don't
remember too much, because it was so long ago, but the only thing that I
remember, that I loved it, it was a lot of fun. It was freedom, and I love
ree om. We had freedom of talking, of creating, and I remember also
w en you explained us the words, you always put, like, the way that we
remember them on the board, which I loved it, too. And, I mean, it was a
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lot of fun. I really like it. I really like it, your classes. And the most, the
thing which I really like it, I like it, this freedom, and you are always in
a good mood, and it was just fun. It's very important. Because class like
this is fun, and you want to go there, and, and for me, it's much better
than, like in nursing classes, usually, it's very kind [of] strict,
everything is put together, everything is like do-do-do-, and I don't like
it. It's kind, I think it kills creativeness. If you have, everything is put
up into rules, there is, you know what I mean...? [L: Yeah.] I mean, I
don't like it.

Expectations. No matter what instructional methodology SL teachers employ, it
is inevitable that they will encounter in their students personally or culturally
idiosyncratic expectations about the nature of the learning experience. As a veteran
teacher, I can venture to say that one determinant of a class’s communicative success is
the degree to which genuine communication is established between the mutual
expectations of teacher and learners. Sometimes this involves a mutual adjustment in
I
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the relative roles of effort, approach, method, participation, practice, and
memorization.
-I .,

L: What are the students’ expectations of the teacher in an ESL class?
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Sarah: Actually, I think the students have a lot of expectations to get large
amount of knowledge of English, about grammars, and they want to ask the
teacher to correct their grammar, and explain vocabularies, and speaking
fluently, like Americans, and everything. They want everything from the
teacher... Kind of, yeah, I can say “miracle.” But that’s miracle, and
that’s impossible, to get all the information from the teacher, so teacher
and student had to work out together in the class, or outside of the class.
L: Do students from different backgrounds have similar or different
expectations?
Sarah: Different expectation, could be, I think so, comparing with
students from Korea, which is myself, and student from, oh, whatever
African country. I’m expecting something, the way how can I learn, how
can I be more comfortable with facing new words, new articles, and new
materials, and something, in English. But I’m seeing the students, let’s
say, from Kenya, they are speaking English, actually they are speaking
British English, but I can see the English as not exactly British English,
its African English, so they know how to speak English better than me,
and they know a lot of vocabularies, something very sophisticated, and
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something is very professional term. They know how to use that word.

But all the problem they have is facing with American culture, so maybe
they wanna know about cultural things than learning language, more
cultural than language. But I am, I saw the American culture when I was
in Korea, from TV, and from every mass medias, so I don’t have much
cultural shock like people are students from Kenya, I think. We have
almost similar systems.
L: What about in terms of the way we communicate in classroom, between
teacher and student? Do you think there are different expectations as far
as how much or when or how important it is for the student to talk and for
the teacher to talk, do you think that’s different among different students,
what’s right and expected?
Sarah: I’m seeing the difference. Some students want to hear a lot of
things only from the teacher, so they want to make teacher talk in class,
and the other students want to talk, so...[X]...they wanna make the teacher
listen about what are they speaking. So that’s difference. Someone has
big mouth. They cannot stand until finishing, the teacher’s talk, and they
have to interfere teacher’s talk, even if he’s explaining something like
direction, how we’re gonna do, they have to cut the talk, yeah.
\ . .
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Communicability in the Classroom. It’s rather obvious in a classroom that there
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Although a so-called “silent period,” during which second language learners will first
listen for a lengthy period of time (weeks or months) before they venture to speak, is
attested in the research literature, I was curious as to how learners themselves
perceived this, whether it was the learners who were more talkative or those who were
more reticent. Since my selection process tended to weed out the more reticent learners,
I wanted to explore with the more talkative one how they perceived that the more
reticent ones perceived the role of speaking spontaneously in class, as well as how they
perceived their own active role in speaking, in the context of their overall process of
acquiring a second language.

L: Some students seem to expect the teacher to do all the talking, and they
don t talk. How do you think those students are planning to become
confident in the language if they don’t talk?
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Sarah: They might have problems to be competent. I can tell definitely
they’re gonna have problems, if they don’t talk. So I think they thought
maybe they need more listening from American speaker, English speaker,
but I don’t think that’s a good way. We need at least communication
between teacher and student, so, I don’t know, maybe outside of the class,
they’re talking, yeah, I’m sure, they have to talk in English, they have to
speak, to live here, but I don’t know, what kind of, even if I’m speaking in
English, have different quality of speaking, something can be more
positive way of learning, something can be kind of negative learning.

Ohservina Individual Differences in Multicultural ESL Classrooms. For many
international students who are accustomed to culturally homogeneous populations in
their EFL classrooms, being in a culturally and linguistically highly diverse classroom
is a completely new experience.

Flow well they interact with this human environment

may be one of the significant factors influencing their SLA, and so I sought to explore
this area with the interviewees.

L: Observing individual differences in classrooms makes you feel...?
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Sarah: The first time I can call it kind of culture shock. The first time I
came to the States, when I attended to the class, it was also ESL class, not
the same class like this one. Well, I was just keeping quiet. I was afraid
of talking to the class. I felt “What are they gonna think about me, if I
say wrong answer?” But I saw very different attitude from students
from South America, like Mexico, Brazil, Colombia. They were very
free to say something, express their thoughts. Sometimes I though,
maybe it’s too much, but that was good was to be in class. That was good
attitude to the class. Not physical way, stand up and like, point,
something like that, but when we are in the class we need to participate.
Being quiet doesn’t mean not participating. But when you have chance,
you can show at least what you are thinking about that subject. But that
was kind of culture shock for me. I’m from part of Asia being quiet and
just listening to teacher is the best way and best attitude in the class.
That was my experience in Korea, but since I came here, my thought has
been changed, because of different culture. Like now, it’s been almost
one year. I spent nine months, and now it’s about 3 months in school. So
I don t feel much, any kind of culture shock, or difference. I can
understand different culture from different background. I feel, I think I
can understand pretty much of each student, related to their background.
Someone from Asia, someone from Africa, yeah.
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Pprppptions of Native English-Speaking Students and Teachers, Another area of
personal interaction which may be significant to SL learners is that with native¬
speaking students and instructors. While some students may have experienced native
English-speaking instructors in their home countries, and others may have had some

interaction with native English-speaking peers in travel or learning situations, for

many international students the combination of taking ESL classes with highly culturally
diverse students, within a majority native English-speaking academic institution, and
often also taking content-area classes with majority native-English speaking students,
may be a new experience. How they perceive and react to this new situation may also
influence how proactive they are in their approach to SLA.

L: Do you find that American students have the same kinds of problems as
ESL students in studying, or is there some difference?
Sarah: I think it’s little different. American student are, I don’t know
exactly. I just saw the few students in economics class. But I can see that
they have big problem of mathematics, of calculating something. But they
are very good at like talking the class, discussing the class. I really don’t
know about the...way they study. It seems like different. I cannot tell you
exactly what’s the different point...
I think the relationship with faculty is pretty good relationship... But
between American students and ESL students have little gap between them.
There’s a real little gap because it seems like they don’t like ESL
students, I mean international students from outside of the country, even
if, for example, when I go to the cafeteria, they rarely want to sit close.
Even if they couldn’t find a seat around them, ‘cause there are a lot of
students in the cafeteria and not many chairs. They don’t really even want
to talk to ESL students. One day I asked the woman, think she’s studying
for Continuing Education, things like that. But she told me she’s taking
computer class. When I asked her about how do you feel about us,
international student, she said, “I feel like I don’t really have to talk to
them because I’m afraid. I’m kind of worried ‘cause what am I gonna do
like if they don’t understand me exactly? Like if they don’t speak
English.” Because of communication I think. Usually international
students are afraid of talking to Americans. Some of them are. They don’t
really want to talk to us, just stay the way you are and stay the way I am.
I don’t know; some, a majority of international students don’t want to
speak to Americans. But I do, I do, I do try to talk to them. Yeah. I met
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two my classmates and I try to ask something ‘cause I...couldn’t
understand the...meaning exactly...And they were pretty nice. Yeah, they
were pretty kind. They explained me. After that just...like a normal
classmate. “Hi, how are you?” Like “high five!”, Yes.
I'd say [I can feel comfortably with] 75% of classmates... [L: and the
others...?] Yes, kind of, because of their custom is totally different...
‘Cause the people I have difficulty with them have total different custom
from me, from my culture. Everything they say is kind of rude to me.
Just I think it has nothing to do with you know kind of something wrong
with them or things like that. But we’re, the difference is because of
where I’m from, different part of the world. Total different thinking,
different custom. But even if I cannot really communicate with them, I
can understand them. Think that’s the first part I have to try to do.
Even though it has been at least a couple of years since Debora took the ESL class,
she is able to recall clearly and fondly many of her classmates, and form an impression
of the relationships among international students in the USA college environment,
especially in light of her previous experience as a Polish international student in a
Hungarian college. She notes some differences, primarily in the higher degree of
;
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cultural diversity and the greater economic pressures to achieve success in the USA,
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compared with the more culturally homogeneous visiting student communities who also
were economically supported by state-supplied scholarships in Europe.
Debora recalls some memorable students from the class: a Japanese student
whose excellent paper and journalistic ambitions she remembers him for, a Middle
Eastern student whom she admired for his hard-working attitude, who had married an
American woman for a green card but then got into trouble when her brother returned
home from prison and began accusing him of theft, a woman from Peru (a country she
considers beautiful) whose father had been a prominent naturalist, and two African
students.

L. Yeah, so compared to your other experiences in colleges, how do you

find the people at, like the classmates, the international students at [our
college]. Are they... Do you find them... How do you find them...
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D: I found... It depends, because my life was very busy when I took your
course. I never had too much time to get involved with anyone. So,
really, my contact with the classmates, they were just, just as much as
we were in class, and I never talked that much to anyone. Because there
was no time, it was always, I have to run to work, my train was going to
Weston, I had to, I mean I spent like 5-6 hours traveling. So, I never
really think then about having any social life, or... So, it's hard for me to
say, I don't think I really talked to anyone.
Debora also found a lot of congeniality among people both in casual social venues, and in
language-learning classes. She loves the outdoor life, especially hiking and skiing, and
country dancing, and recognizes that there are many opportunities for activities in the
United States. She enjoys organizing outings for her friends, sometimes with a view to
facilitating friendships or romances among her single friends.

But college and other

language classes especially provide a venue for making exciting international
friendships, through facilitative modalities such as learning games and field trips.

L: Yeah, and if I think more, they, in my class, or friends, people become
friends, you know...
D: I know. I mean, I will tell you, the language classes are very exciting,
and usually you meet very interesting people, because I took right now my
French class, and I met very nice, and very interesting... one girl was
from Germany, she came as a nanny for one year, so she was taking
French, she lives on the border with France, in Germany, so she was very
nice. The other person is a teacher, she's like in her sixties, she's
traveling everywhere, she's going to England, to Ireland, she's going
everywhere. They're very interesting people. Usually, the people who
take languages they are very, very exciting people.

L: How was the teacher in that class?
D: Urn, she's very nice. The only thing I miss, and in fact it's hard in
such a big class, is conversation.

L: How large a class is it?
D: It's like, around 15 people, between 10 and... [L: What level?] D:
•••like pictures, and we played a lot of games, and what she used to do, she
used to write the questions, and whenever...[an interruption, someone
comes to the door looking for another house; I give directions; it only
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takes a few seconds]...so, what she used to do, when we go to certain
subject, she used to make a questions in it, and give the questions to every
person, and we used to go, every person in the class used to go to other
person, and ask the questions. Like she [L: ...yeah...] ...used, for example,
15 questions, and you asked first question to this person, second question
to this person. So she made kind of like socialized us. But it was at night.
For me, nights are not the good, because I'm always after work, and you
know, I'm... [L: Yeah... Is she French?] No, no. She was American, but she
spent a lot of times in France, and she's, I don't know too much about her,
but she translates on conferences, so I think she's pretty good. She's like
in her, probably, 45, 50, something. And at the end we went to
restaurant, Maison Robert, Maison Robert. [L: Where is it?] On School
Street, in downtown...[L: .. downtown Boston.]...which was kind exciting.
All class went there, [a] few people didn't come. So, it was nice. So...
Evita felt secure in her own experiential knowledge of the SLA process, and is able to
articulate this insight by comparing herself with a hypothetical monolingual ESL
teacher.

L: Now, do you think that learners, such as yourself, understand
something about the process of learning a language that the teachers don't
know?
t
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E: Hmm. If it's a teacher who really never learned other language, so
probably he or she doesn't understand difficulties, yeah. But if it's a
teacher who really understand, who is, for example, also a foreigner,
yeah, so he must understand. For example, I, now, sometimes I speak
English better, so when I talk to somebody who really doesn't speak, or
very hardly, of course, sometimes I'm losing my patience, because if I'm
nervous or if I'm in a hurry, but I'm trying to understand: "Evita, you
were also there, you know. Be patient, her/him [?], he will get it, so,
more patient, and I suggest people, who are not patient, 'cause sometimes
I feel like people don't talk to me, because they feeling, "Oh, she doesn't
understand anyway," you know. But it's not true. We understand more
than we talk, so if people think that the person who is like this, like
cannot express herself or himself, it means that she doesn't understand,
— No! — She understands, almost every word, you know, but just it's hard
to talk, you know. Of course, first it's like, we can read, understand, we
can listen, hard for us is speaking. So I suggest people talk to them, don't
be afraid [that] they don't understand. They understand. They're not
stupid. Even if they don't understand every words, you know, they will get
it, you know, the point of the sentence. So, yeah.

Recognition of Common Identity of SLA Learners and of the SLA Teacher as
^Sitner. For Evita, the ESL classroom was the place where she could come to the
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realization that she had much in common with other ESL learners, and that she needn’t

feel as isolated as she did. She adds an interesting comment, that she really appreciated
the teacher in his role as a listener. She recognized how much effort it took to listen to a
non-native speaker, but she also realized the value of this for building her confidence,
as it made her feel validated. She was able to realize how exhausting it can be to listen to
non-native speakers for extended periods of time.

L: What was the main thing you got from the ESL classes here at the
college?
Evita: The [?] that I have the same problems as others... [L: You mean,
the realization that you have the same...] Yes, they are foreigners like
me, they have the same difficulties with English like me, and it made
me...[L: ...helped you...]...to be more comfortable, because you know, if
I'm among like just English-speaking, native Americans, just me, I would
feel really, really stupid, but that time, I would never forget your class,
the first class. Because I feel like we have such a good relationship with
these students, because we had like a really class...[?] it was actually good
step for me. And then, your listening. I really loved to you like a listener.
I knew that I'm talking, ably cannot understand 'cause I couldn't
understand, and your "Uh-hunh, uh-hunh," and you were trying to
understand me, and I really loved this, you know. I [?] patient, and ...feel
good... somebody is willing to listen to me, my horrible English.

L: I'm laughing, because usually, although I enjoy my classes a lot, at the
end of the day I'm extremely tired. I usually wonder why am I so tired,
but I guess it's a hard work, to listen. [E: Yeah, yeah.] Usually,
sometimes I don't acknowledge to myself how hard work it is. You know,
you're just talking in a class, what's the big deal. But actually, at the end
of the day, I'm so exhausted.
E: I understand you, definitely. When I talk to somebody, like for 10
minutes, who really doesn't speak too much English, and I don't want to
disappoint him, at some point I want to, like, encourage him, so I'm
trying to listen, it's very hard to know, really, I'm tired, too, after 10
minutes.

Transitioning from Academic to Performative Mode in SLA. Sonia's previous
experience with English was in a Francophone African context, and so she was somewhat
surprised both by the relative informality of the ESL classroom atmosphere, and by the
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ethnolinguistic and cultural diversity of the students, which mitigated for the use of
English as a lingua franca. She was able to think critically about her new situation as an

ESL learner in a US college classroom, and quickly came to realize that the nature of the
learning task was more performative and actual than it had been in her native country,
and that the teacher therefore had a more difficult challenge, one of creating a learning

environment in which the students would generate their own language. There were
several factors which had mitigated against this in her previous experience:

French

speakers tended to limit the free generativity of language by mocking stylistic
differences in pronunciation; the spelling of English, perhaps by virtue of its deceptive
similarity to French, caused a gap in the immediacy of response between visual

processing and verbal generativity or meaningful comprehension of language (this last
factor perhaps had different effects in an English-medium than in a Francophone

environment); in her native country students had their own issues of cultural and
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of their African nation emerging from a Euro-colonial historical background.
For Roberta, it took yet a third step to feel that she had acquired fluency in
English. This was her experience in a totally American-English speaking and cultural
environment, when she spent a year in Texas as an exchange student. It was here, I
believe, that she learned yet another crucial principle of successful SLA, which is that
the culture must be learned along with the language, or to put it another way, that it is
not efficient, or is even impossible, to acquire a new language in isolation from its
inseparable culture. And after that exchange student experience, there was yet another
reinforcing learning experience, when she worked in Hungary as a Hungarian-English
interpreter for the US Army. This forced her into a situation where she needed to be
a|ert to the cultural, nonverbal aspects of conversation, to be immediate and even
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anticipate coming events in the stream of speech, to transform Hungarian syntactic
patterns in English and vice versa, and once again to incorporate an extensive technical
terminology into her general speech. This performative pressure must have enabled her
to put into practice, reinforce, and extend what she had learned previously, but in terms
of actual language, and in terms of the awareness and consciousness of principles crucial
to successful SLA.

L: Did you feel that at time you were fluent in English?
R: No. The first time I felt I was fluent in English was, probably when I
was, well, in my senior year, I spent one year in Texas, I was an exchange
student, and that was, that was very tough, at first. Because you know I
was in an environment where nobody whatsoever spoke Hungarian. So
everybody was speaking English, and I had to communicate, I had to fit in.
That was a very tough time, and nobody was very helpful, either. I didn't
have friends that I really... So that was, that was very tough. And school
was tough for me. So when I went back home, I went to school again in
Hungary, and then I found this job, I worked as a translator for a
company, and I was helping out my dad, he has a small company, and I was
doing translation work for him. And then I found a job working for the
U.S. Army. I worked there for about a year and a half, as a translator. So
that was probably the first time, after working there for a couple of
months, that I felt I was so smart.

L: Do you remember what happened, or how did it happen, the switch,
from feeling not fluent, to feeling fluent?
R: I think, actually being just confident about speaking in English, in
public, has a lot to do with it. I was, when I was in Texas I wasn't
confident at all. I was very shy, and I was afraid to say... I never said
anything to anybody. Not even in class... I always tried to stay away from
situations where I had to communicate...

L. I m just looking for a throat thing, because I've been talking all day.
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R: So, and then, when I got this job working for the Army, then I had no
choice, I mean I had to go to meetings, I had to translate back and forth for
hours, so I got confident about speaking, and THAT had a lot to do with it. I
dont think, I mean, my vocabulary got better, definitely, and, you know,
my grammar got better, but actually being confident about speaking in
public, that had a lot to do with it.

L: Did you find yourself looking at other people who were struggling to
speak English, but were not at the same stage as you were? Were you
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conscious or aware of people who were maybe more advanced or less
advanced than you, in the process of becoming fluent?
R: Yes. And actually, I found that that I, it makes me very nervous and
very uncomfortable when I have to talk to somebody who is at a lower
stage, and I have to...and I'm the one who has to talk slower and use simple
words [NB]. That's very difficult for me.

L: Why do you think it bothers you?
R: I don't know why.... It just, it just makes me... I don't know... I don't
have much patience with them, but I don't understand why. I think if I met
somebody who's learning Hungarian, and hardly spoke any Hungarian...
For some reason, I've never met somebody like that, but I think I would
have all the patience in the world. But not in English. I don't know, 'cause
it's like... It makes me feel like it's holding me back, you know, I, like, I
mean, I got this far, and then I have to talk with somebody who's still
there, and it's just, --"Oh, no!"--

L: So, you're running a race, and you're coming to the finish...
R: There no challenge in this.

L: Unnh-hunhh.
R: That's why I love to talk to people who... I think I love talking to people
who speak English as their first language more than I like to talk to
international students, because it's just, I don't know, it's just hard,
because I've already been there, and I don't want to mess with that stage
anymore.

L: Do you think that this is a purely technical thing in terms of keep
going in direction of building your skills, or do you think it has something
to do with your identity of yourself, and the person who you identify with
culturally, or something like that?
R: Yes, I think it has lot to do with that. It's not only technical. You, it
has a lot to do with you paying attention to certain things, like paying
attention to certain conversations about certain topics, or paying
attention to situations, so you can pick up not only the language and the
grammar and the vocabulary, but more the way, the situation is dealt
with in this culture. I think that's important, and, what's also, what I
found, I don't know if... What I found when I was working for the Army, it
was not only translating back and forth, but that was, I would say that was
50% percent of the job, only, because the rest of it was translating
humor, for example, and trying to deal with that delay, you know, delayed
reaction, and trying to translate things that were, that made sense for a
Hungarian, for example, because of the culture, but would never have
made sense to an American, and I have to, somehow, you know, manage to
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make sense, and still translate what the person was saying, and that needs
a lot of this paying attention to dealing with situations. Not just the
vocabulary, and stuff like that. That's probably, that was probably the
hardest part.

l_. So
reason that you like to pay attention more to the native English
or American cultural part, because you feel it's a challenge, you can still
learn from that, whereas you cannot... you're already too familiar with
the topics among the international people, or...
R: Yes. And the other thing is, it's one thing to speak English, and it's
another thing to speak English in an environment where the terms and the
vocabulary is totally unfamiliar to you. Like me, it took me about 2 or 3
months to learn those Army terms, and I've been... to be able to actually
communicate, and it didn't matter how long I spoke English. But that
vocabulary, I've never heard of...

L: It would probably take me 6 months..[laughs]
R: It was tough. So that probably may have nothing to do with you being
Hungarian or American. You’ve never heard those terms, and you've
never related them to anything, so you have to get used to them.
• t!'
|
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L: I'm trying to get at... understand why you feel more interested in the
native cultural side than the...
R: Because, like, there are certain terms that people use here to refer to
things, and, uh, I don't know what would be a good example, but,
something, to get a feel of, let's say, referring to something with a certain
English term, and I don't, I wanna, the biggest challenge for me is to get a
sense of how that comes across, or how formal that term is. I understand...
[L: Well, !...] R: ...what it means, but it just, who uses it

L: No, I understand what interests you, but I'm asking: Is this the major
reason that you like that, is, uh, that it's interesting, you feel you are
learning...? [R: Mmmh-hmmmm....] L: ...or, I mean, some people for
example, maybe you could be an anti-communist, and you'll associate
America with anti-communism, so whatever American, is interesting.
That would be another, some person's reason. [R: No, no, no, no.] L: But
your reason is, it's your learning... [R: Trying to learn specific... yeah...]
L: You're gaining knowledge... cultural knowledge... social knowledge of the
use of the language... [R: Yes.] L: So, in other words, you look at it as a
learning opportunity.
R: Yes. Because, it's not only that I want to learn vocabulary, I want to
learn as many words as I can, I want to learn perfect grammar... I want to
be able to, when I talk in English, I want to sound like, I want people to
tell that I'm Hungarian only by my accent. [L: Mmmh-hmmm.] R: ...not
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by the weird terms I used, that I'm formal when I shouldn't be, and I'm
not when I should be...

L: For you, learning the language means learning the language in the
cultural context. [R: Yes.] L: The culture is part of the language. [R:
Yes. Absolutely.] L: What I'm trying to get at is, see, when I interview
people, they have different conceptions of what it means to learn the
language. Maybe some people just DO focus on the grammar, or the
language, as a schema, out of the real world... [R: Yeah.] L: ...and I'm just
wondering, kind of as a question, a research question, does... if a person
holds the view that learning a language MEANS learning the culture, then
does this make their language acquisition go quicker, or more smoothly,
or more efficiently, or successfully, I don't know...?
R: I think so, because if you think about it, when you speak English, when
you hear somebody speak English, it sounds so, how to say this, I thought
about it a lot, like for me, when I speak Hungarian, or when I hear
somebody speak Hungarian, it has a totally different, different feeling, or
different meaning to it, even though I understand English just as much as I
understand the Hungarian, but I, but English is something that I, I know, I
learned how to associate words with things, as opposed to Hungarian,
where I, I don't know, just sounds so, it's so natural to me, and a second
language, no matter how well you speak it, doesn't have that, and that's,
that's the challenge for me, to try to get to the point where I don't have to
think and associate things, it just comes naturally.

L: Mmmh-hmmm. Do you know what a "seam" is? In sewing... when you
sew, you connect. [R: Yes.] L: So you want... there's this notion of
seamlessness... [R: Mmmh-hmmmm.] L: ...that you, see, no, like a good
tailor that will sew something, and you will not see that there's been a
connection... [R: Yes.]/.; That's what you're trying to do, to accomplish.
[R: Yes]. L: Let me give you a...
R:

It's probably impossible, though, but that's just...

L: ...that's your goal, and that's your sense... [R: Yes.] L: ...that's your
feeling.
R: And to me, that's the best way of making it as perfect as I can...

L. For example, if I were to reveal to you a secret, that I really am a
Hungarian, or that I really speak fluent Hungarian... How would you relate
o me, would you be able to... I mean, what would happen? I suddenly
started speaking Hungarian to you... What effect would it have on you?
How would you make a transition?
R. It would make, it would feel like a load off, because I could start
a ing to you in Hungarian, and I could... See, when I speak in English I
speak a lot slower because I wanna sound, I wanna make sense as much as
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possible, and I don't wanna use words that are not appropriate, I don't
wanna use grammar that's not correct, so I always have to think a little
before I say anything, and in Hungarian I don't have to do that. Everything
comes naturally. And to me, that's the big difference between the two, and
that's the challenge for me in learning English.

L: Do you feel some change as far as the seamless quality over time?
R: Yes, absolutely. Absolutely. It's just... But that, actually, what made
the difference was... being more and more confident with speaking in
public. To me, that's what really made the difference. Because THAT
allowed me to practice and think less and less before I say something, and
speak more and more. So that, that, that’s probably the most important
thing. That's what really makes the difference.

L: How would you define confidence?
R: It's not being afraid of, of the accent, of what people might think if
they hear my accent. 'Cause I, well, an example, in Texas, for example,
there was this English class, English literature, and the teacher asked
where we think the Normans came from, and nobody knew, and I said they
came from, they are originally from France, and I said "France" [in BrE
accent], and everybody started laughing. [L: laughs]... R: And that hurt.
[L: Oh, my God!] R: And that was, I think, the second week. So that really,
I was like, —"Oh, I'm not gonna stand it here anymore!"—, so, you know,
kind of developing that confidence, that, you know, you can still get your
point across, and if you have an opinion, you can still open your mouth
and say it and make sense and make people listen to you, and that takes a
long time, especially for people like me, because I am very shy, and I
don't communicate well with people I don't know. It takes time, so... But,
you know, I'm actually totally amazed by my development, because here,
since I've been improving, I'm probably the most talkative person in
every class. I mean, I always have something to say, and I'm not afraid to
say it, and I get used to this. So, that's really made a big difference. And I
think people should be encouraged to speak in class, especially
international students. That makes a difference.

Ihe Classroom as a Forum for Transitioning to Meaningful SLA. Notable in
Joannas interview are her entrance into meaningful communication in the context of the
multicultural ESL class. She remembered the learning activity by which everyone had
to learn something about the country of another student. That was the first time she had
experienced doing partner-conversations in a classroom.

L: What do you remember about our class?
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j. our...? the international people. And that I start using up [i.e., getting
used to] like to talk. And was fun, to learn... to learn about another
international people, and their countries. Everybody had to learn
something about another country. I did Haiti. I remember that...

L. 0h j asked everyone to talk about not their country, but some other
country?
J: Yeah, to do some research. And then later on, talk about your own
country...

L: You think that helped you to learn? [J: Yeah.] Which way did you
loosen up? Can you be more specific, when you noticed it the first time
you were loosening up?
J: I think it started when we all like talked about our countries, I'm from
here. I'm from here, and this and this, the reason I'm here in America.
And I started. [L: You think that was important?] Mmmh-hmmm. And the
conversation... You also did like, we had to go to partners, make partner
things, and this was something that we started, like talking to each other,
[laughs] nobody should hear our mistakes. [L: You never did that before,
that kind of thing?] Mmmh-nnnnh [No].
i
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Conflicts in the Classroom. One of the challenges to an efficient learning
environment in the multicultural ESL classroom is the difficulty learners experience in
accepting not only the teacher’s methods and style, and the subject material, but rather
,i

in accepting one another as individuals.

j

However, interpersonal conflicts in the

classroom can provide opportunities to learn more about ESL students deal with the
differences they perceive in each other.
Sarah: Yeah, kind of ‘cause everybody want to speak and jumping from
their position. So for teacher it’s really hard to deal with everybody...
Sarah: For example, I think it depends on the number of students, but
when you work together, like let’s say, more than 25 students, we, every
student wants to say something very strongly. They’re eager to say
something to the class. But really they can’t because a lot of students are
in the same classroom. They don’t have enough opportunity to say
something at the same time. But when we worked in the small group we
can discuss about one subject freely and express, for example, myself,
better than working together in the classroom, so feel more satisfying of
what I’m doing, and so can be more helpful to the ESL students.
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Transition From L2 To LI Translation to Thinking Directly In English. A key
advance for Sonia was the leap from translating to and from her native language, which

is what she invariably did initially in the class.

One of the major difficulties she had

with English was the very close relationship between written French and English, as the
many cognate words had minor spelling differences which confused her quite a lot. Sonia
also recognized the difficulty of the teacher’s task, which she specified in particular as
having to help students form sentences in English, and unify their thinking and their
linguistic expression. This is especially true because of the difference between adults
and children; children tend to be freer and can pay attention to the teacher, but adults
are more inhibited and often get lost in their own thoughts in the classroom. Thus, the
teacher must lead the adult L2 students to free themselves both as listeners and as
speakers. This was an interesting point, one I haven’t heard much about, but it is clear
that listening well is a very significant stage in SLA.
L: So, let me just ask you, maybe, because I know you from the course...
What kind of, how did you feel as a, this semester. Is this your first
semester in the United States? [S: Yes. Mmmh-hmmm. Yes.] L: What can
you tell me about your experience?
S: But before coming here I took three months of English classes, before
coming to [our] college. And I think... What's your question?
L: Just anything, just start talking about yourself.
S: I..., learning English as a Second Language, you have to be in an area
where people speak this language, because I was in my country, I was
learning English a little bit in the high school, but I think it seem like I
didn't learn anything, because everybody was taking French, and we were
doing every things in French, so what I learned at school wasn't practiced
at home, with my friends.
L: So when was your first experience, actually living in an Englishspeaking environment.

[
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s- In [our] college. [L: Oh, in our college.] Yes, right. Because I was
talking to the teachers, and they were trying to understand what I'm
saying. And I feel more comfortable talking to friends outside.
L: Mmh-hmm. Just from our class, what kind of things do you remember
from our classmates, from our experience, what was meaningful for you,
in that whole time.
S- At the first time, the class wasn't..., people wasn't organized, they
wasn't, they were not focused on what we were doing, but through the
times they become more serious, and took the work...
L; Yeah, did you have a, when you came to the class, did you have a kind of
an impression, expectation the class will be formal, or more
academically...
S: Yeah! I thought it will be like more academical, because I think we
needed to know how to write, and how to spell words, and not just TRYING
to do, but DOING. And, this is what I was expecting. But teachers, as they
know how to work with peoples, and they have experience, so my teacher
knew better [than] me, how to work, and how to make people work, I
guess.
L: What do you think was in the teacher's mind? What was the teacher
thinking, or trying to do?
•
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S: The teacher was thinking, I think the teacher'was thinking to make
people to talk, and being comfortable to say what they want to say, and, he
wanted people to speak in English, to speak, to think directly in English.
L: And did you feel that happened for you?
S: Yes. At the first time it wasn't easy for me, because I was always
translating French in English. But after times I becomes more
comfortable in thinking in English.
L: What was blocking you in the beginning?
S: Spelling. The spelling
have many words similar
confused when speaking,
academic class, so I was
directly in English.

of the word, because we have many words, we
in French to some words in English, so I was
and it was also my first time being in a real
stuck, something like that. I couldn't say things

L: Did you feel sometime you didn't want to come to class?
S: No. Never. Except I have a problem. My schedule was, I think, a bad
one. I was among the students who cames late, and I have class most of the
time at 7:30, and then finish at 9:30, and then I have class again at 1:30.
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So when I go home and just wanted to have a rest, I [?] sleep, and so it's
make me not coming to school, two times or one time.
L: Do you live far away? ... take some time to travel, so it's difficult? [S:
Yeah].
L: Do you think teaching this subject is easy?
S: No, it's not easy, because your language is complicated, and trying to
make, it's easy for a child to learn something, but it's not easy for an... [L:
adult...] an adult to learn.
L: Why not?
S: It's not easy because spelling, and listening becomes difficult and being
able to, I think it's easy for a child to learn. And adults, sometime, they
don't listen to the teacher, they want sometime to listen by themselves.
And sometime they are thinking when in class they don't follow the
teacher.
L: Adults? [S: Yes.] Sounds like adults behaving more like kids, in a
way. But it's kind of strange, isn't it? Adults should be able to do better,
don't you...logically?
S: Yes. Yeah, yeah. But it's not... I think maybe because they learned,
because of their background, the other language, the first language...
L: Like what kind of things about their background?
S:

Their thinking, their manner, their culture.

L: You mean if it's different, far from English would be more difficult?
[S: Yeah, it's more difficult.] L: Mmmh-hmm. So which cultures do you
think are far? Which are near? Can you generalize?
S: I don't know, really. I can't tell you. But I think learning a language
also, before learning a language, you also take into account the culture.
That's important. Because sometimes when you watch the TV, when you
watch a talk show, sometime you don't laugh, but if somebody is speaking,
a native speaker is watching at the same time, he laugh, but you don't
know why, you don't feel like, you don't understand, really.
L. So thats the culture, you mean. You understand the words, but you
don t understand the reason. [S: Yeah.] Like if I came to your country and
said I'm allergic, I can't eat eggs, you say everybody would laugh. [S:
Yeah!] And what about for yourself? What are the biggest differences, or
just...? How do you describe your culture? Are you French, are you
African, are you Ivorean, are you mixture...?
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S: I don't know! I don't know! Because the French people make peoples of
my country behavior like them. [L: Mmmh-hmmm. Francophone.] Yes.
For many years. And we are not, in my country, we are not Ivorean, we
are not also French. We tend to be French, but it's not really, and we are
losing our culture. This is the problem, actually. [L: Melange.] Yeah.
Melange. Mixture.
For Evita, a natural tendency toward direct translation was countered by the urgings of
her ESL classmates and friends not to fall back on her native language.
L: And what about, okay, you said, the teacher listening to you, and feeling
comfortable with the other classmates. Any other kinds of things you got
from the teachers, or the methods, or anything...?
E: See, in your class, not really, because... [L: They were...?] E: They
weren't... [L: ...were not...?] E: were not. They were such difficult for
me. [L: Too difficult.] E: Yeah, but I had some kind of fun when I was
translating, because I like to translate, if I have time. Sometimes, read
newspapers, and don't understand some words, and just read them on the
side, and translate them. And I'm so happy, I knew, I know [?] words....
L: Maybe easier textbooks would be more helpful.
;
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E: Yeah, they will, and other classes. Oh, my God storybook?]. I would
almost translate every other word
L: So, you used, you relied on translation a lot.
E: Yeah, it works for me, pretty good, because I really would like to learn
the exact meaning of the word. I remember, I could find it like in English
expression, in English meaning, in English, but I just want to be 100%
sure, in Czech it's how they say it.
L: Yeah, in ESL, mostly, the methodology tries to emphasize English only.
But do you think that this is a mistake, do you think that actually we
should try to bring in the native language more, or make more use of
translation, and things like that
E: You can do maybe this, like students who are from the same country,
but how can you do that when you have like students from 10 countries,
for example, in your class?
L. Well, I mean, you can give an exercise and ask them to translate in
their own language, and then... I mean, just give time for that... [E: I see]
L. ... process of the native language to function, to recognize it somehow.
[E. Un-hunh, un-hunh.J L: ... in the curriculum. I don't know. This is
something I have been thinking of recently. I just wonder what's your
feeling about it... [E: Hmmm.] L: ...because you say translation works for

you. [E: Yeah.] L: For example, I could come the first day, and I could ask
everyone, you know: —"Write a little essay in your own language."—, and
just wait. And then: "Okay, now let's try to translate it into English." And
then I can help people, and that's okay. It doesn't matter if everyone has a
different language, because I will... they will...
E: Un-hunh! Aha! This is actually, yeah, I was thinking... It may be a
good idea, but not something really long, you.... and then my friends would
tell me, "Don't do that, Eva. It's wrong.", you know. [L: Was that foreign...
non-English speaking friends, or English-speaking...] E: Not English speaking... [L: NON-English-speaking...] E: Non-English, yeah. Like
Kiko, or Sylvia. And they said: "No! Try English, right away. Try it." So
then I slowly tried, and I was getting better... You know, but the first
time, I was doing that.
L: So do you think that that's a mistake, to have done it?
E: I don't know. They told me that it is, but, for example, me, I felt more
comfortable. If I really didn't know English, how come I can write English
when I don't know, you know. So, if really they don't know, if they are
first experiences with English, maybe it's a good idea. When they are a
bit advanced, then just English, i
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i: So, do you think that, for example, Kiko and Sylvia also passed through
this stage before, or do you think they just have different personalities.
Maybe they're less afraid...
E: Yeah, I would love to ask them. I don't think so, Kiko, because he told
me that he was learning English from his, when he was 6. So probably he
did not, but, yeah, maybe. At least I believe that she started to learn
English, when she would write just some note, not even essay. I believe
she probably, in her mind, actually everybody does make in Czech and
then she was translating.

SLA Methodology
Fidele involved herself in the almost hermetically sealed linguistic learning
environment at Central College, where no efforts were spared to create a full immersion
language environment.
L: How did you hear about Central?
F: I heard about Central, because on the Internet somebody talked to me
about internet, this American friend of mine, and then I asked Brendan,
my boyfriend, and he said: "Yeah, it's really good, I've heard it's really
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good." And then I checked on the Web. And reading all those informations I
got, like, interested in knowing, and they sent me a brochure, and I
applied. And they were going to get me, because it's very expensive. [L:
Yeah, it is.] It's like almost $7,000. [L: For the summer...?] For the
summer, yeah. Two and a half months. They sent me the answer, and I
was really happy. And its been one of the most amazing experiences of my
life. I've never studied, not even with English, I've never had the same
approach, or German, not the same way like Russian...
L: Can you describe it.
F: It’s like, I always say, it's like you arrive at a certain point, you stop
with the car, and then altogether you don't speed anything, but you find
yourself right on top of the wall. It's like something you don't realize
what's going on. You find yourself smashed on the wall, and you go, like:
“What's going on?" It's the same, exactly like that. I had arrived there,
and I knew that it was going to be a hard program, a hard experience, but I
started with a disposition, a mental disposition that was not really like... I
wasn't really aware of what it was going to be. I had no clue. I had no idea
of what it was going to be like. And I sort of was prepared on, okay, I got to
study hard, I guess I got to study many hours a day, and things like this.
But when, in the first two days, they took us around on the campus, you
know, and we were speaking English. I, like, we met people, and friends,
and all these things we were talking about, you know: -“Where are you
from? Where do you study?"- And so, even this, was sort of like cooling
everything off. Like, it's not really that bad[-?], you know what I mean?
It seems like everything had already started, so it's not that bad. When in
fact, everybody, we were in this hall, and the director was talking about
all these things, and a certain point he goes:
—"Now, from now on, the
language pledge starts.— It's exactly quarter past six-from now on, you
all will speak Russian. And I was like, —“Buh! Oh, my God!”— And I stood
up and I go, like,"Jesus Christ!", and then Emil-? goes, like: "Ti ne
mozhesh. Tebe nado govorit' po russkii" [You can’t. You have to speak
Russian]. You know, it's like, and the teacher, she turns at me, she
laughs, she goes, like: "Everybody does that!", you know. Jesus! It was so
bad. And from then on, it's like, it was hard, Oh, Christ! You had to
explain things, and you arrive to a certain point, and you can't keep going
on. It's not even because you don't know enough words, or you don't how to
keep going on, it's because, Oh, my God!, it's hard, it's very hard, at the
beginning. That's frustrating, because they look at you, and they go, like,
"If you just say one word in English, you're outta here!" And it's so, and ’
they always talk about: “English, no English, not any other language, only
Russian, otherwise you're out.” And when they say: “Otherwise you're
out!’, you feel like, it's not just studying, it's not just the hardness of
studying, and acquiring skills, and having to do with grammar and things
like that. It's even having to worry about saying one word, that it's not
the right word, because you're out, and forget about your money. Because
ben, I had, like, they gave me a scholarship, like $3000. But the rest, I
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had to pay it. I mean, my father had to pay for it. And when they tell you:
’’Out!” like, without refund, it's, like, “Oh, my God!”
L: They really do that? [F: Sure.] L: Like, throw people out.
F: Definitely. Like, one morning we went to class, and there's was this
guy L: Yay! {laughs}] F: ,,,we were in the class one day, and this friend of
mine goes to me, like, this Sasha... [L: Sasha...?] Yeah, because then they
changed the names into Russian names. “Sasha! Like, what are you...you
should have been here!", and he goes, like, he just missed the class. At the
cafeteria, we were eating, and this friend of mine, he goes, like, "You
know that Sasha's been kicked out...", and he goes, like, "What are you
talking about? He was with us last night."
L: No, on skazal po russkii [‘‘No, he said it in Russian”].
F: He was speaking in Russian, in English, down in the campus, in the
garden, with a German student, and we were already, like, in the fourth
week, and the teacher lived with us in the dorms. They didn't have their
own house. They lived with us. They heard from the window that he was
speaking English, and a day later... and the teacher said from the window,
when he finished: "Sasha, tomorrow morning, come in the office, I need to
talk to you." And since he was his teachers.he thought that the teacher
wanted to talk to him, and he went there, and the teacher goes: "Where did
you go, what did you do last night?" And he ... "Ya zanimalsya."—"Are you
SURE, that you were studying?" and he was like, "Yeah". "You were not
like in the, on the garden, there, sitting down on the grass. "For a
while."—"Do you remember who with?" And then he was, like, “Oh, my
God!—"A friend of mine", And then he said: "Okay, you can do your, make
[i.e., pack] your luggage, and Goodbye." And then he said: "But I'm never
gonna do that again." And he said: "I'm sorry, it's not for you. We don't
care about you.", he said. "I don't give a shit if you wanna learn the
language or not. You're gonna give problems to the others, because you
were speaking to this guy for more that 45 minutes, and the teacher, the
son of the teacher told us, because he was always with us, and he said:
“He's been kicked out really bad.” — “Make [pack] your luggage, and
Goodbye.” - And other people's left because it was very hard. Because it
was just very hard. We studied like 7 or 8 hours a day.
L: You can't use English ANY time during the whole day?
F: Any time. And you know that they also tell you: "Poprobui!" [Try!].
!t's like there's a phone there, “Poprobui! Davai!" [Try it! Go ahead!] —
It's like, you call up, go ahead, let me see it. It was like: "What?"
■ i ■
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L: To speak English.
F: Yeah, like even in Italy. "Try and call your mommy!", and things like
that... But I get it from my mom, I know you call your mother. "Yeah, but
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I hope you don't call her up many times.", because they would also listen
on [at] doors. They were couple of them, they were not teachers, and we
were sure they were teachers, they were not, were co-running the
camp... [L: Spies...] Like spies, and things like that.
L: But it works!
F: [...It's them or us!-?] That's what I'm saying. Like, you're stopping
there, you don't know what's going on, and suddenly whoosh, you find
yourself on the wall, and "Wow!, I'm in a new world!" It's like, I couldn't
believe myself when I went out of there, and, like, on the bus, I would
here people speaking Russian, here, and I would understand everything
they said, and it was something like, I've always dreamt of it. I was like, I
don't know if one day I would understand people speaking Russian, and it’s
so great, and I've been going through hell, total hell... I've never used so
many aspirins in my life like this summer, and I even slept like 3, 4
hours, but it was great! And their method, it's just great!

The Central method seems to consist of creating this sealed immersion environment,
motivating students to commit themselves toward the principle of using the foreign
language solely, and mixing in a variety of culture and language classes.
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L: What are...? Can you tell me about the method.
G: They, the grammar, like, they would never stop speaking Russian,
anything happens, like if you don’t understand, they assure you: —"You're
gonna understand this, like in 30 minutes, or in two days. Don’t you
worry. Let me keep going on."— And, like, they explain everything
without caring which kind of language they're using, in terms of
difficulties. Like, they go on like, they're giving you the real Russian. It's
like, they dont worry about like —I'm gonna use this word to let them
understand better, or this way.— If there's a difficulty, okay, they would
even do that, but otherwise, they keep going. And even the, we did a lot of
literature.
L: The teachers are all native speakers?
F. Yeah. One. Most of them are, yeah. There's only one was not, Mr.
Armstrong, because actually his grandfather was Russian. He's still
rfiive, and he was a famous journalist. He interviewed Trotsky, and... [L:
He speaks Russian well?] He speaks Russian VERY well. He studied in
Russia, and he graduated in Russia, and he speaks Russian and Polish, and
hes at the University of Iowa, that famous college. Cornell, I don't
member. And he teaches Russian there as well. And we spoke Russian.
e did a lot of literature, even literature have the lot with we would
comment in Russian Like, the day the class, were 4 classes a day, the
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first 30 minutes were all grammar, like they would explain grammar.
The second would like, application of the grammar we had just done, in the
second class. It seemed a very much normal program like that everybody
would use, like skills that they needed.
L: The books were in Russian? [F: The books were in Russian.] Without
English at all... the explanations are Russian...? [F: The explanations are
in Russian.] Was that difficult in the beginning?
F: In the beginning, it was very difficult. Yes, it was. But then it became
just not bad at all. And it also had, like, words that you would never think
about studying, or caring so much attention for, like adverb, adjective,
which you're supposed to know, because eventually, I mean, you're
learning... [L: ...grammatical terminology, in Russian...?] F: Yeah, but
you're, of course, yeah, all in Russian, and this helps a lot. Things that I
had never thought about. Wow! [L: Vinitel'nyi padezh (i.e., "accusative
case"), and...] Yeah, vinitel'nyi padezh, and all these things, and it's
great, like, because in Italy it's like, okay, this is the accusative, and then
you go with the accusative. But the accusative, I've seen people, like, at
the third grade [i.e., level], “Oh, my God, I didn't write down the first
letters of the cases! How do you say "tvoritel'nyi, how do you say uh, all
these... ?” Oh, my God! Because they never focus on any of these things.
They just go with the grammar, and that's it. I mean, you know what I
mean.
L: Okay, so, compared to my class... Do you remember my class?
F: Yeah. Your classes were, well, it was not that... Your classes were all
in English, and that helped a lot. Like, I've taken other classes, and in
English grammar, in Italy, like before and after those classes that I took
with you here, and they were in Italian, and it was not the same thing at
all. It's like the spoken language, it helps more than just gong and check
on the book. To me, it's always been like that. I mean, I can't acquire
grammar just reading through... I forget about it right away. If I don't
apply it, and I don't hear it, like, used.
L: Do you think they have... What's their, like, theoretical or
methodological approach? Do you think they have some special... [F: I
think their special thing...] ...except just using [the] language...?
F: Just using the language, and using the language as much as you can.
Speaking, speaking, speaking. We in class would always speak. There was
never anybody who'd just shut up. They would always like force you to
speak, and if they saw that you were, like, slowing down, they would force
you to, to stay at the same level as the others, and if something was
wrong... Almost every night, they had, like, meeting with the students,
you could go there and ask things, it was not just the class. [L: {Opens the
window}] We ate altogether, and at the cafeteria we couldn't speak any
other language but Russian, and in that, that was very hard, because you
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felt like you wanted to say something, like you were speaking to your
friend, and you felt freer saying something, but you couldn't...
L: But the levels of the students were different, I would imagine... [F:
Yeah, sure. First, second, and third level.] L: But you were mixed. I
mean, just individually everyone you spoke to must have some difference.
F: Yeah, there are differences, and even this... That's why they say: “You
gotta speak, because you're gonna help each other, just speaking you
among you. You will help each other. It's not just us, like teachers.” And
also we watched a lot of movies in Russian. And they were like... You
didn't understand everything... [L: Did they have subtitles?] F: Some of
them did, like the ones that were for second grade [level]. The others
didn't. They were like, "Vy ne budete nichego ne ponimat'. Horosho? Vam
nado znat' shto nichego ne budete ponimat'" [You won’t understand a
thing, okay? You’ve got to know up front that you won’t understand
anything.”] It was like, what?! What the hell we watching the movie
for!? And they were like, "Sidite, pozhaluista" [Sit down, please.] And it
was like, Oh, my God, a real nightmare. And we watched "Okno v Parizhe"
[‘‘Window on Paris’’] — I'm sure you've heard of it, or seen it—, and we
watched it totally in Russian, and we prayed [begged] them to watch it
with the subtitles, and it's a great movie, it's a really beautiful movie.
And we had to pray them, and they re-did it.
L: Where can you get Russian films with subtitles? [F: I have no idea.] L:
So, how did... did you have any.., Did the students have any feelings toward
the students who are at different levels, like if you speak with someone
who is worse than you, or better than you? What kind of emtions...
F: I felt that... when I was with my friends of the fourth grade, I felt like
even just listening to them, I felt like, Christ I don't know that word, or
they know all these words...
L: So how did that make you feel?
F: It made me feel like I should do more, or sometimes even when it was
too much, I was like, that's normal, I'm going to arrive at that level in a
little bit. [L: It doesn't make you feel insecure, or...?] F: It makes me
think, you didn't speak English that... To me... When I was with the others,
that I knew... I would go like zzzzz!, like a missile, and you know I would
never let them understand anything. I felt so secure and Wow! Let's go!
i: Did you ever look for people who knew less? [F: Oh, I'm not that
pathetic!] L: I mean, I’m just curious, because that's natural...
F: 1 felt more comfortable staying with the people who didn't know so
much as I did, than with the people who...
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L: Did you observe the other students, like how they behaved with the
different levels? [F: Yeah, sure, I did.] L: Like, what kind of things did
you notice?
F: I noticed that they were the ones, the ones at the first level, it was
easier for them to speak English. Like, they felt they needed to speak
English, and they would try with different people, and if they got an
answer like, “No English. You should speak Russian to me.”, they would
just, like: “You're not gonna be my friend.” So they would go, like,
looking for people who agreed on speaking English with them when nobody
could hear them. [L: Yeah.] And you could see them altogether. And I've
seen people getting away from groups, just because they couldn't speak
English. I mean, I really didn't care because it was too difficult for them,
and like this. And I had a friend of mine who was in the fourth grade, who
I was been with all summer long. And I would always ask him: “Emil, I
didn't study that much yesterday. In fact, I should go and study like you.
'Cause you go and study. I don't know anything. My Russian sucks!”“You're Russian doesn't suck!”—
— “Okay, then, let's go”— It's like, always asking, not really these
terms, but... [L: Kind of confirmation...] Yeah, confirmation, or like, we
had a long weekend, we had a weekend off, we could leave the campus,
coming back, going back to the campus I was afraid I had lost a lost, and I
was like: —“Emil, do you think my Russian is not so good.i.?”— [L: It
was all in Russian...?] All in Russian, sure. And he was, like: —"No way,
it’s even better. I've noticed that..."—, and I was, like, —"Wow!"—. And
when happened that in class, either I was tired, or something happened,
and I couldn't really speak, and the teacher would let me notice, you know,
—“You say this, not like this”—, more than once, in a phrase, I would
like, ooofff, I would feel bad. To be encouraged, to be told, you're doing
very well. If you told me you're doing bad... oofff.
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L: How would the teacher... would the teacher encourage?
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F: The teacher would encourage, in the sense that he would tell us: —
"Don't worry. You're suffering, but in the end, you're gonna get a lot, and
you're going to be very happy with this. You're suffering for something,
for a very good cause."— But it was hard, even, to listen to them. Because
it was something that was really hell. I couldn't believe that I sat for two
hours in the lab, listening to...
L: Did you ever compare with students who were studying other
languages, like if they had different experiences?
F: We all did, not only I did. With the people, we were told to be the...Our
school was thought to be the most difficult, the most serious... [L: Why?]
F: Because of the way the teachers, they would never allow us to say one
word in... [L: That's the psychology of the Russians! {both laugh}]
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F: Yeah, it is, pretty much. It's like, there is no way of exit. The others,
like the French school, my friend was telling me, that this guy, she's
always with us, like,
—“What?”- she speaks Russian, but she shouldn't be with us, because
she's studying French. And her teacher saw her, in the cafeteria,
speaking with us in French, and in Russian, and she didn't say anything.
And she was explaining that they had parties, and they would let
everybody in, Chinese, Japanese, and also, even the other schools were
like that. And in fact, we were saying, and this helped us, that our school
is more serious, and we're better than them. We was bad on one side,
because we were, like —"This is a gulag!"— [L: laughs]. But on the other
hand, we were aware that we were doing better than the others.
L: But the others, they organized these mixers, mixings, or they did it
informally...?
F: They did it informally, and the teachers wouldn't say anything, and
they just did anything they wanted.
L: I have a friend, I mean, my neighbors friend, she's studying Arabic,
and I organized some meeting here with a few professors of Arabic, and
first she told me: "I don't think I can come." Actually, it was for her, and
finally she asked them if they'd let her come, and she said: "I don't think
they're going to let me come."
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F: From there? Yeah, well... See, for us, forget about it. If you can't
leave the place... You don't leave the place. [L: They wouldn't let you
leave?] And teachers knew of people leaving the campus, they knew them
all. It was amazing! They knew I left the campus/ I was like, "What!"
Because they had the cars. You're allowed to have a car. You can go around.
But with people speak Russian. You can do anything you want...
L: That's in Vermont, right. What about to talk to local people? You have
to go and talk to the local...
■

i

F: We went to the, there's this one place called Baba's, it's a grocery
store, and one of the guys who worked there, they said to us: —“I don't
know which language you're speaking, but please continue speaking your
language, because professors from all schools, each single one, they came
here and told us: ‘If you hear somebody speaking any different language
[than] English...’”— And they were like: -"‘How do we know what they're
speaking?’"-"‘You don't have to care about that. You just have to
realize that it's something different from English. If it's not that, try to do
your best to know from to which school they belong to.’" —And I was like,
— Are you serious?"— And he said: —"I am serious. Totally serious."—
And my boss, he's always, he's very careful about this, and I was like: —
Your boss. Who is your boss?"—
L: They must have some consultant from the KGB or something!
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F: Yeah. Oh, my God. But you know that Central is so small. There's
nothing, there's not any attraction there. But it's been set to that, like the
school needs this environment, and nothing more than this. And they will,
anything we do, it seems that they know. Like I was going with a, there
was this girl, she was studying Japanese. Japanese is pretty serious too.
And she was like, —"If they catch us, we're done! Let's walk behind the
library, because nobody's always there."— And, because she's also
Italian, she was studying Japanese... [L: Oh.] And so we'd, we went behind
the library, and the theater director of the Russian school, passed behind
us, shoot, and he was, like: —"Ey! Talyanka! Kuda ti?"— You know, I was
like —"Aaahgghhh!"— It was the first time, I swear to God, I was just
talking to her because we need some stuff to bring, shipping and things, I
was saying so many things, you know, like: —"Sure, sure. Do you want a
ride?"— And he was like very cool. But he's the director of the theater.
You know, he's careful, he takes very much care of who speaks and doesn't
speak the language, but he's not really that much part of it. And I was
lucky, and since I was, like: —"Mariluisa! Forget about it! I'm not gonna
see you ever again. Stop it."—
Fidele’s study of Russian has been influenced by the contrast between her first
experience at the university level in a very academic, non-communicative class, on the
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L: What kind of problems have you had with Russian?
F: I've had problems with Russian because I started and, I don't know, I
am sure because most of the reason why I haven't done very well in
Russian is thanks, I don't know how to say, but thanks to the teacher I had
the first year of university. He, he knows all the Slavic languages. He's
very prepared, and all these things. But, according to me, for him
teaching a first level, Russian, he's not, he shouldn't do that. They
shouldn't let him do that. And it's true. Every year, I don't know, a
hundred people start Russian, right after Christmas vacations, 15 people,
20 people, because it's like they all run away. Because he teaches like
comparative lang.... [L: Philology.] Yeah! It's mostly phil... In fact, he
also teaches Slavic philology. And he keeps talking about:
"This is this because... and oh, in Armenian... By the way, in
Georgian..."— and it's like, My God! It's very... and Russian, it's so
different from Italian, that it needs kind of a method that makes you focus
only on what's Russian like, and start from the very beginning, step by
step. [L: This was in Italy?] F: In Italy! And I had this huge confusion in
my mind. [L: And he uses Italian to teach?] F: Yeah, he uses Italian to
teach. And he's like... He's a great teacher, okay, I understand it, but it's
not the kind of teacher we need at the first year. And right after that, I
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mean, it took me the first exam, and I failed... So badly, I failed. I made
mistakes, I mean, it's amazing. And the second test, again I failed, with
everybody else. And then I went to Russia, I took a course in Russia... [L:
Where?] In St. Petersburg. [L: Is it a nice city?] F: I LOVE St.
Petersburg. [L: I have a lot of friends; they always invite me.] F: It's
one of the most beautiful cities I've ever seen in my life. It's beautiful.
It's great. It's so beat... It's so much to see. [L: That's what they say.] F:
I love St. Petersburg even better than Moscow. Moscow is not, hasn't
impressed me that much. I mean, it's a nice city as well, but St.
Petersburg, it seems that it's still, I don't know, I see some part of St.
Petersburg, they aren't real, in the sense that they don't belong to this
era. So, it seems that it's stuck there, and nothing has changed. St.
Petersburg is very beautiful. Anyway, I took a course there, I went back
in September, I finally passed my exam. By that time, a new teacher had
arrived for the second term, because of course then I did the exam, and I
was able to switch course, and I went to the second course. And she was a
total... didn't speak the language... I didn't understand anything. When we
had problems understanding her, she would tell anything in... And she was
not at all, she didn't help us at all. [L: She was an Italian?] F: She was
not. She was from Moscow. She would come out of the room with the tests
in the hands...—"Non i pazato nezuno."— She had an Italian like... [now
translating the russian teacher's poor Italian] — Nobody's passed."—
Like, Oh, my God! [L: Non i paz...] Like the Italians say: —"Non e passato
nessuno"— [L: {laughs}]
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F: I did it four times. And we have... I've seen my other friends. I mean,
I've had the chance to go in Russia twice, and my Russian was not that bad
as it could seem, you know what I mean, like with all the tests we took and
we failed...
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Yet Fidele enjoys and strives toward communication with real native speakers in
spontaneous circumstances, and fights through the discomfort engendered by her
negative academic experience in order to do so.
L: You were communicating?
F: I was able to communicate. My language was, I mean, my level of
Russian was more communication than writing and all these things. I
made a lot of mistakes even in talking, of course, I did a lot of mistakes,
but still I was able to, I knew the words, and all these things. But I saw
my friends, they really... and still now, at a very bad level.
L: How did the people respond to you in Russia, when you spoke in
Russian? Were they happy to...?
F- Yeah, sure. I actually just a met a woman, yesterday, and she was like,
on the bench, and she was like touching her leg, and I said: —"Did anything
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happen?"— you know, I was asking her, and she was like:-"Uh, uh, I
no speak English"-, and it's like, oh, okay, I KNEW she was Russian, and
so I started talking to her in Russian. She was SO... She started to talk to
me about all her life, why they had come from Ukrainia, like ta-ra-tara, and then at the end she said:-"You speak Russian pretty well"— and
I was like, —"Thank you"—, but that ... and she... But I've never had
problems in communication. NEVER! In German... I know German less
than Russian, and I still communicate it. At least I open my mouth, one
word, and then, you know, one...
L: Did you look for people to talk to, also, Russian speaking people?
F: In Italy... yes. When I was in Perugia, and I knew there were a few
people, there's a university for foreigners, so like foreigners... it's
Italian... And I was always asking: —"Are there any Russians there?"—
The first year I went there, I was asking. And it's very difficult to
communicate with Russians in terms of friendship, and... They're not
very... I mean, now they're more open, I can tell. It probably depends on
the context on where they live. I'm sure about this. Because it depends on
the situation, the circumstances they find themselves. And it's like, there
were a couple of students in Perugia, and I remember I had gone there and
looked for them, and they were, I would see them go in and out of the
building, always by themselves, they never talked to anybody, just grim
face, and I was like, —“No, I'm not gonna talk to them. I'm'not gonna talk
to them.:.”— And then when I started university, I wished that my
teachers were Russians. I really wanted to meet Russians. Because I
never met Russians in my life. The first Russian I met was Sinchich, my
teacher. She's not Russian, she's from Yugoslavia. She speaks Russian,
she teaches Russian literature in Perugia. And the first Russian I met
was Masha, my teacher. She's left now, thank God!

Suggestions to Teachers
L: Do you have any suggestions as to how a teacher could affect or
positively influence those people who seem to be extreme listeners or
extreme talkers to be more moderate so that there’s a balance between the
production and the reception (intake) of language?
Sarah: Working with small group may help them to be moderate way of
speaking and listening, ‘cause students always want to talk in the
classroom. They might just wanna talk, always they wanna talk in the
classroom. So, in that time, listener losed their opportunity to talk, so if
the teacher divide into small groups, students can, every student can work
with each other, better than working in big class.
’
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L: What is the most important thing a teacher can give to an ESL student?
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Sarah: Kind of harmony, harmony between culture and language. Even if
we, let’s say, we can have 8 hours class in one day, teacher cannot give us
all the information, all the knowledge of English, all the knowledge of
language, different language. So, only thing the teacher can do is show the
way how to find the answer, and how to be interested of English, and how
to contact with English, and not being afraid. Something like that. Like
more than 8 hours, let’s say, even if I’m spending more than 10 hours
with English teacher, I cannot be perfect speaker in 3 months. Takes
time, and also take students a lot of sweat, means to study English hard.
So teacher can only help, only show how to be with English...yeah, teach
me how to learn. Not only learning, but also living with English, I
think...feel comfortable, right...That can really help the students.

Classroom Learning Activities
Emil's favorite activity in the ESL class, and the one from which he learned the
most, was the "talking stick" (Fujioka, 1998) circular discussion, during which
students shared their feelings about anything on their mind. The "talking stick"
(represented by a white board marker) is passed around from person to person in the
circle: only the person holding the stick has the right to talk, but he or she is not forced
to talk. This activity is adapted from an Amerindian custom of group discussion
I

(portrayed in the film "Dances with Wolves").

It is interesting to note that he

characterized Africans as collaborative, and he picked out the talking stick activity as
the one he liked best.
L. Which were the most memorable activities that we did in the class
you?

for

E. The [magic marker?]. I remember that one. That was great. That was
great, just great. It was something very interesting, but I learned a lot
a out other people about, I mean, about where they come from, about
their own problems, some people get really, really ah., personal. They
really talk about their family problems, you know. People need that.
n y because of that marker. Can you imagine? So that was very
interesting. No doubt that was the best. Very interesting.
Lt,[ W0“ld have Hked to have video taped that but I was a little afraid
o you think that the video will make people shy?
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E: Ya. It may keep them from saying other things. I think so. I mean
some people want to say something like that they don’t want to be taped,
or... but one can do just ask... they will say yes or no. That’s it. That’s
all. Because some other people may want their problems to be taped.
What they say... everything no matter what I say I want it to be taped. You
know, seriously. That’s the other side. Like [?], he’s like that. He’s like
that.
Aisha appreciated the final class activity, in which individual students would
make oral presentations, and the remainder of the class would listen and formulate
multiple-choice and open-ended questions based on them. As this was the first time she
was required to participate actively in this way as a listener, she began to realize how
important it is to SLA to formulate questions. She also noted that it was important for
the teacher to persist in driving students to participate in this manner, and how difficult
it was to formulate grammatically and logically correct and intelligent questions.
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L: What other advice do you have to the teacher, or to me, as the teacher?
A: I can say you are good enough. Your methods, your process, good
enough. I can't, I can't advise specific thing, but you keep going to correct
students. It's very useful, at least in my opinion. [L: Continue doing
that...?] Yes. You continue doing that. Your class is always conversation,
has always conversation. Continue doing that, too. It's very useful. And, I
believe you gave a final assignment to us...
L: Oh, yeah, I'm interested in that, your impression about that. The
presentation and all that.
A: You told me before, "This is the second time I did this."
L: A little more, before, I did it in the other class. I don't remember.
Second or third. [A: Second or third.] L: Something like that.
A: But you should do every class this. Because when you talk to us, you
gonna talk about in your final, that we one thing that we interested, and
you know about it, you gonna introduce to the class, to your classmates. I
thought at first it's gonna be very easy. I know they don't know in my
country, they don't know my culture, I'm gonna introduce my culture, and
its gonna be easy, because I know how to explain. And after this one more
thing, one more thing comes after this. You said: "You gonna listen your
classmates, and you're gonna criticize, you're gonna make questions,
you re gonna have at least two question, one multiple question, one openended question." [laughs] Oh! This is the point. I was surprised. It
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wasn't gonna be easy, because at least the person who has responsibility, I
have to come every class after this, because I don't have to catch [she
means miss the class] the class, I shouldn't catch [miss] the class
[laughing]
L: [laughing] otherwise we will have no audience.
A: No audience! Yes! This is the important point! [laughing] And I just
continued the class, while watching, listening, taking notes, and making a
question, what kind of question should be good in this situation. And I did
some research about my friends, just a short, not very large research,
but I supposed to know the subject that I have to make a question. And it
pushed me, this methods pushed me, make better sentence. Because as we
talked about, you said the question is gonna show how much you're good.
It's not important for being bad in English, but if you make a stupid
question, you are bad in your language too. [L: Right.] A: This is the
important point. You should make a nice question, that shows you're
intelligent, you’re smart, how much you're smart. And this is a very nice
process. I first time had it.
L: Yeah. I think I developed this, I learned this. I have a Moroccan
student, I asked him once if he would like to teach the class, one day, or
something, we were just discussing. He said, well, "Teaching, it's like a
war." That's how he perceived teaching, it's like a war. I was very
surprised. I never thought about this image or metaphor at all. I said:
"What do you mean?" He says, "Well, it's always like a battle between the
teacher and the students." He said, "I cannot teach now, because I've been
a student, and I've revealed myself, they already know me, so I cannot...
[breaks up laughing]... [A: He's right.] L: It was a very interesting
comment...
A: Yeah, very right. He's right, because I know the teacher, in, how can I
say, push himself, themself, make very clear, make very understandable,
make very useful to the student. Like, there is no sentence that I didn't
understand from your mouth, because you try to be clear, you try to be
understandable. One more thing; you right on the board whatever you say,
whatever you explain. This is another point. This is very useful point.
Because sometimes you even understand your word, your sentence, I don't
know how to spell it, how to pronounce it, how to write it. And when vou
—ite, it get in mv mind, get in my memory, and get used to mv mouth
The three of them get together at the same time.

For Diana, classroom academic study was only a point of departure for her approach to
acquiring ESL.
D: I think like, reading, is very important, but not just, not only
reading, but paying attention on grammar stuff, of the reading, and getting
the new words. Sometimes I get upset with me, 'cause I wish I could read
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something and to know everything, but I can't, you know, because the
vocabulary’s so big, and... I always try to get the words from the issue
that I'm reading, kind of... then I can use later on writing or conversation,
and... and pay attention on it, like when you... I take notes on EVERYTHING
in class, you know, but I make a lot of mistakes when I'm taking the notes,
'cause it's very fast, so when I get home, so I go over my notes, I start
like, I know, like, the mistakes, 'cause I wrote in a hurry, and the more
notes I take, the less mistakes I do... It just need to practice.

Questioning

Questioning assumes significance in various aspects of research, including a
learner’s proclivity to ask questions out of curiosity (Emil), a learner’s advice to a
teacher as to what teacher questions to students would be productive (Aisha), a research
subjects advice as to what questions a researcher should ask interviewees (Roberta). In
addition, the taxonomy of questioning can help describe and identify the type of questions
being asked.
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Emil's father encouraged his curiosity as a young child through interactive
dialogue and questioning:

, :

L: You were talking about uh.. you mentioned your father just talking to
you about the world politics and opening your mind, and I asked you if you
think that the early influence is very important.
E: Oh, oh ya, that’s what we’re talking about. Ya, my own situation is
very important, that’s what actually, urn... makes you become what you’ll
be in the future, you know, that’s what I think. That’s what I think,
because everything today when I think, everything I see the, the way I see
things, you know, I always feel that it’s it, it has something to do with
what I learned when I was a child.
L: So, what made your father open to teach you this way? Maybe
somebody else is different?
E: Why did he do that? Uhh.... I don’t know, maybe because himself, you
know, ah... first he’s an educated person, you know, and, uh, he just
wanted his children to be like that.
L: Did he do that with all the children?
E. Ya, me and my brothers, my older brother actually.
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L: So, some of them, he had some more, some special connection to
explain or just by chance like the age you were there, or ...
E: Uh.. it’s also because... I was most interested... ya I expressed interest
on that, you know, and I used to ask him questions, you know, my
brother’s kind of shy, you know, and, uh, but I was asking questions, you
know, I started to do that with him until he start calling my brother, too,
you know, but he started with me, ya.
L: and what about the other languages like uh.. do you know [?] at home?
Z; Ya ya I know I’ve speaking that . Like I was saying when I grow up uh..
I learned it when I was thirteen or twelve but [?] is a spoken language.
[L: You can write it also...] E: Ya, but it’s hard for me to write. I speak
it very well, no problem. O.K. But to write, its kind of hard, I don’t know
why, but, uh.. when I, when I left my elementary school, when I finish my
elementary school and I went to another school, O.K. when I started my
first year, I remember some student were making fun of me because I
couldn’t speak Lingala. You know, I was, like, thirteen. I didn’t know, I
didn’t know in my family, in my house we speak French, me, my mom,
everybody, and, uh, actually, we speak Swahili, too. We used to speak
Swahili. In the house, Swahili and French, but not Lingala. My father
doesnt speak Lingala very well, still, you know. I mean, he still doesn’t
speak it. [L: Is Lingala spoken in...] E: Ya, it’s just like English here,
you know, but we are French, which is like for educated people, you know.
Everywhere you go in the store, the market, I don’t know, everywhere
it’s Lingala, you know.
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The first contribution made by Aisha is to help clarify what questions to students would
be productive.
L: Ah, so, I got a lot of questions... [A: No, it's better.] L: My first question
is. If you could ask questions of students, of people who are learning ESL,
what kind of questions would you ask them? [A: To the teachers, or to the’
students?] L: The students. If you are doing research on learning, on what
we call second language acquisition, which means learning, not
necessarily only learning, just somehow getting languages, because people
get languages without going to school formally also. So, if, in order to try
to understand better, this phenomenon, how do people learn new, not the
native language, but another language, what kind of questions would you
ask? How would you try to get into... [A: their brains...] brains...?
A: I believe the first question could be: What’s the best method to learn
anguage for you? Because everybody has different way. The first
question could be this for me. And the second one: What's your aim when
you learn English? Because some people, actually every people has
1 erent aim, and different learning point. Some people wants to speak
6 er than wr'ting, or, how can I say, communication, written
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communication, because their job is only speaking. Some people want to
learn academic English, like me; that kind of people, I believe, have to
know how to understand, how to write, how to read, and how to speak. The
four ways are important for that kind of people. Aim is important, too. I'd
like to learn advice from the students how can I, how could I be more
useful as a teacher for you. What's your suggestion? How I could I treat to
you, as a teacher? I...these three point...

The Interview Process
One of the goals of this research was to arrive at a reintegration of educational
functions which had been artificially separated, even “balkanized,” as the result of
long-standing theoretical and perhaps political trends. Assessment had been separated
from instruction, which had itself been separated from performance, all of which had
been separated from research. So, the actual performance of a learner, the evaluation of
that performance, the instruction leading to that performance, and the ultimate meaning
i
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of performance, evaluation, and instruction within a research context had all become
geographically, chronologically, and ontologically discrete.

In fact, it is perhaps a

stance more realistic to the true nature of human communication, education, meaning¬
making, and understanding that these functions take place within a geographical,
chronological, and ontological unity. This is what I have been striving to demonstrate
can occur within the phenomenological, dialogic, facilitative interview process.

By

jointly reaching toward exploratory meaning through open-ended dialogue, learner and
researcher-teacher can collaborate in the reintegration of these functions.
Finally, I ask a question which I have begun asking many of my interviewees,
which is what motivated them to come to participate in the interview, and now that they
have come to the end of the interview, how they feel about having done it. Roberta
expresses her great sense of achievement from having been able to participate in such a
communicative experience, to create meaning and to make sense in a new language.
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L: Maybe I'm getting a little tired, we can wrap up, I just wanna ask you,
what motivated you to come to this interview?
R: This one thing, I love the that I can , and to test myself, what reaction I
get from you, if I1 able to make sense, and still make sense, and I have an
opinion and make sense and communicate.
L: How did you feel about what we did today?
R: Yes, it's always a little achievement for me. I had this interview, this
conversation, and hopefully I made sense. It's always I think about
certain things a lot, to develop a solid opinion, and it's always a challenge
to be able to make sense, when I talk about it. Wow, I could actually
explain this. I made sense, you know.
For Sarah, the interview provided not only an opportunity for her to engage in a
communicative activity in English which can stretch her thinking and language, but it
also provides a stimulus to recognition of her chronological and substantive place within
the SLA journey.
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L: Did you enjoy the interview?
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Sarah: A lot, my pleasure. It is good feedback of myself. I forgot my past,
what I am now, where I am going in future.
5gsearch- Roberta has an interesting insight into questions I should be asking my
interviewees with regard to the associability of language and real-world situation.
U I
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L. this research that I'm doing there are a lot of people study how people
acquire second language ...not understood, and also with second languages,
and a lot of people do research in many different ways. One way is give you
some kind of a test, and analyze your structure of speech or whatever,
there are many sort of things that you can do from the outside. What I'm
doing is something is just ask people, and surprisingly this has not been
done very much If you were doing this research, what questions would
you want to ask? What are the things that I could ask you?
R. Like, who, what kind of situations were you in when you had to
associate words from another language with things... Because I'm
absolutely positive that learning another language takes... It's about being
able to associate the terms with certain situations, and that I think takes
brain and in general they are usually smart people, they do well in
school, they are open to the world, they have things to say, smart things
o say about just about anything they are interested in , the way to learn
e anguage that fast, you have to be in so many situations that you have
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to be interested in you have to open, and I think that takes brain and
intelligence. So, it's not just learning and, you know, I don't know, it's
kind of hard
L: So I ask people about their real experiences, and not.. So you think
translating, making associations between the English word and the
Hungarian word that way is not useful?
R: No. No, you can't learn. I was always a good student, in general. But I
wasn't the best one in my English class.... What I would also ask is what
were the situations where you had to defend your opinion you had to talk
about controversial things, not in your native language. That's probably
the biggest challenge, and that's where you have to be very open-minded.
In conclusion, I ask her a meta-question, to put herself in my shoes and to imagine what
will be the challenges I will face in treating my interview data.

She puts it in terms of

seeking to find some common (in the sense of “shared,” I believe she means here) sense
of all the multivaried information I will have obtained from the individuals I am
interviewing.

Apart from the problem of understanding the broad variety of individual

interviewees, there is the challenge of understanding the information conveyed to me
from the perspective of the interviewee, which Roberta thinks will be difficult,
primarily because she assumes me to be a monolingual English speaker. However, when I
inform her that I myself speak other languages, and that English is not my first
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language, she rescinds her previous statement. But she feels that through the give-andtake of the conversation itself she can get a better feeling about whether her interlocutor
is able to understand the perspective from which she conveys her meaning.
L: Would you be interested in hearing what sense I make out of this
interview, and how I would analyze it, or take the conversation which was
generated here, and connect it with the ideas that I'm trying to develop.
[R: Sure.] L: that1 s the hard part for me. What do you think are the
difficulties for me..
R: Probably to figure out if I say things, or if I have a different opinion,
because of the culture I'm coming from. Probably the hardest thing for
you, to understand what I mean, to understand my point, you know.
L: You have a sense that it's difficult for me to understand your point.
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R: I don't know. That's why I like doing these conversations, to find out.
However, what I am asking Roberta to do implicitly at this point is to view things from
MY research perspective, including especially the need to make theoretic sense of the
data. I provide Roberta with the example of Joanna, whom she happens to know well
personally, and who I feel was surprisingly well able to understand my research
challenges and issues.

Roberta’s first impression regards Joanna’s style of thinking and

communicating, which Roberta indicates is more uninhibited and spontaneous than her
own. She doesn’t put it in these terms, but rather in somewhat critical terms of
“thinking before speaking,” and of “not making any sense.”

But Roberta initially

appears primarily concerned about my ability to objectively comprehend and
incorporate the varied perspectives of the interviewees.
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L: I understand your point very well. I don't understand MY point!
[laughs]. It's very interesting, I had a German student (i.e., Joanna) here
the other day. Do you know her?
R: Sure. She's really something. She speaks before she thinks, that's her
problem. She's very opinionated. I love her, I really do. We are good
friends. What I find is, she speaks before she thinks, and she doesn't make
sense most of the time.
L: She really could grasp the difficulty. She said Wow...! She has this idea
about researching things, exploring things, finding out, and for some
reason she could connect very well with the problem And you have to
somehow have to balance those two. And what I do I is I look at a lot of
theories and I try to balance that with the words and all the information
that comes from all the different people. If I come to the conversation with
a, and I will find 3 Hungarians...
R: I think why it's gonna be hard for you to come up with something that's
objective enough, not a subjective think, that it's because English is your
native language, in a way it's gonna be impossible for you to see it in an
objective way, because you are interviewing people whose native language
is something else, so English to them, makes a totally different sense than
to you. So it's gotta be, by that nature, it's gotta be impossible for you, in
a way, to get the picture, I think it's gonna be very hard for you to do this
research. I couldn't do it. I don't think I'd have the patience, 'cause you
have to listen to so many different points of view.
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(_: i mean it's interesting what you say, first of all, English is not
completely my native language, in the sense that I grew up my first
language was Serbian, but I had a lot of issues in-between languages, and I
grew up in a home with a lot of languages in...
R: Then I... disregard all the above.
Then I raise with Roberta the point Theresa Austin had raised earlier about the validity
of the verbal interview data (i.e., about how a researcher could know that a research
subject “means what he or she says” and “says what he or she means”). Roberta
responds quickly that the issue of accurate conveyance and apprehension of the meaning
in the interview is a very challenging one.

Interestingly, she incorporates the notion of

appropriate follow-up question as crucial in the mutual clarification of the meaning of
the messages conveyed between the two interlocutors.
L: But it touches on another aspect, I couldn't quite understand How do you
know that your people you interview say what you mean and mean what
you say.
R: Absolutely understand. It's very difficult for me, when I speak English,
to say what I mean, and I always, it's one of my priorities to get people to
get my massage by the things so I can absolutely understand if you really
know what I mean, to actually understand it, an if you don't understand it,
to know what to ask
Finally, I bring in the notion of theory, and Roberta seems to understand the concept of
hypothesis. I am implying that my questions are guided not by my simple topical
interests, but rather by an overarching need and intent to draw forth from the
interviewee as much information and in as high a degree of articulation as possible
regarding the topics under discussion. Thus, my questions may appear disjointed, or
unclear, because I may also be struggling to lead up to a goal; the struggling may be,
from my part, to articulate my own progressive questions, or the struggle may be to find
the right way to elicit from the interviewee the information I am looking for.

But we

don t explore the issue of theory and research that much; Roberta seems to gravitate
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toward the more concrete notion of establishing a common topic of interest between the
interviewer and the interviewees.
L: How do you feel Do you feel because my questions are aiming at some
different thing, which is theory... [R: I know] That's fine, that's normal. I
just hope you understand what I mean, and I think you do. You, maybe you
should, I don't know, maybe you should ask questions about... but then I
connect it to another experience. Maybe if you ask questions about that...
Because I'm working from another type of a schema...

R: Because you have a hypotheses, and this is the problem
L: And I hear and they all become like a story and this fairy and that
fairy... When President Clinton.you present a kind of a face in
society, part of our human conditions, I mean you present a face to
yourself; so that it's almost double, you present a face to another face, and
there's something in the nature of human interaction, one can never
really grasp the experience of another human being. She used to say,
okay, now you go into this room, but actually both of you acting a kind of a
play, and the next day will be a different actor. Wow! Have the interview
with each other and just think, not talk.

R: It just makes your job harder, because you really and truly have to be
interested, and even if you hear something that's really hard, kind of
being able to connect that, and maybe ask questions about that. I can
imagine that it's gonna be very hard and very time-consuming, and you
need a lot of coffee.
L: But sometimes I would just follow a little bit more abstract questions,
and as you say, that might make you feel that I'm losing some, say... then I
go to another topic, like you're passing through some stations, and Joanna,
she figured this out, and I said: “ Can you help me with this thing?” Now,
she's my last hope, maybe she'll come up with something.

R: I think it's GREAT talking, I really enjoy it. I discover new questions, I
have to think...l think the most important is to find a connection with the
person, with the person itself, to find out something that really interests
him or her, and therefore establish a connection, and start from there.
And then you have something in common... With you it seemed what got you
rsaiiy excited was comparing the communication system. That's when I
first thought, not just talking, I found something that I want to explore
international, that
L: You mean in our conversation, or in your career plan, in your life?

R- In both, the purpose of that, the challenge of that is to explore it more.
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L: Yeah, in a way, and I probably felt this, I didn't follow you... [R: Yeah.]
And part of it, I was afraid to lose, because I myself, I love film, I love
looking at international film, as a matter of fact... there was a Hungarian
film festival... was very interesting But I guess what I'm afraid of is, I
would lose... [R: Your idea is...] L: Maybe you have your...I'm not sure
what will bring me the result.
R: As opposed to your teaching in your ESL courses, because then you
are...
L: teaching... This is about what is in my head as a teacher, and the last
chapter, and it's very strange, you become a teacher, and you get all this
training, and I never...
Joanna is able to discuss the research project at a level which displays sensitivity to the
research issues and the perspectives of the researchers. In her own voice, she
articulates the methodological research considerations which exercise the most
sophisticated social scientific researchers. First she is able to key in on the notion that
J

the interviews are phenomenological, and that the questions are developed to a large
degree spontaneously in the context of exploring each particular interviewee. She
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understands that this inherently and inevitably will present challenges to the research,
as it will be difficult to establish a common train of thought among the very diverse
research subjects. On the other hand, she recognizes that delineating and systematizing
the questions a priori will reduce the potential of the interviews to elicit truly
interesting and valuable data.
L: ...You feel I didn't exactly ask the right questions or something, didn't
really get to the heart of it...?
J: Well, you know, it's like you, you are not really, I would say, from my
side... If you ask questions like this, I mean, everybody got something else
to say, so how...? ...in my mind I think, okay, he gonna talk now to Taka,
then he talked to this Polish lady, then he talked to me... Ahhhl! Oy! This is
totally different worlds! You know... Asian, German, Poland.. How you can
combine that in one thesis? How you gonna do this? Whoa! So I think you
gotta make the questions much more straighten up, like, you know... You
have to think: "My thesis gonna be...so... And I want to know exactly about
this, and I want to know..." You know what I mean? [L: Mmmmh...] And it
costs time, it gonna cost you a lot of time. But you know, right now, when
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you have all these different cultures coming together, and everybody tells
"my life was this..." "my life was like...", you know... It's gonna be, like,
whoa! You know, right now, you are really, what you say... [L: exploring,
or something...] Yeah, exploring. You just have... You don't have the fine
ingredients to put like you see. You know, right now it's just like grope,
goddamn, what is grope...
L: You mean crude, gros, like en gros, as the French say, in a gross way,
not in a fine way...
J: Like you know... Yeah!!! Grope... Right now you have just the gross
basic. [L: Mmmh-hmmm.] I don’t know... It's hard, it's difficult, to
support your thesis... So I think you should do more this...
Joanna is astute enough to realize that the opposite extreme of prescribed
questions would lead to the tendency to standardize and limit the responses from
the interviewees. So she quickly turns to the other end of research, the
treatment and analysis of the data, astutely recognizing that this aspect of
research may be the true challenge. In a word, she has grasped the nature,
challenges, and potential of qualitative research.
J ■ .
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L: But, you see, the idea of the method, the important thing about method,
which was so important for me, is that the method should be open-ended.
That means, you don't... you should not predict... Okay, I'm gonna put two
chairs here, I'm gonna see which chair she sits in... Aha! Five people sit
on this chair... You know what I mean?
J: No, no, no. I say not predict! I don't want to say that you put the
question in that way that everybody just answers the same answer. Not
like that, but well, I think it's good that you tape it, first of all, that you
can listen to it... [L: Of course!] ...and then say, okay, Taka said this, the
Poland woman said that, and... Everybody comes down to this, or
everybody got around... But I think it's, pfff, good thing what'you have,
you know, a good chart[?] you have on your...
L: Well, maybe if you don't mind, we can leave a little time, and try again.
[J: Yeah.] L: This often happened... the second time, you know. It's just
impossible to do in one time, sometime, because the mind needs to think
about it, and...
J: Maybe, you know, I didn't hear what this lady said, and what maybe
Taka gonna say, but maybe through the tape, listening, you find maybe one
or two points where you think: “Aha! Aha!...”
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L: Right. Well, that's the thing. Like, I find in each person, there is some
one thing that seems to push them more than anything else. For example,
in your case, it's this social thing. In the Polish woman, I think it was
this learning thing, you know. I don't know with Taka what it's gonna be.
But I think this is kind of interesting thing, you know. I mean, see, over
here I have... The other thing is... Should you give the questions to the...?
[Note: up to this point i had not been giving the Ss written questions in
advance of the interview]. Actually, I don't know. Just take a quick look,
you can read quickly, right? Just take a quick look at some of those
questions...
[a few more minutes follow, mostly where I'm talking about the research
and other inten/iews, and how to analyze them ... we also discuss a
possible follow up interview and further discussion of the research
itself]
Joanna is the one interviewee I've had an opportunity to do a follow-up interview in
which the basis of the second discussion was the actual first interview. I had wanted to
do this with at least one other interviewee in particular (Sarah, my first interviewee),
for a rather different purpose: to explore how she viewed her initial interview from a
longitudinal perspective, five years after it was done, five years during which she has
been living, studying, and working in American society and undoubtedly progressing
greatly in her SLA process.
This brings to an end the presentation of significant excerpts from the verbal
data I collected in my in-depth interviews with about two dozen learners.

I have tried to

identify the most meaningful segments, to arrange them thematically, but this method of
treatment inevitably caused disruptions to the flow of the conversation which would have
been preserved had the interviews been retained in toto. But such a treatment is not
feasible due to the huge amount of data accumulated in many tens of hours of interviews.
i
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Furthermore, some of the interviewees have received more prominent place than others;
fbis is perhaps due to the fact that some of the interviews inevitably flowed and focused
more on relevant themes than others, but also due to the restrictions of space, for there
are significant other excerpts which remain in the primary data.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The Search for the Ideal Capacities of the "Good Language Learner"
In the 1970s, researchers (e.g., Naiman et al 1978) attempted to identify key
factors leading to language learning success. Skehan (1989) stressed the complex
nature of this search for the idealized "Good Language Learner." Three of the most
important factors considered were ability, attitude, and cognitive style, but the research
results were inconclusive. These early considerations come to life in the words of the
my interviewees, who clearly demonstrated how nuanced differences in their speech and
thinking represent a continuity of the differences in personality and experience they
brought with them when they embarked upon the SLA adventure.
In spite of the tremendous research energy expended in examining this
problem, no profile ever emerged. There is always a context in which one
or another of the characteristics examined turns out to be important. If
someone is learning a language in a formal classroom, then all the usual
classroom skills will help [Lalonde, Lee, and Gardner, 1987]. If someone
is learning a language informally on the streets of a new country, then the
advantage probably falls to the more gregarious learners. But the effects
are not what they seem, either in type or in magnitude.
Consider the role that ability might play in learning a second
language. The tests of overall ability seem to correspond only to
classroom success. At the same time, a more profound effect of ability
appears to be hidden under a stylistic factor. Differences in field
dependence-independence turn out to make a small difference in secondlanguage learning because the test, virtually by chance rather than
design, captures an aspect of information processing that is relevant to
processing linguistic information. Still, the learning processes need a
nurturing context. A positive attitude, a conducive environment, rich
exposure, and many other unnamed factors allow natural abilities to
flourish.
What is most apparent after examining the ways that people differ
rom each other in their success in learning a second language in the
following: the question of individual differences in learners is completely
confounded with the question of differences in outcomes. Learners come
with an assortment of different abilities, but what is acquired during
anguage learning, and the situations in which that knowledge is
demonstrated, also vary enormously. Accordingly, proficiency, or
success in learning a new language, has many facets. Language is far too
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complex a system to reveal itself through a single skill, a single
experience, or a single test. People, too, are complex; and it is
reasonable to conclude that just as an individual's makeup reflects a large
number of strengths and weaknesses, so are these different attributes
reflected in the multiple dimensions encompassed by language. There is
no Good Language Learner, but neither is there perfect mastery of a
language. Proficiency depends on use. If language is needed to navigate the
streets of a new country, then social and communicative knowledge, a
particular vocabulary, and some fluency are at the top of the proficiency
list. If language is needed to read academic documents in a foreign
language, then grammar and literacy become more important.
Proficiency is what you need to do with the language, and the Good
Language Learner is the person who finds the right skill to achieve a
particular proficiency (Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 157-9).

Discussion of the Results bv Filtering the Verbal Data
through the Prism of the Initial Research Questions
At the outset of (and throughout) this research project I posed a plethora
of questions, at several levels of generality,

including:

(1) the broad research

questions, (2) the domain areas reflecting the potential interests of the interviewees,
and (3) the actual questions used in interviewing the Ss. Since the actual questions were
used directly in the interviews and produced immediate answers, and since the domain
areas are not really questions that merit a response, but rather potential areas of
delineation for the content of the interviews, it is the broad research questions which
are a most significant touchstone in establishing the conclusions of this research study.
Some questions appear more amenable to analysis than others:

•

What experiences do adult learners of second languages find meaningful?

•

What insights about the SLA processes they experience can second language learners
reveal through verbal articulation?
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In speaking about their experiences, their impressions, and their interpretations of
them, the L2 learners indirectly are responding to the above two questions. For some
learners, meaningful experiences encompass both the classroom and the social learning
atmospheres (Deborah), for others, it may be an explicit grammatical transformation of
thinking in the native language to thinking in English (Aisha), while for yet others it
may be a particular classroom activity (the talking stick for Emil).
Theoretical frameworks created by SLA researchers have engendered significant
general operational research questions which proved relevant guides to interrogating SL
learners and interpreting their responses, although certainly the underlying themes of
these questions were posed directly to the learners in more particularistic and concrete
language. However, once learners articulate their responses and express their own
concerns and thoughts, these broader questions can be reapplied to analyze their verbal
expressions.

I reformulated these bridging questions after the interviewing process was

complete; they were based on similar questions which were raised as the interviewing
began, and which informed the generation of particular questions to the individual
interviewees.

Questions asked initially could be re-adapted or re-formulated after the

verbal interview data was gathered, or entirely new questions could be elaborated.
•

Are individuals essentially similar or different in their approaches and processes of
SLA-the issue of genetic variability?

•

What is the relationship between culture and language in terms of SLA?

•

Is there an optimum language learning personality?

•

Are there optimal SLA learning strategies?

•

What part of SLA is conscious or aware, and what part unconscious or unaware?
How do motivation, anxiety, personality, and other affective variables manifest
themselves during the SLA process?
Do individual differences and cognitive differences among learners affect their SLA?
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A good starting point may be the relationship of culture and language. This is
perhaps a question that needs to be teased out of the responses of the Subjects (Ss),
because intervees may not explicitly refer to their culture or the culture of the new
environment, but may display behavior or thinking within situational events that do
reflect on the nature of their culture and its interaction with the new language. Going
through each of the thumbnail sketches, relying on my general memory and personal
familiarity with each Subject (who had also previously been my ESL student), as well as
the domain-organized sections, and viewing them through the lens of this particular
question, provides a bases for their discussion. I will use my general knowledge about
the historical, sociocultural, and political background of each Subject’s home country
and other countries of residence as context for my analysis of how culture and language
acquisition may be causally interrelated. Well, each case did seem to present a
distinctive learning personality, although similarities could be seen across individiduals
as well. I should note that all the names used here as pseudonymous, although the
countries of origin and the circumstances as related by the interviewees are presumed to
be real.

The Thumbnail Sketches Viewed through the Filter of the Issue of the
influence of the Interrelationship of Culture and Language on SLA
For Sarah, it seemed to be the contrast between her insularly monocultural home
environment and the vibrantly heterogeneous new environment that provided a
motivator for her to accelerate her SLA process. For Sarah, language and culture were
intertwined, and provided an opportunity for enlightment, so we may call her a
■inguistic/cultural

illuminationalist.”
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Daniel, an African who had grown up and travelled within multicultural societies
in his home continent, but had been educated within a stable colonial British school
system, noticed and seemed disturbed by what he regarded as the cultural fragmentation
within the heterogeneous ESL classroom. Daniel was comfortable with his technical
knowledge of the English language, but uncomfortable with how US classrooms
functioned, where individuals and the explicit exploration of their cultural backgrounds
were viewed as integral components of a curriculum.

For Daniel, the new culture

seemed to present a challenge and disruption to his own psychological stability, so we
might term him a “linguistic/cultural fragmentationalistophobe.”
Emil also came from a colonialized country (Belgium-French), but viewed
language as a potentially unifying and uplifting factor; this also served as a motivator for
him. So we could call him, linguistically and culturally, an “amelioristic optimist.”
George came from a stable, autonomous culture (Georgia) which had a particular
relationship as a Republic with the Russian language within the political and economic
set-up of the Soviet Union. George viewed language as a means of expression, and
associated it with refined and complex thinking in philosophy and mathematics; he
recognized that the linguistic heterogeneity of a typical ESL class would be a hinderance
to his SLA progress, just as he recognized that the facile fluency of US teenage speakers
was not the type of linguistic competence to which he aspired. So we might term George,
linguistically and culturally, an “aristocratolectalist.”
Dominique, who had experienced the heady days of the overthrow of the Ceaucescu
regime in Rumania, seemed to view her experience in the US as an adventure. She lived
with a family that had a cake business, living and working with them. She had relatives
ln Canada, divorced parents in different countries, knowledge of French, and seemed to
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view language learning and the new culture through a prism of adventurous experience.
We can call her, linguistically and culturally, an “experiential adventurist.”
Amalia, raised in the commercial hurly-burly of Hong Kong, which in its
particular international political status geographically contiguous to the Chinese
mainland but functioning as a fulcrum between the democratic West and the totalitarian
East, where the educational system was modelled after the British one but modified to
enable purely meritocratic access to opportunity, seemed to view her new language and
culture through this lens, and represents what I’d term, linguistically and culturally,
an “instrumentalistic transactionalist.”
Deborah was raised by globetrotting professional geographer parents, and
experienced living in another cultural environment when she pursued higher education
in another European country. It seems that her broad cultural and personal-experiential
exposure, combined with her sense of activity, gave her a combined perspective of
adventure and cultural flexibility, so that she could enjoy the heterogeneity and freedom
of the ESL classroom environment, and also avail herself of similar opportunities in the
broader culture. With her clear professional goals, her sense of self-confidence and
adventure, Deborah could be called, linguistically and culturally, a “peripatetic
engager.”
Anabel, raised in a warm, traditional, multigenenerational home in a small town
in Spain where she came into contact with foreign tourists, led her to be open to the new
experience of the American language and culture, while toggling back and forth between
feelings of homesickness. She might be termed a “xenodomic ambiphilophobe.”
Schubert, an independent thinker and worker who had emigrated from his Haitian
home, appeared torn between his criticism of his compatriots and of his new cultural
environment. Within his homeland, Schubert appears as a critical figure who wants to
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emerge beyond what he regarded as the petty rivalries and tensions among his
economically poor, poorly educated and poorly behaved countrymen, and the limitations
upon his progress imposed by the racial category into which he felt he was often grouped

in the US.

He may be term, linguistically and culturally, a “critical biculturalist.”

Pepita, raised in the tranquil homeland of Taiwan, experienced life from school,
her close family life, and some adventurous experience working in a casino as a croupier
and riding her motorcycle at free will, and perhaps at times a bit recklessly. This gave
her both a sense of self-confidence and independence, along with a touch of insoucient
cynicysm.

She could be termed, linguistically and culturally, an “independently

skeptical cynicist.”
Fidele, from a small local village near Naples, Italy, was exposed to the Russian
language through her communist-inspired relative who had old records from the early
heady days of Soviet communism, and also had experienced intra-European cultural
sharing through her parents experiences as guestarbeiters (guest workers) in
Switzerland. Fidele exhibited a high-degree of enthusiasm in acquiring her new
language, and had gone on into a third language, Russian, which she had been doing in an
intensive immersion program. She embraced language together with the personal
experiences of the individuals she communicated with. She could be called, linguistically
and culturally, an “performative enthusiast.”
Aisha had grown up in Turkey, and had been a teacher. She embraced the
classroom activities very actively, and was especially taken by a demonstration of the
grammatical transformation of her thinking in Turkish into thinking in English.

Aisha’s

culture was perhaps that of the classroom, and she might be termed linguistically and
culturally, a “translational grammarian.”
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Huong grew up in China and had worked for a foreign company which required
communication in English, but he was more familiar with written materials of a
technical nature than face-to-face verbal interaction.

He realized that he needed to

transform his own thinking and participate actively in the face-to-face communicative
interaction in his new linguistic and cultural environment. Perhaps Huong could be
called, linguistically and culturally, a “transmodal reintegrationist.”
Terry, raised in a relative’s home after her father had died, developed a sense of
tentativeness which she seemed to bring to her interactions in her new environment,
although this was accompanied by a very winning warmth and personableness. She could
be termed, linguistically and culturally, a “communicational tentativist.”
Roberta, from Hungary, grew up in a small town during a communist regime, and
also viewed English as a means of joining a broader world culture. She could be termed,
linguistically and culturally, a “socially engaged cosmopolitanophile.”
Diana, from Brazil, had gone to a German school in her native Brazil. She said
that she had acquired her awareness of the importance of listening skills from working
with clients in a shoe service store.

She could be termed, linguistically and culturally,

an “attentive listener.”
Ellen, from Poland, also came from a small town, had married early and was a
housewife, and came to schooling after a long period of this kind of life. She could be
termed, linguistically and culturally, a “joyful learning rediscoverer.”
Joanna (from Germany), had experienced growing up in Germany as a foreigner,
her family on one side having immigrated from Algeria. She also spent time in Algeria,
and so coming to the USA was a third country for her. She could be termed, linguistically
and culturally, a “wise transculturalist.”
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Evita, from the Czech Republic, also came from a smaller town, and worked with
children within a family in the US.

She remarked on the difference between her non-

academic vocabulary she acquired in her social conversations, and the lack of the
academic vocabulary she needed.

We could call her a “child-like wonderer.”

Rita, from China, was from a big city (Beijing), and had what I perceived as a
most incredible attitude toward learning English. She seemed to exhibit no nervousness
about learning a new language, and regarded it as a normal process that occurred in
stages. I don’t know what to ascribe this attitude to, but it stuck out from all the other
subjects, who seemed to at least show some some anxiety with the language learning
process.

She could be termed, linguistically and culturally, an “exceptional

normativist.”

Discussion of the Initial Research Questions
in the Light of the Verbal Data Responses
When we look at the relationship between culture and language, we need to ask
whether it is purely national culture that affects the acquisition of language.

I could see

a couple of instances where the national experience of a country may have affected an
individual in a particular way, and in turn that individual experienced the American
language and culture in a distinctively idiosyncratic way. However, all in all, I would
venture to say that the combinations of individual experience and personality structure
and motivational factors is what colors the learning experiences in the new environment.
Some broader cultural factors which may affect an individual might be having small
town as opposed to metropolitan origins, but Terry, who exhibited much tentativeness in
her interactions, was from a large city, while Roberta, who was from a small town in
Hungary, had become much more forceful and decisive in her personal communication.
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Perhaps this reflects the differences between Japanese and Hungarian culture, but if we
look into their biographical experiences, we find out that Roberta had experienced a
stage of extreme communicative shyness when she was first in Texas which she

subsequently decisively transcended, and Terry had an early personal life situation
which deeply impacted her self-confidence. Daniel, from an East African country which
gained independence from British colonialism, in a way (perhaps to some degree
subconsciously) sought the stability which even the vestigial British commonwealth
educational framework had given him. Sarah, from an overwhelmingly homogeneous
culture, overcame early dissuasive, cautionary advice about the negative aspects of a
culturally heterogeneous society to revel in the new diversity she encountered in the
USA.
Did students who had experienced some sort of political and social turmoil in
unstable, emergency-type situations react differently to their SLA cultural and
linguistic environment?

Did having an additional experience of displacement aid in

developing a personal resiliency and flexibility which made it easier for them to
proactively take advantage of the learning opportunities afforded them by a new culture
and language? Those were the experiences of Joan (Algeria/Germany) and Deborah
(Poland/Hungary). Daniel had lived and taught in South Africa for a while, but didn’t
speak of that as a decisively formative experience. African students from a highly
culturally heterogeneous continent went into depth in describing the distinctiveness of
their local tribal cultures and especially languages, with respect to their subsequent
experiences being schooled in national schools where a colonial language such as English
or French was the medium of instruction.

Students from more culturally monolithic

societies, such as Korea, China, and Japan in Asia—which in addition were inherently
■iriguistically and culturally more distant from the US language and culture than either
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probably the European or European-colonized societies of Africa—might have been
expected to exhibit marked difficulties in becoming involved in US language and culture,
but this did not seem to be the case, perhaps due to the presence of large immigrant (e.g.,

Chinese) or expatriate (e.g., Japanese) communities from those countries in the US.
As to the question of what part of SLA is conscious or aware, and what part
unconscious or unaware, we might say that whatever subjects were able to think about
and articulate in their interviews represented aspects of their SLA experience of which

they were conscious or aware, but of course there are pitfalls in that view as well.
First, learners might be conscious or aware of some aspects of SLA without being able or
perhaps willing to explore them verbally in dialogue, especially in a new language,
although I did not run into much reluctance to explore topics I brought up, either
through technical lack of expressive means or due to psychological avoidance. Second,
learners might be unaware or unconscious of aspects of SLA that could be tapped into and
would emerge during the dialogic process, and it seemed that this underlay some of the
expressions of satisfaction that subjects exhibited during and upon the conclusion of
interviews. Third—and this may perhaps be most telling—subjects may have revealed
by their very proclivities and tendencies to lead themselves into particular areas of

their experience just what aspects they were aware and conscious of. In other words, by
not taking a certain response route to an open-ended question, subjects could be
revealing either what they considered unimportant, what they disapproved of, or simply
what they were not aware or conscious of. Any conclusions along these lines must
certainly be made under the above cautionary considerations and could be followed
through other means of research, but, I hope, provide much material for further
consideration.
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Is there an optimum language learning personality? Well, it might be gleaned
from some of the interviews that the more emotive, interactively communicative
personalities seemed to do better. Some students (Daniel, Schubert, Emil, Deborah)
would speak for long stretches of time, but it was not clear to me that there was some
particular reason for that.

The interview with Sarah, the Korean student, seemed to be

more evenly spaced between questions and answers, than did interviews with some of my
male African students, but then Deborah, a Polish female student, also spoke extensively
in large segments in response to single, brief questions or comments, so I could not make
even any tentative conclusions based on cultural origin or gender. What seems to me to
be a reasonable conclusion from this research is that any individual could develop into a
more optimal language learning personality, and that this type of dialogic interview can
be helpful in this way, as can be seen from the insight contributed by Terry, the student
from Japan who realized during the course of her interview that her desire to belong and
her tentativeness about doing so were connected to her early childhood experiences when
she felt disempowered living in the home of a grandmother after her father had passed
away.
How do the meanings which second-language learners make of their own
experiences compare with the understandings of SLA researchers about SLA processes?
In other words, how does the "naive," or untutored "awareness" of SLA processes that
learners reveal compare with the experimentally-driven "expert" knowledge that SLA
researchers have formulated?

Further, if there is significant overlap, does this

indicate that learners themselves could provide a richer source of theoretical intuition
than has previously been generally considered?
If we compare some of the verbal data results collected from subjects with some
theoretical formulations presented by SLA theorists and researchers, we may find
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overlap, parallels, or disconnects. For example, Schumann’s (1978) Alberto was
perceived as someone who had isolated himself from the new culture, something which

inhibited his SLA. None of the interviewees in my study, except perhaps in certain
aspects Huang (who was nevertheless able to function in some way at the college level),

had as low linguistic proficiency as Alberto did, and it’s fairly obvious that all of these
had interacted significantly more than Alberto had with the local social environment.
Does this invalidate or confirm Schumann’s explanation for Alberto’s behavior?

Well,

it could be said to confirm it in the sense that all of the linguistically more proficient
subjects appeared to have had some significant contact with individuals in their new
cultural environment.
This research study has demonstrated that a national culture, no matter what its
purported characteristics (and these are inevitably presented in some reductionistic
format akin to what I call an “anthropological checklist”), cannot really have an
ultimately decisive impact upon an individual’s SLA.

Certainly, members of all cultural

backgrounds can be seen in the US public arena achieving excellent linguistic
performance and making significant contributions to the mainstream culture.

Rather, it

is perhaps the awareness and a sensitivity by researchers, teachers, and learners as
well to the potential interactions between a student and his or her home country
environment that are most significant.

It is just such awareness that colors the

generation and posing of questions to the research subjects and enables them to explore
their own experiences in more depth.

Such “awareness-grounded” questioning

facilitates the personal, linguistic, and academic development of L2 students in
interactive classroom situations, and should be incorporated into instructional
methodologies and curricula.

Furthermore, rather than the concept of national culture,

which perhaps was never a very good starting point, we need to think of the broad
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historical circumstances within which individuals develop.

Just as Anwar Sadat

expressed a kinship with Jimmy Carter because they had both been farmers close to the
land and viewed the world from a grounded, seasonal, agricultural perspective, so too
should we regard “culture” as a multitude of circumstances and structures, ranging
from the family to the tribe to the village to the city to the nation, with which an
individual might or might not interact.

It is the exploration of what such circumstances

mean to individual learners that can provide such a rich starting point for the growth of
awareness, the opportunity for verbal articulation, and the pleasures of facilitated,
collaborative dialogue.

Inherent Abilities:

Aptitude and Intelligence

Bialystok and Hakuta (1994, 126) considered SLA, particularly in a school
setting, to be a significantly cognitive task in nature. On this basis, they thought that
intellectual abilities such as intelligence, aptitude, or hard work and more efficient
memorization, could on their own explain outcome differences, such as course grades.
But three issues complicate ascribing SLA potential differences to ability alone.

First is

the precise definition of ability, which in common usage represents the conflation of two
distinct technical terms, intelligence, or general academic prowess, and aptitude, or
proclivity for a particular curricular area.

Lack of exceptional intelligence does not

preclude the attainment of excellence in specific subjects, and naturally extremely
bright students may demonstrate weakness in particular areas. This confuses the issue
of why a student is successful in a language course—general intellectual ability or
specific language aptitude.

Furthermore, students with certain aptitudes may require

particular instructional conditions to perform well, an effect called an "aptitudetreatment interaction" (Snow, 1989: in Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 126-7).
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A

second issue involves the measurement of ability in terms of reliability (or the accurate
measure of performance, independent of where, how or when a test is given) and validity
(that the test actually measures what it purports to).

Any standardized testing

instrument can only rarely, if ever, satisfy the ideal requirements of fairness and
objectivity by which the results are interpreted as intended.

Standardized intelligence

and aptitude tests are often suspect in their reliability and validity, and such tests for
creativity, perseverance, and judgment are rare.

A third area of difficulty is the

collection and interpretation of empirical data, because the particular proficiency
measures and conceptions determine the relation between ability and achievement in
language learning.

Furthermore, if it were indeed discovered that aptitude and

intelligence affected SLA, and thus that some people are more qualified than others to
learn a second language, this could lead to a limitation in the pool of suitable learners,
with significant social, political, and educational implications
1994,

128,

(Bialystok and Hakuta,

133).

Bialystok and Hakuta noted that the theory that cognitive style significantly
determines language learning achievement appeals to SLA researchers because it would
account for both social and cognitive aspects of language learning, primarily because as a
stable personality attribute of perception and functioning it would influence both
cognitive and social interactions. "Language, after all, is both a social and cognitive
enterprise" (Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 149).
My study reveals that language learning, although perhaps subject to certain
general and common human processes, assumes a much more individualized form and
meaning that is often credited in the theoretical and practical methodological research
literature.

Language learning is undertaken intentionally as a human enterprise, much

as are other such efforts such as career training, designing and building houses, and
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learning to play a musical instrument.

It could well be that language learning has

assumed a mystical character primarily because it occurs without much effort when it
occurs the first time, but seems to require great effort in every other case.

Rita, my

final interviewee, was surprised that anyone actually did research on SLA, because she
viewed it as a quite normal and natural process. Conversely, perhaps, I might now ask
why more research isn’t done to find out why some people become great or even good (or
even bad, for that matter!) classical pianists or jazz saxophonists!
As my research has demonstrated, it is most important for teachers to come to
understand the motivations and the thinking of the language learners in their classroom.
By understanding how learners conceive of the learning process, how they understand
the relationship of their own personalities to the culture and language they are now
immersed in, and what they find significant in their environment, teachers can make
better use of the learning and teaching resources at their disposal, especially
interactive, dialogic, facilitative questioning.

The Interplay of Evolving Experiential Awareness and
Indiividual Personality: A Possible Bias in the Derivation
of SLA Researchers' Notions of Second-LanauageCompetence
Gillian Brown (1996) has emphasized that researchers cannot truly examine the
second language production of a second-language learner out of the context of that
person's idiosyncratic linguistic performance (including his or her first language
performance).

Perhaps much research has disregarded this simple facet by positing

second language production against the backdrop of an idealized, highly developed firstlanguage target performer, rather than in the context of that individual's first and
second language performance continuum. My research supports this perspective by
accessing information directly from the second-language learner about his or her
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relationship to both first and second language, in ways which personalize and
individualize this relationship and reinforce the notion of an idiosyncratic performative
continuum.
It might also be useful to examine a person's ability to use their first language as
a way to better understanding what leads a particular individual to successful second
language acquisition.

Setting aside poetic or rhetorical virtuosity, what is the origin of

the notions of native speaker competence according to which second language speakers
are commonly judged, and often held to fail? It appears that this notion of competence is
derived "from the experiences of a statistically very small, highly educated, highly
literate population" (Brown, 1996, 201).

Evidence for the fact that this standard of

competence is idealized comes from the common knowledge that popular newspapers and
advertisers base their writing in "short sentences in a basic highly restricted
vocabulary of a few hundred words." Most striking in adolescent native speakers is "the
prevalence of short simple active declarative sentences and verbless clauses" (Brown,
forthcoming; cited in Brown, 1996, 201).

British governmental agencies monitor the

writing of teenagers and report, despite some exceptions in particular contexts, "very
little syntactic variation and rather restricted lexical ranges."

It may be that such

speakers have a far wider range of syntactic and semantic options available to them in
their repertoire, but this is not demonstrated in the majority of their observable speech
behavior:

"their school work, in interviews, and in conversation with teachers and

examiners—precisely the contexts in which most SLA data is collected" (Brown, 1996,
201).

Evita remarked on her growing awareness and frustration about the limited

nature of her vocabulary, which she ascribed to her communicating within fairly
exclusively within a limited social sphere of children and mundane aspects of home¬
making.
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SLA researchers sometimes remark on the narrow range of
structures and vocabulary produced by learners, as though this behaviour
was aberrant. Schachter and Selinker both mention the frequency of
verbless clauses among second language speakers. If they are like the
majority of young native English speakers, they may simply be talking as
they would in their mother-tongue. The problem with our notions of
typical adult competence, which assume, as Schachter puts it, that
“everyone ends up in the same place,” is that they our based on our
experience of the language of “people like us,” people whose profession
demands verbal ability, who read a great deal, whose own use of language
is influenced by what they have read. Schachter mentions the existence in
English of structures which she exemplifies by “Never have I seen.”
What proportion of native English speakers ever produce such structures
and what proportion would readily understand them? Second language
researchers might benefit from exposure not only to studies of the
language produced by adolescents and young adults in their mothertongue, particularly by those members of the population (the majority)
who do not go to university and are not the children of highly literate
parents. This might produce a more realistic expectation of how young
learners are likely to be able to perform, or to wish to perform, in a
second language. It is at least worth posing the question whether it is true
that all adult native speakers do indeed share a homogeneous linguistic
competence. Remember that Chomsky's 1965 formulation was in terms
of “an ideal speaker-hearer.” And it is certainly worth asking whether,
if speakers evince a rather restricted range of syntactic structures in
performance in their first language, they are likely to produce a wider
range in performance in a second or foreign language. How, if at all, does
first language competence relate to second language competence? Most of
the contributors to this volume would answer “very closely;” indeed
Cook, at least, would suggest that they cannot be separated, since each
competence influences the other.
If it is reasonable to suppose, as Sharkey's paper appears to
suggest, that competence in the LI consists of examples of performance
laid down over a lifetime (and this must include performance both of
production and comprehension), we might suggest that Lyons' axiom that
performance presupposes competence might be extended to express a
virtuous spiral in which, once the process of language acquisition has
begun, each presupposes the other. Initially there is a competence which
consists of fundamental constraints on the nature of human language. Then
the child's perception of the language which he or she hears
(performance) begins to modify competence, and thus the process
continues, with more and more performance (comprehension and
production) leading to further modifications in competence, which in turn
leads to further modifications in competence, which in turn leads to
further modifications in future performance. Surely we should suppose
that, just as performance modifies and restructures competence in the
first language, so it modifies and restructures competence in the second
language (Gillian Brown, 1996, 201-202).
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The above remarks suggest several potentially critical implications for this
research.

First, without any baseline data of the linguistic and cognitive capacities of

the second-language learners, any judgment (either explicit or implicit), of the
linguistic-cognitive capabilities of research subjects in their non-native language will
lack perspective and grounding.

Second, the imposition of criteria for linguistic

competence derived primarily from a model of the discourse common in academicinstitutional settings upon more naturalistically contextualized research discourse
corpuses which display non-academic and non-institutional characteristics may put into
question the reliability of the entire evaluative stage of the research.

Regarded in this

light, the ESL learners I have interviewed might truly be said to be both proficient and
competent.

L2 Research Subjects as Aaentive Research Collaborators
In terms of future research projects which build on this one, what may be
crucial would be to first elicit some baseline linguistic corpuses from the learners in
their native languages. Second, an alternative evaluative process of the verbalized
articulations of the learners could be considered, such as by bringing in selected secondlanguage learners to make such evaluations. One dialogic segment with one of the later
interviewees from Germany (Joanna) who described herself as having retained her
common sense in ways which those with higher educational levels had not, led me to
think that certain learners have the capability of understanding the research issues in a
very clear and sophisticated fashion. Thus, not only is the learner capable of being an
agentive research subject, but can also serve as a co-researcher as well! I once heard
Kiyo Morimoto, of the Harvard Bureau of Study Counsel, give a wonderful lecture in
which he explained how a humanistically grounded institutional service agent, such as a
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teacher, would be asked at times to function in an alternative or multiple roles, as an
administrator (gatekeeper) or counselor, or even learner, at various times, sometimes
almost simultaneously. Morimoto advised that there was no reason to fear such a rapidfire exchange, that it was perfectly permissible, normal, and even desireable for one
individual to function in these multiple roles.

Only a mistaken identification of

functional role with personal identity would damage both service agent and client.
Similarly, it is the easy transition from researcher to teacher to learner that may
define the health of a pedagogical enterprise. My discussion with my “wise
transculturalist” about the issues of gathering data, of awareness, and of analysis made
me appreciate the potential value of sharing the research results to another
“evaluator,” even if this role were played by one of my very interviewees.

This would

have the benefit of providing another reviewer of the data, one who is not as influenced
by the academic-institutional discourse mindset, and thus might have more
discriminating insights.
In my later interviews (with the Polish, the German/Arabic, and the Mandarin
Chinese speakers), I incorporated questions regarding the nature, purpose, and
methodology of my research. This represented a gradual evolution both in my thinking
about my research, and especially in the nature of the relationship between the
researcher and the research subjects. Thus, while at the beginning and throughout the
main body of the research interviews (which were conducted over a period of perhaps 3
years) I strove to eliminate researcher "biases" as much as possible, I as a researcher
was still constricted by some almost imperceptible (to me) need to "act upon" (rather
than perhaps "interact with") my research subjects.
The comments by the last three interview subjects, with whom I did share more
equally my deepest research qualms and issues, are instructive.
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I first broached the

topic with Ellen, who recognized the scope and depth of my challenge. Next, and
amazingly to me, Joan seemed to immediately hone in on the paradoxical intent of my
project, attempting to prove systematically that individuals differ.

She seemed to grasp

the tricky nature of being open-ended in the individual interviews with the challenge of
establishing closure in the analytical framework by establishing systematically-based
results and conclusions in the written dissertation.

In fact, we engaged in follow-up

conversations which effectively encouraged me in the pursuit of my research goals, and
stimulated me in the comparison and analysis of my research data, at a time when I was
rapidly sinking into “deep data.”

Perhaps paradoxically and revealingly, my

antepenultimate interviewee was Joanna, who perspicaciously and wisely understood the
implications and complexities of my research project in its fullest methodological
aspects, while my final interviewee was Rita, who was blissfully oblivious to the very
existence of the research enterprise and community, and existed in a happy state as a
“normal” second language learner progressing through her inevitable stages of
acquisition.

Development of Research Awareness in the
Researcher as the Research Interviews Evolved
It is also significant that there was a cyclical, cumulative increase in my own—
researcher's—awareness, especially in these later interviews in which the topic of the
research purpose and the research process themselves were addressed. This seems to go
hand-in-hand with a feeling on the part of the researcher that certain topical areas of
the research interviews, as well as the manner and verbal styles of response, have
become standardized. That is, as each individual interviewee reveals certain aspects of
his or her personality, in terms of how this personality interprets and applies meaning
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to the SLA process, other facets of the interviewees' descriptions of the SLA experience
assume a certain mundaneness and even approach the characteristics of canned
responses. There remains a question as to whether this is due to (a) the limitations of
the interviewee s linguistic expressiveness in English; (b) the substantive similarity
or even identity of aspects of the SLA process which appear across-the-board in all
individuals who experience it;

or (c) the inherent limitations of the socially delimited

face-to-face interaction of the interviewer-researcher and the research-subjectinterviewee, which might be so weighted in terms of the Wittgensteinian (cf. Kenny,
1994) philosophical "word game play" and the Goffmanian (1959) social psychological
analytical interpretation of Eliot’s (1915) poetical "preparing faces to meet the faces
that you meet.

According to this view, the researcher, who has been influenced

internally by his background as a student of theory and method, within an institutional
training experience, is known to the interviewee not as such, but rather as a teacher.
The interviewee, externally, is known to the researcher not so much as a research
subject, but as a former student;

internally, the interviewee perceives him- or her¬

self as a student, and as such is colored by all previous institutional training undergone
as a student, which, for this research subject cohort, is at least 12 years, and may have
attained 17 or 18 years in some cases. Thus, each of the participants in this dialogue
participate not as free agents able to become interactively engaged, with immediacy of
expression and response, in a truly collaborative sharing and building of meaning, but
rather recreate stereotypically reified forms of knowledge inherited from previous
conditioning and frozen by an incipient expectation which remains solipsistically blind
to both the true nature of the other, the interlocutor, and thus, to the implementation of
the research intent.
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However, along with this introduction of "boring"—in the sense of predictable—
data, there was this "interesting"—in the sense of unexpected (at least to the
researcher)—aspect to these later interviews.

The third in this sub-series of

interviews which introduced the research itself as a topic was conducted with Rita.
perspective was very interesting, and unique in my interviews.

Her

She found the SLA

process to be simple and straight-forward. She considered herself to be, and even prided
herself on being, an efficient person. She also seemed to have a healthily realistic
perspective of the SLA process. She considered herself currently to be in a middle stage
of the process, and she commented that some of the advice given by instructors, and the
paths followed by learners—such as to watch television news—were very inefficient and
a waste of time for those learners in the first stages of learning. She defined the first
stage as having about a 2000-word vocabulary, which is exactly the amount of words in
a standard ESL learner dictionary vocabulary. She was also surprised to know that there
was actually a field such as SLA research, mostly because she thought that there was
really not much to SLA, other than:

(1) self-reliance, (2) practice, (3) awareness of

the stages one was in, and (4) selecting appropriate strategies to use in the particular
stages. She went through a description and demonstration of the techniques she would
previously use and is currently using, which could be broadly grouped under textual
explication strategies.

However, her approach was very refreshing to me, as it not only

presented a plausible explanation of the SLA process, but also corresponded to a
legitimate theoretical position.
One of the interesting aspects of Rita's approach to SLA was her reliance on
memory- and practice-based vocabulary-building learning to make further progress in
her language acquisition. She also used a method of chunking, focusing on collocations
and contextualized uses of individual lexical items, to enhance her vocabulary. She has a
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well-systematized approach to her strategies, which involves a variety of techniques:
first, scanning the article for general meaning, then reading the article sotto voce to
develop familiarity with the pronunciation and enhance her access to the meaning, then
identifying isolated words and collocations which she would copy, check the meanings of
in a dictionary, and re-write in their contextual phrasing.

In response to my question,

she indicated that she selected words, collocations, phrases, and even complete sentences
for their usefulness, by which she meant their applicability to actual situations of
language use which she might encounter. She referred to the "beauty" of the phrases as a
criterion as well, by which she meant that the lexical items she selected were ones
whose meaning she understood, but which represented ways of expressing the same
meaning in more elegant, sophisticated, and what she termed "professional" ways. In
other words, they were the acrolectal (i.e., formal literary or professional stylistic)
equivalents of well-understood (by her) mesolectal (i.e., colloquial) lexical items.
Rita's approach to acquiring ESL represents a conscious effort based on systematic
strategies focused on particularly the lexical aspects of the language.

Salubrious Implications of this Research Project
for other Pedagogical and Research Enterprises
There are both practical and theoretical implications of this research for the
placement, instruction, directions of future research, and theoretical understanding of
the SLA process, which correspond to the various purposes of this research study. One
purpose is simply to better define and articulate, both for themselves and for the
teachers, what it is that language learners perceive they are actually doing.

More

refined articulation of the significant areas and approaches to second languages would
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have the desired by-product of enabling enhanced coordination of the expectations of
teachers and learners, which could in turn lead to improved instructional efficiency.
This research should enable other researchers to continue to develop better ways
of individually accessing, gathering, and analyzing verbal learner data from second
language learners.

It may provide more varied and optimal methods to improve the

intake and placement of second language learners into SLA programs. It may facilitate
the adoption of fresher, more informed and individualized view of learners by L2 as well
as content-area instructors.

Finally, it may provide a new means for second-language

learners to appreciate and value the challenges, experiences, and understandings of their
own efforts at acquiring a new language. Other practical implications of this research
are that it may provide a tool for helping to anticipate tendencies and proclivities in the
course of future SLA achievement in SL learners, thus allowing those working in the
field to have a better grasp on predictive factors enabling or disabling the learning of
second languages.
I hope that this research will also reveal some indicators of how individuals are
idiosyncratically successful at nonnative language learning.

In this way, we may finally

get a handle on processes in which both teachers and learners invest so much time and so
many resources. If we can know early on in the SLA process that some individuals—for
whatever reasons, genetic, environmental, psychological, serendipitous—are going to be
more successful than others, we might be able to provide them with potentially more
productive instructional opportunities.

Right now, the prevailing assumption in

teaching and research is that all learners, given the right circumstances, can learn
nonnative languages successfully. Perhaps this hypothesis needs to be modified toward
more realistic recognition and integration of the variation of human abilities and
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individualization of learning constructs, and learners need to be approached on a far
more personalized basis.
These interrelated research questions are representative of the interaction
among possibly significant SLA variables such as motivation, expectation, affective
stance, experience, perception, socio-cultural exposure, and cultural affinity for the L2
culture, within individual ESL learners.

It may prove valuable to SLA theorists,

methodologists of SLA pedagogy, practitioners, curriculum planners and administrators,
and possibly ultimately to the second language learners themselves, who will benefit not
only from the effects of a more enlightened understanding on the part of their teachers of
the processes they are undergoing, but perhaps from greater and more productive
collective self-awareness among the communities of second-language learners
throughout the world.
Societal exigencies resulting from the globalization of the economy, the
transition to an information-based economy, and rapidly increasing diversification in
the realization of individual abilities in our culture mandate a new focus on teaching
learning how to learn skills.

An efficient training model implies that teachers achieve a

new dynamic potential. A recognition of significant factors in SLA achievement can help
make teaching and learning second language more efficient and meaningful to all involved:
learners, teachers, administrators, and indirectly, beneficiaries of improved
multilinguistic abilities in the general society.

Qualitatively Differentiatied Awareness
Levels Delineated from the Verbal Data
Another question this study has tried to address is the issue of awareness—to what
extent does second language acquisition take place consciously or unconsciously. One
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reasonable approach seems to be to develop a way of delineating gradations of awareness,
perhaps qualitatively differentiated, from the verbal data.

Some analogues for

developing such a system of discrimination already exist, as can be seen from the
following discussion.

An Existing Framework for the Analysis of
Linguistically-Based Cognitive Development
Carey & Alpert (1992) developed a framework for "estimating trainees'
cognitive-developmental level from natural language in supervision sessions," which
was used to categorize segments of verbal expression occurring in training sessions.
After the segments were categorized, they were cross-referenced and pooled, and checked
for validity against the organizing framework.
Carey and Alpert’s Cognitive-Developmental Model (CDM) utilized the natural
language of trainees "to make inferences about their cognitive-developmental level" (p.
2), in order to help supervisors "to differentiate different levels of complexity in
trainees' statements in supervision sessions" and thereby "construct developmental^
appropriate supervision practices and interventions" (p. 2). The research procedures
involved audiotaping of trainee counseling sessions. Tapes were transcribed and
computer-assisted qualitative analysis, combined with independent human readers, was
carried out.

Bits, each defined as "a topically consistent trainee utterance," were

identified and sorted into general ability domains and nested ability levels within these
domains, resulting in "soft developmental scales."
Drawing upon the work of Selman (1980), this research placed great weight
upon the formulation of cognitive stages, which are described as "paradoxically both
'"accurate and useful," oversimplifying, as they do, a complex process into discrete
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stages for the sake of identifying individual differences among trainees, explaining their
variability, and planning effective interventions.
Identifying levels of awareness embedded and applied across various topical
domains can help identify both individual differences among learners and commonalities
in their progressive development toward successful SLA. This in turn can be used to aid
the learners progress further in their own metacogntiive awareness, to aid teachers in
developing instructional curricular approaches, and to serve as the basis for actual
linguistic growth by fostering the collaborative, dialogic articulation of the as yet
unarticulated but present thoughts within the learners.
The CDM developed by Carey and Alpert assumed a reciprocal linkage between the
complexity of the trainees' language and their cognitive development; the language was
considered to be both a reflection of the cognitive development, and a means to facilitate
the growth of cognitive development, by helping trainees to develop more complex
linguistic structures. The CDM also assumes that trainees with higher levels of
cognitive development will turn out to be more capable and effective in the performance
of their counseling functions.
Similarly, an "Analytical Awareness Framework" (AAF) might assume a
correspondent relationship between SLA attainment and awareness of topically
differentiated domains involved with SLA processes.

In simple terms, the more aware a

second-language learner is, the more successful and efficient would be his or her SLA.
The power of the CDM emerges from its rationale as a developmental model, some of
which (Carey and Alpert cite Holloway, 1987, and Worthington, 1987) "have recently
become a vital source of inspiration in supervision research and practice", "have great
intuitive appeal," and "provide descriptions of the general progressions of...learning."
(Carey and Alpert, 1992, 3).

The AAF, similarly, emerges from a variety of sources:
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the claims for metacognitive awareness as a means for promoting efficient learning, the
notion of a dichotomy between conscious and subconscious learning in SLA, and the logical
relationship between the ability to conceptualize and the ability (or at least the
potential) for verbal articulation, even if collaboratively facilitated or fostered.
The CDM identified 3 progressively more complex levels of cognitive ability—
concrete, formal, and postformal. Some of the characteristics associated with the
postformal level would be relevant to a constructed AAF:
a blurring of the sharp...distinction between objectivity and subjectivity,
an awareness of one s dual role as both influencer and influencee in
counseling, an appreciation of the metaphorical nature of counseling
theories, an understanding of the dialectics of interpersonal
relationships, and an ability to take multiple perspectives on one's work
(Carey and Alpert, 1992, 5).
Postformal counseling statements may include (1) reflection from multiple
perspectives, (2) dialogic analysis, (3) dialectic thinking, (4) systematic analysis.
We will see how these sophisticated operational abilities are represented by analogous
abilities in the AAF.
The 6 nested specific abilities described in the CDM include self-knowledge
(description of internal experiences), feelings identification (understanding of feelings
of others), subjective patterns (accounting for multiple subjective states),
perspective-taking (understanding the client's perspective), integrating perspectives
(description of interpersonal relationship), and relationship concepts (conceptualizing
dyadic relationships).
Then, within these abilities, the descriptive language used by the trainees is
analyzed, and ability levels are derived from them.

For example, the self-knowledge

ability (1) can be differentiated into the (a) elemental, (b) situational, (c) pattern,
and (d) transformational levels. The feeling identification ability (2) is differentiated
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into (a) simple, (b) global, (c) differentiated, and (d) complex levels. The subjective
patterns ability (3) is differentiated into (a) one, (b) sequential, and (c) simultaneous
subjective states, and (d) mixed emotions.

The perspective-taking ability (4) is

differentiated into (a) self-perspective, (b) verbal content, (c) nonverbal cues, and
(d) contextual mediation.

The integrating perspectives ability (5) is differentiated into

(a) labels, (b) one perspective, (c) two uncoordinated, (d) two semicoordinated, and
(e) two coordinated perspectives.

The relationship concepts (6) differentiate into (a)

unidirectional, (b) bidirectional, (c) interactive, and (d) systemic.

Considerations toward the Development
of a Proposed “AAF” Grid for SLA Awareness
The development of a biaxial categorization schema grid, in which one axis
represents levels of language learning awareness, and the other represents the content of
the interpretational approaches themselves, might be instructive.

For the first axis, we

might include such elements as native language, identity, social status, cultural context
and “directionality of information” (that is, to what extent is information being
exchanged mutually, and to what extent it is being elicited by the researcher of the
subject, or perhaps at times vice versa, in alternating moments; the second axis would
be the phenomenological and socio-psychological approaches, respectively. For
example, in the “pure” form of the phenomenological approach, the social status,
cultural context, and native language of the subject would be held quite unimportant,
held subservient to the meaning emergent from the subjects words. However, in the
socio-psychological approach, quite the opposite might be true—social status, cultural
context, and linguistic variables might be considered supremely significant and thus
comprehensively explicated, with any ascribed meaning being highly contingent upon
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these variables.

I will attempt to demonstrate the differences in these approaches

through the example given above. In the ethnographic approach, the social status,
cultural context and linguistic variables of the researcher and the subject would be
taken into consideration, but there would be an attempt to submerge them into the
researcher’s attempt to provide a “thick” description of the reality of the subject’s
world.

General Awareness-Based Analytical
Frameworks from Domains other than SLA
The elaboration of a schematized framework grounded the verbal articulations of
L2 learners might prove useful. Other such attempted frameworks include a schematic
categorization of the evolution of the philosophical outlooks and worldviews of
undergraduate college students as they progress through their four-year education
(Perry, 1970), the distinction between women's "connected" ways of knowing and men's
"separate" ways of knowing (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, 1986), the
relation between "worldmindedness" and intercultural interaction patterns among
college students (Correa, 1970), the development of self-knowledge from personal
experience (Weinstein and Alschuler, 1985), the development of a self-report
inventory for assessing individual differences in learning processes (Schmeck, Ribich,
& Ramanaiah, 1977), the validation of such constructs (Schmeck, Ribich, and
Ramanaiah, 1978), and their application to learning evolution in a specific content area
(Pearsall, Skipper, and Mintzes, 1997).
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Elaboration a Framework for Analyzing the Data:
A Biaxial Graduated Topical Awareness Grid

Desideratum: What would be ideal (and currently not realizable) would be to
make a connection between the work on consciousness (at the physical level), awareness
(at the psychological/noetic level), and verbal expression of the non-native speakers.
The question of intelligence would also be interesting, in terms of individual differences
or of the species as such. In other words, can we tell from the verbal expressions of
non-native speakers whether they have special abilities in learning new languages? Are
there certain indicators, such as the ability to articulate various levels or experiences
of awareness, in their past experiences, or even in the present, that could tell us who
would be more or less successful as a language learner in the long run? Is there any
predictive value to such indicators?

It would be helpful to emerge from the "straight

jacket" of toggling between either the linguistic or the cultural paradigm.

In the

linguistic framework, there are things that apply across individuals; individual
differences of ability, intelligence, etc., have not really been regarded as significant in
determining the course of second language acquisition (although there has been some
degree of work in this). On the other hand, the cultural paradigm assumes that
situational, often social, economic, or gender factors predominate over innate individual
differences in acquiring second languages. Thus, the researcher is faced with a situation
in which either we look at purely the linguistic products of a mental or communicative
interaction, and from them derive some kind of principles which could provide insights
into the processes of second language acquisition in the human species as such, or we look
at the factors which might affect the learning process (assumed to be more-or-less
Potentially identical in all individuals) and attribute to them (extrinsically).
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Such a distillation of this verbal imagery may be useful to researchers who are
trying to better understand what occurs during the SLA process.

In other words, rather

than having the objective of the research be what really occurs in individual members of
the human species as they acquire non-native languages, the focus is purely on what
individuals think occurs, which may or may not be the same thing.
A future goal could be to develop a scale of criteria which can be superimposed
onto, or rather can incorporate, the rather amorphous verbal data gathered from the
research subjects. This could be done through the creation or delineateation of
categories ranging across the Ss’ linguistic competence. Such categories can range into
those areas considered potentially significant to SLA—cultural accommodation,
motivation, self-awareness of learning style strengths and weakness, relationships with
native language speakers, etc. Within each broad area stages, or levels, could be defined
leading up to ones more propitious for SLA. However, how can it be surmised a priori
what is propitious for SLA? (i.e., perhaps instrumental motivation is as, or more,
efficient as integrative motivation).

What may prove to be interesting would be the

particular combinations and historical developmental sequences in which these levels
and categories occur.
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A_ Proposed Initial Attempt at a Rudimentary Taxonomy for
Analysis of Verbal Data of Second-Language Learner Interviewees
Ability Domain
Self-understanding as Language Learner
Awareness of Self in Relation to:
•
Language as a linguistic system
•
Thinking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Culture (in the comparison of native and new)
Society (in relation to the self)
Teaching Methods/Approaches
Learning Strategies
Learning Styles
Interpersonal relations (with classmates)
Interpersonal relations (with the teacher)

Within each category, ability
•
•
•

levels can be set up:
Lack of awareness
Presence of Awareness (simple)
Presence of Awareness (complex)

A further distinction may be made between:
•
Retrospective Awareness
•
Operative (or operational) Awareness
•
Prospective Awareness
(Collaboratively) Facilitated Articulation of Awareness
Understanding of Language as a System
•
•
•

Structural-Linguistic
Pragmatics of Communication
Cultural-Linguistic Diversity

Understanding the Learnina/Teachina Relationship
•
Teachers as Individuals
•
Classroom/Classmates
•
Institution/Society
Understanding of Culture as a System
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Definitional Considerations and Background
Awareness. This is a difficult concept to define and demonstrate. The defining
process could begin by assuming a relationship between the presence of awareness and
the potential to articulate it verbally. Then, awareness must be regarded not in purely
general terms, but applied to particular topical domains. These topical domains (e.g.,
motivation, learning strategies, instruction, culture, etc.) may often have been
investigated previously with a more experimental research paradigm and methodology
(such has been used traditionally in fields such as psychology) in which the terms have
been operationalized. Thus, in the perspective taken here, awareness will be used only
in such terms as "awareness of 'X'", where "X" shall be a topical domain relevant to the
investigated of SLA processes.
When such articulation occurs with the facilitation of collaborative dialogic
interviewing, it could be termed "Facilitated Articulated Awareness."

When the

awareness articulated in the interview process postulates the expression of a
psychological state or feeling which existed in a chronologically previous situation, it
might be termed "Retrospective Awareness." When the awareness articulated in the
interview process postulates the expression a psychological state or feeling which is
expected to exist in a chronologically future situation, it shall be termed "Prospective
Awareness." When the awareness refers to the linguistic performance of explicit
knowledge during the process of its occurrence, it could be termed "Operative
Awareness."
In addition, degrees, or levels, of awareness could be differentiated.

Currently, I

postulate three levels: (1) a simple level, in which there is a mere cognizance of the
existence of a particular phenomenon revealing a particular SLA-related topical domain;
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(2) a more complex level, in which there is recognition of the existence of a variety of
elements, their interrelationship, and the context in which they are situated, related to a
particular SLA domain; (3) a more generalizable, un-situated awareness of the general
issues regarding a particular domain.

The first level (1) would be considered the

lowest, the second (2) intermediate, and the third level (3) the highest, in terms of
awareness.
Carey and Alpert’s CDM Model described above presumes a native- or native-like
level of fluency in English.

Further, it assumes a deterministic linkage between the

level of complexity of the linguistic expression, and the level of complexity of the
cognitive development, on the part of the trainee. In the research I conducted here, the
verbal data has been collected from non-native speakers, and a level of fluency only
sufficient to participate in the interviews has been assumed.

Participation in the

interviews is enabled if the interviewee is able to think and converse in English, and
exhibits a degree of thoughtfulness in the mutual, facilitated dialogic exploration of
topics related to his or her own perception of experiences and involvement with
processes related to SLA. Due to these different criteria, it is problematic to assume a
direct relationship between complexity of thinking or awareness, and complexity of
linguistic expression. An attempt has been made to take this into account and compensate
for it, primarily by involving some native language speech indirectly in the interview
process. Such involvement has its problematic aspects as well. There are two prime
sources for the involvement of the interviewee's native language in the interview
process. One is from the interviewers himself, who may speak a language which is
either the native language or a primary language of the interviewee. The other is from a
third person, who shares the same native language as the interviewee, and who is
brought into the interview process at some point. The third person involvement, on the
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occasions it occurred, would occur usually after the researcher had begun, or conducted
a signifant portion of the interview; often-times, the interviewee would speak to the
third person in a significantly useful way, revealing some thoughts which might have
accumulated but might have been difficult for the interviewee to express in English. The
informal aside to the third person were recorded on tape recorder, which was kept
running after the two-person interview had stopped for a break. The conversation in the
native language was transcribed and translated, and in addition, the import of the
conversation was reported spontaneously by the third person to the researcher
immediately or soon after the conversation had taken place. A spontaneous evaluation
may have also been included in the comments of the third person in the discussion
following this native language conversation.
This speculated, rudimentary analytic framework is in some ways based on a
constructivist model in learning and teaching that looks at how meaning is socially
constructed among individuals in communicative social contact within pedagogical
institutional settings.

Verbalized articulations are regarded as primary data, while

observation is of secondary importance.

Research subjects report via their own

articulations regarding the past, the present, and future SLA experience.

Observation

and analysis of classroom or out-of-class learning behavior, and learning products and
artifacts such as written work or test results, were excluded as they are considered to be
of minor importance in this study
Third, the linguistic expression of the interviewees can serve to represent not
only topical categories, but also linguistic-cognitive levels of complexity.

The model for

this is the Cognitive Developmental Model (CDM) elaborated by Carey and Alpert
(1992), derived from the verbal expressions of counselor training sessions in which a
link was assumed between the levels or stages of awareness.
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Fourth, a larger segment of an interview could be presented, along with a
running commentary, in the style of a Harvey Sacks, as he discussed in Lectures on
Conversations. The purpose of this is to demonstrate that a conversation may really be
"a series of accidents".

The Relationship of Idiosyncratic Learning Aproach.
Personal Life Experience, and Hermenuetic Research Perspectives
The research results provide some insight into—although perhaps no final
resolution of—many of the issues regarding SLA theory, including the dichotomy of
explicit/implicit learning.

Prominent SLA researchers have emphasized the

significance to theory of exploring life experience from the perspective of the individual
learners.

Selinker (1972, 213; cited in Larsen-Freeman, 1991a, 1.53-154) stated

that "a theory of second language learning that does not provide a central place for
individual differences among learners cannot be considered acceptable," and Bialystok
and Hakuta (1994, viii) have noted that “...we expect that people who have attempted to
learn a second language will be interested in exploring their personal experiences and
theories against the accumulated wisdom of this field.” As support for this premise,
Bialystok and Hakuta provide examples of different types of L2 learners. An American
businessman in Japan uses the language he learned at Berlitz to get street directions,
while his own children use English at school and pick up Japanese from their
neighborhood peers; at the same time, his wife attempts to exchange pleasantries with
neighbors at home. A recent Vietnamese immigrant in Toronto without any previous
formal schooling learned sufficient English in a 6-week refugee camp program to
receptively understand simple nouns related to his work, without needing much
productive expression. A psychology major at an elite Eastern US university takes a
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Russian course to satisfy his foreign language requirement; although this person had
heard and understood Hungarian spoken by grandparents while growing up at home, and
understood it, he is now in effect a monolingual speaker.
Various types of second language learning encounters occur throughout the world,
ranging from foreign language classes for elementary school children, commercially
marketed language tapes for consumers, corporate foreign language training, the
experiences of immigrants in Western Europe for whom the target language becomes
their active home language and whose children quickly shift to using it as their dominant
language, the use of many vernacular dialects at home in countries which have official
languages for public discourse, and the exposure of many students to foreign languages in
public secondary education without producing functional bilingualism. Second languages
are thus learned under far more diverse conditions than are first languages, but while
the proficiency outcomes of the latter are universal, those of the former are far more
varied and contingent upon a variety of local factors, such as those that Spolsky (1989)
has attempted to systematically link.

Learning situations differ, for example such as

between structured classroom learning and spontaneous natural conversations; second
language learners differ, primarily in age-related neurological maturation, genetically
and educationally related cognitive and social differences, and age-related neurological
maturational differences;

target languages exhibit relative differences, such as the

relatively greater distance between English and Japanese than that between English and
German.
This research project has confirmed, by implication, that a turn toward a
hermeneutic approach is more productive than reliance on demonstrably ineffectual
nomothetic approaches. This type of research humanizes the research enterprise by
increasing the involvement between researcher, instructor, and learner, by equalizing
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participation of these groups, empowering learners with agency and freeing researchers
from the disadvantages which follow from assuming an "objective" stance toward
research subjects.

Learners often express immediate affective benefits from the

research process, such as pleasurable surprise at having been able to carry on such an
extended and involved conversation, and pleasure, a sense of achievement, and a spurt in
personal confidence in having done so, all of which naturally leads into a longer-term
awareness-raising process as well as a linguistic-raising and reinforcing one.

Learners

who are interviewed say that they realize aspects of their experience that they had not
fully realized, and are energized by their demonstration of their ability to articulate
their thoughts in the facilitated, dialogic exploration in what for them is not their native
language.

Finally, instructors will be pleased to learn more about their students, and

should expect to feel gratified that individuals L2 learners are attaining success in selfexpression and linguistic performance. The questions generated in the interviews may
provide a source of further exploration or instruction.

Further research may be

carried out in similar ways, perhaps with refinements or more detailed questions.

The

research could be expanded to a more longitudinal approach, in order to connect the
evolution of awareness about SLA processes with the linguistic performance as the
acquisition progresses. Questions could be honed down into more detail, with a focus on
particular domains, rather than being so exploratory and wide-ranging with each
individual.

Finally, the interview approach might be combined with a more objective

observational approach in particular cases, such as, for instance, an investigation of
learning strategies and study techniques (e.g., as in Rita’s interview).
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A Philosophical Digression into the Provenance of The Social Sciences.
the Mind-Body Problem, and the Methodological Assumptions of SLA Research
The reconciliation of the dichotomy between the physical and the mental, often
termed "the mind-body problem," has been an underlying theme in Western culture.

In

terms of a specific research domain such as SLA, it manifests itself in the intricately
interrelated constructs of cognition and behavior.

It is valuable to at least briefly

discuss how individuals (researchers as well as subjects) understand the phenomena
they are investigating or experiencing vis a vis the philosophical/linguistic themes
which contextualize them. The following discussion makes an attempt at providing some
grounding for the approach I am taking in this research study.
The social sciences have always existed in a tenuously dependent relationship
with the natural sciences, originating in the nineteenth century.

They followed the great

successes of natural sciences in the previous centuries, and sought to emulate their
experimental methodology, changing only the object of their investigation.

Rather than

identifying and analyzing the elements and understanding the processes and
transformations of the natural universe, the social sciences posited as their goal a
deeper knowledge of human beings in society, what they consisted of and how they
functioned interactively.
Yet, as the physical sciences progressed in their understanding of nature and
developed such successful theoretical formulations of the real world as Newtonian
physics and later Einsteinian relativity and quantum mechanics, whose predictions were
supported by or at least reflected in scientific experimentation, the social sciences
entered into an area of profound crisis as it became apparent that the somewhat
"adolescent" desire to emulate the scientific method was foundering upon the Schylla of
an over-reliance upon the quantitative approach to data gathering and analysis, and the
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Charybdis of the unresolved contradictions between human being as both subject and
object of investigation.
Influenced by broader cultural developments emerging from within humanism,
which, influenced by the historical cataclysms of World Wars and the all-encompassing
political movements of totalitarianism (Fascism and Communism) had passed through
such cultural movements as nihilism, existentialism, and surrealism, and finally the
so-called "post-modernism," social scientists began grasping for new sources to stoke
their ontological embers.
The fundamental challenge to the social sciences has always been their difficulty
in integrating their research mission and their methodological instruments; in the
natural sciences, the methodology emerged directly from the mission of understanding
the real world, and in fact recycled back into it. This organic integration and
"ontological" disciplinary autonomy was always an ephemeral desideratum in the social
sciences, always disappearing over the continual horizon of the "objective" revelation of
human behavior. Constantly teasing the social scientists, leading them on toward the
ever-disappearing horizon, was the mirage, the fata morgana, of language.
Some social scientists turned to cultural developments which emerged from
European philosophy, loosely termed "post-modernism." The apparent main premise of
"post-modernism" is its adherence to cultural relativism, which the social scientists,
perhaps eerily, took as an emulation of the relativity theory of physics. The question: —
"How do you know that they say what they mean, and they mean what they say?"—,
referring to the verbal expression of research subjects can be allowed to fall into an
abyss of philosophical solipsism, supported by the supposed insights of post-modernism.
Or, the existing instruments of social science—qualitative as well as quantitative—can be
used to triangulate the data and come up with contingent conclusions.
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A Rationale Grounded in the Philsophical Transcendance
of Paradoxes in Physics for the Hermeneutical Analysis
of Phenomenological Data Gathering in SLA Research
However, another approach may be preferable.

Rather than relying upon a

"grafting" procedure such as that described above, we could look for developments—
controversial though they may be—within the natural scientific disciplines, which could
yield more organic and integral explanatory and methodological mechanisms for the
problems with which the social sciences are grappling.

Education, to the extent that it

yet regards the human being as autonomous individuals, rather than as a model for all
human beings (as do the social scientists), also may tend to rely upon the social
scientific methodologies as a convenience, rather than as a natural outgrowth. The
evolutionary—in disciplinary as well as personal terms—thought and life of the
physicist David Bohm (Peat, 1997) may provide an interesting model and an
inspirational source for integrating both the ontological-disciplinary and the
methodological-analytical aspects of investigating the nature and the behavior of human
beings.

In his later life, Bohm's ideas of physical reality evolved into a philosophical

approach which attracted the interest of artists, educators, and psychologists, among
others.
Bohm related "awareness" as a psychological category to broader philosophical
and physical themes. For reasons difficult to understand without a thorough knowledge of
modern physics, Bohm developed the concept of "the implicate order," according to which
framework the physical and the mental, or conscious, universes, are inextricably
interrelated.

Bohm’s theoretical formulation emerges yet diverges from the now already

more traditional interpretations of a quantum physical universe, without losing its
groundedness in such a view.
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The framework Bohm was in the process of developing provides a way of
transcending such dualistic frameworks as thought and language, inner and outer speech,
self and society (as conceived by Vygotsky, 1978), or the talented and untalented second
language learner, mono- and multi-lingual learners of nonnative languages, and the
grammar-based vs. the "non-grammar-based" approaches to teaching nonnative
languages mentioned in interviews from a second language program.
In his framework, Bohm added information to the basic physical principles—
matter and energy—and it is this tripartite foundation which makes his framework so
useful a guide for the research I have conducted. Bohm noted that "the ground of the
cosmos is not elementary particles but pure process, a flowing movement" (Peat, 1997,
2), proposing what he termed an "implicate order" that "could resolve the Cartesian
split between mind and matter, or between brain and consciousness" (Peat, 1997, 2).
According to his biographer, Bohm "sought a cosmology, a scientific account of the
interconnection of all things" [and] proposed to include the nature of mind within his
cosmology" (Peat, 1997, 25).
In addition to including information as a foundational principle of reality, Bohm
viewed perception, rather than the accumulation of knowledge, as key to the enterprise
of science (Peat, 1997, 246).
Bohm was deeply aware of the connection between the way we
communicate, our physical disposition and intentions, and our perception
of the world. In turn, he had examined the movement of thought and the
way we build up notions of reality. Yet at the same time he always held
that something exists independent of these mental processes—or rather,
that at the deepest level matter and thought cannot be separate (Peat,
1997, 247).

Not only information, mind, and perception became important in Bohm's
thinking, but in fact language itself became paramount. He observed that the
fragmentation of modern physics into the two irreconcilable theories of relativity and
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quantum mechanics was parallelly manifested in a breakdown in communication between
the great care with which physicists defined mathematical language, and the way in
which ordinary spoken language is normally taken for granted. "The confusion and
fragmentation of physics, Bohm came to believe, had its origins deep within language
itself" (Peat, 1997, 248).
In fact, Bohm, intending to avoid the static nature of noun-heavy languages and
wanting to focus on the processes and flows of nature, and perhaps somewhat naively
from a linguistic perspective, created an innovative "language" based entirely on verbs,
which he called a "rheomode" (rheo: Gr. "motion") (Peat, 1997, 251).

Bohm noted that

there is a cyclical relationship between our subjective thinking processes and the
objective chemical processes occurring in our brain. He gave the example of a man who
sees a potential assailant while walking at night and becomes frightened, which in turn
alters his brain's electrochemical activity, which then influences his emotions and
disposition for action. Once he recognizes that his fright was mistaken because he had
only seen a shadow, his brain chemistry reverts back to its former state.

Bohm

expressed this relationship in the phrase: "A change of meaning is a change of being."
And, in a similar vein, Nunn (1996, 3) has expressed this relationship within the more
defined phenomenon of human awareness: "We are our experience which consists of
reflecting the world in the magic mirror of awareness."
In Bohm's view, somatic changes could be effectuated by words as well as by
emotions such as fear.

Particular words tend to evoke especially strong somatic

reactions because of our individual and social and conditioning:
Words, thoughts, feelings, and intentions have their objective correlates
as chemical processes within the brain; likewise, objective chemical
processes have their subjective correlates in movements of thought.
Thought is neither exclusively subjective nor exclusively objective. Like
the observer and the observed in quantum theory, or the poles of a
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magnet, the two are inseparable. "Significance" always has a somatic
component, and somatic changes are always accompanied by a change in
mental significance (Peat, 1997, 278-279).
Thus, the language learner responds to outside stimuli, producing words, thoughts,
feelings, and intentions in the brain, which in turn affect the learners reactions to
learning. This is a paradox without being a contradiction, as Bohm said; the former has
a resolution, whereas the latter does not.

"A contradiction involves two things that

cannot fit together, while a paradox, which appears at first sight to be a contradiction,
on closer examination has a resolution" (Peat, 1997, 273).

Austin's (1997) comment

about the relationship of researcher and research subject, as being predicated upon the
question of knowing whether the researcher can know that what the research subject
says is what he/she means, or that he/she means what he/she says, is thus not a
contradiction, but rather a paradox. The research subject both says and does not say
what he/she means and does not mean. Because the entire situation is one of flow and
movement among the various elements, the relationship cannot be analyzed statistically
into "meaning what one says and saying what one means." The individual is neither
individual nor social exclusively, but rather both simultaneously.

This is permitted by

Bohm's implicate order.
Bohm attempted to explain his implicate order through a holographic analogy. He
was focusing on the fields of consciousness and language in the nature of the thinker and
the thought (Peat, 1997, 257), and believed there to be a "unity of matter and
consciousness...in the world of transformation and flowing movement described within
the implicate order" (Peat, 1997, 257).

Reality consists of "that which is" together

with the human knowledge, or perception, of "that which is" (Peat, 1997, 259).

In

Bohm's holographic analogy, "even a tiny portion of a holograph contains information
about the entire science." This is analogous to how the information generated dialogically
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in the phenomenological interviews with second language learners consists of both
meaningful form and meaningful context, so that the whole is revealed in each small
part: the knowledge (perception) of their language learning, and "that which is"—their
actual nonnative language learning. Thus, the analytical framework this research study
aims at elaborating would permit reliable conclusions about the learnability and
competence of a second language learner to be extrapolated from segments of a dialogic
interview.
As Bohm's biographer puts it,
...the implicate order is somehow "deeper" and more fundamental that the
explicate. While the explicate unfolds from the implicate, then folds back
again, it is impossible to unfold the totality of the implicate into the
explicate. Only a part of the implicate can ever be unfolded at any one
time; the rest remains inaccessible to our explicate world (Peat, 1997,
262).
...the implicate order is a new way of seeing and talking about the world.
It directs our attention away from boundaries and independent existences
into holism, interconnectedness, and transformation. It argues that
explicate order descriptions can never exhaust physical reality. The
implicate order is a door into new ways of thinking and the eventual
discovery of new and more appropriate mathematical orders. It is both a
philosophical attitude and a method of inquiry (Peat, 1997, 263).
To many others, the implicate order, as a striking new image of
the world, became a powerful talisman that enabled them to enter new
areas of thought and knowledge and express them in new terms. It did not
really matter if the popular definitions were neither philosophically
rigorous nor mathematically precise; the important thing was the sense
of liberation inherent in abandoning the old explicate order for the
creative possibilities of the implicate order. Outside technical physics,
the implicate order became Bohm's best known idea (Peat, 1997, 265).
Thus, in terms of quantum physics, Bohm and his colleagues were able to provide "an
ontological interpretation of quantum events" that enabled the rational explication of
problems that had earlier appear paradoxical (Peat, 1997, 268).
Consciousness can also be discussed in terms of neural substrates; recent
advanced in understanding the functions of the brain, especially vis a vis language, can
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be both illuminating and an interesting stimulus for my research approach.

A better

understanding of the way learners construct their own learning may help to
understanding how the learning actually occurs on a physiological substrate.

New

diagnostic procedures can help corroborate or discount intuitive impressions about
mental processes involved in language functions. For example, dynamic PET (Positron
Emission Tomography) scans can localize and track blood flow in the brain as different
functions occur. A bilingual speaker processing language in the two languages may be
differentially observed via such diagnostic techniques, and such results would
corroborate corresponding intuitions that a second language may be learned in different
ways (i.e., perhaps utilizing different cerebral structures) than a first language.
Corresponding to the correlation between the rhetorical construction of the
learning process by learners, on the one hand, and a possible physiological functional
substrate, on the other, may be a better understanding of the way we humans understand
our own being in the world.

Bohm's "implicate order" construct may, curiously, help

clarify the relation between researcher and research subject, as well as between
learner and object of learning.

In fact, Bohm's concept of the implicate order may help

put into better perspective the multiplicity and complexity of the relationships between
researcher, research subject, medium of research (dialogic/phenomenological
interviewing), and topic of research (second language acquisition); as well as between
the learner, the object of learning (language), and the medium of learning (teaching,
self, first language, the abilities of the brain, such as memory, creativity, naming,
etc.).
In conclusion, phenomenological interviewing can suggest unexpected areas for
investigation as factors in SLA.

Particular combinations and sequences of factors in

"successful" individuals illustrate creative combinatorial potential to guide less
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successful learners. To be cautious, there is a need for triangulation with other
methods, perhaps by discourse analysis, or through "cross-cultural awareness" by the
interviewer.

This could also be done through collaborative review and further

elicitation/expression by the researcher and interviewer.

Alternatively (or

additionally), the interview data can be examined reflectively by other researchers.
However, an innovative approach to triangulation within the spirit of the iconoclastic
research methodology I have proposed and implemented may seek to utilize the verbal as
points of departure, seeking validational confirmation and reliability not in a reflexive
turn back upon itself from triangular perspectives, but rather in the constructed
natural implications.

Thus, finding some way or mechanism for the interviewee to grow

further in awareness or verbal articulational competence within or through the
framework erected and delineated by him- or herself in the original interviews would be
a healthy way—both in terms of research methodology and developmental pedagogy—to
demonstrate the reasonableness and truthfulness of the foundational research.
Interviews may serve instructional and evaluative functions.

Regarded

autonomously as creative dialogues, the phenomenological interviews can function as aids
in building self-confidence in learners by demonstrating (primarily directly to
themselves, but also indirectly, to the interlocutor) their own ability to articulate their
thoughts and communicate them. The interviews may reveal to the interviewer the
extent of the learner's ability to articulate (cf. Moffett's categories) and thus suggest
avenues for elaborating further instructional means.

The very experience of

participating in phenomenological interviews may foster an invigorated extension and
incorporation into the classroom of more dialogue, and introspective, collaborative,
open-ended, meaning-making learning modalities.
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An ultimately satisfying result of this research is the light it may shed on the
fuzzy area between theories of first language and second language acquisition. If we agree
that learning second and further languages is, in its optimal situation, a case of only
slight and therefore trivial variation from first language development, then the only
obvious area of difference will lie in the cognitive (and perhaps affective) knowledge the
learner brings to the task of SLA. The verbally articulated recognition of such cognitive
and affective knowledge, which ensues from the underlying awareness of it, thus
provides an avenue of insight into what may be the basis for an ultimate distinction
between first and second language acquisition theories. This is affirmed in the following
lengthy quotation:
It may be argued, somewhat controversially perhaps, that the field of
second language acquisition is in essence a cognitively richer and more
complex field than first language acquisition. In terms of learnability
theory, the fact that the young child is learning his first language in a
state of cognitive immaturity simplifies matters considerably, for the
theorist at least. Mature second language learners have at their disposal
new potential sources of evidence for discovering the properties of the
target grammar. They ought in principle to be able to gain knowledge
about the language in a way that the child cannot. A theory of second
language learnability has to take a stance on the status of these sources
and the cognitive machinery that handles the relevant information. In
addition to this complication, there is the fact that second language
learners, by definition, are already in possession of a separate linguistic
system. A theory of learnability has also to take account of how this
affects the nature of L2 evidence. And the backdrop to ail this is that it
does seem humanly possible to learn a second or third language to a degree
which makes the difference between native and non-native either a
quibble or an impossible problem to resolve coherently. It is therefore
reasonable, as indeed others have pointed out (e.g. Rutherford 1989), to
encourage more theoretical linguists and anyone working in other areas of
real-time language acquisition to consider second language research data
as being relevant for helping to unveil the mysteries of the innate
language learning capacity (Sharwood Smith, cited in Roca, 1990, 2723).
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Contributions of this Research Project to SLA Research
The question remains as to what contribution this research has made to the field
of SLA research. In the beginning, I defined a major issue in SLA research as the
development of a reasonable response to the questions: (1) Is learning a second language
as well as a first language possible? (2) Are the processes of learning a second language
different than those of learning a first language, and if so, in what way?

(3) What, if

any, is the distinction between explicit, or conscious, and implicit, or subconscious
learning, and is there a role for what can be called "awareness"?
My data has indicated results on two levels. On the one hand, my research has
demonstrated that individual college-level adult ESL learners have the ability to
articulate, in a supportive, mutually collaborative, dialogic, and open-ended
conversation, their own constructed approach to second language learning.

Further,

although certain common areas, approaches, and forms of expression emerge, there is
also a marked variety in each individual's approach to language learning, and in the
respective emphases each individual places on particular topical areas.

The historically

idiosyncratic experience of individual learners appears to be significant in determining
past, present, and possibly future proclivities and formulations in terms of learning
approaches. Learners appear to have their own theories as to how learning occurs, and
how they should approach learning—in some individuals, and in certain areas, the
learner theories are more well-formed than in others, and in some individuals and in
some topical areas the belief in the theory is stronger than in others.
On another level, my research has demonstrated that it is possible to formulate
an analytical framework, represented by a biaxial grid, on which can be mapped the
relative levels of awareness of individuals in various topical areas. There appears to be
no reason why this analytical framework cannot be used to reproduce the results
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obtained in this research.

Such an analytical framework, if used appropriately and

creatively by instructors, administrators, and counselors, can be used to engage
learners in dialogue, encourage and stimulate learners to articulate and better formulate
at a more explicit level their own implicit notions about the SLA process.

It can also be

used for diagnostic and placement purposes, to better match learning approaches and
operative learning theories held by learners with instructional methodologies, beliefs,
and strategies used by teachers; alternatively, the knowledge revealed by the learners
through the "Analytical Awareness Framework" can be incorporated by instructors in
their instructional approaches, to scaffold learning in ZPD's (Zones of Proximal
Development), and to reach out to individual learners by individualizing and
personalizing curricular approaches.
Finally, what can this research reveal about the learning processes of SLA
themselves?

What can it tell us about the identification, the definition, the delimitation,

and the possible role of a category we can call "awareness" in the successful development
of SLA? Can it shed light on the interface and the distinction between implicit, or
subconscious, and explicit, or conscious, learning? Can it even help in arriving at a
better understanding of the validity of this conceptual dichotomy?
My response to the above questions is in the affirmative. The very ability to
articulate aspects of awareness of the learning process which may have been heretofore
residual, nascent, inactive previous to the interview, in conjunction with the
demonstration that learners have relied upon their own notions and beliefs of learning to
motivate them through the SLA process to date, indicates that awareness functions both
as a residual force that may lead to verbal articulation of concepts, and as an operative
guide for the implementation of learning approaches and strategies.
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Bialystok and Hakuta (1994, 125-6), after stating that "...it seems undeniable
that some people find it easier to learn a second language than do others," have spoken
about the variety of research that seeks to determine why some people are "better than
others at learning a second language, given that they share a similar age, native
language, and cognitive ability." They note that some researchers attribute the
differences to psychometrically significant aptitude and intelligence, while others posit
attitude and motivation as the significant factors. Others have suggested extroversion or
introversion, certain cognitive styles or ways of thinking as explanatory notions,
theoretically falling under a social-psychological model, as explanatory notions for the
differential success of second language learners. However, these researchers conclude,
and I believe my research results have demonstrated, that: "None of these factors, of
course, is mutually exclusive; and it may be that the gifted language learner has found
the most advantageous blend"

(Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 125-6).

The results of this research project demonstrate vividly the points that Bialystok
and Hakuta make in attempting to get a better grasp on SLA processes and outcomes. As
Bialystok and Hakuta state, individuals begin learning languages for a wide variety of
reasons, and their attitude and motivation toward learning "can vary in an endless
number of ways," in turn presumably influencing the outcomes of SLA.

It is then the

description of such influences on learning that can shed light on the learning outcomes,
which also appear in an "enormous range of possibilities":
How can we compare the motivation of a person learning a second language
in a foreign-language class with that of a person learning the language on
the streets of the host country? What about the attitude of someone
learning or relearning the language of their ancestors after independence
of their nation-state has been achieved as compared with someone
required to learn the language of an occupying nation? What is the effect
on achievement of those learning a language for the sake of a career
promotion, finding a job, or being able to fill out an application form?
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Clearly, these circumstances intervene in the process of learning a second
language (Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 135).

It appears that a most useful and accurate way to approach a description of such learning
influences is in the form of in-depth interviewing of second-language learners.
One useful way to illuminate how the results of research conducted under a
hermeneutic, phenomenological approach such as the one used here improve on their
validity and general usefulness toward the construction of a realistic theory of SLA is to
compare them with the research conducted in the 60s and 70s under the supposition of
operationalizable, mutually exclusive constructs.
But what is it about attitude or motivation that helps or hinders a
learner with a second language? One of the claims originally made by
Gardner and Lambert was that motivation facilitates achievement only if
it follows from an integrative orientation, a desire to integrate into a
community. Subsequent research by other investigators could not
consistently replicate this finding. To help explain the differences in
research results, Gardner and Lambert went on to make a further
distinction in the effects of motivation. They posited the presence or
absence of the language in the learner's community as an important
factor, suggesting that the instrumental orientation became the more
effective motivational factor if the second language was being used in the
community. Second-language learning that was isolated from a
community of speakers of that language seemed to profit more from an
integrative orientation. Perhaps a minimal level of exposure to the
language in a natural setting is sufficient to override the need for an
integrative orientation.
The new interpretation seems piecemeal at best and still does not
accommodate all the disparate data on the topic. Moreover, it does not go
far enough in either dealing with the strength of motivation independent of
its orientation or acknowledging the high level of relatedness between the
two orientations. After all, the learners in these studies were never
exclusively motivated by instrumental or integrative orientations; there
was extensive overlap of these two descriptions for any individual
language learner (Bialystok and Hakuta, 1994, 139).

1 believe that this lack of exclusivity has been definitively demonstrated by the verbal
data gathered from the interview subjects.
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